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Preface 

No one who toms from reading a church father such as Ignatius back to 
the Nr can help being impressed by the remarkable reserve of the NT writ
ers in applying the term eeoc; to Jesus. Nowhere 1n the Gospels or Epistles 
or the Apocalypse does one find expressions such as those oflgnatius:1 "for 
our God, Jesus the Christ (6 yap eeoc; iuuov 'Incroi.>~ o Xptcrtoc;), was con
ceived by Mary" (Eph. 18:2); "love for Jesus C~t, our God ( ay6:1t11V 'Incrou 
XptO"tOU -roil eeou TJJ.u:Ov)" (Rom. prooem.); "permit me to be an imitator of 
the passion of my God (-rou nO:eouc; toil eeou J.i.OU)" (Rom. 6.3); "I give glocy 
to Jesus Christ, the God who granted fou such wisdom ('ITJO'OUV Xptcr-rov 
-rov eeov ... crocpicrav-ra)" (8myr. 1:1). And in the spurious fourth Oration 
against the Arians, Pseudo-Athanasius inveighs principally against the 
Marcellians in a treatise that begins "the Word is God from God (tlC eeou 
eeoc; ecruv o Myoc;)"3 and closes "so then he himself is God the Word. So 
Christ is the God-man, born of Mary (eha ouv lCOO airr~ o 9eoc; A.Oyoc;. 
XptO"tO<; ouv 6 elC Mapl.~ ero~ &v9p<01t0~. it4 . 

The questions that arise jostle for attention. Does the NT ever parallel the 
boldness of lgJ,'latius in designating Jesus as 6 9£6<;?5 If the writers of the NT 
were persuaded of the deity of Christ, what accounts for their reticence to 
ascribe to him the title that, of all the divine names, would seem most 

1. On the Cluistology of Ignatius, see Lebreton, "TMologie" esp. 115-22; W. Grundmann, TDNT 
9:674-76; on his use of (o) 9£6c; in reference to Christ, see Richardson 40-45; Paulsen 23-24; Schoe-
del39. . 

2. Other relevant passages in Ignatius include the following: -by the will of the Father and of 
Jesus Christ our God ('JlJcroii Xptcnoii toueeou itj.Ui)v)" (E'ph. I:I); "being imitators of God and stim
uiated to aetivity by the blood of God (tv cii)LatL 9eoil)" (Epk. 1:1); "God in man (h av9pcbn:cp eeoc;)" 
(Epk. 7:2); "when God appeared as a man (9eoii civepcomvcoc; ipavepouJ!kvou) to bring newness, 
namely etemallife" (.Epk. 19:3); "warm greetings in Jesus Christ our God (ev 'ITJaoii Xptatcp tiP eeQi 
Ttl!cOV) In blamelessness" (Rom. prooem.); "for our God, Jesus Christ (6 ')itp Oeo~ TJI!cOV 'ITJaOii!i Xpt
atoc;), being in the Father, is the more plainly visible" (Rom. 3:3); "I bid you farewell always in our 
God, Jesus Christ (ev 6e4i tiJUiiv 'Irtaoii Xptcn4i)" (Poly. 8:3). 

3. Orat.. c. Ar. 4:1 (PG 26:468). 
4. Orat. c. Ar. 4:36 (PG 26:624). 
6. J. B. Lightfoot obsezves (ll2:26) that, where 9£6~ is used of Christ in the Ignat!an epistles, gen

erally a genitiv~ liroitation or some_ further definition follows. 
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10 Jesus as God 

explicitly to affirm that deity? Have the fathers and the creeds of the church 
outstripped the NT evidence in speaking so plain]y and so often of Jesus 
Christ as "God"? 

The aim of the present study is to examine all those NT verses in which 
it has been thought possible that eeoc; or 0 9eoc; refers to Jesus. This rather 
arbitracy criterion for choosing the verses to be discussed has, of course, 
excluded from consideration many other verses, passages, and themes 
that would be directly relevant in any exhaustive treatment of the biblical 
testimony concerning the person of Christ. What is offered here is in no 
sense a NT Christology nor even a treatment of the deity of Christ in the 
NT, but merely a detailed analysis of one aspect of NT christological 
thought. 

One of the characteristics of the study of NT Christology during the last 
two decades has been a movement away from the analysis ofthe titles of 
Jesus in the NT as a key to the understanding of his person. This movement 
is part of a general preference for a so-called implicit Christology over an 
explicit Christology. In a paper read at the 1985 meeting of the Society of 
New Testament Studies, L. E. Keck alleged that "probably no other factor 
has contributed more to the current aridity of the discipline" of NT Chris
tology than "fascination with the palaeontology of Christological titles" 
("Renewal" 368). 6 Few, indeed, would want to suggest that the history of 
the titles applied to Jesus by NT writers is the essence of Christology, or 
that words are concepts; nor would anyone wish to deny that there are 
many significant christological passages in which no title is used. Nonethe
less it is my contention that the titles of Jesus again and again encapsulate 
the early Christian understanding of the role and status of Jesus. While no 
single title sums up the full revelation of God contained in Jesus, each title 
contributes distinctively to the multifaceted picture of the man from Naza
reth drawn by NT authors. 

What is surprising is that even in the writings of scholars who have 
approached NT Christology by way of a study of the titles of Jesus there 
has not always been a treatment of the title 9eoc;. One thinks, for example, 
of the monographs by V. Taylor (Names), F. Hahn (Titles), and R. H. Fuller 
(Foundations). What is more, as far as I have been able to determine, 
there has never been a full-scale study of the NT use of eeoc; as a christo
logical term. Brief treatments abound, particularly in the standard system
atic theologies, and even the longer discussions-such as the articles by 

6. Cf. Keck, "Jesus" 9-16, where he argues thatchristo!ogical titles should be interpreted as met
aphors ("similes leave the inherited meanings intact in order to compare two known realities but 
metaphoc:;live by the disparity ofwhat is identified, • 12) and observes that "the inherited, traditional 
meanings of the titles do not really fit Jesus. He was a very unmessianic Messiah, a very non-regal 
Son of David, a very humble Son of Man, a very human Son of God, a very lowly Lord" (12-13). 
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A W. Wainwright ("Confession") and R. E. Brown ("Jesus"}-seem ham
pered by considerations of space. Only when a single verse has been the 
focus of attention in an article or book has justice been done to a verse or 
passage-as in the analyses of Romans 9:5 by T. Dwight ("Romans"), E. 
Abbot ("Construction" and "Discussions"), A. Durand ("Divinite"), H. M. 
Faccio (De Divinitate), B. M. Metzger ("Punctuation"), and 0. Kuss 
("Romer"). 

In the final chapter of his 1982 volume on Jesus and the Constraints of 
History, A. E. Harvey claims "that the New Testament writers appear to 
have submitted to this constraint [of monotheism], and to have avoided 
using the word 'god' or 'divine' of Jesus" (157). 7 Even when scholars allow 
that NT writers sometimes apply the title 9e6c; to Jesus, it is not infrequently 
asserted or assumed that, as G. H. Boobyer expresses the claim (260), "they 
were not assigning Jesus equality of status with God, and certainly did not 
intend to say that ontologically he was truly God. They meant that he was 
God functionally." 

Here, then, is the apologia for my topic-my unease concerning three 
matters: the retreat from "title Christology," the relative neglect of the study 
of 9e6c; as a christological title, and the claim that NT writers avoid using 
9e6c; of Jesus or that 9£6c; has· a purely functional meaning when applied to 
Jesus. 

Two writers (both writing in 1975) have highlighted the need for a study of 
this type. In the course of a succinct analysis of "The Neglected Factor in New 
Testament Theology" (viz., the doctrine of God), N. A Dahl writes: "Most 
treatments of New Testament Christology pay astonishingly little attention to 
the relationship between faith in Christ and faith in God, or to the transfer of 
divine nam.es, attributes. and predicates to Jesus, or to the emergence of 
'trinitarian' formulations. The provocative thesis of A C. McGiffert, that 
Jesus was 'The God of the Early Christians', Seems to have been forgotten" 
(5; italics mine). Again, a commentator on John's Gospel, B. A Mastin, 8 

begins his article on "A Neglected Feature of the Christology of the Fourth 
Gospel" (viz., the christological use of9e6c;bythefourth evangelist) with the 
observation that "because the term 9e6c;is used so infrequently of Jesus in the 
New Testament, it is not surprising to find that there are relatively few discus
sions of it as a Christological title" ("Christology" 32). 

It is a curious fact that each of the texts to be examined contains an inter
pretative problem of some description; actually, most contain two or three. 

7. S'unilarly 178. In his belief that the NT data about a christological use of oa>c; are ambiguous, 
Harvey is followed by Austin 272-73. Cf. Cupitt 108-9: "The full coequal deity of Jesus is nowhere 
taught in the New Testament." 

8. Mastin edited and completed J. N. Sanders's Commentary on the Gospel Accordi71g to St. 
John. · 



12 Jesus as God 

It may be helpful at this point to anticipate what is to come by classifying 
these various problems: 

1. Textual: John 1:18; Acts 20:28; Gal. 2:20; Col. 2:2; 1 Tim. 3:16; Heb. 
1:8; 2 Pet. 1:1; 1 John 5:20 

2. Punctuation: John 1:1; Rom. 9:5 
3. Gra.mrnatical: 

a Problems relating to the presence or absence or the repetition of 
the article: John 1:1, 18; 20:28; Rom. 9:5; 2 Thess. 1:12; Titus 2:13; 
2 Pet. 1:1 

b. General syntactical problems: 
(1) Whether Ka.i. is epexegetic or two nouns are in epexegetic 

apposition: John 17:3; Gal. 2:20; Eph. 5:5; Col. 2:2; 2 Thess. 
1:12; Titus 2:13; 2 Pet. 1:1 

(2) Whether a case is nominative or vocative: John 20:28; Heb. 
1:8-9 

(3) Whether a word is substantival or adjectival: John 1:1, 18; 
Acts 20:28 

4. Contextual: 
a Immediate: I John 5:20 
b. Old Testament: Matt. 1:23; Heb. 1:8-9 

The sixteen passages that will be considered are treated in canonical order 
within two groups-nine major texts and seven "other texts." 

Throughout this monograph I use the terms Deity, God, and Godhead 
synonymously, in reference to the one true God of the Judeo-Christian tra
dition; godhood (corresponding to manhood) refers to the divine essence/ 
nature and qualities, or god-ness; deity and divinity are likewise used syn
onymously, in reference either to the godhood of the Deity or to a particular 
pagan god (see the discussions of these terms by B. B. Warfield in ISBE 
2:1268-70 and by Broyles). 

Attention should also be drawn to an important distinction in terminol
ogy. A (proper) name is taken to be an identifying appellation that belongs 
only to ori!i) individual or to a restricted number of individuals, whereas a 
title is a descriptive appellation that is based on nature, character, function, 
status, or attainment and is potentially applicable to any number of individ
uals. For instance, in the sentence "Yahweh is my shepherd" (Ps. 23:1 JB), 
"Yahweh" is a name and "shepherd" a title. 

In the footnotes, references to scholars and English translations are gen
erally listed in chronological order. References to BDR are given orily when 
this 1976 edition differs from BDF (1961). References to BAGD are gener-
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ally by page number and quadrant on the page, a indicating the upper half 
and b the lower half of the left-hand column, and c and d the upper and 

.lower halves of the right-hand column. Classical references and references 
to church fathers are generally cited according to the abbreviation list in 
TDNT. To conserve· space, works are cited by authors' surnames or, where 
there are several works by one author, by surname and an abbreviated title. 
If reference is made to a scholar's whole book or article, usually no page 
numbers are given; the bibliography contains the necessary information. 
Initials of scholars are omitted in footnotes and in parentheses in the text, 
except when ambiguity would result and when dictionary articles are cited 
(these are not listed in the bibliography). Unless otherwise indicated, the 
translations of ancient texts are my own. 

It gives me great pleasure to dedicate this volume to David Burt, whose 
Christian friendship over many years has been greatly enriching and whose 
legal acumen helped to sharpen my critical faculties during university 
years. 

December 1991 
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Jesus as God 

A satisfactory analysis and classification of the NT use of eeoc; would be 
impossible without first sketching its earlier use in biblical and extrabibli
cal contexts. 

A. Background to the New Testament Use of 9e6c; 

1. Be~ in the Septuagint 

In the LXX 0£6~ renders some twelve different Hebrew words.1 But of 
these only three are sufficiently often rendered by eeOc; to warrant consid
eration when examining the LXX background to the NT use of the term, viz., 
?~ (rendered by 9£6~ 163 times), t:l'i1"~ (rendered by eeoc; more than 2,280 
times),2 and i11i1' (rendered by eeoc; 353 times,3 although by far the most 
conunon LXX rendering of i11i1' is ( o) IC'\)pto~. 4 

1. HR lists another nine distinct Hebrew words or phrases which the LXX only once renders by 
9£6&; or a phrase involVing 9E6&;. 

2. There are also 33 instances where c•n?t~: is rendered by JCUplQ&; o 9£6&;, and 4 times it is ren
dered by IC\\p\0&; ~ The related singular form (i'!i?~ or i'j~) is translated by 9£6&; 21times; the Ar
amaic tenn ~. 65 times (see below, n. 12). 

3. In addition there are 189 instances where il'ro,, is rendered by x:Uplo&; o 9E6~ 4 times it is ren
dered by o IC\\pla&; 9£6<;. and 3 times by x:UplO&; 8E615. 

4. The other nine Hebrew words rendered by 9£6&; are,~~ (19 times), ·p~ (11), '"!ql (10), i'~ (3), 
f'l; (2), ~ (1), ''l'l:' (1), :::l~.p (1), and 'ltiP (1). 
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a. As Rendering ':l~ 

In comparison with the more than 2,600 uses of the word c•n?t~~ in the 
MT, the word ?to~~ occurs relatively rarelY, except in poetry that exhibits an 
archaizing tendency.5 Basically, ?to~~ was used6 (I) as an appellative or 
generic title denoting deity, whether the true God (Ps. 18:33), an "alien god" 
(Exod. 34: 14) that is "no god" (Deut 32:21 ), or deity in general (Exod. 15:11; 
Hos.ll:9); and (2) as a proper name of the God of Israel, equivalent to ;"l,ir 
(see especially Num. 23:8, where ;11;,• is parallel to ?~; Job 5:8; 8:5; lsa. 
40:18). 

However, the term appears in several other interesting contexts: (1) in 
the formation of epithets descriptive of Yahweh (e.g., Exod. 34:6: "the God 
~) of compassion and mercy" = "a compassionate and merciful God"; 
Deut. 7:21; Ps. 84:3); (2) as the first element in certain divine names found 
in the patriarchal narratives of Genesis (e.g., c?w ?~); (3) describing 
people of valor or rank (e.g., 2 Kings 24:15; Ezek. 31:11; 32:21) and in the 
expression c-?~ •.:J:J., "angels" (Ps. 29:1; 89:7); (4) as the equivalent of an 
adjective expressing magnitude or power (e.g., Ps. 80:11: "cedars of?~":::; 
"mighty cedars"); (5) in divine-human contrasts (Isa. 31:3; Ezek. 28:9); and 
(6) as the first or last element in theophoric names (e.g., Elisha and Samuel). 

b. As Rendering C'~ 

Old Testament usage of I:l'i1?~7 may be summed up under three head
ings. a 

5. Perhaps not strangely, the etymology of this oldest Semitic tenn for God remains obscure (see 
Murtonen 34--39; Pope 16--21). A common explanation derives the tenn from the root '?!!:, which 
means "to be strong" or "to be preeminent." That the idea of power was basic to the Semitic under
standing of deity seems to be indicated also by the comparable divine appellatives ?.P:J and rnt~:, both 
of which imply the possession and exercise of authority ( cf. G. Quell, TDNT 3:84). 

6. See the discussion of F. M. Cross, TDOT 1:~1. ln the specific examples cited in the text 
with regard to the use of '?!I: and C'i1?~. these words are alweys rendered by 9£~ in the LXX. 

7. IfC'i1?~ is a plural form of '?!I: expanded withi1 (on this view i1'?!1: [ori11?ll:] is a singular fonn 
inferred from the plural C'i1?11i), like ?111 it could derive from the root ?111, which denotes strength or 
priority in status (seen. 5 above), or the rootn'?!l:, •to be strong." Some (e.g., Murtonen 41-42), how
ever, regard C'i1?11i as the plural of i'i~ (originally meaning "revered one") from the root~ (cf. 
BDB 41-42; H. Ringgren, TDOT 1:273). Various explanations have been given of the curious fact that 
the regular term for God in the monotheistic faith of Yahwisrn is plural in form. The most probable 
explanations are that tm'?lli is (1) an abstrnct plural ("the Deity") which sums up the qualities Inher
ent in the idea of the stem (cf. the plurals C'~f, •old age"; C'"IID:J, "fleshliness"; cf. GKC §124d); (2)a 
plural of amplification which intensifies the idea of the stem: "Then 'elokim would mean the 'great,' 
'highest,' and finally 'only' God, i.e., God in general" (H. Ringgren, TDOT 1:273; cf. GKC §124e); or 
(3) a plural of exceUence or majesty which seems a combination of the two ideas above, slnce it 
sums up the characteristics of and also intensifies the original idea (GKC § 124g): "That the language 
has entirely rejected the idea of numerical pl~ity in C'iJ~ (whenever it denotes one God), is 
proved especially by its being almost invariably joined with a singular attribute •.. , e.g. P'l~ C'iJ?~· 
(Ps. 7:10 [Engl. v. 9); GKC §124g; cf. §132h); 

8. This summacy is a modification of the entry under c•n?ll: in BDB 43-44. 
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1. As a numerical plural 
a. Human rulers or judges, regarded as divine representatives or as 

bearers of divine authority and majesty (Exod 21:6; 22:8 [ cf. 
1 Sam. 2:25];Judg.5:8; Ps. 82:1, 6) 

b. Spiritual or heavenly beings, including God (Gen. 1:27) and 
angels (Ps. 8:6 [Engl. v. 5]) 

c. Angels (Ps. 97:7; 138:1) 
d. Heathen gods (Exod 22:19 [Engl. v. 22]; Jer. 5:7) or "foreign 

gods" (Josh. 24:20, 23), along with their images (Exod. 20:23; Jer. 
16:20) 

2. As an intensive plural 
a. A god or goddess (1 Kings 11:5 [Ashtoreth), 33 [Chemosh)) 
b. The deity in general (Ps. 14:1; Mic. 3:7; Mal. 3:14-15, 18) 
c. A representative of God (Exod. 4: 16; 7: 1; Ps. 45:7 [EngL v. 6)) 
d. A spiritual being (1 Sam. 28:13) 
e. To express magnitude (1 Kings 3:28; Jon. 3:3) 

3. As a plural of excellence or majestY' 
a. The (one true) God (Deut. 7:9; 1 Chron. 6:34) 
b. The God of Israel 

(1) In absolute state (Gen. 9:27; Isa. 35:4), often with adjectives 
(Deut. 4:31; 5:26) 

(2) In construct state 
(a) With proper names: Israel (Gen. 33:20), Abraham (Gen. 

31:42), Elijah (2 Kings 2:14) 
(b) With abstract nouns, to express divine attributes 

(2 Chron. 15:3), functions (2 Sam. 22:3), or sphere of 
authority (Gen. 24:3) 

(3) With suffixes (especially in Deut. and in col\iunction with 
i11i1') (Exod. 20:2; Ruth 1:16) 

c. As Rendering iQil~ 

Although the tetragrammaton i11i1' occurs some 6,823 times in the 
Hebrew Bible (BDB 217b), it is rendered by 9e6c; in the LXX only 353 
times.10 These instances are scattered sparsely throughout all four sections 

9. The examples listed under no. 3 represent the predominant use ofO'il~ (more than 2,000 in
stances). 

10. The four consonants m,,, which form the nomen ineffabUe (known to Jews simply as ~. 
"the name, • or as ,m'Cil O!ZI, "the proper name" of God), are usually thought to have been originally 
pronounced i!F,l: (Yahweh), on the basis of (1) the contracted and poetic form il' (e.g., Isa. 38:11); 
(2) the suffixes,,,- and (in shortened form) il,.. which appear In compound Hebrew proper names; 
(3) the Greek transliteration Iaoucu found in Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 6:6:34) and la~e found 
in Theodoret and Epiphanius (see G. R. Driver, "Yahweh"); and (4) the parallel il'il~ In Exod. 3:14. 
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of the LXX, although the equation inil' :::: 9e6~ sometimes occurs frequently 
in particular sections (e.g., the 20 examples in Prov. 1-21). But, as noted 
above, by far the most common LXX rendering ofi11il' is (o) K'\)pw~ (6,156 
instances). 11 

Being a proper noun and the covenant name of Israel's God, illil, is 
invariably the name of a person who sustains relationships with other per
sons. This name is never used generically of deity but always personally and 
individually of "the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of 
Jacob" (Exod. 3: 15).12 

d. The Interrelationship of"~' C'~, and iiJii~ 
'The primary distinction between ?t~: and t:l'il?t~: 1s not with regard to ety

mology (the tenns are probably related and could derive from the root ?1~ 
or the root il'?to~:) or range of application (both may be used of either the Isra
elite Deity or a pagan god), 13 but in the matter of (1) form and (2) frequency 
and distribution of usage. 'The plural form t:l'~ occurs some 2,570 times 
(BDB 43a), occurring in all OT books, whereas ?~ is found only 217 times 
(in reference to the one true God; BDB 42b ), rarely in the plural (only 4 
instances), and particularly in early poetry and archaizing texts (witness 
the 55 occurrences in Job). 

Whereas ?t~: and cm?to~~, like i11il', are used of the God of Israel, they can 
also, unlike illil', be appellatives designating deity as such or a particular 
pagan deity. illil', on the other hand, functions exclusively as a proper noun, 
denoting an individual divine Being (viz., Israel's covenant God), never as a 
common noun, denoting divinity in general or a nameless divinity (similarly 
Cassuto 18--19). 

The derivation ofi11i1' has been variously explained (for further details and proposals, see Murtonen 
61-67; Parke-Taylor 46-62, 98-100; Gianotti 41-51): (1) as a substantive from the root mi1 (an old 
form ofi1'i1), formed with the preformative yod (KB 369b), meaning "the self-existent One," the Ens 
a se; (2) as an archaic imperfect qal form of mil (equivalent to il!7~). meaning "he exists" and alluding 
to the diY1ne self-existence and !mrnutability; or "he (who) is (truly present)," alluding to his creative 
and redemptive action; (3) as the irnperfecthiphil of this same root (inil), meaning either "he (who) 
brinp into existence" (a reference to the creative activity of God) or "he (who) causes to come to 
pass" (a reference to the divine providence or to God's performance of his promises); or (4) as an 
abbreviation ofi1~"r ~ i1~ (cf. Exod. 3:14), "he brinp Into existence whatever exists." 

11. Vigorous debate continues over the question whether the LXX originally read JCUpL~ as a sur
rogate formi1', with the tetragram In Greek manuscripts as eyidence of a secondary archaizing stage 
(thus, e.g., Pietersma), or whether the divine name was originally written in Aramaic or in paleo
Hebrew letters or else was transliterated into Greek letters (thus, e.g., G. E. Howard, "Tetragra.m" 
63-72). 

·12. But Obermann (301-23) argues that originally i11i1' was lin epithet, a nomen agentis, viz., 
"Sustainer, Maintainer, Establisher" (of strength or weakness, victory or defeat, life or death). 

13. The same'is tme ofm.,R and ;r',R (see above, n. 2). The former word IIUIY refer to Israel's God 
(Deut. 32:16) or to a heathen god (Dan. 11:37b ). The Aramaic term il.,lli is used of heathen deities 
(Jer.10:11), the God of Israel (Ezra6:2), or deity in general (Dan. 6:8, 13 [Engl. vv. 7,12)). The LXX 
has either~ or eeol in these passages (the plural is used in Jer. 10:11). 
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Even when l:l'il':l~ stands as a virtual proper name equivalent to mil', it 
should not be regarded as identical in sense with mil' .14 mil' is more appro
priately used to emphasize the direct and personal character of God's mer
ciful and loving relationship with his covenant people and his immediate 
lordship over nature and history, while O'il':l~ highlights God's transcen
dence and power as the universal, majestic, eternal God who created the 
world and rules and judges it in lighteousness.15 If the former term points 
to God's reality as one who speaks and acts in self-disclosure and salvation, 
the latter term suggests his absolute deity as the Creator and one true God 
before whom all pers9ns must tremble and as the only one who has the 
property of "godhood. "16 

While il1i1' is never applied (in a secondary sense) to angels or human 
beings, both ':l~ and 0'i1':l~ have extended or "irregular" applications to angels 
or to persons who represent on earth divine power, judgment, or majesty. 

2. ~in Extrabiblical Literature 

a. As Applied to Gods 

Since originally eeoc; was a predicative term, its use encompassed the 
whole range of Greek religious thoughtP Sometimes the term (with or 
without the article) refers to deity in general; that is, the divine power and 
qualities that are the common possession of all gods. W. H. S. Jones 
obsetves (253) that the articular o 9e6c; (like o &vOp<OXoc;, "mankind") is 
"very often generic" in sense ("god-kind," "a god," "any god qua god"), as in 
the well-known definition of Epicurus: "First of all reckoning a god ('tov 
9£ov) to be living, immortal and blessed."18 

14. Cf .. Eichrodt 1~2; Cassuto 17-18,27-41. 
15. Cf. the rabbinic distinction (Exodus Rabbah 3 on 3:14): "When I judge men, I am called c•n?~ 

... when I have mercy on them I am called mil'" (cited by E. Stauffer, TDNT3:90 n. 113). See further 
G. F. Moore 1:387. Mannorstein (43) contrasts the rabbinic and the Philonic understanding of these 
two tenns: "Rabbinic lore preserved the teaching that the Tetragrammaton implies or expresses the 
measure of love and mercy; the name Elohim, that of judgement Philo taught just the reverse; the 
term 9£6<; = C'il'?R means euep~~ the good, the God of love and benevolence; !Ciiptoc; = 'l1~ ex· 
presses God's Lol'l:bhip, Rulersbip, Judgement • See further Dahl and Segal. 

16. Concerning the explanatory term C'il'?R in the expression C'i1~ m.,., G. Quell (TDNT 3:81) 
comments that it signifies "the God of all ages, ... the unique bearer of divine essence who has made 
the world." Later he observes: "The c•ij?~ possesses the'~ quality in full measure" (TDNT3:87). See 
further M. H. Segal. 

17. H. Kleinlmecht, TDNT3:67. On the etymology of the term 8£6<;, see Chantraine 42~. Ina 
brief survey of the Greek concept of9e6<;, Harnack (Dogma 119 n. 2 = 119-21) speaks of its "variabil· 
tty and elasticity. • G. Murray (12) vividly illustrates this diversity in the use of 8£6<; when he observes 
that "1:0 EimlXE'iv, 'the fact of success', is 'a god and more than a god' (Aesch. Clweph. 60); 1:0 "(1."('10>

<m:tv 'V..OU<;. 'the thrill of recognizing a friend' after long absence, is a 'god' (Eur. Het. 560); wine is 
a 'god' whose body is poured out in libation to gods (Eur. Bacch. 284); and in the unwritten taw of 
the human conscience 'a great god liveth and groweth not old' (Soph. Oed. Tyr. 871). • 

18. Diogenes Laertius 10:123. 
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Again, (6) eeo~ may signify a particular god (or, as it 9E6~. goddess),19 

who may or may not be named in the context. When 6 eeoc; stands unspec
ified, it will sometimes denote the supreme god, Zeus, 20 "father of both men 
and gods"21 and "the best of men or gods. "22 Certainly, in extrabiblical 
Greek literature the presence of the article with eeoc; will not generally tes
tify to an articulated philosophical monotheism but rather to a divine hier
archy among a plurality of gods who reflect the diversity and manifold char
acter of reality. Given this hierarchy of deities, it is not swprising that a 
Greek could so readily oscillate from 9Eo1. to 6 eeoc; to (for example) Z£Uc; 
in speaking of deity, without intending that subtle distinctions should be 
drawn between the three.23 

In the progressive refining of the Greek idea of 8eo~, the movement was 
away .from Homeric anthropomorphism toward a deification of metaphysi
cal powers that finds its climax in the monism of Plotinus. The gods are less 
eternal beings with human form and passions who live in felicity far above 
worldly anguish than impersonal cosmic forces that guarantee permanence 
of being, oi eeoi ("the gods") have, to a large extent, become 'tO 9E1ov ("the 
divine") or even 'tO ov ("that which exists") or 'tO ev ("the one") (cf. H. 
Kleinknecht, TDNT 3:69-79). 

b. As Applied to Human Beings 

But 9£6~ (or deus) was not a term reserved exclusively for divinities that 
might inhabit heaven (Oeo\ oupavwt:fl or the lower realms (vi:ptepot 
8eoi).25 In the pre-Christian era and in the first century A.D. this title was 
also applied to many human figures: 

1. Renowned heroes, such as Chiron26 and Colonos27 

2. Skillful politicians, such as Demetrius Poliorketes and his father 
Antigonos28 

19. Such as Athena (Plato, Tim. 21A) or Thetis (Plato, Ap. 28C). These two. references and some 
of the following are cited In LSJ 791 s.v. &6; • 

20. HerodotuS 2:13: o Oro~ m; cf. the explicit identification OEO~ ~in Homer, Odyssey 4:236; 
14:327. 

21. Homer, Riad 1:544; 15:47. 
22. Ibid., 19:96. 
23. Cf. Nilsson 1:216,219,364, 739-40; 2:197. To illustrate this oscillation, Jones cites (inter alios) 

Semonides 1:6; 7(8):1, 21, 72, 104 (Z£Uc; = 0£6~ = 'O~UJlltlOl); Aeschylus, Pers. 739 (~ = 6Eoi = o 
&69; Sophocles, El. 199, 1264-00 (8£ot = 6E6t;); and the comment of Cicero (Nat. Dem-. 1:12): "Xe
nophon has Socnites saying that there iS only one god, but then that there are several• 

24. Aeschylus, Ag. 90. 
25. Sophocles, Ant. 602; cf. 1070: oi m'too8ev Oeoi. 
26. Sophocles, 'l'rach. 714. 
27. Sophocle5, Oed.. Col. 65. 
28. Athenaeus 6:63: "'lbat the greatest of the gods and those most friendly to our dty are here 

to help." 
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3. Founders or heads of philosophical schools, such as Diogenes and 
Heraclitus29 

4. Rulers, such as Ptolemy V (Epiphanes),30 Julius Caesar,31 Augus-
tus,32 Herod Agrippa 1,33 Nero,34 and Domitian35 

5. Exalted patriarchs, such as Moseg36 

6. Self-styled servants of God, such as Mariccus37 

7. Human beings as the possessors ofvouc; ("intelligence")38 

While all this indicates the widespread use of the appellation eeoc; for cer
tain persons, care should be taken not to read theological doctrine into 
statements that were often merely the product of obsequious flattery or 
profound respect. The emperor Vespasian's deathbed jest (A.D. 79) is rele
vant in this regard: "Woe is me. I think I am becoming a god.'00 

c. As Applied to the God of Israel 

Philo, who prefers the abstract philosophical tenn 'tO eelov to denote 
Deity, distinguishes between 6 eeoc; (God as the Creator who is good, lov
ing, and benevolent),40 eeoc; (the Logos,41 or a man such as Moses),42 and 6 
ripto<; (God as the King who rules and judges).43 Josephus, on the other 

29. Epictetus, Moral.. 15 (cited by Harnack, Dogma 120 n. 2, who also notes that even Christians 
in Syria are reproached by Lucian for venerating their teacher Peregrinus as a god [Peregr. Mort. 11 J). 

30. IT'to).Q.Lcxio.; imapxrov !IE~ EK Oeoii Ka\ Bec'U; KaBiim:p ·npo.; o 'til.; "Jato~ Kcxi. "Oaipto.; ui6.;, 
"Ptolemy who is god of god and of goddess, as Horus the son of Isis and Osiris" {Rosetta Stone, 196 
B.c.; OGIS 90:10). 

31. Tov Q!tO "Ape~ Kai "Mpo&[i!'tll~ Beov Eltlollavii Kai KO!VOV 'tOU av9pCil1tiVou j3iou ac.mipcx, 
"God made manifest, offspring of Ares and Aphrodite, and common savior of human life" {Ephesus, 
48 B.c.; Dittenberger 760:7). On the "divinity" of Julius Caesar, see L. R. Taylor 58-99, 267-69; Fowler 
107...,'33. 

32. Kaiacxp[cx] eeov EK 9eoii, "by Caesar, god of god" (Egypt, 27 B.c.; p Oxy 14&3: 11); Oeoli EK eeo'ii, 
"god of god" (Egypt, 24 B.c.; OGIS 655:2); b !IE~ Kd'tacxp, "the god Caesar" (Strabo 4:177, 193, 199). 
See further L. R. Taylor 142-246, 27()-83. 

33. Josephus,Ant.l9:345: "Immediately his flatterers raised their voices from different directions 
(though not for his good), addressing him as a god BEov npoacryopeuovteg." Cf. Acts 12:22: "And the 
people shouted out, 'The voice of a god (9Eoli -.rovJi), and not of a man.'" 

34. 'Aycxeq> 9Eci>, "(to) the good god" {the address in a votive inscription ofGaius Stertinius Xeno
phon of Cos) (Deissmann 345 and n. 4). 

35. {AE<JitO'tTI.; iiJ.tiiiV KO:t !IE~=) dominus et deus noster, "our lord and god" (Suetonius, Domit. 
13:2). Cf. Dio Cassius 67:4:7; Dio Chr:ysostomus 45:1. 

36. Philo, Sacr. AC. 9. But see Holladay 136-41. 
37. Tacitus, Hist. 2:51: "Mariccus ... already a deliverer of the Gauls and a god (deus )-a name 

he had attached to himself. • 
38. Epictetus, Diss. 2:8:12; cf. Marcus Aurelius 3:5 (o £v aoi. e£6~. "God in you"); Plotinus, Enn. 

6:5:1 ('tbv £v tKiiatq>TlJ.ui>v 9E6v, "the God in each of us"). 
39. Suetonius, Vesp. 23:4. See also H. F. Burton 80. 
40. Pug. 97; Sacr. AC. 9. 
41. Som. 1:229-30. 
42. Vit. Mos. 1:158; Det. Pot. Ins. 161-62. 
43. Leg. AU. 3:73. Cf. Marrnorstein 43. 
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hand, who prefers the articular over the anarthrous eeoc;, can employ 9€6<; 
and 0 eeoc; interchangeably, without apparent distinction. 44 

3. Conclusion 

To those Jews or Gentile "God-fearers" of the first century A.D. who 
became the first converts to Christianity and who lmew the Scriptures in 
their Greek dress, the term eeoc; would probably have seemed extremely 
rich in its connotations and yet at the same time very varied in its applica
bility. Rich in meaning, because it sununed up everything that distinguished 
God from humans, signifying godhood as opposed to manhood and repre
senting in Greek the two basic generic terms for God ~ and LJ'il'?l:li) that 
were used in the Hebrew OT; it denoted the one supreme God whom Jews 
worshiped as Creator and Redeemer; it was not infrequently found in the 
LXX where the sacred name i11i1' stood in the Hebrew text.45 Varied in 
application, because it could be used to refer to deity in general, a particular 
heathen god or goddess, pagan deities at large (along with their images), 
angels, human rulers or judges, persons of valor or rank, godlike persons, 
as well as the one true God of IsraeL What was more, on occasion it was 
simply equivalent (in the form 'tot> 9eot>) to the acijective "mighty." 

Neither in LXX Greek nor in secular Greek is a firm or a fine distinction 
drawn between the articular and the anarthrous 9E6c;,46 with o 9E6c; denot
ing, for example, a specific god or the supreme Deity (however conceived), 
and eeoc; designating deity in general or emphasizing the qualities of god
hood. 'This is not to say that the use of the article is totally capricious or that 
the above distinctions are never drawn. But it does mean that in certain 
contexts it is as possible for 0 eeoc; to refer generically to divinity as it is for 
9e6c; to denote God or a particular god. 

B. Analysis of the New Testament Use of 9e~ 

1. Statistical Summary 

The statistics in table 1 reflect the uses of eeoc; in NA 26 ( = UBS3). Words 
bracketed in these editions of the Greek text have t;>een included in the sta
tistics. These statistics prompt some general observations. 

44. To illustrate this interchangeable uie, E. Stauffer (TDNT3:90) citesAp. 2:168, and compares 
11Epi 9~;ou in Ap. 2:169, 179, 256 with 11Ep\ 'toil 9£oilin 2:264 (TDNT 3:90 n. 116). 

46. Paap (124) goes so far as to claim that for Grecized Jews of the Diaspora "the Greek word for 
'God' had exactly the Saine value as the tetragram. • 

46. This judgment is confinned, as far as Hellenistic Greek writings contemporaneous with the 
NT are concerned, by Meecham, who cites specific examples from the Epistle to Diognetus. 
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1. Of the 1,315 uses of 9£6~ in the NT, 78.4% are articular and 21.6% 
anarthrous. 

2. Only in 1 Timothy, 2 John, and Jude is the anarthrous 9e6~ used 
more frequently than the articular. Whereas in 1 Peter, Titus, and 
Philemon (and, to a lesser extent, Philippians and Galatians) the 
usage is evenly balanced, in Revelation, 1 John, and Acts there is a 
marked predominance of the articular form. 

3. By far the most common case is the genitive (689 uses), its most 
frequent use being in the ( 6) vo:o<; (toi>) .eeo-6 construction. 

4. In the nominative singular 9£6<; rarely lacks the article when it is 
subject (11 times out of 273). 

5. The plural occurs infrequently (8 times; singular, 1,307 times), a 
reflection of Judeo-Christian monotheism. 

2. The Nominative Singular ( o) Be~ 

In the majority of cases ( 6) 9£6~ is followed by a verb denoting past, 
present, or future action (e.g., J.I.OVO"VEV"il a1t£<J'taA'KEV 6 9£6<;, 1 John 4:9; 0 
9£o<; 'tpecl>£t o:mou~. Luke 12:24; 6 ... eeoc; ... ilJ.i.&; i:~£"(£pe1, 1 Cor. 6:14). 
However, in this study of the application to Christ of the term ( 6) 9e6<;, it is 
of more importance to examine the use of the term when it is accompanied 
by some form of eivo:t or when this verb is in ellipse. 47 The number that fol
lows each verse (in parentheses) indicates the particular category to which 
the example belongs within the two broad classes discussed below under 
points c and d. 

a. ( o) 9e6<; with Eivm Expressed 
(1) 6 ~as Subject (24 ExamplesJ•8 

John 3:2 oi>&t.~ yO:p OOVO:'t0:1. 'tO:fuo: 'ttX OTlJl£10: 7t01.£1V ci ern now~. 
EW J.I.Tt TI 6 9eo~ J.!S't' o:i>'to'U (3). 

John 3:33 6 9eo~ <iA11Eh\c; EO'tl.V (cf. Rom. 3:4a) (2a). 

John 8:42a El 0 9eoc; tto:'tftp \>J.I.OlV ~V ft')'Wtd't£ av i:J.!E (Ia). 
Acts 7:9 Ko:'t ~v 6 eeoc; J.I.E't' c:ri>-cou (3). 
Acts 10:34 oi>K e<rnv npo<r<07to),:t\J.1.1t't'Tl<; 6 9e6~ (2a). 
Acts 10:38b 6 eeoc; 'liv J.I.E't' o:i>-coi) (3). 

Rom. 1:9 J.l.ap~ ')'lip J.l.oU i:a-nv 6 9£6c; (cf. Phil. 1:8) (1a). 
Rom. 11:23 Suvo:'toc; ')'lip EO'tl.V 6 9£0<; mV.tv ~'tpt<ro:t o:i>'to-6~ (2b). 
1 Cor. 14:25b OV'tc.o<; 6 eeoc; EV i>p.l.v EO'tl.V (4). 

47. On the ellipsis ofdvat, see BDF §§127-28. 
48. This excludes Mark 12:29 (<'ilcoue, 'Iapm\A, JCUptO<; o ~ iu.u'iiv ICiip~ £\,; h:mv), where o 

9£~ iu.uliv is in apposition to the subject ICI)p~ 
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1 Cor. 14:33 ou ycip £a'ttv <iJCa'taa'tacrl.ru; 6 9eo<; <iA.Aa ei.pt1v11c; (5). 
1 Cor. 15:28 'ivan 6 eeoc; 'tU 1tclV't(X EV 1tCXcrtV (1).49 . 

2 Cor. 11:31 6 eeoc; Kai na'tilp 'tOU !CUpiou '[T)OOU oioev, 6 oov50 

euA.o"fll'tO<; eic; 1:oi)(; airova<; (2b ). 
2 Cor. 13:11 6 eeoc; 'tf\~ <iy<i1tT)c; Ka't ~ipt1VTJ<; EO"'tat J.le9' UJ.lcOV (3). 
Gal. 3:20 6 Be eeoc; ei.c; EO'tlV (2a). 
Eph. 2:4 6 oe 9eo<; nA.oumo<; oov i:v el..&t (2b). 
PhiL 4:9 JCa\ 6 eeoc; 'tfi<; ei.pt1v11<; eo'tat J.lEe· uJ.lrov (3). 
James 1:13 6yap eeot; <inetpom6c; EO"'ttV KC:XJCci>V (2b). 
James 2:19 ei.c; E<J'ttV 6 9e6c; (v.l.) (2a). 
1 John 1:5 6 eeoc; cjlroc; EO"'ttV (1a). 
1 John 3:20 j.lci~O)V ecr't\v 6 eeot; 'tfit; lCapOta<; TJJ.lcOV (2b). 
1 John 4:8b 6 eeoc; <iyci1tT) EO'ttV (1a). 
1 John 4:16b 6 eeoc; <iyci1tT) EO'ttV (1a). 
Rev. 21:3b Ka\ a'i>'to<; 6 eeot; J.le't· au-trov eo'tat (3). 
Rev. 21:22 6y0.p KUptO<; 6 eeoc; 6 1t(XV'tOKpcl't(J)p vaot; autfjc; eonv (1a). 

(2) Oeo~as Subject (3 Examples) 
John 1:18b J.lOVoyevric; 9eoc;51 6 rov52 eit; 'tOV KOA1t0V 'tOU 1tC:X'tp6c; (v.L) 

(4). 

2 Cor. 5:19 Seo<; ~v ev XptO'tc{l lCOO"J.lOV lC(X'taAAa.OO(J)V EO.U'tc!> (4).53 

PhiL 2:13 eeot;ycip EO"'tlV 6 evepyrov EV UJ.ltV (lb). 
(3) 6 9e~as Predicate (3 Examples) 

Matt 22:32a eyro eij.lt 6 9eot; 'AppanJ.llCC:Xt 6 eeoc; 'IcranK JCC:Xt 6 6eot; 'Ia
JCrop ("' Exod. 3:6, 15-16 LXX; cf. Luke 20:37) (lb).54 

Matt. 22:32b OUK E<J'ttV 0 eeoc; veJCprov eXAM ~OOV't(J)V (v.l.) (2a).55 

1 John 5:20b ou't6c;£o'ttv 6 <iA116tvoc; 9eo<; JCa't ~cm1 airovtac; (2d). 
(4) 9ec%as Predicate (8 Examples) 

Mark 12:27 OUIC EO'tlV eeoc; veKprov <iA.A.a ~WV'tCOV (2a). 

49. All three editions of the UBS text bracket -rei before ncivta. 
50. Since o ciiv is here equivalent to oc;eCTttv, this example may be conveniently included at this 

point. 
51. In chapter Ill (on John 1:18) I argue that ee6~ is in epexegetic apposition to a substantival 

I!OVOyev~c; which forms the subject; Ele6c; may therefore be regarded here as a virtual subject. 
52. See n. 50 above. 
53. That -ijv ... JCataUci.O'O'(J)V is probably not a periphrastic Imperfect is shown by (1) the dis· 

tance between the auxiliary and the participle; (2) the apparently fixed order of JCataAMXaattv
object-goal (with agency being exp.ressed before or after these three elements) that appears else
where in Paul (e.g., 2 Cor. 5:18; Col. 1:20); and (3) with the verb IC1XtaUO:aaoo agency is usually ex
pressed by lila (as in the two verses cited above), not tv. 

54_ This is reckoned as a single example since (eyw) eillt occurs only once. 
55. All three editions of the UBS text bracket o before eeoc;. 
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Luke20:38 
John 1:lb 
John8:54 
Rom.9:5 

2 Cor. 6:16d 
2 Thess. 2:4c 
Rev. 21:7 

aeo~ & oi>tc e<Jnv ve11:prov WJ..<l ~cOVt(I)V (2a). 

eeoc; ,;v 6 Mroc; (3a). 
ov Ull£lt; ~'te on 9eb<; TIJUDV E<J't'l.V (2a). 
£~ rov 0 Xptcrtb<; 'tO ICO:'ta crap11:0:, o wv Em 1tavtrov 9£oc; 
ei>MYyr}toc; rlc; -roue; o:imva~, <iJ.t:t1v (2a).57 

tcroJ.tat o:i>tmv 9e6c; (cf. Jer. 32:38; Ezek. 37:27) (1c). 
OOto&l.KVUV'tO: eo:mov on ecrttv eeoc; (2a). 

0 Vt!CWV d11POVOJ1'tlcret to:i>ta, ICO:t E<JOjl.O:l o:i>tq) eeoc; lCO:t 
ai>toc; ecrto:t J10t ui6c; (cf. 2 Sam. 7:14andHeb. 8:10: ecroJ.Lat 
o:i>tol.c; rl~ 9£6v) (1c). 

b. ( o) Oe&; with eivcn Unexpressed 

(I) 6 Oe~as Subject (21 Examples)58 

Luke 1:68 
John4:24 
Rom.3:5b 
Rom.3:29 
Rom.3:30 
Rom.8:31 
Rom.15:33 
1 Cor.1:9 
1 Cor.10:13 
1 Cor.U:3 
2 Cor~ 1:3 

2Cor.1:18 

ei>A.o"ff1to~ x:Upto~ 6 eeo~ tou 'Icrpo:'tlA. (v.l.) (2a). 
1tVeUJ.l.O: bee~ (la). 
J.tiJ &Stx:oc; 6 eeoc; 6 bncpeprov ti]v opyr}v; (2a). 
fJ 'louSo:t(I)V o 9eo~ J.L6vov; (5). 59 

eic; 6 aooc; (2a). 

ei 6 9£oc; U1tEp i!J1IDV, 'tic; x:o:9'1iJ1roV; (4). 
0 & 9£o~ 'tfjc; eip'tlv,~ j.l£'ta 1taV't(I)V UJ.LIDV (3). 
mcrtb<; 6 ee~ (2a). 

mcrtoc; & o eeoc; (2a). 
x:ecjlo:Ai] re tou Xpt<J'tOU o 9e6~ (la). 60 

£UAo"ff1tb<; o 9eo~ Kat 1ta't'i) p 'toU lCUptou tiJ1IDV 111crou Xpt
<J'tOU (2a). 
mcrto~ & o 9e6~ (2a). 

56. Ele6c; is here predlcatlve, since (1) In the Synoptic parallels (Matt. 22:32; Mark 12:27), (o) eeoc; 
follows E!rnv; and (2) ee6c; is anarthrous, not articular, and therefore is more likely to be the predi
cate than the subject since there are only two certain NT examples of an anarthrous eeOc; as subject 
with dvm following (viz., 2 Cor. 6:19; Phll. 2:13). 

67. This tskes o UN as the equivalent of o<; £cmv. Alternatively, if UN be regarded as otiose, one 
would have 0 Xp!Oto<; ••• (iOttv] 0 •.. em mMOOV 9e6c;. Again, the phrase eeoc; eVM>yrj'toc; ei<; 'toile; 
al<iiv~. ~t1v could be in apposition too Xp!Ot~ See further chapter VI below. 

58. Some render Heb. 1:8 as •God Is your throne (o ep6voc; aou b 9£6Q" (see below, chapter IX); 
and some translate Matt. 1:23 as "God is with us (1J£e· t'uuov o 9£6<;)" (see below, chapter XII §A). In 
1 Thess. 2:10 (i>IJ£1<; ll!ip-rupec; m\ 0 e£.6<;), both e<J'tlV and ll!ip"N<; are In ellipse. Similarly in Mark 
10:18 =Luke 18:19 (c!. Mlirk 2:7), which reads o~c; ~ et JlTt Eic; 6 9£~ the phrase 6 Oiv O:ta86c; 
or c5c; iOttv &:yae~ Is suppressed after b ae6~. See also 1 Cor. 3:7. 

69. In full this would probably read ij 9£bc; 'lo"Uooic.av ecmv 0 ee~ JlOVOV; ( c!. Matt. 22:32 {accord
ing to Kn eJ'3 s.Yt!' OrCiuys]: oudOttv (8£) o e£0<; eEoc; veJCP<ilv ciiJ..a ~caiv'tc.av). 

60. Although the parallellsm oft'! ~ ••. ~it ... IQ:.paAlj mlghtsuggest that 6 ee~ Is pred
lcative in v. 3c, the anarthrous state of ~1\ and the articular state of 9e6<; make this improbable 
(cf. v. 3b). · 
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Eph.1:3 

Phll.1:8 
Phil. 3:19 
Heb. 6:10 
Heb.ll:19 
Heb.12:29 
1 Pet. 1:3 

Jesus as God 

E'I}Myrjw~ 6 9£o~ 'ICO.t 7ta'ti)p 'tOU lCUptO'\) itJ.I.roV 'lll<J'OU Xpt
CJ"tOU (2a). 
J.I.Up'tt><; yap J.I.O'U 6 ee~ (cf. Rom. 1:9) (1a). 

cDV 0 6£0~ Tt KOtA.ta (1b). 
OU yap a8tKO~ 0 eeoc; btt.A.ae£CJ'8at (2b). 
A.o-yt.CJ'~O~ On 1Col be veKpci)v £-¢pet V OuVa'tbc; 6 eeoc; (2b ). 

Kat '}itp 6 eeoc; ftJ.I.ci)v 7tiip Ka'tavaA.tCJ'KOV (1a). 
ei>A.oYTI-coc; 6 eeoc; Kat 1m:ti1p -coi> lCUpiou itJ.I.rov 'I11croi> Xpt
cr'toi> (2a). 

Rev. 4:8 &yt.o~ &yt.oc; &yt.o~ KUp10<; 0 eeo~ 6 1taV'tOKp<i'tmp (2a). 
Rev. 18:8 iaxupo~ lC\)pwc; 6 eeoc; 6 Kpi.vac; ai>n\v (v.l.) (2a). 

(2) 6£~as Subject (2 Examples)61 

Rom. 8:33b eeo~ o 8t1Catrov (1c).62 

1 Thess. 2:5 eeoc; J.I.Cip'tt><; (1a). 

(3) 6 ~as Predicate (5 Examples;63 

Mark 12:26b E,.ro o 6£bc; 'APpacXJ.I.Kat 6 eeOc; 'IcraaK Kat 6 eeOc; 'laKooP 
(1a).64 

Acts 7:32 

1 Cor. 12:6 

2 Cor. 4:6 
Heb.ll:10 

E'}'ri> 6 eeoc; -crov 1ta-repmv crou, 6 eeOc; 'APPMJ.I.Kat lcraaK 
Kat 'laKc.OP (v.l.) (1a).65 

m\ 8toop£cret<; £vepYTIJ.I.U'tffiV·eimv, 6 8£ amo<; eeoc;, 6 EV
epyrov -ca nci.v-ca f.v 1tcxmv (2b). 

o'tt 6 eeoc; 6 ebtc.Ov ... oc; eA.aJ.I.'I'ev (2b ). 
tiJv •.. 1t6A.tv ~<; -cexvi.'tll<; Ka\ 811J.I.tOt>pr(>c; 6 6e6c; (3a). 

(4) ~as Predicate (8 Examples) 

1 Cor. 8:4 oi>ae\~ eeo~ ei llil Etc; (2c). 
1 Cor. 8:6 WJ..' itJ.1.1V ei~ 9£oc; o 7ta'tt\p (2c). 
2 Cor. 1:21 6 8£ J3ePatrov t\J.I.ii<; oilv UJ.I.tV ei~ Xptcr'tov Ka\ XPioac; itJ.I.cX<; 

2 Cor. 5:5 
Eph.4:6 

6£6~ (3b). 
6 8£ Ka'tepyacrci.J.tevoc; TtJ.I.cl<; eic; ai>-co -coi>'to 9e6c; (3b ). 
eic; eeo~ Ka\ 1ta'tiJ p 1tUV'tffiV (2c ). 

61. Some render Rom. 9:6 as "God(, who is over all,) be blessed for ever" (see below, chapter VI 
§D). 

62. 'This may be punctuated as a question or exclamation rather than as a statement. 
63. Some render Heb. 1:8 as "your throne Is God" (see below, chapter IX §C. I). 
64. This is reckoned as a single example since E"'f(i>occurs only once. NA261UBS' brackets the final 

two occurrences of 0 before ero~ 
66. Here the second o 8e6<; Is appositional and introduces an explicative phrase, not a second 

separate predicate. 
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ei.c; yap eeoc; (2c). 
6 &: nav'ta JCa"tacrK£u6:0"ac; ee6c; (3b ). 

1 Tim. 2:5a 
Heb.3:4 
Rev. 21:3b ( x:OO. airroc; 6 eeOc; Jl.Et' aiYtO>v ecrtat.) amrov eeOc; ( v.L) (2e ). 66 

c. (o) ee~ as Subject(= nos. a.(l)-(2) and b.(l)-(2)) 

When 6 eeoc; or ee6c; fonns the subject of the sentence (50 times), the 
predicate67 may be: 

1. A substantive (e.g., tj)cOc;), that is (a) anarthrous, unless (b) the prop
osition is reciprocating (as in Phil. 3:19) or (c) substantival partici
ples are used (as in Rom. 8:33; 1 Cor. 12:6; Phil. 2:13) 

2. An adjective (e.g., mcr"toc;), either (a) standing alone or (b) intro-
ducing a clause or phrase 

3. A J,l£'t6: nvoc; construction (e.g., J.Le9' UllcilV) 
4. A prepositional phrase (e.g., U1tEP 'lif.l.cilV) 
5. Introduced by an elliptical 9e6c; (e.g., "or (is] God (the God] of Jews 

only?" Rom. 3:29)68 

d. (o) ee~ as Predicate(= nos. a.(3)-(4) and b.(3)-(4)) 

When 0 eeoc; or eeoc; is used predicatively (24 times), the subject of the 
sentence (whether expressed or unexpressed) may be: 

1. First person singular: (a) t-yro, (b) eyo) eillt, or (c) EO'OJlCI1 

2. Thirdpersonsingular.eativ (orscrnv) meaning(a)"heis," (b)"itis," 
(c) "there is"; or {d) om~ ronv, "this is"; or(e) ecr"t<Xt., "he will be" 

3. A substantive, either (a) a noun or (b) a substantival participle 

On the basis of the data set out above, two observations may be made. 
First, it is apparent that, whether eivat be expressed or unexpressed, the 
NT writeiS prefer (1) the articular nominative o eeoc; (45 times) to the anar
throus (5 uses) when "God" is the subject;69 and (2) the anarthrous nomi
native eeoc; ( 16 uses) to the articular (8 uses) 70 when "God" is predicative. 71 

Second, when the term eeoc; is used predicatively in the NT (24 times), it is 
usually qualified if articular (J out of 8 examples), often qualified if anar
throus (11 out of 16 instances), this qualification being (1) a noun in the gen
itive (e.g., Acts 7:32: 0 eeoc; 'tcOV 1tattprov O'OU ); (2) a personal pronoun in the 

66. NA 261UBS3 brackets a\n<ilv 9e6r;. 
67. Or further description of the subject (as in John 1:18; 2 Cor. 11:31; Eph. 2:4). 
68. See n. 69 above. 
69. This ratio (9006: 1006) is slightly higher than the general NT preponderance of articular over 

anarthrous uses of 9£6r; (78.4%: 21.696) (see above, §B.l). 
70. 'nlree of the eight uses relate to NT citations of Exod. 3:6, 15-16 (LXX). 
71. 'I'his is not surprising, since predicative noWIS are often anarthrous in the NT. 
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genitive (e.g., Jolm 8:54: eeoc; T]p.cilv £anv); (3) a substantival participle (as 
in 2 Cor. 4:6: o 9eoc; o ei1tc0v); or (4) an adjective (e.g., 1 Cor. 8:6: eic; eeoc;). 
Such qualification is lacking only inJolm 1:1; 2 Corinthians 1:21; 5:5; 2 Thes
salonians 2:4; and Hebrews 3:4; 11:10. It appears, therefore, that NT writers 
generally avoid a statement such as "X is 6 9e6c;" and prefer to qualify the 
afflnnation that "X is eeoc;." 

3. The Relation between 6 8£~ and 8£~ 
Does NT usage make it antecedently probable that Jesus Christ could be 

called 9eoc; but that the designation o eeoc; would be denied him? Is there 
any evidence to suggest that the NT writers carefully distinguish between 
the articular and the anarthrous states of eeoc;? 

a. Suggested Distinctions 

It is well known that on several occasions Philo distinguished between 
the one true God ( 6 eeoc;) and the Lo~os (9eoc;). 72 Origen, too, drew a sharp 
distinction between eeoc; and o eeoc;. 3 As eeoc;, the Son is not only distinct 
from ("numerically distinct") 74 but also inferior to the Father who is 6 9£oc; 
and o:m60eoc; (ie., God in an absolute sense). The Son is divine in a deriv
ative sense, for he gains his deity by communication from the Father, "the 
only true God" (John 17:3) who is preeminent as the single source or foun
tain of deity.15 As further evidence of a tendency, early in the Christian era, 
to distinguish between 0 eeoc; and 9£6<;, appeal could be made to the textual 
variants ln the NT that evidently arose either from a scribal desire to create 
an incontestable "proof text" of the deity of Christ by adding the Greek arti
cle before ee6c;,76 or from a belief that o eeoc; was the more personal and 
9£6<; the more qualitative of the two terms. 77 

In the modern era, in his treatment of Sabellianism and the beginning of 
the trinitarian discussion, W. P. du Bose remarks (72; similarly Liddon, 
Romans 154) that "the Christian doctrine of the Trinity was perhaps before 
anything else an effort to express how Jesus was God (9£6<;) and yet in 
another sense was not God ( o eeoc;), that is to say, was not the whole God
head." Again, R. Knight ( 42) finds a contrast in the first verse of the Prologue 

72. For example, Som. 1:229-30. On Philonic use, see Goodenough 243-44. 
73. In Johannem 2:2. 
74. Ibid., 10:37. 
76. See further Pollan!, Christology 88-105. 
76. For example, in John 1:18 all regard the articular o JIOVO"t£vt\c; eeoc; read by !j:.\7& ~· 33 copbo as 

secondaJy, whether the true reading be !10VO"t£vt\c; eeOc; or 6 !10VIY)£V!]c; ~\.6'> (see below, chapter rn 
§A). Or again, in 1 Tim. 3:16 the twelfth-century minuscule 88 has relined the secondaJy variant eeo'> 
(t~avepole!t ev aaplci) into 0 ee~ n~ 

77. The spate of variants in James 2:19 may be divided into those In which o 9~ Is found (UBS3 

gives a •c• preference to de; t<mv 6 9E6c;) and those which have merely ewe; ((JBSl expressed a "C" 
preference for de; eeOc; tanv, "there is one deity"). 
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to the Fourth Gospel between God Unmanifest ( o eeoc;) and God Manifest 
(eeoc;). Finally, in particular reference to Johannine usage (which is found to 
be representative of the NT in general), B. F. Westcott claims that "the differ
ence between 0 eeoc; and eeoc; is such as might have been expected anteced
ently. The former brings before us the Personal God who has been revealed 
to us in a personal relation to ourselves: the latter fixes our thoughts on the 
general conception of the Divine Character and Being" (Epistles 172). 

These representative statements of suggested distinctions may now be 
summarized. A difference has been thought to exist between (1) the Father 
( o eeoc;) and the Son or Logos (eeoc;); (2) the Godhead ( o 9e6<;) and any one 
member of the Godhead (9e6~); (3) God unrevealed (o 9eo<;) and God in his 
self-revelation (9eo<;); and (4) God in personal relationship with human 
beings (o eeoc;) and the general concept of deity (9e6<;). 

b. Frequently Interchangeable 

How valid are such. distinctions? From three converging lines of evi
dence it becomes abundantly clear that in NT usage o eeoc; and ee~ are 
often interchangeable. 

First, when it is a dependent genitive, eeoc; will be articular or anar
thrmlS, generally depending on the state of the preceding noun; this is the 
canon of Apollonius.78 Thus in 1 Corinthians 3:16a (oinc oi&x-re O'tl vabc; 
eeou £a-re;), eeou is anarthrous because vaOc; is anarthrous, and vaOc; is 
anarthrous because it is predicative. In the following verse (1 Cor. 3:17), 
however, Paul twice uses o vaoc; 'tOU 9eou. Examples are too numerous to 
be cited in full where either 't'OU eeou or eeou is attached to the same noun 
occuning twice or more within the same book. 79 While this oscillation may 

78. See below, appendix I §8.1. 
79. Examples are as follows: 

Matt. ui6r; 
John ui6r; 

teJC\I<X 

Rom. vi.o\ 
teJC\1(1 

aA1\9E~Cl 
VO)LOt; 
Ol1C<X~ooUV71 
eeATI)LCl 

1 Cor. nveiiJ.La 
)L~p~ov 
<r~lo; 
~a<nAcia 

Eph. eu.111L<X 
Heb. .xdp~r; 
1 Pet. eeATI)LCl 
1 John ti.JCVa 
Rev. ~po:y\r; 

toil&QY 
16:16; 26:63 
1:34, 49; 3:18; 6:25; 11:4, 27; 20:31 
11:62 
8:19 
8:21 
1:26; 3:7 
7:22; 8:7 
10:3bis 
1:10; 12:2 
2:11, 14; 3:16; 6:11 
2:1 
1:21 
4:20 
6:6 
12:15 
2:16;3:17;4:19 
3:10;5:2 
9:4 

9eoil 
14:33; 27:43, 54 
19:7 
1:12 
8:14; 9:26 
8:16 
16:8 
7:26 
1:17; 3:6,21,22 
15:32 
7:40; 12:3 
4:1 
1:24;2:7 
6:10; 16:60 
1:1 
2:9v.l. 
4:2 
3:1,2 
7:2 
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TABLE 2. Prepositions with (o) 8£~ 
Pre{'osition 
1. axo 

2. be 

4. £v 

5. Ei(j 
6. Em. C+ acc.'i> 
7. 7tapliC+ gen.> 
8. rtp6c; (+ accJ 
9. ilx6 

Articular 
Rom. 15:15~ 
1 Cor. 4:5 
Heb. 6:7 
John 7:17, 8:42,47 bis 
1 Cor. 2:12; 11:12 
2Cor. 3:5,5:18 
Mark 10:27b 
Luke 1 :30; 18:27 
1 Cor. 3:19 
Rom.5:11 
1 Thess. 2:2 
Acts 6:11; 24:15 
Acts 15:19:26:18, 20 
John 5:44: 6:46; 8:40; 16:27c 
Rom. 5:1; 10:1; !5:17, 30 
Gal.3:17 

Anarthrous 
Rom.1:7 
1 Cor. 1 :3, 30; 6:19 
Heb. 3:12 
John 1:13 
1 Cor. 7:7 
2 Cor. 2:17; 5:1 
Mark 10:27a 
Luke 2:52 
1 Cor. 7:24 
Rom. 2:!7 
1 Thess. 1:1 
Acts 20:21 
Acts 14:15 
John 1:6:9:16,33 
Rom. 4:2 
Gal.4:9 

a. ~· B F read cin6; other manuscripts read ux6, the reading preferred 
byNA26• 

b. In each of these four instances in Acts, the prepositional phrase fol
lows emcrtp~v. 

c. sp5 ~··b A N e 33 a/ do not have the article in John 16:27, which is 
bracketed in UBS3 and NA26. 

often be grammatically or theologically conditioned, 50 and not capricious, 
the fact of the possible interchangeability remains. 51 

Second, table 2 lists examples where the same preposition is used with 
both articular and anarthrous 6£6~ within one NT book (or, in the case of 
Mark 10:27, within a single verse). Even though a definite grammatical or 
stylistic principle sometimes accowtts for the presence or absence of the 
article, it remains true that the same basic fact (such as divine origin or 
agency) may be expressed by articular 9£6<; or by anarthrous ee6~. 

In the third place, in the NT 9£6<; (like trupl.o~) is virtually a proper name 
and consequently shares the imprecision with regard to the use of the arti
cle that seems to mark all proper names.82 

It is therefore not possible to maintain that whenever 6£6~ is anarthrous, 
it differs from o 9£6~ in meaning or emphasis. 

c. Occasionally Distinguishable 

That an important distinction is on occasion drawn between o 6£6<; and 
9£6<; is perhaps most evident from the NT use of the anarthrous accusative 

80. See, e.g., the discussion of v61l~ by E. D. Burton 443-60; and of SucalOoVVTJ by Oepke. 
81. That no ccmsistent pattern ofllSage may be discerned is well illustrated by the use of E:v with 

-rcji ~o:n 'tOU 9£0ii in 1 Cor. 6:11 and with ltVEUjlU't1. et<>U in 1 Cor. 12:3. Exainination of all the 
instances shows that neither the case of the noun on which (-rou) 9Eou is dependent nor the meaning 
ofthe preposition used with that noun Is an adequate criterion for determining whether the noun will 
be articular or anarthrous. 

82. See BDF §§254.(1), 260; Robertson, Gmmmar 761, 795; N. TUrner, Synf4:.& 166-66, 174. 
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9e6v.83 Sometimes the change from -rov 8e6v to 9e6v is clearly without 
importance, according with certain well-known grammatical principles 
(such as Granville Sharp's "rule"), as in Luke 20:37 (~/£yEt. K'\)ptov -rov 
9EOV 'A(lpaaj.! Kat 9eov 'laaexK Ka\ 9eov 'laKrop) where the God of Abra
ham cannot be considered in any sense distinct from the God of Isaac and 
Jacob (see Acts 7:32). Yet in Romans 1:21 the same change cannot be 
deemed insignificant. Those who clearly perceived, through the visible cre
ation, that God exists and that he possesses "eternal power and deity" 
( = "they knew God," -yvov-rec; tov aeov) are without excuse for they failed to 
give him the glory that is his due because of who he is (="they did not honor 
him as God," oux cbc; eeov Mo~cxcrav). In this context the anarthrous eeov 
seems to denote "God as he is in himself," the one who possesses divine 
qualities, and 'tOV ee6v "what may be lmown of God" ('tO ')'YCOO''tOV 'tOU eeou, 
v. 19),84 the one who has manifested his invisible nature.85 

IV6vtec; 'tOV 8e6v of Romans 1:21 should be compaled with (vuv &) 
-yvovu:~ et::6v in Galatians 4:9. Although formerly the Galatians had been with
out any real knowl~e of the God of whom alone deity may be predicated 
(tO'te ..• ouK eiootec; &6v)86-in comparison with gods who lack true deity 
( to1c; qrocret I!Tl oumv et::o1~ (Gal. 4:8}-now they had come to know God as 
the sole possessor of deity. Similarly in John 1: 18a ceeov ou&'tc; eropa!CEV 1tcb-
1tO'tE) and 1 John 4:12a (9eov ou&tc; 1tomO'tE -re9eatal), 9e6c; emphasizes God 
as he is in himself, God in his divine essence and attributes, God who carmot 
be directly known. That John expected his readers to find in 9e6c; in these 
passages some such distinctive meaning seems confirmed by the fact that in 
the Fourth Gospel -rov et::6v occurs nine times and 9e6v only four times, while 
in his first epistle -rov 9e6v occurs nine times and 9e6v this once. Again, in 
Titus 1:16 the com.Ipt and unbelieving are said to profess to know God as he 
really is in himself ceeov Oj.LOI..o)QU01.V eiatvm) but their deeds belie any such 
knowledge. Finally, Paul avers that those who lack any knowledge of God in 
his reality (roic; j.LTJ ei&Smv 9e6v), who refuse to obey the gospel of the Lord 
Jesus, will become the objects of the Lord's flaming vengeance when he is 
revealed from heaven (2 Thess. 1:8). The phrase oi I!Tl ei.Mtec; 9e6v differs 
from 'ttl £9vr} 'ttl I!Tl rl&Sta 'tOv ee6v (1 Thess. 4:5) only in connotation, not 
denotation: in the former case the apostle is emphasizing their ignorance of 
the God who alone possesses deity, who alone is God, while in the latter case 
he is stressing their ignorance of God as he has made himself known. . 

From all this one may enunciate the general principle that when a writer 
wishes to highlight divine qualities (viz., godhood), eeoc; (not 6 9e6~ will 

83. Generally (114 times out of 148) the articular fonn wv. 9e6v is found. Often rov euiv or 9E6v 
follows one of the following verbs: oo~li~oo, opam, elif..o)t<O, ai.vt<O, ii»O~EOJlal, ot~ojlal, olSa, ;we.).. 
ma.>, cXywai(l). 

84. Cf. the wv 9E6v that follows 11-VrllolmV in John 17:3; 1 Cor. 1:21; 1 John 4:6, 7, 8. 
85. This oxymoron is clear from vv. 19-20a. 
86. Cf. 2 John 9: ltd(; b ~~v Ka\ Jli! J.liv<OV tv 'tfi &&lxft 'tOU Xplotoii 9EOv olitc q£\. 
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often be used. 87 This accords with the fact that the anarthrous state of a 
noWl may draw attention to the characteristic quality of the person or thing 
specified. 

A further indication that o ee~ and 9E6<; are not always interchan~able 
may be seen in the uniform use of articular 9£6<; with certain words and 
its customary use with personal pronouns. 89 

Thus it is evident that the use or nonuse of the article with eeoc; does not 
usually, but on occasion may, give the term a special connotation.90 If, 
within a single sentence (e.g., John 1:1), an author uses both ee6<; and 6 
6e6<;, it would seem a priori likely that he intends a distinction to be drawn 
that will be apparent from the context. 

4. The Principal Referent(s) of ( o) Be~ 

Even if a consistent distinction is not drawn between 9e6<; and 6 9£6<; in 
NT usage, does the term, in either its articular or its anarthrous form, con
sistently have the same referent when it is applied to the Deity? What is the 
customary conceptual content of ee6<; in the NT? 

87. So also in the papyri (Ma,yser §58). 
88. VJZ., evcimov (26 uses; but cf. EvcOrnOV !ruptO\l in Luke 1:15, 76; 2 Cor. 8:21; James 4:10), 

£\lxapt<nico, clptoc; (in the phrase clptoc; 6 9E6<; = C'il~ il\1'), £Jvtpoa9Ev ( 4 uses), evavtlov 
(2 uses), £vavn (2 uses); also 6 AO)oc; (except for 1 Thess. 2:13b; 1 Tim. 4:6; 1 Pet. 1:23) and il 
[kt:oV..ci.a in the Gospels and Acts. 

89. With regant to word order, the personal pronoun Invariably follows 9E6c;, which is generally 
( 43 out of 60 cases) articular. The 7 cases where a personal pronoun follows an anarthrous 9e6<; are 
only apparent exceptions. In Matt. 27:46 bis, J.lOU follows the vocative ee.t (which cannot be articu
lar). In John 20:17b (ava~a'wco llflOc;"'"ov natipa 110" xa\ xatipa ilJ.liDv xa\ ee6v 110\l 'IC(X\ eebv ilJ,liDv), 
the 2 instances of ewv are virtually articular, being linked to the preceding nouns (xa:tipa, bis) by 
the common bond of npoc; 't6v. Since there is a single referent (o xa'flip = 6 ee61)), the preposition 
and article would not normally be repeated Then eeou is anarthrous in Luke 1:78 (&a O'!Wiyxva 
lliouc; eeoii i!J.lCiiv) because the preceding noun on which it is dependent (llioul)) is without the ar
ticle (Apollonius's canon). Finally, both John 8:64 {ov il!l£1c; ~em eeOc; i!J.lCiiv Ea'tlv) and Heb. 
11:16 (&b oinc btmox'livem~ aVto-Qc; o lleoc;bnxaAE.1a9a~ ail'tiDv) afford examples of the predicative 
9£6<; (which accordingly is anarthrous). · 

90. With this conclusion compare the detailed distinction ("hints ... worthy of attention") pro
posed by Webster (29), which, it would seem, is based primarily on a priori considerations rather 
than on an explanation of all the data. 

9E~ occurs without the article (1), where the Deity is contrasted with what is human, or with the 
universe as distinct from its Creator, or with the nature and acts of evil spirits; (2), when the essen
tial attributes of Deity are spoken of; (3), when operations proceeding from God are appropriated 
to one of the three Divine Persons; (4), when the Deity is spoken of as heathens would speak, or a 
Jew who denied the existen~ of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. But the article seems to be used 
(1), when the Deity is spoken of in the Cluistian point of\Oiew, as the one true God, opposed to the 
gods of Heathenism; (2), when the First Person of the blessed Trinity Is specially designated, unless 
its InSertion is unnecessary by the addition of na'f1lp, or some distinctive epithet. 

For a critique of B. Weiss's ~is ("Gebrauch") of the NT use or nonuse of the article with 9£6<;, 
see Funk 146-67. [twas the opinion of Meecham with regard to Hellenistic Greek writings contem
ponuy with the NT that no differentiation can be made between the articular eeoc; and the anar
throus 9£6<;. 
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Those who read the NT in the light of trinitarian controversies or scho
lastic theology aver that o 9£6<; denotes the Triune God in general or any 
one person of the Trinity in particular. Since "God" signifies the person 
who inherently possesses the divine nature, this term also can stand for 
each of the three persons to whom this nature is proper and for all three 
persons considered together. Such logic is built on a distinction important 
in medieval scholasticism. There are two possible levels of "meaning" in 
words. Signification is the basic conception connected with a word; thus 
"scripture" signifies (significat) something that is written. Supposition, 
on the other hand, is the application of a word whose signification is known. 
to a particular instance; thus "Scripture" stands for (supponitur), or actu
ally refers to, the Bible. 

Addressing the problem of whether this interpretation of the NT evi
dence that reads the data through the spectacles of trinitarian formulation 
fairly represents the NT usage, K Rahner has proposed a radically different 
solution while still employing the terminology of scholastic logic (125-48). 
In the NT, Rahner argues, o 9£6<; signifies the Father and does not simply 
stand for him (126, 143--44). In the First Person of the Trinity one finds the 
"inner signification" of the word 0 eeoc;, not merely a "suppositional appli
cation" (132, 144). ·o eeoc; does not stand for any one of the three persons 
of the Trinity or all three persons together but generally signifies and con
sequently stands for the Father alone (126, 146). 

Significantly, Rahner prefaces the exposition of his thesis with an expla
nation of its Importance for practical theology. In praying to "God," Chris
tians are not addressing God in general or the God of natural theology or 
even the three persons of the Trinity indifferently. Prayer is to be directed 
specifically to the Father through the mediation of Christ by those who are 
"children of God" (not children of the Son or Spirit) (128-30). 

To begin, Rahn~r states two prima facie objections to his thesis (130). 
Although in the phrases Son of God and Spirit of God, the term God obvi
ously stands for the Father, when the NT refers to the God of the OT, the 
God of creation, or the God of natural theology, the Triune God is signified. 
This argument Rahner answers (132-35) by observing that the "absolutely 
Unoriginate" to whom natural theology ascends must be the Father (though 
he is not known as such) and also the Creator, who is, in NT usage, none 
other than the Ruler of the Old Covenant. The second objection, confesses 
Rahner, may seem more weighty. The texts in which ( o) eeoc; is used of the 
Son show that in the NT o eeoc; only stands for the Father but does not sig
nify him. Acknowledging that there are six such texts, Rahner finds in their 
relative feWness an indication (1) that the word eeoc; does not have that 
quasi-generic signification which would have allowed the term to be used 
much more frequently when the NT speaks of Christ's divinity; and (2) that 
originally 0 eeoc; signified the Father alone (135-38). 
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Then there follows Hahner's positive demonstration of his thesis, which 
falls into two parts. First, he has little difficulty in demonstrating that 6 Seo~ 
nearly always refers exclusively to the Father (138-44). For example, 
where the tenus 6 eeoc; and K"Upw~ 'ITI(jOUc; Xp1.<noc; stand side by side, as 
in the so-called trinitarian formulas, 6 eeoc; stands for the Father. Juxtapo
sition implies distinction. This constant and almost exclusive suppositional 
use of 6 Seoc; for the Father amounts to proof that the word actually signi
fies that for which it so frequently stands suppositionally. Second, he claims 
(144--45) that 6 Seoc; must have the significative meaning of Father because, 
in certain "critical instances" where precision and clarity demanded the use 
of a word that signified the thing meant, 6 6e6<; is found, although 6 1tCXtftP 
was available. Thus, in many decisive NT statements regarding the person 
of Christ, he is called 6 uio<; 'tou eeou (not 6 uio<; 'tou 1ta'tpo<;). 

Such a brief synopsis of Rahner's view scarcely does justice to his 
closely reasoned argument. But it will be obvious that he has squarely faced 
the basic issue: To whom are the NT writers referring when they speak of 
6 eeoc;? And, stripped of its philosophical-some would say, casuistical
casing, his answer may stand.91 Customarily, (6) Se6c; denotes the Father, 
but exceptionally it refers to the Son.92 That ( 6) 8e6c; generally refers spe
cifically to the trinitarian Father is clearly seen in each strand of the NT, but 
particularly in the testimony of John and Paul. 

Before examining these strands separately, I should isolate the general 
bases for this conclusion. First, there is the use of the compound appella
tive Seoc; mxt1lp in various combinations (see §4d below), each of which 
implies that eeoc; is identified with the Father. When this ttaTrlP lacks a 
defming genitive, it is invidious to choose between Jesus Christ and 
believers as the person or persons to whom that fatherhood is exhibited. 
Both are probably included, since on occasion each isjoined to the word 
pair (6) 9E6c; (~ea\) ttat1lp93 and the sonship of believers is based on the 
sonship of Jesus.94 Second, in embryonic trinitarian formulas of the NT 
where the Father, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit are mentioned in coi\iunction, 
the term eroc; is reserved for the Father and is never applied to the Son or 
the Spirit.95 Third, there are numerous passages in which 6 eeoc; is distin
guished from K"Upwc; 'lfl(jouc; Xpta'to~ (or various combinations of these 

91. Hahner's translator, C. Ernst, delineates a third level of "meaning" in words-significative, 
suppositional, and contextual (ie., meaning In use; "what ordinarily comes to mind")-and avers 
that Rahner has shown that 6 ~~ "means• the Father only in this latter sense (which, he believes, 
is not properly signlficatio )(127-28 n. 1). 

92. Concurrence with Rahner In this latter point (with regard to the Son) presupposes the discus
sion of subsequent chapters. 

93. For example, Eph. 1:3: 6 9£0<; 1Cttl. ltll't1'\p 1:0\l ICUpiou iJJ.L<ilV 'l11aoil Xpunoil; and Col. 1:2: 
xap~.<; i>Jtiv 1ea\ e\pliVT\ cino eeoil1tcx1:po<; iuui>v. 

94. Matt. 11:27; Gal. 4:4-6. 
96. For example, Rom. 16:30; Eph. 4:4-6. 
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names). Often the names are simply juxtaposed, implying a distinction 
between them (e.g., Rom 8:17: believers are "heirs of God and coheirs with 
Christ"). Sometimes God's action is related to Christ (e.g., Acts 2:36: "God 
has made this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ") or Christ's 
action is related to God (e.g., Luke 11:20: Jesus exorcised demons by the fin
ger of God). Because the NT never uses o 9£6<; of the Holy Spirit, this 9£6<; 
to whom Christ is in some way related must be the Father. Finally, in many 
texts 9£6<; is defined as "Father" by a reference in the immediate context to 
o 1ta:rr\p (e.g., John 6:3~), sonship (e.g., John 3:17), regeneration (e.g., 
John 1:12-13), or brotherhood (e.g., 1 John 4:21). 

a. Synoptic Gospels 

Although the 9£o<; 1tanlp combination is never found in the Synoptic 
Gospels, the absolute o 1tattlP on occasion stands in contrast with o ul.oc; 
and clearly denotes God the Father.96 Then in 6:26 (=Luke 12:24) and 10:29 
( = Luke 12:6), Matthew has o 1ta'ri}p uJ!&v where Luke has o 9£6<;. "(Heav
enly) Father" is apparently used as a synonym for God in Matthew 6:26, 32 
(cf. the intervening 6:30) and 16:17 (cf. 16:15). 

Baptism is to be administered in the name of the Father, the Son, and the 
Holy Spirit (Matt 28:19). Just as the disciples of Jesus are designated "sons 
of God" (Matt. 5:9), so Jesus is called "the Son of God" (e.g., Mark 1:1; 5:7), 
and the Holy Spirit ''the Spirit of God" (Matt. 3: 16; 12:28). In these latter two 
cases ("Son of God" and "Spirit of God") (at least), 9£6<; .cannot mean "the 
Triune God." 

With regard to the life and mission of Jesus, God was present in the vir
gin's Son (Matt. 1:23); Jesus was the Holy One of God (Mark 1:24) and "a 
prophet mighty in deed and word before God" (Luke 24:19); God's favor 
was on him (Luke 2:40) and he increased in f~vor with God (Luke 2:52); he 
offered prayer to God (Matt. 27:46; Luke 6: 12); and he exorcised demons by 
the finger of God (Luke 11:20) or by the Spirit of God (Matt. 12:28). 

b. Johannine Corpus 

In four places in the Fourth Gospel the terms God and Father are actu
ally cor\ioined. Jesus is accused of calling God his Father (5: 18). God the 
Father is said to have set his seal on the Son of Man (6:27). To the Jews' 
assertion "we have one Father, even God" (8:41), Jesus replies, "If God were 
your Father, you would love me" (8:42). Often the equation "9£6<; = the 
Father" is clearly implicit because of a contextual connection with sonship 
(e.g., 3:16: "For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son"; cf. 1 John 
4:9-10)97 or an accompanying mention of the Father (e.g., "God is spirit, 

96. Matt. 11:27 ( = Luke 1()-.22); Matt 24:36 ( = Mark 13:32); Luke 9:26 . 
. 97. See also John 1:12-13, 34, 49; 3:17-18, 36; 5:26; 10:36; 11:4, 27, 52. 
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and those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth" [4:24] follows 
"true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth" [4:23]).98 In 
fact, of the 83 uses of ( 6) 8s6~ in the Fourth Gospel, the only places where 
the term could not or does not refer to the Father are 1:1b, 1:18b, 10:34-
35,99 and 20:28 (see chapters II-IV below). 

A similar picture emerges from the Johannine Epistles and, to some 
extent, from the Apocalypse. One finds the actual coi\iunction of the terms 
8£6~ and 1ta't1lp (2 John 3: "Grace, mercy, and peace will be with us, from 
God the Father and from Jesus Christ the Father's Son, in truth and love"; 
also Rev. 1:6), the contextual association of the terms (e.g., 2 John 9: "He 
who abides in the doctrine of Christ has both the Father and the Son"), 100 

and the link between 8s6~ and sonship (e.g., 1 John 3:1: "See what love the 
Father has lavished on us, that we should be called children of God"), 101 

regeneration (e.g., 1 John 4:7b: "Everyone who loves has been born of 
God"), 102 and brotherhood (e.g., 1 John 4:21: "The person who loves God 
should love his brother also").103 And in four texts in the Apocalypse, the 
terms o 8s6~ and '11'\e!OU~ are closely linked yet not identified (Rev. 1:2; 
14:12; 20:4, 6) and several times the risen Christ speaks of "my God" (Rev. 
3:2, 12 [4x]; also John 20:17) and once of"my Father" (Rev. 3:21). 

c. Acts 

Repeatedly in the Book of Acts Jesus is the person involved in some 
action of 8£6~ He was anointed by God (10:38) and attested by God (2:22). 
God brought him to Israel as a Savior (13:23), raised him from the dead 
(e.g., 2:24, 32),104 glorified him (3:13), exalted him by his right hand (2:33; 
5:31; cf. 2:36), and ordained him to be judge of the living and the dead (10:42; 
cf. 17:31). Jesus was God's Christ (3:18), God's Son (9:20). The apostolic 
mission involved preaching the kingdom of God and teaching about the Lord 
Jesus Christ (28:31; cf. 8: 12). But nowhere in Acts is this distinction between 
Jesus and God more pronounced than in 7:55-56 where at his martyrdom 
Stephen sees the glory of God and Jesus standing at God's right hand.105 

98. See alsoJohn5:42, 44; 6:28-29,33, 45-46; 8:42, 54; 10:35; 11:40; 13:3 bis; 14:1; 16:2, 27; 17:3; 20:17. 
99. On the use of Ps. 82:6 in John 10:34-36, see Neyrey, "Gods. • Jesus' argument seems to be as 

follows: If there Is scriptural precedent for the use of9eot In reference to mere mortals who received 
God's word, how can the one whom the Father consecrated and sent into the world as the bearer of 
his Word be guilty of blasphemy when he claims to be ui~ 9eoii? 

100. See also 1 John 2:14-17; 3:1; 2 John 3. 
101. See also 1 John 3:2, 8, lOa; 4:4, 9-10, 15; 6:1-2, 9-11, 13, 20; Rev. 2:18; 21:7. 
102. See also 1 John 3:9 bis; 6:4, 18 bis. 
103. See also 1 John 3:10b; 4:20. 
104. See also Acts 3:15, 26; 4:10; 6:30; 10:40; 13:30, 33-34, 37; 17:31. 
106. This passage remains relevant even if mi is epexegelic in Acts 7:55b (El&v OOI;av 9£ou Kat 

11Jaoilv e(Tt(ina EIC &;\ci)v 1:0\i 9eoil). 
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d. Pauline Corpus 

On no fewer than 33 occasions Paul directly links the tenns ee.o~ and 
1t<X'tl\p to form a single compound appellative. 106 His most common combi
nation is ee.o~ 1ta-rJlp (17 times, especially with prepositions) but 6 ero~ lC<Xt 
1t<X'tl\p is also frequently used (11 times). The other combinations are 6 eeoc; 
1ta-rJlp (Col. 1:3; 3:17), 6 ae.o~ 6 na-nlp (2 Thess. 2:16), ei~ ero~ o 1ta-rJlp 
(1 Cor. 8:6), and e.\~ ee.o~ 1ea\ 1ta'tf}p (Eph. 4:6). Invariably 1t<X'tl\p follows 
ee.6c;:107 whenever the combination occurs, the word God is being defined in 
tenns of fatherhood, not fatherhood in tenns of deity. When the apostle qual
ifies 1ta-rJlp, he uses TJf.I.IDV (18 times)108 or 't'OU !CUptou '1110'0U XptO"t'OU (5 
times) or 1tW'tWV (Eph. 4:6). But 9 times 1ta-rJlp stands without any genitive 
limitation.109 Moreover, as in John, so in Paul ee.o~ and na't'T\p are sometimes 
closely related in thought For example, Christ has reconciled both Jews and 
Gentiles "to God in one body through the cross," so that through him "both· 
have access in one Spirit to the Father" (Eph. 2:16, 18). 

Another clear indication that for Paulo eeoc; designated the Father is pro
vided by the embryonic trinitarian formulations found in his letters. Second 
Corinthians 13:13 is the classic instance.110 Paul invokes upon the Corin~ 
thians the grace that is given by the Lord Jesus Christ, the love that is shown 
by God, and the fellowship that is engendered by the Spirit It is instructive, 
in this regard, to compare the trinitarian formulation in Matthew 28:19 with 
usage characteristic of Paul (e.g., Rom. 15:30; 1 Cor. 12:4--6; 2 Cor. 13:13). 
The Matthean 61ta.'t'T\p becomes the Pauline 6 eeoc;, 6 uio~ becomes 61CUptoc; 
CI11crouc; XptO"toc;), and 't'O (&ytov) 1tVeUf.I.<X remains unchanged. 

Then there are many "binitarian" formulas that distinguish "God" from 
"the Lord," "his Son," or similar expressions.111 "God sent forth his Son" 
(Gal. 4:4). Christ gave himself up for Christians, "a fragrant offering and sac
rifice to God" (Eph. 5:2). "God raised the Lor-d" from the dead (1 Cor. 6:14). 
Believers have "peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom. 5:1) 
and are "heirs of God and coheirs with Christ" (Rom. 8:17). Most remark
able are the three passages in 1 Corinthians which not only distinguish 
Christ from God but also subordinate Christ to God the Father: 3:23 ("Christ, 
is God's"), 11:3 ("God is the head of Christ"), and 15:28. (after delivering the 

106. On 8e~n:at!\p as a compound name, see E. D. Burton 385-90; G. Schrenk, TDNT5:1006-8. 
107. See, however, the textual variant-rcj)n:atp\ 1eai. 9£4)in Eph. 5:20 read bylp46 D* G itsyxP"Igoth 

ann Ambrosiaster. 
108. Three of these eighteen are somewhat uncertain (viz., 1 Tim. 1:2; 2 Tim. 1:2; 'litus 1:4) since 

TJilliiV follows the reference to Christ Jesus and could be restricted in reference. 
109. In theSj! cases the fatherhood is probably related to both believers and Christ (thus E. D. 

Burton 388). 
110. See also Rom. 8:11; 16:30-, 1 Cor. 12:~; 2 Cor. 1:21-22; Eph. 4:~. 
111. On the linguistic association of"God" and "Christ" in Paul, seeR. R. Williams, "Binitarianisms. • 
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kingdom "to God the Father" [v. 24], "the Son himself will also be subjected 
to him who put everything under him"). 

So closely are the concepts of deity and fatherhood related· in Paul's 
thought that 9e6~ has gained some of the distinctive connotations of 1ta'tl\p, 
and 1tatr\p of eeoc;. Thus in 2 Corinthians 1:3 Paul refers to the Father who 
shows mercy and also to the God who gives comfort. On the other hand, in 
Ephesians 1:17 "the God of our Lord Jesus Christ" is described as "the 
Father of glory." Deity involves paternal care and friendship as well as 
power and glory, while fatherhood involves majesty and sovereignty as well 
as benevolent love. 

e. Hebrews, James, and Jude 

In three General Epistles, too, there is ample evidence to support the the
sis that eeoc; generally points to the Father of Jesus and of believers. 

For the authorofHebrews, "God has spoken ... by a Son" (1:1-2), Christ, 
who "was faithful over God's house as a Son" (3:6). Jesus c~e to do God's 
will (10:7), was "designated by God to be high priest in the order of 
Melchizedek" (5:10), and now serves as "a great priest over the house of 
God" (10:21). In making expiation for sin he was "a merciful and faithful 
high priest in the service of God" (2:17). "Through the eternal Spirit (Christ) 
offered himself without blemish to God" (9:14), "by God's grace" tasting 
death for everyone (2:9). Mter being raised by "the God of peace" (13:20), 
he sat down "at God's right hand" (10:12; d. 12:2) and now appears "in the 
presence of God" on behalf of Christians (9:24) who "draw near to God 
through him" (7:25; cf.l3:15) and have come to "ajudge who is God of all, 
... and to Jesus, the mediator of a new covenant" (12:23-24). Believers are 
God's sons (12:7), as Jesus is God's Son ( 4: 14; 6:6; 7:3; 10:29). God's exercise 
of divine fatherhood is the theme of 12:3-11: "My son, do not make light of 
the discipline of the Lord .... God is treating you as sons .... Shall we not 
much more be subject to the Father of spirits and live?" 

James 1:1 distinguishes God from the Lord Jesus Christ. A definition is 
given in 1:27 of pure and faultless religion "before God who is our Father 
(mxpa 't(j) ee(j) ka\ 1ta'tpi)," while in 3:9a 6 !CUptoc; Ka\ mx'tl\p is a synonym 
for eeoc; (3:9b). 

The addressees in Jude are "those who are called, who are loved by God 
the Father (£v eeq> 1ta'tpi) and kept by Jesus Christ" (v. 1). "Our only Master 
and Lord, Jesus Christ" is distinguished from "our God" in verse 4 and later 
(v. 25) "the only God" is called "our Savior through Jesus Christ our Lord." 

f. Petrine Epistles 

First Peter begins with one of the clearest trinitarian formulations in the 
NT, and, like Ephesians 4:4-6, it is distinctive in that eeoc; is defined by 
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1ta't'T\p: "To the exiles ... chosen on the basis of the foreknowledge of God 
the Father (9eo'G 1tatp6~), sanctified by the Spirit for obedience and the 
sprinkling of Jesus Christ's blood" (1 Pet. 1:1-2). Then follows an introduc
tory benediction (identical with 2 Cor. 1:3 and Eph. 1:3) that again juxta
poses 6eo<; and 1ta'tTjp ("blessed be the God and Father (o 9eo~ Kat 1tatrjp) 
of our Lord Jesus Christ," 1 Pet. 1:3). And 2 Peter 1:17 states that Jesus 
"received honor and glory from God the Father (1tapa 9eo'G 1tatp6~)." 

God and Christ are associated yet distinguished in references to the resur
rection (1 Pet. 1:21), the offering of acceptable spiritual sacrifices (1 Pet. 2:5), 
the bringing of the unrighteous to God (1 Pet. 3:18), the session of Christ 
(1 Pet. 3:22), the glorification of God (1 Pet. 4:llc), the call to eternal glory 
(1 Pet. 5:10), and the object of the Christian's lmowledge (2 Pet. 1:2). 

g. Conclusion 

No attempt has been made in the preceding survey to be exhaustive. But 
wfi have seen that throughout the NT ( 6) ee~ is so often associated with and 
yet differentiated from clptoc; 'l'fl<JO~ Xptato<; that the reader is forced to 
assume that there must be both a hypostatic distinction and an interpersonal 
relationship between the two. The writers of the NT themselves supply the 
key by spea}(ing not ol'\ly of 6 9e6<; and .l'fl<JOU<; but also of 61taTJ1p and 6 ui.o<;, 
of 6 ui.o<; 'tOU eeou and of 6 eeo<; Kat 1ta'ri]p lrupi.ou TtJ.LWV ·r'flOOU XptO'tOU. 
God is the Father (in the trinitarian sense), Jesus is the Lord (1 Cor. 8:6). 
When (o) 9ro<;is used, we are to assume that the NT writers have o nan\p in 
mind unless the context makes this sense of ( 6) ee6<; impossible.112 

112. A related question demands brief treatment. To whom did the NT writen; attribute the divine 
action described in the OT! To answer "the Lord God" (tl'~ il\,.. = LXX IC\ipt~ o 9e6c;) Is to beg the 
question, for the authon; of the NT wrote of OT events in the light of their trinitarian undel'Standing of 
God. A clear distinction must be drawn between what the OT text meant to its authors and readers 
and how it was understood by the early Christians who lived after the advent of the Messiah and the 
coming of the Spirit. Certainly the person who projects the truutarian teaching of the NT back Into the 
OT and reads the OT through the spectacles of the dynamic or trinitarian monotheism of the NT is 
thinking anachronistically. On the other hand, it does not seem illegitimate to pose a question such as 
this: To whom was the author of Hebrews referring when he said (1:1), • At many times and In various 
w~ God spoke in the past to our forefathers through the prophets"? That it was not the Holy Spirit 
in any ultimate sense is evident from the fact that in neither the OTnorthe NT is the Spirit called "God" 
e::cpressis verbis. And, in spite of the fact that the LXX equiW!entofilliT', viz.,!Ciil)l~ is regularly ap
plied to Jesus in the NT so that it becomes less a title than a proper name, it is not possible that o 9£~ 
in Heb. 1:1 denotes J~ Christ, for the same sentence (in Greek) contains "(the God who spoke ... ) 
in these last~ has spoken to us In a Son (tv ui.cji). • Since the author is emphasizing the continuity 
of the two phases of divine speech (o 9£0c; i..cV..li<J<X; ••• fMATICJ&V), this refe£ence to a Son shows that 
b ~was understood to be ~God the Father." Siinilarly, the differentiation made between o a~ as 
the one who speaks in both eras and 1>\6~ as his final means of speaking shows that in the author's 
mind it :was not the Triune God of Christian theology who spoke to the forefathers by the prophets. 
That is to say, for the author of Hebrews (as for all NT writem, one may suggest) "the God of our fa
thers," Yahweh, was no other than "the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ" (compare Acts 2:30 
and 2:33; 3:13 and 3:18; 3:25 and 3:26; note also 5:30). Such a conclusion is entirely consistent with the 
regular NT usage of o e&u;. It would be inappropriate for c·~ or l11il' ever to refer to the Trinity in 
the OTwhen in the NT 9£6<; regularly refers to the Father alone and apparently never to the Trinity. 
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C. Classification of the New Testament Use of 9e6~ 

The following classification of the NT uses of eeoc; is representative but 
of course not exhaustive. Yet any particular NT example may be set under 
one (or on occasion, two) of the categories listed. In §3 this classification 
assumes the results of subsequent discussion regarding the particular texts 
in which ( o) eeoc; may refer to Christ. 

1. A god or deity 
a Singular, either of a particular god( dess) (Acts 7:43 [=Amos 5:26 

LXX), Rephan; 19:37 v.l., Ephesian Artemis; ct.,; eeci in 19:27 and 
c~n'~ of the goddess Ashtoreth in 1 Kings 11:5) or of a divine 
being worthy of worship113 (Acts 12:22; 17:23; 28:6; 1 Cor. 8:4; 
2 Thess. 2:4a, c; and possibly John 10:33) 

b. Plural, of the gods of Gentile polytheistic religion (Acts 7:40 
[= Exod. 32:1J; 14:11; 19:26; 1 Cor. 8:5 bis; Gal. 4:8) 

2. The one true God of Jewish and Christian monotheism 
a Used absolutely, 114 in any of the cases, with or without the article 

(1) Nominative 
(a) As subject, usually articular: Luke 16:15; Gal. 6:7 
(b) As predicate: Mark 12:26; 2 Cor. 1:21 
(c) Of address (equivalent to 9&), always articular: Luke 

18:11, 13 
(2) Vocative: Matt. 27:46 bis 
(3) Accusative 

(a) Direct object: Mark2:12;John 1:18a 
(b) Subject of infinitive: Heb. 6:18 
(c) In oaths: :Mark 5:7b 

(4) Genitive 
(a) Possessive: Luke 11:20; 2 Cor. 4:7 
{b) Objective: 1 Cor. 15:34; 1 Pet. 2:19 
(c) Subjective: John 3:36; Rom. 1:17 
(d) Descriptive: 2 Cor. 11:2 
(e) Familial: Luke 3:38 

113. In Classical Greek to 8£1ov often signifies divine power or activity or the divine nature con
sidered generically, Without reference to one particular god. There appe3IS to be no NT Instance 
where 9e6~ signifies merely w aEtov ( = numen clivinum, as In Xenophon, Mem.. 1:4:18), deity In gen
eral, although both Philo (e.g., Agric. 17) and Josephus ( e.g.,Ant. 14:183; BeU. 3:352) use 1:0 6Eiov of 
the one true God of Israel's monotheism. In Acts 17:29 (see also the reading of D In Acts 17-2.7 and 
the addition to Titus 1:9 found In minuscule 460) to 6£1ov is used of "the Deity" that is often repre
sented "by the art and lmaglnation of man." See further below, chapter xm §1 

114. That is, without a modifier such as a preposition, or without a qualifier such as an adjective, 
substantive, or dependent genitive. 
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(f) With certain verbs: Acts 4:19b; 10:2b 
(g) With &;i.~: 1 Thess. 2:12; 3 John 6 
(h) Ta toi> eeo'fi: Matt. 16:23; 22:21; 1 Cor. 2:11 

(5) Dative 
(a) Indirect object: Mark 12:17; 1 Cor. 15:24 
(b) Ofadvantage:115 Rom. 6:10-11; Rev.1:6 
(c) Ethic:116 Acts 7:20; 2 Cor. 10:4 (?) 
(d) With certain verbs: Acts 26:29; Rom.1:8 
(e) With h:mc;: John 5:18; Phil. 2:6 

b. Followed by a dependent genitive, which may be a: 
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(1) Personal pronoun, almost always articular: e.g., J.l.O'U, 2 Cor. 
12:21; a\mov, Heb. 11:16 

(2) Substantive 
(a) Proper noun:117 Luke 1:68; Eph. 1:17 
(b) Abstract noun:118 Rom. 15:5, 13, 33 
(c) Collective noun: Luke 20:38; Acts 13:17 

c. With an accompanying: 
(1) Substantive (in the same case) 

(a) K6ptoc;: Matt. 4:7 
(b) Dattip: Gal. 1:4; Col. 1:2; 1 Pet. 1:3 
(c) l:cJmlp: 1 Tim. 1:1; 2:3 

(2) A.qjective 
(a) Attributive: Matt. 16:16; Rom. 16:26 
(b) Predicative: Rom. 3:30; 2 Cor. 1:18 

(3) Participle(= genitive absolute): Acts 18:21; Heb. 2:4 
d. After prepositions, with or without the article: e.g., h: tou eeou, 

2 Cor. 5:18; Ell: 9eou, 2 Cor. 5:1 
3. Jesus Christ 

a Certainly in John 1:1; 20:28 
b. Very probably in Rom. 9:5; Titus 2:13; Heb. 1:8; 2 Pet. 1:1 
c. Probably in John 1:18 
d. Possibly in Acts 20:28; Heb. 1:9; 1 John 5:20 

4. Figuratively 
a Of someone who acts as the representative of God: human mag~ 

. istrates and judges, John 10:34-35 ( = Ps. 81:6 LXX [MT and Engl. 
82:6]) 

116. W1th the sense, •to God's honor and praise. • 
116. Meaning •in God's estimation" or •God being judge" ( = "exceedingly, very"; superlative in 

sense). . 

117. ·o ~ nv~. the God of anyone, I.e., his guardian, benefactor, and object of worship. 
118. This expresses an action, benefit, or blessing of which God is the author or source. 
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b. Of something/someone that assumes the place of God or to 
which/whom one is completely devoted: 
(1) The stomach(== natural instincts): Phil. 3:19 
(2) The devil: 2 Cor. 4:4 
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'Ev apxfl ~v o A.oyoc;, lC<lt o A.6yoc; ~v 1tpoc; 'tOV 
ee6v. lC<lt eeoc; ,;v 0 A.oyoc;. 

It is difficult to imagine the first sentence of a book that would be at one 
and the same time so simple and yet so profound, so brief and yet so 
stately as this exordium to the Johannine Prologue (1:1-18) and the 
Fourth Gospel as a whole. As a result, immense scholarly effort has been 
expended in seeking to analyze the structure, themes, sequence of 
thought, original language, and background of the Prologue which begins 
with this verse. But in spite of all this effort no consensus has emerged on 
these issues and in particular with regard to the extent of any "hymn" or 
hyrnnic material thought to be incorporated with the Prologue. Only 
verses 1, 3-4, and 10-11 appear in almost every reconstruction of the 
Urprolog, although verses 1-5, 9-11, 14, and 16 are commonly regarded as 
original.1 For our present purposes it suffices to note that whether or not 
the Prologue had a literary "prehistory,"2 all of verse 1 is almost unani
mously regarded as an original part of the Prologue, not an interpolation 
or gloss added by a final redactor. 3 As it stands, the Prologue falls into 
four sections:4 

vv.1-5 

vv. 6-8 

vv.9-13 

vv.14-18 

the relation of the preexistent Logos to God and to 
creation 

the relation of John the Baptist to the Logos 

the Logos in the world of humankind 

the incarnate Logos..Son as revealer of the Father 

Before I proceed to the exegesis of each clause in John 1:1, it will be helpful 
to summarize the use of &6<; in the whole Gospel. 

1. For summarl!!S of scholarly opinion, see Brown, Gospel 1:21-23; Feuillet, Prologue 181}-90; 
Miller, Prologue 6, and the literature cited by him (2-3 n. 3). In addition to there being a lack of una
nimity about the extent of the Urprowg, there is wide diversity of view regarding the position o{the 
climax of the Prologue as it now stands, with vv. 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, or 14-18 being among the propos-
als (see J. S. King 373). · 

2. It is not impossible that the evangelist has incorporated within the Prologue material that he 
himself bad composed at an earlier time (cf. Feuillet,Prowgue 196-203). 

3. But Miller, who regards the Prologue as "a mosaic or anthology consisting ofhyrnnic material, 
narrative material, misceUaneous Jines, and later intetpolations" (Prologue 4), argues that l:ia-<J, ~ 
is a self-<:ontained christological hymn of four strophes (with o ~VEV-rendered "what has ap
peared" -introducing the third) "in which the early Johannine community celebrated the salvation
history enacted through the Logos" (Prowgue 96), with vv. lc (xa\ 6EOc; ~v o M')'OQ and 2 as inter
polations (Prologue 7-15, 90-109). 

4. For a discussion of chiasmus in the Prologue, see Culpepper 2-17. 
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A. The Use of 8£6<; in the FoUrth Gospel 

1. The term ee6~ appears in some form 83 times; of these, 63 are artie~ 
ular and 20 anarthrous. 5 

2. When the nominative singular 0 eeoc; occurs, it is invariably the 
subject, never predicative. The plural forms eeoi and 9eouc;, how~ 
ever, are predicative in 10:34-35. 

3. Apart from the textually and exegetically ambiguous eeoc; in 1:18, 
there is no instance of anarthrous ee~ forming the subject of a sen~ 
tence. In 8:54 eeoc; is predicative after eivat. 

4. Several facts make it highly improbable that John intends any con
sistent distinction tO be drawn between 0 9Eoc; and 8eoc; (as if 
between the Father and the Son): 

a In prepositional phrases 9e6c; occurs 22 times, 12 times with the 
article and 10 times without. 

b. When it is used with the prepositions 1tap& ( + the genitive) and 
be, eroc; sometimes has the article (1tapa: 5:44; 6:46; 8:40; 16:27 
v.l.; be 7:17; 8:42,47 bis) and sometimes lacks it (m:xpci: 1:6; 9:16, 
33; be: 1:13). 

c. In 19:7 John has uioc; eeou, but he writes o uioc; toil aeou in 1:34, 
49; 3:18; 5:25; 10:36 (uioc; toil 9Eou); 11:4, 27; 20:31. Similarly, 
compare teKVo. 9eou in 1: 12 with ta telCVa tou eeou in 11:52. See 
the discussion of the canon of Apollonius in appendix I §B.L 

5. Of these 83 uses of eeoc;, the only places where the word could not 
refer to the Father are 1:1 (second occurrence, referring to the 
Logos); 1:18 (second occurrence, referring to J..LOVO;'Evtlc;-see 
chapter m §§B-C); 10:34-35 (both plurals); and 20:28 (addressed 
to Jesus). 

6. Reference to the Father is explicit in 5:18, 6:27, and 8:41-42a, and it 
is clearly implicit in other passages because of (a) a contextual 
connection with sonship (1:12--13, 34, 49; 3:1&-18, 36; 5:25; 10:36; 
11:4, 27, 52); (b) an accompanying mention of the Father ( 4:24; 5:42, 
44; 6:28-29, 33, 46-46; 8:42b, 54; 10:35b; 11:40; 13:3 bis; 14:1; 16:2, 
27; 17:3; 20:17); and (c) the qualifying aqjective J..LOvoc; (5:44 and 
17:3). Elsewhere in John's Gospel, except for the exceptions listed 
above (#5), it is fair to assume that (o) ae~ means the Father.6 

5. These figures are based on NA261UBS3 (see chapter I §B.1). 
6. There are. no references to (o) 9£6c; in chapters 2, 15, and 18 and only one in chapters 7, 12, 14, 

17, 19, and 21. In the Farewell Discourse (13:31-16:33), there are 7 references to (o) 9£6<; and 43 to 
o xatJ1p. Such statistics tend to confirm the conclusion that for John (b) 9£6~ customarily meant the 
Father. 
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B. Verse la: ev apxfl 1]v o A.Oyoc; 

Since the Greek Bible begins with the expression E:v <iPXfl ("in the begin
ning"), rendering n·!Z)~i:l, it seems likely that John is alluding to Genesis 
1;1.7 But whereas the first verse of the Torah continues "God created,''8 

John follows with "the Word [already) existed." In Genesis the creation of 
the world is contemporaneous with or marks "the beginning"; in John the 
existence of the Word is anterior to "the beginning."9 In itself John l:la 
speaks only of the pretemporality or supratemporality of the Logos, but in 
his conjWlction of Ev apx~ and fiv (not £y£ve:m) John implies the eternal 
preexistence of the Word. He who existed "in the beginning" before cre
ation was himself without a beginning and therefore Wlcreated. There was 
no time when he did not exist. John is hinting that all speculation about the 
origin of the Logos is pointless. The imperfect tense ~v (:=Latin erat), which 
here denotes continuous existence, is to be carefully distinguished from 
£on ("he is"), which would have stressed his timelessness at the expense of 
any emphasis on his manifestation historically ( cf. 1:14), and from E:yeve.'to, 
which would have implied either that he was a created being ("he came into 
existence") or that by the time of writing he had ceased to exist ( = Latin 
.fuit). 

Although the Johannine Logos concept has only superficial resem
blances to the Heraclitean notion of the Logos as immanent divine Reason 
or the Stoic view of the Logos as the rational Principle of the tmiverse (see 
H. Kleinknecht, TDNT 4:81, 84-85), 11 there is no need to deny that John's 
AO)Q~ embraces the dual idea of reason (ratio) and speech (oratio).12 

Accordingly, H. R. Minn has proposed (17) that AO)'O~ signifies "the Intelli
gent (reason) plus the Intelligible (word or speech). It is the intellect in 
actiOJl .... Christ is declared by the Apostle to be the Inward and Expressed 
Thought of the Eternal Mind." But, given John's demonstrable dependence 

7. For a defense of the view that John the son of Zebedee was the author of the Fourth Gospel, 
see Morris, Stu4ies 21~0; J. A. T. Robinson, Red4ting 254--311, esp. 29~11. 

8. For a defense of the customary English translation of Gen. 1:1, see Hasel. 
9. *In the beginning" means In effect "before the world was created" (cf. John 17:6, 24; Eph. 1:4). 

Brown (Gospel 4) conunenU;: "11le 'beginning' refers to the period before creation and is a designa
tion, more qualitative than temporal, of the sphere of God. • In Prov. 8:23 (LXX) £v &pxft clearly 
means •before time was" and "before he (the Lord) made the earth." 

10. •'Ev cl:pxMv is not said of an act done £v cl:p:lfl (as in Gen. I.!), but of a state existing f:v apxft. 
and therefore without beginning itself" (Alford 1:680). •ms eternity is implied since he is Wlaffected 
by that process of coming-to-be which is creation, abiding, by contrast, in a changeless mode of be
Ing" (Bolsmard, Prologue 7). 

11. For the etymology of J..6~, see Jendorff 43-62, and on the evolution of the idea of A<i"}Uc; in 
Greek thought, see Surjanslcy 134-69. 

12. Boyle has shown that from the time ofTertullian mttil Theodore de mze there was a tradition 
of translating A&yoc; in John 1:1 as sernw, God's copious and eloquent discourse, rather than by ver
bum, God's single Wldivided utterance. 
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on the OT for his formative ideas (see Reim, Studien), one should assume 
that his Logos concept is informed principally by OT teaching concerning 
"the word of the Lord"13 as God's agent in creation (Ps. 33:6), revelation 
(Jer. 1:4-5, 9), and salvation (Ezek. 37:4-6),14 especially since the Prologue 
proceeds to emphasize precisely these three spheres as the areas in which 
the Logos is mediator.15 He created the universe (1:3, 10), he personally and 
perfectly revealed the Father (1:4-5, 9, 14, 18), and he redeemed humankind 
(1: 12, 16).16 

C. Verse lb: Ka\ 6 .MYyoc; fiv xp<)c; 'tOV 9e6v 

For several reasons there can be little doubt that 6 9£6c; in 1:1b desig
nates the Father: (1) Jolm 1:18 expresses a thought similar to 1: 1b, using the 
term mxn\p: the Logos, depicted as J.I.OVO)'£V1)~ ()eoc;, is said to reside eic; 'tOV 
~~:6A.1tov 'tOU xa'tpoc;; (2) 1 Jolm 1:2 also affords a close parallel:,; ~COl) .•• ,;v 
1tp~ 'tOV 1t<X'tBp<X; (3) in Johannine usage o eeoc; customarily denotes the 
Father (see §A above); and (4) the articular eeoc; could not refer to the 
divine essence ("the Word was with the divine nature" is nonsensical) or to 
the trinitarian God (since ,;v 1tpoc; 'tOV 9£6v is predicated of the Logos-Son 
and the Spirit is not mentioned or alluded to elsewhere in the Prologue). 

Considerable dispute has arisen over the meaning of 1tp6c;. There are 
four major possibilities.17 First, following the term M'YQc;, the expression ,;v 
1tp~ could conceivably mean "spoke . to." In questioning the customary 
translations ·"aupres de" or "avec" for 1tp6c;, C. Masson argues that since a 
"word" is spoken to a person, one might expect after verse 1a an answer to 
the question "To whom was the Word spoken?" (1tp6c; +the accusative: ,;v 
xpo~ 'tOV 9eov) rather than "Where was the Word?" (1taPa + the dative: 1iv 
mpa 'tcfJ 9£4)). Masson believes that his rendering of 1: 1b, "et la Parole par
lait (s'adressait) aDieu," appropriately reflects the dynamic nature of the 

13. See Feuillet, Prologue 225-36. Closely associated is the Hebraic wisdom concept (see Feuillet, 
Prologue 236-44). In a helpful chart (202) SwjanskY compares OT teaching about wisdom with 
Pauline affirmations about the Son of God and the Johannine concept ofthe Logos-Deus unigenitus. 

14. See furtJter 0. Procksch, TDNT 4:91-100. 
16. Indicating his intention to document his thesis in a future publication, Miller rejects all the 

theories which root the Johannine Logos in some pre-Johannine tradition ("without denying utter
ly some possible connections with these traditions~) and proposes rather that "Logos here is ape
culiarly Johannine idea, and that its Christological development ma,y be traced from the many 
ChristologicaJ.Iy 'transparent' uses of logos and rilema in the Fourth Gospel 'proper,' to a more self
conscious Christological significance in the First Epistle, to the full-blown Christological title in the 
Prologue. It means 'Word,' the saving truth which is revealed in and is Jesus Christ" ("God" 67). 

16. Pollard (Christology 14-16; "Cosmology• 147-53) interprets John 1:3a, which he translates 
"all things happened through him, • as a summary of what the Prologue later declares in detail, the 
mediatorship of the Logos in all of God's external actions (viz., creation, revelation, and salvation). 

17. In the discussion that follows I am drawing on and expanding my earlier treatment of xp6<; in 
John 1:1b found in NIDNTr 3:1204-6. 
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Word "Thus, for faith, 'in the beginning' there is not an unlmown and 
unknowable God, some indeterminate and nameless Being, enveloped by 
night and by silence: there is the God who speaks and whose Word in time, 
in creation, and in redemption is the eternal Word" (381).18 However, it is 
just as reasonable to think that l:lb answers the question "What was the 
relationship of the Logos to the Father at and before the beginning?" ( cf. 
I John 1:2). Moreover, Masson is scarcely justified in filling out the meaning 
of'liv 1tp6c; on the basis of an accompanying substantive· ( 6 A.O~c;) that here 
functions as a proper noun. 

Second, appealing to the common Classical Greek phrases 1tpoc; 'tO:U'ta 
("having regard to these things") and ~ilv 1tp6c; uva ("to Jive in absolute 
devotion to anyone"), E. A Abbott finds in the phrase 1tpo<; 'tov 9£6v the 
meaning "having regard to God," "[looking] toWard God,"19 or "devoted to 
God," in addition to a secondary, local sense, "in converse with God" 
(Grammar §2366; cf. §§2308, 2365). These various meanings of 1tp~ are all 
feasible, butit is the combination of Ei. vat (not ~iiv or a'tpEcjl£tv or any com~ 
parable verb) and 1tp6c; in l:lb that renders Abbott's first three proposals 
inappropriate. 

A third view takes 1tp6r; as equivalent to 1tap<i, denoting position 
("with").20 The preposition does not imply any movement or action on the 
part of the Logos in his relation to the Father. Support for this view may be 
found in the NT parallels where 1tP~ + the accusative, often following the 
verb Ei vat, denotes not linear motion but punctiliar rest 21 But, as I. de la 
Potterie has pointed out ("L'emploi" 379), elsewhere John uses 1tapa 'tl.Vl to 

18. A comparable rendering was suggested earlier by Jannaris ("Logos" 24: "Now the utterance 
was made unto Godj and Burkitt (Church. 95: "The Word spoke to God"). 

19. With this compare the tmnslation proposed by Braun (3.2:278 n 5) and Feuillet (Prologue 20, 
264-69; cf. 33; Feuillet, Mysth-e 66, 182): "toume vers. • "ll {le Fils de Dieu] est sans cesse en mouve
ment vers lui [le P~re], si !'on peut ainsi parler; nous avons recours lt. ce langage deficient pour 
exprimer tout ce qu'a de dynamique Ia relalion filiale intratrinitalre" (Feuillet, Mysth-e 107). 

20. Thus BDF §239.(1); C. F. D. Moule, Idiom Book 52--63; N. Turner, Synta.z274; N. Turner, Style 
71 (but cf. his earlier"Etemal Word" 246: "The strong preposition 'with' suggests that He (the Logos] 
existed in a IIYing fellowship with the Father, His life going out to meet the Father's"); Bultmann, 
John 32 n. 3, 82 n 2; Haenchen, John 109. Most English versions simply have "with God; but some 
emphasize the local sense: "in God's presence" (NAB1, .REB), "by the side of God" (Casslrer). 

21. Mark 6:3 (=Matt. 13:66); Mark 9:19 (=Luke 9:41; but Matt. 17:17 has ~9'1'lf,Lciiv); Mark 14:49 
(=Luke 22:63, which has ~e· Uj!Qiv); 1 Cor. 16:6-7; 2 Cor. 6:8; 11:9; Gal. 1:18; 4:18, 20; Phil. 1:26; 
1 Thess. 3:4; 2 Thess. 2:6, 3:10; Philem. 13: Heb. 4:13; 1 John 1:2. This usage reflects (1) the blwting 
of the notions of movement and rest found in Hellenistic Greek; (2) the reduction of the dative case 
and the extension of the accusative case in Hellenistic Greek; and (3) "an extension of many classical 
usages, particularly In such phrases as Ev&uj.lei.a9at np0c; avwv• (G. R. Driver, cited {Without refer
ence] in MH 467) rather than Aramaic influence (e.g., Burney [29) suggests that the translator of an 
Aramaic original, finding rn,, rendered it by np6<; rather than napti under the influence of the more 
common use of this Aramaic preposition, viz., to express motion toward). Wmer ( 405; cf. Abel §50m) 
notes that this usage in which ~tpcl<; -nva = napa -nv1 occurs particularly with personal names. 
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express the pro:xilnity of one person to another22 or the nearness of the Son 
to the Father, 23 never np6~ 'ti.VCX. 

According to the fourth alternative, the sense is "the Word was in active 
· communion with God."24 This seems to be the import of John's statement, 
whether or not 1tp6~ bears a dynamic sense, for when 1tp6~ describes a rela
tionship26 between persons it must connote personal intercourse rather 
than simply spatial juxtaposition or personal accompaniment.26 Used of 
divine persons, this preposition points to eternal intercommunion. 27 

D. Verse lc: 1CCX\ 9£oc; tiv o A.Oyoc; 

1. Punctuation 

A N. Jannaris ("Logos" 20, 24) and J. N. Sanders (69-70) have proposed 
that a stop should be placed after x:cx\ Oeo~ ~v ("and was theos. "), with verse 
2 beginning o Ah'}'O~ omor; ("This Word ... "). No grammatical objection may 
be raised against this proposal, especially since the phrase o A.O'}'Oc; oUt~ 
(albeit in a different sense) is found In John 6:60 and 7:36 ( cf. oma<; 0 M)~ 
in 21:23), while the resulting meaning does not differ materially from the 
sense of the words when the traditional punctuation is followec;l. However, 
this variant punctuation disrupts the balance of the verse (removing the 

22. John 1:39; 4:40; 8:38a; 14:17, 23, 26; 19:25. Note also 11£'ta 'tlYo~ (e.g., John 3:22, 25-26). 
23.John8:36; 17:6. 
24. Similady Westcott, Epistles 219; Milligan and Moulton 4 (7tp6'> "denotes not merely being be

side, but maintalnlng communion and intercowse with (camp. Mark vi.3; 1 John i.2, ii.1)"); Ro~rt
son, Grammar 623; Robertson, Divinity 39 ('ltP~ tov Oaiv = "face to face with God"); cr. Zerwlck, 
Greek §§102-3. Langbrandtner (42) distinguishes mpa t<illl£4> ("bei Gott") from xpo,. tov 9£6v ("in 
Bezlehung zu Gott"). But K. Barth argues that npo'> wv 9e6v must mean more than "for God" or "in 
communion with God" since these sentiments are applicable to others who were not "in the begin
ning" as the Logos was (Dogmatics 95-96). 

26. The basic sense of npO,. + the accusative Is not Mmovement" but "relation" or "direction"; see 
Dewailly 123-25, who compares Aristotle's use of 1:0 ltPO'> tl to define one of his ten categories of 
existence. · 

26. Abbott usefully compares ~ tou &ou ("in companionship with God"), napa 't!\1 6£!\1 ("by 
the side of God"), crov t<P 9£(ji ("together with God"), and n;po'> wv 9£6v ("in converse with God") 
(Grammar §§2363, 2365-66). 

27. DewaiJJy (128) rightly warns against discovering in John l:lb "all the patristic and concillar 
christology which was much later attached to It, still less the speculation of Eastern or Western tra
ditions concerning existential relations.• Some commentators seem to have erred here. Bengel, for 
example, claims that "np6~ •• ."denotes a perpetual, as it were, tendency of the Son to the Father in 
the unity of essence" (2:234). Alford alleges that "both the inner substantial union, and the distinct 
personality ofthe AO~are here [in l:1b) asserted" (1:681). And while de Ia Potterie ("'L'emplol" 381 
n. 3) believes that the Son's "filiation" is expressed by the Johannine formula~ 'tOv 9£6v, here
jects the view of Isaac (80) that the mutual belonging (appa.rtenance) or immanence of the Father 
and Son is indicated, since this would presuppose that np6~ had both a static and a dynamic sense 
at the same time. 
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thrice-repeated 6 AO'}'O~ and the medial position ofliv in each case) as well as 
the chiasmus within the verse (ABBA: 6 AO'}'O~ [second occurrence] ... 9~;6v, 
. . . 9€~ . . . 0 A.ayoc;). And, to emphasize eeoc;, Jolm might have been 
expected, on this view, to write 6 A.6'}'0<; liv npoc; -tov 9€6v JCa\ liv 9€6<; oro 
A.6'}'0<; ttpoc; -tov eeov !Cal eeoc; liv. Moreover, in the other three uses of o A.6'}'0<; 
in the Prologue (vv. 1a, 1b, 14), the word is unqualified. There is therefore no 
adequate reason to reject the customary punctuation: JCa't eeoc; 'li v· o AO'}'O<;. 

Three further matters demand attention with regard to this clause. Can 
the Logos be identified with Jesus Christ? Why is 9e6c; anarthrous? How 
should eeoc; be translated? 

2. Identity ofthe Logos 

One of the crucial ingredients in the Christology of J. A T. Robinson is his 
thesis that the divine Logos or the Christ was defined in, but not confined to, 
Jesus of Nazareth: "The early Christian message was that Jesus is the 
Christ-not that the Christ, or the Logos, the meaning of the mystecy of life, 
is exclusively or exhaustively to be found in Jesus, so that the two are simply 
interchangeable."28 Only in John 1:14 does the preexistent, impersonal 
Logos become personalized in Jesus (Face 218): "The Logos was anhypo
static until the Word of God finally came to its full expression ... in an indi
vidual historical person, and thus became hypostatic. "29 More recently, 
J. D. G. Durm has expressed similar views: Until verse 14 "we are still dealing 
with the Wisdom and Logos figure of pre-Cluistian Judaism, that is, not as a 
personal being, but as the wise utterance of God personified" (Christology 
242). But verse 14 may well mark "the transition from impersonal personifi
cation to actual person" (Christology 243; cf. "Christianity" 334). Accord
ingly "Christ is not the Logos per se; he is the Logos become flesh. We may 
quite properly say that the personified Logos, the impersonal Logos first 
became personal in the incarnation" ("Christianity" 331).30 

By way of response, several obseiVat.ions are in order. Nowhere in the 
Prologue-not even in verse 14-is the Logos explicitly identified as Jesus 
Christ, who is first mentioned in 1:17, yet this identification is a necessacy 
inference, for 1:18 makes the same three a.ffirmations of Jesus Christ as 1:1 

28. Face 10; cf. 113-14, 180-85, 209-10, 213-14; 7ru.th. 97-129. 
29. "John" 334, citlng Schoonenberg ~6, 80-91. 
30; DlliUl presses hfs point further. Because the Logos Christo logy of the Prologue prefaces the 

whole Gospel, one may infer that the Son of God Christology of the discourses should be interpreted 
in the light of the Logos Chrfstology. "In thfs case by pre-existent Son John means pre-existent Logos; 
that is to~. the Son is not another divine power but is the immanent presence of him who alone fs 
God from all e~mity" ("Christianity" 332; similarly Pr:T.rtings 244-46). But earlier Dunn had affinnep 
that "for John the pre-e)[fstent Logos was indeed a divine personal being" (Ckristology 244) and that 
"the Fourth Evangelist was the first Cbristi.an writer to conceive clearly of the personal pre-existence 
of the Logos-Son and to present it as a fundamental part of his message" (Ckristology 249). 
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does of the Logos (viz., timeless existence, intimate relationship with God, 
and participation in deity) and the themes of the Prologue are developed in 
the body of the Gospel in reference to Jesus of Nazareth. 31 But with this 
said, one should affinn that the one whom Jolm envisaged as preexisting 
with God (l:la-b; cf. 8:58; 17:4) was not Jeslis of Nazareth but the preincar
nate Son of God. 32 Another relevant point is that everywhere in the Pro
logue the Logos is portrayed as personal. The amov of 1:10-1233 must refer 
to the Jesus of human history and in the Fourth Gospel the expression m
<J'tEtlEt.V ei~ to OVOJ.L<X ai>tou (1:12) is always applied to belief in the histori
cal or exalted Jesus. And although Word and Wisdom were hypostatized in 
pre-Christian Judaism and in the ancient Near East in general (see J. T. 
Sanders 29-57), there is no reason why John 1:1-2 should not represent an 
advance from any previoQS mere hypostatization of Logos. The ideas of 
existence (1:1a), relationship (1:1b), and identification (1:1c) accord per
fectly with a concept of a personal Logos. 

In 1:14 John is not affinning that an impersonal universal Logos became 
incarnate in the person of Jesus Christ, but rather that the personal individ
ualized Logos assumed a complete and genuine human existence. If, for 
John, the Logos was the preincarnate Son, then Jesus Christ, the Son of 
God, is the incarnate Logos. There was personal continuity between the 
preexistent Logos and the historical Jesus: the Myo~ evaapKO~ was person
ally none other than the Myo~ ciaapKo~.lf this is so, what John says in 1:1 
regarding the person of the Logos, he says, by implication, regarding the 
person of Jesus Christ. 

3. Reasons for the Anarthrous St.ate of 8e6, 

In light of the fact that in the preceding clause John has written 1tp0~ m 
ae6v, it would. seem fair to assume that the anarthrous state ofae6~ in 1:1c 
is not without signifi.cance.34 It would be improper to question this assump
tion by arguing that since no distinction can be drawn between a£6~ and o 

31. For example, life (1:4 and 5:26),1.ight (1:5, 9 and 3:19; 8:12; 12:35, 46), glory (1:14 and 12:41), 
truth (1:14, 17 and 14:6). 

32. But for Lampe the individual, personal identity of the historical Jesus of Nazareth has been 
"retrqjected" on to the Logos who thus becomes for John a preexistent person: "Jesus writ large, a 
divine Jesus in heaven before he came down to earth" (39; cf. 128, 137). There is a "two-way projec
tion or the Jesus of the Gospels on to the pre-existent. Logos-Son, and of the pre-existent Jesus
Logos-Son on to the historical figure of the New Testament records" (141). 

33. John 1:10: 6 KOCIJ.lO~ ailtov oilJC l'yym; 1:11: oHIIw\ ailtov oil7tap€AaPov; 1:12: ooO\ liHI..aj3ov 
ailt6v. 

34. It is unwise to speak, as some do, of the "omission" of the article with 9£6~. for this assumes 
without good reason that John either intended to write, or ought to have written, 6 9£6<;, butfor some 
reason failed to do sd. Even the expression ~absence of the article" tends to be Pll!oratlve, suggesting 
as it does that the presence of the article is normative with proper or common nouns (which, In fact, 
Is not the case-seeN. Turner, Synt43; 165--74). 
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9e6~ in the usage of the F.ourth Gospel (see §A above), Jolm might equally 
well have written o Myo~ 'liv n:po~ 'tov 9e6v, Ka\ o 9eo~ ,;v o I..Oyo~. All that 
Johannine usage shows is that there is no necessary distinction between 
9e6r; and o 9e6r;, both tenns generally referring to the Father. But an actual 
differentiation between the tenns cannot be excluded at any point, espe
cially here where an articular use and an anarthrous use of 8£~ occur in 
succession, the first 9e6~ clearly referring to the Father (see §C above) and 
the second being predicated of the Logos.35 · 

a. Grammatical Reasons 

(I) To Indicate That BE~ Is Indefinite 

In appendix I §A.5 some of the reasons why a given noun may be anar
throus are listed. Since the basic function of the article is deictic, to add 
precision to thought by emphasizing individuality or identity, the non
occurrence of the article with a noun may point to the nonparticularity, 
the indefiniteness, of the concept. Accordingly, from the point of view of 
grammar alone, 9eo~ ,;v 6 1..6yo~ could be rendered "the Word was a 
god, "36 just as, for example, if only grammatical considerations were 
taken into account, u~ei~ EK 'tOU n:a'tpO~ 'tOU Sta~OM'I) EcJ'tE (Jolm 8:44) 
could mean "you belong to the father of the devil." But the theological 
context, viz., Jolm's monothe~m, makes this rendering of l:lc impossi
ble, for if a monotheist were speaking of the Deity he himself reverenced, 
the singular 9e6r; could be applied only to the Supreme Being, not to an 
inferior divine being or emanation as if 9e6r; were simply ge:neric. That is, 
in reference to his own beliefs, a monotheist could not speak of eeoi nor 
could he use ee6r; in the singular (when giving any type of personal 
description) of any being other than the one true God whom he wor
shiped. On the other hand, when the polytheistic inhabitants of Malta 
affirmed that Paul was 8e6~, they were suggesting that he had or 
deserved a place among their own pantheon of gods. "They said that he 
was a god" is therefore a proper translation of eA.eyov au'tov elvat 9e6v 
(Acts 28:6). 

(2) To Indicate That ~Is Predicative 

Had Jolm written Kc:it 6 9eor; ~v 6 Myo~ there would have been room, it 
is argued, for some degree of uncertainty as to the subject, but as the text 

35. Among NT verses which contain the tenn 9£6~, John 1:1 is unique with regard to its construc
tion. The closest parallels are found in five (of the fifteen) verses which have an anarthtous predlca
tive e£6.;. But, for example, John 1:1 differs from John 8:541n that &:6~ is unqualified. It differs from 
2 Cor.1:21; 5:5; and He b. 3:4 in that 9£~ precedes the subject It differs from 2 Thess. 2:4 in that 9E6.; 
precedes the copula It differs from all five in that the subject Is an articular noun. 

36. Since the autograph of John's Gospel will have been Written in uncials, no distinction would 
have been possible between ee~ and 9E6.;. 
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stands, all real ambiguity is removed. That ee~, and not 6 A.Oyo~, is predica
tive is shown by the anarthrous state of the noun.37 

This argument has prima facie plausibility. eeoc; is anartbrous and 
apparently predicative. However, the relation between these two facts is 
not necessarily causal. It is certain]y possible that in 1:18 the anarthrous 
9eo~ stands as subject (see chapter m §C.l), although in the closest parallel 
to l:lc (viz., John 8:54), the anarthrous 9eoc; is predicative (UJ.L.E1c; Af)t:'te O'n 
eeoc; flJlOOV tO''ti.V). Given the general interchangeability of 6 eeoc; and eeoc; 
in the Fourth Gospel (see §A above), it would not be impossible, from the 
point of view of grammar alone, to translate l:lc as "God was the'Word,"38 

especially since the word order (with eeoc; preplaced) could indicate the 
subject But what is grammatically admissible is contextually inadmissible. 
If eeoc; were taken as subject and as equivalent to o eeoc; ("God was the 
Word"), the clause would contradict what precedes ("the Word was with 
God," distinguishing two persons) and would reduce the Mroc; to merely a 
divine attribute (cf. 1 John 4:8: 0 eeoc; a)'{X'Itll £anv).39 And what is more, 0 
Mroc; is the subject and -tov Oeov part of the predicate in the preceding 
clause (v. lb) and in the sentence that follows (v. 2), while the principal sub
ject of the whole Prologue is the Logos. 

It is unlikely, therefore, that the sole or even the main reason for the 
anarthrous state of eeoc; was the need to distinguish predicate from sub
ject. The articuiar Myo~ and the context clearly point to the subject and 
thus the predicate is isolated.40 If John had thought there would be any 
uncertainty as to subject and predicate, ICO:l 0 M')IOc; 1iv eeoc; WOuld have 
settled the matter. 

(9) To Accord with Principles of Word Order 

In appendix I §B.3 I discuss and evaluate E. C. Colwell's "rules" concern
ing definite predicate nouns in the NT. One of his canons was that "definite 
predicate nouns which precede the verb usually lack the article" ("Rule" 
20). Does this rule apply to John l:lc? Colwell himself believed so, although 

37. Similarly, e.g., Bultmann, John 33 n. 2; WainWright, 7'rinity 60-61 (= "Confession• ~9); 
J. N. Sanders 70. 

38. Thus the translations of Wycliffe and Cranmer; also Burney (41), translating his postulated 
Aramaic original (viz., M10'0 Mlil Mii'7Ml); Abbott (Gm.mmar §2594: "And DiVine Being was the 
Word, • although in a footnote [443 n; 3} he observes that the more natural English would be "the 
Word was Divine Being"!). 

39. Cf . .Alford 1:681. 
· 40. It is a moot point whether the article with~ indicates the subject (thus Bengel2:239) and 

therefore the predicate, or whether the anazthrous state of 9e6c; identifies the predicate and conse
quently the subject. In his detailed examlnalion of the NT use of Etvm as a copulative, McGaughy 
demonstrates that within a sentence contairrlng an equaUve verb and a complement, when one unit 
is articular and the other anarthrous, "the word or word clusterdetennined by an article is the sub
ject• (49; his rule 3c). 
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not as confidently as some who have appealed to the rule he enmtciated, in 
order to defend the rendering "the Word was God":41 

The opening verse of John's Gospel contains one of the many passages where 
this rule suggests the translation of a predicate as a definite noun. Kat 9roc; 
~v o Myoc; looks much more like" And the Word was God" than "and the Word 
was divine" when viewed with reference to this rule. The absence of the arti
cle does not make the predicate indefinite or qualitative when it precedes the 
verb; it is indefinite in this position only when the context demands it. The . 
context makes no such demand in the.Gospel of John, for this statement can
not be regarded as strange in the prologue of the gospel which reaches its cli
max in the confession of Thomas ("RUle" 21). 

It is clearly the context of the verse in the Fourth Gospel that encourages 
Colwell to see an application of the grammatical rule here. 

Two considerations make one hesitate, however, to find in John 1:lc an 
instance of Colwell's rule. First, as I observe in appendix I (§B.3.b ), it seems 
a priori unlikely that the largely mechanical and external factor of word 
order should itself accomtt for the presence or absence of the article with 
definite predicate nouns. If word order alone determined the anarthrous 
state of what was a definite nomt (o ~o~, the implication is that John could 
have written o !..&yo~ ~v o Geor;; (or even o &:or; ~v o 1..0'}'0~) as a stylistic vari
ant of 8Eoc; ~v 6 A.O'}'Oc;. But, in the context of John 1:1, this would have 
involved an intolerable equation of persons, with the Logos being person
ally identified, in a convertible proposition, with the Father ( 6 9eo~ in v. lb ). 
Such an affirmation-fitly described as embryonic Sabellianism-would 
contradict the mtambiguous clause that inunediately precedes: "The Word 
was with 0 eeoc;." Whatever John's word order, 0 ~oc; would have been 
inappropriate in verse lc, given the immediate context. 

Second, as he applies his rule to John 1: lc, Colwell wrongly asswnes that 
definiteness and qualitativeness are mutually exclusive categories, that if 
9Eoc; can be shown to be definite because of principles of word order, it can
not be qualitative in sense. In the expression nvei>j..La 0 eeoc; (John 4:24), for 
example, nve'fij..La is both definite (referring to a specific genus) and quali
tative (denoting a distinctive quality or inherent characteristic). In a similar 
way in John l:lc, 8E6c; could refer to the "god-ness" of the one true God.42 

If John, believing in the deity of Jesus as the Logos and yet also in his pel" 
sonal distinction from the Father (o 8€6~ in 1:1b), had wished here to stress 
that the Logos fully shared the divine nature, he could have expressed this 

41. See, e.g., Metzger, "'l'ranslation"; Metzger, "Jehovah's Witnesses" 75-76; V. Peny, "Jehovah's 
Witnesses" 18; Countess; McGaughy 77 n. 1; Miller, "God" 69-70. 

42. Pace Hamer (87): "In John 1:1 I think that the qualitative force of the predicate Is so promi· 
nent that the noun cannot be regarded as definite. • 
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truth only by saying 6 AO')'O~ ~v 9£6t; or 9£0~ 6 A.O')'Oc; 'liv or 9£ot; 'liv 6 M')'Or; 
(= l:lc).43 It must be allowed that John may not be identifying the person 
of the Logos ln l:lc but describing his nature.44 

(4) To Indicate a Nonreciprocating Proposition 

An eighth-centmy wtcial, Codex Regius (L), reads in Jolm l:lc 6 9£or; 'liv 
6 M')'O~. Whether this 1s rendered as "God was the Word" or "the Word was 
God," the presence of the article with both noWlS identifies the proposition 
as convertible, true in both directions. If John had written this or 6 A.6)'0~ 
~v 0 9£6r;, he would be either identifying the Logos with the eeoc; of verse 
lb ("the Word was this 9£6r;," anaphoric o ), or affirming that no 9£6r; existed 
apart from the Logos.45 

As it stands, 9Eor; is anarthrous to showthat the statement "the Word was 
God" is not a convertible proposition. John thereby denies that "God was 
the Word." As C. K Barrett expresses it "The absence of the article indi
cates that the Word is God, but is not the only being of whom this is true. "46 

Since John regularly uses 6 9£6t; or 9e6r; of the Father (see §A above), there 
is adequate reason for his avoidance of a construction that would, while 
affuming the deity of the Logos, exclude the Father from the Godhead. 
While the Logos can be included within the category of Deity, he is not 
coextensive with that whole category. 

(5) To Give 98~ an Acqectival Significance 

On John l:lc R. H. Strachan conunents: "Here the word tkeos has no arti
cle, thus giving it the significance of an acljective. "47 Strachan is not, of 
course, suggesting that an author's choice not to use the article with a nowt 
virtually converts that nowt into an a<ljective. But it remains doubtful 

' whether even an a<ijectival significance may attach to an anarthrous sub
stantive ( cf. Griffiths 315). 'E'yro ei.J.u av9pC07tor; does not exactly mean "I am 
human" (avapromv<>9. Similarly, 9eor; ~ 6 A.O')'Ot; does not exactly mean 

43. This assumes, on the basis of John 1:18a (Otov oU&'~~ i:!llpaiCEV trolrcou), that John could al
lude to the divine nature or "essence" by the use of an anarthrous 9E6\; (see chapter m §D.2). 

44. This is the view of Westcott, Gospel3. C. F. D. Maule cites it approvingly with the comment: 
"Westcott's note ... , although it may require the addition of some refe'f'ce to Idiom, does still, per-
haps, represent the writer's theological Intention" (Idiom Book 116). ' 

45. Cf. Hofius 16 n. 89. See appendix 1 §A.6:e. 
46. John 156; similarly his Essays on John 23; Crawford, "Pittenger" 122 ("tf o 9£6~ had been used 

it would identlf,y the Logos with the totality of the divine existence ... the Word does not by Himself 
make up the entire Godhead"); Miller, "God"71-73, 77; Macquarrie 109-10 ("even if we are correct 
in speaking of the 'identification' of Jesus with the Word, we could not go on to infer an identification 
of Jesus with God"). 

47. Fourth Gospel99.ln a similar vein, Temple observes that "the term 'God' Is fully substantival 
in the first clause-lTf)o<; Tov 6E6v: it is predicative and not far from adjectival in the second-&o<; 
!lv 6 ~-Thus from the outset we are to understand that the Word has its whole being within De
ity, but that it does not exhaust the being of Deity" (John 5). It is unclear whether Temple derived 
the quasi-a(ijectival sense of 8€6<; from its being predicative or from its being anarthrous. 
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"the Word was divine" (9iioc;). Especially when there exists an adjective 
corresponding to the substantive, the anarthrous noun should not be 
deemed adjectival. A careful distinction should be drawn between the 
potentially qualitative sense of an anarthrous noun (see appendix I §A5.c) 
and issues of translation that may be resolved by the use of an adjective. 

b. Theological Reasons 
(1) To Distinguish the Logos from the Father 

Since it was John's custom to resexve the title o eeOc; for the Father, it 
would have been impossible for him to have written 6 ~c; ,;v 0 eeoc; (or 0 
eeoc; iiv 6 A.O~c;) without suggesting a precise identification of the person of 
the Logos (the Son) with the person of the Father. 48 Having just distinguished 
the Logos from 6 ee6c; in verse 1b, would he be likely immediately afterward 
to dissolve that personal distinction?"9 For him to have used 6 eeoc; in the 
predicate of verse 1c would have implied either that subject and predicate 
were identical or coextensive or that this predicate referred to none other 
than the o 8eoc; of the preceding clause (the article being anaphoric; see 
§D.3.a(4) above). As it is, in verse 1c John maintains the distinction between 
the Logos and the Father that he has drawn in verse 1b, while at the same 
time affirming the participation of the Logos in the divine essence (8eoc;). 

This explanation of the anarthrous state of eeoc; has the advantage of 
arising from the immediate context. Nevertheless a potential difficulty 
should be met. Since John not infrequently uses the anarthrous eeoc; of the 
Father, 50 the anarthrous state of ee6c; in itself in no way reduces the possi
bility of a reference to the Father or guarantees that John is referring to 
someone other than the Father. However, the uniform distinction between 
Son and Father that John makes throughout the Gospel, as well as in 1:1b, 
effectiv:.ely excludes any possible reference to the Father in the term eeoc; 
here. And, as well as repeating the salient points of verse 1, verse 2 may be 
aimed at averting a possible misinterpretation of verse 1c, viz., that there 
was no distinction between 6 Myoc; and 6 eeoc;. 51 

(2) To Indicate the Subordination of the Logos 
Appealing to the view of S. de Ausejo (385-403, 426 n. 136) that through

out the Prologue o A.Oyoc; refers to the incarnate Jesus Christ, the Word-

48. Stevens, Jolumnine Theology 91; Brown, Reflections 26 (""Jesus" 664); Brown, Gospe/,1:24; 
and Theobald 44-45 share the view that one reason for the anarthrous state of ee6t; was to distln· 
guish the Logos from the Father. 

49. Noting the author's careful placement of 9EOt; 1lv 6 M)'Ot; between two clauses that assert 1lv 
npO<; tov Bf:6v, Bultmann (John 34) observes: "A paradoxical state of affairs is to be expressed 
which is inherent In the concept of revelation ... : the paradox that in the Revealer God is really en
countered, and yet that God is not directly encountered, but only in the Revealer." 

50. John 1:6, 12, 13; 3:2, 21; 6:45; 8:54; 9:16, 33; 13:3a; 16:30; 19:7. 
·51. Cf. Bultrnann, John 34; Cullmann, Christology 266. 
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become-flesh, R. E. Brown tentatively proposes that the anarthrous eeO~ 
may point to the humble status of the Word as one who had adopted "the 
fonn of a servant" (Phil. 2:5-7).52 

No one will question that the subordinationist element is pronounced 
in the body of the Fourth Gospel, with its repeated references to the 
Father's sending of the Son and its blunt verbum Christi, "the Father is 
greater than I" (John 14:28; cf. 5:22, 26-27, 30; 10:18, 36; 17:22). But so far 
from prefacing his Gospel with a hint or reminder of the functional subor
dination of the incarnate Word to the Father, John seems intent to begin 
his work as he will end it (20:28), with an unqualified assertion of the 
supreme status of Jesus Christ, in both his preincarnate (1:1) and resur
rection (20:28) states. He, equally with the Father, shares in the divine 
essence (1:1c). He, equally with the Father, is the legitimate object of 
human worship (20:28). In addition, it is not impossible that 1:1c was 
included by John in part to correct an erroneous inference that might be 
drawn from 1:1b, viz., that since the Word was said to be "with" the 
Father-not the Father "with" the Word-he was in some way inferior or 
subordinate to God. A further point is that in 1:1c John is not describing 
the relation of the Logos to the Father (as in 1:1b) but the relation of the 
Logos to the divine essence. 

(3) To Indicate That 8e~ Is Qualitative in Meaning 

One of the most frequently quoted dicta from J. H. Moulton's classic Pro
legomena is his assertion that "for exegesis, there are few of the finer points 
of Greek which need more constant attention than this omission of the 
article when the writer would lay stress on the quality or character of the 
object" (83). Applied to John 1:1c, this principle would suggest that, being 
aruuthrous 9£6~ describes the nature of the Logos rather than identifying 
his person. 53 Personally distinct from the Father (1:1b ), he is yet essentially 

52. Reflections 26 n. 43 ( .. • Jesus" 563 n. 43: "If de A~o's sugg~tion is true, there could be some 
justification in seeing in the anarthrous theos something more humble than the ho lheos used of the 
Father, along the lines of Jn 14:28"); Gospel1:23, 25. E. F. Scott (FI)Urth. Gospel201) finds in John 
1:1b a hint of the Son's subordination: "The Logos was 'towards God,' derived from Him and depen-
dent on Him." · 

53. This is by far the most conunon explanation of the anarthrous 9m<; in John 1:1c. In addition 
to §D.4.c below, see Alford 1:681 ("God, in substance <Jnd essence,-not o 9m<;, 'the Father,' in Per
son); A. B. D. Alexander, ISBE 3:i916 ("actually identical in essence with God"); Stevens, Johan
nim Theology 91 ("John here !in 1:1) uses o 9E6<; to denote specifically the Father-the central seat 
and fountain of divinity-and 9e6<; to denote the category of divine nature or essence in which the 
Son, equally with the Father, partakes"); B. Weiss, "Gebrauch" 323; Lagrange, Jean 2 ("participation 
ala nature divine"); Barela¥, "Themes"ll4 ("the Word belongs to the same sphere ofbelng as God"); 
Zeiwick, Greek § 172; Rahner 136 (the anarthrous 9E6<; in John 1:1, 18 and Rom. 9:6 "suggests a kind 
of conceptual generality"); Zerwick and Grosvenor 286; Bruce, John 31; Fuller and Perkins 133 n. 2 
(the anarthrous 9E6c;·indicates that the Logos "'shared the God-ness of God' but without being inex
haustibly what God was"); Hamer 87; Ellis 29 n. 71 (the anarthrous 9E6<; "stresses a qualitative iden
tity while maintaining a numerical distinction from God the Father"). 
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one with the Father (1:lc).54 Not an identity of person but an identity of 
nature is affitmed. Verse 1c "attributes godhead to the Logos/' so that "the 
Logos is God as truly as he with whom he exists in the closest union of 
being and life. "65 Between the Logos and God the Father, there is not simply 
a similarity of nature but an identity of essence. Nor does the text leave 
room for any notion of the Son's inferiority of essence such as was pro
pounded by Eusebius of Caesarea who distinguished between the Son as 
ai>-ro~ 9e6~ and the Father as W..11etvo~ ee6~ C cf. John 17:3) and o em 
1tcXV'tOOV. 56 The unqualified 9e6~ must mean no less than W..119~ 9e6~. (How 
best to translate a qualitative 9e6<; will be discussed below in §D.4.). 

Two objections to tald!tg 9£6~ in a qualitative sense must be considered. 
It is sometimes clai.med57 that, if this had been John's meaning, he would 
have used either 9£1o~ or ( tou) eeou in the place of 9e6~. In reply one may 
observe that (1) the use of 9e1o~ would have left the statement open to what 
from John's point of view was a grave misinterpretation, viz., that the Logos 
was nothing more than a ae:utepo~ 9£6<; or 9e1o~ <ivllP or that the Son was 
essentially inferior to the Father; and (2) eao~ may have sounded too philo
sophical or literacy to John, particularly in the predicative position, and in 
any case says less than he believed (given John 20:28). 58 On the other hand, 
if John had written lCClt ('tou) eeou ~v o AOJQ~, the sense would have been 
that the Word "belonged to God" or "was from God" rather than "was like 
God" ( = "divine"). 

The second objection is this. 59 If a contrast were intended between 1:1b 
and 1:1c (viz., the Logos and the Father were personally distinct, yet the 
Logos, equally with the Father, shared the divine nature), John would have 
connected the two clauses not by the vague copulative Kat but by an adver
sative such as WJ..ci or 6£. But this is to overlook the Johannine propensity 
for parataxis, his preference for Kat, 60 and the fact that parataxis itself may 
have an adversative effect. What is more, 1:1b and 1:1c are perhaps comple
mentary rather than antithetical: there is a unity between the Son and the 
Father (1:1c; ~f. 10:30) as well as a difference (1:1b). 

64. Macquarrie makes use of an analogy suggested by some remarks of B. Clarke regarding "mass 
tenns• such as go/4, water, or 7114lter: ~u I sey ... 'This bracelet Is gold,' lam not Identifying it with 
all the gold ln the world, but I am saying that it Is of 'the same substance' or that it is 'one in being' 
with gold" (110). 

65. Schnackenburg, John 1:234; similarly Wikenhauser 41; L9grange, Jean c!vl. 
66. For the reference to Eusebius, see Pollard, ChrU;tology 1~, 172-76, 26&-98 ( esp. 172, 282). 
57. Cullmann, Chri8tolcgy 266; Crawford, "Pittenger. • 
58. On eet~, see further below, chapter XIII §I. 
59. According to Stevens (Johannine Theology 92), this objection was raised by G. C. F. LUcke. 
60. It is also noteworthy that mt joins the successive elements in the ~staircase" structure ofvv. 

1, 4, ~In ~hich .the~ ele~ent of a ~~e. beco';lle~ the fi~ o~th~ next ?ause.(6 J..610~i. :~ o ~~ 
••• tov 8Eov, KCX18E~ .•• ~lilTI ••• , KCX1. 11 ~lilTI· .• to~ . .. m1 to~ ••. 'tTl <nron~ ... , KCX1.1J <mmo:). 
Cf. H. C. Green, who distinguishes between two t)lpes of antithetical parallelism found ln the hymn em
bodied within the Prologue: ~inverted synonymous parallelism and inverted step.parallellsm" (294). 
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Why, then, is ee6~ anarthrous in John 1: lc? Although it is inappropriate 
to speak of John's "omission" of the article, one may justifiably speak of his 
pwpose in writing 9e6~61 rather than, say, 6 9e6~ or eet.o~ or eeou. 62 Having 
distinguished the Logos from the Father (tov ee6v, l:lb), John wished to 
point to their commonality, not merely in purpose but in being (9e6~). Like 
the Father, and equally with him, the Logos may be included within the cat
egory of Deity as a partaker in the divine essence. If, then, a single reason 
is to be given for the anart.hrous state of ee6~, it is that this noun is quali
tative, emphasizing nature rather than personal identity. In an incidental 
manner, this anarthrous ee6~ also confinns that the articular AOI-Q~ is the 
subject of the clause and excludes the inference that the Word exhausts the 
category of Deity or that the Son was the Father. 

4. Translation 

The complexity of the issues involved in the interpretation of John l:lc 
is reflected in the varying translations of the verse that have been pro
posed. These may now be briefly evaluated in the light of the foregoing dis
cussion. 

a. "The Word was a god" 

The translation "a god" is found in the New World Translation,63 Jannaris 
("Logos" 24, but "a God" on p. 20), 64 and Becker (65, 68, 70: "ein Gott"). 65 

61. "'That John designedly wrote ~is apparent, partly from the distinct antithesis ltp~ tov 
9E6v verses I, 2, and partly from the whole description of the M')Oc;" (Winer 122). Similarly Fennema 
notes that "the only two occurrences of the articular eeoc; rm the Prologue) are strategically placed, 
so as to bracket John's initial ascription of deity to the Logos" (130). 

62. At different points in the foregoing discussion, three main alternative fonns of expression 
that John ma,y have used have been discussed (apart from the various possible positions of'llv and 
of an anarthrous ee.6c;, with the resulting changes of emphasis): · 

I a. o 9Ebc; !lv o M')Oc; 2. ~ Jiv o AO')Oc; (or, o AO')Oc; !lv 9e1oQ 
lb. o M')Oc; !lv ~ 3. ('tOii) ~ Jiv·o l6')0c; (or, o A.6')0c; Jiv (toii) 9£oii) 

In Ia and lb a precise equatl.on of b AO')Oc; and b ~would be suggested, and in la there would be 
some ambiguity as to subject and predicate. The second could give rise to rniswtderstanding, viz., 
that the Logos was a "second god" or merely a "divine man" or was essentially inferior to the Father. 
The third would mean "the Logos was God's," denoting possession; or possibly "the Logos was from 
God, • denoting origin. 

63. New World 1'1unsl4tion of Ike Christian G1-eek Scripturt!ll (New York: Watchtower Bible & 
Tr.ict Society, 1950) 282, with a justification of the rendering in the appendix (J73-77). See Metzger, 
"Jehovah's Witnesses" 74-76; V. Peny, "Jehovah's Witnesses"; Cowttess. 

64. According to Jannaris, the articular AO')Oc; refers to the well-known cosmogonicfiat (an:£v o 
eeoc; occurs nine times In Gen. 1) by which God created the world: "That well known oracular utter
ance which God made unto (ltj)O<;) Himself and which having been instrumental(&" mhoii) In the 
creatlon,ls~representedasacreativepower,acreator,thatisagod,-godandcreatorbelng 
two synonymous terins" ("Logos• 20-21). 

66. Becker alludes to "eine philonische Oifferenzlerung zwischen 'dem Gott' und dem Logos als 
'Gott' ( ohne Artikel)" (72). 
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The reasons for rejecting this rendering66-represented in none of the 
major English translations of the twentieth century-have been set out in 
§D.3.a(l) above. 

b. "The Word was divine" 

Moffatt ("the Logos was divine"), Goodspeed, Schonfield,67 Temple (3), 
Strachan (99), and Zerwick and Grosvenor (285) render 9£6<; as "divine." I 
have already expressed doubts as to whether 9e6c; may be treated as equiv
alent to 9e1~ (§D.3.a(5) above).68 Butif9e6c; bears a qualitative sense, the 
rendering "divine" should not be dismissed as altogether inappropriate. 69 

The inadequacy of this translation arises from two considerations-contex
tual and linguistic. Bounded as it is on either side by a use of 9e6c; (l:lb, 2) 
that clearly refers to "God" the Father, eeoc; in l:lc is most naturally taken 
as substantival. Furthermore, if 1:1 and 20:28 form the two christological 
"bookends" of the Fourth Gospel, 9e6c; in 1: lc, as in 20:28, is likely to be tit
ular. On the matter of word usage, there can be no doubt that in English the 
word divine has a much wider range of applications and a more attenuated 
meaning than does the term God. In modern parlance, for instance, "divine" 
may describe a meal that is "supremely good" or "fit for a god" or may be 
used of human patience that is "God-like" or "of a sublime character." Only 
if "divine" is taken to mean "having the vecy nature of God" does the word 
accurately convey John's meaning.70 In a religious context like the Fourth 
Gospel, such an interpretation of the English term certainly cannot be said 
to be forced, but it lacks the potency of a substantival rendering of 9£6<;. 

e. "The Word was God" 

The rendering found in the vast majority of English translations, "the 
Word was God," also occurs in a comparable form in most other transla-

66. Perhaps reflecting his view that in John 1:1-13 the Logos Is an "impersonal personification• 
(Chri.stology 242), Dunn proposes the translation "god" for John 1:1 (Chri.stology 58; but in his ear
lier lhrity [226) he gives the rendering ~God"). 

67. Authentic NT 389; OriginoJ. NT 479. 
68. De Kruijf proposes that in John 1:1, 18 9£6<; = 9£'io<; (121). 
69. The negative reaction to this reqdering has sometimes been prompted by assumptions about 

the motives of the llllnslatorsor commentators. What Moffatt Is supposed to have believed about the 
deity of Christ has on occasion become a more important factor in evaluating this translation than 
what the apostle John wished to sa,y about the Logos. For instance, Simpson discusses Moffatt's ren
dering as an instance "in which theological prepossessions tend to warp the mind of the exegete" 
(Words 10) and as "atlagrantspecimel;l of biassed translation" (Words 12-13). 

70. In his commentaey based on Moffatt's translation, Macgregor remarks: The "distinction of 
persons, so strongly emphasized by the second proposition of verse 1, though still implied, Is re
solved Into a community of essence in the third proposition, the Logos was aimm. John does not 
say 'the Logos was God'; still less does he imply merely that the Logos possessed certain divine IJU(Il
ities. He means that the Logos was partaker of the divine essence~ (4). Note also Haenchen,Jokn 
110: ~divine (in essence).~ 
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tions. It has the advantage of being as simple as the original and of repre
senting a definite Greek substantive by a definite English substantive, each 
being without an article. 

It is remarkable how little the defenders of this translation differ when 
they come to paraphrase John's meaning. The Logos/Word was or is "divine 
in nature" (Lebreton, History 373-74; cf. 449); "God by nature" (K Barth, 
Dogmatics 98; E. Stauffer, TDNT3:106; Beasley-Murray 2 n. e); "ein Gott
wesen das an der Gottheit Gottes teilhatte" (J. Schneider, TBNT 2:607; sim
ilarly Strathmann, Johannes 31); "Gott von Art" (Bauer 10; Schulz 19; Del
ling 61); "von gottlicher Art" (Richter 269; Blank 1:83; similarly J. Schneider, 
Johannes 50); "~ottlichen Wesens" (B. Weiss, "Gebrauch" 323); "what God 
was" (Pollard); 1 "possessed of divine essence" (Milligan and Moulton 4); 
"One who in His essence is and continues to be God" (Zahn, Introduction 
3:326 n. 3); "in His essential nature ... Deity" (G. T. Purves, HDB 3:133); 
"partaker of the Godhead" (Ebrard 347). 

From this sample of paraphrases it is clear that in the translation "the 
Word was God" the tenn God is being used to denote his nature or essence 
and not his person. But in normal English usage "God" is a proper nowt, 
referring to the person of the Father or corporately to the three persons of 
the Godhead. Moreover, "the Word was God" suggests that "the Word" and 
"God" are convertible tenns, that the proposition is reciprocating. But the 
Word is neither the Father nor the Trinity. Therefore few will doubt that 
this time-honored translation needs careful exegesis, since it places a dis
tinctive sense upon a: common English word. The rendering cannot stand 
without explanation. I shall return to this important point in chapter XIII §J. 

d. "The Word was deity" 

Dana and Mantey (148), A.M. Perry (331), Tenney (65), and Fennema 
(135 n. 58: "the Word was [himself] Deity") have proposed the translation 
"the Word was deity." There is much to commend it for it largely avoids the 
ambiguities of the previous two versions. The word deity, as opposed to 
"the Deity" or "a deity," does not refer to a person (cf. "God") nor is it in 
common use with a diluted meaning ( cf. "divine"). As a translation it seems 
to strike middle growtd between "the Word was God" and "the Word was 
divine." Nevertheless, the suggestion is not entirely successful, since (1) 
"deity," without either a definite or an indefinite article, is not nearly as 
common a word in English as the anarthrous 9e6~ is in Greek; (2) it has an 
abstract flavor ("divine status, quality, or nature") that is absent from arot;; 
and (3) it accords better with the verb possessed than with the verb was. 

71. Pollard renders e~ by "God" (Chri.srotogy 14, 16) but later (19) supports his statement that 
the "Logos-Son clearly belongs to the sphere of the divine" by citing the NEB ("what God was, the 
Word was"). 
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e. "What God was, the Word was" 
The translation found in the NEB and the REB 72 is "what God was, the 

Word was." Similar renderings include the following: 

TEV 

Barclay 
GNB 

Cassirer 
P. B. Harner 

What God was, the Word also was73 

the nature of the Word was the same as the nature of God 
he was the same as God 
the Word was the very same as God 
the Word had the same nature as God 

None of these translations suggests any identity between two proper nouns 
("Word" and "God"), for the reference to nature or essence is explicit in Bar
clay and Hamer and implicit in the translations of the NEBIREB, GNB, and Cas
sirer ("what God was," not "who God was"). All aim at a thought-for-thought 
rather than a word-for-word translation, and, if John's theological intention is 
to describe the. nature of the Logos rather than to identify his person, they are 
all defensible. If they are paraphrastic, it is because no word-for-word render
ing could possibly capture John's meaning as precisely as a careful para
phrase does. On the other hand, no one will doubt that all these renderings 
lack Johannine succinctness and force. One should also observe that those 
versions which begin with "What God was," while reproducing the Greek 
word order, have converted the predicate into the subject. 

From this brief survey of proposed renderings of John 1:1c, I conclude 
that the most common translation ("the Word was God") remains the most 
adequate, although it requires that "God" be carefully defined or qualified. 
Harner's paraphrastic translation "the Word had the same nature as God" 
(87), or the paraphrase "the Word was identical with God the Father in 
nature," most accurately represents the evangelist's intended meaning ... 

E. Conclusion 

John 1:1 is clearly triadic: each of the three clauses has the same subject 
( o M-yor;) and an identical verb ( 1lv ). 74 So far from being tautological, verse 
2 gathers together these three separate affinnations and declares them all 
to be true £v apxfl: "This Logos who was 0£6~ was in the beginning with 
God." Even though Jesus Christ is not explicitly mentioned until verse 17, 

72. This rendering is endorsed by Dodd ("Problems" 103-4) andJ. A. T. Robinson (Face 182; Bon
fiSt 71; Truth. 110), both of whom were NEB translators; and by Fuller, "Chrlstology" 33, who para
phrases eeor; in John l:lc as •a personal reality sharing the being of God" (similarly his "Jesus" 114 
and Fuller and Perkins 122). Cf. Loader, Chri.stolcgy 161. 

73. Another TEV edition of the same year (1966) has "he was the same as God" ( = GNB). 

74. The fir5t two instances of!lv relate to existence; the third to predication. In John 1:1b It is the 
col\iunction of nv and ltp~ not lt~ its.elf, that connotes relationship. 
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the evangelist clearly assumes throughout the Prologue that the Logos is 
none other than the "only Son" (JlOVO')'eVTl~. 1:~4. 18) of the Father. In the 
first proposition of verse 1 John affirms that the Logos existed before time 
and creation and therefore implicitly denies that the Logos was a created 
being. 75 In the second, he declares that the Logos always was in active com:: 
munion with the Father and thereby implies that the Logos cannot be per
sonally identified with the Father. In the third, he states that the Logos 
always was a partaker of deity and so implicitly denies that the Logos was 
ever elevated to divine status. The thought of the verse moves from eternal 
preexistence to personal interconununion to intrinsic deity. Verse 1c states 
the basis on which verses 1a and 1b can be said to be true:76 only because 
the Logos participated inherently in the divine nature could he be said to be 
already in existence when time began or creation occurred and to be in 
unbroken and eternal fellowship with the Father. This would justify regard
ing eeoc; as emphatic, standing as it does at the head of its clause. 77 

Wherever one places the pivotal point in the Prologue, verses 14 and 18 
are of paramount importance. Verse 1 stands in antithetical parallelism to 
verse 14 and in synthetic and climactic parallelism to verse 18. The Logos 
who "existed in the beginning" (v. 1a), "came on the human scene 
(e')'iveto)" in time (v. 14a). The one who was eternally "in conununion with 
God".(v.1b), temporarily"sojournedamongus" (v.14b). "The Word had the 
same nature as God" (v. 1c) is paralleled by the contrasting thought that 
"the Word assumed the same nature as humans (O'a~ E..,.eveto)" (v. 14a). 
Verses 1 and 18 share references to timeless existence ("Jiv ter, v. 1; o oov, 
v. 18c), intimate fellowship (7tp0<; 'tOV ee6v, v. 1b; et~ tOV KOA1t0V toil 
1tatp6c;, v. 18c), and predicated deity (9£6~, vv. 1c, 18b). Where verse 18 
advances beyond verse 1 is in its grounding of the validity and accuracy of 
the Son's revelation (E~Tl'Yr\O'ato) of the Father in his oneness with the 
Father in nature (9e6~) and fellowship (ei~ tov KOA.1tOV).78 And, as we shall 
see, within the Fourth Gospel as a whole, John 1:1c is the first of three stra
tegically positioned statements (viz., 1:1, 18; 20:28) that unequivocally 
affirm the essential divinity of Jesus Christ. 79 

75. It is perfectly plausible, as Kysar has argued (35S-62), that the CJ:ui.stology of the Prologue 
was occasioned by Jewish-Christian controvemy about Christ. 

76. Cf. Hofius 16: "Der Stichos v. 1c erldiirt zunll.chst, dass das £v cipxft--Sein und das prllexis
tente Bei-Gott-Sein des Logos in seinem Gott.Sein griinden." Cf. Schnackenburg's comment (John 
1:235) that the deity of the Logos forms the basis for his functions as depleted in the Prologue. 

77. Yet it remains true that the subject often follows the verb in John, as in the papyri (see MH 
417-18; Colwell, Greek 13-16). 

· 78. But cf. Loader ("Structure" 202; cf. Chrisw/ogy 159, 161, 166), who argues that the Fourth 
Gospel defines the relationship of Jesus to God "not in substantial but in highly functional terms. 
Jesus is qualified as tbe revealer not on grounds of his being, but on grounds of where he has been 
and the relationship which he has" to God as one sent by him. 

79. See below, chapter ill §D.6.c, chapter IV §D, and chapter XIII §H. 
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9EOV OUOet<; EcOpC1.KEV 1tc01tO'tE' IJ.OVO'}'EV1)<; 9eoc; 
6 rov eic; 'tOV KOA1tOV 'tOU 1tC1.'tpoc; EKetvoc; 
E~llyrlO'<X'tO. 

Probably no verse has a more strategic position in the Fourth Gospel than 
1:18, looking back as it does over the Prologue from its peak and also for
ward to the expansive plain of the Gospel narrative. Of crucial import, 
therefore, is the interpretation of this verse and, in particular, the detenni
nation of its original text. 1 

A. The Original Text 

Four variant readings call for consideration.2 

vgms Diatessaron Aphrahat Ephraem Ps-Athanasius3 

a. Pro 

(1) On the principle lectio brevior potior, the reading o J.!.OVO"Y£~<; is to 
be preferred over the other three. 

1. The majority of those who seek to isolate an original hymn within the Prologue regard v. 18 as 
a secondary addition. But several (e.g., Bernard, John l:cxlv; H. C. Green; de Ausejo 403) see v. 18 
as part of the original poem. See the introductory paragraph in chapter n. 

2. The reading o J.lOVO"/Evti~ uioc; Ot:oii, read by tt'l ( copsa! 8Eoc;), ts obviously secondary, as a scrib
al expansion of o J.lOVO"/Evti~ ui.6~ or (less probably) o J.lOVO"jEVTj~ See also McReynolds 110 and n. 47. 

3. The collation of evidence is reproduced from UBS', with the corrections nQted by McReynolds 
108 nn. 10, 12, 16; llG-11. 
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(2) It may also account for the other variants.4 J. N. Sanders (85 n. 1) 
maintains that "at a very early stage in the tradition" the l:O in MONOrENH
l:O.QN was accidentally repeated, and the resulting additional m: was 
"corrected" to e:r (as in 1 Tim. 3:16), the regular abbreviation for ee.6~. This 
reading ( 0 fOVO'}'tvTt~ 0£0~, in tum, was emended to the simpler 0 J.l.OVO
'}'EvTt~ tli6<;. An alternative explanation of the rise of the variants (ex hypath
esi) is simply that an explanatory 'tli6~ (in the West) or ee.6<; (in Egypt) was 
consciously added,6 presumably by a scribe who was aware of the Johan
nine expression o J.l.OVO'}'Evi}~ 'tli6g or by ascribe who was intent on introduc
ing into the text an incontestable affinnation of Christ's deity (9e.6~). 

(3) M. E. Boismard goes further.7 He follows~* ita.5 and (he claims, 
"Sein" 23-26) syr<: arm Tatian Novatian Tertullian Irenaeus(?) Aphraates 
Ephraem in omitting o rov before e.ic; tov lCOAJtOV, and W itP1 arm eth Tatian 
in their insertion of e.i J.l.Tl before o J..lOVO'}'eVI'\~. The preferred text that 
emerges (viz., the Greek text presupposed by Codex Vercellensis [it8

]) is 
Oeov oU&l.c; £oopcxK£v ncfutote., e.i J.l.Tt o J..lOVO'}'tVT\~· e.i~ tov K6A.1tov tou 
1tCXtp6c;, £ve.1vo~ £~n'YI'lcrcxto,8 which Boismard renders, "No one has ever 
seen God, except the Only Son; he it is who has led the way into the Father's 
bosom"9 (=into the kingdom of God).10 "Jo., 1,18 forme une excellente 
transition entre les vv. 14-17 du Prologue et le reste de l'evangile: apres 
avoir ete constitue mediateur de Ia Nouvelle Alliance, le Messie prend la 
tete du nouvel Exode vers le Royaume de l'Esprit" ("Sein" 37). 

b. Contra 

(1) In comparison with the support for the readings o J.l.OVO'}'tvTt~ 'tlio~ 
and J.l.OVO)'EVT)c; 9£0~1 the external evidence favoring 0 J..lOVO'}'tVTl~ is decid
edly weak:11 at most, two manuscripts of the Vulgate, Tatian's Diatessaron, 
and Aphrahat and Ephraem as witnesses to the Diatessaron (McReynolds 
110-11), but no Greek manuscript. F. J. A Hort (Dissertations 11) 
accounted for the "stray instances" of o J.l.OVO'}'tvl\~ and unigenitus by not
ing the great frequency of these expressions in patristic writings of the 

4. This view was thought "possible" by the NEB translators (Tasker 425). 
6. Sanders fails to distinguish between J.l.Ovo-,t:Vli~ 9e6.; and o J.l.OVO')t:Vl\<; 9£6<;, listing ~p66 ~ B C* 

L W* e (sic) as manuscripts that support the latter reading. 
6. Such is the tentative suggestion of Bousset 318 n. 292. 
7. "Sein"; cf. his Prologue 91-92. 
8. For an appraisal of Bolsmal'd's preference for a short text as the primitive text of the Fourth 

Gospel, see Fee, "Critique," esp. 166, 170-72. 
9. "Dieu, personne ne l'ajamais w, sinon le Fils Unique; diiii5 le sein du Pl!re, c'est lui qui a con

duit" ("Sein" 31 ). But Boismard acknowledges (39) that a crucial difficulty in his interpretation is that 
no church father: ever understood the verse in this sense. One m3¥ note that even Novatian and Ter
tullian make sinum patris the object or a verb such as enarravit, exposuit, or disseruit. 

10. On Boismal'd's Interpretation or £!;rrfliaato see below, §D.4. 
11. Hort (Dissertations 11) speaks of "WISUbstantial shreds of authority. D 
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fourth and fifth centuries. More recently, G. D. Fee has drawn attention to 
the danger of using patristic citations as primary evidence in establishing 
the primitive text ("Contribution"). 

(2) While o IJ.OVO'}'EVJl~ is the shortest reading, it is not the most diffi
cult, being a natural development from the anarthrous (roc;) IJ.OVO"{EVOUc; of 
verse 14. 

(3) Although o IJ.OVO)'EV'Ilc; ui~ may easily derive from an original o IJ.OVO
f'E\"'lc; (see John 3:16, 18; 1 John 4:9), the same cannot be said concerning 
IJ.OVO"{EVi)c; eeoc;. It seems improbable that a second-century scribe would 
have created a linguistic and theological hapax legomenon by adding eeoc; 
to o IJ.OVO'}'EVJlc;.12 Only a transcriptional error is likely to account for the 
variant 0 IJ.OVO"(£vi)c; 9eoc;, although the loss of the article would still need 
explanation.13 

2. 0 JLOVO)EVl)~ via~ 
A ca K wsupp X~ E> TI \f 063/1! 13 28 565 700 892 1009 1010 1071 1079 
1195 1216 1230 1241 1242 1253 1344 1365 1546 1646 2148 Byz Lect 
ita,aur,b,c,e,f,ff2

,1 vg syrc,h,pal ann ethPP geo [Irenaeus18t] [Clement214} [Ori-
genlatl Tertullian Alexander Eusebius Ambrosiaster Victorinus-Rome 
Hilary Athanasius Basil Gregory-Nazianzus [Gregory-Nyssa] Chrysostom 
Synesius Theodore Nonnus [Cyril-Alexandria] Proclus Theodoret Ful
gentius Caesarius14 

a. Pro 
(1) The witnesses supporting o IJ.OVO)'Evi)c; uioc; are geographically wide

spread: 15 (later) Alexandrian (892 1241), Western (Wsupp it vg syrc Irenaeusiat 
Tertullian), 16 pre-Caesarean (fl jl3 28), Caesarean proper (9 565 700 arm 
geo Eusebius), and Byzantine (A KIT most minuscules). 

(2) The reading accords withJohannine usage (John 3:16, 18; 1 John 4:9), 
whereas IJ.OVO)'Evi)c; eeoc; is unparalleled 

(3) The clause that follows ( 0 rov eic; "tOY KOA1tOV 'tOU 1ttl"tpoc;) seems to 
demand an antecedent reference to ui6c;.17 

( 4) At least three explanations of the origin of the other principal variant 
(!J.OVo"{Evi)c; eeoc;) have been given. It arose (a) as an accidental misreading 

12. On the significance of this point, see below §A.4.a.( 4). 
13. It is conceivable that a scribe may have wished to ease what he regarded as a theological ir

regularity (cf. the anarthrous eeo~ in Jolm 1:1). 
14. The bracketed witnesses "are Fathets whose text of John 1:18 almost certainly read ~ but 

whose text has suffered conuption in the tl'ansmission processw (McReynolds 108 n. 9). 
15. 'l1lis point weighs heavily in the judgment of Abbot, Autlwrship 269, 281. 
16. Finegan (§§86, 167) regards \V""PP as Western in Jolm 1: 1..0:11. 
17. Thus Hoslcyns 162; cf. Tasker 426 (the NEB translators regarded o JI.OVo~~ 'l'io~ as "intrin

sically more probable"). 
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of abbreviations (Sc for YC), 18 (b) as an error in dictation, 19 or (c) as an 
assimilation to John 1:1c cae~ ,;v 0 A.O~c;). 20 The other two variants would 
thereafter (presumably) result from deliberate omission (o JlOVoyevr1c;, the 
article being added to avoid having an articular participial phrase [ o oov 
lC'tlv.] dependent on an anarthrous noun) or deliberate addition for doctrinal 
reasons (o JlOVO')'Evtl<; eeoc;). 

b. Contra 

(1) However, o JlOVO')'Evtl<; 'Uto<; lacks proto-Alexandrian manuscript sup
port and B. F. Westcott contends that "the most ancient authorities for the 
reading, ... the Old Latin and Old Syriac versions, are those which are 
inclined to introduce interpretative glosses" (Gospel32). 

(2) The threeJohannine uses of JlOVoyevrl<; in col'\iunction with 'Ui&; (John 
3:16, 18; 1 John 4:9) relate these words too ~oc;, not o na:rnp; that is, tou 
na.tpoc; in John 1:18 does not "require" the reading "Uioc; (Fennema 125-26). 

(3) If ec was accidentally substituted for YC, how is one to account for 
the omission of the article in the reading JlOVO')'Evtl<; 9eo<;? John 1:1c is n9t 
exactly parallel, for there eeoc; is predicative, not the subject or in apposi
tion to the subject (as in John 1:18).21 On the other hand, however, if'Uioc; 
replaced an anarthrous ee~, the article would have been naturally added 
to a.Ccord withJohannine use of the expression JlOVO')'£vt)<; 'Uioc; (John 3:16, 
18; 1 John 4:9).22 

( 4) A copyist who intentionally altered 'Uioc; to eeOc; in order to grant 
Jesus the _divine name would probably have eliminated the clause o oov ei.c; 
tov KoA1tov tou na.tp6c; (Cullmann, Christology 309). With regard to the 
whole possibility that o JlOVO')'Evtl<; "Ui6c; was ever consciously changed to 
JlOVO')'Evtl<; eeoc;, Hart reminds us tllat "the single fact that Jl0VO'Y£Vil<; eeoc; 
was put to polemical use by hardly any of those writers of the fourth cen
tury who possessed it, either as a reading or as a phrase, shews how 
unlikely it is that the writers of our earliest extant MSS. were mastered by 
any such dogmatic impulse in its favour as would overpower the standing 
habits of their craft" (Dissertations 10). 

3. 6 pov0)£Vl}, 6~ 
~75 Rc 33 copbo 

18. So Scrivener 358; Abbot, AutJwr.ship 270, 283; A. Wikgren in Metzger, Commentary 198. 
19. Bultmann, John 81 n. 2. 
20. Stevens, Johanni11e Theology 109. 
21. This point is discussed below in §C. 
22. Similarly Hort, Dissertations 10; WH 2: appendix 74; Westcott, Gospel 33. 
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a. Pro 

(1) A third variant, 6 J.LOVO'}'EVI)~ 8e6~, has both proto-Alexandrian (sp76) 

and later Alexandrian (33 copb0 ) support and is the most difficult of the 
verse's five variant readings. 23 

(2) The other variants may all be derived from this reading: 6 JlOVO)'Evft~ 
ui6~ could have arisen through a primitive transcriptional error eTC for 
EfC) or through assimilation to Johannine usage; JlOVO)'EVll~ eeo~, through 
harmonization with John 1:1c or to accord with Johannine avoidance of 6 
eeo~ as a title of the Son; 6 JlOVO)'EVtl~. through an omission due to 
homoeoteleuton (MONOrENHC for MONOrENHCEfC) or (more probably) 
an amelioration of what seemed theologically harsh. 

b. Contra 

(1) Relatively weakly attested, 6 J.LOVO)'Evll<; 8e6~ probably represents a 
combination of J.Lovo)'EVI)c; eeOc; and 6 JlOVO)'Evnc; uioc; (Westcott, Gospel32). 

(2) It destroys the precise distinction the evangelist has already drawn 
at the outset of the Prologue between the Father as 6 eeoc; (l:lb) and the 
Logos as eeoc; (l:lc ); it also nullifies his uniform reservation for the Father 
of an articular e~;oc; as subject.24 And whereas the anarthrous ee6v in 
1:18a may have a qualitative force, 6 JlOVO)'Evft<; 9£6<; in 1:18b could only 
be personal. 

~66 ~· B c• L syrP,hm& ethro Valentiniansacc. to lrenaeus and Clement Diates
sarona Irenaeuslat Clement214 Origengr,lat Ariusacc. to Epiphanius Hilary 
Basil Apostolic Constitutions Didymus Gregory-Nyssa Epiphanius Syne
siusacc. to Epiphanius Jerome Cyril Ps-Ignatius 

a. Pro 

(1) The witnesses that have JlOVO)'Evll<; eeoc; belong mainly to the Alex
andrian family (proto-Alexandrian: ~p66 B; later Alexandrian: C* L), with~* 
being the only manuscript representing the Western text type. 25 If the tex
tual support for 6 J.LOvo)'EVI)c; 8£6<;@ 75 ~c 33 copb0) is added, the superiority 
of the reading eroc; over uioc; with regard to external evidence is con
firrned.26 

23. On the reading o v.ovO"J1Ml~ 'lli~ 9Eou, .see above n. 2. 
24. See above, chapter D. 
26. Fee ("Sinaiticus") has shown that from John 1:1 to about 8:38 ~ represents a Western text 

closely akin to D. 
26. While o IJ.OVO~~ 9£6~ obviously supports the presence of e£610 in the text and therefore the 

reading IJ.OVO')'Evilc; e£610, it does notfollow, conversely, that external attestation for IJ.OVO')'Evftr;9~ 
is evidence foro IJ.OVoyevil~ 9E6c;, for this wrongly asswnes that the article is insignificant 
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(2) There can be little doubt that ~ovoyevt)~ ee6~ is a more difficult read
ing than either 6 J.LOVoyevt\~ or 6 J.LOVoyevt)~ ui&;, given its immediate con
text in the Prologue and the wider backgromtd of Joharurlne thought and 
style. ·o J.LOVoyevt)~ ui6~ is certainly the least difficult variant, for a person 
who is related to a 1ta-nlp (cf. ei~ tov K6A.1tov toi> 1ta-tp6~, 1:18) as J.LOVO
)'Evtl~ must be a son (or daughter). 

(3) Movoyevt)~ Oeo~ forms a suitable climax to the Prologue, catching 
up (by inclusio) the two crucial designations of the Logos28 in the two 
principal preceding verses (viz., vv. 1 and 14)29 and attributing deity 
(9eo9 to the Son ( cf. J.LOVoyevt\~), as earlier it had been predicated of the 
Logos (v. 1). On the other hand, although making explicit what was 
merely implicit in verse 14, the reading 6 J.LOvoyevt)~ uio~ is pedestrian 
by comparison, for, used personally, the term ~ovoyevt)~ itself suggests 
sonship and the addition of ui6~ actually weakens the emphasis on the 
uniqueness (cf. ~ovoyevt)~) of the Son in comparison with teKVa ewu 
(v. 12).30 

( 4) The supposition that J.Lovoyevt)~ ee6~ was the original reading 
seems best to accomtt for the other variants. An unintentional "error of 
eye" in misreading a contraction of a nomen sacrum (viz., ec or YC)31 

might as easily explain a change from ee6~ to ui6<; as from ui6<; to ee6<;. 32 

And, although "the phrase 6 ~ovoyevt)~ ee6~ being familiar to copyists of 
the third and following centuries, ee6<; would easily be mtconsciously 
substituted for ui6~, especially as the ee6v which precedes would suggest 
the word" (Abbot, AutJwrship 283; cf. 270), the fact that both !p66 and sp75 

2:1. On i'Rdusio in the Fourth Gospel, see Lagrange, Jean xcix. 
28. In v. 1 9£610 is a direct designation of the Logos, but in v. 14 only inferentially Is the Logos des

ignated f.IOVO~IO (that is, if C. H. Dodd is right In rendering ILOVo')£Voiic; napa natp6c; parabolically 
as "a father's only son" -cited, from a letter, by J. A T. Robinson, "Use" 78 n. 99). lf, however, cix; 
defines anactualandcharacteristicqua!icyorstates an actual fact(cf. cil'> 9£6v, Rom. 1:21; see BAGD 
898a) and does not introduce a comparison, 11ov~c; Is a direct designation. 

29. Similarly Zahn, Johannes 94; Hort, Dissertaticns 14-16 (who speaks of "the pregnant and 
uniting force" of I.IOVO')'EVl]IO 9£6c;, 11); WH 2: appendix 74. See, per contra, Abbot, Authorship 283, 
who avers that "forming the grand conclusion of the Prologue which began with predicating e£6~ of 
o A01tl'i• ewe; would be a natural marginal gloss, which would easily find its way into the text." 

30. Cf. Hort, Dissertations 14. In his preface (v), Hort confesses that It was only "a more careful 
study" of the whole context of 1:18--that is, study of what he tenned "intrinsic probabilities" -that 
caused him to abandon an earlier tentative acceptance of b 110~c; as the original reading (cf. 11) 
and to decide in favor of I.IOVO'I£vilc; 9£6r;. 

31. As to the origin of the contraction of nomina sacra, Paap (2, 124-26) theorizes that Grecized 
Christian Jews of the Diaspora (possibly at Alexandria), wanting a distinctive written fonn for their 
tet:ragram, borrowed (in the first half of the second century) the Hebrew principle of consonantal 
writing (9E6c; becoming 9c;) so that later similar sacral words were also written with first and last let
ters only. 

32. This observalion meets Abbot's objection (Authorship 270, 284) that, had 11ovo~c; 9£6.; 
been the original text, scribal reverence for this unique and dogmatically significant reading would 
have preserved it from change, making its widespread corruption to o 110V01£vilc; 'llioc; Incredible. 
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read eeo~ shows that it was b~ore 20033 that any such change from an 
original 0 J.10VOi'M1~ u\6~ to (o) JlOVO'}'EVtl~ 9eoc; must have been rnade.34 

But the phrase (o) JlOVO'}'Evfl~ 9e6~ was certainly not a theological common
place in the second century. 

Altematively, a conscious scribal change from (o) JJ.OVO'}'EVTJc; eeOc; too 
JlOVO'}'EvTJc; u\6c; is more probable and therefore less remarkable than a 
change in the opposite direction, since (a) in the Johannine corpus there is 
one other instance of 6 JlOVo'}'Ej~ ui6c; (John 3:18) and two of 6 uio~ 6 
JlOVOj'EVl\~ (John3:16; 1 John 4:9); (b) (0) JlOVO'}'EVTJ~ 8eoc;is a hapax lego
menon both in the Fourth Gospel and in the NT as a whole; (c) in his under
standing of John 1:14 a scribe might well have supplied uiou with JJ.ovo
'}'EVoi>c;, making an explicit reference to u\6~ natural in 1:18; (d) the refer
ence to "the Father's heart" that follows immediately after the disputed 
phrase accords better with uio~ than with ero~, which is therefore less 
likely to be secondary; and (e) "the universal agreement of the later copies 
in the reading, the only-begotten Son, shews that there was no tendency in 
scribes to change it, while the correction of~ (the only-begotten God) 
shews us the reading, God, omy-begotten, modified under the influence of 
the common reading . ..as 

As for the other variants, their introduction into the textual tradition 
may be attributable to (a) a copyist's desire to combine the readings 
JlOVO'}'EVTJ~ 8e6~ and 6 JJ.OVO'}'EVT)~ uioc; and thus produce o JlOVO'}'EVTJ~ 

33.1j)66 1s generally dated ca. 200 (see Metzger, Studies 145-46, 146 n. 1; Thxt 254), but by one 
distinguished papyrologist, H. Hunger, it has been dated to the middle or even the first half of the 
second century, while ~p?& belongs within the period 175-226 (.Metzger, Studiu 147, 167-58; cf. his 
Te:Et 265 [beginning of third century); as also Aland 308). 

34. It Is therefore now Inappropriate to ot:Uect to j!Ovo~Vli~ Se6c; on the ground that "it savours 
too much of later dogmatics" (Godet, John 1:378, writing before the papyri era). In any case, later 
theological discussion might well have been intluenced bythls Johannlne text (si vem fectio), rather 
than the reve[Se. But certainly the popularity of (o) )LOvo~~ ee6c; in the third to the fifth centuries 
no more demoostrates that John 1:18 originally read 9£61; tJian the common patristic appellation o 
~ A.O~ proves that tbls was the way John 1:1 was understood (a sbnilarpolnt Is made by Abbot, 
Atdhtm;kip 267, 282). 

36. That 6 ~tovo')t:Yl)<; ui.OI; was the result of scribal assimUation to these passages is the View of 
(inler alios) a ml\jority of the UBS Committee (Metzger, Commenta?11198) and Feuillet (Prologue 
129). 

36. Westcott, Gospel32-33. "The publication of critical editions has shown that a Father's text 
often suffered conuption toward o )10vo1£Vl'lt; ui.o;, but Miler in the other direction [viz., toward (o) 
)LOV~t; Seot;)" (McReynolds 113). It Is significant that j!Ovo)EVI\; Seot; never became a controver· 
sial expression, but was used, for example, by Arius and Eunomius (albeit sparingly) as by Athana
sius (apparently only twice) and Gregory of Nyssa (repeatedly) (see Hort, Dissertations 1S-28). 
Accordingly, the reading would not have arisen in anti·Arian polemic (even if the date of its origin 
allowed this). Nor is it likely that the reading originated among the Valentinian Gnostics (see the sug
gestion of F. Biichsel, TDNT 4:740 n. 14; and for the relevant data, Hort, Dissertations 9, 30-Sa) as 
an attempt to suPport their ascription of deity to the Logos by an appeal to the deity of the MO'IIQ
gen.es ( = Arche = Nuus) (see Hort, Dissertations 32 n. 2), for no ch\Ucll father accuses them of alter
ing the text (similarly Lagrange, Jean 26). 
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uio~ aeou (Westcott, Gospel 32) or to make incontestable (by the addi
tion of the article) the reference to the deity of Christ (in the case of the 
reading o jl.OVO"fEVTJ~ 9£o~);37 or (b) harmonization of the reading o J.LOVO
l£ViJ~ uio~ with the substantival jl.OVO'Y£VTl~ in verse 14 (in the case of 6 
IJ.OVO'Y£VTl 9. 3B 

b. Contra 

(1) Support for the reading jl.OVO"(€VTJ~ eeo~ is largely Alexandrian. But 
as other examples of Alexandrian readings which are "terse or somewhat 
rough" or "superficially more difficult" but which commend themselves as 
original on closer examination, J. H. Greenlee cites Ai'}{O UJL1V an£xouow 
in Matthew 6:16, 1tpocrex£te (without 5e) in Matthew 7:15, and ev cxutc'i> in 
John 3:15.39 

(2) When intrinsic probabilities make the more (or most) difficult read
ing seem well-nigh impossible, the canon 1fTYU!Stat procliviori ardua is 
inapplicable.40 To some; 9e6~ appears not to accord with the preceding 
anarthrous aeov (which cannot refer exclusively, if at all, to the person of 
the Son), or with the following 6 rov ei~ tov K6A.1t0v tou 7tCXtpo~. Granted, 
uiot; better suits what follows, but it should not be overlooked that John 
did not write ei~ -rov KOA.1tov tou 9eoi3 (which might have made a preceding 
jl.OVO)'EVTJ~ 8£0~ virtually impossible). With regard to what precedes, 9eo<; 
seems as appropriate as uio~. Had John written aeov ou5el.~ EolpCXK€V 7tcb-
7tO't€" eeo~ K'tA.., there would have been a difficulty comparable to the hypo
thetical J.tOvo"fEVVi~ 9£0~ 0 rov £it; 'tOV KOAo7tOV 'tOU 9£0U mentioned above. 
But eeoc; is qualified in sense, whether jl.OVO"(€V~~ be adjectival or substan
tival.41 In addition, if verse 17 as well as verse 18a be considered, jl.Ovo
"Y£"11~ 9£6t; highlights the difference between Christ and Moses. It was not 
simply another human mediator-such as Moses--who revealed God, but 
a being whose nature was divine. Christ had not merely seen God (a privi
lege denied even Moses); as himself 9£6~, he had always resided near the 
Father. 

(3) ·o JLOVO"f€Vl'l~ uioc; corresponds to Johannine diction (John 3:16, 18; 
I John 4:9) (Abbot, Authorship 284). This argument is two-edged, however, 
since it may also account for a change from the unparalleled JLOVO"f€VTJ~ 
ee6t; to 6 J.tovo"fEVVi~ uiot;. · 

37. Cf. the "improvement" of the secondary variant 9E6~ by the addition of the article In minus
cule 88in 1 Tim. 3:16. 

38. On scribal propensity for "hannonization to the immediate context," see Colwell, "Papyri" 
377-78. 

39. Greenlee, Introduction 87; cf. Metzger, Tat 218. 
40. F. Biidlsel (TDNT4:7.W n.l4), for example, ~s of J.lOVO')t:Vl\<; &0<;, ~It can hardly be cr:ed.ited 

of Jn., who ls distinguished by monumental simplicity of expression." 
41. On this latter point, see below, §C. 
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5. Final Evaluation of the Evidence 
Whether one considers ·external evidence or transcriptional probabili

ties, ~ovo"''£VVl~ 9£6~ has a considerably stronger claim to originality than 6 
~ovo')'EVT)~ ui6~, the other principal variant External attestation for ~ovo
')'EVT)~ 9e6~ is admittedly restricted in extent, representing, as it does, mainly 
the Alexandrian textual tradition, but it is not uncommon for this text type 
alone to have preserved the original reading. In regard to the single matter 
of derivation of other variants, no one of the four readings discussed is dis
tinctly better than the others, although ~ovo')'EVT)~ 9e6~ has the edge on its 
rivals. Nevertheless, the greater the weight given to considerations of 
intrinsic probability, the more evenly matched do the two main readings 
become. In swnmary, the superior manuscript support for J.LOVo')'EVT)~ 9e6~ 
and matters related to scribal habits more than counterbalance any argu
ments based on Johannine vocabulary or the immediate context that seem 
to favor 6 J.LOVO')'EVT)~ ui6~. A strong preference may therefore be expressed 
for J.LOVO"fEVll~ ee6~ as the primitive text, an Alexandrian reading that 
resisted the general tendency toward amelioration. This is not, however, to 
endorse the verdict that Hort established the originality of)lovo')'Ev~~ 9e6~ 
beyond contradiction. 

But is the emphasis or meaning of the passage materially altered if 9e6~ 
be preferred? Defenders of the originality of ui6~ seem more ready to 
answer in the negative42 than are defenders of 9e6~.43 In fact, no part of 
Hort's carefully worded essay, "On Movo"(EVT)~ ee6~ in Scripture and Tradi
tion," is more eloquent than his vigorous argument that only this reading 
suitably climaxes the Prologue (Dissertations 12-16). It has been argued 
above44 that 6 J.LOVO')'EVT)~ ui6~ is less climactic than J.LOVO')'Evll~ 9e6~. And in 
sense, too, there seems to be a not insignificant difference between the two 
readings. It was not simply the only Son (6J.Lovo"''£VVl~ ui6~) who lmew and 
revealed the Father. It was an only Son (~ovo')'Evn~) who himself possessed 
deity (9e6~) and therefore both knew the Father and was qualified to make 
him known. 

6. Support for the Principal Variants 
The list in table 3 is representative, not ~ustive. Only a sampling of 

scholarly opinion is offered and many of the older textual critics are not 
listed. 

42. Schnackenburg,John 1:279. 
43. But note Westcott, Gospel15. 
44. See above, §A.4.a.(3). 
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B. The Meaning of J.lOVo'}'EV'I\c; 

Whatever one's final decision concerning the textual problem in John 
1:18, the question of the meaning of ~ovo~vt\c; remains, for all of the tex
tual variants in the verse include this enigmatic tenn. 

In compound a<ljectives, -'YE\'llc; refers to derivation45 or descent in gen
eral, rather than to birth in particular or to species, Etymologically it is 
related to -yi(y)vea9at, not ~vvaaeat.46 The idea of birth, although congru
ous with ~ovo~vt\c;, is in no way an essential part of its meaning (see fur
ther below). 

If the first element in compounds involving -')'EVI']~ is a noun, the source 
of the derivation is thereby indicated (thus 'YI'l~vt\t;, "sprung from the 
earth") (F. Biichsel, TDNT 4:738). Accordingly, ~ovo~vt\t; could mean "he 
who proceeded from the Unique One (::: ~6voc;)" or "deriving from a single 
begetter" (where ~ovo')'EVI']c; = eK ~6vou ~v6~vo?). But there is no evi
dence that ~6vot; was a first-century title of God4 that might have been 
used by Christians or borrowed by John, or that by employing the tenn 
~ov~vt\c; John was combating attacks of some description on the virgin 
birth of Jesus or else asserting the descent ofJesus from the one true God 
of Israel. 

If, on the other hand, the first component in a -'}'EVI\c; compound is an 
adverb, the nature of the derivation is thus shown (so eiryev'Tlc;, "of noble 
descent") (F. Biichsel, TDNT 4:738). To this category the a<ljective ~ovo
~Tl<; rightly belongs. It means "of sole descent,"48 referring to the only 
child in a family, a meaning attested in secular Greek literature,49 the r.:xx5° 
and other Jewish literature, 51 and the NT. 52 So, for example, Tobit 3:15: "I 
am my father's only daughter ~ov~v'Tlc;) and he has no other child 
(hepov teJCVov, tl:) to be his heir." 

45. Thus F. BUchsel, TDNI' 4:737-38. 
46. On the confusion between tennsderived from ')'ivEaea\ and those from ~ciaea\ in the early 

Christian era, see Prestige, God. 37-52, 135-40, 151-56, and his earlier detailed articles "Eusebius" 
and • Athanasius.• 

47. However, the phrase (o) IJI)vo~ e£6~ OCCUIS four times in the NT (John 6:44 v.l.; 17:3; Rom. 
16:27; 1 Tim. 1:17; and cf • .Wv~ o eeOt; in Luke 5:21). 

48. F. BUchsel, TDNI' 4:738. Most of the following examples (in rut. 49-51) are drawn from his 
article. 

49. Hesiodius, Op. 376; Plato, Oritias 113D; Aeschylus, Ag. 898. 
50. Judg. 11:34; Tob. 3:15; 6:11 (A), 15 (~); 8:17; Ps. 21:21; 24:16; 34:17; Wisd. Sol. 7:22: 
51. Josephus, Ant. 1:222, 5:264. Israel is called ji.OVO"jEVJ\1; in Pss. Sol. 18:4; cf. 4 Ezra 6:68. 
52. Luke 7:12; 8:42; 9:38. In Heb. 11:17 Isaac is designated the p.ovo)EVI\~ of Abraham, not as the 

only son he fathered ( cf. Ishmael, Gen. 16:15) but as the only "son of promise" or his "beloved son. • 
Behind the use of J1.0vO')W1i~ in later HeUenistic Jewish writings and in the NT outside John, de Kruijf 
finds the theme of paradoxical divine intervention to save an only child who Is in a critical situation, 
intervention that calls for the utmost trust and fidelity (113-17). 
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Some, however, find the -"fEVtl<; element insignificant and treat ~ovo
"(£VT\<; merely as an emphatic or fuller form of !!6vo<;,53 meaning "unique, 
unparalleled, incomparable." Others argue for this sense on the ground that 
the components of the term I!OVO"fEVt\<; are I!OVO~ ("alone, single") and 
ytvo<; ("kind, species"). Whatever is I!OVO"fEvtl<; is unique with regard to 
ytvo<;, the "only one of its kind. "54 Thus the phoenix, whose longevity was 
legendary, is described in 1 Clement 25:2 as !!OVO"fEVE<;, "alone of its kind," 
while in a passage in the Wisdom of Solomon (7:22) that enumerates the 
various qualities of Wisdom, she is depicted as having in her "a spirit that is 
quick of understanding, holy, alone in kind (~ovo"fEvt\<;)." 

That I!OVO'J'Evt\<; may bear the meaning "unique" when applied to nonper
sonal objects is beyond dispute. But it is less clear that this is the predomi
nant or primary sense of the word. 55 The meaning "without siblings" does 
not result from the application to the sphere of the family of the category of 
"singularity of kind." Rather, from the personal application of J.LOVO'J'Evt\<; to 
"the only member of a kin" there developed a nonfamilial and nonpersonal 
use in reference to "the only member of a kind."56 Certainly in Johannine 
usage the col\iunction of J.LOVO"fEVtl<; and rft6cf'7 shows that it is not the per
sonal uniqueness of Jesus in itself that John is emphasizing but his being "of 
sole descent" as the Son of God. 

There is, undoubtedly, a certain overlapping between the NT terms 
J.LOVO'J'Evtl<;. 1tp(l)'tOt01CO<;, and a:ya.Jt11't0<; when applied to Christ, for each 
word implies his unique filial relation to God. But whereas I!OVO"fEVt\<; 
depicts the relation of the Son to the Father, xprot6toKo<; is u5ed to describe 
his relation to creation (Col. 1:15), including angels (Heb. 1:6), or to his spir
itual kin (Rom. 8:29) by virtue of his resurrection (CoL 1:18; Rev. 1:5). 58 

How the meaning of ~OVO'J'Evtl<; could shade off into aj'<X.1tT\tO<; is clear. The 
child who is "without brothers or sisters" will naturally be the special object 

53. Thus F. Kattenbusch, DCG 2:281b, citing the parnllels of rtp(l)'t~Ylj~ = rtpciitot;, OJ.lolWilc; = 
OJlOl~ and <iEl~'> = ai.chvlO'>· Further support for this view comes from (1) A and B read JLOVO'> 
where~ reads J.lOVO"jEvtjc; In Tob. 6:15 (II.. E\J.lt 14i na1pi); Band I' read J.lO\IllV where A reads JlOVO· 
~vfjv and R j.I.O\I~vflin Bar. 4:16 (wro 'tOOV &u)u'ttpCilV 'tl'(v Jl. itpt\J.UOOav); and (2) the adverb JLOVO-
~v~ means "onlyw or "In a unique manner" (ISJ 1144 s.v.). · 

54. Moody 213; D. Moody, /DB 3:604a; Dodd,lnte?pretatiOn 305 n. 1. Similarly MM 416-17 s.v.; 
W. F. Howard, John 69-70; Roberts; de Ia Potterie, Write 181--91. 

55. Hort traces instances where J.lOVoyevtjc; = "unique" to a "rare laxity of popular speech" (Dis
sertations 17). This is a "rare secondary sensew of j.I.OVOY£Yli'>• its "true usual sensew implying actual 
parentage (63 and n. 2). 

56. I.SJ 1144 gives as the basic meaning of JLOVOlWll'>• "the only member of a kin or kind. • 
57. Yi6r; accompanies JlOVoyevt\'> In John 3:i6, 18; 1 John 4:9 but not In John 1:14, 18. 
58. Interpreting j.I.Ovoyevt\c; In the light of their view of rtpCiltOto~, the Arians took the J10vo- to 

indicate that only the Son was created directly by God, all other creatures being created through the 
Son (Pollard, Chri.stology 158, 169, 212-13). 
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of parental affection. 59 An "only son" is a "beloved son. "60 For C. H. Turner 
the link is still closer. Adducing evidence for an old classical sense for 
~'tO<; of "only" and a new Judeo-Christian sen.se of "beloved," he 
defends the view that ~1tT)toc; uioc;should be rendered "Only Son." What
ever verdict one passes on Turner's view, 61 it is of interest that the LXX ren
ders ,,n, ~alone, solitaiy") four times by ~ovoyevt1c;62 and six times by 
&:ya.mrtoc;. Nevertheless, it may be that the Pauline Hitoc; uioc; (Rom. 8:32) 
is more nearly analogous to the Johannine ~ovoyeVJic; ui6c; than is the Syn
optic 6:ya.1tT)toc; uioc; (thus Cremer 150). 

Granted, then, that ~ovoyevi)c; is generally equivalent to unicus ("sole" 
or "unique"), can it ever mean unigenitus ("only begotten")? Etymologi
callY fJ.Ovoyevr\c; is not associated with begetting (yevv&o-ea.t)64 but with 
existence ( yi. "f\'E0"9a.t ). Yet it is not surprising that ~ovoyevr\ c; soon came to 
acquire overtones of "begetting" or "generation "65 for in 1 John 5:18 
Christ is described as o yevVTJ6e\c; eK 'tOU 6eou.00 Indeed, Alexander of 
Alexandria and the Antiochenes understood (0) fJ.OVO'}'EVft<; 6eoc; as a ref
erence to the uniqueness of the Son's generation by the Father (Pollard, 
Christology 149, 169). It seems that the impulse to render IJ.OVoyevftc; by 
unigenitus rather than byunicus (as in the earlier Latin renderings) arose 
from christological dispute and in particular the desire to establish from 
Scripture the doctrine of the generation of the Son by and from the 
Father.67 F. J. A. Hort speaks of "the almost uniform rule that unicus 
belongs to native Latin Creeds, unigenitus to comparatively late Greek 
Creeds translated into Latin" (Dissertations 51). As far as the evidence of 

59. Concerning King Monobazus of Adiabene, Josephus (Ant. 20:20) writes: "By Helena he had 
an older son than Izates named Monobazus, and other children by his other wives, but it was obvious 
that all his favor was focused onlzates, as if he 'IQ(l'l'e an only son (001; d~ J.lOV~vi;)." 

60. Cf. Josephus, Ant. 1:222: "Now Isaac was very dearly loved by his father Abraham, since he 
was his only son (J.LOVO')'£Vil ovta) and born to him on the l:llre!hold of old age through God's boun" 
ty." For evidence that in the Otphic hymns J.lOVCYt£VIi~ Is "a hyperbolic expression of affection" mean-
Ing "'darling' or as we say, Dear One," see J. R. Harris, "Athena" 65-69. · 

61. It is dlflicult, for example, to agree that the habitual combination of the words ~'tO~ and 
J.lOV~~ in Greek Christian writings of the first four centuries establishes their synonymity ( cf. 
C. H. Turner 126-29). Movo')Wij~ is concerned primarily with essential rather than ethical relations 
( cf. Lensld, John 80). 

62. Judg. 11:34; .Ps. 21:21 [MT 22:21); 24:16 [MT 26:16); 34:17 (MT 35:17]; cf. J.LOvatpon~ In Ps. 67:7. 
63. Gen. 22:2, 12, 16; Judg. 11:34 (A);Jer. 6:26; Amos 8:10; Zech. 12:10; cf. irtwt<b!l£V~ in Prov. 4:3. 
64. Yet it is Inappropriate to dismiss, as some do, the possibility that J.lO~~ means "only be

gotten" on the ground that J.LOVO')ivvrrto~would then have been used, .for this word Is never found in 
extant Greek literature. 

66. See Westcott, Epistles 171 (man additional note on the use of J.lOVo'IW!ig; and also the com-
ments of Grant . · 

66. Thus Brooke 148-49; but see per contra Beyer (216) who translates 1 John 6:18b as "Wer aus 
Gott gezeugt wurde, den bewalut er (Gott)." 

67. See further Hort, DissertGiions 48-03; Moody 214-16. On the use of J.lOVO'jEVJl~ In Otphic and 
Gnostic literature, see the extended footnote in Bultmann, John 72-73; for its use In christological 
controversy, see Pollard, Chri&tology 149, 168,167~, 188, 212-13, 259-60. 
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the NT is concerned, it may be safely said that J.LOVo-yeviJ~ is concerned 
with familial relations, not manner of birth. Neither the virgin birth of 
Jesus nor the "eternal generation" of the Son is in John's mind when he 
uses the adjective J.LOvoyeviJ c;. 68 

This leads us to conclude that J.LOVo-yeviJ~ denotes "the only member of a 
kin or kind."69 Applied to Jesus as the Son of God, it will mean that he is 
without spiritual siblings and without equals. He is "sole-born" and "peer· 
less." No one else can lay claim to the title Son of God in the sense in which 
it applies to Christ. 

But the connotations that J.LOVo-yeviJc; derives from Johannine usage 
greatly enrich the epithet or title. In the Johannine corpus,7° Jesus is j.lovo
'Y£VTJ~ because (1) he alone is uioc; 9eou, being "of sole 'descent.'" No one 
can call him brother. As in the Fiist Epistle of John, so in the Fourth Gospel 
Jesus alone is uioc; eeou71 while believers are 'tElCVa ewu72 (uio\ eeou does 
not occur). This distinction might be expressed in a non..Johannine idiom 
by saying that Christ's sonship is essential, that of believers is adoptive. 
(2) He is "unique" (a) in relation to the Father, because (i) both before and 
after his incarnation he was in the most intimate fellowship with his Father 
(1:18), (ii) he was the sole and matchless Revealer of the Father's love 
(John 3:16; 1 John 4:9), and (ill) his origin is traceable to God the Father 
(John 1:14;73 cf. 1 John 5:18); and (b) in relation to human beings, because 
he is the object of human faith, the means of eternal salvation, and the 
touchstone of divine judgment (John 3:16, 18). 

68. That j.lovoyt:vtj~ does not relate to the virgin birth of Jesus is clear from the fact that Jesus' 
sonship was not inaugurated by the incarnation. First John 4:14 shows that the Son assumed the ad
ditional role of Savior of the world at the incarnation; the preexistent Son became the historical Sav
ior. On the patristic concept of etemal generation and in particular on the role of Origen in the 
formulation of the concept, see Wiles, "Generation. • 

69. LSJ 1144 s.v. Although appeal is often made to this lexicon in support of the equation j.lOVo-
1Evti~ .. "uni(Jle," in fact it does not list John 1:14 (the only NT occurrence cited) under that meaning, 
but (with a "cf. ") under "only, single." 

70. The linking of the evidence of the Fourth Gospel and the First Epistle is justifiable on the 
ground of Identity of authorship or identity of origin (viz., the Johannine circle). A distinction has not 
been drawn between John 1:14 and the remaining references in ·the Fourth Gospel (pace Bultrnann, 
John 72n.). 

71. John 1:34, 49; 3:18; 5:26; 9:35 v.l.; 10:36; 11:4, 27; 17:1 v.I.; 19:7; 20:31; 1 John 1:3, 7; 3:8, 23; 4:9, 
10, 16; 5:6, 10 bis, 11, 12, 13, 20 bis. 

72. John 1:12; 11:62; 1 John 3:1, 2,10; 6:2. Note also the distinction drawn in 1 John 5:18 between 
the child of God as o ~VVI'JJi.EvO<; EIC Toii 9EOii and the Son of God as o '}evvl)9£'u; EIC Toii ee.ou, and 
in John 20:17 between b lta'tl)p 1.10\l and 0 lUX'tl'Jp uj.l(iiv (cr. John 5:18). 

73. This assumes that !tapa tra'tpO~ is to be construed with j.lOVO~OU!; (not ool;av) and Is equiv
alent to TOii E;epxoj.livo\l ~tapa 11a'tp6<; (cf. John 16:27; 17:8) (not simply traTp6<;). Brown (Gospel 
1:14) translates the phrase as "coming from the Father" and observes that "the reference Is to the 
mission of the Son, not his procession within the 'liinity." 
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C. Translation of JlOVo1£VIl~ 9£6~ 
There is a fairly general agreement that the most suitable English trans

lation of 6 J.l.OVOY£vtl<; uio<; is "the only Son,"74 but with the phrase J.lOVo
Y£Vll<; 9£6<; it almost becomes a case of rot homines, tot sententiae, for both 
J.l.OVOY£vrl<; and eeoc; may be W\derstood adjectivally Or substantivally. The 
plethora of proposed renderings-testimony to the difficulty of this hap(]$ 
legomenon-will best be classified according to grammatical construction. 
All scholars cited prefer the reading J10VOY£vtl<; eeo<;, unless a name is fol
lowed by an asterisk. Those listed twice give variant translations. 

1. povO'fEVlf' Construed as an Adjective 
Qualifying Be~ 

the only begotten God 
an only-begotten God 
ein einzigerzeugtes Gottwesen 
Only-Born God 
God Only-begotten 
God, only-begotten 
Deus unigenitus 
W\ Dieu Monog~ne 
a God begotten of the Only One 
the unique God 

One who is only-begotten God 

One who is God only begotten 
one who is God, only begotten 
He who is in the bosom of the 

Father, only-begotten, divine 

NASB, T. Zahn 75 

F. Bilchsel* (TDNT 4:740 n. 14) 
H. J. Holtzmann-W. Bauer (49) 
J. R. Harris76 

A. T. Robertson 77 

B. F. Westcott78 

A. J. Swjanslcy (87, 118, 126, 202)79 

A. Feuillet (Prologue 129) 
BAGD (527b s.v. J.l.OVOY£vtl<;) 
R. N. Longenecker (Chrisrology 
137), R. Kysar (355) 
F. J. A. Hort (Dissertations 17-18, 
apparently) 
E. C. Hoskyns* (152) 
B. F. Westcott80 

W. F. Howard ("Gospel" 479) 

74. The rendering "the only begotten Son" is found in the KIY, RV, ASV, and Betkeley ("the only
begotten Son"). 

76. lntrod:uctron 3:312 ("the 'only-begotten God'"); cf. 3:326 n. 3; also Joh4nnes 94. 
76. J. R. Hanis, "Athena" 69-70 ("it meant originally and as used by St. John, 'the dear God in the 

bosom of the Father,'" 70), citing the parallel expression llOUVO)'EVE1a 8Ea in the Hymn to Perse
phone (Orphic Hymns 29:2). 

'n. Divinity45; Pictures 6:17 ("God only begotten"); cf. his Grammar 666 (1'-0VO~~ is attrib
utive). 

78. Gospel32-33. This is the rendering most frequently found in Westcott. 
79. Surjansk;Y paraphrases the expression thus: "Persona divina, quae Fili115 est unigenitus Dei 

Patris" (127). 
80. Gospel32; cf.l6 ("one who is God .only-begotten," Ins). See also WH 2: appendix 74:. "One who 

Was both ~and 1'-0VO')WI\~," where OeOc; and ~VO'}Evftc; are termed "the two attributes of the Lo
gos marked before (8E6c; v. 1, j.loVO'}E\'1\c; v. 14)." 
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der Eingeborene Gott J. Blank (72, 99) 

2. povO)eV'Ifq Construed as a Substantive 
a. Equivalent to J.lOVO')'Evi}c; ui~ 

(1) With ~Rendered Substantivally 
God the only Son TCNT,81 NAB1, NIV (1973, 1978), NRSV, 

. ~ ~ B. F. Westcott, R. E. Brown, 
D. A Fennema (124, 131), W. R. G. 
Loader (Christology 112, 161; cf. 
35, 150) 

W1 Dieu Fils unique A Feuillet (Prologue 129) 
Ie fils unique, Dieu84 M. J. Lagrange85 
the only Son, (himself) God D. A Fennema (131; cf. 135 n. 58) 
the divine One, the only Son Moffatt 
the only Son, Deity Himself Williams 
the only Son; God NAB2 

(2) With Bee%' Rendered AdJectivally 
the divine Only Son Goodspeed86 

the divine and only Son Phillips 

b. With 9£6c; Rendered Substantivally 

the only begotten, God 0. Cullmann ( Christology 309) 
the only-begotten one, God B. Lindars (John 98) 
an only-begotten one, God BAGD (527b s.v. JlOVO'Y£VtlQ 
Only begotten, God E. A Abbott87 

the Only-Begotten, who is God J. H. Bernard (John 1:32) 
an only begotten, who is God K Rahner (1:137 n. 1) 
the only one, who is himself God J. A T. Robinson88 

81. TCNT has •God the Only Son." 
82. Gospel15 (apparently not Westcott's prefeJ:Ted rendering). 

89 

83. Brown, RfdlectU:ms 12 ( = • Jesus" 653); Gospel1:4, 17, 36. 
84. Similarly E. D. Burton 414 ("in 118 we should probably read JLOV~~ ee6c;, and interpret 

JLOVOlWl\~ as standing for JLOVO')'Evi!~ 'lli~, with 9E6~ in definitive apposition"). See further n. 99 
below. · 

85. Lagrange, Jeq.n 27: "Cette lncapacite [to see God apart from representations] qui frappe tousles 
homrnes n'atteint pas celui qui est le fils unique, Dieu comrne son P~re·; d. 28: "n~ unique·et Dieu. • 

86. So also de Kruijf 121: "The (divine) only Son," In a paraphrase of John 1:18. 
87. Abbott, Grammar§§ 1938, 1964 ("Only begotten, God, HE 11!AT IS In the bosom of the Father

he hath declared him"). 
88. J. A. T. Robinson, Face 174 {"accepting the harder but best-attested reading," 174 n. 153; but 

cf. his 'l'rutk 110;. Pricrity372-73); •use• 71 {"what is introduced as a simile in verse 14 is already 
fully allegotUed by verse 18, especiallY if the astonishing JLOVO')'Evi!r; 9~, 'the only one who is him
self God,' is indeed the right reading"). The NEB mg has "the only one, hlmself God." 
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God, the only-begotten 
God the One and OnlY 
the unique one, [himself] God 

W. F. Howard (John 52) 
NIV (1984) 
D. A. Carson (John 135) 

Jesus as God 

c. With Oe~ Rendered Adjectivally or Paraphrastically 

the Only Begotten.. . B. Weiss (Commentary 218) 
who Himself is of divine nature 

Wt monogEme divin A. Loisy* (111) 
ein Eingeborener gottlichen B. Weiss (Johannes 60; 

Wesens "Gebrauch" 323 and n. 1) 
the only-begotten, R. Schnackenburg* (John 1:280) 

whose being is divine 
the only-begotten one, B. Lindars (John 99) 

who is divine in origin 
the only One, GNB (1966 and 1971 eds.)89 

who is the same as God 
the unique one, He who is God Barclay 

Reference may be made at this point to the suggestion of C. F. Burney 
(39-40, 42), prompted by the difficulty of having J.LOVO)'EvTJ<; 9eo<; after 
eeov K'tAo., that, although ~OVO)'EVTJ<; eeoc; ("the only begotten God") is the 
preferable reading, in fact an original Aramaic ~v'?~ 1'1J~ ("the only begot
ten of God") was misunderstood as ~v'?~ 1'1J: and therefore rendered 
~OVO'}'EVTJ c; 9Eo<; (instead of JlOVO'}'EVTJ c; eeot> ). 90 This proposal, that effec
tively removes the "difficulty" of the Greek, gains or loses credibility 
depending on one's assessment of the difficulty of the mtparalleled phrase 
~OVO'}'EvlJ<; 9eoc;. The more difficult this expression is felt tO be, the more 
attractive Burney's cm:ijecture. However, the first. prerequisite to be met 
before one must consider the possibility of a mistranslation from a puta
tive Aramaic original is that the Greek as it stands is not simply difficult 
or without precise parallel, but impossible. Yet such cannot be said about 
this phrase, particularly if ~OVO'}'EvrJ<; is substantival. Moreover, since 
there is no evidence of other similarly crass mistranslations in the Pro
logue, 91 it seems unlikely that the postulated translator would here be 
capable of so elementary a blmtder as failing to distinguish between abso
lute and construct states. 92 In any case, it is by no means impossible that 

89. Cf. Greenlee,Introductimt 124, who renders the anarthrous 8t6~; as "He who himself Is deity." 
90. On the reading b J!OVO')£\'i\1; ui.O; 8£o\i, see above n. 2. 
91. Pace Burney 28-43. 
92. Discussing the criteria for evaluating co[\jectural rnisrenderings of original Aramaic in the 

Gr:eek text of the Gospels and Acts, Black (3-9) delineates two demands that must be met: the mis
translation must be credible and the coi\)ectured Aramaic must be possible. Concerning Burney's 
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the Prologue or any hymn it incorporates was originally written in 
Greek. 93 There is therefore no need to regard ~OVO')'EVTJ<; 9£6<; as a trans
lational error and to translate or exegete JoJ:m 1:18 as though the text read 
~ovo')'Evij<; 9£oi>. 

All of the above translations are possible renderings of the Greek. How 
then is one to decide between so many proposals? Several guidelines will 
help to restrict the choice. 

1. As seen above (§B), ~OVO')'Evrl<; here bears its primacy sense of 
"only" (With respect to filial status), not the meaning "unique" or its 
later sense of"only begotten" (where that means not simply "sole
born" or "the only child in a -family" but "uniquely generated" or 
"eternally begotten"). 

2. The~e is no ~eason to sup~ose that ~ovo'YEviJc; 9Eoc; ~ equivalent to 
o ~ovoc; Bee<; (John 5:44; 17:3; cf. Rom. 16:27; 1 Tim. 1:17; Jude 
25), especially since in John 17:3 'IT\aoi>c; Xp~at6c; is distinguished 
from b ~6voc; clA.TJ9woc; ee6c;.95 By using this phrase the evangelist 
is not merely reaffi.nning Jewish monotheism in the context of his 
Logos theology. 

3. John did not write 9eoc; ~OVO"fEvfl<;,96 Which makes it doubtful that 
the popular translation "God the only Son" is the most accurate. 
Nor did he write 6 ~ovo')'Evijc; 9e6c;,97 which renders difficult 
(although not, of course, impossible) the translation "the only 
begotten God" or "the unique God," for elsewhere in the Johannine 
corpus when ~ovo'Y£VIlc; is an attributive a(ijective (viz., John 3:16, 
18; 1 John 4:9), the noun it qualifies is articular. 98 

4. MoVO')'EVrl c; should be treated as equivalent to ( 6) IJ.OVO"fEVTJ c; 'Ui6c;, 
since (a) in four of the other eight uses of IJ.OVO')'Evrt<; in the NT 
(viz., Luke 7:12; John 3:16, 18; 1 John 4:9), it functions as an attrib
utive aA:ijective before ui6c;. On three further occasions ~OVO')'EVrl<; 
stands alone but in each case the context makes it clear that it 
means "only son" (John 1:14; Heb. 11:17 RSV) or "only child" (Luke 
9:38 RSV, doubtless to distinguish ~ovo')'Evr}c; ~o~ from the preced-

suggestion regarding 1:18 Black writes (11): "It has an attractive simplicity, is free from philological 
difficulties, and the Greek reading is unusual. Equally remarkable, however, would be the ignorance 
of the 1ranslator who made the blunder, unless we look on his 'version' as a deliberate theological 
interpretation of the Aramaic.· 

93. So Barrett, NT Essays 36-36; see also Kasernann, Questions 140-41. 
94. fJ)66 fJ)76 B W it" cop .. Origen et al omit emu after napa 'tOU JU)vo'l>. 
95. On John 17:3 5ee below, chapter :xn §B. 
96. An expression used, for example, by Bishop Alexander of Alexandria (apud Theodoret, EH 1:4). 
97. On this reading in John 1:18, see §A.3 above. 
98. In Luke 7:12 one finds 110v~<; mOe;, but the reference is nonetheless definite, although not 

to Jesus Christ (as in each of the Johannine examples). 
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ing 6 ui6~ J.LOU ). The only occasion in the NT where J.LOVO')'eVtl~ is not 
used of an "only son" is Luke 8:42, where it qualifies 9u'y<i'tl'Jp. 
(b) The phrase that qualifies J.LOVoyevl\<; or (J.Lovoyevi]<; 9£6<;), viz., 6 
rove.\<; tov 1COA1tOV tou 1tettp6<;, indicates that IJ.OVO')'evft<; denotes not 
simply "the only one" but "an/the only Son." (c) In its primary sense 
I!Ovoye.vl\<; designates a familial relation ("sole~born, without sib
lings") whether or not ui6<; or 9uy<i'tl'Jp is expressed (see §B above). 

5. If J.LovoyeVJ\<; is equivalent to (6) J.LOVO"f£V't1~ ui6<; in John 1:18, the 
corollary is that 9eo<; stands in epexegetic apposition to IJ.OV0-
9')'€vrl<;:99 "The only Son, who is ee6<;." 

6. The anarthrous ee6~ is not indefmite. Since EJC£1vo<; in John 1:18 is 
specific, its antecedent JlOVoyevr\<;, further defined as 9eo~ 6 rov 
JCtA.., must be defmite. The absence of the article before J.LOvoyevl\~ 
and before 9e6<; is not without significance, 100 for it draws atten
tion (in the case of J.LOvoyevl\~) to the uniqueness of the familial sta
tus of Jesus Christ as the one and only Son of God and (in the case 
of 9e6<;) to his possession of the attributes of Deity, 101 all that 
makes God God (as in John 1:1c).102 In any case it is John's custom 
to reserve 6 ee6<; for the Father.103 

These considerations point to the aptness of translating J.LovoyeviJ<; 9eo<; 
as "the only Son, who is104 God" (cf. NAB2, M. J. Lagrange, and D. A Fen
nema under §C.2.a.(l) above).105 

99. That 9Ecic; is in apposition to a substantival~J,ovoy£vl\c; is recognized, inter alios, by E. D. 
Burton 414; du Plessis 27; de Kruijf 120-21 ("if 9E6c; is the original reading"); Finegan §§199, 217; 
Theobald 17, 49; Fennema 128, 131; Beasley-Murray (2 n. e); Carson, John 139; Carson, Responsibil
ity 147. McReynolds notes (108 n. 13) that one of Origen's four citations of the reading JlOVoyEvi!c; 
9£61; (viz., Cels. 2:71: K(l\ JlOVoyEVl\c; y£ oov eEOc; ~etA.) is "a clear early witness as to how one should 
understand the reading 1J.Ovoy£vi!c; 9£6c;" (cf. ll5). 

100. Hort (Dissertations 14, 18) believed that the anarthrous state of JlOVoyev~c; 9£6c; gives the 
expression "predicative force" (viz., "one who is IJ.OVoyevi[c; &cic;"; cf. WH 2: appendix 74). In ntiect
ing the reading 6 J.lOVoy£Vi!c; u'u)c;, he avers that "the article would mar the integrity of the Prologue 
by giving its crowning sentence a new subject in place of 6 Myoc;; and in any case a designative name 
would serve the argument less than a recital of attributes" (18). 

101. Milligan and Moulton (10) expound 9E6c; thus: the Son is "Himself divine, not in a metaphor
ical sense, but possessing all the attributes or true and real divinity. • 

102. This answers Loisy's objection (Ill) that the reading IJ.OvoyEvl\c; ElE<ic; ("un monog~ne divin") 
is too inde1"tnite to describe the Revealer already known from the context. 

103. See above, chapter IT §A. 
104. Although John 1:1c reads 9E0c; T\v 6 A.Oyot;, it seems more appropriate to supply "who is" than 

"who was" (to bring out the appositive force of 8Ecic;), in view of the following 6 oov ~etA. that affords 
a second definition of JlOVOl£vn c;. 

1 
105. Loisy's second objection (111) to the reading IJ.Ovoyev~c; 8£6c; (for the first, see above, n. 102) 

is that in the course of the same sentence an anarthrous 8£6c; must then be construed in two different 
ways-once as a substantive ("la divinite"), once as an attributive adjective ("divin"). My reply is that 
El£6<; is in both cases substantival ("God"). However, it would not be illegitimate to render. the second 
use acljectivally or paraphrastically. B. Weiss renders 9£cic; in 1:1c and 1:18b by "gottlichen Wesens" 
and 8E6v in 1:18a by "das gottliche Wesen" ("Gebrauch" 323, 349). 
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D. The Meaning and Significance of John 1:18 

1. Its Old Testament Background 
Several writers have found the background of John 1:14-18 in certain 

themes expressed in Exodus 29 and 33-34, such as the revelation of divine 
glory in a dramatic self-proclamation. 106 Whether John develops these 
themes in terms of similarities between the two· economies or in terms of 
contrasts is hotly debated. The bold antithesis between eM9rt ("was given" 
(by God]) and eyeve'to ("came on the scene") in verse 17 implies that, while 
the giving of the law stands apart from the person of Moses, grace and truth 
are realized only through the person of Jesus Christ (cf. John 14:6). He is 
not only the mediator but also the source of grace and truth. Yet the overall 
relation between verse 17a and verse 17b may be synthetic not antithetical 
parallelism, since both Moses and Christ were mediators of divine revela
tion.107 Then again, following verse 17, verse 18 suggests that John- has in 
mind a contrast between Moses, who was given a vision of God's back 
(Exod. 33:18-23} or form (men, Num. 12:6--8) but denied a vision of God's 
face (Exod. 33:20; but cf. 24:9-10), and Jesus Christ, who, sharing the divine 
nature cee6c;) as the only Son (f.LOVO)£vrJc;), had not simply seen God on one 
isolated occasion but had always known him intimately as· Father ( 6 oov eic; 
wv KoA.nov 'tou 1ta'tp6c;). 

2. 8eov oV&i'" Ea)parrev na»ro-m 
That God as he is in himself cannot be seen by the physical or even the 

spiritual eye108 was axiomatic in Judaism.l09 At the same time, no Jew 
would have denied that on occasion, through self-disclosure, God permit
ted himself to be seen in some "form," that is, indirectly or partia1ly.110 

Consequently John's thought may be either that it has always been and 
will always be impossible for humans to see God in his essence or that 
God is not immediately accessible to hwnan knowledge apart from his 
self-disclosure in Christ the Revealer. The former view stresses God's 
invisibility and incomprehensibility. No human being has ever seen 

106. See, e.g., Sahlin 74; Boismard, Prolcgue 136-40; Boismard, "Sein" 36-37. Note also the wider 
treatment in Enz. 

107. So J. Jeremias, TDNT 4:873. See also Glasson, Moses 24-26, esp. 24 n. 2; and the extensive 
discussion in Pancaro 534--46, esp. 637. 

108. Bultmann rightly observes (John 79; cf. 69 n. 2) that, given Jonannine usage (see the discwr 
sions of Tarelli 176-77; Abbott, VoccWulary §§1597-1611), opfiv should not be restricted to visual 
perception. 

109. See, e.g., Exod. 33:20, 23; Deut 4:12; Ps. 97:2; Sir. 43:31; Philo, Poster. C. 5; Josephus, Bell. 
7:346). See furttu~r Bultmann, "Untersuchungen"; Amiot; and SB 4:939-40. 

110. See, e.g., Gen. 32:30; Exocl.. 24:9-10; Nuin. 12:6, 8; Deut. 34:10; Isa. 6:1, 5. On the prophetic, 
theophanic, or post mortem vision of God, see W. Michaelis, TDNT 5:329-34; Pancaro 219-26. 
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God-or ever will111-since only a divine being can'sustain such a visio 
( cf. v. 18; 6:46). The latter view emphasizes God's inaccessibility and hid
denness ( cf. John 5:37). God cannot be directly lmown by humans unless 
God himself take the initiative in a self-revelation. While both views suit 
the context, perhaps the fonner is to be :Preferred, since it better 
accounts for the emphatic anarthrous eeov' 11 which has been variously 
rendered "God in his being,"113 "God as God,"114 "the divine nature,"115 

"the Godhead." 116 

3. ( .uov01£Vl)" 8sfJ9 6 c3v ~ -rov JCo.Mwv -rov mz-rp~ 

a. The Meaning of 6 cilv 
At least five diffeJ:"ent views have been held regarding the meaning of the 

articular participle 0 rov.117 

1. E. A. Abbott (Grammar §§1938, 1964) believes that in John 1:18b 
the evangelist enumerates three distinct titles of the Logos:118 

J.lOVOlE\'Tl~ ("the only begotten" or, as a proper name, Monogenes ), 
Oeo~ ("God"), and 6 rov ("He That Is").119 This latter title, presum
ably regarded by Abbott as the third-person equivalent of the e:yoo 
Eif.(t. of the Fourth Gospel, is qualified by eic; 'tOV KOA1tOV toil 
1tCX'tp6c; "to indicate a Person, in whom the defining characteristic 
is not strength or wisdom but filial union with a Father" 

111. This may be the implication of WpCXICEV, which, used with xoinou:, is a "present perfect of 
broken continuity" (Robertson, Grummar 896, 905-6 [ cf. 893], developing the suggestion of Moul
ton, ProlegrmteM 144), since a (constative) aorist El&v might have been expected with xoin<m: (as 
in PGM 6:102: Osiris ov o'li&l; d& lt<llltote, and cf. tOUtOlV o'li&\~ x<hxou: ... dXEV in Josephus, Ap. 
2:124-dted in BAGD 592a s.v. ou&.lc;). The implication is even clearer if Ecbpcxnv is a gnomic per
fect ('can see"; for this category, see BDF §344). Against this may be set the suggestion of J. N. San
ders (86, possibly depending on Origeri. [see Wiles, Gospel 92-93] or Westcott, Gospel15) that John 
added ltolnO't£ after o'liliEl~ ("no one ... ever yet") to leave open the possibility of some future direct 
vision of God when the faithful have been united with God in Christ (citing John 17:21ff. and 1 Cor. 
13: 12). But it is doubtful whether xoinote ("at any time" [in the past or future], see BAGD · 732a s.v.) 
may bear the sense of oU!tm or o'lire!tO) ("not yet"; d. o'li&'t; oiixm in Luke 23:53 and ouliilt(j) o'li&it; 
in John 19:41, both of which mean "no one ... [ever) yet"; see BAGD 592a s.v. oOOelQ. 

112. As in John 1:1c, so in 1:18 the position of the term 9£6t; at the head of its clause makes it 
emphatic, especially since John customarily places oU&i<; in this position. 

113. B. Weiss, Joh4nnes 69; Holb:mann 49; Bauer 18. 
114. Westcott, Gospel 15; Hort, Dissertations 14 ('God as being God"); Beasley-Murray 2 n. e 

("God by nature"; cf. 15). 
115. Lagrange, Jron 28; Westcott, Gospel15. 
116. Loisy 110. 
117. This phrase is omitted by~ i~ and possibly some other witnesses; see above, §A l.a(3). 
118. On this point, Abbott is followed by Bernard, John 1:31. . 
119. The relation between 9t6c; and o ciiv Illustrates Abbott's general observation (Grummar 

§1937) that "apposition between a noun and a participle with the article may be ambiguous• (citing 
the expression b XPtatoc; o EpXOiWJO<;}. 
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(§1964).120 There are two difficulties with this proposal: (a) While 
this interpretation may enhance the symmetry ofthe Prologue,121 

it is certainly awkward to have an absolute title of Deity (o rov) 
qualified by a prepositional phrase;122 and (2) 6 _rov as a designation 
of God, expressive of not merely his supratemporality but also his 
eternality (F. Btichsel, TDNT 2:398-400), occurs in the NT only in 
the Book of Revelation (five times)123 and there it is always accom
panied by 6 ~v and three times124 also by o £f>xo~vo~. 

2. The phrase expresses the simultaneous presence of Jesus in 
heaven and on earth during his earthly ministry125 or, on the other 
hand, his uninterrupted fellowship with the Father while on 
earth.126 The former view seems likely only if 0 rov ev 'tql OU~<XVql 
be the preferred reading in John 3:13-which is improbable. 12 And 
elsewhere John distinguishes the descent from the ascent of the 
Son of Man as successive acts (3:13, 31; 6:62; 8:14; 13:1, 3; 16:28; 
Schnackenburg, John 1:281, 394). However, numerous verses in 
the Fourlh Gospel show that the latter view conforms with Johan
nine thought. 128 

3. ·o rov alludes to the session of Christ after his ascension, John 
expressing himself.from his own standpoint in time.129 Thus the 
Prologue gains a certain roundness of form, with verse 18 com
pleting the cycle of preexistence (v. 1), incarnation (v. 14), and 
ascension. Attractive though this view is, it blurs the logical con-

120. With this one may compare Barclay's rendering: "It is the unique one, He who is God, He who 
Is in the bosom of the Father, who has told us all about God. ft 

121. For Abbott, the three names of 1:18 correspond to the three clauses in 1:1: "This is far more 
symmetrical than the view that the Prologue begins with three clauses describing the Word, and ends 
with twow (GmmmGr §2616). 

122. Cf. 0 wv Ev t{ji ovpavcji (v.l.) in Jolm 3:13 and 0 ciiv bt\ ltcXvt(J)V in Rom. 9:6. 
123. Rev. 1:4, 8; 4:8; 11:17; 16:6. 
124. Rev. 1:4, 8; 4:8. 
126. Thus (apparently) Winer 429 and Morris, John 114 ("the only begotten is continually In the 

bosom of the Father. When the Word became flesh His cosmic activities did not remain in abeyance 
until the time of the earthly life was ended"). Although believing that 0 rov ev t(jioVpavcjiinJolm3:13 
"should probably be omitted,w Morris contends that •only a crassly literal localization of heaven 
would require us to think that Jesus had to leave heaven to come to earth" (John 224). 

126. So Godet, John 1:379; Dodd, lnterprettJtion 268-69; Brown, Gospel1:133 (but d. 1:17); de Ia 
Potterie, Vbiti 236-37; Moloney, "Joimw 66-68. 

127. See the discussion in Metzger, Commentaey 203-4. It Is interesting that in UBS1 and UBS2 

theadditionis~dwithan "A" rating, in UJ3S1 with a "C"rating. On John 1:61, see Brown, Gospel 
1:88-91. 

128. See, e.g., 6:17-18; 6:46, 57; 7:29;8:28-29, 38; 10:15,30, 38; 14:10-11, 20; 16:15; 16:32; 17:21-23,25. 
129. H. A. W. Meyer, John 69-70, 72; Zahn, Johannes 96; Bultmann, John 82 n. 6; de Kruijf 121; 

Culpepper 10; Loader, Chri.stoWgy 152 (who also sees a reference to the Son's preincamate relation
ship; see per contra Schillebeeckx, Christ 361, 366-67). Referring to this as a possible view, Cadman 
(9-19) maintains that an effective disclosure of the Father was impossible before Christ's passion 
and the Spirit's coming. · 
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nection between o cilv and E~ll'YtlO'cx'to. True, Christ's exaltation by 
God may corifirm the truth of his declaration of the Father 
(H. A W. Meyer, John 70 n. 5) but John's point is rather that 
Christ's preincarnate fellowship with the Father guarantees the 
accuracy of that declaration. 

4. Standing for the nonexistent past participle of £i VCXt, 0 rov has an 
imperfect sense ( = oc; i;v), 130 "the one who was. "131 Before his 
incarnation, the Son dwelt.with the Father ( cf. 1: 1b ); after becom
ing flesh (1:14), he lived on earth. 

5. A related interpretation talc~ o cilv as "the atemporal present of 
'characterization' (generality),"132 "indicating the eternal presence 
proper to the Son. "133 This quasi-metaphysical sense well accords 
with the two preceding ontological terms {j.LOVO)'EVtl~ and 6Eoc;). In 
itself o cilv need say nothing about the relationship of the Son to the 
Father during Christ's earthly ministry. 134 Attention is focused on 
his premundane conununion with God (as in o AO"((<; liv 1tpoc; 'tov 
9e6v, 1:1) as the ground of the subsequent e~t\"{llcrt<;, but an allusion 
to his return to the Father's presence (cf. John 13:1,3: 16:28; 17:5) 
need not be excluded 135 

b. The Significance of ~ tov 1C6A1tov to'fi mxtp~ 

The imagery behind elvcxt eic; 'tOV KOI...1tov could be festal (of reclining at 
a meal, cf. John 13:23), familial (of the child on a parent's lap136 or in a par
ent's or nurse's embrace), 137 or col\iugal138 (of the embrace of husband and 
wife).139 Whatever the source of the image, its significance is clear. It 
denotes the exclusive and privileged intimacy of a deeply affectionate inter
personal relationship. 

But what is the import of the preposition Eic; in this phrase? Does it 
denote direction and movement? or location? or a combination of motion 
and rest? Each of these three possibilities needs careful analysis. There is 

130. C!. John 12:17: fjlaptUp£t OUV 0 OxAo; 0 cDV ll£t" cxU'toii ••.. 
131. 'Thus Haenchen, "Probleme" 324 n. 76; John 121. 
132. Zerwick, Greek §372. So also Alford 1:691; Westcott, Gospell5. 
133. Zerwick and Grosvenor 287. So· also Lagrange, Jean 28 ("une presence etemelle"); G. 

Schrenk, TDNT 5:998 (o <iiv refers "to what has always been and alwa.vs is"). 
134. See per contra Stevens, Johannine Theology 107-8. 
135. But Beasley-Murray places the focus elsewhere: "The prime reference is to the relationship 

to God or the Son in his life of flesh and blood, but it naturally extends to his pre-existent and post
Resurrection relationship to the Father~ (16). 

136. Ruth4:16. 
137. Num. 11:12; 1 Kings 3:20. 
138. Mic. 7:5. 
139. For classical references, see Wettstein 1:841; and for a general discussion, de Ia Potterie, 

vente228-3o. 
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also a variant punctuation, which pennits eic; to carry the common meaning 
of "into. "140 · · 

(1) ~as Dynamic in Meaning 

There can be little doubt that in both Classical and Hellenistic Greek ei~ 
frequently (some would say, normally or basically) denotes not simply ori
entation or direction but "movement toward or into," be it literal or meta
phorical. Accordingly, although £i.e; does notfollow a verb of motion in 1:18, 
some maintain, with B. Lindars, that the preposition here "implies that 
Jesus has access to the innermost being of God" (John 99). 

Others develop this notion considerably further. I. de la Potterie, for 
example, renders the whole phrase "turned toward the Father's bosom" 
and finds two theological truths expressed: (1) a personal distinction 
between Father and Son and (2) "the constant orientation of the Son 
toward the bosom of the Father as toward his origin ( eic;, not 1tpoc;), as 
toward the source of his own life (eic; 'tOV x:6A.1tov)" ("L'emploi" 386; cf. 
Verite 230-35). For de 1a Potterie, John 1:18 represents a climax in Johan
nine thought ("L'emploi" 385). In John 1:1b, which speaks in a general way 
of the orientation of the Logos toward God, and in 1 John 1:1, which depicts 
more precisely an orientation of the life of the Logos toward the Father, it 
is a matter of "filiation." But in John 1:18 where the only Son (o J.Lovoyevftc; 
vio~) is said to be turned toward the bosom of the Father, "vexs ce sein dont 
il est engendre," it is a matter of "eternal generation" c cf. rov and John 6:57; 
"L'emploi" 385), "the eternal act of receiving divine life from the Father" 
("L'emploi" 386; cf. Verite 189-91).141 

While de 1a Potterie rightly stresses that John seems to maintain a careful 
distinction between ei~ and ev, 142 his view is not without difficulties, two of 
which may be mentioned at this point. FiiSt, the idea of eternal generation 
would comport better with the prepositions 1tapa c cf. John 6:46: 0 rov 1tap&. 
'tOV eeov) or ex: c cf. the reading eK 'tOV KOA1t0\) reflected in syr). If any ele
ment of movement is implied in eic;, its direction is in effect reversed 

140. In the discussion that follows, I am drawing on and expanding my comments in NIDNIT 
3:1185-86. 

141. Similarly Bonsiiven, Tfhnoi1t 43. Expressing his tentative approval of this view ("elle n'est 
pas au-dessus de toute discussion"), Feuillet comments thus: "Si Ia critique, par les m~thodes qui lui 
sont propres, arrive ~ des conclusions qui peuvent servir de fondement ~ une doctrine theologique 
devenue tradilionnelle, c'est li\ une rencontre des plus bienfaisantes, qui peut contribuer ~ refaire 
!'unite entre l'ex~ge;e et Ia t.Mologie, unite de continuite dynamique plutOt que d'egalite statique• 
(Prologue 268). Moloney renders John 1:18b as "the only Son, who is turned-towards the Father," 
adding "in love and obedience throughout the whole of his historical presence among men and 
woinen• ("John," 68). 

142. See §D.S,b.(2) below. However, de laPotterie's appeal ("L'emploi" 383 n. 3) to the Lucan dis
tinction between do; tov x:O:utov 'A~padJl (Luke 16:22) and t:v 'tOi'O xo:l.x0\10 cti>tou (Luke 16:23) is 
scarcely relevant, since the fonner phrase follows a verb denoting movement (viz., ci!tevq&ijva\), 
while in John one finds tiv 1tf)O<; (John 1:1) and o ;}}v do; (John 1:18). 
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according to this view. Second, the cormotation "source of life" for te6A3to~ 
appears to be unparalleled. 

(2) ~as Static in Meaning 

If a~ is static in meaning, then tic; 'tOV KOA7tOV is here equivalent to £v 'tcp 
KOA7tql (John 13:23), 143 in conformity with the general tendency of Hellenis
tic Greek to confuse the categories of movement and rest. This is the pre
vailing view among grammarians, 144 lexicographers, 145 and modem com
mentators.146 

Etymologically, rlc; was a later variation of ev, being originally eve;, sigma 
having been added to ev on the analogy of£~ ( = ete-c;). With the disappear
ance of nu in eve;, a compensatory iota was added, giVing eic; (Robertson, 
Grammar584-86, 591). The obsolescence of the dative case in Greek (see 
Humbert) meant the disappearance of ev so that in Modem Greek only eic; 
(in the form 'c; or ae) is found.147 

In light, therefore, of the origin of eic; as a variant of £v and its ultimate 
eclipse of ev, it is not surprising that there are instances in the NT (espe
cially in Mark and Luke-Acts) where eic; stands for ev and £v for eic; (seeN. 
Turner, Synto:c 254-57). J. J. O'Rourke has examined all the apparent 
exceptions in the Fourth Gospel to the classical use of eic; and ev1~ and 
concludes that only in John 1:18 and 19:13 does eic; possibly stand for £v 
(1.09% of John's 183 U$eS of £i.e;) and only in John 3:35 is f:v (218 uses) pos
sibly used for £i.e;. 

But few scholars are content to affinn that Eic; tov teol..n:ov denotes sim
ply the personaljuxtaposition of Son and Father. For G. B. Winer (415 and 
n. 1), the phrase indicates that the Son "is laid upon" or "rests against" the 
bosom of the Father, which would imply personal intercommunion. Some 

143. But the evidence of this parallel Is Indecisive, for some use f:v tl\l JC6Altcp to show that John 
distinguished d; from f:v when these prepositions are found with JC6A.no;, while others find In this 
phrase In John 13:23 evidence of John's oscill~on from Ei~ to f:v In contonnity with his predilection 
for stylistic variation. 

144. Thus Moulton, Proiegwte'fl4 234-35; cf. ~ (apparently); Jannaris, Grammar§ 1548; BDF 
§§205, 218; Robertson, Grammar 635-36 ("it is often impossible to Insist on the idea of motion or 
extension in Ei~," citing John 1:18), 569, 686, 592-93; Abel §47(a); Zerwick,A'IUilysis 212 (as one pos
sibility; but cf. his Greek §§102-4 and Zerwick and Grosvenor 287); N. Turner, Syntax 254 (noting, 
however, that John (including Revelation] does not generally blur el; and f:v). 

145. Thus BAGD 230c s.v. d; 9a; Regard 157, 548; A. Oepke, TDNT 2:433 (here "Ei.; and i:v are 
fully interchangeable"); MM xiv, who cite the classic instance from P O:xy 2:294,line.s 3 and 6: A cer
tain Saraplon writes (A.D. 22) to his brother Dorion, "On coming to Alexandria (em 'l'cji ~vtvm f:v 
'A~avSp~) ..• I learned from some fishermen at Alexandria (d~ 'A~avSp, ( av)) that. .• ." 

146. So Bauer 18; Lagrange, Jea.n 28 (but noting that d~ could mark "une p~nE!tration plus com
pl~te comme i1 [Jean]aditnp6~etnon ~ropaauv. 2");Bultmann,John82n. 2; Hoskyns 151; Schnack
enburg, John 1:281; Banett, John 169-70; Morris, John 114 and n. 118 (with some hesitation); and 
apparently Brown, G08pel1:4-6, 17 ("ever at the Father's side"). 

147. cr. H~dakis 210-11; Thumb §160. 
148. 'Ev in John 3:35; 5:7; d;in John 1:18; 8:26; 9:7; 19:13; 20:7, 19, 26; 21:4. 
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of the Greek fathers, 149 giving ei~ a static sense, believed' that the verse 
described the consubstantiality of the Father and Son. Chrysostom, for 
example, ·speaks of the Son's dwelling (evouxn:aaecxt) in the Father's 
bosom as involving "affinity of essence": "The Father would not have in his 
bosom one of another essence. "150 Again, some scholars find in rl~ a hint of 
a preceding idea ofmovement.151 But the difficulty with the suggestion that 
rlc; implies an earlier entrance into the Father's bosom152 or points to the 
Son's return to his preincamate state through the ascension (H. A. W. 
Meyer, John 70) is that the preceding o rov probably depicts a supratempo
ral condition that had no beginning (see §D.3.a(5) above). 

(3) a, as Both Static and Dynamic in Sense 

Commenting on the phrase rlc; tov K6A.n:ov, B. F. Westcott wrote Cm 
1880): "There is the combination (as it were) of rest and motion, of a con
tinuous relation, with a realisation ofit (comp. i.l, ~v 7tp6c;). The 'bosom of 
the Father' (like heaven) is a state and not a place" (Gospel ~5). In making 
this observation Westcott betrays a tendency, characteristic of his times, to 
analyze NT Greek syntax in light of Classical Greek usage. Had he written 
twenty years later, after the serious and widespread study of the papyri had 
begun, he would doubtless have modified his remark about the significance 
of rlc;, 153 however correct the theology he had expressed.154 

Yet Westcott's view persisted, for in 1906 E. A Abbott argued for a "mys
tical" or "spiritual" understanding of eic;, 155 claiming that the evangelist 
wished "to combine the notions of motion and rest as belonging to God and 
to the manifestations of God. From God, the Logos is ever coming to men 
and is also abiding in them. From Man the Logos is ever' going up to God 
and is also abiding in Him" (Grammar §2309). According to Abbott, John 
is reacting to various "unprofitable and conflicting" ancient traditions 

149. De Ia Potterie cites Chlysostom, Theophylact, Theodore of Mopsuestia, and Euthymlus 
("L'emploi" 384 and n. 2; 385). 

160.Homiltes on the Gospd, of St. John 1&.2. 
151. See Abel §48(c) remark U, who cites a Classical Greek parallel, napa val tic; 'EUl\O'ltovtov 

("to be present In the Hellespont");~ Johannes 96; Lo!sy 111. Cf. LSJ 491 s.v. eic;I.2: "With Verbs. 
expressing rest in a place, when a previous motion into or to it is Implied." The only biblical instanc~ 
cited there (after the note "later used like tv") is NUm. 36:33: 'tf\v yijv t:i~ i\V uj.ltic; JCa'tOlK£1't£. . 

162. So Greenlee, "Preposition" 13; Grammar 32 (citing John 1:18: "who has gone Into (and Is 
now in) the Father's bosom"). 

163. Moulton declares this interpretation of ei.c; in John 1:18 "impossible" (Prolegomena 234--35; 
cf. MM xiv), noting that "there are many NT passages where a real distinction between eic; and £v is 
impossible to draw without excessive subtlety" (63). 

154. Cf. the comments of A Fox in his Introduction to the 1958 reprint of Westcott's commentary . 
(Gospel ii §§f-g). 

165. Abbott, Grammar §2712. Abbott found a distinctive sense of de; in John 1:18 for three rea
sons: (1) "John generally avoids t:l.c; for iv"; (2) John 13:23 has £v tcj) JOOAit<p; and (3) t:l.c; IOOA!tov with
out a verb of motion cannot be paralleled in the Greek Bible or in Greek literature in general, whlle· 
£v IOOA!t<p Is common (§§2706, 2712). · 
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about Christ's "home" by asserting that his true residence-even while on 
earth-was in heaven, enabling him to lead people "to the bosom of God" 
(Grammar §2713). 

(4) A Variant Punctuation 
If eic; tov ~~:6A.1tov to'\) 7tatpoc; is construed with eJCE1voc; ~11"/1\0"ato that 

follows rather than with o oov that precedes, ei.c; may bear its regular sense 
of "into." Thus J. R. Taylor translates verse 18: "No man hath seen God at 
any time; an only-begotten, God, he who is, he hath led the way into the 
bosom of the Father." Similar is M. E. Boismard's rendering: "No one has 
ever seen God, except the only Son; he it is who has led the way into the 
Father's bosom"("Sein" 31). 

These solutions have some merit but are not altogether satisfactory,-for 
they solve one problem (viz., the apparently irregular meaning of eic;) by 
introducing another, viz., the absolute use of o oov in reference to Jesus (in 
the case of Taylor) and the implied preference for an inferior text (viz., eeov 
o\>&tc; EOOpa!CEV 1tcbJto'tE, ei Jllt 0 JlOVO-yEVTlc;- etc; tOV Kt)A.Jtov lC'tA.-in the 
case of Boismard).156 Also, both proposals labor under the difficulty that 
John did not write £JCE1.voc; etc; tov ~~:6A.1tov tou 7tatpoc; e~mr\aato. 

(5) Conclusion 
In any discussion of the interrelation of eic; and ev in NT Greek, two dan

gers are to be avoided: (1) to treat them as everywhere synonymous and 
(2) always to insist on a distinction between them (cf. Robertson, Gram
mar 559). Of the NT writers, only Matthew seems never to confuse eic; and 
local i:v (notwithstanding Matt. 28:19; see N. Turner, Syntax 254). Else
where, the exegete's presumption ought to be that, except for Luke (in the 
Third Gospel and Acts) and perhaps Mark, NT authors do not ordinarily use 
eic; for £v (cf. Zerwick, Greek §106). 

In the case of John 1:18 the real choice is not between eic; =eternal gen
eration and eic; = £v = consubstantiality, but more generally between the 
static and dynamic senses of etc;. While in John 1:1 7tpoc; tov eeov may point 
to an active relation of the Logos with God,167 in 1:18 eic; tov ICOA.1tov to'\) 
7tatpoc; seems t6 stand for the passive notion £v tql!COA.7tcp tou 7tatp6c; ( cf. 
John 13:23). The difference between the two verses is that between 7tpoc; + 
the accusative of the person (9£6<;) and eic; + the accusative of the thing 
( KOA.7toc;), 158 a distinction generally observed in NT Greek. Any notion of 

156. See the discussion of this view above, §A. I. In his highly individualistic Greek text of the 
Fourth Gospel, based on the lectio lmwior potfor principle, Blass has the reading-not found in any 
extant Greek manuscript-Jlovo~vi!<; 0 mv b: tciiv KOhnCIIV 'toii ltat~. eic£1vo<; £1;1l'YI111nto. In his 
textual apparatus he explains thateJC became£\<; by a transcriptional error: "EIC fere = EK" (2). Blass 
also notes that s}II" has EIC toii K6Mou and that E:~t K6A.ltCIIV is found in Acta An;helai c.6. 

167. See above, chapter U §D.l. 
168. Cf. Godet, John 1:379: "The substitution of £\~ for !tp~ ••. arises from the difference be

tween a strictly local regimen (ICOA.ltog and a personal regimen (900<;)." 
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dynamic interpersonal relationship found in verse 18 stems from the nouns 
KoA.n:o<; and 7t(X't'Tlp, not from the preposition eic;. 

The import of the whole clause o rov ei<; 'tOV 1COA7tOV tou 1tatp6<; is that, 
because of the unparalleled intimacy that existed (and still exists) between 
the Son and Father, the Son was qualified to reveal the Father.159 '0 cilv K'tl... 
introduces, not the confirmation of the £;-rl"ff'l<n<;. 160 but its ground. Jesus 
proclaimed what he had heard in the Father's presence.161 

4. bativo~ Ee7Jrrfaa'Co 
The antecedent of EK£1voc; cannot be restricted to Jl.OVO'}'EVT\<; or 9E6<; or 

o cilv K'tA. Although it is resumptive after an articular participial clause, 162 

EK£1voc; catches up all three designations of the Logos; it is "he and no 
other" who has exegeted the Father. 

If £~rn<£1cr~al. is given its predominant classical meaning of "lead or show 
the way," it is natural to construe eic; 'tOV KOA1tOV 'tOU 1tllp't6<; with EK€1vo<; 
~Tl'Yflcrato, as in the renderings "he hath led the way into the bosom of the 
Father" (J. R. Taylor) and "dans le sein du Pere, c'est lui qui a conduit" 
(Boismard).163 But in Jewish and Christian literature, the term gained the 
sense praeire verbis, "expound" or "recount,"164 which suggests the trans
lation "he has made [him)lmown" (as in most English versions)165 or "der 
hat (von ihm) Kunde gebracht" (Wikenhauser 38; similarly many German 
commentators) or "he has narrated [the Father)" (Louw 32--38). A third 
meaning, however, is also possible. In secular Greek ~11)'£tcr9al. was a com
mon term for the communication of divine knowledge or the revelation of 
divine secrets by priests or soothsayers as interpretes religionum.166 

'El;1l'Yflcrato in John 1:18 probably bears this sense: "He has revealed 
[him)."l67 

The unexpressed object168 of E;11'Y'1crato may be (tov) 9E6v from verse 
18a169 or tov 1ta'tepa from verse 18b. Little hangs on the choice, for the ref
erent is identical (God the Father) and the meaning would be similar in 

159. Cf. Milligan and Moulton 10: The phrase describes "the conditions which make it possible 
for Jesus to be the complete Interpreter of the Father. • But see per ccmtm Cadman 9--10, 26--42. 

160. Pace H. A. W. Meyer, John 70 n. 6. 
161. Cf. John 3:11, 32; 7:16; 8:26, 28, 38, 47; 12:49; 14:10. 
162. So also Robertson, Gmmmar 708; cf. 707 (ba~ivoc; "refers to eeoc; followed by o cilv"). 
163. "Sein" 31; cf. Prologue 67-CS. 
164. As in Luke 24:35; Acts 10:8; 16:12, 14; 21:19. 
165. Weymouth, Goodspeed, Phillips, Berkeley, RSV, NEB, GNB, JB, NIV, NJB, Cassirer, NRSV, REB. Cf. 

"declared" in KJV, RV, ASVj and "explained" in NASB. . 

166. For examples, see Wettstein 1:841-42. 
167. So TCNT, NAB1, N,u,2; F. Biichsel, TDNT2:908; J. N. Sanders 85. 
168. W it0 syrC-pal Tatian add the indirect object 1\IJ.iv. 
1!i9. But F. Biichsel (TDNT2:908 n. 4) objects that "God is not an Qbj[ect] of explanation," and 

Bultmann (John 83 n. 3) alleges that no object is needed, since E~Tl"(lio9at can mean "give divtne 
lmowledge." 
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either case. Jesus Christ made visible the invisible· nature of God (9Eovi70 
and laid bare the heart of the Father ( 'tOV xa't£pa). It was the essential 
fatherhood of God that the Son disclosed.171 'F1;11'Y11cra'to is a constative 
aorist,l72 encompassing in a single glance the whole span of Christ's earthly 
life together with his death173 and resurrection. 

5 .. The Significance of John 1:18 

a. In the Section 1:14-18 

The fullness which all believers have received in part (v. 16a) is grace 
and truth (vv. 16b, 17b) that carne through and dwelt in Jesus Christ the 
Word (vv. 14, 17b). That is, the reference to grace and truth in verse 14 is 
taken up in verses 16 (grace) and 18 (truth), with the intervening transi
tional verse 17 again associating the two ideas (so Godet, John 1:374) by 
specifying the two occasions on which God preeminently displayed his 
grac~.l74 Being asyndetic, verse 18 must be closely connected with verse 
17. (,Truth became manifest on the human scene through Jesus Christ 
(v. 1 '7b) because, although no earthly mortal can claim to have gained a per
fect knowledge of God in his true being (v. 18a), Jesus Christ personally dis
closed in time his own intimate, eternai knowledge of the Father ( 6 rov lC'tA., . . . 
v. ·tSb ). Moreover, the divine nature is not foreign to the Son, for as J.Lovo-
)t:V~~ 9£6~ he possesses it and is therefore qualified to reveal it.175 Inas
much as the only Son is God by nature and intimately acquainted with the 
Fa,ther by experience, he is uniquely qualified to reveal the nature and chac
aderofGod. 

170. H. A W. Meyer (John 70) supplies with ~fllllO"CX'tO "the substance of His intuition of God.~ 
171. "In Him God is revealed as Father; without Him He can be revealed only as God" (Milligan 

and Moulton 10). Barrett observes that in John 1:18 an anarthtous Ot6c; "may point either to the in
visible Father [Oe6v] who is revealed, or to tl:le visible Son [9€6'i] who reveals him" (Essays on John 
8). Loader has rightly identified this theme, "the Son makes the Father known; as central to Johan
nine Christology (Chri.sro[()gy 92). But not all agree that for the evangelist the Father ls the content 
of the revelation that the Son brings. Bultlnann, for example, alleges "that Jesus as the Reveater of 
God reveals nothing but tJuzt he is the Reuealer."· In his Gospel John "presents only the fact (<Urs 
Dass) of the Revelation without describing its content (ihr Was)• (Theology2:66). On the other hand, 
de Ia Potterle sees the Son as both the revealer and the revealed: "Connattre Ia rev~lalion apportee 
par J~sus, c'est decouvrir Ie myst~re de Jesus lui-meme" (Vtrit4 239; cf. 241). 

172. Robertson calls this aorist constative (Grammar 829), effective (Pictures 6:18), and time
less (Divinity45)! 

173. De Kruijf (121~) proposes that for the evangelist it is in the sacrificial death of Christ that 
the glory of the Word is seen (teecxo-<i~Sa. 1: 14; cf. 19:36) and that God is manifested (~fi'Yllo-cxto, 
1 :18) "as a faithful and loving Saviour." 

174. The on ofv. 17a shows that the verse is giving proof of the constancy of God's grace (v. 16). 
176. So also Lagrange, Jean 28. This theme, "only God can reveal God," Is stressed by several 

commentators (e.g., SwjansJct 124; Feuillet, Prologue 130; Brown, Gospet1:17; duPlessis 27; Mastin, 
"Christology" 41). 
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b. In the Prologue (1:1-18) 

Verse 18 clearly forms the climax of the Prologue. First, it col'\ioins the 
two crucial terms ee6r; and J.LOVo~vT,r; already used separately of the Logos 
or Son (viz., in vv. 1, 14). Second, whereas verse 1 asserts the deity of the 
Logos and affirnts his pretemporal relation to God, verse 18 posits the deity 
of the Son and his intimate acquaintance with the Father as the basis of 
God's self-disclosure, a basis that ensures the reliability, indeed the perfec
tion, of the divine revelation. 176 

c. In the Fourth Gospel as a Whole 

In the whole of John's Gospel, verse 18 has a twofold function.177 It links 
the Prologue and the remainder of the Gospel by highlighting the dual 
themes of the Father as directly and fully known to the Son and the Son as 
the unique Exegete of the Father-themes that are prominent throughout 
the Gospel. In the second place, together with the opening verse of the Pro
logue, verse 18 forms one of the two "bookends" that support and give 
shape to the whole Gospel, for 1:1 and 1:18 (at the beginning and the end of 
the Prologue) and 20:28 (at the end of the Gospel) all use eeor; of Jesus, 
whether he be thought of as the eternally preexistent Logos (1: 1 ), the incar
nate Son (1:18), or the risen Christ (20:28). The evangelist thereby indicates 
that the acknowledgment of the messiahship of Jesus (20:31) necessarily 
involves belief in his deity. 

176. Cf. Kysar 356: "As the prologue stands, it begins With the declaration of the intimacy of the 
logos and the Father and concludes with the functional results of that intimacy"; "Christ is the 'exe
gesis' of the very being of God." 

177. [tis not Impossible that l:lSamay be polemic against any pious wish to see the glory or form 
of the Father (ct. Jolm 5:37; 6:46; 14:8-9) or against any mystical attempt to arrive at a perfect lmowl
edge of God apart from his self-disclosure in Christ (cf. 1 Jolm 4:12, 20). Cf. Sclmackenburg, John 
1:278; and the thorough discussion ofBultrnann, John '19-81. 
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'Am::KptOri E>roj.1Ci<; Ka\ Einev au-tO,), '0 lC'\)pto<; J.l.O'U 
lCO:l 0 9£0<; J.l.O'O. 

John 20 contains four resurrection pericopes: the discovery of the empty 
tomb (vv. 1-10), the appearance of Jesus to Mary Magdalene (vv. 11-18), 
the impartation of the Spirit to the disciples (vv. 19-23), and the confession 
of Thomas (vv. 24-29). In this latter pericope the climax is reached when, 
in response to the invitation of Jesus to touch his wounds and the directive 
to display faith (v. 27), Thomas utters the words o lClSpto<; Jl.OU x:a\ 6 6Eo<; 
Jl.OU (v. 28) and Jesus declares those who believe without seeing to be 
"blessed" (v. 29). 

Four aspects of verse 28 call for attention. There is the granunatical 
problem (how is 6 a~ Jl.OU to be construed?), the historical problem (did 
Thomas actually make this confession?), the theological issue (what are the 
sources, meaning, and theological significance of Thomas's confession?), 
and the literary issue (what is the significance of the Thomas episode in the 
Fourth Gospel?). 

A. The Grammatical Problem 

The crucial phrase o 9£6<; Jl.OU has been understood in several ways. 

1. Predicative 

a. Referring to God the Father: "Thomas answered him: 
'(Jesus, you are) my Lord; (Father, you are) my God.'" 

On the first view each half of Thomas's affirmation is directed to a dif
ferent addressee: o 1Cl5pt.6<; Jl.OU to Jesus; 6 9e6<; Jl.OU to the Father, either 
as indwelling Jesus1 or as dwelling in heaven. This decided]y aberrant 
interpretation is rendered implausible by the presence of Ka.i, by the 
absence of a distinguishing vocative ('ITJO"OU or 7tO:tep ), and by the fre
quent cor\iunction of lClSpto<; and 9e6<; in various combinations in.the LXX 
in reference to one person (see below, §C.l.e). In addition, the immediate 
context (vv. 24-27, 29) contains numerous references to Jesus, but none 
to the Father, so that a sudden apostrophe is highly improbable, espe
cially smce the whole statement is introduced by EL7tEV O.U'tcfJ. Finally, the 
repeated Jl.OU, so far from necessarily indicating two distinct addressees, 
simply reflects the repetition of the pronominal suffix with copulated 

1. Thus Arternonius, as cited by Bengel 2:494. 
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nouns in Hebrew and Aramaic2 and has the effect of personalizing Tho
mas's response. 3 

b. Referring to Jesus: "Thomas answered him, 
'My Lord is also my God.'" 

E. A Abbott (Grammar §2050), who at first defended the translation4 

"My Lord is also my God," adduced several lines of evidence in favor of his 
contention that K'6pt£ would have been used if the vocative had been 
intended (Grammar §2049). (1) The one LXX instance of a vocatival o 
lC'I)pwc; (viz., Ps. 34:23: £!;E)ip9tl't1., K'6ptE, x:cit. 1tp6oxec; 'tfl x:picretJlO'U, 6 aooc; 
JlO'U x:a\ 6K'6pt6c; J.l.O'U, eic; ri]v oiKllv J.l.O'U) is explicable by its special con
text. That is, 6 K'6pt6c; JlOU conforms to the preceding vocatival nominative 
( 6 8e6c; JlOU ). Apart from this one exceptional use, 6 K'6ptoc; is never voca
tival in the LXX, although the vocatival expressions o 9e.6c; and K'6pte o 8roc; 
ftJlroV (e.g., 2 Kings 19:19) are common. (2) In Classical Greekthevocatival 
nominative is (a) accompanied by o.U·tac; or 0"1), (b) idiomatic, like the 
English "You, Mr. cricketer, Mr. Yorkshireman," or (c) found only in poetry 
(e.g., oo 4j>i.A.oc;). (3) While using K'6pt£ freely, the papyri never have a vocati
val6K'6pwc;. (4) The Latin versions have dominus (not domine). 

Abbott paraphrases the verse thus: "My dear Lord-is actually none 
other than my God." Thomas here "speaks about his Master in the act of 
replying to his Master."5 Instead of continuing after "my dear Lord" with 
"has indeed risen from the dead" or "has been indeed restored to me," Tho
mas expresses his inspired conviction, in a moment when he was overcome 
by joy and amazement, that his Lord had become to him one with his God. 
According to Abbott, the omission of ecr'tl. might have been prompted by the 
evangelist's desire to force his readers to think out the full import of the 
confession, while the emphatic x:ai. ("also") is frequent in John (§§2050-51). 

First, one must admit that, judged by the usage of Classical Greek, the 
LXX, the NT, or the papyri, the use of 6 K'6p10c; as a vocative is uncommon. 
But that 6 clp10c; may be a nominative of address inJohannine usage is evi
dent from John 13:13 (i>J!E'ic; ~ve'i't£ J.lE ·o otOO.crx:aA.oc; x:cit. ·o clp10c;) and 
Revelation 4:11 ( &;10c; et, o !COp we; x:a\ 6 8roc; ftJ.lroV ); that it may be applied 
to Jesus is clear from the former verse. Second, it is extraordinary to treat 
x:ai. as adjunctive when (a) it stands between two articular nouns in the 

. 2. For example, the LXX renders the vocatival •il'?R1 '::>'xl (Ps. 5:3 [Engl. v. 2]) by o ~amAtU~ J.IOU 

!Col 0 6eO~ jlOU and 'l~i '~ (Ps. 35:23) by 0 6e6<; j101.l ICIX\ o KUpl~ J.LOU (LXX 34:23). 
3. On j101.l, see further below,· §C.2.a. 
4. It is not generally recognized that Abbott later expressed a preference for the traditional view; 

see below. 
5. Grammar §2050 and n. 2. In a later work Abbott remarks on John 20:28 thus: "The Jewish She

rna declared that Jehovah was God and One; this Johannlne Shema seems intended to suggest that 
the Lord Jesus and God are also One" (Contributions §3578c). 
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same case, each modified by J.lO'\.l, and (b) eon is lacking. Third, there are at 
least two reasons why the evangelist may have written 6 K"Upto<; rather than 
K"Upte. (a) In comparison with lClSpte, which is not infrequently used in the 
Gospels in the sense "sir!, "6 the vocatival 6 1CUp10c; is more fonnal and 
respectful, more sonorous and emphatic in tone ( cf. John 13:13), and there
fore would be appropriate when a disciple was addressing his Lord. 7 For 
John K"Upte perhaps represented too mundane a usage, being often followed 
by a request for helps or a question.9 (b) Although the nominative used in a 
vocatival sense was established Greek idiom, 10 John's two uses of 6 K"Upwc; 
in this sense (viz., John 13:13; 20:28) may owe something to the Semitic voc
ative, 11 expressed by the articular nominative in Hebrew (GKC § 126e) and 
the emphatic state in Aramaic (Rosenthal §43). Fourth, it has not always 
been observed that Abbott later reversed his preference and took Kat to 
mean "and" (not "also"): "Thomas said to him [the words], 'My lord-and 
my God,'" the vocatival61CUptoc; being "exceptional Johannine usage:"12 

2. Exclamatory: '~nd Thomas exclaimed: 
'My Lord and my God!'" 

a. Referring to God the Father 
Another interpretation, associated with the names of Theodore of Mop

suestia and Faustus Socinus, proposes that Thomas's cry was an exclama
tory statement, expressing his astonishment and his praise to God for the 
miracle of the resurrection of Jesus:13 "Praise (or, glory) be to my Lord and 
my God!" Accordingly, 6 eeoc; J.10'\.l sheds no light on the view of Jesus held 
by either Thomas or the evangelist. 

6. For example, of persons other than Jesus, Matt. 21:30; Luke 13:8; John 12:21. 
7. Cf. Gildersleeve and Miller 1.§12; N. Turner, Syn.t4:1: 34. One may compare the Marean prefer-

ence for paj3j3t (9:6; 11:21; 14:45) over KVpl£ (only at 7:28) when disciples are addressing Jesus. 
8. Matt. 8:25; 14:30; 16:26; Luke 11:1. 
9. Luke 9:54; 10:40; 12:41. 
10. See Gildersleeve and Miller 1:4--5, who, however, appear to distinguish between an anar

throus nominative (often preceded by ril) used as a vocative (§12) and an articular nominative in ap
position to an expressed or unexpressed vocative that is identical with the subject of the verb (§ 13). 
Abel (§42.(8)). depicts the anarthrous vocatival nominative as typical of Classical Greek, the articular 
vocatival nominative as more common in Hellenistic Greek, although both are found in the NT. 

11. Cf. BDF §147.(3); W. Foerster, TDN7'3:1086. 
12. Gmmmar §§2679-82 (this change of viewpoint was anticipated in one of his earlier foot

notes, 95 n. 3). Citing Origen's reference (In commenting on John 13:13) to to JCW..!iil;; eil!£1v t<ii 
l:wtijpt 12 ·o llt~W..Ot;, Abbott (Gmmmar 521 n. 3) suggests that "it is quite possible that in xx.28 
the original was EmENA YrOTOOKll'IOI and that the second TO has been omitted. • He seeks to 
justify his proposal by noting the frequent Interchange of o and (I) in the fllSt century and the liabillty 
of t6 to scribal COlTUption when it was used in this or a similar way or when it was prefiXed to inter· 
rogatlves (e.g., Matt. 19:18; Gal. 4:25). 

13. Cf. TCNT: • And Thomas exclaimed: 'My Master, and my GOO!'" 
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Insuperable objections attend this Socinian interpretation. (1) It ren
ders the preceding (an£Kpi9rt ... xa;l. ei.1tev) autc9 (=Jesus) inexplicable 
(cf. Bauer 227). Why would John (or Thomas) introduce an indirect 
expression of praise to the Father by a phrase that directs the ex hypothesi 
praise to Jesus? The least he might have expressed in this case would be 
something like a1t£V autc9, EUAo'Yf\'tO<; 6K:Upt6i; f.LOU KOi 6 eeoc; J.!OU ( cf. Ps. 
17:47 LXX [Engl. 18:47]; 143:1 LXX [Engl. 144:1]); ei.xev ai>tc9, '0 K:Uptoc; 
J.LOU K(Xt 0 eeoc; J.!OU tOUtO E1tOtllUEV ( cf. Matt. 13:28); or ei.1t£v crUtc9, ·o 
1CUpt6c; J.LOU K<Xt 6 eeoc; f.LOU, roc; J.!EycXATj ti SUV<XJ..Lic; crou ( cf. Rom. 11:33). (2) 
It is clear from the J.1E after £o)pa;Kac; in verse 29a and the parallelism 
between mcrteucra;vte<; in verse 29b (where eic; EJ..LE must be inferred) and 
nemcrteuKac; in verse 29a, that eic; £J,li (or a phrase of similar import) 14 is 
to be supplied with 1t£1ticrteuK~ Verse 28 is therefore most naturally 
understood as an expression of Thomas's belief in the risen Jesus as his 
Lord and God. (3) All the previous uses of o K:Uptoc; in John 20 (viz., vv. 2, 
13, 18, 20, 25; cf. v. 15) refer to Jesus. In the literary artistry of the chapter, 
there seems to be a marked progress in meaning (but not in referent) from 
Mary Magdalene's 6 K:Uptoc; f.LOU (v. 13) to Thomas's 6 1CUpto<; f.LOU Kat o 
8£0<; J.lOU ( cf. V. 17). ( 4) The preceding and following verses emphasize the 
relationship of Thomas to Jesus: Ak')'Et t<\l E>rof.L~ (v. 27), Ak")'Et ai>tc9 o 
'ITjcrouc; (v. 29). It would·be unlikely that the oratio recta that follows the 
intervening a7teKpi9rt E>roJ..L<ic; Kat ei.1rev autc9 (v. 28) would not be directed 
to Jesus. 

b. Referring to Jesus 
If Thomas's ejaculation is a statement about Jesus (and not a cry 

addressed to him), one must supply some such expression as ( outoc;) 
ecrnv or e'Y'i")'Ept<X\ ElC VEKprov. F. c. Burkitt paraphrased the confession 
thus: "It is Jesus Himself, and now I recognize Him as Divine" (48). But 
once again the presence of ai>t<P is fatal to this interpretation.15 Also, to 
understand Thomas's cry as a simple exclamation of surprise is to rob the 
cry of the ingredient of direct, personal encounter that is demanded by the 
context. 

14. One might supply Ot\ ey.jj'Ef)J,la\ t1CV£!CpOOV (cf. Rom. 10:9) or Ei~ 'tO OVOJ.la J.lOU (cf. John 3:18). 
15; Winer has the curious comment: "Jno. xx:28, though directed to Jesus (Ein£v aU~). is rather 

exclamation than address" (183). 
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9. Vocatival, Addressed to Jesus: "In response 
Thomas said to him, 'My Lord and my God!'" 

Several observations support the interpretation that Thomas's words are 
vocatival and addressed to Jesus. This view prevails among grammarians, 16 

lexicographers, 17 cornmentators18 and English versions.19 

a 'Arte1Cpt9r) ..• Kat elrtev implies a response to Jesus on the part of Tho
mas. While this phrase, representing the Biblical Aramaic ir.l~1 m.u2° or the 
Hebrew ir.l~'1 1.1''1,21 need not mean more than "he spoke up" (BAGD 93c), 
given the context and the presence of a\>tq}, ci1t€Kpi9r) indicates that the 
oratio recta o ri>p1.6~ J.l.OU Kat o ee6~ J.l.OU is the response of Thomas to 
Jesus' invitation (v. 27)." Thomas is not here replying to a formal question22 

("Thomas replied," JB) but is reacting to a challenge to his faith ("Thomas 
said in response," NAB1) in the form of a gentle conunand of Jesus (v. 27) .. 

b. Elrrev aU'tql (v. 28) is clearly parallel to /.£yEl t<!} E>roJ.I.~ (v. 27) and /.£yEt 
au't4) (v. 29) on the one hand and eA.eyov ... autcp (v. 25) on the other. In 
each case there is a speaker (or speakers), a statement that immediately fol
lows, and a person addressed. 23 The whole phrase artex:pi.9r) E>(I)J.I.~ !Cat 
elrrev au't4) may be rendered, "In response Thomas said to him. "24 What fol
lows will be not simply an assertion or ejaculation made in the hearing of 
Jesus but an exclamation actually addressed to him. 25 

c. The articular nominative of address is an established NT usage (BDF 
§ 147), although the pre-Christian papyri seem to lack instances of this enal
lage of case (N. Turner, Syntax 34). It should be observed that the elements 

16. Middleton 265-66; Abel §42.(g); Robertson, Grammar 461~2, 466; BDF §147.(3); ZeiWick, 
Analysis 251 (but cf. ZeiWick and Grosvenor 346: "lfnot rather an exclamation"); C. F. D. Moule, Id
iom Book 116; N. Turner, Insighls 16 (apparently). 

17. Thayer 366 s.v.ICI!ptQG BAGD 357b; W. Foerster, TDNT 3:1086. 
18. Benge12:44; Godet, John2:424; Loisy 511; Alford 1:912; H. A. W. Meyer, John 535; Milligan and 

Moulton 229; Bauer 227; Westcott, Gospel297; Hoskyns 648; Brown, Gospel2:1026, 1047; Brown, .Re
flections 28 ( = "Jesus" 665); Morris, John 853 n. 76. Among general writers may be mentioned B. 
Weiss, "Gebrauch" 331, 508; Rahner 1:135; Sabourin, Names 302; Wainwright, 'I'rinity 62 (= "Confes
sion" 289); Boobyer 253; FUller, Foundations 88. 

19. RV, ASV, Moffatt, Goodspeed, RSV, NASB, GNB, Barclay, NIV, NAB2, Cassirer, NRSV. 
20. As In Dan. (9) 2:6, 8, 26; 3:14; 6:17. 
21. BAGD 93c; F. Biichsel, TDNT 3:946. 
22. As In Jo~ 1:48, where the same phrase (Wu:xpletj ... m\ eirrev autc\}) occurs. 
23. ln only 3 cases (viz., John 9:20, 36; 12:30) out of the 29 instances of <ilu:lCp\etj m\ drrev (or 

drteKpi.lhjaav Ka'l dnav) in the Fourth Gospel (excluding 20:28) is this phrase not followed by ada· 
tive of the person(s) addressed. But even in these cases a dative is clearly implied (in John 9:20, 36 
a question precedes the reply). 

24. It is not impossible that elrtev amcji lCTA. Is equivalent to h:<il..£aev amov ,;ov ICliplOV autoil 
Ka\ tOY eeov autoil (note especially Gen. 21:33: 'A~paal! ... EnelCaAECJ(X'tO EJC£11:0 OVOJ.Ia ICUpiO\l 

8£0~ atc.)vlO~. But in no way could autc\} be construed with what follows; in any case au,;c\) (or £i<; 
cx.utov) is regularJohannine diction for "to him" after Aiyw. 

25. It is possible, although unlikely, that following the address there is a suppressed statement 
("I believe1 or even a suppressed request ("forgive [or help) my unbelief'). 
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of harshness, superiority, and impersonality that sometimes attach to the 
use of the idiom in Classical Greek are lacking in the almost sixty NT exam
ples. 26 One finds o eeoc; f.10t> rather than ed J.l.Ot> ( cf. Matt. 27:46)27 because 
the expression is parallel to and therefore Influenced by 6 !CUptoc; J.l.Ot>. 28 

The article is used with eeoc; not merely because a vocatival nominative is 
commonly articular in Hellenistic Greek but in particular because when a 
possessive pronoun follows a vocatival nominative, the noun is always 
articular ( cf. Abel §42g; C. F. D. Moule, Idiom Bliok 116). 

I conclude that 6 eeoc; J.Wt> is neither predicative nor simply exclamatory. 
It is neither an assertion made about the Father or Jesus, nor Is it an ejacu
lation referring to the Father that was made in the presence of Jesus or 
referring to Jesus but not addressed to him. Rather it is an exclamatory 
address, an exclamation specifically directed to Jesus as its subject and 
recipient. · 

B. The Historical Problem 

The historical issue may be stated thus: Does the christological confes
sion of Thomas simply reflect the church's liturgy or the theology of the 
Johannine circle in the 90s without having a historical Sitz im Leben Jesu, 
or was the confession actually made by Thomas in the 30s and then incor
porated into the emerging liturgical traditions of the church? 

In the resurrection narratives of the Gospels, as in the records of the 
preresurrection ministry of Jesus, C. H. Dodd distinguishes two types of 
pericopes that originany stood as independent units of oral tradition: the 
"concise," which report the bare essentials of what occurred or what was 
said, and the "circumstantial," which report arresting details and traits of 
character in order to heighten interest. 29 While the story of Doubting 
Thomas (Jolm 20:26-29) fonnally belongs to the class of concise narratives, 
it represents (according to Dodd) an intennediate type. Since it depends for 
its intelligibility on the connecting passage, 20:24-25, which itself presup
poses 20:19-23, it could never have been an independent pericope. Thomas 
is not individualized in the way Mary Magdalene is. He typifies and acts as 

26. Moulton, Prolef/()'TIUnUJ- 70; N. Turner, Sgnto:& 34. 
27. But the parallel passage in Mark 16:34, following Ps. 21:2 (LXX [Engl. 22:11), has o ~ J.lOU. 
28. It has been observed above (§Al.b) that o !CUp\~ J.lOU was preferred over !Clip\£ J.lOU probably 

because it was more emphatic in tone and elevated in style, !CUpu; often meaning merely "sir!" in the 
Synoptic Gospels (reflecting contemporazy usage; cr. Matt. 21:30). Behind the words of Thomas 
could be the Hebrew 'iJ'i~1 'fl~ which might be rendered in Greek in at least four ways: (1) !CUplE 
J.lOU 1Cilt o 9£~ J.lOU (cr. Rev. 18:20: o\ipav& 1Cilt o\ clylO\ .•. , and the comment of Gildersleeve and 
Miller 1:4 n. 1 ), (2) lC\ipli J.lOU, 8£6~ J.lO"O (cr. Matt. 16:22: !CUpu; uio~ 6a."OiS), (3) 0 !Ciiplo~ 1Cill 8£6~ J.lOU, 
or (4) 0 IC\ip1.0~ J.lOU 1Cili. 0 8EO~ IJOU, but 1IOt (5) lCUpl6c;J.lOU Kct\6£0'0110\l. 

29. Dodd, Studies 10~ (="Appearances" 143). 
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spokesman for disciples who doubt (cf. Matt. 28:17; Luke 24:37-41).30 

Viewed thus as a dramatization of incredulity, this pericope, including the 
confession of verse 28, is a Johannine creation. The evangelist has 
expunged the reference to the disciples' doubt that was found in his source 
before verse 20 so that in a separate episode (vv. 24-29) he might personify 
apostolic doubt (Brown, Gospel2:1031-32). 

Such a theocy would seem difficult to sustain on stylistic grounds. Of the 
51 characteristics of Johannine style isolated by F. M. Braun (1:401-3) on]y 
two are in evidence in the Thomas pericope (John 20:24-29), viz., the expres
sion a1tEKptOTJ Kilt EL1tEV (v. 28) (or equivalent), which is found some 33 
times in the Fourth Gospel but only twice in the Synoptics, 31 and partitive 
eJC (v. 24), found 31 times in the Fourth Gospel and 26 times in the Synop
tics. 32 'This would suggest that the evangelist is here dependent on tradi
tional material. Yet indications of John's editorial work are not lacking. The 
pericope builds on the previous episode (vv. 19-23) In the notes of time 
("eight days later") and place ("once more in the house," "although the 
doors were locked," v. 26; cf. v. 19). 

Since the Thomas episode displays this distinctive lack of Johannine sty
listic characteristics, it is therefore unlikely to be purely a Johannine cre
ation that was prompted by theological motives. Rather it embodies a pre
Johannine tradition unused by (or perhaps unknown to) the Synoptists in 
which Thomas was given a place of prominence. And since Thomas's con
fession is integral to the episode, fonning its climax (along with v. 29), it too 
must be considered tradition and not a Johannine creation. It is scarcely 
conceivable that the evangelist would have inherited this Thomas tradition 
in a form stmilar to 20:24-27 (ending with the dominical rebuke: "Stop dis
believing; have faith!") and then added as his own contribution the climac
tic response of Thomas (v. 28) for which that dominical rebuke merely 
serves as a foil. 33 Verse 28 stands or falls with verses 24-27,34 the whole 
pericope (vv. 24-29) being either aJohannine creation or (as I have argued) 
a preJohannine tradition. 

If, then, neither the episode as a whole nor the christological confession 
in particular may be traced to the theological creativity of John, they must 
derive from an earlier written source or an earlier oral tradition. This does 

30. Dodd, i'nzdition 145:-46, 148;Studies 115-16. 
31. Forthls expression as "an element of genuine biblical G[ree)k." see F. Btichsel, TDNT3:945. 
32. These statistics are from Braun 3.1:401-2. lf, then, there are only two characteristics of Jo

hannine style in these six verses (John 20:24-29), this represents an average of 0.33 characteristics 
per verse, a statistic which may be compared with Nicol's proposed range (25-26) for traditional ma
terial found within his "semeia source," viz., 0.30-{J. 76, with an average of 0.58 characteristics per 
verse. 

33. Contra Reim, Studien 26~. who sees John 20:28 with its reference to 9£6r; as an editorial 
addition by the evangelist, although the Thomas episode as a whole is traditional matertal. 

34. See below, §B.l.f. 
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not, of course, prove the historicity of the confession (v. 28) but it does 
establish that one should not look to the fertile and creative theological 
imagination of John for the original impulse behind the confession and it 
leaves open the possibility that the ultimate source of this pr~ohannine 
tradition was an actual encorutter between Thomas and Jesus after the res
urrection. I must now discuss the grounds for believing that the Thomas 
episode is rooted in history (without addressing the wider issue of the his
torical reliability of the Fourth Gospel in general)35 and deal with the objec
tions to the episode's historicity. 

1. Grounds for the Historicity ofthe Thomas Episode 

a. It is difficult to believe that the early church would have invented an 
incident in which Jesus publicly.!eproves "one of the Twelve" (John 20:24) 
for his disbelief (v. 27b) and even after his confession of faith (v. 28) gently 
chides him for demanding visual evidence for the reality of the resurrection 
(v. 29a) in addition to the verbal testimony he had already received (vv. 18, 
25). 36 Moreover, there is a close verbal correspondence between John 4:48 
(where Jesus condemns sign-seeking; cf. John 2:23-25) and John 20:25 
(where Thomas demands signs).37 

To render !lit '}'i.vo'\l ama'to~ WJ..a mm6c; (v. 27b) by "do not become 
unbelieving"38 is to overlook Thomas's own admission of rutbelief in verse 
25: "Unless I see ... I will not believe" implies that he did not then believe 
because he had not yet seen. 39 The phrase should be translated as "stop 
being an unbeliever,"40 "do not persist in your disbelief,"41 or "doubt no 
longer, n42 implying Thomas's state of unbelief. And in verse 29a, whether 

35. For a discussion of the problem of historicity in John, see Brown, "Historicity"; Morris, Stud,
ies 65-138. 
. 36. One of the purposes of the Thomas episode ls to show that for subsequent generations of 
Christians apostolic testimony is sufficient ground for faith In Christ. There ls no need to repeat 
Thomas's demand for sensory confinnation or incontrovertible physical evidence. Two passages in 
Paul would seem to form his commentary on the Thomas incident and on the dominicalloglon found 
in John 20:29: 1i mcml) ~ cXICOijl)," &: cXICOTl 61.<X P~l'a.~ XplO'TOU (Rom. 10:17) and 51.0. mate~ ... 

· !r£jnrra.-toi>J!£V, oi> Sux dooul) (2 Cor. 5:7). 
37. ·oov J.l.tl OllJ.IE.UxiC<Xl tipa.-ta iSIJte, ou f.ltl m<mliOll~ (John 4:48); ecxv J.l.TJ 16ro ... ou J.l.Tt m-

at£00(1) (John 20:25). . 
38. Temple, John 391; similarly IL A. W. Meyer, John 535; Loisy 511; Semard, John 2:683. 
39. To render j'ivou by "become" is certainly not linguistically impossible; in fact, of .the 51 uses 

of"j\VOjL<Xl in the Fourth Gospel, 34 may be translated "become" (or an equivalent meaning such as 
"come into being, be made, take place"). The other 17 (including 20:27) are be& rendered by "be" 
(1:6, 15, 30; 2:1; 3:9; 5:6, 14a; 6:21; 7:43; 8:58; 9:22; 10:16, 19, 22; 12:42; 13:2; 20:27). 

40. Cf. J. N. Sanders 437; Bultmann, John 694 n. 1; Moulton, ProlegomentJ-124-25. 
41. Brown, Gospel2:I026. 
42. Benoit 269. Significantly D has JtTJ ioEl\. lff.ltl j'ivoll is rendered, "Do not show yourself [to be 

unbelieving]" (cf. Zerwick and Grosvenor 346), there is amblguity·as to Thomas's state of belief. 
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00 &Opatc~ JlS nem<ne'Utc<Xc; be construed as a question (as in RSV)
43 or a 

statement (as in NEB), there is not only an implied commendation for belief 
(which becomes explicit in v. 29b) but also an implied reproof for believing 
onJy after seeing, for rejecting the oral testimony of the witnesses to the 
resurrection. 

b. Similarly, is it credible that one of the Twelve would be pictured as 
obstinately incredulous by the creative pen of some early Christian? The 
fact that Thomas finally confesses does not lessen the improbability that 
anyone would create and put into Thomas's mouth a demand (v. 25) that 
reflects obstinacy and self-assertiveness. 

The evangelist records Thomas's unwillingness to believe as a vigorous 
denial (oi> J.LTJ mcr'teOOOO, "I will certainly not believe"),44 not simply as a 
polite refusal (oi> mcr'tEUO"OO, "I shall not believe"). And what Thomas 
refused to believe for a week were the oft-repeated and detailed reports45 

of Mary Magdalene (vv. 17-18) and his trusted fellow disciples (v. 25a) con
cerning the resurrection appearances of Jesus. But he was not merely 
demanding that Jesus should appear to h1m personally to confinn the truth 
of others' testimony. In his insistence that he should touch as well as see 
the wounds of Jesus, he was seeking a privilege denied to Mary Magdalene 
(v. 17)46 and not afforded to the other disciples (v. 20: "He showed them ... 
they saw the Lord") or at least not sought by them (Luke 24:39).47 

c. The incident as recorded contains several other indications of verisi
militude that are unlikely to be fabrications: the note regarding Thomas's 
absence from the previous meeting of the disciples (v. 24; this is an essen
tial ingredient of the whole episode); the fact that Thomas had neither left 
nor been excluded from the company of the Ten (v. 26a) in spite of his rejec
tion of their uniform and repeated testimony; the recognition that locked 
doors made an appearance of Jesus antecedently improbable ("in spite of 
the fact that the doors were locked,48 Jesus came and stood among them," 
v. 26b); and the specific indications (v. 26a) of time eeight days later") and 
place eonce more in the house"), which cannot naturally be interpreted 
symbolically. 

43. So, e.g., Lagrange, Jean 518; N. Turner, Syntt~:~; 345. Parallelism with John l:SOa, where causal 
on introduces a direct question, supports this interpretation. See per contro Beasley-Murray 386. 

44. It is significant that nearly 9096 of the NT uses of oil111l to express an emphatic denial, a rela
tively rare construction in Hellenistic Greek (N. Turner, Synttl:l: 96 n. 2), are found in Septuagintal 
quotations and ~gs of Jesus (Moulton, Proregomena 188-92). 

45. "EM)uv (John 20:25) is probably iterative ("they kept telling"). 
46. On the meaning ofi.Llli.LOU alt'tou (John 20:17), see Brown, Gospel2:1011-l2. 
47. That Thomas did not in fact touch Jesus seems implied by the simple £rbpo:~ in John 20:29 

(not £oipo:K~ m\ t1jlll~Cil~ cf. 1 John 1:1), although the invitation of Jesus was genuine, not 
ironical. 

48. Tci)v &upci)v K£detaj.ih(J)v is a concessive use of the genitive absolute (cf. 2 Cor. 2:12). 
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d. Thomas's response to the testimony of the other disciples (.John 20:25) 
is formulated in light of the invitation of Jesus reported in Luke 24:39. That 
is, "I refuse to believe it unless I see the mark of the nails on his hands and 
put my finger right into the mark of the nails and put my hand right into his 
side" presupposes the invitation, "See my hands and my feet-it is I myself; 
handle me and see." This complementarity that falls short of a precise ver
bal correspondence (witness John's "hands and side" and Luke's "hands 
and feet") argues for the historicity of Thomas's word in verse 25. Clearly 
Thomas had listened carefully to the full report of the disciples concerning 
the appearance of Jesus (Luke 24:36-43 =John 20:19-23). 

e. There is a remarkable consonance between the character of Thomas 
expressed in the earlier episodes of the Fourth Gospel involving him (viz., 
11:16; 14:5) and the personal traits exhibited in his encounter with Jesus 
recorded in John 20. In John 11:16 Thomas acts as spokesman for the dis
ciples in saying, "Let us go [with Jesus into Judea to Lazarus], that we may 
die with him [Jesus]." Here Thomas expresses that intense desire for the 
uninterrupted companionship of Jesus and that willingness to die with him 
rather than abandon his cause, which at least partially account for his 
presence with the Ten one week after the resurrection in spite of his per
sistent unbelief (John 20:24-26). In John 14:5 Thomas responds to the sim
ple assertion of Jesus, "You know the way to where I am going," by posing 
the question, "Lord, we don't know where you are going, so how can we 
know the way?" His faith could not advance beyond what he "saw" ( cf. 
John 20:25). "How can we be expected to recognize the route if your des
tination remains unclear to us?" In addition, one finds in these earlier sto
ries a streak of pessimism (John 11:16b) and a combination of forthright 
honesty and intellectual obtuseness (John 14:5) that are clearly reflected 
in John 20:25. Admittedly, this consistent picture of Thomas in the Fourth 
Gospel could have originated in a skillful evangelist's creative literary art
istry, but the presence of certain negative elements in each portrayal of 
Thomas suggests rather that the Johannine depiction of Thomas corre
sponds to reality. 

f. Finally, it may be noted that if the apostle John is the author of the 
Fourth Gospel49 this Thomas episode will reflect eyewitness testimony. 

The cumulative effect of these obseiVations is to heighten the probabil
ity that John ·20:24-29 embodies accurate historical reminiscence. 

As for the historicity of the christological confession itself (v. 28), 
flrst, it seems arbitrary to aclmowledge the historicity of the pericope i,n 
general but to deny the confession to Thomas, for within the pericope 
verse 28 is pivotal. Verses 24-27look forward to verse 28 as their climax 

49. For a defense of this position, see Morris, Stud.i& 139-292. 
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and without it (in the pre-Johannine period of the tradition) they would 
simply have stood as an ugly torso, an indictment against one of the 
Twelve ("Do not persist in unbelief! Become a believer!," v. 27)-hard.ly 
a pericope worth enshrining in oral tradition! Similarly, verse 29 looks 
back to and presupposes verse 28, which then has the effect of defining 
"belief" as the recognition and confession of the lordship and deity of 
Jesus Christ (cf. v. 31). Second, if addressing Jesus as ~JiC (= o 1CUptoc; 
1\J.lcilV) was characteristic of the primitive Palestinian church (1 Cor. 
16:22), 60 why should a personal version of this address ( o 1CUpt6c; J.lO'll) 
be denied to a member of the Jerusalem church? It is not a necessary cor
ollary of this view that Thomas's understanding of the lordship of Jesus 
in A.D. 30 was identical with the Johannine view at the time of writing. 51 

Third, if 1CUpwc; came to be an appropriate title to apply to Christ after 
the resurrection (Phil. 2:9-11 ),52 there is no reason to deny either its suit
ability on the lips of one of the Twelve immediately after the resurrection 
with a christological sense or therefore the possibility that 9e6c; too was 
an apposite term of address at that time (assuming that 1CUpwc; and eeoc; 
cannot be distinguished with regard to the status designated; see below, 
§C.2.c). 

2. Objections to the Historicity 
of the Thomas Episode 

a It is claimed that in this pericope Thomas simply is the personification 
of the attitude of doubt shared to some extent by all the early disciples. The 
details of the narrative are literary rather than historical. 63 

In reply, it cannot be said that, simply because a person epitomizes an 
attitude or embodies an ideal, that figure must be fictitious. In any case 
Thomas does more than perform the negative role of dramatizing incredu
lity. He also represents those whose secure faith is hammered out on the 
anvil of vigorous skepticism. And his doubt was not complete, for he gath
ered with the disciples on the Sunday after he had publicly expressed his 
unwillingness to believe without tangible proof of Jesus' resurrection 
(John 20:19, 24-26) and his demand to see and touch before believing 
implied that he would believe after seeing and touching. The term AHh)J.lOc; 
(v. 24) does not mean "doubter," symbolizing his character, but is the nat
ural Greek equivalent Oust as eroJ.l&.c; is a Greek transliteration) of the Ara-

50. See W. Foerster, TDNT3:l094. 
61. On this point, see further below, §C.2.b. 
52. In Phil. 2:10 (iv 't<ji OYOJ1Ctn) 'll\aou is a possessive rather than an epexegetic genitive: ~pl~ 

is the ovop.a given Jesus at his reswrection. 
53. Thus Suriano 309-10, 312; similarly Dodd, Trodition 145-46; Studies 1UH6. 
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maic ~r:mm, "twin," and may have been the name of Thomas that had cur
rency among Greek-speaking Christians in Asia Minor. 54 

b. The final verse of the pericope underscores the apologetic origin of 
the whole story. At a time when few eyewitnesses remained alive, it became 
inevitable that people came to faith apart from a personal encounter with 
the Jesus of history or his contemporaries. The survival of Christianity 
depended on "believing without seeing" (Suriano 314-15). 

But apologetic value and historical reminiscence are not mutually exclu
sive categories. The apologetic significance and interest of a narrative do 
not in themselves demonstrate a writer's creativity but rather his judicious 
selection of an apologetically valuable story that may or may not be rooted 
in history. 56 

c. Perhaps the most serious objection is the assertion that Thomas's con
fession is too developed christological.ly to be possible in A.D. 30 and is 
anachronistic if the pericope is historical. Time must pass before any Jew 
could accommodate a divine Christ within the theological framework of 
monotheism. 56 

Now it is true that John 20:28 is more elevated and comprehensive than 
other christological confessions addressed to Jesus during his ministry. But 
one must not arbitrarily restrict· the influence of the resurrection on the 
development of Christology.67 Just as the title K"6pto<; came to be used of 
Jesus in a titular sense after and because of the resurrection (Phil. 2:9-
11 ), 58 so the title eeo~, the Septuagintal. equivalent of the generic appellative 

64. Three times in the Fourth Gospel (11:16; 20:24; 21:2) Thomas is described by the phrase 6 A.E
...UJJ£vo<; aib-uj.lo<;, "who is (commonly) called the Twin." In John 4:25 there is a similar movement 
from the Greek translation of a Semitic word (MeaoicxQ to the nearest Greek equivalent (Xptat6c;) 
after 6 Ae)QII£V~ The Greek for "Doubter" would be &iljTUXo<; (cf. James 1:8). In papyri, the word 
Sil>UIJ.O~ (generally an adjective meaning "double" or "twofold") is used both as a proper name 
("Twin.") and as a common noun ("twin") (MM 159). 

55. Similarly Benoit 285. 
56. "Only little by little did they [the disciples) come to a clear formulation of what they had ob

scurely felt. It needed time to transpose this great mystecy into human language. We must therefore 
distinguish that deep faith, which is vecy old, preceding even the resurrection and springing into new 
life vecy soon after it, from its intellectual formulation, which took longer to come to fruitionR 
(Benoit 286). 

67. See further, chapter XIU §E. While it is true that the confession "Jesus is Lord" (cf. John 20:28) 
postdates the giving. of the Spirit (1 Cor. 12:3), it seems arbitrary in the context of John 20 to equate 
this pouring out of the Spirit with the Lucan Pentecost of Acts 2 when John 20:22 alludes to (at least) 
an anticipation of that effusion or to the regeneration (note E\re+'ll<nlaev; cf. Gen. 2:7; Ezek. 37:9) of 
the disciples after the resurrection yet before Pentecost. (On the interpretation of John 20:22, see 
Dunn, Baptism 173-82.) While he holds that "it was the resurrection of Jesus which gave the decisive 
stimulus to Christological thinking," especially iii regard to the terms "Lord" and "Messiah" (Luke 
128), Mm:shall believes that "it took time" for the church to work out the full implications of the title 
"Son of God" until in the end it was recognized that Jesus might not inappropriately be called "God" 
(Origim 123). · 

58. On the resurrection as the prtmaiyinfluence leading to the application of the title o ICiipto<; to 
Jesus, see V. Taylor, Person 49-60. 
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t:l'~. inight well have been recognized as a suitable title by which to 
address Jesus once his divinity had been confirmed in the eyes of his fol
lowers by his resurrection. 59 Certainly no Jew would have regarded ee6~ as 
a less appropriate term of address to the Deity than IC\)ptoc;. That is, if one 
admits tcl)pto<; as a postresurrection title of Jesus, on what grounds can one 
deny the possibility that eeoc; too was employed in addressing Jesus imme
diately after the resurrection? 

d. How is it that Thomas's gloomy unbelief could be so quickly trans
formed into ecstatic faith?60 

Several reasons may be given for this dramatic change in Thomas's atti
tude. (1) Thomas had been psychologically and spiritually prepared for a 
sudden emergence from the shadows of doubt into the light of faith by his 
week-long reflection on the reports of Mary Magdalene (v. 18) and the 
other disciples (v. 25). One reason he had rejected their testimony about 
the resurrection may have been his recognition (as he recalled Jesus' 
prophecies of the event) of the far-reaching implications of belief that 
Jesus had risen from the dead.61 (2) The appearance of the risen and trans
formed Jesus would have seemed to Thomas a personal and gracious reply 
to his earlier semidefiant assertion, "Unless I see ... I will never believe." 
(3) The personal invitation of Jesus to Thomas ("put your finger here and 
examine my hands; put out your hand and place it in my side," v. 27) was 
couched in terms that implied Jesus' preternatural knowledge of the lan
guage Thomas had used in rejecting the testimony of the other disciples 
that they had seen the Lord (v. 25). 62 It was this combination of more-than
human graciousness and knowledge, along with the sheer joy that comes 
from the relief of tension and uncertainty, that elicited Thomas's sublime 
confession. ( 4) Thomas became reassured of his Lord's continuing love 
through the accommodating manner of Jesus and his gentle yet finn 
rebuke (v. 27). (5) However, the ultimate stimulus behind Thomas's con
fession was the work of the Spirit ( cf. Matt. 16: 15-17; 1 Cor. 12:3). Although 
not present with the other ten disciples on the evening of the resurrection 
day, Thomas would hardly have been thereby deprived of the benefit of the 
"insufflation" (v. 22). 

How may we summarize this issue of historicity? I have given reasons 
for believing that the Thomas episode (vv. 24-29) embodies a pre
Johannine tradition that the evangelist has blended into the previous 

69. Pseudo-Athanasius perceptively argued that one may deduce from the resurrection of Christ 
and his victory over death that he Is "very Lord and God" (De Incarnaticne 45:4). 

60. An objection of Theodore of Mopsuestia (Commentary on St. John's Gospet266:29-35), cited 
by Wiles, Gospel30-,'31. · 

61. For a fme discussion of what led up to Thomas's confession, see Milligan and Moulton 229. 
62. It is just possible, of course, that the disciples had had an opportunity to lnfonn Jesus of the 

content of Thomas's indirect challenge to him. 
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pericope (vv. 19-23) by adding the references to time and place necessary 
for the flow of the narrative. As it stands, the pericope has so many signs 
of verisimilitude that its historicity may be confidently assumed, and since 
the confession in verse 28 is pivotal and climactic in the story it may be 
reckoned ipsissima verba Thomae. Certainly the theological sentiments 
expressed in th~ confession are in keeping with the postresurrection set-
ting of the narrative. · 

C. The Theological Issue 

1. The Sources of Thomas's Cry 

The meaning given to Thomas's devotional cry will be largely deter
mined by one's appraisal of the originating impulse behind the confession 
or the source behind its particular formulation. At least five different (but 
not necessarily mutually exclusive) impulses or sources have been pro
posed. 

a. Apologetic or Polemical 

The confession arose as a defensive counterblast to the grandiose claims 
made by the imperial cult on behalf of Domitian (A.D. 81-96) who was called 
dominus et deus noster (Suetonius, Domit. 13:2; Mastin, "Cult").63 This 
view presupposes that the Fourth Gospel was composed and published in 
the 90s of the first century A.D. and that the Thomas episode is not historical 
Both assumptions are at least open to question. 54 

b. Liturgical 

This expression of belief in the deity of Christ arose from the veneration 
of the K1lpt.oc; in worship (Bousset 317, 322 n. 309, 330-31) or, more gen
erally, this confession of faith may have had a liturgical origin or at least 
setting.65 R. E. Brown (GOspe/,2:1048) discerns in Thomas's words a com
bination of a covenantal confession ("you are my God," Hos. 2:25 [LXXJ; cf. 
John 20:17) and a baptisml,ll profession ("Jesus is Lord"). While the liturgi-

63. For a more tentative statement of this view, in light of his further proposal that the evange· 
list's threefold use of Beo<; in reference to Jesus (John 1:1, 18; 20:28) may have arisen as a result of 
controversy between church and synagogue over Christian claims about the person of Jesus, see 
Mastin, "Christology" 46. 

64. On the Gospel's date, see J. A T. Robinson, Redating 254-311, who dates the formation of the 
Johannine tradition and the proto-Gospel in Jerusalem between 30 and 50, the firSt edition 50-55 in 
Asia Minor, while the final form of the Gospel (with the Prologue and Epilogue added) may be dated 
around 65; on the historicity of the Thomas pericope, see above, §B. 

65. Barrett, John 573, followed by Wainwright, Trinity 63 (="Confession" 290). 
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cal setting of John 20:19-29 is unmistakable,66 this does not necessarily 
Imply the liturgical origin or shaping of the confession. 

c. Theological 
The christological affirmation, like the Thomas scene in general, is 

the product of Johannine theology and expresses the identity of the 
Jesus of history (o K'\)pt6~ ~ou) with the incarnate Logos (o 9e6~ J.I.O'U; cf. 
John 1:1; Dodd, Interpretation 430-31). Questions have already been 
raised about this radical discounting of the historicity of the Thomas epi
sode. It is true that the theological import of the affirmation remains 
intact whether or not the incident is historical, but it is of crucial signif
icance whether the theology is that of Thomas or solely that of the evan
gelist and his circle. 

d. Septuagintal 
The combination IC\)pto~ ~ea\ 9£6~ used in Christian worship probably 

arose directly from the common Septuagintal conjunction K'\)pte o 9e6~ 
(Deissmann 361, citing Ps. 85:15 LXX [Engl. 86:15]; 87:2 LXX [Engl. 88:1)). 
Given the frequency of this OT formula and comparable phrases involving 
ti~Ci>v and J.I.O'U (see next section), it is likely that OT usage influenced, 
either consciously or unconsciously, the particular choice of terms found 
in John 20:28, whether or not Thomas actually uttered these or similar 
words. 

e. Experiential 
Personally confronted by the risen Lord after a traumatic week of uncer

tainty as he wrestled with the implications of the report that Mary 
Magdalene and his fellow apostles had delivered to him, Thomas suddenly 
finds his doubt put to flight and sums up his new, liberating conviction, 
born of experience, in the worshipful cry, "My Lord and my God!" 

As noted above, these suggested origins of Thomas's affimlation are not 
mutually exclusive. 67 The one indisputable influence is the Septuagint Not 
only is there the K'\)pt£ o 9e6~ (3 examples )68 that Deissmann cited, but also 
(more pertinently) K'\)ptE 0 9£0~ J.I.O'U (20 examples),69 K'\)pt£ 0 9£0~ iJJ.I.cOV 

66. Lituxgical features Include the gathering of believers on the first day of the week, the Lord's 
day (vv. 19, 26; cf. Acts 20:7; Rev. 1:10), the presence of Christ (vv. 19, 26), the blessing (vv. 19, 21, 
26), the coming of the Spirit (v. 22), the absolution (v. 23), the confession of faith (v. 28), and the 
benediction (v. 29). 

· 67. See, for example, the discussions of Barrett, John 672-73, and Brown, Gospe/,2:1047-48. 
68.Ps.9:33 [10:12); 85:16 [86:15); 87:2 [88:l].In thisandthefollowingnotes, references are to LXX 

verse nwnbers; English verse nwnbers, where different, are bracketed. 
69. 2 Kgdms. {2 Sam.) 16:31; 3 Kgdms. (1 Kings) 17:21; Esther 4:17l (A); Tob. 3:11; Ps. 7:2, 4, 7 

[vv. 1, 3, 6); 9:33 (A~) [10:12); 12:4 [13:3); 29:3, 13 [30:2, 12); 34:24 [35:24); 37:16 (38:15]; 39:6 [40:5); 
85:12 [86:12]; 103:1 [104:1); 108:26 [109:26); Jonah 2:7 [v. 6}; Hab. 1:12 [A); Isa. 25:1. 
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(14),70 and !Cl)pto~ o eeo~ oou (1),71 and also the frequent expressions 
clptO~ 0 9e6~ J.10U72 and JCUplO~ 0 9e(x; ftjJ.rov73 and those instances where 
en) cai4 or <ri> ei (or ei aU) (10) 5 accompanies a phtase such as eeoc; J.10'\) 
or JCUpt.Oc; o eeoc; itJ.LroV. The closest LXX parallel to John 20:28 is Psalm 
34:23 [Engl. 35:23]: o eeoc;J.1ou K<Xlo !Cl)pt6c;J.1ou. TheinvertedorderinJohn 
20:28 may be due to the frequency of !Cl)pte 0 eeoc; J.l.OU in the LXX. Another 
close parallel is Psalm 5:3 (LXX [Engl. 5:2]; cf. 83:3 LXX [Engl. 84:2]), which 
has the VOCatival 0 ~<XCJ\AeUt; J.lO'l> K<Xi 0 9eoc; J.I.O'U. 

My suggestion regarding the genesis of Thomas's confession is this. In 
his attempt to depict the significance of the risen Jesus for biinself person
ally, Thomas used a liturgical form ultimately drawn from the LXX, which 
later came to serve admirably as the crowning christological affinnation of 
the Fourth Gospel, as a confessional formula in the church, and as a rebut- · 
tal of the imperial cult. 

2. The Meaning and Theological Significance 
qfThomas's Cry 

a. The Implications of an Exclamatory Address 
and of J.LO'U 

No one will contest that an exclamatory address differs in form from 
a doctrinal statement, yet it seems arbitrary to say that Thomas 
addressed Jesus as his Lord and God but did not believe that Jesus was 
his Lord and God. That is, there is a formal but not a material difference 
between saying "my Lord and my God!" and "Jesus is (or, you are) my 
Lord and my God. "76 In addition, one may legitimately extrapolate from 
Thomas's words the fact that he believed Jesw; to be his Lord and his God 
because in verse 29a Jesus commends him for "believing," for having 
confessed his faith in his exclamation addressed to Jesus. From this 

70.4 Kgdms. [2 Kings) 19:19; 1 Chron. 29:16; 2 Chron.14:10 bis [v. 11); 20:12; Ps. 98:8 [99:8); 105:47 
[106:47]; Isa. 26:12, 13; Bar. 2:12, 19, 27; Dan. 9:15,17 [A]. 

71. Ps. 80:il {81:10]. 
72. Forexample,Ps. 143:1 [144:1);Jer.38:18 [31:18). 
73. For example, 2 Esdras [Ezra] 9:9; Ps. 98:9 {99:9]. 
74. Jer. 38:18 [31:18); Bar. 2:16; 3:6. 
76.2 Mace. 1:27; Ps. 15:2(16:2); 96:9 [97:9]; 117:28 bis {118:28); 139:7 [140:6); 142:10 (.BIt) (143:10); 

Hos. 2:26[Engl. v. 23]; Isa. 44:17;Jer. 3:22. 
76. Note the comments of Bengel (2:494: "The absolute appellation has the force of an enuncia

tion"), Hoslcyns (548: "The words are addressed to Jesus, and are therefore a statement of faith 1n 
Hirit"), and Brown (Gospel2:1026: "The expression, as used in John, is a cross between a vocative 
and aproclarnatlpn of faith rYou are my Lord and my God')"). S'unilar)y Middleton 266-66; Westcott, 
Gospe/,297. One wonders, therefore, whether John 20:28 is being Ignored or overlooked when it is 
claimed that the ho'mclcgia ICilpl~ 'ITJO"O~ Is absent from the Fourth Gospel (see Neufeld 81-82, 
who cites the reasons that have been advanced to explain the alleged absence). 
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viewpoint verse 28 is the last of a series of confessions scattered through
out the Gospel. 77 

But does the presence of J.I.OU prevent one's affinning that, for Thomas 
and John, Jesus was Lord and God in an absolute sense? Probably not. The 
effect of J.I.OU is to convert perception into faith (cf. Schlatter, Johannes 
362) and to personalize Thomas's response, just as Jesus had approached 
him personally in the presence of the other disciples (v. 27).78 One could 
not affirm that Jesus was "Lord and God" only for Thomas or John without 
calling into question the evangelist's choice and use of this saying as the 
summation of his Christology and his whole purpose in writing. It was pre
cisely because Jesus was believed to be universally Lord and God that 
John was motivated to write and carefully placed this significant devotional 
cry at the end of his Gospel79 as the point of confession to which he wished 
to lead his readers. The theological significance of Thomas's response 
would differ little or not at all had the vocative been o 6£oc; or eet instead 
of o eeoc; J.LOU. The repeated J.LOU does not convert into a functional asser
tion what otherwise would be an affirmation of deity. That is, o 1CUp1.6c; J.LOU 
KO.l 0 eeoc; J.LOU should not be read as eJ.LOt cro £i KUpl.O<; KO.t eeoc; ("for me 
{or, in my experience] you are Lord and God"). As it is, one might para
phrase the sense, "0 Lord and God, I worship you." 

b. The Meaning of JCUp\0~ 

As already noted, it is unnecessazy to insist that if the Thomas episode is 
historical the understanding of Thomas as he uttl;!red the words o KUp1.6<; 
J.I.OU Ka.t 6 eeoc; J.LOU must correspond to the Johannine perception of the 
theological import of the confession. On the other hand, it seems invidious 
to place a priori limitations on the theological insight of one like Thomas 
who was illumined by the Spirit. What must remain improbable is that John 
would use Thomas simply as a mouthpiece for a christological affirmation 
that in fact had not been used in the church before (or much before) the 
time of writing. 

Certainly KUpl.O<; here means more than "sir" or "master," as the col\iunc
tion with eeoc; conclusively indicates. 80 And if the phrase were merely a 
synonym for the Jesus of history81 (as in John 20: 13; d. 20:2), the J.I.OU and 

77. "Lamb of God" (1:29, 36), "Messiah" (1:41), "Son of God, King of Israel" (1:49), "teacher" (3:2), 
"prophet" ( 4:19; 7:40), "Holy One of God" (6:69), "Son of Man" (9:35), "the Messiah, the Son of God" 
(11:27), "King of the Jews" (19:19). 

78. It is remarkable that JlC'Il, not 'liJ.t<iiv, is found, for other disciples were present. Such a pro
noun belongs to the confessional style, not to any polemical interest (cf. Kr.uner222, speaking of the 
significance of iJJ~.ciiv with o JC6p~oc; 'ITJCJ~ XptCI'tOQ. On "My God" in the OT, see Eissfeldl 

79. On this point, see §D below. 
80. Cf. Bultmann, John 696 n. I; Stratlunann, Joh4nnes 259-00. 
81. So Dodd, Interpretation 430. 
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the following Kat would become inexplicable. Because it is followed by o 
9E6~ J.I.O'U and because it cannot be construed as a nominative ("my Lord 
[Jesus] is also my God"),82 the phrase must be accorded a religious signifi
cance.83 

Given the pre-Christian Jewish custom of reading ')1~ ( = 1CUp1.oc;) for 
i11i1' in synagogue worship,84 6 lC\)pu)~ J.I.OU could conceivably mean, "You 
represent for me the presence of Yahweh," but scarcely, "To me, you (per
sonally) are Yahweh."85 But more is implied than mere representation. 
Thomas was addressing Jesus as one who shared Yahweh's. authority and 
functions and exercised Yahweh's rights.86 It was a case of Ka.9~ ... 6 
7ta.'t'Jlp, Ko:yo) (d. John 20:21). Jesus deserved hwnan worship as the one in 
whom was vested the ultimate authority to forgive sins (John 20:23; cf. 
Mark 2:5-10), the one who dispensed the Holy Spirit to his followers (John 
20:22) and commissioned them to divine service (John 20:21), the one who 
by virtue of his resurrection possessed "the keys_ that unlock death and 
Hades" (Rev. 1:18 Moffatt), and the one who was to climax his resurrection 
by ascension to the Father (John 20:17).87 Now it is true that Thomas was 
not present at the appearance of Jesus to Mary Magdalene and the disciples, 
but it is inconceivable that the report of Mary to all the disciples and of the 
disciples to Thomas should not have included, along with the central 

82. See above, §A.l.b. 
83. W. Foerster has observed (TDNT 3:1091 and n. 266) that in the world conternporaey with 

primitive Christianity there are no Instances of a distinction in rank between ~ and tcUplOt; in 
which JCUplO<; is an intennediaey god. 

84. In postexllic Judaism the practice arose of avoiding the pronunciation of the "proper name" 
of God. Thus the tetragrarnrnaton il\1' was replaced (probably early In the third century B.c.) by 'l"ltll 
("Lord") whenever Scripture was read, recited, or quoted or by C'oalil ("heaven") In free speech 
(apart from references to Scripture). Subsequently (probably after the early second century A.D.) the 
use of'l1~ as a substitute form1' was restricted to liturgical reading in synagogue worship, with CIDil 
("the name") being used in other situations involving Scripture, such as private reading or quotation. 
Even the use of O'OOil In general speech outside Scripture quotations became taboo and was re
placed by Clp0.1 ("the place" = heaven = God), except in certain stereotyped expressions suCh as 
C'~!IJ r:nl?, "for God's sake." This reverential avoidance of the "ineffable name" m!J¥ have arisen from 
a particular understanding of the third commandment (Exod. 20:7; Deut. 6:11), from the beUef that 
the simple utterance of the sacred tetragrarnrnaton was a capital offense (Lev. 24:16), or froin a fear 
that to pronounce the divine name would be to reduce God to the status of a pagan deity who was 
addressed by a personal name. Or perhaps later Judaism was simply fulfilling the rabbinic uuunc
tion: "Make a hedge about the law" (Pi.m Aboth. 1:1). On the other hand, ~. m?~. and 0'~ were 
freely used ih the reading or quoting of Scripture, in religious texts, and in prayers, although probably 
not in free speech. This infonnatlon Is drawn largely from K. G. Kuhn, TDNT 3:92-94. Cf. also SB 
2:308-19; Parke-Taylor 79-96. 

85. Behind o 1Cilpl6<; j.lOU may lie 'J"ltll (see above, n. 28), but not il1i1' (which never takes pronom
inals~es). 

86. A careful distinction should be drawn between the Father as IC\lpw<; o 9e6c; (= C'mt\ i11il')
a designation never used of Christ in the NT -and Christ as o IC\iplo<; j.lOU 1CCX\ o ~ f.Wu. While dis
tinct from Yahweh, Christ shares his status and his nature. 

87. It is unnecessaey to assume that the ascension occurs between John 20:17 and 20:19, so that 
20:2215 the Johannine Pentecost (see Dunn, Baptism 174-77). 
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announcement "I (we) have seen the Lord" (John 20:18,25; cf. v. 20), a rec
itation of all Jesus said and did on each occasion. I am not suggesting that 
Thomas necessarily realized at the time that the resurrection and ascension 
of Jesus involved his elevation to cosmic dominion that would be recaned 
in Christian worship (Eph.1:20-22a; Phil. 2:9-11; 1 Pet. 3:22). But a percep
tive understanding of the theological import of the words and deeds of 
Jesus after his resurrection, not to speak of those during his ministry, 
would have led Thomas to recognize (during his week of intense thought) 
that if Jesus had in fact risen from the dead he was indeed ri>p1o<;par excel,.. 

lence, Lord of both physical and spiritual life. 88 The meaning of o !CUp16<; 
IJ.O'I.> on the lips of Mary Magdalene (John 20:13) differs altogether from its 
significance for Thomas. For Mary !CUpw<; was a courteous and tender 
appellative, referring to the deceased Jesus. For Thomas it was an exalted 
and confessional title of address, refening to the risen Jesus. The radical, 
new ingredient that explains the difference between the two uses of the 
same phrase was the resurrection. 

c. The Meaning of 9e6; 
Although in customary Johannine and NT usage ( o) ee6r; refers to the 

Father,89 it is impossible that Thomas and John would be personally 
equating Jesus with the Father, for in the immediate historical and literary 
context Jesus himself has explicitly distinguished himself from God his 
Father (John 20:17). Clearly, then, ee6<; is a title, not a proper name.90 Nor 
is it fitting to argue that, since John aimed in his Gospel to prove merely 
the messiahship of Jesus (John 20:31), o ee6<; IJ.O'I.> of verse 28 cannot mean 
"my God" but must bear a diluted, descriptive sense such as "my divine 
one,"91 as in F. C. Burkitt's paraphrase, "It is Jesus Himself, and now I rec
ognize Him as divine" ( 48). As elsewhere in John, the title o uio<; 't'Oi3 9€oi3, 

88. Although IC\)pto'> is the distinctive title and name that the NT uses of the reswrected and as
cended Jesus (e.g., 2 Cor. 6:6, 8; 1 Thess. 4: 16-17) as universal sovereign and as head of the church, 
the concept of hls being "Lord" doubtless arose during his. earthly life as a consequence of his au
thoritative teaching and divine power (see Mark 11:3; 12::30-37, citing Ps. 110:1; cf. John 13:13-14). 
That is, the prereswrection historical eXperience of the lordship of Jesus foreshadowed the postres
wrection theological confession of Jesus as Lord. But some believe that Ute disciples advanced be
yond unitarian monotheism even before the resurrection. For instance, Dreyfus atfinns that no Jew 
on his own initiative could conceive of anything as apparently contnlcy to monotheism as the adora
tion of a divine being distinct from God the Father, but he finds the stimulus that sllrTOunded this 
monotheistic obstacle for the earlY Christians not in the resurrection of Jesus-"it postulated neither 
divlniu.tion nor preexistence" (69)-but in the teaching of Jesus himself regarding his preexistence 
and divinity, teaching that God confirmed by the resurrection (63-71). For a convincing defense of 
the thesis that NT Christology Is best regarded as the development and articulation of "what was al· 
ready there from the beginning" (3), rather than as an evolutionary process involving the emergence 
of new species or the accretion of elements alien to the historical Jesus, see C. F. D. Moule, Origin. 

89. See above, chapter I §8.4. 
90. So also B. Weiss, "Gebrauch" 331. 
91. This point is made by Brown, Gospel2: 1060. 
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which is in apposition to o Xpl<J'to~ in John 20:31, denotes more than sim
ply the Davidic Messiah. The Gospel was written to produce belief that 
Jesus was the promised Jewish Messiah and that this Messiah was none 
other than the "one and only"92 Son of God who had come ftom the Father 
(John 11:42; 17:8), who shared his nature (John 1:1, 18; 10:30) and fellow
ship (John 1:18; 14:11), and who therefore might appropriately be 
addressed and worshiped as o eeoc; 1J.Ou.93 Unique sonship implies deity 
(John 5:18; cf. 19:7). 

Following the term lC\)pwc; used as a religious title with rich christolog
ical overtones, the title eeoc; could scarcely bear a less exalted sense. It is 
inadequate, therefore, to say simply that Thomas (or John) recognized 
that God was active in and through Jesus, or that in Jesus the eschatolog
ical presence of God was at work. Jesus was more than God's man 
appointed to become a redeemer, more than some suprahuman being who 
was a legitimate object of worship, more than the "inhistorized" divine 
Agape. As used by a monotheistic Jew in reference to a person who was 
demonstrably human, eeoc; will denote oneness with the Father in being 
{cf. John 10:30),94 not merely in purpose and action.95 In other words, 
Thomas's cry expresses the substantial divinity of Jesus.96 Thomas has 
penetrated beyond the OTJIJ.Etov-the appearance of the risen Jesus-to 
its implication, viz., the deity of Christ. 97 While not couched as an onto
logical affirmation (aU a 0 eeoc; IJ.OU), the apostle's exclamatory address 
has inescapable ontological implications. Even as it is expressed, the con
fession embodies less functional than ontological truth: Jesus was wor-

92. See the discussion of j.LOVO~VTl~ above, chapter III §B. 
93. Fortna, however, finds a tension between the "high christology" of v. 28 and the "more prim

itive messianism" ofv. 31 (197-98). 
94. Given John 1:1 and 1:18, it is quite admissible to discern in £yrd xa\ o natfJp &v E<711£V (John 

10:30; cf. 17:11, 22-23; 1 Cor. 3:8) more than unity of will or purpose but less than Identity of person. 
Equality of divine power (10:28-29) points to unity of divine essence (10:30: Ev Eo'j1£V). Sw:janslcy 
finds In Ev E<711£V a unity of nature and existence (~7). On the exegesis of John 1Q-.30 in early trin
itarian controversies, see Pollard, "Exegesis. • 

96. The Inadequacy of Harvey's •agent Christology" ma,y be seen in his comment on the implica
tions of 9e6~ in John 20:28: Thomas is there po~ed as addressing Jesus as the fully accredited di
vine agent "to speak to whom was as if to speak to God himself" (Jesus 172; cf. 166; italics mine). 

96. That Thomas here aclmowledges the deity of Jesus is recognized, inter alios, by Wikenhauser 
344-45; Lagrange, Jean 618; Godet, John 2:424-26; Westcott, Gospel297; Milligan and Moulton 229; 
Schultz 246; Wainwright, Trinity 6 ( = ~Confession" 289); Schnackenburg, John 3:333; J. Schneider, 
Jolulnnes 324 ("eln Wesen g()ttlicher Art"); Pollard, ChrisroW{nf 16. It is Interesting that in the Acts 
of Thomas (26) Jesus Christ is described as tclipLO<; xai. OEo~ !tdvuov (cf. 9eil<; xa\ JCUpl~ rnuiiv '111-
oo~ Xpun6~ In Eusebius, HE 6:28:11; cited by Neufeld 80 n. 9). 

97. For John <JTJIL£io; are miraculous evidences that point to spltitual truths and may prompt faith 
(compare John 20:25 and 4:48), doubt, or simply amazement. Once he had been convinced of there· 
allty of the resurrected one, Thomas recognized in the restUTection appearances a token of the god
hood of Jesus. The word allo; (OTt!L£1o;) in John 20:30, occurring !mrnediately after the Thomas 
episode, seems to imply that the postresurrection appearances are among the OTtJUio; (so also 
Brown, Gospel2:1058-59; Mahoney 268-70; see per contra K. H. Rengstorf, TDNT 7:254-56. 
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shiped by Thomas as a sharer in the divine nature, not simply as a media
tor of divine blessing. 

From this viewpoint, John 20:28 represents an advance on John 1:1. 
Jesus not only already was 9£6c; at the beginning of creation (John I: I). At 
the time when Thomas spoke and John wrote, it could be said (by irnpli
cation),98 "Jesus is Lord and God." According to John, the essential deity 
of Christ was a present fact as well as a past reality. 99 On the other hand, 
OEoc; ,;v 6 Myoc; in John 1:1 shows that whereas one may rightly affirm 
that Jesus became !CUp toe; (in the full sense of the term) through and after 
the resurrection (Acts 2:36; Phil. 2:9-II), 100 the same cannot be said con
cerning Jesus as 9ecu;. That is, before his resurrection Jesus was ICUptoc; 
de iure but eeoc; de facto; after his resurrection, he was both eeoc; and 
1CUptoc; de facto. 

That Thomas's ccy was not an extravagant acclamation, spoken in a 
moment of spiritual exaltation when his exuberance exceeded his theo
logical sense, is apparent from two facts. First, the evangelist records no 
rebuke of Jesus to Thomas for his worship. Jesus' silence is tantamount 
to consent,101 for as monotheists Jews considered the human acceptance 
of worship as blasphemous. 102 Thomas was not guilty of worshiping the 
creature.over the Creator (cf. Rom. 1:25)_1°3 Indeed, Jesus' word to Tho
mas-1temcrreumc; (John 20:29a; cf. )li.vou ... mm6c; in v. 27)104-implies 
the acceptance of his confession,105 which is then indirectly commended 
to others (v. 29b ).106 Second, John has endorsed Thomas's confession as 
his own by making it his final and climactic christological affmnation 
before his statement of purpose, verse 31. The author found in Thomas's 

98. See above, §C.2.a 
99. On this point, see further below, chapter XUI §H. 
100. The name ICilp~ that Jesus received from the Father at his resurrection~xalt:ation was not 

only an appellation but also signified an office or rank (ovo~a = tW) which had not been his previ
ously, except de iure, Viz;., the exercise of the function of KUPLO'fi'J<; (lordship) In the spiritual sphere, 
cosmic dominion over all sentient being~;. See further, Martin 249-83. 

101. Cf. Godet, John 2:425, who rightly observes that Thomas believes not merely in the fact of 
the resurrection but in the divinity of Jesus. 

102. Note the comment of Josephus on the failure of Herod Agrippa I to repudiate the adulation 
of sycophants when they reverenced him "as superior to mortal nature": "'The king did not rebuke 
them nor did he reject their flattecy as impious" (Ant. 19:346). With U\1s compare the reproof that 
Paul and Barnabas gave to the people of lqstra when they attempted to offer sacrtfice to them (Acts 
14:8-18) and the angelic remonstrance ("worship God!") delivered to Jolm when he "fell down at his 
feet to worship him" (Rev. 19:9-10). See further Bauckham, "Worship" 3.23-31, 335. 

103. Cf. Athanasius, Orat. c. Ar. 2:23-24 ('" PG 26:1~7). 
104. Verse 28 marks the cessation of 'Thomas's disbelief in the testimony of others and In Jesus 

himself as risen, pius the fulfillment of"jlvou ... mcml<; (v. 27). 
105. Warlleld therefore ftnds In John 20:28 •an item of self-testimony on our Lord's part to His 

Godhead" (Lord 182). 
106. In John 1:50 there is a similar implicit commendation by Jesus of a confession of faith (John 

1:49; and note mCJU'IlEt<; in 1:50). 
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cry a convenient means by which he might bring into sharp focus at the 
end of his Gospel, as at the beginning (John 1:1, 18), the ultimate implica
tions of his portrait of Jesus. 107 

D. The Literary Issue 

It has been argued that John 20:28 fonns the climax and pivot in the Tho
mas episode. But what role does tbis episode play in the whole Gospel? 
What value did the evangelist place on Thomas's confession as a vehicle for 
his own christological thought? 

Not only the position of the Thomas stoey as the last of the four resurrec
tion peri copes in John 20 but also its content suggests that it is climactic 
within the chapter. The reader is expectant. It was the second time that the 
disciples had met behind locked doors "in the house," the second time that 
Jesus "came and stood among them" and pronounced the blessing, "Peace 
be with you." The disciples were meeting a week after the resurrection had 
occurred, presumably to review together their individual appraisal of the 
Easter events and because their experience a week earlier had led them to 
expect a special blessing from the Lord on the first day of the week. But if 
a dominical commissioning (v. 21b) and an insufflation of the Spirit (vv. 22-
23) had marlced the first appearance of Jesus, what would mark the second 
appearance? The author answers: the recognition by Thomas of the deity of 
Christ (v. 28) and the deliveey of the last and greatest beatitude (v. 29). 

A second Indication of the climactic function of verses 24-29 in John 20 
is found in a special use of 1C\lptoc;. The designation of Jesus as o 1C\lpt~ is 
rare in John 1-19 (only four uses), 108 although KUpte (of Jesus) is com
mon, 109 whereas In John 20 some six examples of o 1C\)ptOc; occur.110 Mazy 
Magdalene uses o IC\)ptoc; JlOU in 20:13 to describe her deceased Master but 
in 20:28 Thomas uses the same phrase in addressing his risen Lord. This del
icate but crucial distinction in the import of the phrase 61C'l)pt6c; J.LOU (which 
occurs nowhere else in the Gospel) illustrates the movement of the chapter· 
toward its climax, the personal acknowledgment of a personal, resurrected 
Lord. 

107. The word of the centurion, "Truuy this man was the Son of God" (Mark 16:39), represents a 
similar climax within Mark's Gospel, having the evangelist's endorsement as a fitting confession. See 
appendix In. 66. 

108. John 6:23 (but some Western witnesses omit); 11:2; 13:13-14 (4:1 probably should read 'llJ· 
ao~ not IC1ipto~). 

109. Either In_ the sense "slr" (John 4:11,15,19, 49; 5:7; 9'.36; 12:21) or "Lord" (John 6:34, 68; 9:38; 
11:3, 12, 21, 27, 32, 34; 39; 13:6, 9, 26, 36, 37; 14:6, 8, 22). 

IlO. John 20:2, 13, 18, 20, 26, 28; cf. 21:7, 12. Kupl£ means "sir" in John 20:16, but "Lord" in John 
21:15, 16, 17, 20, 21. 
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Standing at the end of John 20 immediate]y before the author's statement 
of the pmpose of his Gospel (vv. 30-31), the narrative about Thomas might 
naturally be thought to represent the climax of the whole Gospel as well, 
were it not for the following chapter that also deals with certain resurrec
tion appearances of Jesus. 

Many scholars are convinced, however, that regardless of whoever 
authored and added chapter 21, chapter 20 originally stood as the conclu
sion of the Gospel, lll the evangelist envisaging no sequel at the time chap
ters 1-20 were written.112 There are several compelling reasons for this 
view.113 (1) Verse 28 forms a christological climax to the whole Gospel, 
reflecting 1:1. (2) Verse 29 creates a link between the text of the Gospel and 
the readership that would naturally be found at the close of the Gospel. 
Would a further recitation of appearances (chap. 21) be expected to follow 
the recorded blessing on those who believe without seeing (20:29)? (3) 
Verses 30-31 review the purpose of the recorded signs of "this book," a 
statement suitable for the conclusion of the Gospel. ( 4) Chapter 20 as a 
whole is a self-contained literary unit that needs no supplement. 

But whether one adopts this prevailing view or argues that the evangelist 
himself added chapter 21 as an integral part of the Gospel or as an Epilogue 
that balances the Prologue (1:1-18), 114 one may justifiably conclude that he 
regarded the words of Thomas addressed to Jesus as the final pinnacle of 
his Gospel and the zenith of his Christology. 

Such a conclusion is confinned by the author's strategic placement in his 
Gospel of those verses in which Christ is designated as eeoc;. Not only the 
Prologue, but the Gospel as a whole, is enclosed by these literary "book
ends." The Prologue ends (1:18) as it begins (1:1), and the Gospel ends 
(20:28) as it begins (1:1), with an assertion of the deity of Jesus.115 We move 
from 9eoc; (1:1) to J.I.OVO)'£Vi]c; 9eoc; (1:18) to 0 eeoc; J.I.O'U (20:28); from Jesus 
Christ.as a participant in the divine essence to his being "the only Son, who 
fully shares the Divine nature" to his being the God who is worshiped by 
believers; from the preexistent Logos who eternally el\ioyed active com
munion with the Father (1:la-b) to the incarnate Son who always resides 
in the Father's heart and on earth revealed him (1:18) to the resurrected 
Lord who may be rightfully hailed by his devotee as "roy God." That is, for 

111. But the Gospel probably never circUlated without chapter 21, for no extant manuscript 
omits chapter 21 and g)116 (which may be dated ca 200) contains 20:25-.21:9. 

112. For acontraJy view, see Lagrange, Jean 520 (John 20:30-31, originally the concluding verses 
of the Gospel, at first followed 21:23 but was displaced to its present position through the addition 
of 21:24-25 by John's dlsclples), and, at greater length, Vagana.y(who develops Lagrange's theory but 
regards John 21:24 as authentic); also Fortna 7 n. 1, 87-88. 

113. These are adapted from Mahoney 15-16. 
114. See the judicious discussion of Carson, John 665-68. 
115. It is these two examples of inclusio that prevent the dismissal of John 1:1 and 20:28 as 

merely •i.s<Jiated Instances" within Johannine Christology (the view of Granbery 105). 
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John, Jesus is appropriately designated ee6~ in his preexistent, incarnate, 
and postresurrection states.116 Ofall the titles used of Jesus in the Fowth 
Gospel, ee6~ would therefore seem to represent the cuhnination.117 

E. Conclusion 

One week after his resurrection, and because of a resurrection appear
ance, Jesus was adoringly addressed by Thomas with the exclamation, "My 
Lord and my God!," a confessional invocation that not only marks the cli
max (along with the accompanying beatitude) of the Thomas pericope and 
John 20, but also fonns the culmination of the entire Gospel. Just as Israel 
had honored Yahweh as !CUp1.0~ 6 9eo~ TJJ.LcOV (e.g., Ps. 98:8 LXX [Engl. 99:8]) 
and Christians honored the Father as 6 1CUpto~ Kat o 9eo~ TJJ.LcOV (Rev. 4:11), 
so now people were to "honor the Son, even as they honor the Father" 
(John 5:23), by addressing him with the words 6l<:Upt6~ J.LOU Kcxt 6 9e6~ J.LOU. 
In uttering this confessional cry Thomas recognized the lordship of Jesus in 
the physical and spiritual realms as well as over his own life (o 'cipt6~ J.I.OU) 
and the essential oneness of Jesus with the Father which made his worship 
Of Jesus legitimate (0 9eo~ j.LOU). As used in this verse, lCUptO~ and 9£0~ are 
titles, not proper names, the firSt implying and the second explicitly affirm
ing the substantial deity of the risen Jesus. 

116. Cf. Mastin, "Christology" 42-43; Carson, Resp<msibility 147. 
117. So also Cullmann, ChristokJgy 308. But H. E. W. Turner (28) goes further: "Even the words 

of Thomas draw out the implications of the language of Phil. 2:6; Ttt. 2:13 and possibly Rom. 9:5." 
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llpoaEXe'te £a:tno1<; 1CCXt1tCXVit 'tql 1totj.tVtq>, EV 
ci> VJ.UX<; 'tO 1tVeU).UX 'tO a')'tOV £9E't0 emCSK01tO'U<; 
1tOt).1CXlVetV tftv ElCld'JlcrlCXV 'tOU eeou, ftv 1tEpt
E1tOtrlO'<X't0 ota -rot> mJ.La-roc; 'tot> ioiou. 

A. Paul's Milesian Speech (Acts 20:18-35) 

Acts 20:3-21:6 narrates Paul's journey to Judea in the company of the 
delegates of the Gentile churches (Acts 20:4; cf. 1 Cor. 16:3) for the pwpose 
of delivering the collection for "the poor among the saints at Jerusalem" 
(Rom. 15:26). Because he was eager to be in Jerusalem with these Gentile 
believers on the day of Pentecost, the day on which the firstfruits of the 
wheat harvest were offered to God (Exod. 34:22; Num. 28:26; cf. Rom. 
15:16), Paul chose to sail to Jerusalem without a fwther visit to Ephesus 
(Acts 20:16). But while his ship was harbored at Miletus for several days, 
some thirty miles from Ephesus, he summoned the Ephesian elders (Acts 
20:17) and delivered to them the "farewell speech"1 that Luke records in 

.abbreviated form in Acts 20:18-35,2 the only Pauline speech in Acts that is 
directed to a Christian audience. 

Because the speech contains both distinctively Lucan and distinctively 
Pauline vocabulary,3 there has always been scholarly disagreement as to 
whether the speech witnesses primarily to Pauline theology (e.g., Franklin 
66, 199 n. 33) or to Lucan theology (e.g., Lambrecht 319-28). The former 
view is often associated with the assumption that the Lucan precis of the 
speech is historically reliable; the latter, with the assumption that to a con
siderable extent the speech is a free Lucan composition; It would seem 
that the theory that does greatest justice to both the Pauline characteris
tics4 and the Lucan language, motifs, and style5 is that Luke is summarizing 
in his own words an actual Pauline speech. 6 Specific indications that Luke 
is reporting this Milesian address accurately include the following. (1) Acts 

.1. On the literacy genre of the "farewell discourse" In the OT, late Judaism, and the NT, see 
Muncie, "Discours"; and H. J. Michel35-72. 

2. Fora survey of scholarly views on this Pauline speech, see Lambrecht 308-14; Watson 184-91; 
and esp. H. J. Michel2a-&l. 

3. See the comprehensive lists and general NT statistics for the words involved found in 
AE\imelaeus 90-91. 

4. See Cadbucy inBC 5:412-13; Aejme!aeus 91 (who identifies 14 Pauline words). But for the view 
that 20:28 is "Lucan deuteropaullnism, • see Barrett, "Elders" 11~15. 

5. See H. J. Miche128-33; AE\imelaeus 90-91 (who lists 39 Lucan words). Dupont cites (Discours 
29) the earlier statistics of Bethge (119-20): 34 Lucan features, 43 traits that are both Lucan and 
Pauline, and 12 Pauline characteristics. Commenting on these data, Dupont remarks that "d'une 
~on g~n~rale, le style et le vocabulaire sont ceux de Luc, mais on ne peut nier que Ia redaction ait 
subi !'influence de Paul" (Discours 29). 

6. For a general defense of this position, see Herner, Acts 418-27, esp. 425-26. 
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21:1 (cf. 20:15) implies that the author of the "we-passages" (Luke) was 
present with Paul and the Ephesian elders at Miletus. If so, Luke was 
doubtless fully aware of the solemnity and strategic importance of the 
occasion ( cf. Acts 20:25, 29-30, 38), so that it would be no surprise if he had 
taken notes of Paul's address, possibly in shorthand? (2) The parallels 
between this speech and the Pauline Epistles, especially the later ones, are 
more remarkable and striking than is the case ·with any other Pauline 
speech in Acts. 8 This fact gains in significance when we remember that the 
Book of Acts betrays no knowledge of the Pauline Epistles as such, even 
where such fusthand information would have supplemented Luke's other 
sources. 

Many diverse proposals have been made concerning the structure of the 
speech.9 One of the simplest and most attractive outlines is prompted by 
the thrice-repeated vuv:10 

vv. 18b-21 UJJ.£1~ em<na.O"Ele the past-Paul's ministry in Ephesus 
vv. 22-24 Ka.\ vuv ioou 

vv. 25-31 !Ca.\ vuv i.oou 

vv. 32-35 !Ca.\ -ra wv 

B. Textual Issues 

the present-plans regarding Jerusalem 

the future-Paul's expected death and 
dangers confronting the church 

blessing (32), apology (33-34}, exhorta
tion (35) 

In verses 25-31 Paul issues his challenge to the Ephesian elders to be 
alert ('YPll'YOPEitE, v. 31) to their responsibilities as guardians of the flock. 
He reinforces his challenge by infonning them that this would be the last 
time they saw him (v. 25; cf. v. 38), by recalling his own devoted attention 
to pastoral tasks at Ephesus (vv. 25-27, 31), by warning them of dangers 
that would confront the church from outside and from within (vv. 29-30), 
and preeminently by reminding them of their divine appointment to shep
herd a church that had been acquired by divine blood (v. 28). But did Paul 
(or Luke) describe the church as 't"Jlv eK!CA.nma.v tou eeou or as 'tltv eK!CA.n
c:ria.v tou trupiou, and was the acquisition ota tou a.'i.~a.to~ tou i.ol.ou or ota 
tou U>l.ou di.f.la.toc;? These are the two textual issues in Acts 20:28. 

7. Similarly Bruce, "Speeches" 63. On the use of shorthand in the first century A.D., see Ba.hr 471-75. 
8. Cf. Cadbury in BG 5:412; Herner, "Speeches" 84-SO; and esp. Chase 234-88. This argument Is not 

invalidated, as Cadbury suggests (BC 5:413), by the similarities he notes (BC 5:415) between the Mile· 
sian speech and 1 Peter 2:26 and 5:2, for these similarities reiate to the common shepherding motif. 

9. See the surVey in Dupont, Discours 21-26 and Lambrecht 314-18. For the view that the speech 
Is structured In accordance with Grec().Roman conventions of epidelctic rhetoric, see Watson 191-208. 

10. Similarly Haenchen,Acts 595; Bauernfeind 238. 
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1. BeoiJ or 1ropiov? 
There are, in fact, not two but more than nine variant readings following 

't'i!v baci..T\al.CXV. All but two of these lack weighty manuscript support and 
arose either as a conflation of the two earliest readings (viz., eeou and 
lCUptOU) with the copula Kat (thus lCUptOU Kat 9£0U and 9£0U Kat lC'I)plOU 
and similar variations) or without Kat (thus 1CUptou 9eou and lCUptou 'tOU 
eeou and slmilar variations), or as an expansion or explanation of JC'I)ptou 
(thus JC'I)ptou '11'\0'0U and 'lllO'OU Xpta't6U and XptO"tou). 

It is impossible to decide between the two main variants on the basis of 
external evidence, for eeou has proto-Alexandrian (~ B), later Alexandrian 
(104), and Western (614 vg) support, just as JC'I)ptou has proto-Alexandrian 
(!p74 A), later Alexandrian (C* '¥ 33), and Western (D E 1739 syrhmg Ire
naeus) witnesses in its favor. With regard to paleography, the two readings 
differ only by a single letter: er and KY. A final choice between the two 
readings will therefore rest largely on internal evidence, to which we now 
turn. 

First, transcriptional probabilities. Kuptou can lay claim to being the 
original reading on the principle dijJicilior lectio potior, for nowhere else 
does the NT speak ofij bcd11ma 'tOU JC'I)ptou, the nearest parallel being ai · 
EKKATlalCXt 1t<laat 'tOU XptO''tOU (Rom. 16:16; cf. Ropes, BC 3:98). On the 
other hand, eeou is also a difficult reading, fol' if l5ux 'tOU a'iJ..I.a'to<; 'tOU il51.ou 
(or the variant) is taken to mean "through his own blood," the concept of 
"the blood of God" arises from the text, a concept that is unparalleled in 
the NT and would have been potentially offensive to the sensibilities of a 
scribe whose theological understanding was shaped more by the NT than 
by Ignatius and others.11 Nor can a clear decision in favor of one reading 
or the other be reached by considering the derivation of variants. Scribes 
could easily have substituted 9£0U for lC'I)plOU, for the e~ression ft 
i:Kd11ma 'tOU eeou is a common Pauline phrase (eleven uses)1 and copy
ists sometimes unconsciously replaced an unfamiliar expression (such as 
1\ eKdllma 'tOU lCUptou) by a familiar.13 A scribe may have been unaware 

11. One cannot sa,y that thls concept was certain to be offensive, for language such as ai11cr. 9£ou 
or m&l\J.lllT<r. eeoii was not uncommon in the second and third centuries, although it was repudiated 
even by the orthodox in subsequent centuries (see the detailed discussion in Abbot, "Reading" 32Q-
26; Lightfoot i 2:14-15). For the explicit plmlse "the blood of God" ( = Jesus), see Ignatius, Eph. 1: l 
(ava~CDmJp1\acr.vwc;iv ciiJ.L<r.'tl eeo'ii); Tertulllan, ad Uzor. 2:3 (sumus pretio empti: et quali pretia? 
sanguine Del.); Clement of Alexandria, Qui$ dives salvetur 34 ( «tJ.l«'tl eeoii xat&Sc;). 

12. 1 Cor. 1:2; 10:32; 11:16, 22; 15:9; 2 Cor. 1:1; Gal. 1:13; 1 Thess. 2:14; 2 Thess. 1:4; 1 Tim. 3:5, 15. 
13. Cf. Abbot, "Reading" 315-17, who suggests, following Tregelles, that the similarity between 

1 Pet. 5:2 (!tOtJ.lcXvO:"tE to iv UJ.LtV ttoiJ.Lvtov To'ii 9eoii, tm<nroJtOUV'tEl; [omitted by~ B, "and perhaps 
derived from im.m.:61t0u(i in Acts xx.28"}) and the present passage might have facilitated the change 
to 9tou. Alford (2:231) argues that a deliberate alteration from ~ruptou to 9Eou is improbable, since 
CodeJC Vaticanus (B), as representative of the great manuscripts, shows no bias for ee~ where other 
manuscripts read x:Uptoc;, and sometimes has ICUptot; or Xptcn~ (as do other m~or uncials) where 
other manuscripts have~· 
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that the idea of "the blood of God" could be inferred from the text as a 
result of the substitution or he may have found the idea perfectly ortho
dox and inoffensive. Alternatively, if ee.ou was original, the change to 
1CUpiou might have been occasioned by LXX usage of the phrase C'li) 
bcdT)oi.a (toi>) trupiou (seven uses)14 in the light of Jesus' own teaching 
about his church (e.g., Matt. 16: 18) and his function as the Good Shepherd . 
(e.g., John 10:11, 14-16; 21:16-17), by a desire to introduce into verses 27-
28 a trinitarian reference (viz., God, v. 27; the Holy Spirit, the Lord, v. 28), 
or possibly by the desire of an orthodox scribe to avoid having to clear 
Paul or Luke of a charge of being patripassian.15 With regard to a possible 
accidental error in transcription, the choice between these two variants 
must once again remain inconclusive, for writing er instead of KY and 
KY instead of ey were both common scribal errors. 

We may now tum to intrinsic probabilities. If one considers Paul's fre
quent use of the expression '1i ElCK'A.T)ma 'tOU ee.ou (eleven times), a use 
which H. Alford claims "is in a manner precisely similar to this,-as the 
consumm.ation of a climax, or in a position of peculiar solemnity" 
(2:231), 16 and the absence of the expression 1i elClCA.T)c:ri.a 'tOU trupl.ou from 
the NT, one finds support for the originality of eeou. This is further 
strengthened by tracing the combination of 1COtJ.I.aive.tv 'tilv £1CK'A.T)mcxv 'tOU 
ee.ou and ilv nepte.xot'lloa'to in 20:28 to Psalm 73: 1-2a (LXX [Engl. 7 4: 1-2a]), 
which reads, .. Iva 'tl. axrOO(J), o 9e.6~, it~ 'tEAo~, ci>p'yi.o9TJ o &uJ.1.6~ oou btl. 
xpopCX'ta voJ.I.fi~ oou; J.I.VJl09TJn 'tfj~ owamfi~17 oou, U!; £KD}o(J) ax· 
ap:x;fj~. If Paul (or Luke) is alluding to thiS psalm, it is 6 9e.6~ who is likely 
to be the "purchaser" ofthe chtirch.18 

So then, although the external evidence is evenly balanced and a consid
eration of transcriptional probabilities is indecisive, intrinsic probabilities 

14. Deut. 23:2, 3, 4 bis, 9 [Engl. vv. 1, 2, 3 bis, 8); 1 Chron. 28:8; Mic. 2:5. 
16. Arguing that the reading ewu was a stumbling block to Arianism but not to orthodoxy, Alford 

concludes that an alteration from ewu to 1CUpl.ou was certaln whereas a change from lC\lpiou to ewu 
was uncertain and Indeed unlikely (2:230-31). But thls argument is almost certainly Invalid, for the 
Arians readily applied the term ee6~ to Christ-albeit In an attenuated sense-so that they could 
speak of "the blood of God" or affinn that "God suffered through the flesh." Hence the conunent of 
Pseudo-Athanasius (De Incarnatione 2:14) that "such audacious expressions (wA!11\!1ttta) are the 
preserve of the Arians." See further Abbot, "Reading" 313-14. 

16. Alford cites 1 Cor. 10:32; 16:9; Gal. 1:13; 1 Tim. 3:6, 16in support. 
17. "The strong aversion to auva~ for the Chr. community may be seen from the emendation 

of LXX lnAc. 20:28. Ps. 74:2 has ;rw, LXX auvaycaytj. Yet though i11-P.Is always trans!. auva)'WYI\ and 
never £mTJaia·in LXX, Ac. 20:28 uses i:ICICAT)ma because the ref. Is to the Chr. community" (W. 
Schrage, TDNT1:829n.199). 

18. Similarly WH 2: appendix 99. 
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tip the scales in favor of the originality of9eou, ajudgment supported by the 
mlijority of textual critics, 19 commentators, 20 and English versions, 21 

although the reading l('l)ptou has not been without its defenders. 22 

2.mv~aro~rovwrovorrovwwv~aro~ 

With regard to this second textual issue in Acts 20:28, there is far less 
uncertainty. Whereas 'tOU a'iJ.L.a'toc; 'tOU l.~iou has proto-Alexandrian @ 74 ~ 
B), later Alexandrian (A C 'P 33 326 945), and Western (D E 1739) support, 
'tOU i~iou diJ.La'toc; is a largely Byzantine variant (P 049 056 0142 and most 
minuscules). It is also significant, as Metzger (Commentary482) notes, that 
many of the Byzantine witnesses (e.g., P 049 2127 2492) that have the 
clearly secondary conflation lCUplOU Ka\ 9eo{) in the preceding Variant, SUp
port 'tOU i01..ou diJ.l(l'toc; here. 

If, on the basis of this compelling external evidence, we prefer 'tOU aiJ.La:
'toc; 'tOU i~tou as original, we may account for the rise of the variant in one 
of two ways. Construing i~iou as an adjective ("his own blood"), a scribe 
may have been influenced to write 'tOU i~iou aiJ.La'toc; by the much more 
common position for this adjective when it is used attributively.23 Alterna
tively, but less probably, once the title o 'i~wc; ("his [ = God's) own [Son]")24 

ceased to be commonly used of Jesus, 25 'tOil i.~iou would naturally be con
strued as adjectival rather than substantiva126 and would assume the nor
mal position of 'iowc; as an attributive adjective ( cf. ~ux 'toi> ioiou a:iJ.La'toc; 
in Heb. 9:12; 13:12). 

19. WH 1:564, 675; 2: appendix 98; Metzger, Te:~:t 234-36; UBS1•2•3 (see Metzger, Ctnnmentary 
480-81); NA26 (and at an earlier time Vogels, Merk, and Bover-see DeVine 395). 

20. Alford 2:230-.'31 (reversing a preference for ~ruptou in his first and second editions); Jacquier 
614; K. Lake and H. J. Cadbury, BC 4:261; DeVine 3~7; Bruce, Acts 434; Dupont, Di.scours 150-51; 
R. P. C. Hanson 205; Schmeichel 504; E. Stauffer, TDNT 3:101 and n. 230; 106 and n. 273; K. L. 
Schmidt, TDNT3:604-6, 507. 

21. RV, TCNI', Weymouth, Goodspeed, Berkeley, NASB, GNB, JB, Barclay, NAB1, NIV, NJB, NAB2, Cassirer, 
NRSV (reversing the RSV [1946, 1952] preference for ~ruptou). 

22. Among the textual critics one fmds Ropes, BC 3:198; Clark 134 (and Lachmann, Tischendorf, 
Tregelles, and von Soden at an earlier time-for details, see DeVine 392-93). The most detalled de
fense Is that of Abbot, ·~ 310-20; Abbot, "Construction" 115-16; see also Farrar, "Readings" 
377-a2. English versions preferring IC\lj)\ou include ASV, Moffatt, RSV (until1972), NEB ("by a majority 
vote," Tasker 433), and REB. 

23. As an attributive acljective Uiloo; is found (apart from Acts 20:28) in the word order (article-) 
W\o.;-substantive 68 times in the NT, 7 times in the order (article-)substantive-l&o<;, and only 4 
times (3 in the Fourth Gospel, once at Acts 1:25) in the order article-substantive-article-16\o.;. 

24. See the discussion of o \Sto.; below, §C.4. 
25. Harnack claims that "this antique o 't&o.;, which practically coincides with 6 ~'too;, and 

like o na~ is of Messianic significance, soon fell out of use" (Date 107). 
26. Cf. Lake and Cadbury in BC 4:261. 
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To express a preference for the readings Ereou and -roi> a'itJ.O.'tO~ -roil 
iSiou27 is not to decide without further discussion that ee6~ is here a chris
tological appellation, for -rou aeou may not refer to Jesus and 'tOU ioiou may 
not be adjectival ("his own blood"). 

C. Translational Problems 

There are four ways of translating or understanding the text as estab
lished:28 1t01tJ.O.lV£1.V 't'ftv EKKATtcri.av 'tOU eeou, iiv 1tEplE7t01tlO"O.'t0 oux 'tOU 
a'itJ.a-ro~ -rou ioiou. 29 

1. "To shepherd the church of God ( = Jesus) 
which he acquired with his own blood" 

There can be no objection (on broad a priori grounds) to understand
ing the verse to refer to Jesus,30 for elsewhere the NT refers to Jesus as 
eeoc; and depicts him as acquiring the church through his death.31 But it is 
the startling collocation of 9E6~ and aitJ.a that prompts a legitimate objec
tion to this view. Although the concepts of aitJ.a 9Eou and naet}tJ.a-ra eeou 
are common fare in the second and third celituries,32 nothing resembling 
these expressions is found in the first century.33 New Testament descrip
tions of Christ's redemptive death as well as of his life always avoid blend
ing unqualified affirmations of his deity (such as 9£6 t;) with terms that can 
be related only to his humanness (such as aitJ.a). Nowhere, for instance, 
do we read of "the cross of God" (cf. John 19:25; Gal. 6:14) or that at 
Golgotha "they crucified God" (cf. John 19:18) or that "God died and rose 

27. Very few scholars, whether textual critics or commentaton., support the reading wii i&ou 
a'iJlttt~ (preferred by the NEB translators "by a m~ority vote," Tasker 433). Clark, who prefers 
Kvpiou, nevertheless reads -roii <XLJL<X'tO~ toil illtou (134). Even Scrivener, who expresses the opinion 
that the Textus Receptus (9eoil, ... toil \oiou a\Jltt'to~ "is pretty sure to be correct" (374),later notes 
that "it is right to mention that, in the place or wii illlou m)Ul't~ the more emphatic form -roil di)ltt· 
to<; 1:0ii \&ou ought to be adopted" (377, where also he objects to the rendering "the blood of his 
own"). · 

28. For a brief history of the interpretation of Acts 20:28, see DeVine 398-404. 
29. If 1Cilp'\ou be preferred, the sense will be "the Lord (Jesus) ... through his own blood" (simi

larly ASV, Moffatt. RSV (untill972], NEB, REB); "the Lord(= Yahweh) .•. through his Own (Son)"; or "the 
church of the Lord( .. Yahweh) which he (Jesus) obtained through his own blood." 

30. This understanding of the verse is follnd In Calvin, Acts 184; Alexander 260; Lumby 279--80; 
Liddon, Divinity 437 and n. k; Rackham 392-93; Warfield, I..onf 70, 218; Jacquier 614-16; Robertson, 
Pictures 3:353; Robertson, "Article" 187-88; Lebreton, History 371; Stauffer 283 n. 349; E. Stauffer, 
TDNT3:106 and n. 273; Faccio 118-19; DeVIne 404; Renie 282-83; Bonsirven, TMology 229; N. Tur
ner, Insights 14-15; Stiihlin 270; R.N. Longenecker, "Acts" 513. 

31. Titus 2:14; 1 Pet. 1:18-19; 2:9; Heb. 13:12; Rev. 1:5-6. 
32. See above; n. a and esp. Abbot, "Reading" 320-26. 
33. In 1 Clement (ca. 96) 9e6c;denotes only the Father and n\Jla is only that ofChr!st(7:4; 21:6; 

49:6) although it is "precious to God his Father" (7:4) (Lightfoot I 2:16). 
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again" (cf. 1 Thess. 4:14). On the other hand, early in the second century 
Ignatius can write with unembarrassed directness of "the blood of God 
(<Xi!J.CX'tl. eeou)" (Eph. 1:1) and "the passion of my God ('tOU 7tcieouc; 'tOU 
eeou!J.ou)" (Rom. 6:3).34 

2. "To shepherd the church of God (the Father) 
which he acquired with his own blood" 

On another view the blood shed was not actually that of the Father, but 
since it was the blood of his dearly loved Son (Rom. 8:32), it was in effect 
his own or as if it were his own. W. de Boor expresses it this way: "Father 
and Son are so united in intimacy and nature that the blood of the Son is 
also the heart blood (Herzblut) of the Father. And conversely God can shed 
his 'blood' only in the incarnate Son" (Apastelgeschichte 376). J. V. Bartlet 
paraphrases his rendering "the blood that was His own" with the words "as 
being that of His Messiah ... or Son" (330-31).35 He cites as a parallel 
Romans 5:8: "God commends his own love ('tl)v £cxmoi3 &~v) to us, in 
that ... Christ died for us" (331). The Achilles' heel of this interpretation is 
the presence of (toil) Uil.ou, which implies that the ai).lcx is the actual pos
session, the personal property, of the subject of 1tep1.E1tot:r1crcx'to. In Romans 
5:8 the love mentioned is actually that of God, not Christ, just as the death 
is actually that of Christ, not God. In Acts 20:28 ai)la signifies real blood 
(not "heart blood"), which by metonymy stands for death, while iotoc; 
denotes real and not merely pregnant possession. 

3. "To shepherd the church of God (the Father) 
which he (Christ) obtained through his own blood" 

J. Dupont argues that in the latter clause of verse 28 "one may recog
nize a sliding (glissement) in thought: the action of the Father ( = 'God') 

34. When I argue that the concept of ai~a 9eoii is anachronistic in the first century so far as ex· 
tant records indicate, this is not because such a concept grazes the edge of patripassianism; only if 
9EOii in this phrase were misinterpreted to refer to the Father rather than Christ would there be dan
ger o! that doctrinal deviation. Rather, it Is because the NT stops short of predicating human at
tributes or characteristics of Christ as God (such as "the blood of God") and divine attributes or 
characteristics of Christ as man (such as "the omnipotence of Jesus of N~U:areth"). But it was Inev
itable that, as the church later grappled with the implications of the "hypostatic union" of the human 
and divine natures in Christ, there should arise some such doctrine as communica.tio idimnat:um 
(ICOtV(I)via ilitCili.Ui't(I)V, "sharing of attn'butes") as a means of safeguarding both the reality of Christ's 
humanity and deity and the ·unity of his person. All this makes one uneasy with the reasoning of 
Reni~ (282) regarding Acts 20:28: "The duallty of nature in Jesus is clearly indicated"-since Jesus is 
both God and man, one may speak of the "blood of God. • Like Calvin (Acts 184), Renie refers to the 
doctrine of rommunicatio idiomatum (282-83). 

85. The same view was expressed earlier by Hort ("on the supposition that the text is incorrupt"): 
"'Through the blood that was His own; i.e. as being His Son's" (in WH 2: appendix 99). 
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and the action of the Son are so intimately associated and unified ... that 
you pass over from one to the other without any mark of transition. "36 

Dupont appeals to a parallel glissement in Romans 8:31-39 where Paul 
moves imperceptibly from the love of Christ (8:35) to the love of God dis~ 
played in Christ (8:39). An alternative explanation of the change of sub~ 
ject at nept£1totr\oato finds in the relative clause iiv KtA.. a traditional for~ 
mula in which Christ actually was the subject of the verb and which was 
coalesced with the common expression 1\ eKKA.11ma tou 9£oU without any 
indication of the change of subject.37 Neither of these proposals can be 
pronoWtced impossible, although the latter explanation presupposes that 
the sp~ech is a mosaic of traditional elements redacted by Luke. It is con~ 
ceivable that the mention of "shepherding" (1tOtJ.Laiv£tv) would have 
prompted the image of Jesus as the Good Shepherd surrendering his life 
for his sheep (cf. John 10:11, 14) and thereby procuring "the church of 
God." But the fact remains that there is no explicit change of subject and 
God the Father may be said to have "acquired" the church (e.g., Eph. 1:4-
6; 1 Pet. 2:9-10). 

4. "To shepherd the church of God (the Father) which 
he obtained with the blood of his own Son/one" 

It was F. J. A. Hort who proposed that "it is by no means impossible 
that YIOY dropped out after TOYIAIOY [by haplography] at some very 
early transcription affecting all existing documents. Its insertion leaves 
the whole passage free from difficulty of. any kind" (WH 2: appendix 99-
100). 38 But one does not need to have recourse to this conjectural emen~ 
dation to arrive at the meaning "his own Son";39 o i8to~ may be regarded 
simply as an abbreviation of 6 Hi toe; uioc; ( cf. Rom. 8:32). 40 Among schol
ars who read 9£oU and tou aiJ.Latoc; -rou Uiiou it has become common to 
regard o i8toc; as substantival, and not simply as standing for o Uitoc; uioc; 
but as a christological title, either "his Own",41 "one who was his 

36. In Cerfaux and Dupont 178 n. b; cf. NJB, p. 1836 n. r. But subsequently (in 1962) Dupont ren-
dered Sta 'tOil atJLa'toc; toil iSlou by "par le sang de son pro pre Fils" (Discours 169; similarly 182, 197). 

37. Roloff 306; simiiarlyConzelmann 176 (who is followed by R. P. C. Hanson 205); Aejmelaeus 133. 
38. Hort is followed, inter alios, by Chase 284; H J. Miche124-26. 
39. This is the rendering found In GNB, NJB, NRSV, and Bruce, Acts (NIC) 391 and n. 66; Haenchen, 

Acts 589; Munck, Acts 202, 204; Lohtink 89, 91; Prast 127-28; G. Schneider 292, 297. 
40. Harnack, Date 107. In John 1:18 ).lovolEVli~ may stand for (o) )1ovo"ytvftc; ui6c;; see chapter 

ill§C.2. 
41. RSV mg; Benge12:689; Lake and Cadbury, BC4:262 (as a possibility; o iSla<;= "his Chosen one, • 

BC 4:261), b\t Cadbury believed that the titular o iota<; is not lexicographically justified ("Titles" 
372); R. R. Williams, Acts 142; C. S. C. Williams 234; Marshall, Acts 334; Zehnle 440; Watson 202 n. 2. 
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Own, ,42 or "his own One. "43 Such a substantive usage has been dismissed 
as "pure fantasy" (Jacquier 6I5) or "mere supposition" (Bauernfeind 239), 
but support for this sense of o io10~ may be found in three directions. 

First, there are fifteen substantival uses of 'i.St.o~ in the NT: to 'i.Ot.ov 
(once), tel 'iota (nine times), and oi. 'iot.at. (five times), the latter expression 
describing compatriots (John I:llb), disciples (John I3:I), fellow believers 
(Acts 4:23; 24:23), and relatives (I Tim. 5:8). Second, although the singular 6 
'iot.a~ is not found elsewhere in the NT, it is used in the papyri as a tenn of 
endearment and close relationship; a letter may be addressed to so-and-so 
tcp i.Oiq>.44 Third, the NT witnesses to several parallel coinages in which a 
substantival adjective or participle has become a christological title: 6 ot.
KCXto~, "the Righteous One" (RSV: Acts 3:I4; 7:52; 22:I4; cf. I Pet. 3:I8; I John 
2:1, 29; 3:7); 6 <iyct7tT1t~ (J.I.OU), "my Beloved" (NEB: Matt. 3:17; I2:18; I7:5; 
2 Pet. 1:17);45 6 iJrcxmtJliv~. "the Beloved" (Eph. 1:6 RSV); o £KA£~v~. 
"my Chosen" (Luke 9:35 NEB); 6 e!CA.£1C'to~. "his Chosen One" (Luke 23:35 RSV). 

If, then, 6 iot.a~ is here a christological title, it carries the connotation of 
uniqueness ("only'') and endearment ("dearly loved") associated with the 
Greek tenn J.lOVO')'EVtl<; and the Hebrew tenn 1'n'. 46 

Not without reason does J. Dupont identify verse 28 as "the center of 
the speech and its culminating point" (Discours 156). Paul here empha
sizes the high privilege and onerous responsibility of the pastoral office. 
The congregation which the Ephesian elders were to shepherd47 as the 
Spirit's appointees48 was nothing other than the church of God49 which he 

42. Moulton, Prolegomena 90; Moulton, "Notes" 277. In what he tenns "a possible variant under
standing" (513), Schmeichel (610) takes o i6to~ to be a veiled reference to Paul himself (507-14): "The 
blood of one who was His (;God's] own" is "aswnmacy reference to the review of Paul's minlstzy just 
completed (vss.18-27)." According to Schmeichel (511) the emphasis in 20:28c is theocentrlc, apolo
getic, and biographical (Luke knew Paul had been martyred): God obtained the churches of Asia for 
himself by the toil and martyrdom of someone who was his own chosen instrument (Acts 9:15). 

43. Barclay ("His own Onej; Lake inBC 5:220; Bruce, Acts 434 ("his own one"); Bruce,Act.s (NIC) 
391 n. 56 ("His owri one"); Neil215 ("his Own Onej; Marshall, L'Uke 173 ("His own One"); Marshall, 
"Redemption" 161. 

44. Moulton, Prolegomena 90; Moulton, "Notes" 277; cf. MM 298. 
45. On 6 O:awnlto~ as a pre-Christian messianic title, see J. A. Robinson, HDB 2:501. 
46. Cf. Bruce,Act.s 434; Bruce, "Speeches" 63 ("by the blood of his Belovedj. It is also significant 

that toil l..Sio\l \lioii in Rom. 8:32 alludes to Gen. 22:16 where the LXX reads toii O:ramlwii ... 1lioii 
(Metzger, Text 236). 

47. "Shepherding" (llOl)Laivav) involves protection (v. 29) and superintendence (EmmcOIIOllg as 
well as feeding (cf.John 21:15-17; 1 Pet. 2:25; 5:2). 

48. One may equate the Spirit's appointment of these elders to guardianship with the bestowal of 
qualifications for ministry, especially spiritual gifts {cf. 1 Cor. 12:7-11), or with prophetic utterances 
that designated them as guardians (cf. Acts 13:2, 4; 1 Tim. 4:14; cf. Bruce, Acts 433). D. J. Williams goes 
a step further: "On the basis of6:3f[. and 14:23 we may suppose that they had been fonnally appointed 
by the laying on of hands with prayer" (355). 

49. 'H b:!0..11c:rla toii 6eoii here need not be restricted to the church of Ephesus, as Cerfaux 
(Church 114 n. 39), O'Toole (110),and Giles (141 n.11) argue, or to the churches of Asia, as Schmei
chel (511) proposes. The referent may be first the church of Ephesus, then the universal church ( cf. 
Jacquier 614): God's "acquisition" was wider than the Ephesian congregation. 
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acquired50 by means of the shed blood51 of his own dearly loved Son. 52 

Eldership involves participation in a trinitarian enterprise. 53 

D. Conclusion 

I have argued that the original text of Acts 20:28 read 'tftv £ru11cri.av -rot> 
9eou, ilv Jt£pt£nOt'llcra-ro Bux -rou ai).UX-roc;-rou i~l.ou and that the most appro
pliate translation of these words is "the church of God which he acquired 
through the blood of his own one" or "the Church of God which he bought 
with the blood of his own Son" (NJB ), with o iotoc; construed as a christolog
ical title. According to this view, 6 9e6c; refers to God the Father, not Jesus 
Christ 54 If, however, one follows many English versions in construing i~toc; 
adjectivally ("through his own blood"), o 9e6c; could refer to Jesus and the 
verse could therefore allude to "the blood of God," although on this con
struction of io1.0<; it is more probable that eeoc; is God the Father and the 
unexpressed subject of 7tEp1E1tot'llcra:to is Jesus. So It remains unlikely, 
although not impossible, that in Acts 20:28 o 9e6c; denotes Jesus. 

50. Although mpurolioJ.Lat may mean "presezve for oneself' (something already possessed), here 
it means "acquire/purchase for oneself' (something not yet possessed) (Lyonnet in Lyonnet and Sa.· 
bourin 113-14, who translates ltEpl£11:0~1\aato by "he purchased for himself," 113). Since the acqulsi· 
tion does not have to be regarded as a "purchase,8 one need not follow Renie (283) in seeing a 
possible allusion to a bride price (m6har) paid by Christ in order to espouse· the church. 

51. Since nt:pl£1tot1\oato is followed by St.cl'tOU a'iJ.Latoc; and not £v tqi lliJ.Lcm (indicating price, 
as in Rev. 6:9; see Robertson, Grammar 689) or simply -roii aiJ.Lawc; (genitive of price, after a verb 
denoting purchase; see BDF §179), a'iJ.La (= Kreuzestod., H. J. Michel 88) should probably be re. 
garded, not as "the prlce of acquisition" (Bruce, "Speeches" 63; cf. Monis, Preaching 67, 120: "price 
paid"; Kriinke 123: Ka~), but as the means by which the acquisition was made (so also BAGD 
180a; Harnack, Date 109; Lyonnet in Lyonnet and Sabourin 114; Louw and Nida §57:61). Just as God 
had originally acquired a people to be his treasured possession through a covenant ratified by blood 
(Exod. 19:5-6; 24:3-$), so now he had secured for himself the church to be his distinctive people by 
means of the shed blood of his own Son. 

62. On the question of whether Acts 20;28c is evidence of a Lucan theorogia cn.teis, see H. J. Mi· 
chelBS-89; Zehnle; and, for a summary of positions, Schmeichel601-3. 

53. Cf. the trinitarian reference in Acts 20:21-23. 
54. If wii JCUpiou be read, the verse is not relevant to present considerations. 
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( ... 'tcOV croyyevrov J.LOU Kata mipKa, ... ) OOV oi 
7tCXtepe<; Kat e~ rov 0 Xptcrto<; 'tO Kata mipKa, 0 oov 
em 7tcXV'tiDV 9£0<; EUAO"(J1tOc; Ei<; touc; ai&vcxc;. clJ.LTlV. 

A. Introduction 

In the study of 8e6~ as a christological title, Romans 9:5 holds a distinc
tive place. It is the one verse in the indisputably Pauline Epistles (F. C. 
Baur's Hauptbriefe: Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians) in which 8£6~ 
may be applied to Christ, and among all the NT passages where Christ may 
be called 8e6~ this verse has generated more studies devoted exclusively to 
its exegetical problems than has any other. During the last century or so, in 
addition to a detailed monograph by H. M. Faccio, there have been substan
tial articles on this verse alone written by T. Dwight ("Romans"), E. Abbot 
("Construction" and "Discussions"), A. Durand, B. M. Metzger ("Punctua
tion"), and 0. Kuss ("Romer"). What is more, the punctuation of this verse 
has come under more intense scrutiny than has any other NT verse and per
haps any other sentence in literature.1 

Recent study of the relation between Romans 1-8 and 9-11 has moved 
away from the once prevailing view that chapters 9-11 form a misplaced 
postscript or awkward interlude, interrupting the natural flow of thought 
from 8:39 to 12:1. It has become increasingly apparent to scholars that these 
three chapters form an integral part of the epistle.2 As Paul grapples with 
the problem of how God's faithfulness and justice are related to Jewish 
unbelief and Gentile belief he is expanding his abbreviated treatment of 
these themes in 3:1-9, 22, 29-30, as well as facing the wide-ranging implica
tions of his thematic statement in 1:16b-17. If God's sovereign purpose for 
Israel and election of Israel did not guarantee the nation's salvation, how 
can the Christian be confident that the divine purpose for the church will 
not be frustrated and that the divine election of the church will not be nul
lified? These problems of theodicy that arose from the general Jewish 
rejection of the messianic salvation that had been depicted in the Jewish 
Scriptures and fulfilled in Jesus Christ prompted several agonizing ques-

1. The most comprehensive treatments of the history of the exegesis of Rom. 9:5 are fo1md in Ab
bot, "ConstructiOn" 133-49; Abbot, "Discussions" 103-11; Durand 552-62; Faccio 64-108; Kuss, 
R~683-88; and Kuss, "Rlimer" 292~01. Briefer accoW\ts are given in Liddon, Romans 151-
52; Sand8¥ and Headlam 234; and Cranfield, Romans 469-70. 1n his survey of the data. down to the 
end of the ninth centllry, Facclo aims to demonstrate that the application of all ofv. 5b to Christ was 
accepted without dispute In the writings of the fathers and other ecclesiastical authors (64-10 1, 135). 
Then he shows that J. J. Wettstein and other modem critics are mistaken in their claim that many 
fathers refer v. 6b to God the Father (102-S). 

2. See, e.g., Cranfield, Romans 445-47, 820; and esp. E. E. Johnson U0-47, for a review of the 
various proposals regarding the relation of Rom. 9--11 to 1-8. 
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tions. Have God's promises concerning Israel in fact proved empty ( cf. 9:6)? 
How is it that the Gentiles who did not pursue righteousness nevertheless 
gained it whereas the Jews who pursued a law of righteousness failed to 
reach the goal of righteousness (cf. 9:30-31)? Has God repudiated his peo
ple (11:1)? Have the Jews stumbled so as to fall (11: 11)? 

As he begins his "Christian philosophy of history" (as Rom. 9-11 has 
been called), Paul solemnly affinns his truthfulness (v. 1) when he declares 
that he has intense sorrow and perpetual anguish at the failure of the major
ity of his fellow Jews to embrace the salvation found in Christ (v. 2). If it 
were possible and permissible to do so, he would pray (TIUXOIJ.T)V) that he 
himself were cursed and therefore cut off from Christ if that would bring 
about the salvation of his fellow countrymen (v. 3). To explain why his grief 
at general Jewish unbelief was so intense, Paul lists the incomparable priv
ileges and distinctive advantages that belonged to the Jewish race, his kins
folk by blood and nationality (vv. 4-5). After he has enumerated six imper
sonal blessings that belong (rov) to the Israelites (v. 4), he cites two personal 
blessings, the second representing their consummate privilege: "To them 
belong (rov) the patriarchs, and from their ranks (Ko.\ £~ rov) came theMes
siah as far as human descent is concerned" (v. 5a). 

However one punctuates and translates verse 5b, it fonns a doxology, 
relating either to God or to Christ. Because some scholars doubt the presv 
ence of a "doxology" here, it becomes necessary to define this term and jus
tify this position. 

A doxology C&X;oA.o'}'i.a.) is a formal ascription of praise, honor, glory, or 
blessing to God or Christ. It is usually expressed in the third person; it often 
incorporates a reference to the divine attributes or actions that give rise to 
the utterance of praise (e.g., 1 Pet. 4:11; Jude 24-25); and it sometimes con
cludes with etc; 'tOU<; o.irova.<; or the equivalent and a final &,.LT\v. New Testa
ment doxologies are of two types. There is the volitive or excmmatory dox
ology, usually introduced by eUAo'Yfl'tO<;, in which a wiSh is expressed, with 
an optative such as itT) or '}'i:vot 'tO ~may he/it be") or an imperative such as 
£o-tcol'li'tco ("let him/it be") implied. Then there is the descriptive or decmr-

3. Luke 1:68; 2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 1:3; 1 Pet. 1:3. Cf. Robertson, Grammar 396. But if one followed Ab· 
bot (Authorship 355-61, 409-10 ="Construction" 107-11, 152-64) and insisted on the distinction 
EU)..oylj't~ = /auda.ndus or laude d'ignus and Eli).qyrj!Jiv~ .. /audatus, only the Indicative would be 
possible with EiM.O'Y'l't6<; (as Abbot Indeed argues; so also H. W. Beyer, TDNT 2:764; see per contra 
Winer 586). But whatever be said about the meaning of other veibal8(ijecti.ves ending in -1:£~ or -1:6c; 
(see the discussion in Caragounis 79 n. 3), it seems a priori unlikely that eUAo'Y'l'toc; b 0£6c; merely 
states that God Is worthy of praise (EliMr}'iac; <il;toc;); the phrase expresses the wish that God be 
praised and, by doing so, actually praises him. This point seems to be tacitly acknowledged by Ab· 
bot when he comments that a doxology with EUAO'Y'l't6t; is, ~grammatically considered, declarative, 
not optative, though the whole ~ect of the original is perhaps better given by rendering 'be blessed' 
than 'is to be praised'" (Autlwrship 410 = "Construction" 153). O'Brien, on the other hand, prefers 
to call 2 Cor. 1:3-4, Eph. 1:3ff., and 1 Pet. 1:3ff. "introductory eulogies" (233 n. 4), distinguishing 
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ative doxology, usually involving the term eUI..o'Y'l'tO~ or eul..o'Y'l).J£vo~, in 
which an affirmation is made, with an indicative form such as hrtiv ("he 
is") or a participial form such as 6 rov ("[he) who is") expressed or implied. 
The word c4tt1v regularly appears at the end of both types of doxology,4 

whether the doxology be directed to God5 or to Christ.6 If ee6~ in Romans 
9:5b refers to God the Father, there may be either a volitive doxology ("may 
God ... be blessed ... !") or a descriptive doxology ("God ... is blessed 
... "). But if 8e6~ applies to Christ, there is a descriptive doxology ("who is 
blessed ... " or "he is blessed ... ") .1 

B. The Text of Romans 9:5 

Textual critics have never entertained doubts about the text of Romans 
9:5. Their disagreements have focused on the question of how to punctu
ate the established Greek text, witness the unusual disagreement between 
B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Horton this point in their "Notes on Select 
Readings" (WH 2: appendix 110). However, the grammatical ambiguities 
of the text have prompted at least three cor\iectural emendations, 
although only the rrrst has a histocy attached to it and needs to be seri
ously considered. 

1. J. Schlichting (1592-1661), a Socinian scholar, was apparently the first 
to mention the possibility that Paul originally wrote (or dictated} oov o 
rather than o rov, although he himself did not accept this cor\iectural emen
dation.8 The proposal was adopted by L. M .. Artemonius (=Samuel Crell) in 
1726; whose defense of it elicited a detailed r~oinder from J. A. Bengel 

"doxologies, in which 86~a or synonyms such as n)Ll\, Kp<ho~, etc. appear, and eulogies( .. bflT!l
lwtk) in which EUAooYil'tO'O occlllS~ (236 n. 19); similarly Mullins, who isolates three types of "ascrip
tion~ in the LXX and NT-woes, beatitudes, and eulogies, the four fonnal eulogies or "didactic 
ascriptions" in the NT being Luke 1:68; 2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 1:3; 1 PeL 1:3 (195, 201-3). 

4. Contra Burkitt (Beginnings 452), who, apparently recognizing only excl.aroaWry doxologies, 
claims that the presence of cij.Lliv in Rom. 9:5 shows that Paul's words "are not a description but an 
ascription. • 

5. Rom. 1:26; 11:36; 16:27; Gal.l:D; Eph. 3:20-21; Phil. 4:20; 1 '1\m. 1:17; 6:15-16; Heb. 13:21; 1 Pet. 
4:11;.5:11; Jude 24-25; Rev. 7:11-12. 

6. 2 '1\m. 4:18; 2 Pet. 3:18; Rev. 1:6b-8. 
7. It Is a matter of interest that Abbot, denying the application of oro~ to Christ in Rom. 9:6, ex

pressly allows for both the volitlve and decl.azative types of doxologies (Autho-rship 366 and n. = 
"Construction" 107 and n.), whereas Gifford, applying 9£6~ to Christ in Rom. 9:5, insists that the 
verse contains no doxology at all but rather •a solemn declaration of Deity, exactly similar in fonn 
to 2 Cor . .xi.31" (179). The only English version which refers 6e6c; to Christ and bas a volitive doxol
ogy is that of Cassirer: "To them the patriarchs belong, and theirs is the human stock from which 
Christ came, he who rules as God over all things. May he be blessed for ever. Amen. • B. Weiss Is an 
example of a scholar who views Rom. 9:5b as a doxology to Christ (Theology 1:393). 

8. See Craitfi.eld, .RomGns 465 n. 2 for details. 
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(3:122-24). More recently the conjecture has been accepted by K. Barth 
(Romans 330-31, 339; but later r~ected in his Dogmatics 205), G. Harder, 
J. Schniewind,9 H.-W. Bartsch, W. L. Lorimer (with a modification), and J. 
Ziesler (with reservations). 

This suggestion has a pri:majacie attractiveness, for it produces a precise 
threefold parallelism ( oov t\ ... oov oi ... oov o ... ) and an original QNO could 
easily have become OQN through a scribal transposition of the one letter 
omicron. Nevertheless the conjecture labors under some serious difficulties 
that have justifiably prevented its adoption by commentators on Romans. 

a. The phrase Kat E:!; oov in verse 5a breaks the proposed sequence of 
parallel expressions, with its KOO which suggests the end of a series 
(thus Bengel3:123) and its E:~ rov which denotes origin, not posses
sion (rov). 

b. E. Stauffer contends that "this formally brilliant cmijecture is shat
tered materially by R[om]. 3:29, where Paul expressly declares 
that God is not just the God of the Jews" (TDNT 3:105). This 
appeal to Romans 3:29loses its potency if the phrase "the Supreme 
God belongs to them" refers to his unique covenantal relationship 
with Israel ( cf. "I will be their God," e.g., J er. 32:38) or to his unique 
self-revelation to Moses (Exod. 3:6-15) (cf. Kirk 104; Barrett, 
Romans 179). But one may agree with H. M. Faccio (15) that "God 
cannot be called the property ('proprietas) of the chosen people in 
the same sense as ·the privileges enumerated by the apostle," and 
one may well ask, with W. de Boor (ROmer 224), whether Paul is 
likely to have reckoned the living God, along with the other bene
fits, among the "possessions" of Israel, when the Messiah himself 
is said not to "belong" to Israel but only to have "arisen from" 
Israel. Moreover, J. C. O'Neill (Romans 153) notes that "the whole 
list otherwise assumes that God is the author of the gifts entrusted 
to the Israelites." 

c. If the article 0 is attached to eeoc;, as this conjecture (viz., rov 0 em 
1t<XV'trov eeoc;) demands, a further article would be required before 
ei>A.o'Y'l'toc; (Middleton 248).10 

d. Because the almost unanimous reading of the Greek manuscripts 
(viz., 6 rov) yields a perfectly intelligible sense from a grammatical 
point of view, either as "who is" or as "he who is," there is no reason 
to entertain a conjectural emendation of the text. 

9. See Bartsch 406 nn. 9-11 for bibliographical details on Harder and Schniewind. 
10. It was perhaps awareness of this, along with the parallel o 8£0<; •.. b ci)v £1iA.o')'ll'tb<; de; toi>c; 

aiiiiv~ in 2 Cor. 11:31, that prompted Lorimer (385) to amend the col\jecture of Schlichting to read 
rov 0 Em MV't(I)V 8£6c;. <O !ilv> eUAo')'ll't0<; de; toix; ai!ilvac;, ci!LT\v. 
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e. H.-W. Bartsch (408-9) attempts to support this corijecture by argu
ing that 1 Clement 32:4 is a paraphrase of Romans 9:5. Certainly 
1 Clement 32:2 conta.ins.clear allusions to Romans 9:4--5: Clement 
lists the various blessinis that may be traced back to Jacob, one of 
which was that £; a:\l'tou ['la1C~) 6 IC'\)pto~ '11'\oou~ to 1eata 
mxp1Ca. Although the conceptual and verbal reminiscences in 32:2 
are patent, it is far less evident (in spite of Bartsch 408) that in 32:4 
Clement has "replaced" the putative o £m 7tavtcov 9e6~ of Romans 
9:5 with the expression o 7tCXVto1cpci.tcop 9~::6~. As D. A. Hagner 
observes (Use 216 n. 2), the title 7tCXV't01Cpci.tcop is conunon in Clem
ent's epistle11 so that no allusion to Romans 9:5 is necessary. 

2. K. E. Kirk raises the possibility that 9£6~ was a scribal insertion: "Its 
omission would bring the passage into line with S. Paul's usual custom of 
speaking of Christ in language appropriate to the mention of God, without 
explicitly assigning deity to Him" (104). But significant textual support for 
such an omission is lacking, 12 and one suspects that Kirk's mention of this 
"possibility" and of Schlichting's corijecture was triggered by his rather 
cavalier dismissal of the traditional reference of o rov K'tA. to Christ: "It is a 
curiously crude statement of a great truth, and singularly tmlike S. Paul's 
general manner of dealing with such profound questions" (104). 

3. 'Fl; rov 0 Xptat6~. 6 rov Em mXVt<OV £UAO'Yil't0~ rl~ toil~ ai.rovcx~ is the 
original text according to the corijecture of J. C. O'Neill, who notes that to 
lCCXta aci.p1ecx is omitted by D and 9£6~ by G, while Irenaeus's text presup
poses 9£6~ £m 7tavtcov. To this putative original a glossator naturally added 
the restriction to 1Cata Gci.plCcx and an explicit reference to Christ's divine 
nature (9~::6~. But what O'Neill calls grammatical "objections" to the tradi
tional text amounts merely to ambiguities or, at the most, difficulties. Since 
the text as it stands cannot be deemed impossible, the principle lectio dif
jicilior potior is applicable even here; the traditional text, however trans
lated, is certainly more difficult than O'Neill's corijecture. 

C. Punctuation and Translation Variants 

1. The Punctuation of Romans 9:5 
in Greek Manuscripts 

Regarding the papyri and uncials that contain Romans 9:5, K. Aland and 
K. Junack of the Mfinster Institute for New Testament Textual Research 

11. See 1 Clem. introduction; 32:4; 66:6; 60:4; 62:2. 
12. On the integrity of Rom. 9:5, and especially the alleged omission of9e~ in the Syriac versions, 

see Faccio 12-15. 
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report13 that there is no p~ctuation mark in this verse in IJ:l46 ( ca 200), ~ 
(fourth century), or DP (sixth century). A mid-point colon after cr<ipKa is 
foWld in A (fifth centucy), B (m the second hand), FP (ninth century), GP 
(ninth century),'¥ (eighth or ninth century), 049 (ninth century), and 056 
(tenth century). A high-point colon occurs after cr<ipKa in L (ninth century), 
0142 (tenth century), and 0151 (ninth century). A space was left following 
the point in 0151 and following mipKa. inC (fifth century).14 

As far as minuscules are concerned, E. Abbot summarizes the findings of 
C. R. Gregory by reporting that at least twenty-six "have a stop after cr<ipJCa, 
the same in general which they have after a.ioova<; or 'AJ.LllV (Authorship 432 
= "Discussions" 107). Abbot estimates that a complete examination of the 
minuscule Greek manuscripts that contain Romans 9:5 would very proba
bly show that three-quarters or four-fifths of them have a stop after cr<ipKa.. 

What is the significance of these data? It is incontestable that in the early 
centuries the scribes responsible for the transmission of the NT used marks 

· of punctuation in an inconsistent and erratic fashion. For instance, accord
ing to C. Lattey ("Codex Vaticanus"), in Romans 9 Codex Vaticanus (B) has 
a colon after cr<ip min verse 3, after both occurrences of 'Jcrpa'I1A. in verse 6, 
after 'A~pa<ij.J. in verse 7, after 'Pcj3£1C1Ca in verse 10, and after a.u'toU in verse 
22. And B. M. Metzger notes that in this same chapter Codex Alexandrinus 
(A) has a colon after ~A.11 in verse 2, one after Xpt<J'tOU and another after 
cr<ipx:a in verse 3, and one after 'Icrpa.11A.'i't<Xt in verse 4 ("Punctuation" 99). 
Even if consistency were apparent, one could not move with any degree of 
confidence from the presence of a punctuation mark in a manuscript to the 
exegetical View of the scribe. Nor is there manuscript evidence of a colon 
after cr<ipKa. before the fifth century. At most one may say that many ancient 
scribes regarded a pause after o<ipm as natural or necessary. 

2. Modern Punctuation and Translation 
of Romans 9:5b 

The analysis in table 4 shows the principal ways in which Romans 9:5b 
has been punctuated by modern editors and translators of the Greek text15 

or by representative commenta.tors.16 

13. In a conununlcation to Metzger ("Punctuation" 97--VB). 
14. According to lnfonnation supplied to Lattey by P~re Boudon, in the palimpsest C a small 

cross ( + ), equivalent to a colon, is found between aapKO: and o mv (Lattey, "Codex Ephraemi"). 
16. Skilton (104-16) has classified about one hundred English versions published between 1881 and 

1973 into two groups-those favoring the KJV rendering in which o ciiv ru. is referred to Christ and those 
preferring the construction adopted by the RSV and therefore place a colon or a period after O"cXpKO:. 

·16. On the translation of Rom. 9:5 in the early versions (viz., Latin, Syriac, Coptic, Gothic, Anne
nian, Ethiopic), see Metzger, "Punctuation" 100-101, who discovered "a certain amount of variation 
in the manner in which the several translators have handled bti ncivtmv, some putting it before 'God' 
and some after, and the Ethiopic omitting the phrase entirely. But almost all of the versions (the Lat
in is ambiguous) agree in taking o ciiv JC.'t.A. as describing Christ" (101). 
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TABLE 4. Modern Punctuation and T rans/ation of Romans 9:5b 
Punctuation 
afterodpm, 
mvraw,and 
~ Editions" Translations and Commentaries 
1. major- J. Scaliger God who is over all be blessed for ever (RSV; similarty 

none- WH mg Goodspeed, NIV mg. NAB2: Kiisemann, Romans 256; von 
none Nestle-Kilpatrlck der Osten-Sacken 20> 

BF2 He who is God over all be Cis) blessed for ever <Rv mg; Abbot, 

2. major-

3. 

4. 

minor
minor 

major-
none--
minor 

minor-
none--
none 

NA25 Authorship 334, 353n. = "Construction" 89, 1 04nJ 
UBS1.2 Blessed forever be God who is over all! (NAB 1; similarly 

Moffatt, Barclay>c 
May he who is God over all be blessed forever (NRSV mg> 
Der uber allen waltende Gott sei gelobt in Ewigkeit 

CSchmithals 327> 
He who is over all, God be blessed for ever W,v mg: similarly 

Abbot, Authorship 334. 353n. = "Construction" 89. 
104n.> 

May God. supreme over all. be blessed for ever! (NEB; 
similarly REB> 

May God. who rules over all, be for ever praised! (GNB) 
Der iiber allem ist, niimlich Gott, CseD gepriesen in die Aionen 

CKuss. Romerbrief678> 
C. •. Christus ... ;> der iiber allem waltet, Gott, Cer seD 

gepriesen in Ewigkeit <Zeller 172> 
Gott, der iiber das All herrscht, sei gepriesen in aile Ewigkeit 

CStuhlmacher 131) 
He who is over all is God, blessed for ever CRv mg; similarly 

B. H. Kennedy [as cited by Abbot. ·Discussions· 91]) 
The one who is God above all, is blessed for all time CCerfaux, 

Christ518) 
Textus Receptus English versions that' are based on this punctuation usually 
B. Weiss place a comma after "all" (see under next variant>. 
H. von Soden 
H.J. Vogels 
A.Merk 
J. M. Baver 
G.Nolli 
NA26 
UBS3 

5. minor- WH C. •. Christ ...• >who is over all, God blessed for ever (KJV, RV, 
minor- AV; similarly NASa. NRSV, Sanday and Headlam 238> 
none C. •• the Messiah,) supreme above all, God blessed for ever 

(NEB mg) 
C. .• Christ) who Is above all, God forever blessed! uB. with no 

punctuation after oaplCa, unlike the French original) 
C. •• le Christ,> qui est au·dessus de toutes chases, Dieu beni 

eternellement CSegond> 
C. •• the Christ-> he who is supreme over all things. God for 

ever blessed (rem> 
C. •. the Chrlst,) who is exalted above all. God blessed 

throughout the Ages <Weymouth: similarly Williams> 
C. •• le Christ.-> lui qui est au-dessus de tout, Dieu a jamais 

beni CTricot> 
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Punctuation Editions 
6. minor

none
minor 

7. minor-
major-
none 

8. none--
minor-
minor 

9. minor-
none--
major 

Translations and Commentaries 
C. •• Christ.l who is God over all. blessed for ever CASV rng; 

slmilarty NRSV mg) 
(. .. Christus ... ,) der da ist Gott iiber alles, gelobt in Ewigkeit 

<Luther; similarly Althaus 98, 1 00; Schlier 284> 
(. .• Christ.> who is God over all. forever praised! (NN) 

C. •• the Christ,) He who is God over all. blessed forever 
<Berkeley) 

(. .. Christus ... ,) qui est super omnia Deus. benedlctus in 
saecula <Facclo 16. 135) 

(. .• the Messiah.) who is God. supreme above aU and blessed 
for ever (REB mg)d 

(. .. Christ .. ·• ,) who is over all. God be Cis) blessed for ever 
(AV mg; similarly NIV mg) 

(. .. the Messiah,) who is supreme over ail. Blessed be God 
for ever! (NEB mg. REB mg) 

C. •• Christ> who is above all. God. blessed for ever (NJB; 
similarly Fahy 262) 

(. .. Christ ... ,) he who rules as God over ail things. May he 
be blessed for ever CCassirer) 

a. In the used 111e tenns major. minor. and none. I am following the tradition established in the punctuation 
apparatus of the UBS text Cal editions), where major denotes a break that is ·often equivalent to a period 
or full stop. a colon. or a semicolon.· whereas a minor break is usually indicated by a comma. and none 
indicates there is no punctuation cues3 xliiil. 

b. Some of the information about the punctuation of various editions of the Greek NT is drawn from 
Metzger. ·Punctuation" 95-96, and UBS3 553. . 

c. Barrett's distinctive translation perhaps best fits here: "To them belong the fathers of the race and from 
them Con the human sidel springs the Christ himself-Blessed For ever be God, who stands over the 
whole process!" CRomans 175). Similarly B. W. Longenecker 252 and n. 2. 

d. This rendering Csomewhat awkwardly) construes 9t6c; directly with o ciiv, and em ~rclvtoov with ciM>Yil'tO<; 
.~cr~. as though lCIXi preceded clMrfll'toc;. 

A comparison of the various editions of the Greek text and of the major 
translations of Romans 9:5 reveals two major reversals. First, whereas NA25 

and UBS1•2 punctuate the text with a colon (raised period) after O'OpKa, 
UBS3 (1975) and NA26 (1979) print a comma after O'clplCC£, which has the 
effect of referring o cilv lCtA. to the preceding o Xpto-t6<;. Second, both the 
1946 and 1971 editions of the RSV presuppose a period or full stop after 
mipKa, "God who is over all be blessed for ever," with the footnote reading 
"Or Christ, who is God over all, blessed for ever." The NRSV of 1989, how
ever, presupposes a comma after O'clplCC£ (and perhaps also after nc:iv-rrov): 
"The Messiah, who is over all, God blessed forever. "17 The i.rnsv mg (second 
alternative) now has essentially the 1946 and 1971 RSV text. 

17. It cannot be deemed coincidental that the scholar who authored an influential article on Rom. 
9:6 (Metzger, •Punctuation") which argued in favor of the Greek text found in~ and reflected in 
the NRSV was himself a member of that UBS committee and the chaiiperson of that NRSV committee. 
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D. God the Father as the Referent of ee~ 

I now briefly state the main reasons that have convinced many commen
tators on Romans18 and authors of general works19 that Paul concluded his 
recital of the privileges accorded to his "kinsfolk by race" in Romans 9:4-5 
with a doxology addressed to God the Father. (These arguments will be 
examined under §E.) 

1. The biblical use of ei>A.o'Y'l'toc; supports a reference to God the 
Father. 

a. In LXX usage euA.O"fl1'tOt; is almost always used of God and 
euA.o'Y'1JJ.£voc; of hwnans. 

b. Everywhere else in the NT (seven uses) eUAo'Y'l'tOc; is applied to 
God (Kuss, "Romer" 297-98, 303).20 

c. The apparently irregular word order ( 0 ... ) eeoc; eUAO'Y'l'tOc;, as 
opposed to the customary euA.O'Y'l'tOc; 0 eeoc;, may be explained 
(1) by Paul's wish to make prominent the concept of God as 
ruler over all (Abbot, Authorship 356-60 ="Construction" 108-
11); and (2) by appeal to Psalm 67:19-20 (LXX [Engl. 68: 18-19]), 
'IC'\)pwc; 0 eeo<; £UAo"fll'tO<;, £UAO"fll'tOc; 1Cllptoc; i)).l£pCIV KCI9' il!Ji
pCIV (Champion 125), where a similar emphasis on the subject 
is apparent (H. A W. Meyer, Romans 363 n. 1). 

d. -In the indisputable Pauline Epistles there are no doxologies to 
Christ; in the Pastorals, only one (2 Tim. 4: 18) which is itself 
contested (Abbot, Autlwrship 342, 361-63 = "Construction" 95, 
112-13). 

2. The closest Pauline or NT parallel to o rov bit xav'tCOV is Ephesians 
· 4:6, £ic; 9eoc; KCI\ xcx't'i)p 1tClV'tCOV, 0 em 1tCXV'tCOV, where the "one God" 

18. H. A. W. Meyer, &mans 360-64; Denney 658-59; Lietzmann 90; K. Barth, Romans 339; Dodd, 
&mans 152---53, 165; Kirk 103-4; V. T~J3"lor, R01114ns 61~ Kuss, ~ 678..$; Kiisemann, 
R01114ns 259--60; Wilckens 189; Zeller 173-74; OWU\, &mans 521, 529, 635-36; Sclunithals 327, 333; 
Stuhlmacher 131~2. 

19. Abbot, Authorship 332-438 = "Construction"; Abbot, "Discussions"; Burkitt, "Romans" 452-
54; Burkitt, "Punctuation" 398; Bousset 210; Champion 124-26; Andrews 126-27; Bultrnann, Essays 
276; Bultmann, Theology 1:129n.; Funk 167-58; K. Barth, Dogmatics 205; V. Ta,ylor, Essays 84--$ 
(="Jesus" 66-57); Cerfaux, Christ 617-20; Barclay, Jesus 28-29; E. Schweizer, TDNT7:l'JJ3 n. 238; 
Kilmrnel164; J. Schneider, NIDN1T2:80; Kuss, Rlhner 30~; Goppelt 2:79; von der Osten-Sacken 20, 
221 n. 56; Dunn, Partings 203-4. 

20. The 1978 excursus ofKuss in volume 3 of his commentary on Romans (679-96) is largely iden
tical with his 1976 essay "Zur Romer 9,5" in the Klisemann Festschrift, although it gives more de
tailed attention to recent interpreters of Rom. 9:6 (683-87), usefully summarizing the views of some 
of the llllU<>r exponents of the two basic exegetical positions; however, the most detailed treatment 
in any language--Faccio's treatise in Latin-Is not mentioned 
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is explicitly distinguished from Christ (e'ic; ciptoc;, Eph. 4:5) 
(Abbot, Autlwrship 363 = "Construction" 113). 

3. Given Paul's unifonn reservation of the tenn eeoc; to designate the 
Father, it is highly improbable that, almost incidentally, he would 
on a single occasion speak of Christ not only as ee~, but also as 
being btl. 1r6.v-tcov and ri>A.o'Yilt~ de; -touc; airovo:c; ( cf. Abbot, 
Autlwrship 363-74 = "Construction" 113-22). H. A W. Meyer 
expresses the point potently: "Here Christ would be called not 
merely and simply eeoc;, but even God over all, and consequently 
would be designated as Seoc; 1tet.V't01Cpa't<Op1 which is absolutely 
incompatible with the entire view of the N.T. as to the dependence 
of the Son on the Father ... , and especially with passages like 
vili.34 (£vwyx6.vet), 1 Cor. ili.23, vili.6, xi.3, Eph. iv.5, 6, and notably 
1 Cor. xv.28" (Romans 362; similarly Schmithals 333). 

4. The context accords perfectly with an independent doxology 
addressed to God: "(i) A Jew thinking of God's blessings to Israel 
would naturally end with such a benediction to the God of Israel; 
(ii) 'God over all' is precisely what we would expect Paul. to say, 
since he enumerates Israel's blessings not as theirs alone but as 
God's blessings for all (cf. 3:29-30; 4:13-17; and the converse argu
ment of 3:1-6); (iii) the titular reference to Christ, 'the Messiah,' 
ranks him as one of Israel's privileges, indeed, in Paul's perspec
tive, the greatest (the climactic point in the list), whereas a jump to 
describe the Messiah as 'God over all' would be unexpected, to say 
the least; (iv) and if some kind of contrast is intended between 
Christ's earthly and-heavenly state (Cranfield, Schlier) we would 
have expected that to be more clearly marked, either by some kind 
of antithetic parallelism (1:3-4) or by some adversative" (Dunn, 
Romans 529). 21 

5. The absence of a christological focus in the doxology of Romans 
11:36 at the end of Romans 9-11 suggests that Paul wished to con
fine his christological statements to "uncontroversial Jewish cate
gories" (Dunn, Romans 702; cf. 529, 535-36). 

21. In his 1988 commentary on Romans (628-29, ~). OUIUl argues strongly against referring 
9£~ to Christ, but earlier he entertained-although finally rejecting- "the vecy real possibilitY' that 
Paul here refers to Christ as God or "god" (Chri.stology 45; cf. Unity 63, 405 n. 37). 
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E. Christ as tlte Referent of 9£~ 

Rather than simply sununarizing the arguments that have led many to 
conclude that 9£~ in veiSe 5b does in fact refer to Christ, 22 I shall engage 
in a detailed phrase-by-phrase exegesis of the veiSe to show that this con
clusion is more convincing than the view that verse 5b is a doxology 
directed to God the Father. 

1. cOv oi tra'rtp~. mi ~ cOv o XplOT~ 
All three instances of rov in verses 4-5 have the same antecedent, viz., 

'tiDV (J1Y'('{EV{i)V 1.1.0'\) lCO.'ta crap1Ca.,23 "my human kinsfolk,, whom Paul has 
already called "my brothers" and proceeds to identify as "Israelites." The 
Ka.i before ~ OOV marks not mereiy the last member of the threefold listing 
( rov ... rov ... lC(Xt £~ rov) but also the transition from the idea of possession 
(rov) to that of derivation (EK). The Messiah does not belong in any exclu
sive or ultimate sense to the Israelites either as individuals or as a nation, 
but he did arise24 from their stock or race. F. Godet observes that if "the 
fatheiS" belong to the Jewish people as "national property," the same can
not be said of the Messiah: "He proceeds from them as to origin, but He 
does not belong to them exclusively as to His destination" (Romans 136). 

22. Among these "many" are the following: 
a Grammarians: Middleton314-19; Moulton, Prolegomena 228; B. Weiss, "Gebrauch" 323; Rob

ertson, Grammar 1108; Robertson, Pictures 4:381; Zerwick, Analysis 350; N. Turner, Insights 15. 
b. Commentators: Bengel3:124-25; Olshausen 324-26; Hodge, Romans 300-302; Vaughan 175; 

H. C. G. Moule, Epistk 248, 261-02; H. C. G. Moule, Romans 164-05; Godet, Romans 136-43; Philippi 
68-78; Shedd 278-79; B. Weiss, Rtnner 436-39; Gifford 168-69, 178-79; Alford 2:404-6; Liddon, Ro· 
mans 161-54; Sanday and Headlam 232-38; Zahn,IWmer 432-35; Lagrange, Romains 227; Haering 
89; Sickenberger 249; Schlatter, Gerechtigkeit 296-96; Lenski, Rcnnans 590-93; Nygren 358-59; Alt
haus 98, 100; 0. Michel, RUmer 229; Leenhardt 245-47; J. Murray 6-7, 246-48; Bruce, Romans 186-
87; Bruce, Paraphrase 211; Best 107; de Boor, Riimer 224; Cranfield, Romans 465-70, 840; Cranfield, 
Shorter Commentary 222-24; Schlier 288; H. N. Ridderbos, Romeinen 2~; Harrison 103; Hendrik
sen, Romans 316-16; Morris, Romans 350. Harvey (Jesus 176) was W\iustified in claiming (in 1982) 
that "the great majority of recent commentators and translators take Rom. 9:5 as an independent 
doxology to God" (citing, as an example, Lietzmann's An die Romer [1928]). See also n. 98. 

c. Authors of general works: Dwight, "R.omans• 24-50; Dwight, "Notes" 396-99; Westcott in WH 
2; appendix 110;~~ Di.vi.nity316-19 and nn; s, t, u, x; 437 and n. k; Durand 563-70; Warfield, 
Lcml70, 250, 254-65, ~l:l; Stevens, TheoWgy 397-SS; Stevens, Pa:uli'M 17umlogy 201-2; Rostron 180-
84; McGiffert 27; Prat 1:261, 2:126-27; Warfield, Christology 267-70; Lebreton, History 371; Cotter 
262-64; Faccio, esp. 17, 26-01, 134; Warner; Stauffer 283 n. 348, 324 n. 803; E. Stauffer, TDNT 3; 105; 
Munck, Christ 32~; Wainwright, 7'rinity54-68 (= "Confession• 278-82); Cullmann, Christology 
312-13; Plilmm 140; Raimer 135; Lyonnet 26:-30; Bonsirven, Theology 229 n. 10, 381; Whiteley 119; 
Fahy 262; Brown, Reflections 20-22 (="Jesus" 559-60); Sabourin, Names 301,304 n. 6; Sabourin, 
Christology 12&-27; R.N. Longenecker, Ghri.stology 138-39; Metzger, Commentary 620-22; Metzger, 
"Punctuation" 103-12; Fortman 20, 27; Feuillet, Ghri.stologie 26; H. N. Ridderbos, Theology 68; H. N. 
Ridderbos, Jesus 73; Elwell306; Thiising 147-{)0; Siegert 119, 122-23; Morris, Theology 48; Piper 28; 
Cranfield, "Comments" 273; Reymond 272-76. 

23. Kal before ~ ~v (v. 6) indicates that this third oov does not refer to oi natip~ (B. Weiss, 
ROmer 435; but cf. per contra Zahn, Riimer 435). 

24. A verb such as !li\.IIEv (cf.1 Tim.1:16), EyEv£'to (cf. Gal. 4:4), orevensimplytjv maybe supplied. 
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J. Piper perceives in Ka.t £; cOV "a climactic ring": "The fathers, at the begin
ning, give rise to the people oflsrael; the Christ, at the end, comes from the 
people." With Christ's coming, the privileges of Israel have reached their cli
max both temporally and qualitatively (27). 

Given the contrast between oi 1ta.'tepa; ("the patriarchs") and o Xptot6~ 
and the fact that Paul is enumerating distinctively Israelite privileges, it is 
not surprising that the majority of English versions render 6 Xpto-r6c; by 
"the Messiah" (NEB, NAB1•2, REB, NRSV) or "the Christ" (TeNT, Weymouth, Mof
fatt, Berkeley, RSV, NASB, NRSV mg; also Kramer 210 §62e ). On the other hand, 
since Paul recognized the crucified and exalted Jesus of Nazareth as none 
other than God's Messiah (Gal. 3:1; Col2:6; cf. Acts 9:22; 17:3), it is not inap
propriate to translate 6 Xptcrt6~ simply by the proper noun "Christ" (KJV, Rv, 
ASv, Goodspeed, NIV).25 

2. -ro m-ni ucipJCa 
Although the prepositional phrase Ka.'ta crapKa. is common in the 

Pauline Epistles (19 uses), there is no parallel in the whole Greek Bible 
for this phrase in a substantivized form. To "strongly emphasizes the lim
itation ('insofar as the physical is concerned')" (BDF §266.(2)), "as far as 
physical descent is concerned" (C. F. D. Moule, Idiom Book 58; similarly 
BAGD 744a).26 But there is no reason to restrict crapl; here to mere corpo
reality, as M. Rese (217) does in his rendering, "soweit seine Leiblichkeit 
in Betracht kommt," for Christ derived more than his physical body from 
Israelite stock (£; mv ). l:ap~ signifies "Ia nature humaine dans son integ
rite" and is here synonymous with &.vep(l)1to~ (Durand 564; similarly Godet, 
Romans 136, adducing Rom. 15:8 and John 1:14 as parallels). That thiS lim
itation .needs no correction, one may concede with Kuss (ROmerbrllf 690, 
696; "Romer" 297, 303), but does it suggest that a complementary statement 
or even an antithesis will follow? Certainly the absence in verse 5b of an 
adversative particle such as & or of a formal antithesis such as -ro 8£ Ka.'ta 
1tVWJ.l(X (cf. Rom. 1:3-4i7 shows that 'tO Ka.ta crapKa. does not necessitate 
an expressed antithesis, but three considerations compefone to allow that 
0 cOV IC'tA. may express an informal contrast to 'tO KO:ta crapKa.. 28 

25. Although the NT epistles usually omit the article with Xp~~n6; when it is a proper noun ( cf. 
BDF §260.(1); Robertson, Gramm4r 760), an articular Xpt~rt~ may be a personal name rather than 
a Iitle (e.g., Col. 3:1-4 [4x)). "Use oftheartide does not help us to decide when Xp~~nO; is a title and 
when It is a name" (W. Grundmann, TDNT 9:540, citing [541) Rom. 14:15 and 14:18; 16:7 and 15:8; 
1 Cor. 1:12 and 1:13; 1:17 bis). 

26 .. Faccio usefully compares 'to t1; u1U)iv ("'e.; UJ.uiiv ~)in Rom. 12:18, "so far as it depends on 
you" (30). 

27. Cf. Xenophon, Cyrop. 6:4:11: v\iv 'to j.l£v bt' t).lo\ otxoJ.lllt, 'tO a· em cro\ oE<rol\111«~ (cited by 
H. A. W. Meyer, Rom4ns 361IL 2). 

28. Cf. the sightly different argumentation toward the same conclusion found in Dwight, "Ro
mans" 26-31. 
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a If there was no sense in which o XptO'to; was not purely of Jewish 
stock, Paul would have concluded his statement with Xptcrt6c;. As 
it is, to x:ata oapx:a suggests that there is another aspect of 
Christ's person to which the category of human descent is inappli
cable. Such a limiting phrase could not be applied to oi natepe.c;. 

b. If Paul had ended the sentence with 6 XptO'toc;, this would have 
fonned an eminently suitable climax to his recitation of Israelite 
privileges. But with the addition of to x:ata oapx:a, there would be 
a diminution of these stated privileges unless a complementary 
contrast followed which testified to the elevated status of the Mes
siah. As F. A. Philippi (69-70) argues the point: "That the Messiah 
springs from the Jews is a higher privilege than that He springs 
from them after the flesh merely. But that He springs from them 
after the flesh who is God over all [or, over all as God], this is the 
highest conceivable prerogative." 

c. Paul is "speaking of Christ in the current schema of the Ot1tf..oi>v 
x:r\pU'YJ.l<X. In R[om]. 1:3f. he calls Christ the Son of David K<Xta 
crapKa and the Son of God x:ata1tVe.UJ.la. In R[ om]. 9:5 he has spo
ken of Christ as the Son ofisraelx:atO: crapx:a, and he now logically 
pursues his thinking in that schema to the final conclusion of call
ing Him the9e.6c; who is overall things" (E. Stauffer, TDNT3:105).29 

The substantivizing to, then, relates x:atO: oaplC<X back to ~ rov 
[7iA.ae.v ]; Paul was not here writing concerning "the human Christ," 
6 Xptcrtoc; ( 6) x:ata crapx:a. But it also looks forward, not to a sup
pressed to x:ata 1tVE.UJ.I.a, but to o rov em 1t6.vtoov 9e.6t;. What is 
being contrasted is not exactly two disparate origins of the Mes
siah, human and divine (as Godet, Romans 137, believes), but, on 
the one hand, his Jewish descent (e~ rov) and his universal suprem
acy (6 rov em 1tWtrov)30 and, on the other, his humanity (x:ata 
crapx:aJ and his deity (9e.6c;), the human side of his being and the 
divine. 1 A comparable oap~-8e.6c; antithesis is found in Romans 
3:20, Romans 9:8, Matthew 16:17, Luke 3:6, and 1 Corinthians 1:29. 

29. Stauffer observes that "the same twofold schema as the fl'arnework of Theos predication" is 
found In Ignatius, Eph. 7:2; 18:2 (TDNT 3:105 n. 264). 

30. Cf. the paraphrase of Sanday and Headlam (225): "From them [the patriarchs] in these last 
da,ys has come the Messiah as regards his natural descent-that Messiah who although sprung from 
a human parent is supreme over all things, none other than God, the eternal object of human praise!" 

31. This contrast is recognized by many commentators, who express it as an antithesis between 
the two sides of Christ's being (B. Weiss, ROmer 435; Sickenberger 249; Best 101) or between his hu
man and his divine (or "higher") nature (Bengel 3:124; Olshausen 325; Hodge, Romc:n$ 30~01; 
H. C. G. Moule, EpuUe 262; B. Weiss, Theology 1:343; Alford 2:404; Liddon, Romans 152-63, who 
sees the contrast as also between Christ's assumed humanity and his eternal person [o firv], 150; Fac
cio 29 n. 1, 61,134). But one need not endorse 0. Bardenhewer's verdict (cited without reference by 
C~tter 262) that Rom. 9:5 is "a classical testimony to the duality of nature in the unity of Person. • 
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3. 0 rov 
At this point one reaches the watershed in the verse. Is this articular par

ticiple prospective, beginning a sentence, or is it retrospective, continuing 
a sentence? In other NT uses these are the two principal functions of o rov 
(or oi ov'te<;): to introduce a new subject ("the person who is," "he who 
is")32 or to further a description of an existing subject ("who is").33 Gram
matically, either case may obtain in Romans 9:5, so that one's decision must 
rest on other grounds. There are, in fact, not two but three ways in which 6 
rov has been understood here. 

a. c.Ov as Otiose and ae6~ Articular 

If the participle rov is regarded as "unnecessary,"34 the way is open to 
construe 6 with eeoc; (Champion 125) and render the whole phrase "God 
who is over all" (asv).35 But such a rendering accords better with o eeoc; 6 
bt\ nO.v1:rov. It is insufficient to observe, as L. G. Champion does (124-25), 
that in postexilic Jewish writings there was a tendency to insert words 
between the article and the substantive and that participles are frequently 
used in doxologies (e.g., 2 Cor. 11:31), for in none of the alleged parallels 
are the inserted words or the participles otiose.36 F. Prat is right when he 
affirms that "one can say 0 btt nciV'tffiV, or 0 En\ nciV't(J)V eeoc;, or again 0 WV 
en\ nO.vtrov but not 0 oov Em nciV't(J)V eeoc;, taking 0 for the article of eeoc;" 
(2:127 n. 1). 

b. 6 mv as Substantival ("He who is," 
"The Eternal," or "I AM") 

As already seen, in NT usage 6 c.Ov may introduce a new subject. Other 
considerations apart, there can therefore be no objection to the render
ings that begin a new sentence with 6 rov: "He who is over all, God, be 
blessed for ever" (Asv mg), "Der tiber allem ist, namlich Gott, (sei) geprie
sen in die Aionen" (Kuss, Romerbrief678), or "He who is over all is God, 
blessed for ever" (Rv mg). But the overriding difficulty with this under
standing is that it awkwardly separates o rov from its natural antecedent 
6 Xpto1:6c;. True, 'tO Kcx-ra crcipKcx intervenes, and elsewhere in the NT 
when 6 rov is relatival it usually follows immediately after its anteced-

32. MatL 12:30; Luke 6:3; 11:23; John 3:31; 6:46; 8:47; 9:40; 18:37; Acts 22:9; Rom. 8:5, 8; 13:1. 
33. John 1:18; 3:13 v.l.; 11:31; 12:17; Acts 11:1; 2 Cor. (5:4); 11:31; Eph. 2:13; Col. 4:11. 
34. "The use of ciiv, which is itself unnecessary, emphasises £m mivt(I)V" (Denney 659). 
35. Similarly Goodspeed, NAB2; KAsemann, Romans 256. 
36. The participle mv can be redundant or relatively colorless ("existing, current, present") when 

the word order is article-Wv~ubstantive; e.g., Acts 5:17: it oilaa aipeCil~ tmv :ErulllouKai(I)V, "the 
Sadducean party as it then was" (NEB). Cf. N. Turner,Synta.x 151-52. BAGD cites P Mich. 155:3 (2d 
cent. A.D.): o ciiv 9eo~ 6 "Jci(l) K1)p1~ navtOJcpci'tcop, "the god who exist,s ... " (223a). 
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ent, 37 but one may account for the position of 'tO Kct'ta G<ipKa by noting 
the parallelism of rov i) uioee:c:ri.a ... rov oi 1tct'tepe:~ ... e~ rov 6 Xptcn6~ in 
verses 4-5 and by the fact that in PaulKct'tcl G<ipKa never precedes a sub
stantive that it in any sense quali:fies.38 So my point stands-that to pro
mote a divorce of 6 rov from the grammatically consonant 6 Xpt<J'tO~ is 
unconscionable. 

There is also the consideration that in all NT doxologies an explicit link 
is found between the doxology itself and some preceding word or words; 
one never finds asyndetic doxologies.39 For instance, in Romans .1:25 o~ 
EG'ttV e:ul..o'Yil'tOt; e:i.~ 'tOUt; aimv~ looks back to 'tOV K'tiaw'tct, while in 
Romans 11:36 au't(j) i) M~a E't~ ,;ou~ airova~ finds an antecedent in 1CUptou 
(Rom. 11:34). But Romans 9:5b lacks any syntactical link with what pre
cedes if it is construed as a doxology to God the Father. 

F. C. Burkitt regarded verse 5b as a parenthesis in Paul's argument in 
which he solenutly invokes the God of Israel as a witness to the truth of his 
dramatic assertions in 9:2-5a, 6ff. The expression o rov derives from Exodus 
3:14-1540 and is the Greek equivalent of the sacred tetragrarnrnaton, which, 
when implicitly pronounced, naturally prompts the standing benedictory 
formula, £ul..o'Yil'tOt; e:i~ 'tout; ai.mva~, <iJ.lTlV ("Romans" 452-53; "Punctua
tion" 398). He paraphrased 9:1, 5b, "I lie not ... , The Eternal (Blessed is His 
Name!), I call Him to witness" ("Romans" 454). 41 Apparently independently 
of Burkitt, H. J. Warner proposed that o rov should be understood abso
lutely as a proper name, "I AM," "the familiar and official rendering of il~iJ~" 
in Exodus 3:14, and that verse 5b should be punctuated as Ka-ra cr<ipro,·o 
rov, em 1taV't(I)V E>e:6t;, £UAo'Yil't'O~ €lt; 'tO~ aimv~. 

Against this proposed titular sense of o rov, I would urge two points. 
(1) The only unambiguous titular uses of o oov in the NT are found in Reve
lation (five occurrences): twice in col\iunction with o ~v alone (Rev. 11:17; 
16:5) and three times in conjunction with o ~v and o EPXOJ.l€VO~ (Rev. 1:4, 8; 
4:8), but never alone. (2) Even if o rov was the traditional Greek equivalent 
of il'ilR, the title is not common in the LXX (only five occurrences),42 so 
that Greek speakers would be much more lik~ to pause for sense after em 
OOV'trov, "(he) who is over all," than after oov. 

37. This point is pressed by Abbot (Authorship 345 = "Construction" 98) who regards the "par
enthetic insertion• of 6 <3v IC't~ after 6 ~ .•. ot&v in 2 Cor. 11:31 as the single NT exception to 
this rule concerning word order. 

38. Thls prepositional phrase follows the substantive (e.g., Rom. 4:1) but ltUI¥ intervene between 
article and substantive (e.g., Rom. 8:4-6). In 2 Cor. 5:16 it qualifies f:yv6nax11£v, notXp\O'tOV. 

39. See Zahn, R6mer 433 and n. 78; Metzger, "Punctuation" 106. 
40. Ka\ £i11£v 6 esO~ JtpO~ M<ouai'\v 'Eycb Etj.i\ o <3v (l'l'i11t ""l'Z114; i1'i1~). JCal e\nev OUtroc; Epe'i!O 'tOt!O 

u\o'i; 'IopafiJ.. ·o ciiv (l'l'ii~) cilti<nai..JCiv 11£ JtP~ u~10 ... to\n6 J.LO'Ii bmv ov011a a\cbv\Ov. 
41; Consistently, Burkitt regards o ciiv in 2 Cor. 11:31 as titular. "The God and Father of our Lord 

Jesus knows, even the Eternal Himself (Blessed is His Name!), that I lie not" ("Romans" 454). 
42. Exod. 3:14 bis; Jer. 1:6; 14:13; 39:17 [Engl. 32:17). 
43. See further the critique of Burkitt's view in Faccio 67-61. 
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c. 6 mv as Relatival ("who is"=~ i:cm.) 

The relatival use of an articular participle is conunon in NT Greek (see 
BDF §412) and I have cited above (n. 37) the eight NT uses of o mv in this 
sense. But why is this the preferable way to construe this phrase in verse 
5b44 and why does the burden of proof rest with those who would construe 
it otherwise? First, a proper name ( 6 Xpt.crt6c;) precedes and agrees with o 
cilv, so that a change of subject is antecedently improbable. 45 Second, what
ever might be said regarding 9eo<; EUAO'YiltO<; JCtl..., the description "who is 
over all" is not inappropriate when applied to Christ (cf. Col. 1:17; Eph. 
4:10), so that a reader would be likely to asswne an identity of subject at 
least as far as rnt7t<ivtcov.46 'Third, 2 cOriilthians 11:31 is a close parallel: 6 
eeo<; Kat :n:atitp tOU lruPlO'U '111<JOU oi&v, 0 mv EUAo'Yiltoc; eic; tOU<; ai&vac;, 
Ott. ou '\j/EUOOJ.I.at.. As T. Dwight astutely remarks, if the construction of this 
verse were altered to read 6 :n:atitp tou 1rupiou 1'!1crou oiaev ott oil veu&>
J.Lat, 6 rov btl. :n:<ivtrov eeOc; E'U~toc; ei<; touc; airovac;, no one would hesi
tate to refer the participial clause back to 6 1t<Xt'ftp ("Romans" 24). Fourth, 
adequate reasons may be proposed to expl;tin the unusual placement of to 
Kat&. crapKa between the ex hypothesi antecedent ( o Xpt.crtoc;) and the 
articular participle that functions as a relative (see §E.3.b above).47 

4. hd1UWrmv 

The next phrase, Em :n:civtrov, which should be taken with 6 mv,'18 signifies 
universal supremacy: "[Is] over all" points to a status that involves author
ity,49 "is supreme over all things" (TCNT), "is ... Lord over all things" (Cran
field, "Conunents" 273). 50 Implied, but only implied, in this status of authority 

44. The relatival sense of o ciiv is advocated by the great m~ority of those who refer ~ to 
Christ But some within this category take o ciiv as an appositional substantive {"he who is") (e.g., 
H. C. G. Moule, Epistle 248; Lenski, Romans 591; Fal\y 262). See also table 4, no. 7. 

45. N. Turner's comment (Insights 16) that "there is no grammatical reason why a participle 
agreeing with 'Messiah' should first be divorced from it and then be given the force of a wish, receiv
ing a different person as its subject" is pmzling, for no commentator suggests that the participle has 
become volitive. 

46. The translations found in RV mg. NEB mg, mv mg, and REB mg (see table 4, no. 1) refer o ciiv b;\ 
ndvtmv to Christ and conclude with a doxology to God the Father. 

47. lf one asks why Paul here prefers o ciiv over~ £cm.v, one ma,y sunnise that the timelessness 
orperpetuit;y of Christ's Wliversal reign was more unambiguouslY expressed by anonfinite and &tem
poral participle than by a finite present tense (cf. John 1:18; 3:13 v.l.). 

48. There are three other NT instances of a prepositional phrase being directly attached to a rel· 
atival o ciiv/oi c'i~ (viz., John 1:18; 11:31; Col. 4:11). 

49. f.tvcnbti (+the genitive) means "to be on• (ofliteralposition;e.g.,Luke 17:31;John 20:7) or 
"to be over" (of metaphorical position; e.g., Judith 14:13: o ciiv En\ navrrovtciiv autoii) (BAGD 225c ); 
cf. BDF §234.(6).1n Rom. 9:5 dvcn btl ( cf. Acts 8:27) has the same sense as £~oooio:v £xnv m ( cf. 
Rev. 20:6). 

60. The rendering "exalted above all" (Weymouth; Prat 2:126) may stand, provided it is not taken 
to imply that only after the resUll'eCtion did Jesus become Wliversally supreme. 
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is the exercise of rule. 51 If xr:Xnrov is masculine, the reference in the context 
will be to all persons without exception-patriarchs, both believing and 
unbelieving Jews, and all Gentiles ( cf. Rom. 1: 16; 3:29-30; 10: 12; 11:32). So far 
from "belonging to" (cf. rov) the Jewish nation alone, or even to Jews and 
Gentiles, God or the Messiah is supreme over all. More probably xr:inrov is 
neuter, specifying not simply the inanimate universe (Hodge, Romans 300) 
or all creatures (B. Reicke, TDNT 5:889, 894) or people and events (Abbot, 
Autlwrship 353 = "Construction" 105) or human history (Kiisemann, Romans 
260; Zeller 173), but both persons and things (Cranfield, Romans 469 n.2), the 
entire universe, animate and inanimate, including their distinctive histories. 52 

In itself this phrase affords no help in determining the referent, for both 
the Father and the Son may be said to be em 1t<XVtrov. It is true that this is 
expressly said only of the Father (Eph. 4:6: ei~ Oeo~ IC<Xt xa't'l)p 1t<XVtrov, 6 
be\ xavtrov), but one should not therefore conclude that Paul would never 
predicate i:m 1t<ivtrov of Jesus, for the apostle depicts Jesus as cipta~ 
xavtrov (Rom. 10:12; cf. Acts 10:36), the supreme Lord of the universe and 
the church (Eph. 1:20-23; Phil. 2:9-11), "Lord both of the dead and of the 
living" (Rom. 14:9), and xpo xavtrov (Col. 1:17a) as the one who created and 
now sustains the universe ( ta 1t<iVta, Col. 1:16, 17b ). 53 If Paul is asserting 
the eternal and cosmic sovereignty of Christ, he need not be compromising 
his belief in the subordination of the Son to the Father that is so clearly 
stated in 1 Corinthians 3:23, 11:3, and 15:28, for he would obviously be 
excluding the Father from the 1t<ivn:~ or xavta over which 9hrist is sover
eign, as he explicitly does in 1 Corinthians 15:27. Nor need he be compro
mising his reservation of titles such as K"\Spw~ xavto!Cpatrop (2 Cor. 6:18) 
or 6 ... j.tovo~ Suvacrn1~ (1 Tim. 6:15) for God the Father. For even if one 
construes ee6~ with £m xavtrov, the actual expression Oeo~ xavtotCpatrop 
is not being applied to Christ, just as no NT writer uses the titles cipto~ 6 
6£6<; oro ll<Sito~ W..T\Otvo~ ee6~ in reference to Jesus. 

One major difficulty faces the interpreter who refers the eUAo"ff'l'tO~ 
phrase to God the Father in a volitive ("blessed be ... ") or descriptive (" ... 

51. Cf. j3cx<nM:'Ii£tv £m +accusative (Luke 1:33; 19:14, 27). BAGD 632d and GNB have "who rules 
over all" (similarly Ca.ssirer; Stuhlmacher 132, although his translation, using herrschen, retains the 
ambiguity: "Gott, der iiber da.s All herrscht, • 131). 

52. Barrett translates v. 5b, "Blessed for ever be God, who stands over the whole process" (Ro· 
mans 175, 177), "leaving open the question whether the doxology refers to Christ or to God the Fa
ther" (179). 

53. Some of these passages appear to "date" Christ's universal lordship from the resurrection 
(Rom. 14:9; Eph. 1:20-23; Phil. 2:9-11), but a. distinction ma,y be drawn between Christ's intrinsic 
lordship and its recognition after the resurrection. One may compare the role of the resurrection in 
openly declaring "with power; rather than Inaugurating, the sonship of Jesus (Rom. 1:4). 
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is blessed") doxology. 54 Throughout the Greek Bible, whenever EUAO"fl'ltO<; 
occurs in an independent or asyndetic doxology, it always precedes the 
name of God. 55 Thus, for instance, euA.o"{l'\to~ 6 9eo~ 6 U'lfl.a'tO<; (Gen. 14:20) 
and eilA.o"{l'\toc; 6 Oeoc; Kat 7t<X'titp to\) 1CUpt.o1.> tiJliDV lflCJ'Oi.> Xptotoi.> (2 Cor. 
1:3; Eph. 1:3; 1 Pet. 1:3).56 But in Romans 9:5 EilA.o"(l1t6~follows Oeo<;. If nor
mal biblical word order for independent doxologies were followed in 
Romans 9:5, one would expect either euA.o'}'Titoc; 6 Oeo~ ei~ toile; ai&va<;, 
&J!t\v (if 6 rov bit 1taVtOOV is construed with 6 Xptot6c;) or EUAo'}'T\toc; 6 9eo<; 
6 rov Em naV't{I)V ei~ toil<; aimva<;, aJlt\V. 

Relief from the pressure of this potent argument, which C. E. B. Cran
field rightly calls "in itself almost conclusive" (Romans 468), is usually 
sought in two directions. Appeal is made to the apparent exception to the 
normal word order found in Psalm 67:19d-20a (LXX):57 clpwc; 6 9eo<; 
EUAO'}'T\toc;, EUAo'}'T\tO<; 1CUjhO<; ti~pav KaO' it~pav, which renders the 
Hebrew 1:11' 1:11' 'Ji~ 11i:J (68:20). The second EUAO'}'Tito<; occupies the reg
ular position; the first, which represents no Hebrew, is exceptional. Vari
ous explanations have been offered: the first phrase may be an interpola
tion (Alford 2:405); 111::1 must have occurred twice in the original text 
(H. A. W. Meyer, Romans 363 n. 1); there has been an erroneous duplicate 
translation (Metzger, "Punctuation" 107 n. 24; Cranfield, Romans 467); 
"the LXX is a free paraphrase with a designed rhetorical emphasis (with 
the inverted order of words, the doubled ei>A.o'}'TitO<;, the stronger form of 
blessing following the weaker one)" (Liddon, Romans 152, who also sug
gests that the first phrase may be interpolated; similarly Hodge, Theology 
512). But the most detailed and perceptive treatment of the LXX rendering 
is that ofT. Dwight ("Romans" 32-33), who discounts this passage as a 
genuine parallel to Romans 9:558 on two grounds: (1) a double doxology 
is unparalleled in the Greek Bible and (2) once the failure of the LXX 

54. Because eliJ..o')'!lt6t; is not preceded by the article, the meaning cannot be "the blessed God" 
or "the Blessed One," which would require (o) Soot; 6 e\i)..o'fllwt;. 

55. The situation is otherwise with EUAo')'!ljlivo~ (11'00) in the LXX, where a verbal fonn such 
as ElTJ or Ea-too oqtVOL'tO and the subject may precede E\IJ..o')'!ljlivot; (e.g., 2 Chron. 9:8: Eo-too IC\)pLOt; 
o 9£6<; oou TJUAo')'!lJ!kvo,.). In the NT ciAo')'!lj.livo,. always precedes the subject (often in a quotation 
of Ps. 118:26 [LXX = 117:26]). 

66. The same word oroer is found with 111::J or T.,::J In the Hebrew Bible and Jewish literature. 
For example, each of the Eighteen Benedictions begins "Blessed art thou, 0 Lord ... " 

57; See, e.g., Schller 288. 
58. Significantly, this point is also recognized by Abbot, A'Utlwrimip 356 ( = "Construction" 107), 

author of the most comprehensive defense of Rom. 9:5b as a doxology to God the Father. The only 
other exception Involving ciAo')'!lw'i (as opposed to ciA.o'YilJ!kvo9 is Gen. 26:29, 1ea\ viiv ail EUM')'!l
tot; iloo JCUplou (cited by Abbot, Authcrship 357 ="Construction" 108), the reading preferred by 
Rahlfs and by Weven; (in the Gottingen LXX). I~ is a testimony to scribal awareness of nonnal word 
order that instead of ail eUAo'flltO,. some witnesses. read eilA.o')'!ltot; a6 or clAo')'!lj.livoc; 0'\i or simply 
eUAOYI\'tO~ or EUAo')'!lj.ltva<; (see Weven; 255). But what distinguishes Gen. 26:29 from Rom. 9:5 is that 
in the fonnerverse ei>J..o')'!lt6<; is applied to a mere mortal (Isaac), not to eeoc;, so that it is in no sense 
a doxology. 
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translators to understand the Hebrew text had given rise to the repeated 
euA.o')'lltO<; (see his reasoning, 32n.), the chiastic order lC'Ilpto~ •.. euA.o')'l1-
t6r;, euA.o"ffltor; 1Cl)p10r; served to give that same prominence to the doxo
logical words which in a single exclamatocy clause is achieved by placing 
EUAO'Y'lt6r; at the beg~g. Dwight concludes: "So far, then, from being 
an exception which proves that the doxological word may stand after the 
subject of the sentence, ... this verse from the Septuagint, in our judg
ment, strengthens the opposite view, inasmuch as it shows that, even in 
this peculiar case, this word is made to have the greatest possible promi
nence" (33). Certainly the word order in Psalm 67: 19d shows that there is 
no inviolable law of Greek usage that prevents the subject from preceding 
euA.o"((ltO~ in a doxology, but it is surely arbitracy to make the single LXX 
exception to a pattern of biblical usage-which in fact is only an apparent 
exception-the regulative key for the interpretation of a contested NT 
passage. 

The alternative way of explaining the extraordinacy inversion (on the 
assumption that v. 5b is a doxology to God the Father) is to suggest that 
when the subject contains the dominant thought or is prominent in the 
writer's mind, it may precede the predicate. So it is proposed that Paul 
wishes to stress "the universality of God's embrace" (Dunn, Romans 536) 
or the overruling providence of God as "the Ruler over All" (Abbot, 
Authorship 360 ="Construction" 111): "He who is God over all, may he be 
blessed for ever. Amen." In a similar vein, G. B. Winer (551) declares that 
"only an empirical expositor could regard this position [the predicate 
placed first] as an unalterable rule; for, when the subject constitutes the 
principle [sic] notion, especially when it is antithetical to another subject, 
the predicate may and must be placed after it, cf. Ps. lxvii.20 (sic] Sept." 
F. A. Philippi's response is apt: "In the interpretation of a formula that has 
become fixed, empiricism is altogether m its right place, and still more 
where, for the established usage, a sufficient ratio can be alleged. Directly 
that a doxology, omitting the verb substant., appears in a purely exclam
atocy form, the idea of praise becomes so predominant that the word 
expressing the praise necessarily stands at the head" (2:76). If Paul had 
wished to address a doxology to God the Father, he must have realized 
that the unique position of euA.o"((lt6c; was a potential stumbling block to 
the right understanding of the verse. If he desired to stress the idea of uni
versality or of the divine providence, and at the same time remove all pos
sible ambiguity of interpretation, he might be expected to have written tq) 
Se ( ovn) em 1tUV'tO)V 9eq) M~a etc; tooc; atrovar;, rt).l1\V or 'tql S£ 9e6,) 'tql em 
1t6.vtrov (ovn) M~a eic; tou~ cdrovar;, &p.1\v,59 which would accord with 

59. Similarly Dwight, "Romans" 38; Dwight, "Notes" 398; Faccio 63. 
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doxologies employing the dative that are not uncommon in the Pauline 
corpus at the end of a paragraph. 60 Moreover, it is hard to imagine that 
nowhere else in the Greek Bible does the subject in a doxology bear an 
emphasis comparable to that in Romans 9:5 so that the customary word 
order is reversed. 61 

We may conclude that the position of EUAO"(ll'toc; after 0 rov and eeoc; 
makes it extremely unlikely that o rov lCtA.. is an independent doxology, 
whether volitive ("God who is over all be blessed for ever!") or descriptive 
("he who is God over all is blessed for ever"). This leaves two options-that 
EUW"(ll-t6c; introduces an exclamatory doxology to Christ ("May he be 
blessed for ever,"' Cassirer) or that it forms part of a descriptive doxology 
concerning Christ(" ... who is ... blessed for ever"). The former view is 
improbable, since it is unparalleled for the subject of a volitive doxology to 
remain unexpressed and it is unnatural to separate EUAO"(ll-t6c; from a juxta
posed ewe;. Some have objected to the latter view, which I espouse, on the 
ground that EUAO"(ll't6c; is never elsewhere used of Christ, only of the 
Father, 62 and that <lJ!'llv implies that an exclamatory doxology precedes. 63 

To these objections we now tum. 
It is incontestable that each of the other seven NT uses of EUAo"(ll'toc; is 

applied to God the Father, 64 whereas EUAO"(ll~vo~ is used of Christ six 
times.65 But no objection can be raised in principle against the use of 
EUA.o"(ll'toc; in reference to Christ, for while in LXX usage ciA.o"(ll-toc; is gen
erally used of ~d and Euw;w~oc; of hwnans, there are examples where 
euA.o"(ll~oc; is used of God and ruA.O"(ll'toc; of hwnans. 67 

An examination of Paul's use of aj.l.'llv reveals that apart from its use 
with benedictions,68 it usually stands at the end of volitive doxologies. 59 

But in two cases it follows a declaration (Rom. 1:25; 1 Thess. 3:13 v.l.). The 
former passage affords a parallel relevant to Romans 9:5, for there <iJ!'llv 
concludes a declarative doxology which occurs earlier in the same letter, 
which is a relative clause, and which employs the word EUAO"(ll'toc;70 and 

60. Rom. 11:36; Gal. 1:5; Eph. 3:21; Phil. 4:20; 1 Tim. 1:17; 2 Tim. 4:18; cf. Heb. 13:21; 1 Pet. 4:11; 
6:11; 2 Pet 3:18. 

61. Dwight ("Romans• 36-37) cites several LXX passages where an inversion might be expec;ted 
on this principle, but is not found (e.g., ci).oyr)t6<; in 1 Sam. 25:33 and 2 Mace. 15:34). 

62. Abbot, Authorship 361 ="Construction" 112. 
63. Cf. Burkitt, "Romans• 452; Barel~ ,Jesus 29. 
64. Mark 14:61; Luke 1:68; Rom. 1:26; 2 Cor. 1:3; 11:31; Eph. 1:3; 1 Pet 1:3. 
66. Matt. 21:9 (/I Mark 11:9; Luke 19:38; John 12:13); Matt. 23:39 (//Luke 13:35). 
66. 1 Kings 10:9; 1 Chron. 16:36; 2 Chron. 9:8; Judith 13:18; Dan. 3:53. 
67. Gen. 12:2; 26:29; 43:28; Deut. 7:14; 28:6 bis (A); 33:24; Judg. 17:2; Ruth 2:20; 1 Sam. 15:13; Judith 

13:18; 2 Mace. 16:34. 
68. Rom. 15:33; 16:24 v.l.; 1 Cor. 16:24 v.1.; Gal. 6:18; Philem. 25 v.1. 
69. Rom.ll:36; 16:27; Gal.1:6; Eph. 3:21; Phil. 4:20; 1 Tim.1:17; 6:16; 2 Tim. 4:18. For the distinc

tion between "volilive/exclamatory" and "descriptive/declarative• doxologies, see §A in this chapter. 
70. As opposed to SO~a:, which is found in seven of the eight volitive doxologies. 
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the phrase Et<; 'tOil<; ai.ci>vac;: 71 ( ••• 'tOV rncrav'ta,) oc; £cmv EUAo'YI'l'tO<; Et<; 
'tOU<; aici>vac;, aJ.Lnv. From these data one may see that while the presence 
of aJ.LtlV in Romans 9:5 may prima facie suggest that a volitive doxology 
has preceded, this is by no means a necessary conclusion, for ~T1v may 
also express solemn assent to a prior affirmation such as is found in a 
descriptive doxology. 

What light is thrown on this matter of the referent of 9E~ by a consider
ation of the immediate context in Romans 9? 

Opinions differ dramatically concerning the appropriateness of a dox
ology to God the Father at the end of Romans 9:1-5. H. A W. Meyer 
believes that Paul was impelled "by the recital of the distinctions of his 
nation to devote a doxology to God, the Author of these privileges, who 
therefore was not responsible for the deeply-lamented unbelief of the 
Jews" (Romans 361). But this tends to overlook the fact that Paul's recital 
of Israelite privilege was prompted by his desire "to emphasize the griev
ousness of the Jews' disobedience" (Cranfield, Romans 468); in verses 1-
5 he is basically expressing sorrow over Jewish disobedience rather than 
joy over Jewish privilege, so that an ascription of praise to God the Father 
would seem out of place. 72 How could an ever-deepening sorrow, as 
Israel's privileges are detailed, give rise to praise?73 The climactic privi
lege-hosting the Messiah-also prompted the deepest anguish, for those 
dignified with this incomparable honor had in general failed to embrace 
their Messiah. E. H. Gifford poignantly asks (169), "How could the Apostle 
bless God that Christ was born a Jew, in his anguish that the Jews had 
rejected Him?"74 

If Romans 9:5b were an independent doxology, one would have 
expected at to be used, if not to mark a contrast, at least as a sign of tran
sition ("now"; cf. Rom. 16:25; Jude 24) from one subject (o Xptcr'to<;) to 

71. This phrase, an abbreviation of tic; 't~ aUiiva.; wv aicbvmv (Gal. 1:5; Phil. 4:20; 1 Tim. 1:17; 
2 Tim. 4:18), may be rendered "to all eternity" (BAGD 27c, citing Rom. 1:25; 9:5; 2 Cor. 11:31; cf. BDF 
§141.(1)), for "the plur. presupposes !mow ledge of a plurality of atciiva;. of ages and periods of time 
whose infinite series constitutes eternity" (H. Sasse, TDNT 1:199). 

12. It is true that in Rom. 1:26 one fmds a doxology to God set in a context of sorrow, but there, 
as in 2 Cor. 11:31, the doxology is added In rabbinic fashion when the name of God has actually oc
curred (Sanday and Headlam ~7). 

73. Hendriksen drives home this point with a modem analogy: "Toda,y it is unlikely that a mis
sion;uy, reporting back to his board, would say, 'Even though the people among whom I caay on my 
evangelistic activity have been blessed with many advantages--such as prosperity, good health, in
telligence, etc.-there have been very few conversions. Praise tJre Lord.!'" (Rowans 316). 

74. To argue as Kuss does (ROmerbrie/690, 696; "Rllmer" 297, 302), that in Rom. 9-11 Paul is ad
dressing first and foremost non-Christian Jews and is arguing purely on Jewish grounds so that Rom. 
9:5b is probably a doxology to God the Father, assumes without warrant that there is a change of 
addressees at Rom. 9:1 from Christians to Jews, that to cite the OT means to adopt Jewish argumen
tation, and that Paul's aim in Rom. 9-11 is to win Jews over to faith in Christ rather than to explain 
to both Jewish and Gentile Christians in Rome why most Jews have rejected their Messiah. Cf. Cran
field, Romans 466 n. 7. 
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another (9eo~). 75 Again, an asyndetic doxology to God following a refer
ence to Christ would tend to reflect adversely on the person of Christ: 
"But he who is over all is not Christ, but God the Father who alone is 
blessed for ever!" (Lyonnet 28). On the other hand, if verse 5b is a doxol
ogy describing Christ, there 1s a natural climax that elevates the person of 
the Messiah as well as an antithesis that complements the limitation sig
nified by 'to JCa't'a mipJCa (see above, §E.2). Not only did the Messiah come 
from Jewish stock; he is a universal monarch who will be eternally wor
shiped as God: To refer aeo~ to Christ accords perfectly with the immedi
ate context. What is more, one should entertain seriously the possibility 
that the wording of Psalm 45 is echoed in Romans 9:5b: the king to whom 
it is said EUAOYUGev GE 0 eeo~ eic; 'tOV airovcx (Ps. 44:3c LXX) is himself 
later addressed as "God": o 9povo~ GOt>, o eeo<;, ei<; 'tOV airovcx 'tOU cxirovo~ 
(Ps. 44:7a LXX).76 

F. The Meaning of 9£6~ 

This review of each phrase in Romans 9:5b has shown that it is exegeti
cally more satisfactory to apply the second part of the verse to Christ than 
to God the Father. And it has shown that the immediate context supports 
such a conclusion. If this is so, it follows that at least two distinct affinna
tions are made regarding Christ: he is "over all" and "blessed for ever." Each 
is dependent on an atemporal articular participle o rov. Christ is a universal 
sovereign and the object of eternal adoration. 

But poised between these two affirmations is the term 6Eo<;. Should it 
be construed with what precedes, 0 OOV btt1taV't'OOV, or with what follows, 
eVM'Yll't'O~ ei<; 'tOU<; aicilvcx<;, or does it stand independently as a third 
affirmation? 

Grammatically it is not impossible that there are three separate predi
cates of o rov. 77 In this case Paul would be .asserting that Christ is univer
sally supreme, divine by nature, and eternally the object of human praise; 
the first and second affirmations would be genuinely timeless, 78 while the 
third would have become true after the resurrection. However, the conjunc
tion of Oeo~ and iVM>'Yll'tO<; is so frequent in the Gr.eek Bible that to construe 

75. Abbot's objection (Authorship 342 = "Construction" 95) that a transitional oe "would make 
the doxology too Connal" seems purely arbitra.ty. 

76. See Kidner 171; Bruce, .Romans 187. 
77. This is the view of Liddon, Roma.ns 150; H. C. G. Moule, EpisUe 248, 261-62; Haering 88. See 

alsO table 4, no. 8. 
78. Against the view that restricts Christ's deity to his glorified state, Godet notes (Romans 143) 

that "Paul requires to ·complete the idea of the Israelitish origin of Jesus by that of a higher origin. 
The matter in question, therefore, ls not His exaltation, but His divine pre-existence . ... From the 
standpoint of biblical monotheism to become God, without being so by nature, is a monstrosity. • 
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these two words separately would be highly irregular, especially when no 
x:a.l. precedes £UAO"((lt6~. 

Not a few scholars who find a reference to Christ in Romans 9:5b, con
strue ee6~ with 0 rov Em 7tWtcov,79 "(Christ,) who is God over all." Alterna
tively, ee6t; could be taken as being in apposition to 6 rov £m 11:avtcov 
(Prtimm 140): "(Christ,) who, as God, is/rules over all. "80 Both of these con
structions sever the natural association of ee6~ with euA.o"((''t6~ and cohere 
better with the word order 6 IDV eeo~ £it\ 1t<XV'tOlV. Also, as Cranfield notes 
(Romans 469), if Paul had said that Christ is "God over all," he could have 
been misunderstood to suggest "that Christ is God to the exclusion of, or in 
superiority over, the Father." 

I therefore prefer to construe ee6~ with the following phrase, euA.o"((''
to~ eit; toil~ airova.~.81 Two possible translations result: "(Christ,) who is 
over all, God blessed forever. "82 This makes 9eo~ x:tA.. a second predicate 
dependent on 6 rov;83 or the sense may be, "(Christ,) who is supreme 
above all· as God blessed for ever." On this latter view, which I adopt, ee6~ 
is in apposition to 6 rov £it mivtrov84 and euA.o"((''tOt; lC'tA. is descriptive of 
9£6t;. 

But what does eeoc; here signify as applied to Christ? E>e6t; is anarthrous 
not only because it is appositional (or predicative) but also because it func
tions as a qualitative noun, highlighting Christ's inherent divinity, not as a 
proper noun, identifying Christ with God the Father. It is not simply that 
Christ "has the rank of God" (Harrison 103), true though that is; he intrinsi
cally shares the divine nature. 85 Since Paul has already described Christ as 

79. Olshausen 326; Philippi 68; B. Weiss, Theology 1:393 and n. 5; Alford 2:405; Schlatter, 
Gerechtigkeit 295; Nygren 358; Faccio 110, 136; 0. Michel, Rihner 229. See also table 4, no. 6. 

80. Cf. Cassirer: "(Christ ••• ,) he who rules as God over all things." 
81. So also Godet, Romans 142; Sanday and Headlam 232, 238; Lagrange, Romains 227; Leen

ha.rdt 247; J. Murra,y 2:248; Feuillet, Christologi6 26; H. N. Ridderbos, Romeinen 208; Cranfield, Ro
mans 451, 469. See also table 4, no. 5. If Paul intended 9E6; to be construed with E\iA.O"fTl'I"Ol; m. and 
not with em. 7tdV'I"CilV, he avoided any suggestion that Christ was to be identified with ew; Tta\1-

toKpd'l"(l)p. 
82. For representative translations in the category, see table 4, no. 6. 
83. Lenski (Romans 591) prefers to regard eeo; alone as the second predicate of 0 Oiv, with 

ei>A.oyl}to; ~cr).. attached attributively to eeo;. 
84. So also Zahn, ROmer434; Prat 2:127 n. 1. Cf. Bengel's paraphrase (3:124): "Christ is of the fa

thers, according to the flesh; and at the same time was, is, and shall be over all, inasmuch as He is 
God blessed for ever"; similarly Godet, Romans 142. 

· 85. This interpretal:lon is held, inter alios, by B. Weiss, "Gebrauch" 323;1agrange,.Romains 227; 
Prat 2:127; 0. Michel,Riimer224; Leenhardt 247; Lyonnet28; de Boor, Rihner 224; Cranfield, Romam 
469 and n. 3, 840; Cranfield, "Comments" 273. H. A. W. Meyer concedes that if 9E01i here refers to 
Christ (a position he rejects), "Christ is not nuncupative, but naturaliter God" (Romans 363), that 
is, God by nature, not merely by name. 
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being "over all," that is, as having preeminent status and dignity, ee6<; can
not be taken in a diluted or polytheistic sense. 86 

As Paul concludes his enumeration of the privileges that belong to Israel 
(Rom. 5:4-5), he focuses on two crowning benefits that are persons-..:..the 
patriarchs and the Messiah (v. 5). Verse 5 contains two sets of contrasts: 

1. rov-possession (the patriarchs 
belong to the Israelites) 

2. £S rov-national descent 
w .. atv]-origin 
to Ka'tn ocipKa-humanity (the 

Messiah came from the ranks of 
the Israelites as far as his human 
nature was concerned) 

£1; rov-origin (the Messiah arose from 
Israelite stock) 

£7t\ 7tnV'tCOV-universal supremacy 
ocilv-status 
9t6<;---deity (the Messiah is supreme 

over all things and people as possess
or of the divine nature) 

In Romans 9:5b one may isolate three distinct affirmations about Christ: 
he is Lord of all, he is God by nature, and he will be eternally praised. But 
as they are stated by Paul, these three affirmations are interrelated. 87 Christ 
exercises dominion over the whole universe, animate and inanimate, inas
much as he is God by nature (&6<;) and the worthy recipient of the everlast
ing worship generally resexved for the Father (Rom. 1:25; 2 Cor. 11:31). It is 
in his capacity and beca~e of his status as a divine being who will be wor
shiped forever that Christ enjoys universal supremacy. In this incidental 
reference to Christ as ee6<;, Paul shows that his Christian experience and 
reflection have forced him to redefine his hereditary monotheism so as to 
include Christ within the categocy of Deity. 88 

But before this exegetical conclusion finally stands, one must consider 
objections that arise from the wider context of Pauline Christology. They 
are three in number. 

First, would a Jewish monotheist such as Paul ever contemplate using 
9£6<; of a figure other than Yahweh, the God ofisraei?89 In chapter I, we dis-

86. Similarly Cotter 262. Pratastutely comments: • Jesus Christ Is not God in an unwarranted, par
ticipated, or analogous w~; he Is exalted above everything that Is not God. As this quality of sover
eign God. can belong to one being only, the Son must necessarily be consubstantial with the Father 
and identical with him in nature" (2: 127). 

87. It Is possible that "who Is over all" and "God blessed forever" may simply stand side by side 
as separate declarations, but the anarthrous state of 8£~ and the absence of JCai. before or after 8£~ 
lead me to believe that Paul intended to express or imply some relation between the two or the three 
aflirntations. 

88. But cf. C. A A Scott: "What we do seem to see [in the Pauline Epistles] is the Apostle being 
pressed by his experience and urged by his conVictions up to the verge of acknowledging that Christ 
Is God, but finally pre'cluded from making such acknowledgement by his hereditary monotheism" 
(Christianity 274; s1mllarly In his Domin~ 182, 216-20). 

89. Cf. the View of C. A A Scott mentioned above, n. 88. 
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covered that in Pauline usage 9Eoc; was a sufficiently broad term to allow for 
its application to figures other than Yahweh. If he could apply the term to 
any being thought worthy of worship (1 Cor. 8:4; 2 Thess. 2:4c; cf. Acts 17:23) 
or to the so-called gods of polytheistic religion (1 Cor. 8:5 bis; Gal. 4:8b; 
2 Thess. 2:4a), if he could depict the inordinate quest to satisfy all natural 
instincts C'li KOtAt<X, by metonymy) as 0 eooc; (Phil. 3:19), and if he could 
describe Satan as o 9eoc; 'tOU airovoc; 'tomou (2 Cor. 4:4), there is no a priori 
reason why he should not use the term of a being whom he considered to 
have identity of nature and parity of status with the one true God, particu
larly because eeoc; could be used qualitatively and as a generic title as well 
as the personal name of God the Father.90 To express the point another way, 
it Caru\ot be deemed incongruous for Paul, who taught that one of the signs 
of the Antichrist would be his laying claim to the title eeoc; (2 Thess. 2:4), on 
one or two occasions himself to speak of the true Christ as 9Eoc;. 

Moreover, Pauline Christology was sufficiently "high" to permit the 
application of eeoc; to Jesus as a title. Indications of Paul's exalted concep
tion of Christ include the following (see also appendix I; Elwell): 

1. Christ shares the divine nature (Phil. 2:6) and attributes (Eph. 4:10; 
Col 1: 19; 2:9). 

2. Old Testament passages and titles (such as K"Uptoc;) that refer to 
Yahweh are applied to Christ (e.g., Joel2:32 (MT 3:5] in Rom. 10:13; 
cf. 1 Cor. 1:2; Isa. 45:23 in Phil. 2:10-11).91 

3. God and Christ jointly form a single source of divine grace and 
peace (e.g., Rom. 1:7; Phil em. 3), direction (1 Thess. 3: 11), and com
fort (2 Thess. 2:16-17).92 

4. Christ is the object of saving faith (Rom. 10:8-.13; cf. Acts 16:31) 
and of human and angelic worship (Phil. 2:9-11). 

5. Christ is the addressee in petitionary prayer (1 Cor. 1:2; 16:22; 
2 Cor. 12:8). 

6. Christ exercises exclusively divine functions, such as creational 
agency (Col. 1:16), the forgiveness of sins (Col. 3:13), and fin& 
judgment (1 Cor. 4:4-5; 2 Cor. 5:10; 2 Thess. 1:7-9). 

The second objection is this. Since Paul nowhere else applies the term 
9e6c; to Christ, should not his uniform usage, according to which eeoc; 

90. Cotter makes the interesting observation that "Paul uses none of the three titles ee~, lCilpt~ 
xvEii)la. as exclusively proper to one of the three divine Persons" (285). 

91. One might also note here the similarity between Rom. 9:5b and Ps. 40:14 (LXX [Engl. 41:13]), 
which reads EUlo-mtOc ICUpta<; o ~ 1apaiJA. cixo toi> a.Uiivoc; m\ d~ tbv a.iciiva.. 

92. These two Thessalonian passages contain remarkable instances of "erwllage of number" and 
reversal of word order, both features that emphasize the intimate coi\iunction of God and Christ. 
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denotes God the Father, be decisive in the case of an ambiguous construc
tion such as in Romans 9:5b (Abbot, Authorship 363--74 = "Construction" 
113-22)?93 In the next cha.Pter I shall rehearse the reasons for believing that 
in Titus 2:13 Jesus Christ is in fact called 6 ~eeoc; lCcU o-CO'ti)p fiJ.UDV. Of 
course not all scholars regard that letter as genuinely Pauline, but even for 
such Titus 2:13 may represent an inevitable or legitimate development of 
Pauline tradition. Romans 9:5 and Titus 2:13 are the only two places in the 
Pauline corpus where it is at all probable that 9eoc; is a christological title. 94 

No one can doubt that Paul generally-in fact, almost always-reserves 
the term 9e6c; for God the Father (see chapter n. But dominant usage is not 
exclusive u5age. Since there are several passages where eeoc; clearly does 
not refer to the Father, 95 we cannot speak of unifonnity of usage. In the 
realm of lexicography one readily allows Paul hapax legomena (such as 
X£tP0')1)<X$ov, Col. 2:14) or dis legomena (such as ~pt<XJ.lPeuetv, 2 Cor. 2:14; 
Col. 2:15). Why deny to him in the realm of theological c;iiction the luxury of 
occasional hapax or dis legomena that might reflect a view (viz., regarding 
the deity of Christ) that he expressed linguistically throughout his letters in 
a variety of complementary ways?96 To call Christ eeoc; was not the only 
way Paul could express his belief in the divinity of Christ. Other titles such 
as clptoc;and uioc; 9£ou also admirably served that purpose and in the early 
church were much more commonly used this way than was eeoc;, since they 
were less prone to misunderstanding. But this is to anticipate the third 
objection. 

"It is difficult to imagine that if he [Paul] were content to speak so frankly 
here [of Christ as 9e6c;] he should not have done so elsewhere in his epis
tles, where countless opportunities for such a course presented them
selves" (Kirk 104). I address this general matter in chapter XIII so it must 

93. Abbot concludes his detailed discussion of this objection With a powerful rhetorical question: 
"Can we believe that he who has throughout his writings placed Christ in such a relation of subordi
nation to the Father, and has habitually used the name of GOD as the peculiar designation of the Fa
ther in distinction from Christ, who also calls the Father the one God, the only wise God (Rom. 
xv1.27), the only God (1-Tim.l.l?), and the God of Christ, has here, in opposition to the usage else
where uniform of a word occurring 600 times, suddenly designated Christ as 'over all, GOd blessed 
for ever'?" (Au~hip 374 = "Construction" 122). Abbot calls these considerations "absolutely de
cisive" (Autlwrship 363 = "Construction" 113). An allied objection alleges that there are no christo
logical doxologies in the NT, "for which the acclamations of the Kyrios in 1 Cor. 8:6; 12:3; Phll. 2:11 
in Paul, and the oo~a acclamations in Rev. 1:6; 2 Pet. 3:18, only prepare the W3¥" (Kiisemann, Ro
mans 260). But it is difficult to identify what elements of genuine doxologies are absent from those 
addressed to Christ in 2 Tim. 4:18 (here the "kingdom" mentioned In v. 18a is that of Christ Jesus· 
[v. 1], so that the "Lord" is Jesus); 2 Pet. 3:18; Rev.1:51H3; 6:12-13. 

94. Regarding Gal. 2:20; Eph. 6:6; CoL 2:2; 2 Thess. 1:12; 1 Tim. 3:16, see chapter XII §§C-G; on 
1 Tim. 1:17; 6:21; 2 Tiin. 4:1, see chapter XII n. 1. 

95. 1 Cor. 8:5 Iris; 2 Cor. 4:4; Gal. 4:8b; Phil. 3:19; 2 Thess. 2:4a. 
96. Cf. the similar observations of Metzger, "Punctuation" 110-12. 
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suffice at this point to state summarily some possible reasons why Paul so 
rarely speaks of Jesus as eeoc;: 

1. As applied to the Father, eeoc; is a proper name. If Jesus were reg
ularly called Oeoc;, so that, like Xpt<Ttoc;, this term ceased to be a 
title and became a proper noun, linguistic confusion would prevail. 

2. With the general reservation of the term ee6c; for the Father, the 
distinction between the Son and the Father remains intact-the 
Father is eic; 9eoc;, the Son eic; mptoc; (1 Cor. 8:6)-and there is no 
possible comproi\Use of the doctrine of the Son's subordination to 
the Father. 

3. If 9e6c; had become the personal name of the Son as well as of the 
Father, it would have proved difficult for the early Christians to 
defend themselves against the accusation that they were ditheistic 
and that Jesus was in fact a &1S-tepoc; 9eoc;.97 

4. Belief in the real humanity of Jesus would have been jeopardized if 
Jesus had perpetually been called eeoc;, not to speak of the theolog
iCal conundrums that would have been created by expressions 
such as "God died for us" ( cf. Rom. 5:8) or "God's physical body" 
( cf. Col. 1:22). 

But quite apart from these proposed explanations, one may ask why, in 
principle, if the author of the Fourth Gospel, in which eeoc; is used 83 times, 
can apply the term eeoc; to Jesus on three occasions (John 1:1, 18; 20:28), 
should Paul not do so once (Rom. 9:5) or twice (Rom. 9:5; Titus 2: 13) when 
he has used the word eeoc; over 500 times. 

These then, are the three broad objections that have been brought 
against the conclusion that in Romans 9:5 eeoc; is a cluistological title: that 
Paul would not have called Jesus 9e6c;; that Paul did not ever use Oeoc; of 
Jesus; and that if Paul had applied this tit.le to Jesus, he would have done so 
frequently. None of these objections is sufficiently compelling to force one 
to surrender or modify the conclusion reached on narrowly exegetical 
grounds. 

G. Conclusion 

The main arguments that favor the conclusion that eeoc; refers back to 0 
Xptcr-r6c; in Romans 9:5 may therefore be summarized as follows. 

97. Wainwright (Trinity 67 = "Confession" 276-77) suggests that "it is quite possible ... that he 
(Paul] believed that Christ was God, and communicated this belief privately to his followers, but was 
reluctant to include it in his letters because he had not yet reconciled it in thought with his Jewish 
monotheism." 
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1. It is easier and more natural to maintain an identity of subject from 
6 Xpunoc; to 6 mv, since there is grammatical concord between the 
noun and the .participle, than it is to asswne a change of subject. 

2. Although the phrase "CO Ka'ta oapKa in itself does not necessitate a 
complementary antithesis, it naturally suggests a matching con
trast, and when 6 rov !C"CA.. actually fulfills that expectation by sup
plying an appropriate antithesis, the possibility that the phrases are 
antithetical and complementary is raised to the level of high prob
ability. This implies that 6 Xpta'toc; is the referent in 6 rov !C"CA.. 

3. If verse 5b is a doxology to God the Father, it is difficult to account 
for: 
a The asyndeton, since Paul's doxologies are alwaYs explicitly 

linked to a preceding subject. 
b. 'f9.e presence of mv, which is superfluous if o mv Em "CW"COOV 

8£~ means "God over all," while word order militates against 
the rendering, "He who is God over all." 

c. The word order, since in the Greek Bible EUAO'Yfl'tO<; invariably 
(Ps. 67:19 LXX notwithstanding) precedes the name of God in 
independent doxologies. 

On the contrary, if verse 5b is a doxology descriptive of Christ: 

d The relatival6 mv fonns the connection with what precedes, so 
the doxology is not asyndetic. 

e. ·o mv is equivalent to oc; ea"Ctv, so mv is not superfluous. 
f. EuA.o'Yfl'tO<; is descriptive of 8e6c; and,· with eic; 'touc; aimvac; 

added, naturally follows 9e6c;, so ei>A.o'Yfi"CO<; is not in an irregu
lar position. 

4. Since the notion of Christ's universal sovereignty is not foreign to 
Pauline thought, there is no difficulty with relating the phrase 6 mv 
em MV"C(J)V to Christ, while reserving the actual title .eeoc; rt0:V
"C01Cpa'trop for the Father. 

5. If the controlling tone of9:1-4 is Paul's Mmt and oSUVTl at the pre
dominant unbelief of his compatriots, it would be wholly appropri
ate for the apostle to end the paragraph with a reference to the 
exalted status and nature of the rejected Messiah, but singularly 
inapposite to conclude with ajoyful ascription of praise to God that 
is introduced without an adversative. 

6. Given the high Christology of the Pauline letters, according to 
which Jesus shares the divine name and nature, exercises divine 
functions, and is the object of human faith and adoration, it should 
generate no surprise if on occasion Paul should refer to Jesus by 
the generic title eeoc;. 
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It is therefore highly probable that the tenn 8e6c; is applied to 6 Xpun6c; 
in Romans 9:5.98 Even on this understanding, some uncertainty remains 
concerning the most appropriate pWlCtuation and translation of the verse. 
I follow the NA26 = UBS3 punctuation (table 4, no. 4 above), placing a 
comma after aapKa, and render the verse, "To them belong the patriarchs, 
and from their ranks, as far as human descent is concerned, carne Christ, 
who is supreme over all as God blessed forever." What the apostle is affum
ing at the end of 9:1-5 is this. As opposed to the indignity of rejection 
accorded him by most of his fellow Israelites, the Messiah, Jesus Christ, is 

· in fact exalted over the whole universe, animate and inanimate, including 
the Jews who reject him, in that he is God by nature, eternally the object of 
worship. 

98. Of the fifcy-5ix principal commentators consulted, thirteen favored a reference to God the Fa
ther and thirty-six a reference to Christ, while seven were reluctant to express a clear preference for 
either interpretation. The dominant view, found in commentators of widely divergent theological 
persuasions, may now claim the support of the textual editors of NA26 and UBS3 and the translators 
of the NRSV in their significant reversals of previous positions. 
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7tpoaaex6~evOt rilv ~a.lCa.piav eA.maa. lC<lt 
emcpci.veta.v 'tfi~ a6~11c; 'tOU ~yci.A.ou 6eou lC<lt 
aO>'tilpoc; i]~rov 11l<mu Xpta'tou. 

lLw Christianity reached Crete remains shrouded in mystery. Paul's 
brief stopover at Fair Havens on the south side of Crete (Acts 27:7-8) would 
have afforded no opportunity for evangelism; he was a prisoner traveling to 
Rome. Perhaps Cretan Jews, converted at Pentecost (cf. Acts 2:11), had 
returned home and established the faith there. By the time Paul addresses 
his "pastoral letter" to Titus (ca. 63), 1 there were Christian communities in 
several towns in Crete (Titus 1:5), churches that needed official leadership 
(Titus 1:5-9), protection from divisive heregy (Titus 1:10-16; 3:9-11), and 
ethical instruction (Titus 2:1-3:8). In Titus 2:13 Paul specifies the groW\d 
(-ycip, v. 11) for his i.J:ijWlctions to holy living that Titus was to communicate 
to the old and the yoW\g in the church, including slaves (vv. 1-10). God's 
grace had appeared with a view to achieving the salvation of all people 
(v. 11), viz., their ransom from evil and their purification as the new people 
of God (v. 14), their repudiation of irreligion and worldly passions (v. 12), 
and their devotion to the doing of good (v. 14). 

From an analysis of the syntax of the crucial phrase, emq,c:ivetav 'tfic; 
001;'11c; -rou ~u 9eou Kat crCO'tfjpoc; Tt!!cOV 'l'll<rOU XplO"tOU, several differ
ent translations may be proposed that will be assessed in tum. 

A. The Grammatical Construction 

1. ~11, and aanfjpo, as Dependent on emqJciver.av 
The first alternative (in which aeoi:i is dependent on M~Tic;) may be trans

lated as "the appearing of the glory of the great God (=the Father) and (the 
appearing) of our Savior, Jesus Christ." While there are NT parallels for the 
idea of a future btt<jlaveta of Christ (2 Thess. 2:8; 1 Tim. 6:14; 2 Tim. 4:1, 8) 
and a concomitant display of the Father's glory (Matt. 16:27; Mark 8:38; 
Luke 9:26), it would be strange for any NT writer to coxuoin an impersonal 
or quasi-personal subject (oo!;a) and a distinctly personal subject ( crOYtr\p) 
in a double epiphany. The only exit from this dilemma is to take ti M~a 'tOi:i 
J.L£"(c:iA.ou aeou as a christological title and treat ~~:at as epexegetic (''the 
appearing of the glory of the great God, namely [or, which glory is] our Sav
ior, Jesus Christ")2 or, with J. N. D. Kelly (Pastoral EpisUes 246-47), to 

1. The Pauline authorship of the Pastoral Epistles is here assumed. See the defense of this position 
by Guthrie, Mi'lld; Metzger, "Recoll5ideration"; Jeremias 4-9; Spicq, EpUres Pastomles 1:157~14. 

2. 'I1Iis is a variation of the view associated with the name of Hort, on which see §A.4.a. 
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regard "the glory of the great God" as a description of "the divine radiance 
with which Christ is invested at his coming." Two distinct manifestations 
are therefore not contemplated. 

Another difficulty with this view is the anarthrous state of CJCD't'fjpo~, 
which tends to associate this noun closely with either 061;11'; or eeoi>.3 One 
might have expected, ex hypothesi, that Kat 'tOU crCD't'fjpo~ tll!cOV '11'\CJOU 
XptCTtoi> would balance 'tfi<; 00~1'\t; 'tou J.l.EyaAO'\) eeoi> as a second subject, 
especially since the phrase crom)p tlf.LcOV is articular in the NT unless it fol
lows an anarthrous ero~ 4 a point which also counts against the first pro
posed "exit "5 Moreover, given the widesfread use of the phrase eeo~ 'K1iL 
crCDt'Jl p in first-century cultic terminology -"no living person could escape 
contact with some theos soter" (Moehlmann 32)-itseems unnatural to sep
arate crmri)poc; from 9Eou. And Kelly's proposal would better accord with 
some such expression as bnq,livetav 'tO'U crCD't'fipo<; TJ!!cOV 'll)CJou XptCJ'toi> £v 
'tfi OO~TI 'tOU JlZY(iA.o'\) 9Eoi>. 

2. Beov and amrfipo' as Dependent on f:m¢avaav 

Under a second view tijc; M~Tl~ is treated as a "Hebrew" geniti.ve7 and 
eeoi> and crCD't'fjpo~ may refer to either one or two persons: "the glorious 
appearing of our great God and Savior, Jesus Christ" (NJV; similarly Good
speed and Berkeley) or "the glorious appearing of the great God and [of] 
our Savior Jesus Christ" (IOV). Within the thirteen letters of the Pauline cor
pus the genitive fonn <56~1')~ occurs twenty times as nomen rectum. In 
seven of these cases (excluding the present verse), the genitive is possibly 
or probably "Hebrew" or adjectival ("glorious, resplendent"). 8 But although 
it is grammatically admissible to understand 'tfj~ 56~'11~ in this sense,9 there 
remain two objections to this rendering. 

First, the verbal parallelism between verse 11 and verse 13 is compro
mised. As things stand, (TJ) £m~eta 't'f\~ ~1'1~ 'tOi> ~'\) eeoi> (v. 13) 
clearly corresponds to E1t£Cjllivl') ••• ,; xapt~ 'tOU eeou (v. 11). The first 
advent of Christ was an appearance of God's grace; the second advent of 

3. On the reasons for the anarthrous cromip~, see below, §B.2. 
4. 1 Tim. 2:3; 2 Tim. 1:10; Titus 1:3, 4; 2:10; 3:4, 6. In each case where crCJm1p iJJlmV is anarthrous 

(1 Tim. 1:1; Jude 26), it follows an anarthrous 0E6'>-
5. That is, one might have expected Em.~civEtcxv "rii!O oo~TI'i toii Jl£1'(i).ou OEoii, toii cromipoc; iJJlciiV 

'l'l)<roii Xpun:o'(). 
6. See below, nn. 23-24. 
7. On this "Hebrew" genitive (also called "ll(ijectival," "qualitative, • or "attributive"), see Zerwick, 

Greek §§40-41. 
8. Rom. 8:21 (RSV, NAB1, NIV, NAB2, REB); 2 Cor. 4:4 (KJV); Eph.1:17 (TCNr, NIV, (REBD; 3:16 (Philllps, 

NIV); Phil. 3:21 (KJV, RSV, JB, NEB, NIV, REB); CoL 1:11 (KJV, Weymouth, Moffatt, RSV, JB, NIV, NAB2, NBSV, 

REB); 1 Tim.1:11 (ICJV, TCNI', Goodspeed, RSV, NAB1, NIV, NAB2, NRSV). 

9. Since EAiri&l and ~cXVElO:V are joined by a single article, it would be possible to argue that 
"tiic; 00!;1110 is parallel to JlO:Kaplcxv and therefore a(ijectival in sense. 
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Christ will be an appearance of God's glory. Second, to render 'til~ ool;11~ by 
the adjective "glorious" not only obscures the relation between verses 11 
and 13 but also weakens the import of the term ool;a. Embedded in the 
church's tradition regarding the parousia of Christ was the belief that it 
would involve an open display of his Father's oo~a (Matt. 16:27; Mark 8:38; 
Luke 9:26). It is one thing to say that a person's appearance will be "resplen
dent" or "attended by glory." It is another thing to assert that his own "glory" 
will be revealed. A further problem with the KJV rendering is that nowhere 
in the NT is emcpaveta used of the Father (but five times of Christ)~r are 
two persons said to appear at the Last Day?10 

The question of whether eeoc; Ka\ O'omlP refers to one or two persons 
will be discussed below (under §B.l-2). 

8. 8eovand aant;po' as Dependent on ~11' 
and as Referring to Two Persons 

The third view yields "the appearing of the glory of the great God and 
[the glory of] our Savior Jesus Christ" (RSv mg; similarly RV mg, ABv, Moffatt, 
NEB mg, NABl, and NAB2). There are two principal arguments generally cited 
in support of this translation. 

First, "in no single passage is 9£6c; connected directly with 'Incroi3c; Xpt
O''toc; as an attribute" (Ruther, Timothy-Titus 360).11 Now it is true that no 
NT writer refers to Jesus Christ as 'Incroi)c; Xptmoc; o e£oc; 'liJ.lrov, not to 
speak of the undefined o eeoc; 'liJ.lrov. But it must be allowed that the first 
step toward the bold christological expressions of Ignatius would be the 
use of eeoc; in a titular sense in reference to Christ, particularly if the term 
eeoc; were incorporated within a traditional formula. The phrases o Beoc; 
'liJ.lroV Kat crom'tp 'Incrouc; XptO''tOc; in 2 Peter 1:1 and 0 !!£yac; eeoc; Kat O'omlP 
'liJ.lroV 'I11crouc; Xptmoc; in Titus 2:13 may be just such an intermediate step. 
Here Beoc; is a descriptive title, not a proper name; it is part of the stereo
typed formula eeOc; Ka\ crom\p; it is not used absolutely but is followed by 
an identification of the person so titled. No one will doubt that if these two 
verses afford instances of a christological use of eeoc;, such usage is excep
tional in the NT. But there is an ever-present danger in literary research of 
making a writer's "habitual usage" so normative that he is disallowed the 

10. These two points are further developed in §B.5.b. 
11. A similar but less precise statement of this argument is found in Abbot "While the word e£6,. 

occurs more than five hundred t!mes in the Epistles of Paul ... , there is not a single instance in 
which it is clearly applied to Christ" ("Titus" 44 7); "the habitual, and I believe uniform, usage of Paul 
corresponds with his language [ln]l Cor. viii.6" (447n.). Note also W"mer's candid comment (130 
n. 2): "Doctrinal conviction, deduced from Paul's teaching, that this apostle could not have called 
Christ the great God, induced me to show that there is ... no grammatical obstacle to taking KIXi. 
acot .•. Xpl<Ttoil by itself as a second subject. • 
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privilege of creating the exception that proves the rule. Every NT author 
must be pennitted the luxury of some stylistic, verbal, or theological hapax 
(or dis or tris) legomena. In the case of Paul in Titus 2:13, there is a compa
rable (very probable) application of the title eeoc; to Jesus in Romans 9:5 
(see chapter VI above).12 

Second, "is it probable that within one (Greek) sentence the same word 
once denotes the Father (v. 11) and once the Son (v. 13)?" (a summary of E. 
Abbot's point, "Titus" 448). Abbot reinforces his argument by pointing to 
the parallelism between verse 11 and verse 13, which, it is implied, would 
be destroyed if 9E6c; referred to two persons: Christ's fust advent was a vis
ible manifestation of God the Father's grace; his second advent would be an 
appearing of God the Father's (and his own) glory. There are, however, sev
eral elements in the parallelism besides the reference to eeoc;, viz., the 
xciptc;-OO!;a. antithesis and the ETC£$ci.V11-£mqxiveux and GCJYttlptoc;-<Jrotr\p 
correspondences. It is no more necessary to make 9£6<; in verse 13 refer to 
the Father on the basis of the undoubted reference to him in verse 11 than 
it is to argue, from the identification of the <Jom\p as Jesus Christ in verse 
13, that it ;tapt<; 'tOil e£oil <Jrotr\ptoc; is to be equated with the salvific grace 
of Christ ( = 'toil eeoil) in verse ll. 

Any NT use of eeoc; as a christological title will produce certain linguistic 
anomalies and ambiguities, for in all strands of the NT ee6c; generally signi
fies the Father. Short of coining a new theological term to denote deity, 
writers who believed in the divinity of Jesus were forced to employ current 
terminology and run the risk of being branded worshipers of two gods. One 
reason for the relative infrequency of the NT use of e£6<; in reference to 
Jesus may in fact have been the recognition among early Christians that, if 
eeoc; were applied to Jesus as regularly as to the Father, Jews would natu
rally tend to view Christianity as ditheistic and Gentiles would probably 
regard it as polytheistic. Also significant is the fact that in those cases in 
which ( 0) eeoc; certainly or probably refers to Jesus, the usage is usually 
accompanied by a statement in the immediate context that makes an 
explicit personal distinction between the Son and God the Father.13 Thus, 
for example, one finds 0 AO)Q<; ..;v 1tpoc; 'tOV 9Eov immediately before eeoc; 
..;v o AO)Q<; (John 1:1). 

12. If Beoii be read In Acts 20:28 (which is part of Luke's account of Paul's speech to the Ephesian 
elders), it is possible that the referent is Jesus, but it seems more likely that God the Father is re
ferred to and that either 'ITtaoiic; XptoWc; is the unexpressed subject of n:EplDtOlllO"a'tO or o "i&<X; is 
a christologicaltitle (see chapter V above). 

13. The one exception is Rom. 9:5. But even though this verse lacks any explicit distinction be
tween Son and Father, o Xpttrt6c; is qualified by "tO m:tci mlpiCCI, a phrase that could not be predicat. 
ed of the Father. 
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4. Beov and amdjpo' as Dependent on 0091, 
and as Referring to One Person 

Jesus as God 

a. With 1T}GoU Xpun0'6 in Apposition to 't'fi; ~; 
The fourth view opens up two possibilities. If 'lllO'OU XptO'toil stands in 

apposition to tfi~ 061;11~. the translation would read "the appearing of [him 
who is] the Glory of our great God and Saviour[= the Father], [which Glory 
is/that is] Jesus Christ" (Hort, James 47, 103-4).14 This novel interpretation 
has a prima. facie attractiveness, since (1) it preserves intact the 8£6~ Kat 
aom\p fonnula; (2) in identifying "our great God and Savior" as the Father, 
it reflects the usage of the Pastorals (1 Tim. 1:1; 2:3; Titus 1:3; 2:10; 3:4) 
where the phrases o O'omlP iJIJ.roV 8£6~ and 8eo~ aom1p iJIJ.roV denote the 
Father; and (3) oo~a 8EOil may have been a primitive christological title.15 

Although this view is attractive, it is not without difficulties. (1) While 
nouns in epexegetic apposition need not be juxtaposed, Tin~ eon v might 
have removed the ambiguity that arises, ex hypothesi, from the genitives 
that occur between 061;11~ and 'ITJO'OU XptO''tOU. 16 (2} Since the relative 
clause following 'ITJO'OU XptO''tOU (viz., "who gave himself for us ... ") 
defines the work of Jesus Christ as Savior, it is unnatural to dissociate 
aom"jpor; from 'lllO"Ou XptO'toil. (3) The title aom\p is elsewhere applied to 
Jesus in the Pastorals (2 Tim. 1:10; Titus 1:4; 3:6), but nowhere in the NT is 
the title oo~a 8£oi) explicitly used of Jesus. 

b. With 1T}aou Xpto'toU in Apposition to 8eou m1. aOJtfip~ 
The second alternative under the fourth view yields the sense "the 

appearing of the glory of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ" (RSv; simi
larly RV, TCNT, ASV mg, Weymouth, Williams, NEB, NASB, GNB, JB1 Barc\ay, NJB, 

NRSV, REB). Several considerations support this rendering and will be dis
cussed in the next section. 

B. Support for the Rendering "our great God 
and Savior, Jesus Christ"(= §A.4.b) 

1. The 6~ rai cmmfp Formula 

The expression 8eor; Kat O'omlP WaS a stereotyped fonnula common in 
first-century religious terminology (see Wendland), was (apparently) used 

14. Similarly Parry 81; Hasler, "Epiphanie" 201; cf. Hasler, BrUQ'e 93; Fee, Timothy-Tittu> 196, 
199; Dunn, Rmoo.ns 529; and (apparently) Rawllnson 172 n. 3. Hort adduces Titus 2:13 in support of 
his inte1pretation of tilt; li69lc; in James 2:1 in a titular sense (" ... who is the Gloey•). 

15. See John 1:14; 12:41; Acts 7:55; 2 Cor. 4:6; Eph. 1:3 compared with 1:17; Heb.1:3. 
16. In Col 2:2, for Instance, wii 6Eou intervenes between 'toii ll.'llCm'IPiou and Xptcn:oii, yet the 

sense is "God's mysteey, which is Christ• See chapter XU §E. 
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by both Diaspora and Palestinian Jews in reference to Yahweh,17 and 
invariably denoted one deity, not two.18 If the name 'lfiO"Ouc;· Xpl<noc; did 
not follow the expression, undoubtedly it would be taken to refer to one 
person; yet 'lfiO"ouc; XptO'tOc; is simply added in epexegesis. 

That Paul is here borrowing and applying to Christ a formula derived 
from the current tenninology of pagan apotheosis cannot of course be 
finally demonstrated but seems probable for two reasons. (1) In the imme
diate context Paul uses several semitechnical terms associated with the 
royal epiphany, viz., £m~iVO).U:Xt ("appear," V. 11), emcj><iv&CX ("appear
ance," v. 13), x~ptc; ("favor," v. 1iJ, O"O>t'llpwc; ("bringing aid," v. 11), and 
£/..me; ("high expectation," v. 13). (2) Some seven or eight years earlier, 
Paul had been personally confronted with the Demetrius riot at Ephesus 
when the people had chanted their credo, Me"(W..fl iJ w AptEJ.U.c; 'EcpEO"irov 
(Acts 19:28, 34). Provoked by this pagan profession of faith which may have 
awakened memories of the cult of Artemis in Tarsus, 20 Paul had wished to 
mingle with the crowd, gain a hearing (Acts 19:30), and, one may suggest, 
speak of o J.li'yac; aeoc; m\ crO>'ti)p iJJ.Lrov, 'I11crouc; XplO"toc;. Even if, as B. S. 
Easton (94) su~ests, verse 13 is a citation of a Christian liturgical formula 
or credal hymn, 1 it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that, whatever the 
date of Titus, one impulse behind this particular verse was the desire to 
combat the extravagant titular endowment that had been accorded to 
human rulers such as Antiochus Epiphanes (9e.oc; £mcpavr\;), Ptoleiny I 
(O"O>'ti)p x:a't 9e6c;), or Julius Caesar (9eoc; x:a\. O"O>t'llp), or to claim exclu
sively for the Christians' Lord the divine honors freely granted to goddesses 
such as Aphrodite and Artemis or to gods such as Asclepius and Zeus.22 

Consequently, if one reason for the use of the phrase eeoc; x:a\ crO>t'llp was 
polemical, it is unlikely that the two elements in the phrase should be 
divorced, with 9eoc; denoting God the Father and O"O>t'llp Jesus Christ. 

2. The Anarthrous aonfjpo~ 
The most satisfactory explanation of the anart.hrous crrotfj poe; is that two 

coordinate nouns referring to the same person are customarily linked by a 

17. Dibellus and Conzelmann 100-102 (in an excUISUS on "Savior" in the Pastoral Epistles). 
18. ewe; and uom\p are two separate titles of one and the same deity. This is why the mi ln the 

formula IS not epexegetic (which would produce the sense "the appearing of the glory of the great 
God, our Savior Jesus Christ"). 

19. cr. Spicq, Ep{tres Pasrorales 2:251-52, 396-403, 640. It would seem illegitimate to argue, as 
Karris (117) does, that since the author of the Pastorals espouses a "low.Christology" and Jesus is 
not called "God" in the two parallel passages that speak of "manifestation" and "appeanmce• (viz., 
1 Tim. 6:14-16; 2 Tirn.1:8-10), ~is not applied to him in Titus 2:13. 

20. See references in Spicq, Ep{tres Pastoral&s 2:251-52, 640. 
21. Cf. the observation of Spicq (Epltres Pastoral&s 2:246) that the Christology of the Pastorals 

is expressed in traditional terminology. 
22. On this theme, see Cerfaux and Tondriau; A. T. Hanson, Paslm'al Letters 186-88. 
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single article (see appendix I §B.2). When two (or more) nouns in the same 
case are linked by Kat, the repetition of the article with the second noun 
shows unambiguously that the nouns are separate itep15, while its nonrepe
tition indicates that the nouns are being considered corporately, not sepa
rately, or that they have a single referent. 23 For example, the repeated article 
in the phrase o c:btoo'toA.ot 1ea.\ o\. npeojlutepot (Acts 15:4, 6, 22, 23) shows 
that the apostles of the Jerusalem church were a group distinct from the 
elders. On the other hand the single article in the expression oi an6crtoA.ot 
Kat npeojlu,;epot (Acts 15:2; 16:4) indicates that the Jerusalem apostles and 
elders could also be regarded (by the Antiochian church?) as a single admin
istrative unit, not as two distinct groups. But in the case of the combination 
o 8€o~ m\ na.'ti\p ( 'tOU K'Uptou 1\~rov 'lll<JOU XptO'tOU) (2 Cor. 1:3) it is clearly 
a matter of personal identity-God is the Father, as the preceding phrase 
ana 9Eou na.1:p<'x; 1\!J.OOV (2 Cor. 1:2) shows-not simply a matter of concep
tual unity. In Titus 2:13 the difficulty lies in deciding whether the nonrepeti
tion of the article before oCO't'fipo~ points to a conceptual association of two 
separate items or to their actual equation, with the second element affording 
an additional description of the first. That is, are 9e6~ and oom\p here dis
tinct entities being conceived of unitarily as joint possessors of oo;a, or is 
oom\p a further description of one and the same 8e6~? The reason for pre
ferring the second of these alternatives is that in contemporary usage the 
Beo~ 1ea\ oom\p formula never referred to two persons or deities. 

Alternative ways of accounting for the anarthrous ocot"ilpo~ are not lack
ing but they fail to carry comparable conviction: 

a. l:(J)nlP was already a semitechnical term (so Bernard, Pastoral 
Epistles 172) or "a quasi proper name" (Alford 3:420) and ~ such 
tended to be anarthrous. The. absence of the article is therefore 
insignificant. 

But, to judge from the NT use of oom\p, evidence is wanting that 
in the :firSt century oom\p was a proper name as well as a title of 
Jesus. Apart from Titus 2:13, the word is used only fifteen times in 
reference to Jesus.24 In nine of these cases it is a title accompanying 

23. For a discussion of these issues, see Zerwick, Greek §§183-86; and esp. Robertson, Grom
mar785-88. 

24. V. Taylor (Names 109) expla!ns the sparing use of aam\p as a title of Jesus for more than half 
a centmy by suggesting that the use of the name in Greek religion and especially in the emperor cult 
"restricted and delayed its currency in the primitive tradition. • But Moehlmann (40-41) r~ects such 
an explanation, proposing rather that not until Jesus had been called ee6~ (subsequent to the death 
of Paul, according to Moehlmann) did the early church give him the title aom\p (42-65; cf. the similar 
sentiment expressed earlier by Bousset 317): "During the first decades of its life, Christianity pro
mulgated a soterless soteliology" (2). The association of the tenns 6£6~and aom\p in the e£0~ aom\p 
fonnula of Greco-Roman civilization fonns the key for Moehlmann's hypotheas (see esp. 26-39). 
But in substantiating his thesis, Moehlmann rdects the apostolic authorship of Titus and 2 Peter. 
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proper names (such as "IT\crour; Xpt.crt6~);25 in the remaining six 
cases it is used simply as a descriptive title. 26 Nor is there proof that 
as a quasi-technical word crOl't'T\p "speedily became anarthrous. "27 In 
fact, in the Pastorals crOl't'T\p is articular seven tirnes28 but anarthrous 
only twice (excluding Titus 2:13).29 Only if it could be established 
that crOO't'ijp (TtJ.lWV) "IT\O'OU<; Xpt<rtO<; was an early credal formula 
comparable to 'IC\)ptor; "IT\O'OU<; Xpt<n6r; could one argue that crom\p 
was anarthrous in Titus 2:13 because of its widespread technical use 
(similarly Wainwright, "Confession" 283-84). 

b. Lrot'Jlp is anarthrous because there was no need to distinguish differ
ent subjects, the writer asswning a distinction between o ~ ee6<; 
and crom1p itJ.lci>v "IT\croi><; Xptcrt6r;.30 

No one will deny that the repetition of the article is not essential 
to ensure that two items be considered separately, 31 but it is difficult 
to prove what an author was or was not assuming. What is indisput
able is that the combination crom1p TtJ.lWV is generally articular in the 
Pastorals (seven examples), being anarthrous onlyin 1 Timothy 1:1 
(where there is no possibility that two persons are referred to) and 
in Titus 2:13. Consequently the exceptional nature of the usage in 
this verse calls for a positive explanation. But the affirmation that 
the article is absent because it was not needed does not account for 
this departure from the idiom of the Pastorals, which suggests that 
the article would normally be found with crom1p ftJ.lcOV.32 

Perhaps the relevant data are better accommodated by saying that Christ was given oom']p as a prop
er name and as afrequent appellation only when he was regularly called eeoc;, i.e., not until the sec
ond century. 

25. Phil. 3:20; 2 Tim. 1:10; Titus 1:4; 3:6; 2 Pet. 1:1, 11; 2:20; 3:2, 18. Moehlmann, however, believes 
(20) that ln _2 Pet. 3:2 crc.mip is a proper name but that even there it occurs with another title ( ICUp1oc;). 
From the data of the Pastoral Epistles and 2 Peter, Moehlmann traces the evolution of the early 
Christian use of crom']p: God our soter; Jesus Christ our soter; our Lord and soter, Jesus Christ; our 
God and soter, Jesus Christ (17). Significantly, in each case crcotljp Is found with a proper Danle. 

26. Luke 2:11; Jolm 4:42; Acts 5:31; 13:23; Eph. 5:23; 1 Jolm 4:14. 
2:7. As Bernard (Paskmll Epistles 172) claims. 
28. '0 crCJYti!p itJ.Lciiv occurs in 1 Tim. 2:3; 2 Tim. 1:10; Titus 1:3, 4; 2:10; 3:4,6 (the fact that iJJ.Lciiv Is 

generally attached to an articular noun does not diminish the force of this statistic). 
29. 1 Tim. 1:1, where crc.mip Is anarthrous as being in apposition to ee6c; which lacks the article 

in accordance with the canon of Apollonius; 4:10, where crom']p is anarthrous because it is predica
tive and atljectival. 

30. Abbot ("Titus" 451) fonnulates the general principle thus: "'The definite article is inserted be
fore the second attributive when it isfeU to be needed to distinguish d:ifferrm.t subjects; but when 
the two tenns connected by a copulative are shown by any circu7718t4nce to denote distinct sub
jects, then the article m3¥ be omitted, for the excellent reason that it Is not needed." 

31. N. Turner, 8ynta:I; 181. Cremer (280) cites (among other passages) Matt. 16:21; 20:18; 27:3; 
and Acts 15:22 in supPort of this principle. 

32. The same objection may be leveled against Wmer's proposal (130) that since ftJ.LOOV makes 
cromip~ definite the article is superfluous with cr!Dtijpoc;. 
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c. A single article is found with ee6~ and crom\p because Father and 
Son are regarded as equal sharers in or joint possessors of the divine 
glory to be manifested at Christ's parousia (Abbot, "Titus" 452). 

Luke 9:26 shows this to be a permissible view, although it fails to 
take sufficiently seriously the ex hypothesi ambiguity of diction that 
arises from the nonuse of the second article. The inference that a 
first-century reader or hearer would first draw from the phrase it 
oo~a 'tou ~u 9eou x:a\ oCO'tfjpoc; ftJ.LOOV would probably not be 
that two divine figures jointly possessed oo~a but that the eeoc; who 
was also their crom\p possessed oo~a. 

d. By using the anarthrous crcot'Tlp the writer is stressing the saviorhood 
of Jesus Christ, his distinctive character as crom\p (Abbot, "Titus" 
441, 452-53). This explanation would be more convincing if eeou 
also were anarthrous: 't'l)v J.LaKapl.cxv £A.m3a x:a\ bncjxivet.av tile; 
00~11~ J.L£'Y(iAou 9£ou x:a\ crO>'tilpoc; itJ.Lrov 111crou Xpt.cr'tou. 

e. The prefudng of the appositional substantive crCO'tfjpoc; to the proper 
name 'I11crou Xpt.O"'tOU has led to the anarthrous state of crO>'tllpoc;.33 

It is not clear, however, that an appositional noun that precedes a 
proper name is necessarily anarthrous. Second Timothy 1:10 has oux 
tile; rntlj>avel.ac; 'tOU crO>'tilpoc; ftJ.lOOV Xpt.cr'toU 'ITIO"Ou,34 while in four 
other passages in the Pastorals crO>'tllp itFv is articular preceding 
the anarthrous quasi-proper name 9e6c;. 3 

Two observations may fitly conclude this discussion of a complex gram
matical point. First, if Paul had wished to speak unambiguously of two per
sons, he could have written either 'tOU ~u Seoi) m\ 'ITIO"OU Xpt.O"'tOU 'tOU 
crO>'til~c; itJ.Lrov or 'toil ~u Oeou TtJ.LOOV x:<it. 'tOu crrotfipoc; 111crou Xpt.
mou. Second, it must·remain improbable that Paul would have acql.li.esced in 
a form of words that would naturally be construed as depicting Jesus as 6 ~
')Qc; 8eoc; m\ crom1p ftJ.LOOV if in fact he believed that Jesus was in no sense 9e6c;. 

3. The Presence of~ 

The exceptional use of J.LEyac; with 9e6c; may be more easily explained if 
9e6c; refers to Christ than if it signifies the Father ( cf. Ellicott 207). 

33. An argument ofWmer (130) that Is foUowed by Alford (3:420). An anarthrous cromip precedes 
'I11<r0~ Xpt~ or XptO't~ '111170~ in 2 Pet. 1:1, 11; 3:18 (as in Titus 2:13), while in Titus 1:4; 3:6 this 
name precedes the articular o crom\p ti11<iiv. 

34. Here the presence of the article with crootfi po~ illustrates the canon of ApoUonius that nouns 
in -regimen generally either both have the article or both lack it. 

35. 1 Tim. 2:3; Titus 1:3; 2:10; 3:4 (each rendered in the RSV by "God our Savior," which construes 
toii aootfi~ as an appositional substantive). 

36. In the latter case, the article Inserted before aootfipo~ in addition to the altered position of 
tiJ.L<iiv, would indicate two distinct subjects. 
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As a description of the Father, ~is not elsewhere used in the NT, 37 

although it occurs relatively often in the LXX (especially in the Psalms) as 
a divine epithet.38 Given the Jews' widespread use of this epithet in refer
ence to Yahweh, one cannot say that ~ would be redundant if applied 
to the Father, especially since it aptly summarizes the description of God 
given in 1 Timothy 6:15--16 in connection with the £mq,c:iveta of Jesus Christ 
(cf. Abbot, "Titus" 443-44). Yet against this must be set two points. (1) If 
there is a use of the 9eo~ m\ O"omlP formula and therefore exclusive refer
ence to Christ, 39 it would occasion no surprise if ~a~ (and nf.Lrov) was 
added in opposition to the pagan applications of the formula: "Our great 
God and Savior, Jesus Christ. to40 (2) In describing the atoning work of 
Christ, verse 14 explicates that in which the greatness of Jesus Christ as 
"our God and Savior" is displayed. Not only will Jesus Christ as Savior fulfill 
Christians' "hope of glory" (cf. Rom. 5:2) at his appearance (v. 13) by trans
forming their lowly bodies into glorious bodies like his own body (Phil. 
3:20-21), but he has already proved himself a~ o-~p, a unique bearer 
of God's saving grace (v. 11), by his sacrificial self-surrender to achieve 
their redemption and sanctification (v. 14). 

4. The Parallelism in Verse 13 

There is significant parallelism between the two parts of verse 13, viz., 
'tl!v ... &$~11c; and toil ... iJflrov. In each case there is article-adjective
noun-Kat-anarthrous noun-genitive. Whether 'tl!v ... €A.m&x Kat emfjlc:i
veuxv is a hendiadys41 or Kat is epexegetic,42 the sense of verse 13a seems 
to be "we wait for the hope43 that brings and will bring blessing44-the. 
appearing of the glory .... " If the parallelism is intentional, o f.LE:ya~ ee6~ is 
the (J~ p, just as ,; fl<X!C<Xpl.a Ei..m~ is the emfjlciveta. 

37. The substantival fonn ~tl'\() is used of Christ In 2 Pet. 1:16, of God in Luke 9:43; and 
~VTI of God in Heb.l:3; 8:1;Jude 25. 

38. Deut. 10:17; 2 Esdras 14:8 [Neh. 4:14]; 18:6 [Neh. 8:6]; 19:32 [Neh. 9:32]; Ps. 47:2 (Engl. 48:1]; 
76:14 (Engl. 77:13]; S!i:lO (Engl. 86:10]; Isa 26:4; Jer. 39:19 [Engl. 32:19]; Dan. 2:46; 9:4; Mal. 1:14. 

39. Only on Hort's view (discussed above, §A.4.a) could 9Eoil and O(J)tfjpoc; both refer to the 
Father. 

40. E. F. Scott (Pastoral Epistles 170) maintains that the idea of ~greatness" really belongs to 
oo~a but has been transferred to 9£6() from whom the oo~a emanates. 

41. According to Ellicott (207), Theodoret construed the whole phrase as ahendiadys: "The hope 
of his glorious corning"; slmllariy BDF §442.(16). 

42. This understanding of the verse is reflected in several English versions: TCNT, Weymouth, Mof· 
fatt, Berkeley, RSV, NAB1, NAB1, Casslrer. 

43. ·mmc; here is no subjective sentiment but the objective fulfillment of divine promise, 1ll8 

sperata not spes (cf. Col. 1:6). Goodspeed has the rendering "the fulfilment of our blessed hope" 
(similarly Cassirei-); and NEB and REB, "the happy fulfilment of our hope." 

44. The present expectation of realized hope brings blessing, as does the actual future reallza· 
tion of hope. 
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5. Dubious Support 

Sometimes adduced in favor of understanding 9e6~ of Jesus Christ in this 
verse are four further arguments, each of which is of dubious validity. 

a W. Lock (145) alleges that the relative clause&; EOOOKEV K"tA.. (v. 14) 
implies a single referent, eeo~ Kat crCJYt"T\p, or a second article would 
seem to be required before crCO'tiipo~ if 9e6c; designated the Father 
but crom1p TU.l.cOV ... oc; EOOOKEV denotedJesus.45 

However, a similar col\junction of two persons (this time under 
the bond of a single preposition, not a single article) followed by a 
predicate referring to only one of the two is found in Galatians 1:3-
4: X, apt~ UJ.l.tV K<lt eipT]VT} a1to 8eou 1t<X'tpoc; TU.LcOV Kat !CUplo'U 'Incrou 
Xptcr'tou 'tou oov'to~ eau'tov K"tA.. · 

b. In the NT the word i:mcj)(iVeta is never applied to the Father, but on 
several occasions to the Son, in reference to his first advent (2 Tim. 
1:10) or his second advent (2 Thess. 2:8; 1 Tim. 6:14; 2 Tim. 4:1, 8). 

What this argument overlooks is that it is not the Father himself 
who will be visibly manifested but the glory that belongs to the great 

· God. It is unlikely that Til~ M~nc; is a "Hebrew" genitive ("the glori
ous appearing of the great God")46 or that "the appearance of the 
glory of the great God" is simply a circumlocution for "the great God 
will appear. n47 In any case, nowhere does a NT writer speak of a dual 
epiphany of Father and Son. And in Jewish apocalyptic, where 
appearances of Yahweh and of the Messiah are mentioned, never are 
both said to appear together (Spicq, Epitres Pastorales 2:640). 

c. In the OT the work of redemption and purification is attributed to 
Yahweh (e.g., Exod. 19:5; Deut.7:6; 14:2), but in Titus 2:14 Christ is 
said to have redeemed and purified his people: Christ and his church 
replace Yahweh and Israel. Consequently it would be natural for 
Paul to apply to Jesus two of the OT appellations of Yahweh, viz., 
eeoc; and crCJYt"T\p. 48 

In reply, one may observe that what. is "natural" for a writer to 
say is not always what he does say. Moreover, similarity of function 
does not prove interchangeability of titles any more than identity of 
person. 

46. Similarly Spicq, Epf.tres Pa.srorales 2:640. But Parry (81) refers ot; e&tllCEV to 'IT]croiit; XptO'tot; 
alone, because he fmds in v. 14 an indication of the sense in which Christ is the glory of God, viz., In 
his manifestation of the grace of God. 

46. For the reasons why it is improbable that 'tilt; 86~T]t; is a "Hebrew" or attributive genitive ("glo
rious"), see above, §A.2. 

47. Pace Easton 94, who compares Acts 7:65; 2 Pet. 1:17. 
48. This argument is adduced by Cremer 281, Lock 146, and G. Kittel, TDNT 2:248. 
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d. The m~ority of post-Nicene writers ~port the identification of o 
~"((X~ aroc; 1eo:l aom)p ru.uuv as Christ 

Against this, however, must be set the fact that the principal 
ancient versions (except the Ethiopic) distinguish 9e6c; from aom\p, 
as does Justin Martyr (Apol. 1:61). Ifanything, the testimony of the 
versions is more important than that of the fathers on this point, 
given the widespread use of 9e6c; as an appellation of Christ in the 
fowth century and the post-Nicene concern for the scriptural but-
tressing of orthodox teaching on the deity of Christ · 

In the light of the foregoing evidence, it seems highly probable that In 
Titus 2:13 Jesus Christ is called "our great God and Savior," a verdict 
shared, with varying degrees of assurance, by almost all grammarians50 and 
lexicographers, 51 many commentators, 52 and many writers on NT theology 
or Christo logy, 53 although there are some dissenting voices. 54 

49. Thus Ellicott (207), who also cites Clement of Alexandria and Hippolytus as supporting this 
identification, but Abbot ("Titus" 444) has shown their testimony to be suspect. 

50. Middleton 393-96; H. J. Rose in Middleton 393; B. Weiss, "Gebrauch" 365; Moulton, Prolego· 
mena 84; Robertson, Grammar 786; Robertson, "Article" 186-87; BDF §276.(3); Zerwick, Greek§ 185 
(the single article "seem(s) to suggest the divinity of Christ"; cf. his Amdysis 488); C. F. D. Moule, 
Idiom Book 109-10; C. F. D. Moule, Ori.gin 137 ("probably"); N. Turner, Insights 1!>:--16; cf. his Sun· 
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Jesus as God 

0 f the sixteen separate NT passages considered in detail in this volwne, 
in only one case does the term eeoc; occur within an OT citation. In Hebrews 
1:8--9 we find two uses of 6 e£6c; that could refer to Jesus Christ, embedded 
within a citation of Psalm 45:7--8 (=LXX 44:7--8 =Engl. 45:6-7) that closely 
follows the LXX (verse nwnbers in this chapter refer to the Hebrew text). 
This being so, it is imperative that we examine the meaning of these two 
verses in their original setting in Hebrew and then in their LXX dress before 
seeking to discover how the author of Hebrews employs the quotation. This 
NT writer is citing the LXX, but does the LXX accurately reflect the proba
ble meaning of the Hebrew text at this point or does it distort that meaning? 
These issues are the concern of the present chapter. 

A. Setting and Structure 

Psalm 45 is one of the forty-two psalms in the "Elohist Psalter" (Pss. 42-
83), so-called because the term Cl'i1"~ predominates as the divine name.1 

The psalm belongs to a group of some ten "royal psalms" in which the king 
is the central figure.2 It is a wedding song ~epithalamium) that was com
posed for some unspecified royal marriage and that was included within 

1. For the relevant statistics see M. H. Segal104-05. See also Patterson 32-83. 
2. Pss. 2, 18, 20, 21, 46, 72, 89, 101, 110, 132 (some would add 118 and 144). 
3. The identity of the king and queen remains obscure, but some of the more common proposals 

are Jehoram of Judah and Athaliah of Israel (who was Tyrian [cf. v. 13] on her mother's side; d. 
2 Kings 8:16; see further Patterson 3:3-.14, 45-46), Solomon and the daughter of Pharaoh ( cf. 1 Kings 
3:1-3; 11: 1-2), or Ahab and Jezebel (see the summary of research in Jacquet 42). Because allusions 
to Nathan's oracles (2 Sam. 7:8-16) are scattered throughout the poem (e.g., vv. 3, 6, 7, 17; cf. Pss. 72, 
89, 132), the king in question was probably king of Judah. Mter a thorough examination of the liter· 
acy background of the psalm, Mulder concludes that "Ps. 45 was all but certainly written before the 
exile under the influence of the court style of the later Neo-Assyrian empire. It originated probably 
in the seventh century B.c. in the Southern kingdom, with a good chance that Josiah is the king who 
is celebrated in the psalm" (158). However, in the light of the common Near Eastern practice of treat
Ing a bridal couple as royaltyT. H. Gaster has proposed that the psalm describes a conventional wed· 
ding ceremony, with a comparison between the characteristics of a bridegroom and the qualities of 
aking. · 
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the Psalter probably because it epitomized an ideal king of the Davidic 
dynasty, the royal Messiah.4 

.As for the psalm's setting, M. E. Podechard (28) believes that the poet's 
thought follows the successive stages of the wedding ceremony, from the 
bridegroom's procession to the bride's home, to the meeting of the two 
groups, to the joyful return to the royal palace. Some suggest that this nuptial 
ode may have been sung as the new queen and her attendants entered the 
royal palace in splendid procession (Ewald, Psalms 165) or after the marriage 
ceremony had taken place and the king and queen were seated on thrones in 
their palace attended by the royal retinue and celebrating their wedding feast 
(with vv. 14-16 referring to an earlier event) (Kissane 196, 200--201).5 

With regard to the structure of the psalm, verse 2 is a dedicatory preface 
in which the psalmist describes his pleasant task, while verse 18 forms a 
valedictory epilogue that indicates the desired outcome of the wedding 
song, viz., perpetual praise of the king among the nations. Within this struc
ture verse 3 is an introduction that praises the beauty and graciousness of 
the king, and verse 17 a conclusion that foresees that illustrious descen
dants will come from the marriage union. The heart of the poem consists of 
two sections, verses 4-10 and verses 11-16.6 

There are depicted in vers~ 4-10 the two preeminent characteristics 
of the king: martial prowess in the defense of truth and right (vv. 4-6) and 
a just administration in a dynasty that is destined to endure for ever, an 
administration that merits the divine pleasure and prompts the joyful 
homage of his court (vv. 7-10). Or as L. C. Allen expresses it (226), "Verses 
4-6 focus upon the king engaged in a just war, wielding sword and bow in 
his right hand; verses 7-10 envisage him on his throne wielding his royal 
sceptre, symbol of justice, and in his palace precincts in festive garb with 
his new consort at his right hand. "7 

4. A messianic intezpretation of Ps. 45 does not preclude an original particular historical setting 
(see vv. 9-10, 13-15) involving a royal marriage. On this question see Sabourin, Psalms 161~2. Tour
nay ("Ps. xlv" 173) sketches the three principal interpretations of the psalm: (1) a purely secular mar
riage song, incozporated into the Psalter owing to a messianic adaptation; (2) a marriage song for a 
king of Israel or Judah, regarded as a type of the Messiah; or (3) a directly messianic marriage song 
composed in the third or fourth century B.C. On the hlstocy of the intezpretation of this psalm, see 
P. J. King 1-31, 15, 103-27, who concludes "that in ps. 45 the Messiah is typified by an earthly mon
arch who is the subject of this psalm in the literal proper sense. ... In short, the king is the type, the 
Messiah is the antitype" (129; cf. 119-28). 

5. Building on a suggestiort of Eaton (Psalms 123; cr. 23, 31-32), Goulder sees in Psalm 45 are
flection of the ~-long annual ritual surrounding the new marriage of the king on the fifteenth of 
Bul, the first~ of an autumnal festival at Dan. The first half of the psalm is an enthronement hYJ!U\ 
(vv. 3-9), the second half a prothalamium (w. 10-17), the whole poein being sung in the evening 
(121-37). 

6. Cf. the treatmentofthepsalrn'sstructure inN. H. Ridderbos 69-74; Schedl; Mulder 22-29;Allen 
221-27; and most recently Patterson 31,36-45. 

7. Podechard aptly observes (33) that this king excels in performing two essential functions of 
royalty-defense of the nation from without, the maintenance of justice within. 
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Verse 10 represents a climax and a transition, for the poet's thought has 
moved from the king himself (v. 3) as a mighty warrior (vv. 4-6) and just 
administrator (vv. 7-8) to the king's robes (v. 9a), to the royal musicians 
(v. 9b) and harem (v. lOa), to the king's consort (v. lOb), who is then imme
diately addressed in verses 11-13. In the second principal segment of the 
psalm (vv. ll-16), which is "an unfolding of the statement in v. lOb, 'the 
consort stands at your right hand'" (N. H. Ridderbos 74), the poet exhorts · 
the new bride to give exclusive allegiance to her lordly husband (vv. 11-13) 
and describes the splendid pomp of the bridal train and the conswrunate 
joy of the bridal party as they enter the royal palace (vv. 14--16). 

Verses 7 and 8 of Psalm 45 are bound together by p-?.v in verse Sb. God 
could be said to have anointed the king with the oil of incomparable exul
tation (v. Sb-c) precisely because the king's dynasty was permanent or eter
nal (v. 7a), his royal administration was marked by equity (v. 7b), and he 
himself loved righteousness and eschewed wickedness (v. Sa). If "the oil of 
gladness" (v. 8c) refers to a literal anointing, it could allude to an earlier 
consecration with oil at the king's coronation ( cf. 1 Sam. 15:17; 2 Sam. 12:7; 
Ps. 89:20 [MT v. 21]) or possibly to the preparations for the wedding cele
bration or for the marriage bed. On the other hand, if the expression is met
aphorical (as seems more probable, cf. Is a. 61:3), pto!D will be epexegetic of 
TOW oil= g1adness),8 indicating that God had anointed the king on his mar
riage day with a joy such as no other king or friend of the bridegroom had 
ever experienced.9 

B. C"m~ in Psabn 45:7-8 

One of the most celebrated cruces interpretum in the OT is found in 
verse 7a. How are the words o·il'?~ 1~J to be understood? It should be 
noted immediately that not a few scholars, daunted by what they consider 
to be insuperable grammatical or conceptual difficulties in the text as it 
stands (such as the anarthrous state ofl:l'i1'?~ or its application to a human 
being, if it is a vocative), have resorted to various coJ\iectural emendations. 

8. Thus also KOnig 474 n. 3, comparing Ps. 95:1b. Alternatively ]00 could symbolize consecration 
so that the phrase would mean "(God ••• has anointed you) in a consecration that brought you glad· 
ness." But Briggs construes J'I!!XIl JOO as a vocative that begins the third strophe of the poem (vv. Sc-
18), a strophe whose characteristic theme is the joy of the bridegroom: "0, oil of joy above thy fel
lows" ( cf. Song of Sol. 1 :3; 4:10-16). The king himself is thus seen (m vv. 8o-9a) as embodying "all 
precious oinbnents" and "delightful odours and plants" (Psalms 383, 387; Prophecy 142 and n. 1). 

9. T,::lno here may mean (l) ~above your fellow kings" (P. J. King xix, 86) (or, "wedding guests," 
cf. Matt. 9:16); (2) "in greater measure than other men• (cf. v. 3a); or less probably (3) "(God, your 
God, has anointed you,) rather than your companions." Craigie (336; cf. BDB 682 §6a, s.v. p) sup
ports this latter view. 
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For the sake of completeness these may be briefly listed, before consider
ing in detail the main ways of undeiStanding the MT. 

I. Conjectural Emendations 

a. C. Bruston suggests (91-92) that an original~~ was read as ii1i, 
which was then subject to an Elohistic alteration to c·it?~. The text 
should therefore be rendered "your throne will be eternal" ( cf. 
2 Sam. 7:13, 16; Ps. 21:4 [MTv. 5]; 72:5; 89:4,29,36--37 [MTvv. 5, 30, 
37--38]).1° Cf. Moffatt's translation: "Your throne shall stand for 
evermore." 

b. S. R. Driver expressed (at least in 1892) a hesitant preference for P. 
de Lagarde's col\iecture of 1.P9 for 1111 (cf. Prov. 20:28): "Your 
throne Elohim has established for ever. "11 

c. T. K Cheyne proposes ii1i1' 1twJJ: "Yahwe lifts thee up for ever and 
ever."12 · 

d. C'i1'?~ could be omitted as a gloss or later addition to the text (GKC 
§ 128d, "most probably"). 

e. Following earlier suggestions, T. H. Gaster (244, 250) supplies the 
verb j'Jil: "Thy throne hath some god [set finn] to endure for all 
time." 

f. Reading 1111 c?111 C-.i1?~ (ie., with enclitic m.em) and vocalizing 
1~J as a denominative piel (9~ii;J~) from ~J, M. Dahood trans
lates the phrase as "the eternal and everlasting God has enthroned 
you," a proposal which creates a parallelism between veiSes 3, 7, 
and 8 ("God has blessed you .... God has enthroned you .... God 
has anointed you").13 

Confronted by all these col\iectures and !mowing that the text as it 
stands may be undeiStood satisfactorily in several different ways and that 
the ancient versions uniformly construed C'~ as a vocative (see below), 
the exegete may be excused for viewing any resort to emendation as an ill
advised counsel of despair. There are, in fact, at least five ways of translat
ing the p~e C'~ 1~J. 

10. Bruston was followed, inter al.ics, by Wellhausen 45, 183; Duhm 129; and Podechard 28-29, 
33. This view was subjected to a lengthy critique by AUiS. On the whole matter of the "Elohist redac
tion• of the Psalter, seeR. D. Wilson, "Psalms" (esp. 7-10) and "Old Testament• 472-76. 

11. 260 §194 ii (referring to de Lagarde xlvii, who cites Prov. 20:28 and Isa. 9:6 in support). 
12. Psalms 199, 203; but c!. his earlier edition (1888) 124 and his Psal.t.er 182. 
13. 273, followed by Craigie 336-37 and REB. On this proposal, see Mulder 70-72, 80; Hannan 

340-42. 
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2. Translations ofC"~ ~~ 

a. "Your divine throne" 

On the first view O'i1?~ is genitival-"your throne of God" means "your 
throne established and protected by God,"14 "the throne that God has given 
you" (GNB), "your throne is from God" (NJB), or "your God-like (or, godly) 
throne."15 Proponents of this view16 frequently cite such parallels as the 
phrases :np11• •n•i::!, literally "my covenant, Jacob," in Leviticus 26:42 and 
iD...,ono, literally "my refuge, strength," in Psalm 71:7. 

This translation, popularized by the RSV, 17 is not without serious difficul
ties. If~:;, is in fact qualified by two different types of genitive (viz., a pro
nominal suffix kap denoting possession and an adjectival genitive, O'il?~, 
meaning "divine"), this is a construction that is probably unparalleled in the 
OT (see GKC § 128d).18 With regard to Leviticus 26:42, if' is not simply an 
archaic marker of the construct state or a case of dittography, either n'i::l 
has the suffix because the following proper name (unlike o·i'f;l~) could not 
be so qualified or the expression is an ellipsis for ::l1PD' n'i::l 'n'i::l.19 What 
is more, "my covenant (made with] Jacob" is not parallel to "your throne 
(established by] God"; God may be said to establish a throne, but not Jacob 
the covenant. As for Psalm 71:7 and comparable parallels often adduced,20 

the two nouns involved are usually related by apposition, so that TD...,'ono 
means "my refuge, which is strength (or strong)." Sometimes the second 
noun may be classed as an accusative of definition: ,:::1 ,0 (Lev. 6:3 [Engl. 
v. 10]) means "his garment, in (= made of) linen."21 If, in these two 
instances, the second noun can be appropriately translated by an adjective 
("my strong refuge," "his linen garment") this is not because the substantive 
thus rendered is genitival. Furthermore, if it be argued that o•i'f;l~ 1~0.::::> 
stands for the more regular Til?~ ~o:;,, this latter means "the throne of 
your God" (cf. 1 Kings 1:20,27, 37; 2:12, 24), not "your throne is from God" 
or "your divine throne." 

14. Thus Hupfeld and Nowack 627. 
15. A variation of this is, "Your throne is like God (in that it is) for ever and ever," where C'il~ 

is predicative and stands for C'il~, the :> having been omitted by haplography or for the sake of 
euphony after the final :I oq~o:>. . 

16. For example, Vriezen 220 n. 1. 
17. The NRSV reverts to the R'l' and ASV rendering, ~Your throne, 0 God," and in the margin gives 

only one alternative translation, "Your throne is a throne of God." 
18. Cf. the view of H. L. F1eischer cited by S. R. Driver§§ 193-94. 
19. See the discussion in GKC §§128d, 131r; Hengstenberg 133-34. 
20. VIZ., Lev. 6:3 [Engl. v. 10]; Num 26:12; 2 Sam. 22:18, 33; 2 Kings 23:17; Ps. 79:6; Ezek. 16:27; 

Hab.3:8. 
21. Cf. S. R. Driver§ 193. 
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b. "God is your throne" or 
"Your throne is God (or, divine)" 

Under a second view C'i1?~ is subject or predicate and the sense is either 
that God himself is the creator and sustainer of the king's rule or that regal 
power is securely founded on and supported by the immovable rock of 
divine authority. 22 

Grarrunatically, no valid objection may be raised against these render
ings, but conceptually they are harsh. An Eliakim,_ son of Hilkiah, may 
~become a throne of honor to his father's house" (lsa 22:23) but God could 
scarcely ~be a throne" to a king, for the concept of ~God" and the idea of 
~throne" ( = dynasty) are too dissimilar to permit even a bold metaphor such 
as is found elsewhere in the Psalter: ~You are my rock and my fortress" (Ps. 
71:3; cf. 91:2, 9; Isa 26:4), "Lord, you have been our dwelling place in all gen
erations" (Ps. 90: 1; cf. Deut. 33:27). And, given the Hebrew word order, 
~God is your throne" could not be taken as brachylogy for "God will estab
lish Q':;l') your throne." With regard to the translation ~our throne is God," 
where C'i1?~ is predicative, it seems unfitting to assert that any human 
throne, however ~o:;, be interpreted, belongs to the ~ategory of divine 
beings (~is God"). And it is unlikely that the notion of "founded on God" or 
"protected by God" or ~having divine qualities" may be abbreviated to the 
single word l:l'il?~. 

c. "Your throne is God's throne" or 
"Your throne will be a divine throne" 

In the third case ~0:::> has been supplied from 1~0:::> before C'i1?~. yield
ing "your throne is God's throne"23 or "your throne will be a divine 
throne. "24 The construction may be explained as follows. 25 In the expres
sion fl1 i'p, "a wall of wood," fl1 is used absolutely as part of the subject. 
But the absolute fl1 could also be used predicatively, without any copula, 
as in the phrase fl1 1'ni'P (Ezek. 41:22), literally ~its walls, wood," that is, 
"its walls [were] wood(en)." This represents, in expanded form, ~its walls 
[were walls of] wood," with n'li'P SUIJplied from 1'ni'P before r l1. Similarly 

22. Cf. Knox's rendering, "God is the support of your throne. • 
23. Kirkpatrick 248 (tentatively; "thy throne [is the throne of) God"); Toumay, "Psawne ex" 7-8; 

Tourn33f, "Ps. xlv" 185-88; cf. Robert and Toumay 434; Mulder 54-66, 73-80 (with the qualification 
that this is "an unusual construction, without any really reliable parallel in the Old Testament" [65]); 
Metti.nger 264--65, 273; Eaton, Kingship 142-43 ("your throne, the throne of God"; cr. his Psalms 
125). The RSV mg and the NRSV mg make the supplied ~:l indefinite in meaning: "Your throne is a 
throne of God." · 

24. Similarly Gesenius 60 (who paraphrases "divine" as "guarded and made prosperous by God"); 
Ewald, Synt43; 133;.KOnig 474. But Buttenwieser prefers to supply an optative (as also in w. 6a-b, 
7b; cf. GKC §§141-42): ·~thy throne be a throne divine forever" (82, 91). 

25. Cf. Ewald, Syntax 132-33. 
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t:J•i1?~ 1~0:J, literally "your throne, God," means "your throne [is the throne 
of] God" 'This concept of a royal throne being God's throne is paralleled by 
1 Chronicles 29:23 (cf. 28:5; 1 Kings 3:28) where Solomon is said to sit "on 
the throne of Yahweh." Psalm 45:7-Sa would thus affinn that since the king 
rules in equity and righteousness his kingdom will always remain secure; it 
will be a kingdom of God. 

The problem with this translation is less grammatical than conceptual. 
In the following texts that are sometimes adduced as parallels to Psalm 45:7 
there are (in Hebrew) two or more nouns in juxtaposition without a copula, 
the first noun being the subject and the other( s) predicate( s ). A literal trans
lation is given to illustrate this point. 

The whole earth [was] one language 
The barley [was] ear and the flax [was] flower 
Your bars [shall be] iron and bronze 
The season [is] heavy showers 
All your robes [are) myrrh and aloes and cassia 
Our vineyards [are) blossom 
One basket [was] very good figs 
Hamath and Arpad [are] confusion 
Its walls [were] wood 

Gen. 11:1 
Exod9:31 
Deut. 33:25 
Ezra 10:13 
Ps. 45:9 [Engl. v. 8] 
Song of Sol. 2:15 
Jer. 24:2 
Jer. 49:23 
Ezek. 41:22 

Although these instances may be considered formally parallel to Psalm 
45:7, there is one significant difference. In each case there is implied a cer
tain identity between subject and predicate, so that the second (and any 
subsequent) noun denotes the material of which an object is made or a 
characteristic which an object possesses. Thus the copula ("be") supplied 
in the literal translations may be paraphrased or better expressed by 
phrases such as "consists of," "is made of," "contains," "is filled with," or "is 
characterized by."26 But God is neither the material of which the throne is 
composed nor a characteristic it possesses. Between this subject and pred
icate there may be certain likenesses (such as eternality) but any form of 
identity is lacking. What this rendering in fact presupposes is the ellipsis not 
simply of~:J but of~:J:J "[is] like the throne of" (see §B.2.d below).27 

Grammatically there is no objection to finding an ellipsis in verse 7a but 
it is remarkable that in verse 7b, where there would have been no ambiguity 
of meaning without the repetition of the nominative, the subjeGt is actually 
repeated in the predicate (t!l:Jtll ... ~:J!D), whereas in verse 7a, where the rep
etition would have removed any ambiguity, the subject is not repeated.28 

26. Cf. the similar comments inS. R. Driver §§187-aB, 194. 
27. Herkenne renders v. 7a this way: "Dein Thron gleicht dem Jahves irnrner und ewig" (172). 
28. This polnt is made by Pusey 476n. 
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That is, if in fact verse 7a meant "your throne is the throne of God," one 
might have expected (considerations of meter apart) the poet to have writ
ten either C'i1?~ ~0~ 1~~ in verse 7a'2!J (to parallel v. 7b) or i!D'O t!l.:J.!D 
1m~?o in verse 7b30 (to parallel v. 7a, ex hypothesi). In any case, as T. K 
Cheyne remarks (Psalms 182), given the simple style of the poet, the idea 
of the Icing's sharing the rule of God might have been more directly 
expressed by "you sit beside Yahweh on his throne." 

d. "Your throne is like God's throne" 

The rendering of G. R. Drivez.31 and the NEB, which reflects the concep
tual tendency of §B.2.c above, represents a fusion of two distinct Hebrew 
idioms. After the preposition~ ("like") there may occur an ellipsis of a word 
or words necessary to the sense. Thus .,,:::JD 1'~n (Jer. 50:9) means "his · 
arrows will be like {those of] a warrior." Second, in comparisons Hebrew 
sometimes omits the preposition~. For example, TE:I cro ~~ (Song of Sol. 
5:11 ), "his head is [like) the finest gold." Accordingly, Driver's translation of 
Psalm 45:7a simply "presupposes a natural development of idioms that are 
well attested in Hebrew. "32 

To support this translation appeal has been made to three main texts. 
C. R. North refers to the expression C'J,, TJ'l', "your eyes are doves," in 
Song of Solomon 1:15 and 4:1, which, in light of 5: 12a (C'J1'~ 1'J'l', "his eyes 
are like doves"), he takes to mean "'thy eyes are like doves' eyes' for soft
ness and innocence" (30). The comparison, however, may equally well be 
between the whiteness of the eyes and the whiteness of doves (cf. 5:12b: 
"bathed in milk"; 4:2: "your teeth are like a flock of shorn ewes")33 or 
between the eyes and the gentleness and purity of doves themselves. In 
either case, "your eyes are doves" means simply "your eyes are like doves." 

In appealing to Psalm 80:11 [Engl. v. 10], J. A. Emerton expands the av 
(text) rendering of the verse to illustrate the parallel: "The mountains were 
covered with the shadow ofit [viz., Israel as a vine planted in Canaan], And 
the boughs thereof were like the boughs of cedars of God" (similarly NEB). 
"Just as the boughs of the vine are said to be like cedar trees because they 
offer shade, so the king's ·throne may be compared to God either because 
he is eternal or because his throne is eternal ( cf. Lam. v.19). "34 But the 

29. Perhaps Exod. 32:16 affords the closest parallel to this: ~1i'l c•n'?~ ::Jl"'O::: :Jr00.1. 
30. Or if1n'O'?c I!I::JU1 were the subject ofv. 7b, '"IUl'T.llnl=>'?o l!l::l~ might have been expected. 
31. G. R. Driver, "Study" 116-16; "Psalms" 124. Driver was followed by North 30 (tentatively, 

since "it is still possible that Ewhim is a vocative addressed to the king"); Noth 186-87; A. R. 
Johnson, Kingship 27 n. 1; D. W. Thomas 16; Emerton (whose a1m is to defend Driver's rendering as 
a "possibility"). 

32. Emerton 60. My summary of this view is drawn from Emerton. 
33. Porter 52-63. 
34. Emerton 61-63 (citation from p. 63). 
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immediate context in verse lOb (the vine "filled the land") suggests that 
verses 11-12 together illustrate the remarkable expansiveness of the vine 
(rather than its compass [vv. lla, 12]) and its protectiveness (v. lib; "offer
ing shade," as Emerton puts it). i'IO:::l (v. lla) may indicate height and n',tv 
(v. 12a) breadth, and just as the latter verb is to be supplied in verse 12b, so 
the former is to be. supplied in verse llb.35 One may therefore safely follow 
the RSV (similarly RV mg) in its rendering of the verse: "The mountains were 
covered with its shade, the mighty cedars [were covered] with its 
branches. "36 But even if il'£lJ.t11 ("and its boughs") is nominative, as Emerton 
alleges, there is more than one possible interpretation of the text: as JB 

notes (p. 865 n. f), "'The branches were cedars of God' (i.e. the highest of 
cedars, cf. 36:6; 68:15)." 

I conclude that although both the Hebrew idioms referred to (viz., an 
ellipSis after :::l; the omission of :::l in comparisons) may be separately 
attested, the purported conflation of the two idioms in Psalm 45:7lacks any 
unambiguous parallel in the o-r37 and therefore remains an unconvincing 
explanation.38 

e. "Your throne, 0 God" 

The traditional rendering, "your throne, 0 God," where l:l'ii'~ is a voca
tive, 39 is found in all the ancient versions, 40 many English translations (KJV, 
RV, JtSV, Berkeley, NASB, JB, NAB1, NIV, NRSV), and many modem commentators. 
But to whom does c•i1',~ refer? To regard this vocative as an address to God 
himself, as does the Targum,41 is to ignore the presence of a series of 
second-person singular pronominal suffixes in the preceding and following 
verses that can refer only to the king. What is more, a sudden apostrophe to 

35. I owe this observation to Craig C. Broyles. 
36. The Hebrew word order on this view (nominative-accusativEH~Ccusative-nominative) is a 

case of ABBA. 
37. G. R Driver himself called the construction In Ps. 45:7 "an archaic fonn of compamtio com

pendia.ria which has survived unaltered in an early poem ... a rare relic of a ptirnitive syntax" 
("Study" 115-16). On Driver's appeal to an "identical construction" In the Babylonian Creation Epic 
( 4:4, 6), see Porter 62. 

38. It would be somewhat strange to have a simile in verse 7a ("your throne is like ..• ") but an 
identification In v. 7b ("your royal scepter is ... ") ( cf. Macintosh 182). 

39. C"~ occurs as a vocative in some 47 other places in the Psalms, 'J,~ 4 or 5 times, and rn,,, 
3 times (Allis 260 n. 31>). 

40. On Ps. 44:7-8 in the LXX, see §D below. It is not impoSSible that the unifonn testimony of the 
ancient versions in support of the vocaiive may reflect •a messianic re-reading which stresses the 
transcendence of the King-Messiah" (Robert and Tournay 434), but it is at least equally possible that 
all these versions testi1Y to the most natural way of construing c•n?~. whether they understood the 
word in reference tO the Messiah or, as Mulder believes ( 48), to God. 

41~ "1by throne of glory, 0 Lord, endures for ever and ever." The targwnist understands 1?o in 
w. 2,6,12,15-16asreferringto God, "the King of the world" (v.l6), "the Eternal King" (v.l6). Verse 
3 contains the one explicit reference to the Messiah: "Your beauty, 0 King Messiah, surpasses that 
of ordinary men." See Levey 109-13. 
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God in verse 7a would be singularly out of place when the next verse speaks 
of God in the third person ( v. Sb ). Only slightly less difficult is the suggestion 
thatl:l'il?~ is an apostr9phe to the messianic King, for it involves the Unlikely 
supposition that embedded Within a poem addressed to the royal couple is 
a brief messianic prophecy found in verse 742 or verses 7-8.43 

But not all those who regard l:l'i1?~ as an address to some contemporary 
king agree that this vocative should be rendered "0 God. "44 Alternative 
translations include "o Ruler,"45 "o rnajesty,"46 "o divine one,"47 "o Divine 
One, "48 "0 god, "49 and "0 Elohirn. "50 Behind this variety of renderings are 
differing views about the meaning of l:l'i1?~ when the tenn is applied to 
beings other than the sovereign God. (We shall return to this point below.) 

C. Objections to the Traditional Interpretation 

Perhaps the attempt to defend this traditional interpretation is. best 
made by considering the various objections raised against it. Such objec
tions fall naturally into four categories: grammatical, structural, contextual, 
and theological. 

1. Grammatical 

On the grammatical side it is alleged that CJ'i1?~ as a vocative would 
"without doubt" have the article (Podechard 33). 

Now it is true that since a person addressed is always definite the voca
tive is generally articular, but, as P. Joiion rightly points out, especially in 
poetry and elevated prose it is quite often omitted (§137g). In reference to 
the one true God, CJ'il'?~ is a proper name and therefore is determinate in 

42. Thus J. B. Payne 262. 
43. Thus Harman 343-47 ("the eyes of the Inspired psalmist were suddenly lifted beyond the con

temporary occupant of the Davidic throne to the kingly glory of the messianic ruler," 344). 
44. Schollll'S who rendertl'~ by "0 God" include Hengstenberg 133-35; Pusey 473-78; Perowne 

363; Gunkel189-90; Allis; Oesterley 251-63; de Fraine 26 n. 4, 203; P. J. King xix, 77-78; Schedl314, 
316; Kidner 172; Patterson 40 and n. 48; Van Gronlngen 366-67.-

45. S. R. Hil'sch 326. 
46. Macintosh, who; citing G. R. Driver's view that the Aramaic R'~ could be used as an ideo

gram for the Persian ~lagan ("nuijesty") (Documents 85; but see the 1954 edition, p. 36), suggests that 
in the Hebrew term C'mR, as in the Aramaic equiwlent, there might have been a confusion of the 
concepts of divinity and nuijesw. 

47. Briggs, Prophecy 141 and n. 4 (but cf. his later Psalms 387: "Yahweh"); Goulder 129-30; Allen 
225 (but cf. 226: "God"). 

48. Kittel170, 175 ("du Gottlicher");Jacquet 38 ("o Divln"); Bentzen 40 (apparently; cf. 17, 38,85-
86, 96 n. 10); Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien 3:98 (cf. 2:302 and his Psalms 73, 76); Weiser 360, 363 ("di
vine king," translating Gottlicher); Ringgren 230 (the original has "o Gottlicher," 211; cf. TDOT 1:282); 
Kraus, Psalmen 48s.:a1, 490 ("o Gtittlicher"; similarly in his Tfulolcgie 138, 231). 

49. Kissane 198,200 ("'god' in the sense of 'magnate,' 'noble'"). 
60. Delitzsch, Psalms 84, 95-98; Cal~ 4~7, 470; Jacob 236, 237 n. 1. 
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itself and does not take the article (GKC § 125a, t). 51 In reference to super
natural or nonearthly beings or to persons standing in loco dei, C'~ 
becomes titular and is always anarthrous. 52 So, as a vocative referring to 
the king, C'i1?~ in verse 7 cannot be said to require the article. One might 
also note that the other two titular vocatives in the psalm (viz., i':::ll, v. 4; n:J, 
v. 11) are anarthrous. 

Another grammatical objection is this: if "jl'1 c?1.1' were a "direct predi
cate" ("[is] for ever and ever"), c?1.1'? as in verse 3 (cf. v. 18) rather than the 
simple c?1.1' would have been expected. 53 

It is a fact that the phrase "jl'1 c?1l' is never used elsewhere in the 
Hebrew Bible as an adverbial accusative of time ("for ever and ever") in 
the predicate of a verbless sentence. In defense of this rendering, however, 
one may point outf>4 that (1) this phrase is used adverbially in verbal sen
tences (Ps. 21:5 [Engl. v. 4]; 52:10 [Engl. v. 8]; 104:5) and as an adverbi& 
modifier of the predicate in verbless sentences (Ps. 10:16; 48:15 [Engl. 
v. 14]); (2) a substantive used as an adverbial predicate may replace a prep
ositional phrase (e.g., 2 Sam. 2:32; Ps. 52:3 [Engl. v. 1]; Jer. 15:18); (3) else
where in the Psalter c?1.1' is equivalent to Cl?1l'? (Ps. 61:8 [Engl. v. 7]; 66:7; 
89:2-3, 38 [Engl. vv. 1-2, 37]); and ( 4) other temporal adverbs may stand as 
sole predicates in verbless sentences (Job 8:9; 2 Chron. 12:16).55 While 
admitting that a prepositional phrase would have been a more regular con
struction in a direct predicate ( cf. Lam. 5: 19), one may fairly claim that the 
translation of 1.1'1 c?1~ by "(~ for ever and ever" is quite admissible from 
a grammatical point of view. It is of interest that the LXX renders c?1l' in 
verse 7, as it does c?(1)l'? in verses 3 and 18, by Ei~ tov OO.rova. But it is also 
possible that the phrase ,l', r:bw forms an emphatic predicate nomina
tive, 67 "Your throne, 0 God, is perpetuity and eternity (ie., permanent and 
eternal)." 

51. The only case where c·n~ as a vocative refening to God is articular is Judg. 16:28. 
62. See the passages cited below. 
63. Cf. Hupfeld and Nowack 627.ln Ps. 106:1 ~UI';l is a "direct predicate" ("Yahweh's steadfast 

love endures forever"); in Ps. 10:16 1ll) c';lw is an "indirect predicate• ("Yahweh is king for ever and 
ever"). 

64. The four points listed are drawn largely from observations made by Allis 264-08 and Mulder 
40--43. 

55. The research of Andersen on Hebrew verbless clauses in the Pentateuch (42-46, "Rule 3") 
suggests that if 1ll1 c';lw were predicative, the word order would probably have been 1.111 ~1.11 
1~=> C~. It is uncertain, however, whether Andersen·s rules apply outside the Pentateuch and to 
poetic material. See the extensive review of Andersen's book by Hoftijzerwho points out that poetly 
often has a syntax pattern that is quite different from that of nonpoetic material. 

66. Held cites examples of the poetic usage in Biblical Hebrew of~ (as well as its synonym 
c':lUI) without a preposition where the meaning is "forever; showing that the same phenomenon is 
observable in Ug:aritic and Moabite (60-51; I owe this reference to PhilipP. Jenson). 

57. ThusAllis264-55, 268 (citing GKC §14lb). 
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2. Structural 

From the standpoint of structure, J. S. M. Mulder (13, 23, · 25, 43--44, 46) 
has argued that a vocative in verse 7a would destroy the symmetry of the 
two halves (vv. 4-10, 11-16), each beginning with an address (v. 4, i1::U; 
v. 11, n:J). 

L. C. Allen has issued the rejoinder (225) that while there is no second 
vocative in verses 11-16 to match a vocatival tl'il'?~ in verses 4-10, a double 
reference to the king in verses 4a and 7a would match the twofold reference 
to the princess in verses lla and 14a, and that the personal nouns tl'i!'?~ 
(v. 7a) and 1'?7:!-n::J (v. 14a) may ~ark the beginning of the second half of 
their units. One might also observe that verse 7a is not only related to verses 
3b and Sb by the use oftl'i1'?~, but is also connected with verses 3b and 18b 
by the occurrence of (1.1>1) tl'?(1).I>('?), just as verse Sb has p-'?.v in common 
with verses 3b and 18b. If, then, verses 7a and 18b are linked structurally, it 
should occasion no surprise that verse 7a applies the language of divinity to 
the king since the poet does precisely the same thing in verse 18 by his use 
of the two liturgical expressions "I will cause your name to be celebrated 
(101D ili'::ll~)" and "(the peoples) will praise you (111i1')." 

3. Contextual 

A third type of objection is drawn from contextual considerations. The 
studied parallelism of verses 3b, 7a, and Sb shows, it is said, that the word 
tl'i1'?~ must have the same referent in verse 7a as it does in verses 3b and 
Sb, viz., God; by using tl'i1'?~ of the king, the poet would have created an 
intolerable ambiguity (Mulder 43-47). 58 

That there is verbal parallelism between these three lines is incontest
able. 59 But it does not necessarily follow that there must be an identity of 
reference in parallel tenns~ Indeed, one explanation of the somewhat awk
ward repetition in verse 8b (1'i!'?~ tl'i1'?~), which actually destroys any 
precise parallelism, is that the poet recognizes that he has given the tenn 
o·n?~ a distinctive meaning in verse 7a and therefore seeks to clarify the 
relation between the king as tl'i1'?~ and Yahweh as tl'il'?~: the king himself, 
however elevated his person or office, must never forget that Yahweh is 
his tl'i1'?~. 

58. In the 1888 edition of his Psalms Cheyne had argued that because o•n?~ in v. 8 refers distinct
ly and solely to Yahweh it would be UlU\atural to interpret the word differently in v. 7 (126). 

59. 'This may be shown as follows: 
v. 3b · o?111? 
v. 7a ,», c?1.11 
v.Sb 
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4. Theological 

The fourth and perhaps the nuyor objection to the traditional view is 
theological: given the vigorous monotheism of Israelite religion, would any 
court poet ever have addressed an earthly monarch as c@?~?60 

It should be observed, to begin with, that to address the king as t:l'il'?~ 
was not to deify him. As surely as Israelites believed that the kinf was dis
tinct from other men, they believed he was distinct from c~il'?~. 6 In what
ever sense the kin! was "divine," it was not an actual or intrinsic divinity 
that he posses:sed. 2 Nor was the king regarded as an incarnation of Deity. 
Rather, he was "Yahweh's anointed," in the sense that he served as Yah
weh's deputy on eart;ll., exercising a delegated yet sovereign auth9rity. 63 

And as anointed leader of God's chosen people, the king was, by the gra
cious divine will, God's adopted son (2 Sam. 7:14; Ps. 2:7; 89:27-28 [Engl. 
vv. 26-271). Yet, in accounting for this unique application of the title t:l'il'?~ 
to a king, one must reckon with more than simply the king's divine election 
and his unique role in standing in loco dei. The king may exceptionally be 
addressed as "God" also because, endowed with the Spirit of Yahweh, he 
exhibits certain divine characteristics. In Psalm 45 "glory and majesty" are 
ascribed to him (vv. 4-5a), as they are to God (e.g., Ps. 96:6); he is a 
defender and lover of truth and right (vv. 5b, Sa), just as God is (Ps. 33:5; 
99:4; Isa 61:8); he judges with equity (v. 7b),64 as God does (Ps. 67:5 [Engl. 
v. 4]; 99:4); just as God's rule is eternal (Ps. 10:16; 93:2; 145:13), so is the 
dynasty to which the Davidic king belongs (v. 7a).65 Some weight must also 

60. If the psalm is taken to be directly messianic (thus Allis 260-61), no difficulty is OCC~¥~ioned 
by the address "0 God," but as long as the exegete sees the psalm as a nuptial ode for a particular 
king and C'~ is taken as vocative, a problem remains in the use ofC'i1?~, whether or not the psalm 
be deemed messianic. Certainly it is preferable to fmd a second, messianic meaning in the whole 
psalm ( cf. Craigie 340-41) than to restrict the messianic allusion to one or two verses within the 
psalm (see above, nn. 42-43). 

61. Cf. Mowinckel, "Elements"; P. J. King 112-14; de Vaux 112, citing 2 Kings 5:7; Ezek. 28:2, 9; 
Bernhardt 304 (cf. 263); Kraus, Psalmen 491. Concerning Ps. 45:7 Jacob writeS: "Royal ideology 
reaches its highest point in this passage, but doubtless it is entirely right to remember in connection 
with this text that 'one swallow does not make a summer,' and that Old Testament teaching viewed 
as a whole alw331s clearly asserts the king's subordination to Yahweh" (237). 

62. Similarly Schildenberger 37; Schedl 317 (C'i1~ here alludes to divine election). On concep
tions of kingship in the ancient Near East, see de Fraine 217-e3; de Vaux 111-12; Bernhardt 67-00. 

63. See Mettinger 104, 259-05, who, commenting on the relation between vv. 20-28 [Engl. vv. 19-
27] and vv. 6-19 [Engl. vv. 5-18] in Ps. 89, observes that since the king does on earth what God does 
in heaven "one is almost tempted to speak of the king as 'the image and likeness of God' on earth" 
(263). According to A. R. Johnson ("Divine Kingship" 42), "in Israelite thought the king was apoten
tial'e~nsion' of the personality of Yahweh." 

64.1!1:W ("scepter; v. 7) denotes the king's functions as judge (de Vaux 103). 
65. Hengstenberg (133) proposes that v. 7b is the cause and v. 7a the effect: righteous judgment 

leads to eternal rule ( cf. 1sa. 9:7 (MT v. 6]; Prov. 29:14). On the pennanence and stability of the Da
vidic (messianic) dynasty, see 2 Sam. 7:13, 16; Ps. 18:51 [Engl. v. 50); 45:18 (Engl. v. 17]; 89:4-5, 21-
22,30,37-38 [Engl. vv. ~. 20-21, 3~7]; 132:12; 1 Chron 28:7; Isa. 16:5. Sometimes "the permanen
cy attributed to the dynasty in the language of court etiquette was freely wished to the king himself" 
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be given to the influence ofthe exuberant style of an oriental court ( cf. v. 2: 
"my heart is bubbling over"). Psalm 45 is noteworthy for its superlatives in 
its description of the qualities and achievements of the king (vv. 3--8); C'iflt': 
is not the only instance of hyperbolic language in the poem (see especially 
vv. 3, 6, 8). But verse 7 remains distinctive in that here "the royal compli
ments suddenly blossom into divine honors. "66 With this said; it should also 
be emphasized that an occupant of the Davidic throne represented a 
dynasty with which God had made an eternal covenant (2 Sam. 7:13, 16) and 
from which God's ideal vicegerent would come, so that these "divine hon
ors" should not be explained simply as verbal extravagance. A king of 
David's line could be addressed as t:l'i1?t': because he foreshadowed the 
coming one who would perfectly realize the dynastic ideal, a godlike ruler 
who would embody all the ideals described in the psalm .. 

The poet's exuberance is tempered, however, by his theological propri
ety. It has been suggested above that the insertion of l'm~ after t:l'i1?t': in 
verse 8 may reflect the poet's awareness of an extraordinary use of t:l'i1?t': 
in verse 7. He forestalls misunderstanding by indicating that the king is not 
t:l'il'?t': without qualification. 67 Yahweh is the king's "God."68 Such an expla
nation of the expression "your God" does not rule out the possibility that 
the poet is also stressing the intimate and unique relationship that exists 
between the king and Yahweh, although Til?t': is also used in reference to 
individual prophets (e.g., 1 Kings 17:12; see de Fraine 26S-76). What is 
improbable, however, is that t:J'i1?t': in verse 8 is a vocative and that Ti1?t': 
is the subject: "Therefore, 0 God, your God has anointed you."69 Rarely, if 
ever, is the vocative C'mt': found between the verb and the subject; 70 such 
a view would comport with a different word order, viz., 1n~1:l C'i1?t': p-?ll 
Ti1?t': (metrical considerations apart). 

(Sabourin, Psalms 337). De Fraine goes further and finds in Ps. 46:7, along with Ps. 21:6 [Engl. v. 4); 
61:7 [Engl. v. 6); 72:5, 17; 110:4 among the royal psalms, "exuberant promises of immortality" (25). 

66. Kidner 170. For a judicious analysis of the Psalms and the king, see Clines. 
67. Similarly Kittell75; Bernhardt 255 n. 6; Kraus, Psalmen 491. On this phenomenon of "permu

tation" see GKC §131a, k. 
68. This is not to endorse the commonly held view (e.g., Gunkell89, 191; North 29; Mowinckel, 

Psalmenstudirm 3:98; Anderson 350; cf. 336) that orig!nallyT~ ini7' stood in v. Sb, the present text 
being the Elohistic editor's equivalent. 

69. This interpretation Is espoused by N.H. Ridderbos 74; Jacquet 38 ("6 Divin"), 47 ("6 divin"); 
and tentatively by Couroyer, "Psaume xlv" 236 and ~Review" 284-85. As Dahood rightly remarks 
(273), metrical considerations rule out the possibility that Ti7~ C'il~ Is a case of dittography. 1n 
the opinion of P. J. King (84), in v. 8 "C'~ most probably stands for a primitive inil' ," so that he 
renders v. Sa as "therefore, the Lord, your God ... " (84; cf. xix). 

70. For example, although 49 of the 164 uses ofC'i7'?~ in Book 2 of the Psalter (Pss.42-72) are In 
the vOcative case (Ps. 45:7-8 apart), there Is no instance where C'i7'?tl; stands after the verb and be
fore the suliject. ('The nearest parallel is Ps. 69:30 [Engl. v. 29): subject-a'~-verb.) On the contraey, 
there are five cases where c•il'?~ stands outside the subject-verb combination: once where the word 
order is C'i7'?R-subject-verb (72:1) and four times where the order Is verb-subject-tl'i7'?~ (66:2 
!Engl. v. 1); 67:4, 61Engl. vv. 3, 5); 68:26 [Engl. v. 24)). 
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Another consideration that may partially explain this unique form of 
address is the relative fluidity of the term c·m~ in the Hebrew Bible, 71 

where on occasion it is used of the heavenly beings around Yahweh's 
throne (Ps. 8:6 [Engl. v. 5] [LXX, <iY}'EA.ouc;]; 97:7; 138:1), judges (Ps. 82:1, 6; 
cf. Ps. 58:2 (Engl. v. 1], c?~. and also Jolm 10:34-36),72 Moses (Exod. 7:1; cf. 
4: 16), and the apparition of Samuel ( 1 Sam. 28: 13; cf. Isa. 8: 19). It is also rel
evant to note that Isaiah 9:5 [Engl. v. 6] combines the two tenns used in 
Psalm 45 to address the king (viz., il~l v. 4; C'i1?~. v. 7) and applies the title 
to the ideal king of the future (il:::ll ?~,"Mighty God," used of Yahweh him
self in Isa. 10:21). 

Because, then, Israelites regarded the king as God's viceroy 'on earth, his 
legitimated son who exhibited divine qualities, it is not altogether surpris
ing that, in a bmst of lyrical enthusiasm but with the appropriate qualifica
tion, a Davidic king should exceptionally be given a title that was in fact not 
reserved exclusively for Deity. 73 

5. Conclusion 

The objections to taking C'i1~ as a vocative in Psalm 45:7, whether they 
are draWn from grammar, the structure of the poem, the context of verse 7, 
or from general theological considerations, are by no means insuperable. 
The traditional rendering, "Your throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever," is not 
simply readily defensible but remains the most satisfactory solution to the 
exegetical problems posed by the verse. In addition, I have proposed that 
in this verse it is a king of the Davidic dynasty who is addressed as C'i1?~.74 

In Psalm 45:8, on the other hand, C'il?~ should almost certainly be con
strued as a nominative: "Therefore God (O"il~). your God, has anointed 
you." · 

71. See the discussion of McKenzie, who rightly Insists that poetic language shows a certain in
difference to "the severe canons of logic and metaphysics" ( 177). 

72. Against this category (in which Exod. 21:6 and 22:7-8 [Engl. vv. 8-9) are sometimes included) 
see Gordon; "C~" and "Psalm 82." On the other hand, Schedl believes that it is pemaps in Ps. 82:6 
("you are gods (O'i1~). sons of' the Most High") that one finds the spiritual milieu that most closely 
corresponds to the use of'C'il~ in Ps. 45:7a (316). 

73. It Is proper to speak of an "identity" between the king and God (as Engnell does, 175) only in 
the sense that ideally the king is godlike in his character and conduct. He is not "one" with God by 
nature but may become partially "one" with him in practice and may therefore not inappropriately, 
if only exceptionally, be called "God. • 

74. Ifthls is so, Ps. 45 is unique not only as the one genuine hymn to the king found In the Psalter 
but also as an Instance where the title 0'~ Is used in direct address to the king. Cf. Mowinckel, 
Psalms 74-75, who notes. that elsewhere in Israelite psalm poetry the hymn is reserved for Yahweh 
himself'. 
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D. Psalm 44:7-8 in the Septuagint 

In general one may characterize the LXX rendering of this psalm as con
sistently literal. For instance, the thrice-repeated p-?11, standing at the 
beginning of clauses in verses 3, 8, and 18, is rendered each time by oux 
'tOU'tO in the same position, and the slight differences between tJ'?1lh (v. 3), 
,ll, tJ'?1ll (v. 7), and ,111 r:hsh (v. 18) are reflected by eic; tov ai.&va (v. 3), 
eic; tov ai&va tou ai&voc; (v. 7), and eic; 1:ov ai&va Ka\ eic; tov ai&va tou 
ai&voc; (v. 18).75 Or again, the translator reproduces the distinctively 
Hebrew word order (e.g., vv. 3c, 8b, 9b) and personal pronouns even when 
Greek would not nonnally require them (e.g., vv. 3-5, 10-11). The double 
accusative ( cre ... £Aaiov) with ExP'l<JEV in verse 8 reflects a Hebrew idiom 
with ntDI:l (see GKC §117dd-ee; BDF §155.(6)), although the normal LXX 
construction after xpico would have led one to expect cr£ ... (ev) eA.a\q~ ( cf. 
Ps. 88:21 [MT 89:21]; 151:4). Such examples could be multiplied. 

Several features of the LXX translation are noteworthy, especially in 
light of the citation of verses 7-8 in Hebrews 1:8-9: 

1. Verse 6a reads 1:a ~AT\ crou i}KOVT\).Ifva, ouva'te ("your weapons 
are sharpened, 0 mighty warrior"), where ouvate has no corre
sponding i1::lJ in the MT,76 as it does in verse 4a 77 This dual 
address to the king as a "mighty warrior" or ~hero" in verses 4 and 
6 of the LXX heightens the probability that in the next verse o 9e6c; 
is also a vocative. 78 

2. ~in the MT, so in the LXX, it is extremely unlikely that God (not 
the king) is addressed in verse 7, for a sudden apostrophe of this 
sort would involve an awkward transition from an address to God 
in verse 7 to a statement about God in verse 8, and from crou as 
referring to God in verse 7 to crou as referring to the king in verse 8 
(as in v. 6) .. 

3. To render 6 9povoc; crou o eeoc; by "your throne is God" is implausi
ble in light of the articular eeoc;: an anarthrous eeOc; would have 
been expected in the predicate ( cf. paj3ooc; in v. 7b ). No more prob
able is the translation ~God is your throne," given the word .order 

76. On these uses of ai.wv, see H. Sasse, TDNT 1:200. 
76. But Briggs (Psalms 383, 386, 391) reads il::IJ in v. 6, following the LXX Mas required by mea

sure" (38~ and assuming that a copyist has omitted the word from the Hebrew text. 
77. La: and Augustine read sagi!tae !uae acutae po!en!issimae but LaG has (correctly) poten!is

sime. See Rahlfs 38; Caloz 141-43. 
78. In the LXX ihe vocative of~ is generally o 9£~ (not 9£6~io as is usual in Attic Greek), al

though eE£ is sometbnes found, even in the literary books (see Helbing 34). In Ps. 46:7 Symmachus 
and Theodolion have o e£6~, and Aquila 9££ (Field, Origenis 2:162). 
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and the ambiguity of subject if the two articular nouns 6p6voc; and 
eeoc; were both nominative. 

4. In verse 7b the anarthrous state of pa~oc; ei>6'\rrrl'tO~ shows i) pa~
ooc; 'tfj~ ~a.mkiac; (}0'\) to be the subject. 

5. The exact parallelism of verses 8b and 3c (viz., oux 'tofuo-verb-oe-
6 at:6(j suggests that in verse 8b 6 ee:6c; is nominative, not vocatival: 
"Therefore God (o 9e6~). your God, has anointed you."79 

From all this one may confidently conclude that the LXX translation of 
Psalm 45:7-8 (MT) accurately represents the probable meaning of the 
Hebrew text. That is, 6 ee:6~ is a vocative in Psalm 44:7 and a nominative in 
Psalm 44:8b. 

79. In RahlCs's Psalmi cum Odis Ps. 44:7a is printed as b 9p6vos oou, 6 ~. d<; tov airova toii 
txl<iivo<; (162) and 44:8b ali &a toiito i;xploiv m: 6 eto<; 6 &6<; oou (163). That is, o &6<; is taken to 
be vocaUvalln v. 7 but not in v. 8 (so also in Rahlfs's edition of the whole LXX). 
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srrpo~ oe 'tOV uiov, 
'0 9povo~ O'OU 6 9eo~ Ei~ 'tOV a.irova. 'tOU a.irovo~. 
Ka't it pci~oo~ 'til~ eu9U't11'tO~ pci~oo~ 'til~ ~acnArla.~ cro'U. 
9t\rci1ttla~ OtKa.tocruVllV Kat EJ.ltcrTlO'a.~ <ivoJ.Lia.v 
OUX 'tOU'tO EXptaev OE 6 9EO~ 6 9eoc; OO'U 
£A.ooov ara.A.A.tcicreroc; 1ta.pa tou~ f.l£'toxou~ crou. 

The Epistle to the Hebrews is a ."word of exhortation" (Reb. 13:22) 
addressed to a group of Hellenistic Jewish Christians, probably in Rome, 
who were facing a crisis of loyalty during the rising tide of Jewish national
ism before the revolt of A.D. 66. The readers were in danger of losing their 
confidence and hope (Reb. 3:6, 14:; 6:11-12, 19; 10:35), of suffering from 
spiritual malnutrition (6:1-2; 13:9) and sclerosis (3:7-8, 13; 5:11), and of 
relapsing into Judaism, if not drifting into virtual paganism (2: 1-3; 3: 12; 4: 1; 
6:4-6; 10:39). The author responds to this pastoral need first by a doctrinal 
exposition (1:1-10:39) that establishes the superiority and finality of Christ 
and Christianity1 and then by sustained practical exhortation (11:1-13:25) 
that issues a clarion call to the pilgrim's life of faith and endurance. 

In the author's presentation of his argument the OT plays a crucial role. 2 

Drawing on the proposal of G. B. Caird ("Hebrews" 47), R. N. Longenecker 
points out that the argument of the letter revolves around five OT portions: 
(1) a chain of verses drawn from five psalms, 2 Samuel 7, and Deuteronomy 
32 (LXX) that forms the basis of Hebrews 1:5-2:4; (2) Psalm 8:4-6 [MT 
vv. 5-71 (Reb. 2:5-18); (3) Psalm 95:7-11 (Reb. 3:1-4:13); (4) Psalm 110:4 
(Reb. 4:14-7:28); and (5) Jeremiah 31:31-34 (Reb. 8:1-10:39). The exhorta
tions found in Hebrews 11-13 depend on the exposition of these five por
tions (other OT verses cited are ancillary to these).3 

1. Conespondingly the author demonstrates the inferiority and impermanence of the pre
Christian order. In a brief but influential article Caird shows that each of the four OT pillars on which 
the ugwnent of the epistle Is bullt (viz., Pss. 8, 95, 110, and Jer. 31) "declares the ineffectiveness and 
symbolic or provisional nature of the Old Testament religious institutions" ("Hebrews" 4 7). 

2. A convenient summary and analysis of statistics regarding the author's use of the OT m&¥ be 
found In G. E. Howard, "Hebrews.• For bibliographical data on the subject, see Combrlnk 33 n.1, to 
which m&¥ now be added R. N. Longenecker, Exegesis 168-85; and McCullough. M. Barth (54) dis
tinguishes four types of reference to the OT in Hebrews: direct quotations {e.g., 1:5), indirect quota

. tions or allusions (e.g., 11:5), summaries of or reflections on the OT (e.g., 1:1; 10:1-4), and names 
(such as "Jesus" or "Christ") and topics (such as "priest• or "blood"). 

3. Exegesis 175. Alternatively, Klstemaker (101, 130-31) finds in four Psalms citations (viz., 8:4-
6jMTvv. 5-7]; 95:7-11; 110:4; 40:~ IMT vv. 7-9]) the central core of the four successive stages of 
the letter's argument down to 10:18, the subject of each phase being mentioned consecutively in 
summary form in 2:17 (Jesus' humanity, faithfulness, priesthood, propitiation). These four subjects 
are then elaborated consecutively In the didactic part of the letter. 
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A. Background and Structure of Hebrews 1 

Although Hebrews ends as a letter with the customary personal notes, 
greetings, and benediction (13:23-25), it begins as a sermon. Instead of 
giving the usual epistolary salutation and thanksgiving, the author beginS 
with a stately exordium (1: 1-4), comparable to the Prologue of the Fourth 
Gospel (1:1-18) or to the christological "hymnsD in Philippians 2:6-11 and 
Colossians 1:15-20, in which he summarizes many of the themes that are 
developed in the course of the "sermon." In particular, verse 4 introduces 
the theme of the superiority of Christ to angels, an idea immediately devel
oped in 1:5-2:4 (as Son of God Christ is superior to the angels in his deity) 
and then in 2:5-18 (as Son of Man Christ is superior to the angels even in 
his humanity). 

Behind this emphasis o:n. Christ's superiority to the angels may lie a het
erodox view of Christ held by the letter's recipients. 4 If the letter was writ
ten to warn Christian Jews who were iit danger of lapsing back into Juda
ism, they may have held a quasi-Ebonite view of Jesus, according to which 
he was an angel, more than human yet less than divine.5 "If Philo the Jew 
could frequently write of the Logos as an angel, it would have been compar
atively easy for a Christian of the Diaspora to think of the Incarnate Word 
as an angel. "6 Such a view would be attractive to Christian Jews for it would 
not compromise their belief in either the unity of God (since an angel was 
less than divine) (Montefiore, Hebr(!IJ)S 42) or the distinctiveness 9f Jesus 
(since an angel was more than human). Against any such misconception the 
author ~ists that Jesus was both fully divine (1:5-13) and truly human 
(2:5-18). Although this insistence on the real humanity of the Son might at 
first sight seem to invalidate the author's argument about Christ's superior
ity over angels, he affirms that it was precisely the Son's being made for a 
little while lower than the angels (2:9) that enabled him, as God's obedient 
servant, to become the pioneer of human salvation (2:10) and a merciful 
and faithful high priest (2:17), roles that were never granted to angels. 

Others find the reason for the repeated references to angels in chapters 
1-2 in the prevalence of a gnostic cult of angels ( cf. Col. 2:18), in the exalted 
status and exceptional glory accorded angels as mediators of divine revela
tion (cf. 2:2; Acts 7:38; Gal. 3:19),7 in the suitability of angels (who were 

4. See Spicq, H~ 2:5(H;1. 
5. For the views of the Eblonites and the Elkesaites, see Danielou, TheofDgy 65-67; and especially 

Klijn and Reinink, 19--43, ~7. 
6. Montefiore, Hebrews 40-43 (quotation from p. 41), foUowed by Hagner, Hebrews 10, 16. On the 

possible Influence of Jewish ungelology on the NT and the early Christian formulation of Chrlstolo
gy, see Barile!; Michaelis; and Dani~ou,Anges. 

7. Spicq, H~ 2:14. Cf. Davidson (51) who believes that the author is interested in the angels 
"not in themselves but only as symbols of the pre-Chllstian age, to which they are mediators of rev
elation and over which they are heads. • 
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commonly regarded by Jews and Christians of the early Cluistian era as 
quasi-divine beings) to serve as a foil for the truly divine Son of God, 8 or in 
a tradition in which Melchizedek was regarded as an angel ( cf. 11 Q Mel). 9 

Within the section (1:5-2:4) that follows the exordium (1:1-4), 2:1-4 is 
the first of several exhortations that are interspersed throughout the doctri
nal section of the letter. 10 Hebrews 1:5-14 elaborates verse 411 in demon
strating that Cluist's exaltation gives him a dignity and status far superior 
to the angels ( cf. Eph. 1:20; 1 Pet. 3:22), with verse 13 actually citing, in a 
form ofinclusio, the passage (viz., Ps.ll0:1) which lay behind verses 3b-4. 
An examination of repetitions, conjunctions, and particles in 1:5-14 shows 
that the passage falls into three segments. Each part begins with a form of 
~tV and a reference to oi a:yytAOt. 

1. Verses 5-6. In verse 5 yap shows that the name which Jesus has 
inherited (v. 4) is "Son"12 (ui6<; occurs at the beginning and end of 
the citations in v. 5), while JCai 1taA1V joins the two OT quotations 
that illustrate his sonship. In verse 6 8i. may be conjunctive ("more
over"), indicating the further point that the Son is also the firstborn 
whom angels worship, or adversative (''but"), highlighting the dif
ference between the angels who are never called "sons" and the 
Son who is called firstborn. 

2. Verses 7-12. In verse 7JCai introduces another contrast (vv. 7--8a) 
between the angels and the Son, which is marked by 1tpoc; ~v 
(v. 7a) ... npbc; 8i. (v. Sa). Two further affirmations about the Son 
(vv. 8b-9 and vv. 10-12) are each introduced by JCa\.. 

8. Swetnam, Jesus 149-60; "Fonn" 370-71. 
9. Hamert.on-Kelly 244-46, who believes that in Heb. 1:&-14 the author forestalls any possibility 

that his readers might confuse Christ with the angel Melchlzedek because of hls subsequent use of 
Ps. 110:4 and the Melchlzedeldan tradition to interpret the person of Christ. On the other hand, Row
land tentatively suggests that In arguing for the superiority of Jesus, especially as the possessor or 
the divine name (Heb. 1:4), the writer of Hebrews may have borrowed from Jewish angelology a tra
dition that tended to elevate Into prominence one particular member of the heavenly hierarchy ( 111-
13). But this assumes that in depleting the exaltation of Jesus the writer is propounding the apothe
osis of an angelic figure rather than the elevation to full divine honors of an already divine figure, 
who, as a man, had secured the redempl;ion of humanity. 

10. 3:6b-4:13; 6:11~:12; 10:1~. 
ll. There is much to conunend the suggestion of Manson (91-92) that the catena of OT quota

tions In w. &-14 forms a commentazy on the christotogical confession ofw. 1-4, provided too pre
cise a correlation between text (w. 1-4) and conunentazy (w. &-14) is not sought. 

12. Thus, e.g., Kl!semann, People 58; 0. Michel,Hebrlter 104-6. For a defense or the view that the 
iivo~-ta ofv. 4 is Kllptoc; (cf. v. 10), see Ulrichsen. Dey regards the "name" asinfactaseries of names, 
viz., Son (v. 6), firstborn (v. 6), God (v. 8), Lord (v.10), and, by implication, king(v. 9) (147,149, 153-
64}-and this against the background of the ascription to Moses of the titles "king" and "God" and of 
certaln divine prerogatives ( 134-38). 
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3. Verses 13-14. Here 8£ (v. 13) has the sense of K<Xi 1tcil..w ("and 
again," v. 5), leading to fresh antitheses, many of them implicit, 
between the Son and the angels.13 

B. The Text of Hebrews 1:8-9 

Studies of the use of the LXX in Hebrews suggest that one may safely 
assume that the author was using a text of the Psalter that was almost iden~ 
tical with the primitive LXX text14 (as represented, for the Psalms, by A. 
Rahlfs's text).15 On this assumption, Hebrews 1:9 reproduces exactly the 
LXX text of Psalm 44:8 [MT 45:8]. In both places some authorities read 
a8udav instead of UVOJ.Ll<XV' 16 but the meaning is unaffected. In 1:8, on the 
other hand, there are two textual issues, which are interrelated and are 
sometimes thought to determine how o 9e6c;; is to be construed in verses 8 
and9. 

1. Relation of 1:8 to Psalm 44:7 (LXX) 

Psalm 44:7a 6 9p6voc;; cro'O, 6 9£.6c;;, Eic;; -rov ai.rova -rou ai.rovoc;;, 

Hebrews 1:8a 6 apovoc;; ao'O 6 9£.oc;; Eic;; 'tov airova 'tau ai.rovoc;;, 17 

Psalm 44:7b paf3ooc;; E'l)a'llnrtoc;;..; pcXj30oc;; 'tile;; ~am.t..Etac;; cro'O. 

Hebrews 1:8b Kai..; pci~ooc; tile;; E'\)9\l'tll'tO<; pa)38oc; tile; Parnktac;; cro'0.18 

Although the author reproduces the first line of the LXX exactly, there 
are two significant changes in the second line. First, there is the addition of 
K<Xi at the beginning of the line.19 In verse lOa K<Xi joins separate quotations 
(Ps. 45:6-7 [MT vv. 7-8) in vv. 8-9, and Ps. 102:25-27 [MT vv. 26-28] in vv. 
10-12) while in 2:13, 10:30, and 10:37-38 the insertion of K<Xi (1tciA.tv) marks 
a division of a single quotation into two distinct parts. In a similar way the 

13. See below, n. 68. Dussaut (19-24), however, rmds four sections in vv. 5-14, dividing vv. 7-12 
into vv. 7-9 and vv. 10....12. On the literary artistcy ofvv. 5-14, see Vanhoye 69-74. 

14. Thus McCullough (367), who cites two unpublished theses: E. Ahlborn, Die Septu.a.ginta
VQT/.age des Helrrii.erbriefes (GOttingen, 1966) 135, and J. C. McCullough, Helnvws and the Old Tes
tament (Queen's Universicy, Belfast, 1971) 476. On the form of the LXX text used In Hebrews in gen
eral and the relation between LXXA and LXX8 in the Prophets and the Writings (from which 19 of the 
29 direct citations of the 0T in Hebrews come), seeK J. Thomas 321-25 (who believes that the au
thor used a more prirnilive form of the LXX than is represented by codices A and B); and Schriiger 
247-51. 

15. Psalmi cum Odis, voL 10 in the Gottingen LXX. 
16.ln the LXX, 2013' A; in Hebrews, R A pc Or. 
17. B 33 t have only rl~ tbv aiciiva:. ln Ps. 44:7 (LXX) B has et~ ai.Oiva ai.<ilvo~. See Zuntz 111. 
18. Thus sp46 R A B 33 1739, but most manuscripts reproduce the LXX text (see Zunt:z 64). 
19. Kai ls omitted, following the LXX text (although minuscules 39 and 142 have Kai), by some 

rnaniiSClipts (see NA26 564). 
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insertion of Kcxi in verse 8 has the effect of separating two lines of a single 
quotation so that two distinct but complementary points are made: the 
W\endingness of the rule of Jesus the Messiah (v. 8a) and the scrupulous 
rectitude of his administration (v. 8b).20 Second, there is the transposition 
of the article from the second {>a~<;; to the first, with the dependent geni
tive ei>9'6Til'tO<;; then becoming articular (on the. canon of Apollonius). This 
change has the effect of inverting subject and predicate: instead of the 
LXX's "the scepter of your kingdom is a scepter of equity," Hebrews 1:8 now 
reads "the scepter of equity is the scepter of your kingdom." Thus, parallel
ism is created between 6 9p6vo<;; cm'\l and 1\ pci~ooc; 't'iic; eil9'6Til'tO<;;, indicat
ing that verse 8b is to be construed with verse Sa rather than with verse 9: 
in administering his kingdom that is eternal, "God" (whether o 9e6c; here 
refers to the Father or the Son) shows perfect equity. 

2. awov/aov in 1:8 

Does the verse end with the third-person or the second-person singular 
pronoun?21 The arguments in favor of each variant may now be discussed. 

a. Arguments in Favor of a-Moo 
1. This variant has proto-Alexandrian support in lp46 ~ B, a combina

tion of witnesses which, according to K. J. Thomas (305 n. 3), 22 has 
the original reading in eleven other cases of minority readings in 
Hebrews. 

2. Au'toil is the more difficult reading, since it differs both from the 
MT (1I1'0'?o) and from the LXX text being quoted (ao'U) and cre
ates an awkward transition from o 9p6v<><;; ao'\l (v. Sa) to {>a13&>c; 
'tfic; ~amutru; auwil (v. 8b). 

20. Similarly, Westcott, Hebrews 26; McCullough 369, 378 n. 103. In view of the parallel function 
of ..00 in 2: 13; 10:30, 37-38 just mentioned, this explanation of the added ..00 Is to be preferred over 
alternative proposals-that ..00 does not mark a fresh quotation (as in v. lOa) but simply introduces 
the parallel line (as in v. lOb) (Moffatt, Hebrews 13 n.l); that xai is a simple coMecting link, not a 
wedge splitting a single citation Into two segments (Hort, "Hebrews" 3); that the insertion of xat 
merely confinns the symmetey that the author has created by transferrlng i! from the second to the 
first~!;; or that tea\ was necessary to make possible or to ease the transition from second person 
(6 6p0voc; aou) to third person (pa~6oc; 'tii~ l}a<nMi~ a\noii) (see §B.2 below). 

21. The Palestinian Syriac version lacks any equivalent for either amoii or aou. In spite of the 
tendency of scribes to add pronouns to remove ambiguity and the difference of this reading from the 
LXX text, a reading without either a\nou or aou may safely be regarded as a secondaly vanant, per
haps designed to avoid the awkward a\noii or what was taken to be a redundant aou after 6 6p0voc; 
aou in the previous line. 

22. Zuntz (64) points to Heb. l:Bb (xa\ 1\ pci~6oc; 'tii~ EU911tr('tot; p~ 8:12; and 12:13 as other 
Instances where IJ)46 agrees with "the bulk of'Alexandrian' witnesses" and gives the correct reading 
against all or almost all the other textual evidence. Other defenders of the originality of a\nou in
clude Hort, "Hebrews• 3-6; Nairne, Hebrews 33-84; Spicq, Helmnl:r; 1:418, 2:18-19, Kistemaker 24-
26; Bruce, Hebrews 10 n. 46 ("probably"); SchrOger 60 and n. 4; Buchanan, Hebrews 11, 20. 
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3. A scribe, finding <tinou, would tend to make the text confonn to 
the LXX quotation, which includes three other uses of crou, thereby 
removing an exegetical difficulty. 

4. If ai>-cou is original, the insertion of 1eo:i may be readily explained 
as an attempt to ease the transition from second to third person. 

5. It is possible that the author of Hebrews was influenced in his deci
sion to alter the crou of the LXX by a passage (viz., 2 Sam. 7:12-16) 
that is closely related to Psalm 45 [LXX 44} (he has alfeady cited 
2 Sam. 7:14 in Heb. 1:5). That passage reads hotJ.LcXO"ro I!}y 
~cxmA.e\gv cxi>tou . . . lCCX\ avop9oocrro 'tOV 9p6vov ai>tou (MT: 
1n;:)?oi:J ti:O;:)-ntll) £<0<; ~ 'tOV cxi.rovcx ... Kcx\ U ~cxmA.eicx ai>'toU (MT: 
,ro?OI:l1) £roc; cxi.rovoc; evromov tJ.LOU, lCCXt 6 9p6voc; cxi>tou EO"'tCXl 
&.vrope(i)Jlivoc; ei.c; -cov oirovo:. · 

b. Arguments in Favor of aou . 
1. The external evidence supporting crou is both ancient ( copsa,bo) 

and, ~ke that for cxi>-cou, widely distributed geographically. 
(Alexandrian: A 'I' 33 81104 326 1739 1881; Western: D it vg; Byzan
tine: KByz Lect). 

2. This variant agrees with the LXX text being cited and accords with 
the other four instances of the second-person singular pronoun ( cre 
or crou) in the quotation. 

3. There is no other instance of cxmou in the LXX of Psalm 44, 
whereas crou occurs twelve times at the end of a phrase or sen
tence in verses 3-12. 

4. Scribes may have changed crou to o:i>to'i> beeause o 9t6c; in verse 8a 
was taken as a nominative (either subject or predicate) and there
fore supplied a natural antecedent for cxi>'toU. 

5. Even if the addition of 1ecxi in effect created two separate quota
tions in verse 8, a change of person from 6 9p6voc; crou (v. Sa) to 
cxU'tOU (v. Sb) to iJy0.1t'llcra;c; (v. 9a) is decidedly awkward. 

6. If 9p6voc; signifies "reign" and ~cxmA.eicx "kingly reign," this paral
lelism between verse Sa and verse Sb would lead one to expect 'tiic; 
Po:mA.eia;c; crou to match 6 9p6voc; crou. 

These two sets of arguments are more evenly balanced than some writers 
have recognized, but with most textual critics and the majority of commen
tators23 I opt for crou as the more primitive text. However, a decision about 
the more probable original reading in verse Sb does not determine how 6 
9e6c; is to be taken in verse 8a, for just as it is possible to read crou yet trans-

23. For exceptions, see n. 22 above. fn the 25th edition of the NA text amoii was preferred 
(p. 549), but in the 26th ("' UB&l) aou (p. 564). 
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late o 9£6~ as a nominative (e.g., Moffatt), 24 it is also possible to prefer o:il
'tOi> yet take o e£6<; as a vocative (e.g., m).25 With this said, it remains true 
that oou accords better with a vocative and au'to'G with a nominative. 

C. 6 9e~ in Hebrews 1:8 

1. As a Nominative 

If 6 ee6<; is nominative, it may be either subject ("God is your throne") or 
predicate ("your throne is God").26 Almost all proponents of the view that 
o e£6<; is a nominative prefer the former translation,27 which is reflected in 
the English translations of Moffatt,28 Goodspeed, Cassirer, and TCNT and in 
the margins of the RSV, NEB, and NRsv. No modern'English version, it seems, 
has the translation "your throne is God" in its text and very few commenta
tors support it,29 although word order is in its favor, as well as the parallel 
structure (viz., subject-predicate) of verse 8b. This view that o e£6<; is a 
nominative is generally defended on three grounds. 

a. Old Testament Parallels 

B. F. Westcott (Hebrews 26) observes that "the phrase 'God is Thy 
throne' is not indeed found elsewhere, but it is in no way more strange than 
Ps. Ixxi.3, '[Lord] be Thou to me a rock of habitation .... Thou art my rock 
and my fortress,'"·and other comparable passages. 30 

A distinction must be drawn, however, between affirming that God is a 
person's rock, fortress, refuge, or dwelling place and that he is a person's 
throne. As a "rock of refuge ... towering crag and stronghold" (Ps. 71:3 NEB) 
God provides secure protection, a "safe retreat" (Ps. 91:2, 9), for his people. 

24. "He ~ of the Son, God is thy thron-e for ever and ever, and thy royal seeptre is the sceptre 
of equity" (Hel:lrews 11). 

26. "But to his Son he seys: 'God, your throne shall last for ever and ever'; and: 'his royal sceptre 
is the sceptre of virtue.'" So also NEB, NASB, REB: Kistemaker 26. Those who affirm that the reading 
mho'\i requires that o ee6~ be construed as a nominative (Westcott, Hebrews 26; Hort, "Hebrews" 6; 
K. J. Thomas 305; Metzger, Commentary 663) have overstated their case. 

26. The range of possible renderings Is narrower than is the case with C'ii'R in Psalm 46:7 (see 
chapter VRI above). '0 9p6vo; aou o et6<; could not mean "your divine throne• (which would require 
o 6p6vo~ aou o 6Elo~ or "your throne Is diVine" ( = o 9p6vo<; aou eii.o" or possibly o 6p6vo,. aou wii 
6eo'\i), far less "your throne is God's thl-one" (possibly= o 9p6vo<; aou to'\i 9e.o'\i, but note T, pci~5o~ 
... fwil36o<; tfj~ lktcnh£tac; aou in v. Sb) or "your throne is like God's throne.• 

27. For example, Westcott, Hel:lrews 24-26; Milligan 90-91 (but cf. 77 and n. 1); Moffatt, Hebrews 
11 (but cf. 13-14); T. H. Robinson lO {tentatively); K. J. Thomas 306. 

28. Moffatt renders Ps. 46:6 as •your throne shall stand for evermore," probably following Well
hausen, Dulun, and others who take c·~ to be an Elohistic alteration of an original il'il' read as 
mit' {cf. Moffatt, Hellrews 13). See further §B.l.a in chapter VIII above. '' . 

29. Of the commentators consulted, only Hort ("Hebrews" 3-5) and Nairne (Hellrews 31, 33-34; 
Priestlwod 306) opt for "thy throne Is God." 

30. He also cites Deut. 33:27; Ps. 90:1; 91:1-2, 9; Isa. 26:4 (RV); cf. !sa. 22:23 and Zech. 12:8. 
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But whether "throne" signifies dynasty, kingdom, or rule, the concepts of 
"God" and "throne" are too dissimilar to pennit a comparable metaphor. 
That is, unlike these other affirmations, "God is your throne" is elliptica131 

and must mean "God is the foundation of your throne."32 In a similar way, 
"your throne is God" must mean "your throne is founded on (or, protected 
by) God,'; for, whatever epovoc; may signify by metonymy, it does not 
belong to the category of the divine. 

b. Syntactical and Semantic Considerations 

First, if 6 ec:6c; is a vocative, o.u'tou in verse 8b is left without an anteced
ent, "ep6voc; and airov being out of the question" (Hort, "Hebrews" 4). Even 
if o.u'tou be vera lectio, 6 eeoc; can be construed as vocatival (see §B.2 
above), for the KOO which the author adds to his LXX text effectively creates 
two distinct citations in verse 8 so that the movement from second person 
(crou) to third person (o.u'tOU) within this verse occasions no particular dif
ficulty. Therefore the antecedent of o.utou could be the Son ( 'tov ui6v, 
v. Sa) who has been addressed as eeOc;. 

Second, since in verse 7a Akj'Et 7tp6c; can mean only "say about," not "say 
to," it is probable that the parallel [Atyevii.plllreV ]33 np6c; in verse Sa should 
have an identical sense, which would indicate that 6 eeoc; is nominative, not 
vocative: "But about the Son [he seys ], 'God is your throne.'" 

This argument is robbed of its validity if the contrast between verse 7 
and verse 8 that is marked by IJ.Ev ..• S£ includes the repeated np6<; as well 
as a:y~A.ot-ui6c;. M:yetv np6<; in verse 13 (cf. 'tivt ... Ei1tEV in v. 5) clearly 
means "say to," so that np6c; in verse Sa may mark a transition from one 
meaning of At-yew np6c; (viz., "say about") to another (viz., "say to"), espe
cially since one must understand "to the Son he says" before the unambig
uous vocatives o-1> ••• lC\)pre in the intervening verse 10. 0 shall return to 
this point below in §C.2.) In any case, it would not be improper to translate 
verse 8a as "but with respect to the Son [he says): 'Your throne, 0 God, is 
for ever and ever'" (similarly RSV, Barclay, and NRSv; Lane 21). 

c. Context 

First, the contrast between verse 7 and verse 8 does not relate to being 
but to function. The author is not comparing the ever-changing being of cre
ated angels with the eternal nature of the divine Son, but rather their tran-

31. "God is your stronghold" means "God protects you, • but "God is your throne" means neither 
"God rules you" nor "God occupies your throne." 

32. Significantly, Westcott paraphrases "God is thy throne• (or, "thy throne Is God") by "thy king
dom is founded upon God, the immovable Rock" (Hebrews 25-26), and Hort by "your- kingdom rests 
on <rlld" ("Hebrews" 3). 

33. G. Kittel speaks of the "arbitracy interchange" of the tenses oU.t)'Ew in w. 5-13 (eim:v, v. 5; 
~\1 W. 6-7; ElpTJXEV, V. 13) (TDN7'4:109 n. 160). 
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sient service with his eternal kingship. As F. J. A Hart expresses it: "To the 
Son, unlike the angels ... is ascribed first the function of Divine kingship 
(8, 9), and then the function of Divine creation (10ff.)."34 

There can be little doubt that one emphasis in these two verses is the 
contrast between the angels' service and Christ's dominion; they perform 
radically different functions. But function cannot be divorced from being. 
The mutability of angels' functions as servants of God-first wind, then 
fire-implies the dependent creatureliness of angelhood. So also the eter
nality of Christ's reign implies the immutability of his person ( cf. Heb. 13:8). 
If there is, then, this dual contrast in verses 7-8,35 the ascription of the title 
9£6c; to Jesus to denote his godhood cannot be deemed inappropriate. 

Second, if 6 9roc; is a vocative ("0 God") and the Father thus addresses 
the Son, this must be the climax of the argument, so that any further devel
opment would have the effect of weakening or obscuring, rather than 
strengthening, the case (thus Wickham 8). 

In that verse 4 states the central theme that the writer develops in 
Hebrews 1-2, it may be said to represent the focal point of the two chapters, 
so that what follows verse 4 is an explication of the Son's superiority over 
angels. If verse 8 contains an address to the Son as "God," it may be 
described as pivotal, since in that case it applies to Jesus the divine title 
implied in verse 3a and it is the first of three terms of address (in w. ~. 10, 
13) in which the Father speaks to the Son. Certainly verses 10-12, intro
duced by the address <rl> .•. 1C'6ptE, cannot be deemed anticlimactic, for the 
title 1C'6ptoc;, as applied to Jesus, is no less elevated than the title 9E6c;, and 
the verses from Psalm 102 cited there in reference to Jesus originally 
applied to Yahweh (as also in the case of v. 6). The role of Jesus as God's 
agent in creation (w. 10-12) and as God's coregent (v. 13) is an implication 
of his sonship as significant as his essential divinity (v. Sa); the verses that 
follow verse 8 further illustrate the theme of the Son's consummate superi
ority and therefore strengthen the writer's argument. 

2. As a Vocative 
The strength of the case for taking o 9E6c; as a vocative ( = ro ad, as in 

10:7)36 certainly does not rest solely in the weakness of the alternative. Sev
eral converging lines of evidence make that case particularly strong. 

34. "Hebrews" 6; cf. "\estcott, Hebretos 26. 
36. See further the disCussion below, §C.2.d. 
36. The articular nominative or address is an established NT usage (BDF § 147). See Chapter IV 

§A.3.c. The pre-Christian papyri seem to lack Instances of this eMllage of case (N. Turner, Syntax 
34). It should be observed that the elements of har.lhness, superiority, and Impersonality that some· 
times attach to the use of the Idiom in CI88Sical Greek are lacking in the almost 60 NT examples (cf. 
Moulton, Prolegomena 70; N. Turner, Suntax 34). On the vocative of OE6c; in the LXX, see above, 
chapter vm n. 78. . 
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a. Psalm 45:7 (LXX 44:7} 

From the analysis of five proposed translations of Psalm 45:7a, we 
reached the conclusion that the traditional rendering, "Your throne, 0 God, 
is for ever and ever," is not simply readily defensible but remains the most 
satisfactory solution to the exegetical problems posed by the verse. 37 In the 
LXX version it is even more probable that 6 eeoc; is a vocative, for the king 
is addressed as a "mighty warrior (Suva'te)" not only in verse 4 but also in 
verse 6 where there is no corresponding 11::1) in the MT. This dual address 
heightens the antecedent probability, given the word order, that in the next 
verse o eeoc; should be rendered "0 God." One may therefore affirm with a 
high degree of confidence that in the LXX text from which the author of 
Hebrews was quoting38 o eeoc; represents a vocatival c·m~.39 

b. Word Order 

If 6 eeoc; were a subject nominative ("God is your throne"), one might 
have expected the word order o eeOc; o epovoc; aou lC'tA. to avoid any ambj
guity of subject. Alternatively, if 6 eeoc; were a predicate nominative ("your 
throne is God"), 6 Opovoc; aou eeoc; lC'tA. or 6 9p6voc; aou eic; 'tov airova 
't:Ou airovoc; eeoc; might have been expected ( cf. Heb. 3:4: 6 5£ 7tav'ta 1Ca'ta
atceuaaac; eeoc;). 40 On the other hand, a vocative immediately after aou 
would be perfectly natural.41 

c. Mea,ning of ~v xp~ and the Structure of 1:8-13 

We should note, first of all, that of the 35 NT uses ofA.£ygw 7tp6c;, only in 
2 cases (Rom. 10:21; Heb. 1:7),42 Hebrews 1:8a apart, does the expression 
mean "say/speak about." Elsewhere the sense is either "say to" (26 exam-

37. See above, chapter VIll §B.2, §C.5. 
38. That the author was following the LXX closely is shown by (1) the Identity between v. 9 and 

Ps. 44:8 (LXX); (2) the reproduction of the Septuagint's et<; 'tOV al&va 'tO\i ai.wvo<; in v. Sa, a hapa.:z: 
legomenon. in the epistle ( cf. Ei<; 'toile; ai.o1va; 'tiiiv ai.riJv(J)V, 13:21; Ei<; 'tOU<; aiciiva;, 13:8; et<; rov ai.ci>
va, 6:6; 6:20; 7:17, 21 [all citations of Ps. 110:4]; 7:28; and the distinctive ei~ 'tO litllVE~, 10:12, 14); 
and (3) the fact that adequate reasons ma,y be suggested for his departure from the LXX reading in 
v. 8b (see §B.l above). 

39. In the Psalter there are 63 instances of 6 9E6<; as a vocative. 
40. When the tenn 9e6<; is predicative, NT writers show only a slight preference for the anar· 

throus nominative (16 uses) over the articular (13 uses in eight verses), whether Elvat be expressed 
or unexpressed. But significantly, of these 13 articular uses, all but one (Heb. 11:10, where o 9£o<; is 
the predicate in a relative clause) have some qualification added to 9e6<;, such as a rioun in the gen
itive (e.g., Acts 7:32), an aqjective (e.g., 1 John 5:20), or a substantival participle (e.g., 2 Cor. 4:6). S!!e 
fUrther, chapter I §B.2 above. 

41. Cf. 0'\1 ••• !Ciipu: (1:10); llEJtdop£6a * ltEpt u).liiiv, ~'tOi (6:9); [ilnapa!CATIOlc;) iju<; iJ1!1v 
OJ.; u\o'i<; liu:U.tye'tal, Yi£ 110\l (12:5); 7tapaKcWii &: ;,~, alie~oi (13:22). 

42. Possibly also Mark 12:12 =Luke 20:19, if the Matthean parallel (21:45), where ltEPi replaces 
np6c;, indicates that npo<; aliwu~ elllEv means "speak with reference to" rather than "speak against• 
(see BDF §239.(6)). 
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ples) or "say/speak (something) for/against" (6 examples).43 If the parallel
ism between verse 7a and verse Sa suggests that 1tp6~ should bear the same 
sense in verse Sa as in verse 7a (viz., "about, concerning, in reference to"),44 

predominant NT use of Ai:yEw 1tp6c; points equally strongly in the opposite 
dire~tion, namely, that the preposition should be translated "to" in verse Sa 
(as in 7:21; see RSV). This latter presumption is strengthened by consider
ations of structure in verses 8-13. 

1. Where 'Ai:yetv is used with 'tl.Vi or 'tl.vt (as in v. 5), 1tp6~ 'tl.Va. (as in 
5:5; 7:21), or 1tpo~ 'tl.va. (as in v. 13) and is followed by a second
person address (cru, v. 5; {cru] Ka9ou, v. 13; 5:5; 7:21), the meaning 
must be "say to," not "say about." 

2. Accordingly, when in verse lOa a second-person address (cru ... 
K:UptE) is found after an implied 1tpoc; tov 'Ui.ov Atyet (supplied from 
w. 7a and Sa), it is likely that the sense is "[to the Son he says,] 
'You, 0 Lord ... .'" 

3. But verses 8-9 and verse 10 are joined by a simple K:m, indicating 
that the quotation in verses 10-12 makes points comparable to those 
of verses 8-9,46 so that [}.Eyav] 1tp~ in verse Sa probably has the 
same meaning as in verse 13 ("say to") and the ambiguous o 9£6~ 
that immediately follows will probably be a second-person address. 

d. Context 

In establishing the superiority of Jesus over angels, the author draws a 
series of contrasts between them in verses 4-14. The antithesis between 
verse 7 and verses 8-9 that is marked by the strongly adversative ~v ... 0£ 
is twofold: the angels serve ('tou~ Aa'toupyo'\lc;), but the Son reigns (o 
9p6vo~ oou ... 1\ pa~); in their service of God the angels change their 
fonn (JtVciJ,UX'ta. ... 'lt'\)poc; cpl..6-ya.),46 but in his rule of equity the divine Son 

43. Mark 12:12; Luke 12:41; Acts 23:30; 1 Cor. 6:5; 7:35; 2 Cor. 7:3. 
44. Thus, e.g., Delitzsch, He/n-ews 1:72, 75; Westcott, HelmnDs 24-25; Kistemaker 148-49; Van

hoye 71; Buchanan, Hebrews 11. 
45. This point is not vitiated by the view that the inserted Kat in v. 8b introduces what is virtually 

a separate quotat!on (see §B.1 above), for It remains true that vv. 8-9 technically form one quotation, 
being Introduced by the single Introductory formula xpiK; ~ 1:ov "Ui6v. 

46. In v. 7Muiv ma,y mean "cause to be like" or, more probably, "cause to change Into" (but not 
"cause to act through"), In one case the writer is saying that the functions angels perform as God's 
subordinate agents are as varied and transitory as the natural elements of wind and fire or that the 
angels are like wind for swiftness and lire for strength (as in the Targum of Ps. 104:4). In the other 
case, the point is that angels themselves are transformed first into winds and then into fiery flames. 
Davidson ( 48) comments: "This idea is not to be pressed so far as to imply that the angelic essence 
undergoes a transl'ormalion into material substance, but only that the Angels are clothed with this 
material form, and In their service assume this shape to men. • K. J. Thomas observes that the addi
tion of cil!;if!Ai-nov to the Septuagintal textofPs. 101:27b [MT 102:27b] cited in Heb.l:12 "emphasizes 
the fre<tuency and casualness with which creation (which includes the angels) is changed: the 
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continues for ever ( 6 eeoc; eic; tov airova 'tOU airovoc;). One contrast relates 
to function, the other to nature.47 Over against the variability of angelic 
function, the author sets the stability of the Son's throne and the constancy 
of his rectitude. Over against the evanescence and impermanence of 
angelic form, the author sets the eternality and divinity of the Son's per
son.48 Whereas the angels are addressed by God, the Son may be addressed 
as God.49 On this view verses 10-12 reinforce and extend the antitheses. 
While angels are creatures of divine fiat, the Son himself is the divine Cre
ator. While they are mutable, he is immutable ( c:rU & Btaj.liv£tc; ... c:rU & o 
amoc; ei). Never could it be said concerning the Son, 6 JtOtrov 'tov uiov ail
'tou 1tVeUIJ.ct Kat tov Aet'toupy()v ail'tOU nupoc; q,I..Oya. From this I conclude 
that to interpret 6 ee6c; as a vocative does full justice to the flow of argu
ment in the immediate context. 

Some scholars are reluctant to express a preference as to whether 6 eeoc; 
is nominative or vocative in verse 8, declaring that both interpretations are 
admissible and make good sense. 50 But the overwhelming majority of gram
marians, 51 conunentators, 52 authors of general studies, 53 and English trans-

creation will be changed even 'as agannent'. Thls Is surely a special reference to the angels, of whom 
it has been said, 'They are new every morning' (I:Iagigah 14a)" {305-6). See further Bruce, Heb'rews 
18 andn. 81. · 

47. Similarly Liinemann 91-92. 
48. If the omection be raised that v. Sa says merelythat the Son's throne, not hls person, is eter

nal, it should be observed that ep6vo~ here means "reign• {cf. pa~~ v. Sb) rather than "dynasty," 
and that an eternal reign (v. Sa) Implies an eternal ruler (cf. 6:6; 7:3, 28; 13:8). 

49. The author avoids the use of even the collective titles eeo\ (cf. c;'l~ in Ps. 8:6 [LXX, 
ay,tMJ~]; 97:7; 138:1) and uio\ eeoii (cf. C'iT~iT "Din Gen. 6:2, 4; and Job 1:6; 2:1 [LXX, oi ciyyEA.ot 
toii eroil]) in reference to the angels. 

50. For example, Robertson, Grammar 465; RobertSon, Pictures 5:339; Dods 255. 
51. Wmer 182', Buttmann 140; B. Weiss, ~Gebrauch" 335; BDF §147.(3); C. F. D. Moule, Idiom Book 

32 (although o 8€6<; is "conceivably" a true nominative); N. Turner, Svntaz 34 (o ~as a nominative 
is "only just conceivable"); N. Turner, Insights 15; Zerwick and Grosvenor 655. Also BAGD 358a. 

62. Calvin, Hebrews-Peter 13-14; Alford 4:20; Ltlnemann 84, 92; Farrar, Hebrews 38; Delitzsch, He· 
brews 1:76-77; Riggenbach 21-22; Windisch, HetirfierbrW'16-18; Splcq, H~ 1:288, 2:19; Kuss, He· 
11riier37, 45-46, 146-47; mring 10; Strathmann, Hebriier 79-80; 0. Michel, Hebrlier 118; Hewitt 56-67; 
Montefiore, Hebrews 47; Bruce, Hebrews 19-20, 23; Bruce, "Hebrews" 1009 §881b; Hughes 64; Guthrie, 
Hebrews 76; Hagner, Hebrews 13-14; R. M. Wilson 41; Attridge 49 (but seen. 5), 58-69; Lane 21, 29. 

53. Warlield, Lord 278; van der Ploeg 206; E. Stauffer, TDNT 3:106; Stauffer 114; Wainwright, 
Trinity 58-60 {;"Confession" 286-87); V. Taylor, Person 95-96; V. Taylor, Essays 85; B. Reicke, 
TDNT 6:723; Synge 4-5; Snell 42, 58; Cullmann, Christo/t)gy 310; Kistemaker 25-26, 98, 137; M. Barth 
72; C. F. D. Moule, Birth 99; Barel~. Jesus 25-26; Vanhoye 71; A. T. Hanson, Jesus 162 ("in all like· 
lihood"); Brown, R4flections 23-25 ( ~ "Jesus" 562--ffi); de Jonge and van der Woude 316; Glasson, 
"Plurality" 271; Filson 39, 43; Sabourin, Names 303; Schroger 61-02, 262; E. Schweizer, TDNT 8:370 
n. 255; R. N. Longenecker, Ch:ristology 137, 139; R. N. Longenecker, Exegesis 178-80; Swetnam, 
JestU 143, 153; D'.Aragon 200; Dey 137, 147-49, 153; Horton 168; J. W. Thompson, Beginnings 135 
(= "Structure" 368); A. F. Segal 213, 216 n. 91; Dliiin, lfuity 260; Hanson and Hanson 81; Loader, Sahn 
25 and n. 19, who cites Ahlborn, Septuaginta-VO'Tlage (seen. 14 above) 113-14; Dussaut 21; Allen 
240; Williamson, "Incarnation" 6-7; Ulrichsen 66; Meier 613-17, 532 (who argues for "a general syrn
metty between the movement of thought in the seven Chzistological designations In Heb. 1,2b-4 and 
the movement of thought in the seven OT citations in 1,6-14," 623). 
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lations54 construe 6 9e6~ as a vocative ("0 God"). Given the affinnation of 
verse 3 that the Son is the effulgence of God's glory and the visible expres
sion of his being, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that when the author 
affirms further that God the Father addresses 55 his Son as 9e6~56 at his res
urrection 57 he intends to signify that, equally with the Father, Jesus pos
sesses the divine nature. 58 

D. o 9£6~ in Hebrews 1:9 

With the precise parallelism between crou 6 9e6~ (v. 8) and cre 6 9e6~ (v. 
9) and the high probability that 6 9e6~ is vocatival in verse 8, it would seem 
eminently reasonable to suppose that verse 9b should be translated as 
"therefore, 0 God (=Jesus), your God(= the Father) has anointed you .... " 
Not surprisingly, a considerable number of exegetes have adopted this view 
and therefore maintain that Jesus is addressed as "God" in two successive 
verses. 59 The only modern English versions that reflect this interpretation 

64. KJV, Weymouth, Berkeley, RSV, NEB, NASB, JB, GNB, NAB1, NIV, NAB2, NRSV, REB. 

55. It seems probable that in each of the seven OT passages cited in vv. 5-13 God is the speaker 
(thus also Schrllger 262; WllHamson, Philo 512-14; R. N. Longenecker, Exegesis 164, 168). This must 
be the case in vv. 5a, 5b, 6, 10-12, 13. In v. 7 it would be permissible to translate "and concerning the 
angels it (Scripture) sa.YS" (similarly Buchanan, Hebrews 11) were it not for the fact that nowhere 
does the author use the expression 1\ w~ti ~~ (or even the noun W~). For him the words of 
Scripture are words spoken by God even where the OT does not descnlle them as such (as in 1:8) 
and even where the words cited are about God (as in 1:7) (cf. Metzger, "Formulas" 306 n. 16). 

55. The presence of the article with eeOc; In He b. 1:8 reflects normal Biblical Greek usage (see 
BDF §147.(3)) and has no special theological significance. Seen. 36. 

57. One need not suppose that the author believed either that vv. 8-9 were spoken by the Father 
only once or that the Son was appropriately addressed as 9£~ only after hili resurrection, but it 
seems probable that he was thinking particularly of the exaltation of Jesus at his resurrection. The 
verbs inUmJaa~ and ejd<nlO'~ (v. 9) probably refer to the earthly life of Jesus (see §E.2 below and 
n. 93). If so, the consequent "anointing" would allude to the unsUipassedjubllanc:e of Christ upon his 
reentry into heavenly glory ( c:f. 12:2; John 17:5) and h1s endowment with full messianic dignity and 
honors. But vv. 8-9 form a unlt (even if the inserted xai of v. Sb in effect creates two quotations) since 
there is a single Introductory formula, so that v. 8a belongs principally to a postresurrection setting. 

68. That the expression 6 ee~ refers to the Son's possession of the divine nature is recognized, 
inter alios, by Stevens, Theology 504; Spicq, Hebreuz 2:20; Montefiore, Hebrews 47; Swetnam, Jesus 
149-50, 153-54; Hagner, He/n'ews 14; Lane 29. But Hurst argues that the main interest of the author 
in Heb. 1-21s not in a preexistent divine being who becomes man, but in a human figure who is raised 
to an exalted status, so that when the royal title "God" is applied to Jesus in Heb. 1:8, he is being pre· 
sented as Ideal king, elevated above his comrades as God's representative to the people (He/n'ews 
113-14; "Chrlstology" 159-60, 163). 

69. LUnemann 93-94; Delit:zsch, Hebrews 1:80; B. Weiss, "Gebrauch" 335; Windisch, Helniierllrief 
16; H. Schller, TDNT 2:472; van der Ploeg 206; Spicq, Hebrimz 1:288, 2:19-20; KU$, Hebrlier 45-46, 
146-47; H~rlng 10; Stauffer 114; E. Stauffer, TDNT3:105; Strathmann,Hebrlter79; Cullmann, Chris
tology 310; 0. Michel, Hebrlier 118; Vanhoye 71, 176-77; Montefiore, Hebrews 47; Bruce, Hebrews 19 
(quite possible); Brown, ~lions 24 and n. 40 (="Jesus" 562 and n. 40); de Jonge and van der 
Woude 314, 316; Filson 39, 43 and n. 17 ("probable"); Sabourin, Names 303; Schrtlger 63-64; R.N. 
Longeneeker, Christology 139; Swetnam, Jesus 163; W. Grundmann, TDNT 9:564; Dwm, Unity 64, 
260; Loader, Sohn 25-n. 24; Dussaut 21; Attridge 49, 59-60. 
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are the NEB and REB, 60 although they do not render tl'i1'?tl! in Psalm 45:8 
[Engl. v. 7] as a vocative. 61 

But there are several compelling reasons why this view, although "emi
nently reasonable" and grammatically admissible, should be rejected in favor 
of the translation that takes 6 9£6~ as a nominative and the following 6 ee~ 
crou as being in apposition: "Therefore God, your God, has anointed you. ... " 

First, in the LXX (as in the MT) there is a significant parallelism between 
Psalm 44:3c and 44:8b: 

v. 3c StO. 'tOU'tO euA.6YTlcr£v cre 0 eeo~ ei~ 'tOV cxirovcx 

v. 8b Sux 'tOU'tO EXptcrev cre o 9eo~ o eeoc;; crou 

In verse 3c 6 9£6~ cannot be vocative, which suggests that in the parallel 
verse 8~ it should be construed as nominative, not vocative. While one can
not be sure that the author of Hebrews had a copy of the Greek text ·of the 
whole psalm before him or that he had recently read the whole psalm, it 
would not be inappropriate to suggest, given the verbal identity between 
Hebrews 1:9 and Psalm 44:8 (LXX), that this parallelism within the psalm 
influenced his understanding of the phrase o ee~ 6 ee6~ crou. 

Second, since the author was not averse to adjusting .the LXX text to 
avoid ambiguity, 62 one might have expected him, just as he altered the sub
ject-predicate order in verse 8b to create parallelism, to alter the position 
of 6 ee6~ in verse 9b to read ~ux 'tOU'to, o ee6~, £xptcrev cre 6 ee~ crou in 
order to remove ambiguity, had he regarded the first o Ele6c;; as a vocative. 

Third, the phrases o &oc;; 6 ee6~ J.LOU (Ps. 21:2 [MT 22:2]; 42:4 [MT 43:4]; 
62:2 [MT 63:2]; cf. 50:16 [MT 51:16]), o 9eo~ o 9ec)(; 1\J.i.rov (Ps. 66:7 [MT 
67:7]),63 and 6 eeoc;; 6 9e6~ crou (Ps. 49:7 [MT 50:7]) are sometimes found in 
the LXX Psalter, and in each case the first 6 Oe6~ is nominative. The author 
of Hebrews generally derives his OT quotations from the Greek OT. 64 

Finally, the reason that the author cites verse 8 as well as verse 7 of 
Psalm 44 (LXX) may not simply be that exptcrev corresponds to Xptcr't6~ or 
that napa introduces a further comparison ( cf. ncxp' a'llto'6~. 1:4) between 

60. "Therefore, 0 God, thy God has set thee above thy fellows, by anointing with the oil of exul
tation" (NEB; slm1larly REB), 

61. "So God, your God, has anointed you above your fellows with on, the token of joy" (NEB; sim
ilarly REB). On the difficulty ofrenderingC'~ here by •o God," see above, chapter vm §C.4 and §D. 

62. McCullough (378) classifies the modifications of the text of OT quotations that may safely be 
traced to the author of Hebrews Into thzee groups: adjustments (1) to make the quotation fit into the 
context more easily, (2) to emphasize lmpoitant points in the quotation, and (3) to avoid ambiguity. 

63. Ps. 66:7b is the closest parallel to Heb. 1:9b in the Psalter. wA.oyliO'a\ iuui~ o 0£~ o &~ iJp.cilv. 
64. X, J. Thomas 303, 325. 
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Christ and the angels, 65 but primarily to demonstrate that to address the 
exalted Son as "God" is to compromise neither the primacy of the Father 
nor the subordination of the Son. It is as appropriate for the Son to address 
the Father as "my God" as it is for the Father to address the Son as "God." 
What is more, the phrase "God, your God" may reflect the author's aware
I!ess that he has given 6 8£6<; a distinctive application in verse 8 and his 
consequent desire to affinn that while the Son is totus deus he is not 
totumdei. · 

E. Significance of a Vocativalo 9E6c; in Hebrews 1:8 

1. Within Hebrews 1-2 

Just as the whole doctrinal portion of the epistle (1:1-10:39) focuses on 
the superiority of Jesus, so its first segment (1: 1-2: 18) seeks to establish the 
superiority of Jesus to angels. After the exordium (1:1-4) he is shown to be 
superior because of his godhood (1:5-14): he has obtained a vastly superior 
title and office (ovoJ.La, 1:4) as the divinely begotten Son (1:5);66 as preemi
nent heir ("firstborn") he eJ\joys unrivaled dignity and a unique relation to 
God (1:6a.; cf. v. 2: "heir of all things"); he is the object of angelic worship 
(1:6b);67 in his person he is divine (1:8a); in the exercise of his divine sover
eignty he is scrupulously just (1:8b); he has a superior joy (1:9); he is the 
unchangeable Lord of creation, which includes the angels (1:10-12); and he 
is God's exalted coregent (1:13).68 Then, after the first of the several exhor-

66. It is unclear whether tJEtOXO\ In 1:9 refers to angels (thus, e.g., Uinemann 94-95; Schrager 64 
["veey probably"!; H4!ring 10; Meier 616), Christians (cf. 2:11; 3:14) (Bruce, Hebrews 21), or all who 
have fellowship with God, especially the angels (Hewitt 68) or people in general (Spicq, Hebreuz 
2:20; E. H. Rlesenfeld, TDNT 5:735). 

66. E.ilt£\/In v. 5 alludes to (')'lip) the word ~Of.I£VO~ in v. 4, suggesting that Jesus' receipt of the 
incomparable name of "Son" preceded or was coincident with his exaltation (v. 3b).lt Is not that his 
sonship was inaugurated at the resUITection, but the full exercise of the rights and privileges attach
ing to that name began with his enthronement (cf. Rom 1:4). 

67. Angelic service (v. 7) Involves the worship of the Son (v. 6; cf. Rev. 5:11-13) as well as ministry 
to and for Christians (v.14).lt is uncertain when this service of worship is rendered. IfnW..w is con
strued with El.a!rt«vn, the reference will be either to Christ's return from death or to his second ad
vent ("when he again brings ... ");but if ww Is taken with 6£, it introduces a new quotation ("and 
again, when ... "; cf. 1:5; 2: 13; 4:6) and the phrase Ina¥ refer to God's bringing his Son into the world 
by the Incarnation or God's "Introducing" his Son to the world as rightful heir of the universe at the 
exaltation. 

68. In his successive contrasts, some explicit, some implicit, between the Son and the angels in 
vv. 4-13, the author's Intent has been to show his readers the incomparability of the Son, not to call 
into question the divinely ordained function of angels. He concludes, therefore, with a positive a&

sessment of their role: they are "all ministering spirits sent out to serve, for the benefit of those who 
are to inherit salvation" (v. 14). Yet even here there are implicit contrasts. The Son, too, was sent, but 
whereas he came but once (1:6; 10:5) they are repeatedly sent (cilto<mll6JJ£va). His mission also 
was to serve, but whereas they are ministering spirits, he was God's incarnate servant (10:5-7, 9). 
Whereas their role Is to support those destined to receive salvation, his service was actually to 
achieve that salvation (2:10; 5:9). 
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tations (2:1--4) that are interspersed throughout the letter, the author dem
onstrates the superiority of Jesus over the angels in spite of his manhood 
(2:5-18):69 God has subjected the world to come to the Son of Man (2:5-8), 
not to angels; although temporarily "lower" than the angels, he is now per
manently "higher," being "crowned with glory and honor'' (2:7, 9); because 
he assumed human nature and died, he emancipated humanity and became 
"a merciful and faithful high priest in God's service," roles that angelS could 
never perform (2:14-17).70 

One may therefore isolate the contribution of verse 8 to the argument of 
Hebrews 1-2 as being to show that the superiority of Jesus to angels does 
not reside simply in· his having distinctive titles, an exalted status, or 
redemptive functions, but preeminently in pis belonging to a di:ffEirent cate
gory-that of deity. 71 Just as he is set apart from sinners because he is "holy 
and without fault or stain" (7:26), so he is set apart from angels because he 
may be appropriately addressed as 8£6c;: 72 to which of the angels did God 
ever say, "Your throne, 0 God, will endure for ever and ever"? No angel was 
ever dignified by the title eeoc; because no angel shared intrinsically in the 
divine nature. 73 This use of 8£6c; in reference to Jesus is all the more signif
icant because the author carefully avoids using the term unnecessarily in 
1:1-14, preferring to use a ckcumlocution (1:3; cf. 8:1) and to leave the sub
ject of successive verbs of saying unexpressed (1:5-7, 13). 

69. Swetllam, however, contends that 2:&-18 treats of the Son's inferiority to the angels, his hu· 
manity, while 1:&-2:4 focuses on his superiority, his divinity ("Fonn" 372-76). 

70. For the author of Hebrews there is no question of Jesus' having assumed angelic nature and 
therefore being merely equal to angels. He voluntarily assumed hlll(Wl nature and became for a: short 
period "lower than the angels" because it was both appropriate (v: 10) and necessary (v. 17) for the 
Son to be completely identified with God's "sons to be".lfhe was to perform high-priestly service on 
their behalf. The rank he assumed was inferior to that of angels but the function he performed was 
certainly not He b. 2:16 seems to mean either that Jesus did not "take to himself' angelic nature but 
human nature or that it was not his concern to bring help to angelic beings but to humankind. 

71. Similarly Spicq, Hebreu.z 2:20. 
72. But Smith has argued that "the atljective Kpel'C'W\1 ••• is used not of natural but of official su· 

periority •••. The whole argument turns not on personal dignicy, but on dignity of function in the ad· 
ministration of the economy of salvation" (26-27, 29). 

73. II~ (1:14) excludes the posSibilicy of an exceptional angelic figure such as Michael or 
Melchizedek eclipsing the supremacy of Christ: • Are they not aU ministering spirits •.• ?" 11 Q 
Melchizedek, a document that may be dated ca. A.D. 60, illustrates the fact that in the use of at least 
one representative of one stream of t'irstrcentuty A.D. Jewish thoughi;-a stream that may be desig. 
nated "nonconformist Judaism" -the tenn C'in~ ("heavenly one") could be applied, it would ap.. 
pear, to MelchU:edek and other angelic beings in the heavenly court (cf. Ps. 82:1): ~(9) As it is written 
(10) concerning him (Melchizedek) in the hymns ofDavid who said, 'Eiohim [has ta)ken his stand in 
the congre[galion of El), in the midst of the Elohim he gives judgment'" (cf. Ti11~ in reference to 
Melchizedek in lines 24-25, alluding to Isa. 62:7, and·~ in line 14 referring to heavenly beings). 
Melchizedek is exalted high above (line 11) the angelic assembly of God ( 10) who are his helpers ( 14) 
in enacting the judgment of God (13) in the year of jubilee (9) from the hand of Belial and "all the 
spirits of his lot" (12-13, 26). See further de Jonge and van der Woude 301-23; Horton, esp. 64-82, 
152-72; Demarest 12G-28. 
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In addition, from one point of view 1:8a serves as a fulcrum within 
Hebrews 1. If 6 9£6~ is a vocative, it is the first of three terms of address in 
this chapter, all referring to Jesus and all within OT quotations drawn from 
the Psalms: 6 9£6~ (v. 8 = Ps. 44:7 LXX), 1CUpt£ (v. 10 = Ps. 101:26 LXX),74 

and [cri>f6 K<ieo'U (v. 13 = Ps. 109:1 LXX). Whether these OT passages had 
already been associated in a "testimony book" of christological texts or in 
the liturgical usage of the early church, it is impossible to say, but the chris
tological confession of Thomas ( 6 1CUpt6~ J.I.O'U K~t 6 ee6~ J.LO'U, J olm 20:28) 
shows how readily the titles 9£6c; and 1C6ptoc; could be juxtaposed in the 
worship of Jesus. 

But verse 8a looks backward as well as forward. When the Son is said to 
be "the radiant light of God's glory ( c:Ov &mx:&ya.crJ.L<X til~ a6~1)9" (v. 3 JB) and 
to bear "the imprint of God's nature (Xap~Kt'itp til~ il1tocr-cacre.coc; ~u-cou)" 
(v. 3), he is being described as the intrinsic possessor of the nature ofGod76 

without actually being given the generic title of "God." What verse 3 implies, 
verse 8 makes explicit: the Son is rightly addressed as ee.Oc; inasmuch as he 
is the exact representation of the very beinj;( of 6 9e.6c;. Verse 8 also alludes 
to the expression a:yyEA.ot 9e.ou in verse 6, 7'f where 9e.ou and a.u-cci) refer to 
different persons. 78 It is wholly appropriate, indeed imperative, that the 
angels of God worship Jesus, the firstborn, for he is by nature included 
within the generic category denoted by ee.6~ and therefore is a legitimate 
and necessary object of adoration. 79 

If in fact verse 8a makes a distinctive and forceful contribution to the 
argument of Hebrews 1 in the manner suggested, it is scarcely adequate to 
claim, as V. Taylor does, that "the divine name is carried over with the rest 
of the quotation" and the writer "has no intention of suggesting that Jesus 
is God,"80 so that "nothing can be built upon this reference."81 Even if the 
author was not consciously applying a divine title to Christ, one cannot 

74. On the differences between the MT and LXX in this citation, see Bruce, Hetnvws 21-23; 
Schrager 66-71. 

76. It could plausibly be argued that ICUpte should be supplied here, since the psalm begins t:lli£V 
o !CUp~o; t<ii IC\lPi<P J!01.>. 

76. So also Sabourin, N~m~U 286. ln patristic exegesis the Conner phrase was taken to imply that 
the Son was consubstantial with the Father (commUnity of essence), and the latter that the Son 
should not be Identified with the Father (distinction of persons). However, "to the degree that God's 
glory Is Hls nature,• SO~a and iln6cmxm~t may be .synoreymous (U. W"llckens, TDNT 9:421), "both 
words ••• describing God's essence" (H. KOster, TDNT 8:586). According to G. Kittel, &i~a denotes· 
"the divine mode of being," a sense that "Is true of all the NT authors. Even writers llke Lk. and the 
author of Hb., who have such a feeling for Greek, are no exception" (TDNT 2:247). 

77. On the OT source of the quotation in v. 6, see Schrllger 46-63. 
78. On this latter point see Glasson, "Plurality, • esp. 271. 
79. Cf. Vanhoye 71: "Si les anges de Dieu (1,6) doivent se prostemer devant le premier-ne, c'est 

qu'il partage Ia digni~ de Dleu lui-meme." 
80. Essays 86 (= "Jesus"ll7). 
81. Perstm 96. 
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asswne that he failed to recognize the theological import' of such an inci
dental application. Further, I would suggest that even the more positive 
assessment of A W. Wainwright (Trinity 60 = "Confession" 287) that "the 
Deity of Christ, which is relevant but not necessary to the argument, is only 
mentioned in passing" fails to do justice to the significance of this address 
in the flow of the argument. 0. Cullmann, on the other hand, seems justified 
in his claim (Ch:ristology 310) that the psalm is quoted by the author pre
cisely because of this address, "0 God" (which he finds also in v. 9). 

But to suggest that verse 8a is pivotal within the chapter is not to claim 
that the address 6 9e6~ is the zenith or the principal affiimation of the chap
ter. Of the three main titles given to Jesus in Hebrews 1, ui6~ is the title on 
which attention is focused (vv. 2, 5 bis, Sa), so that 9e6~ (v. 8) and 1C6ptoc; 
(v. 10) may be said to explicate two aspects of that sonship, viz., divinity 
and sovereignty. The principal point in the chapter is that the exalted Son 
is vastly superior to the angels (vv. 4-5, 13) as a divine King who is wor
shiped (vv. 6-9) and as a sovereign Creator who is changeless (vv. 10-12). 
In that verse 4 enunciates the theme of the superiority of the Son to angels 
that is to be developed, it forms the focal point of Hebrews 1-2. 

The reference to the Son as "God" in 1:8 occurs within a citation from 
Psalm 45,82 one of seven OT quotations in 1:5-14. Five or possibly six83 of 
these are drawn from the Psalms, the author's favorite mine from which to 
quarry passages that illuminate the nature of the person and work of Christ. 
Of the seven quotations, only 2 Samuel 7:14, Psalm 110:1, and perhaps 
Psalm 2:7 seem to have had messianic overtones in any Jewish circles at the 
beginning of the Christian era. 84 Nevertheless the author of Hebrews, 
whose exegetical method was "unashamedly Messianic, "85 proceeded on 
the assumption that his Christian addressees would recognize the validity 
of his handling of the OT, even if the messianic application of some of the 
texts had not yet become common Christian tradition. There is little to sup
port the conjecture of F. C. Synge ·that in Hebrews 1 the author has made 
use of a "testimony book" collection of "Son" passages that already was 
deemed authoritative in the church. 86 More plausible, but still incapable of 
demonstration, is the proposal of R. G. Hamerton-Kelly (243-47) that 
before their use in Hebrews 1 to demonstrate Christ's superiority to angels, 

82. In other OT citations in Hebrews, o EIEOo; does not refer to Christ: 2:13 (Isa. 8:18); 9:20 (Exod. 
24:8); 10:7 (Ps. 40:8 [MT v. 9)) (Kistemaker 137 n. 3). 

83. The uncertainty arises from the fact that the citation in v. 6 may be dependent on Deut 32:43 
(LXX) or, less directly, Ps. 97:7 [LXX 96:7]. See n. 77 above. 

84. see the discussion of Klstemaker 17-29. 
85. Williamson, Philo 635. 
86. 1-7, ~. Synge notes that all the passages cited in Heb. 1 represent God as speaking to or 

of someone who shares heaven with him, someone whom Synge calls "the Heavenly Companion." 
On this "testimony book" hypothesis, see Kistemaker 91...S2; R.N. Longenecker, Exegesis 17!Hl0. 
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the seven quotations formed a "block" of traditional christological texts, 
selected primarily to interpret Jesus' resurrection and exa.J.tation but then 
applied to prove his "protological" preexistence. I prefer the view that the 
author inherited as christological "proof texts" the two or three passages 
that probably were interpreted messianicallyin some contemporary Jewish 
exegesis (viz., 2 Sam. 7:14; Ps. 110:1; and perhaps Ps. 2:7) while the other 
scriptural illustrations of Christ's supremacy were the product of his own 
exegesis.87 Yet the possibility should not be excluded that all five or six 
psalms cited in Hebrews 1 were already grouped together, not in a testi
mony book or as an orally transmitted set of christological texts, but as por
trayals of the exalted status and roles of Jesus that were sung or recited in 
early Christian worship. sa 

As for the use made of Psalm 45:7-8 in Hebrews 1, there is both "shift of 
application and modification of text," as B. Lindars describes the phenom
enon (Apologetic 17). A poet's address to the king at the royal wedding 
becomes the Father's address to his Son at the resurrection-exaltation. The 
eternity of the "throne" no longer denotes the perpetuity of the Davidic 
dynasty but the endless character of Christ's dominion (v. 8). The psalm 
pointed forward to the coming king-Messiah of David's house who would 
personally embody all aspects of the ideal theocratic rule. In Hebrews 1 the 
attributes of this ideal king-love of justice, hatred of iniquity-have 
become the past accomplishments of the Messiah-Son, 89 so that he is 
exalted by the Father to his right hand to receive incomparable heavenly 
accolades (v. 9).90 (Modification to the text has already been discussed in 
§B.l above.) 

2. Within the Whole Epistle 

What contribution does a vocative ("0 God") in the context of 1:8-9 
make to wider themes or emphases in the epistle? There are three principal 
areas of contribution: the paradox of Jesus' deity and humanity,91 the sub
ordination motif, and Christ's eternality. 

In 1:8-9 there are juxtaposed an explicit assertion of Jesus' intrinsic 
deity ("0 God") and the clear implication of his real humanity: "You have 
loved righteousness and hated iniquity" (v. 9a). The aorists it'Y<i1t11aw; and 

87. Similarly Dey 153. 
88. Just as Jesus had used the Psalms in hls prayers (Luke 23:46; cf. Ps. 31:5 [MT v. 6]) and wor

ship (Matt. 26:30), so the early church did In their Prll¥er& (Acts 4:24-30) and worship (Rev. 15:3-4). 
89. The tenn p~~ (v. 8b ), denoting the royal scepter rather than the shepherd's staff, points 

not only to the divine sovereignty of the exalted Jesus but also to his messianic status (see SB 3:679). 
90. For an attempt to trace In Heb. 1:6-2:4 the various stages of a royal enthronement ceremony 

of the (putative) OT pattern, see Swetnam, Jesus 142-46, 148; slmUarly M. Barth 72-73. 
. 91. On the two basic ways in which pre-Chalcedon Greek commentators dealt with the deity
humanity christological paradox as presented by the data in Hebrews, see Young. 
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EIJ.t01')cra<; are not so much gnomic, implying that the Son is always devoted 
to the maintenance of the divine justice, 92 as constative, indicating that dur~ 
ing his earthly mission the Son had been constantly committed to upholding 
justice and doing God's will.93 In Psalm 45 the unsurpassed joy of the king 
on his wedding day is seen as a fitting consequence of his love of justice and 
repudiation of evil. Here in Hebrews 1 the Father's exaltation of his Son to 
heavenly glory and honor is viewed as the natural outcome and divine 
acknowledgment (<5u:Y. 'tOU'tO) of his earthly life spent in "fulfilling all righ
teousness" ( cf. Matt. 3: 15): 

Sometimes the elements of this divin~human paradox are expressed 
elsewhere in the epistle in close juxtaposition,94 but generally the author 
is content to stress one or other aspect as his argument demands. That he 
believes in the full deity of Jesus is clear: Jesus is described as the perfect 
representation of God's glory and nature (1:3); he not only existed before 
he appeared on earth (10:5), before Melchizedek (7:3), before human his~ 
tory began (1:2), or before the universe was created (1:10), but he also 
existed and exists eternally (7:16; 9:14; 13:8); like his Fathe~5 he may be 
called "Lord";96 he is creator (1:10), sustainer, (1:3), and heir (1:2) of the 
universe, that is, everything in time and space ('to'l><; airovac;, 1:2); he is 
"Son" ('Ui6c;)97 an(l "the Son of God" {6 'Uioc; 'tOU 9£o'i>),98 the timeless rov 
of 1:3 pointing to a natural, not adoptive, sonship;99 he is worshiped by 
angels (1:6) and iS the object of human faith (12:2); he is sovereign over 
the world to come (2:5); and passages referring to Yahweh in the OT are 
applied to him.100 

No less evident is the writer's emphasis on the real and complete human
ity of Jesus. He assumed human nature with all its weaknesses and limita~ 
tions (2:11, 14, 17), apart from sin ( 4:15; 7:26); he belonged to the tribe of 
Judah (7:14) and "Jesus" was his human name;101 he experienced human 
emotions (5:7), temptation (4:15), suffering (5:8; 13:12), and death (2:9; 
12:2); he believetl in and feared God (2: 13; 5:7) and offered prayer to him 
· (5:7); he exhibited human virtues such as fidelity (2: 17; 3:2) and obedience 

92. As, perhaps, in the LXX (see the MT). 
93. These verbs are Interpreted as referring to the earthly life and ministry of Jesus by, inter alios 

LUnemann 93; Westcott, Hebrews 26-27; Riggenbach 23 n. 53; Windisch, HebmertJ"ri418; Spicq, H~
breu.z 2:19; Strat.hmann, Hebrlier 80; 0. Michel, Hebrder 119; Hughes 65. 

94. For example, 1:1-3; 2:17; 4:14; 6:8-10; 7:14; 10:29. 
95. 7:21; 8:8, 11; 10:16, 30. 
96. 1:10; 2:3; 7:14; 13:20. 
97. 1:2, 5 bis; 3:6; 5:5, 8; 7:28; cf. o ui6~ In 1:8. 
98. 4:14; 6:6; 7:3; 10:29. 
99. Westcott, Hebrews 425. 
100.1:6; 1:10-12; 3:7-11, 15. 
101. 2:9; 3:1; 6:20; 7:22; 10:19; 12:2, 24; 13:12, 20. For emphasis, 11100~ is always placed at the end 

of a clause (except in 13:12). 
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(10:7); he gave teaching while on earth (2:3); and he endured the hostility of 
sinners (12:3). 

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of 1:8--9 is the sequence 6 eeo~ ... 
o eeoc; o eeo<; crou. The God who addresses his Son as "God" is also God to 
his Son, even his exalted Son. Whether o eeoc; in verse 9 is nominative or 
vocative, 6 eeoc; crou remains. In addition, the eternal sovereignty that Jesus 
now exercises was accorded him as a gracious gift of God (v. 8a), J..i:yetv 
rcpoc; here referring not simply to the imparting of information but rather to 
the granting of a gift and the assignment to a special task ( cf. v. 13).102 Also, 
it was the Son's God who anointed him with the "oil of gladness" (v. 9). This 
element of the subordination of Jesus to his Father, a characteristic of NT 
Christology, 103 is much in evidence elsewhere in Hebrews. The Son was 
dependent on God for his appointment as heir of the universe (1:2) and to 
the office of high priest (3:2; 5:5, 10), for his "introduction" into the world 
(1:6), for the preparation of his body (10:5), for his resurrection (13:20), and 
for his exaltation to his Father's right hand (1:13). 

Finally, Christ's etemality. "Your throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever" 
affinns that Christ's personal rule is eternal and implies that Christ, as 
ruler, is also eternal.104 Eic; tov a.irova. tou a.irovoc; (v. 8a) anticipates the 
phrase ei<; -tov a.irova. of Psalm 110:4 (109:4 LXX) cited three times by the 
author in reference to the eternity of the Melchizedekian order of priest
hood (5:6; 6:20; 7:17).105 Jesus is a priest "forever" after the order of 
Melchizedek, and the treatment in Hebrews •of the relationship between 
these two figures constitutes "the culmination of the epistle's argu
ment,"106 "the kernel and focus of the entire Epistle."107 Other statements 
that are reminiscent of this theme of Christ's eternal nature are "your years 
will never end" (1:12); "the power of an indestructible life" (7:16); "he con
tinues for ever ... he is able for all time (eic; to 1tavteAE9 to save those 
who draw near to God through him, since he always lives to make interces
sion for them" (7:24-25); "through his eternal spirit (8ul. TCVeuJUltoc; 

102. Similarly B. Reicke, TDNT 6:723, who compares X,,~ 'tOY 'lapooi1.. ).ty£\ (Rom. 10:21). 
103. For example, for Paul, see 1 Cor. 3:23; 11:3; 15:24, 28; for Peter, 1 Pet. 1:21; 2:23; cf. Acts 3:13, 

26; for the fourth evangelist, John 5:30; 10:36; 14:28. Here, as elsewhere, this letter is (in the words of 
Williamson, Philo 579-aO) "in the centre of the mainstream of primitive ChriStian theology. • 

104. The translation "God Is your throne for ever and ever" asserts the permanence or etemality 
of God's support or protection of Christ's dominion. The implication of Christ's personal eternality 
is present but less obvious. 

105. In addition, Allen notes (238-39) that tfi~ f3aa\A£ta~ aou. Tl')WtiJOa~ llucmoaUVT]V (vv. 8b-
9a) foreshadows the explanation In 7:2 of the meaning ofMelchizedek's name, f3aal~ llucmomiv-
11~: "For the author the royal, righteous and eternal Son of Hebrews 1:8-9 would hardly have failed 
to suggest the Melchb:edek-type priesthood." 

106. Spicq, H~llreu:J; 2:203. 
107. Demarest 2. 
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airoviou)" (9:14);108 "Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and for
ever (cic; touc; airovoo;)" (13:8).109 

F. Conclusion 

Two general conclusions may now be stated. First, although some slight 
degree of uncertainty remains as to whether C'i1?~ in Psalm. 45:7 (MT) is a 
vocative, there can be little doubt that the LXX translator construed it so 
(see chapter VIII) and that the author of Hebrews, whose quotations of the 
OT generally follow the LXX, assumed that the Septuagintal 6 eeoc; in Psalm 
44:7 was a vocative and incorporated it in this sense into his argument in 
chapter 1, an argument that was designed to establish the superiority of the 
Son over the angels. The appeJiation o 6e6c; that was figurative and hyper
bolic when applied to a mortal king was applied to the immottal Son in a 
literal and true sense.110 Jesus is not merely superior to the angels. Equally 
with the Father he shares in the divine nature ( 6 eeoc;, v. 8) while remaining 
distinct from him (6 ae6c; crou, v. 9). The author places Jesus far above any 
. angel with respect to nature and function, and on a par with God with 
regard to nature but subordinate to God with regard to function. There is 
an "essential" unity but a functional subordination. 

Second, given the vocative 0 eeoc; in 1:8, it cannot be deemed impossible 
for the comparable 6 ee~ in 1:9 to be translated "0 God," but this interpre
tation seems improbable~ 

108. On the intelpretation of this ambiguous phrase, see Hughes 36s-6o. 
109. See further on this theme, J. W. Thompson, Beginnings 134-40 ( = "Structure" 358-Q3). 
110. Similarly Spicq, Hebreu:x:; 2:19. 
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:I:t>J,l£rov I1e'tpoc; oouA.oc; KCXt a1tOO"'tOAOc; .IT)O"OU 
Xptcr'tOU 'tote; icrO'ttJ..lOV ftJ..ltV A.cxxoumv mcrnv Ev 
BtKatOoUVfl tOU eEou 'liJ..tOOV l((Xt crOYtfjpoc; '!T)O"OU 
Xpu:rrou. 

Stated simply, the principal exegetical issue at stake in 2 Peter 1:1 is this: 
Does the phrase o Eleo; iJJ.LroV 1ea\ crC!Yt'ijp 'lllcrou; Xptcrt6; refer to two per
sons (God and Jesus Christ) or only to one person (Jesus Christ)? That is, 
should we render this phrase "our God, and the Savior Jesus Christ," or "our 
God and Savior, (who is) Jesus Christ"? After grappling with this issue and 
discussing the pros and cons of each translation, we shall be ready to exam
ine the meaning of the whole verse.1 

A. Arguments for a Reference to Two Persons 

R. F. Weymouth translates 2 Peter 1:1 as referring to two persons: 
"Simon Peter, a bondservant and Apostle of Jesus Christ: To those to whom 
there has been allotted the same precious faith as that which is ours 
through the righteousness of our God and of our Saviour Jesus Christ."2 

1. The Position of 1i.uaw 
It is sometimes argued that the position of the pronoun TtJ.LOOV after Eleou 

distinguishes ee6; from croo't'l\p.3 Two parallel passages illustrate the point. 

Titus 2:13 Tfic; 069lc; wu jl£"fli:Aou 6t:oil Ka\. crWtfipoc; 1'111<ilv 111croii Xp~crwil 
2 Thess. 1:12 t!lv xaptv toil 6t:ou it11<ilv xa\lcuptou 11JaOu Xptcrtoii 
2 Peter 1:1 £v Stxatocnivn -roii 9eou i111<ilv Kai. aCirtijpo~ 'Irtcroii Xptcrtoii 

If iJJ.Lrov binds El£oi) and crCO'tfipo; together in the first instance ("our God
and-Savior''), it separates ee:ou from its coordlnated substantive in the sec-

1. For a defense of the Petrlne authorship of 2 Peter, see E. M. B. Green, 2 Peter-Jude 13-39, and 
Reconsidered; in defense of the position that the letter belongs to the decade 8~90 and was penned 
by a pro~ent member of a "Petrlne circle" in Rome, see Bauckham, Jude-2 Peter 1~. 

2. The ISV (191)1) probably reflects this understanding in Its translation "of our God and the Sav
Iour Jesus Christ," especially since the earlier English RV (1881) on which the ASY was dependent 
reads "of our God and Saviour.• But loSII's "of our God and the Saviour," along with the KJV rendering 
"of God and our Saviour Jesus Christ" (reading <rwtf;p~ iuu:iiv), could be construed as referring to 
one person, certainly if "and" is epexegeUc. Only Weymouth's "and of our Saviour" puts the matter 
beyond doubt. 

3. For example, Winer 130; E. Stauffer, TDNT 3:106 n. 268; Rahner 135 n. 4. There is no reason 
to follow BDF §276.(3) in preferring the reading ICilplou (Ill 'I' pc vgmss syrph copsa) over Oeoii in 
2 Pet. 1:1. 
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ond and third cases: "our God and the Lord Jesus Christ" (2 Thess. 1:12), 
"our God and the Savior Jesi.ts Christ" (2 Pet. 1:1). 

But such grammatical reasoning is faulty, for when two substantives are 
under the vinculum of a single article, a personal pronoun ~pplies to both, 
whether it precedes both (e.g., 2 Pet. 1:10: Uf.LcOV tl)v KA.fjmv JCo:\. h:A.o1'Jlv) 
or follows either of the substantives (e.g., Eph. 3:5: to1c; a-yi.otc; anocrt6A.otl 
O:U'tOU Kai n;pocl>rl'to:tc;; 1 Thess. 3:7: em mion tfl av<iYKnKO:l 9A.t'I'E\ TJf.LcOV). 
Thus one finds three times elsewhere in 2 Peter tou lCl)ptO'U flf.LcOV KO:t 
oCIYtilpoc; 'I'JlGOU XptO"tOU (1:11; 2:20 [~72 ~ A C P \£1 read i}f.LcOV]; 3:18), 
where no commentator distinguishes K\)pwc; from arotT)p. In 1:1 flf.LcOV 
would be limited to eeou only if an article (toi>) were added to orotfjpoc;. 

2. The Parallel Construction in 2 Peter 1:2 

1:1 ev 0\lCO:\Ocrovn 'tOU 9EOU flf.LcOV KO:t arotfjpoc; 'ITJO'OU Xpmtou 
1:2 £v E1tl.'YVcOO'E\ 'tOU eeou ICC£\ 'IT\GOU 'tOU 1Cl)pt0'\) fl)J.C:Ov5 

Verse 2 "clearly distinguishes between God and Christ, and it is natural 
to let that interpret this [v. 1], as there seems no reason for identity here 
[v. 1] and distinction there [v. 2]" (Mayor 81-82; cf. Windisch, Briefe 84; 
Austin 274). 

Although eeoc; ... Ko:\ crCJ:Yt"Tlp (v. 1) and ee~ Ko:\ 'IT\0'0~ (v. 2) have a for
mal similarity, there are two significant differences. The former phrase, but 
not the latter, was a stereotyped formula used by Jews in reference to Yah
weh, the one true God, and by Gentiles when referring to an individual god 
or deified ruler. 6 Invariably the referent was a single deity or ruler, not two. 
Moreover, aCO't'J'\p is a title, whereas l11aouc; is a proper name; it is possible 
to speak of"our God and Savior, Jesus Christ," but hardly of"God and Jesus, 
our Lord." It is doubtless for these two reasons that most of the English ver-

4. On this point see Middleton 433-34; Robertson, Grt:mmar 786; E. D. Burton 389. Although he 
distinguishes ~from allmjp, Weymouth rightly construes iuuiiv with both nolll1S. 

6. P 'I' 1852 2464 pc vg;t read kv £m-yvclxrEt toli 1C1lpiou TJIUi)v. This shorter reading is preferred by 
some commentators (e.g., Bigg 235, 251-62; Strachan, "2 Peter" 124; Chaine 38) and translations 
(Moffatt, m, NJB) because (1) in 2 Peter Jesus alone Is the object of bti-yvwcn~ (1:3, 8; 2:20) or yvc!l<n~ 
(3:18, which may form~ inc!usio with 1:2); (2) this IS brevior lectio, perhaps corrected to conform 
to a dual subject discerned in v. 1; (3) the singular ®to\i in v. 3 points to a single antecedent in v. 2; 
and ( 4) a scribe influenced by Pauline salutations (where God and Jesus are associated in reference 
to "grace and peace" in 11 of 13 cases) may have added to\l&o\l ~~:a\ 11]aoli. But the m;,Jority of tex
tual critics (e.g., WH, NA26, UBS, and commentators (e.g., Schellde 186 n. 1; Kelly, Peter-Jude 299; 
Fuchs and Reymond 42-43) prefer the longer reading, on· the grounds that ( 1) it is the better attested 
reading, witnessed by ~72 (which omits ICIXi before 'l1]11oii) ~ABC K L {II: A L al add Xptatoii after 
'11]110\l); (2) it is d1Jffciltor lectio, given the singular ®to\i in v. 3 and the author's use of £m -yviOOl~; 
and (3) the shorter reading may be explained as a scribal correction to accord with singular referentc 
In vv. lb and 3a and the author's custom ( 1:3, 8; 2:20) of making Christ alone the object of em yvcoou; 
or -yvciiau;. 

6. See the discussion above on Titus 2:13 (chapter VII §B.1). 
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sions which translate verse 1 as "by the righteousness of our God and Savior, 
Jesus Christ" or some similar rendering, translate verse 2 with some such 
rendering as "by the lmowledge of God and of Jesus our Lord" (viz., av, 
Goodspeed, TCNT, NASB, Berkeley, RSV, NEB, NAB1, GNB, NIV, NAB2, REB, NRSV). 

3. Deviation from a Stereotyped Formula 

According to E. IDisemann (Essays 183 n. 2; cf. Windisch, Briefe 84), the 
combination 61CI)p\O~ CitJ.l<ilv) 1eo.'t. crO>'tT\p, found in 1:11, 2:20, 3:2, and 3:18, 
is a stereotyped christological formula referring to a single person, 'Inaou~ 
Xplcr't6t.;. Since the use of o 6£o~ itJ.lroV in 1:1 instead of 61CUplO~ itJ.l&V devi
ates from this stereotype, 7 two persons must be referred to, not one. 

But with equal validity one could argue, as 0. Cullmann in fact does 
(Christology 314), that in 1:1 eeo~ is simply a variant of the more common 
lC\)p\0~ (note also ftJ,Ifpo. lC\)plO'U in 3:10 and it 'tOU 8eou i)J.LEpo. in 3:12), so 
that here, as in the other four passages, there is a single referent. And C. H. 
Moehlmann (17) actually finds in 2 Peter 1:1 the climax of an "evolution" he 
claims to have found in the use of crom1p that is "traceable in the Pastoral 
Epistles and II Peter: God our soter, Jesus Christ our soter, Our Lord and 
soter Jesus Christ, our God and soter Jesus Christ." 

B. Arguments for a Reference to One Person 

When translated with reference to one person, 2 Peter 1:1 would read, 
"Simon Peter, a slave and apostle of Jesus Christ, To those who have 
received a faith as privileged as ours through the righteousness of our God 
and Savior, Jesus Christ" (similarly av, Moffatt, Goodspeed, TCNT, NASB, 

Berkeley, RSV, NEB, JB, NAB1, GNB, NJV, NJB1 NAB2, REB, NRSV). 

1. The Single Article (or, the Anarthrous atin'Tfp) 

As in the case of Titus 2:13, the most convincing explanation of the anar
throus crOYtfipo~ in 2 Peter 1:1 is that two coordinate nouns referring to the 
same person are customarily linked by a single article (see the discussion 
above, chapter VII, §B.2).s 

7. ~ 'I' pc v,;nss syrPh cop• actually read 1Cllpiou in place of aEoil, under the influence of the four 
parallels in 2 Peter. 

B. An appeal to the single article here as an indication of a christological use or 6E6c; is made by 
Robertson (Grammar 127, 786-86; "Article" 184-86, 187), Zerwick (Greek §186); Zerwick and Gros
venor (717), C. F. D. Moule (Idiom Book 109-10), and N. Turner (Synta.x 181 n. 3; Iruights 16) among 
the grammarians; and Blgg (250-61), Chaine (36, who compares o narilp Ka\ aomjp in Philo, Pra.em. 
Porm. 39 and tov JU)vov &alt6TTJv m\ Kllptov -riJ.L<iiv in Jude 4), Kelly (Peter-Jude 297), Schelkle 
(1!16), and Fomberg (142) among the commentators. 
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Now it is true that (1) the article is not required with the second noun if 
the distinction between the two nouns is regarded as obvious or is 
assumed; (2) creotfjpo~ is shown to be definite by the 'I11crou Xptcr-tou that 
follows, so that an article is not required; and (3) the sirigJ.e article may be 
accounted for by the writer's conceptual association of two separate items. 
But against these three arguments one may urge the following correspond
ing rejoinders. 

Although the clear distinction between 9£6~ and 'I11crouc; in verse 2 might 
suggest that a similar distinction between eeoc; and cromip is obvious or 
assumed in verse 1, the fact remains that elsewhere in 2 Peter whenever an 
anarthrous crom1p is attached by Ka.t to another noun in the same case (viz., 
in 1:11; 2:20; 3:2, 18) there is a single referent, Jesus Christ. If the author had 
wished to distinguish the two peiSons unambiguously, he could have writ
ten either -tou Eleou l)f.J.CI)v JC<iL 'I11crou Xpt.crwu 'tou creotfjpoc; llJ.l.OOV (cf. v. 2) 
or 'tOU 9eoi3 llf.lOOV K<iL 'tOU creotfjpoc; (llJ.l.OOV) lncrou Xpta'tou. 

That creotfjpoc; is definite is incontestable. It is definite not only because 
of the following proper name but also because it occurs in a monotheistic 
context in conjunction with 9e6c; and in the singular number. But its defi
niteness does not in itself account for its anarthrous state, for a definite 
noun more often than not is articular, while proper names or quasi-proper 
names as well as titles (however crrott1p be regarded) are sometimes artic
ular and sometimes anarthrous. 

How is the exegete to determine whether o 9£0~ l)f,J.CI)v and crCtYti]p 'I11croi3<; 
Xpt<r't6~ are distinct yet joint sources or possessors of OtKOO.OoUVTJ, or 
whether there is a single source or possessor of"right.eousness," namely "our 
Savior God, Jesus Christ"? The latter alternative seems more probable for two 
reasons. First, as C. Bigg obseiVes: "It is hard]y open for anyone to translate 
in I Pet i.3 o eeOc; Kcit n:a.'t'l\p by 'the God and· Father, '9 and yet here [in 2 Pet 
1:1] to decline to translate o eroc; Ka.\ crom1p by 'the God and Saviour"' (251). 
Second, in contemporary religious language the expression (o) eeOc; (Kdt.) 
crom1p alweys referred to one deity or ruler, not two .. For example, when in 
166 B.c. Prusias IT of Bithynia addressed Roman senators as 9Eo\ creotfjpec;, 10 

he was not distinguishing ,certain senators who were 9EOi from others who 
were creotfjpec;; all of them were "savior-gods." This point in fact becomes my 
second main argument that favoiS a reference to one person in 1:1. 

2. The Stereotyped Formula 8£~ mi atlnlfp 

In his brief monograph on the Theos Soter formula as the explanation of 
the primitive Christian use of crron1 p in reference to Jesus, C. H. Moehlm.ann 

9. On the 9£o~ ~~:a\ xa'fl\p combination, see E. D. Burton 38&-92. 
10. Polyblus, Hist. 30;16 (cited by Bruce, "Pattern" 65 n. 5). 
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demonstrates how widespread was the God-Savior idea in the Mediterra
nean world of the first century A.D.: "On the coins that passed from hand to 
hand, on statue in marketplace or along the roadside, in local cults, in mys
tery religion convocations, on altar and on temple the inhabitant of the 
Graeco-Roman world beheld soter. No living person could escape contact 
With some theos soter" (32).11 In all these settings the eeoc; crC!Ytl\p formula 
never refers merely to a conceptual association of two separate deities, but 
invariably to a single god; the eeoc; is none other than the crom\p.12 In its 
alternative form, 0 eeo~ lCO.t crCJYt'l'\p, the term crCJYt'l'\p is anarthrous because 
of the personal identity between the crc.mlp and the 9£6<;: "God who is 
(epexegetic JCai) the Savior."l3 

Peter may well be borrowing a conventional formula from pagan usage 
and applying it to the church's Lord to whom it properly belongs. But one 
should not overlook the possibility14 that just as Paul interprets Isaiah 45:23 
christologically in Philippians 2:10-11 so Peter may be relating to Christ the 
threefold description of Yahweh in Isaiah 45:21 (l1'1ZtC1 p'1~-'?~, '"a righ
teous God and a Savior") when he writes £v 5tKatocruvn 'to-G aeo'G 'Till&v Ka\ 
crCJ>'tijpo~ 'I11cro'G Xptcr'to'll. 

3. The Use qf uomfp in 2 Peter 

1:1 'tO'G eeou 'tillcOV K!Xl crco't"f1po~ 'lllcrO'G Xptcr'tOU 

1:11 'tOU lCUptou i]j.LcOV JCa.i crco't"f1po~ 'l'qcro'll Xptcr'to'\3 

2:20 'tOU lCUptou i]j.LcOV Ka.\ crco't"f1poc,; 'I11crou Xptcr'to'll 

3:2 'tOU lCUptou Kai crco't'ijpoc,; 

3:18 'to-G K'l)pi.ou i]j.LcOV K!Xt crco't'ijpoc,; 'lllO"OU XptO"'tOiJ 

11. To refer to Moehlmann's careful documentation of this point is not to concur with his thesis 
that "during the ftrst decades ot its life, Christianity promulgated a soter-less soteriology• (2) or his 
conclusion that "Jesus was not called soler until he was also called theos and this first occurred in 
the period after Paul" (66). 

12. Similarly Moulton, Prolegomena 84; N. Turner, Synta.x 181. Winer enunciates the principle 
that "a repetition of the Article is not admissible before connected nouns which, for Instance, are 
merely predicates of one and the same person, as in ... 2 Pet i.111oii ~ropio" tiJ.U&v 1C(l\ a!lltij~ '!. 
Xp." (126 n. 2). Yet he r~ects the potentially parallel instance of this principle in 1:1. Robertson 
(Gra.mma1" 786-86) notes that this anomaly in Winer's reasoning was rectified In P. W. Scluniedel's 
(8th) edition of Winer's Gmmma1". Schmiedel cites the structural parallels to 1:1 in 2 Pet. 1:11; 2:20; 
3:2, 18 and comments that grammar demands that one person be meant (158), although he includes 
Eph. 6:5 and 2 Thess. 1:12 as further Instances! 

13. If S~ICa\OaUYTJ Is In fact predicated of two persons in 2 Pet. 1:1, it need not carry a different 
meaning with each person. Nor need one concur with Bigg (252) that "if the righteousness is one and 
the same, it becomes exceedingly difficult to keep God and Jesus Christ apart • For In the Pauline 
salutations, "one 'and the same" XcXp\C; ... Kill dptiYTJ are regularly traced to a twofold source (e.g., 
Gal.1:3). 

14. This suggestion was made by one of my students, Roger W. Handyside. 
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Several observations may be made about the use of crCO"t'J1p in 2 Peter: 
(1) it is always anarthrous and refers to Jesus Christ;16 (2) it never stands 
alone but is always linked with a preceding articular noun, either lCUptou 
(four times) or eeo'U (once); and (3) the 61CUptot; CTi~&v) K<Xt crwt'l'jp combi
nation always refers to a single person. The use of cromip elsewhere in 
2 Peter strongly suggests that the onus of proof rests with any who would 
deny that in 1:1 also there is a reference to only one person, Jesus Christ. 

4. The Doxology to Christ in 2 Peter 3:18 

New Testament doxologies are regularly addressed to God, 16 sometimes 
"through Jesus Cluist" (Rom. 16:27; Jude 25; cf. 1 Pet. 4:11), but on at least 
four occasions (2 Tim. 4:18; 2 Pet. 3:18; Rev. 1:5--6; 5:13) a doxology is 
addressed directly to Christ (cf. Rev. 5:12). In 2 Peter 3:18 there is no possi
ble ambiguity as to the addressee( ... 1l1.crou Xptcr'to'U. aU'tQllC'tA..), such as 
there is in Romans 9:5, Romans 16:27, 1 Peter 4:11, or Hebrews 13:21. (See 
further Westcott, Hebrews 464-65). As an ascription of praise to a divine per
son, a doxology betrays a speaker's or Wiiter's immeasurably high estimate 
of the addressee. An author who can address a doxology to Christ would 
have little difficulty in applying the term 8£~ to him. There is no reason to 
deny that in 2 Peter 1:1 Jesus Cluist is called "our God and Savior." 

C. The Meaning of the Verse 

1. The Author 

a. :t'OJ..L£Wv IIE:tpo~ 
I:u~erov ("Symeon" or "Simeon"), the Greek transliteration of the origi

nal Hebrew name 11.1100, is a form found only here and in Acts 15:14. Else
where in the NT we find the apostle Peter referred to by his nickname 
lle'tpot; ("Peter," "rock"), by the genuinely Greek name I:l.~cov ("Simon"; see 
BDF §53.(2)d), 17 or by Kl1.$Cit;, the Greek form of the Aramaic term t~;El'_:, 
("stone"). Some regard the author's use of this unusual form I:u~eo)v as an 
indication of the letter's authenticity (e.g., Green, 2 Peter-Jude 59); Peter is 
using the name familiar to Jewish Christians ( cf. Acts 15:14) and familiar in 
his youth. Others see it as an attempt by a pseudonymous Wiiter to create 
verisimilitude for his stance as a protagonist of apostolic orthodoxy (e.g., 

15. Given the close link between 'tliiv anoat6A.rov and 'toil~CUpiou Ka.\ a(J)'tfjpo~ and the historical 
sequence "prophets-Savior-apostles" in 3:2, there can be no doubt that the "Lord and Savior" in this 
verse is Jesus Christ. 

16. Luke2:14; Rom.ll:36;2 Cor.ll:31; Gal.l:5; Eph. 3:21; Phil. 4:20; 1 Tim. 1:17; 1 Pet. 5:11; Jude 
24-26; Rev. 6:13; 7:12. · 

17.ln2 Pet.l:1 IiJ!.I!lv is read byiJ)72 B 'l'vg cop (see Metzger, Commentary 699). 
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Barnett 168) or as a reflection of current Palestinian Christian usage main
tained by the Pettine circle in Rome to which the author belonged (Bauck
ham, Jude-2 Peter 167). 

b. 8oi>M>; m\ arc6atoM>; 1t}ooi) XptO'tOil 
The term slave or bond-servant ( cf. Jude 1) establishes identity of status 

between author and readers, whether Jew or Greek, since all equally were 
the willing slaves of Christ the Lord ( cf. 2 Pet. 2:1; 1 Cor. 7:22; Eph. 6:6; Rev. 
2:20). On the other hand, the term apostle (cf. 1 Pet. 1:1) points to a distinc
tion of office, emphasizing apostolic commission and authority ( cf. 1 Pet. 
5:1 for a similar identity-distinction sequence). 

2. The Addressees 

a. 'COl; •• , AaXOiXnV mauv 
Originally signifying "obtain by lot," l..a'}'XIivro came to mean "receive" by 

divine appointment or influence, quite apart from human merit or initiative. 
What the addressees had been "chosen to have" (Louw and Nida §57:127) 
was ma-n~ that is, transmitted apostolic teaching about God's salvation in 
Christ (fides quae creditur, Glaubenslehre) as well as the personal trust to 
embrace this faith (fides qua creditur).18 · 

b. ia6n~ov i)~l.v ..• (mcmv) 
The adjective iao't'I.IJ.O<; should be distinguished from iaoc;;; Peter did not 

write i.mw m<J't'I.V, "equal faith."19 Again, if the meaning were simply "of the 
same kind" (NASB; BAGD 38lb; Louw and Nida §58:34), the much more com
mon word OIJ.01.0<; might have been expected. F. Field has observed that 
whereas xo).;U't'I.IJ.O<; is a derivative of 't'I.IJ.ll in the sense of pretium, OIJ.O't'I.IJ.O<; 
and ia<)'tl.IJ.O<; invariably derive their meaning from 't'I.IJ.ll in the sense of 
honor. Thus xoi..U'tl.IJ.O<;, "of great value"; OIJ.O't'I.IJ.O<;, "of the same honor"; and 
iao't'1.1J.O<;, "of equal honor." As applied to mane;, this latter adjective means 
"equally privileged" (Notes 240)2° or, one may paraphrase, "that brings par
ity of dignity, status, and rights within the kingdom of God." Field com
ments, "'Iao'tl.IJ.tll is properly aequalitas honoris, but comes to be used for 
equality in general, par conditio et ius" (Notes 240). 

18. Some scholars opt for the objective (quae) sense alone (e.g., BAGD 663c, noting that m<m<; 
lacks an object here; R. Bultmann, TDNT6:213; Chaine 35; Kelly,Peter-Jude 296; Schelkle 185; Reu· 
mann 171), others for the subjective (qua) sense alone (e.g., Winer200; Cranfield, Peter-Jude 172; 
E. M. B. Green,2 Peter-Jude 68). Fuchs and Reymond (44-45) argue convincingly for a combination 
of objective and subjective senses. 

19. See, however, Zerwick, Analysis 646 ("of equal value"; so also NAB'); GNB, NtV, and NRSV, "as 
precious as ours." 

20. So also MM 307 s.v.; TCNT; Chaine 35 ("egalement honorable"); Splcq, Pierre 208; Bauckham, 
J~Jde..£ Peter 166, 168; similarlY Moffatt, Goodspeed, NEB, and REB; RSV has "of equal standing." 
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The comparison implied by tcr6tt.IJ.OV 1\J.!.tv,21 "(a faith) of equal privilege 
with ours" (Kelly, Peter-Jude 295), is not merely between the apostles and 
Christians of the postapostolic era (as Schelkle [184] proposes), but 
between apostles and nonapostles (Spicq, Pierre 208; cf. 2 Pet. 3:2), 
between eyewitnesses and noneyewitnesses (Chaine 36; cf. John· 20:29; 
1 Pet. 1:8), or between Jewish Christians and Gentile believers (Mayor 81; 
H. Harise, TDNT4:2; cf. ActsJ1:15, 17; 15:8-9). 

c. ev Sucm.00'1Jvn "ou 8£0\) 'liJ.Lmv Ka\ aaniipoc; 11')CJoU Xptmou 

The prepositional phrase ev Bt.K<XtOcruvn should not be construed with 
mc:mv, 22 for nowhere in the NT ts "righteousness" the object of faith, and 
faith is nowhere depicted as coming "through righteousness." Nor does the 
phrase belong solely with A.axoum.v (as Zerwick, Analysis 546)23 but 
rather it modifies the whole expression 'tOt~ icrO'ti.J.!.OV i}J.!.tV AaXOUO'I.V m
O''ti.V: "To those who have received a faith as privileged as ours, by virtue oF4 

the righteousness possessed and exercised by our God and Savior, Jesus 
Christ. "25 6t lmtOcrUVTJ here does not bear its distinctively Pauline sense of 
a new and right relationship with God, 26 for there faith antedates righteous
ness, righteousness being granted on the basis of faith (btVBux mme~). 
whereas here parity in Ute faith is obtained through "righteousness." As 
elsewhere in 2 Peter (viz., 2:5, 21; 3:13; d. 1 Pet. 2:24; 3:14); BtKO:tOcrUVTI is 
not a divine gift but a moral attribute, uprightness of character and conduct. 
In 1:1 one need not restrict its sense to "impartiality," although that meaning 
arises naturally from the context, for the term refers here to the divine 
benevolence in granting "faith" (1: 1b) and "everything necessary for a life of 
godliness" (1:3), and the divine faithfulness in fulfilling promises,27 espe-

21. '.Hj.liv Is a case of the so-called abbreviated comparison (cf. Matt. 5:20), where i)~iv = "tf!l\~ciiv 
m<mt (Winer 623; cf. BDF i185.(1); N. Twner, SynlDz 220) or "tf1 EJ~£t£pq: [sic] m~et (Zerwick, 
Analysis 546). 

22. ll: has de; &KatoaUVIlV, perhaps under the influence of passages such as Rom. 4:5, 9, 22. 
23. On this view, one might have expected ).a:x;o\imv to be placed afl:euio-nv. 
24. "En [vertu de]" (Chalne37;Zerwick,Analysis 546). 'Ev bears this same seme in 1:2, although 

Huther (General Epistles 292, citing de Wette; similarly Mayor 82) firids a locatival as well as an In
strumental sense in the preposition: Ev "states in what the increase of grace has its origin, and by 
what it Is effected. • 

26. Elroii and acotijpoc; are possessive/subjective genitives, with 'I1]aou Xpt~oii In epexegetic 
apposition. This seems preferable to saying that toii 9£oii i)~v Ka\ acoti\poc; Is p~edicative, being a 
double attribute of 11]aoii Xp~~oii. To construe these words to mean "our God and Savior of Jesus 
Christ" (with 'JTJaoii Xpt~u as an objective genitive) is lli\iUStifiable, for wlti'.e the expression "the 
God of our Lord Jesus Christ" occms once In the NT (Eph. 1:17; ct Mark 16:3-1; John 20:17; Rev. 1:6; 
and E. D. Burton 389-90), one never fmds "our God of Jesus," far less "(the) Savjor of Jesus Christ," 
a notion which, in this \U\qualified form, would be abhorrent to NT writers. 

26. Reurnann, however, tentatively proposes that siiice the phrase Is not · righteousness/ 
justice o.f God," the author may have recast a ~aullne term or phrase chr!stocentr;,·•Uy: "{The) 
righteousness/justice of Jesus Christ our God and savior" (173). 

27. ct. Spicq (Pierre 208): "Cet attrlbut divln de bienveillance active et de fid~lite aux p.omesses." 
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cially the promise that Gentiles would be incorporated into the people of 
God (cf. Acts 15:14-18, citing Amos 9:11-12), as well as to the divine free
dom from 1tpOaC01tOI..1ll.l.'lfi.a (cf. Acts 10:34-35; 15:8-9). 

3. Conclusion 

The conclusion seems inescapable that in 2 Peter 1:1 the title 6 9eoc; 
iJJ,lWv 1ea\ a<O't'fJ p is applied to Jesus Christ, a view endorsed by the great 
majority of twentieth-century commentators with varying degrees of assur
ance, 28 and by most Jttarnmarians29 and authors of general works on Chris
tology30 or 2 Peter. 31 

What function does this title of Christ serve in the salutation? At both the 
beginning (1:2-3, 8) and end (3:18) of the letter, the author draws attention 
to his readers' need to advance in their knowledge of Jesus Christ; this is 
the principal protection he offers his readers against the specious argu
ments and ethical libertinism of the false teachers who were harassing 
them. An early reminder of the deity and saving power of that Lord would 
have been totally apt. 

The overall sense of 2 Peter 1:1 is that, by virtue of the benevolence, 
faithfulness, and impartiality of "our God and Savior, Jesus Christ," the 
addressees have received personal faith and the corporate faith. And 
though they may not be apostles or Jews and may never have seen or heard 
Jesus in person, yet they enjoy parity of spiritual status and identity of spir
itual privilege with the apostles, Jews, and the companions of Jesus. In the 
heavenly city there are no second-class citizens, for Christ guarantees 
iao'tl.l.l.i.a to all. 

28. In the following llst, an asterisk signifies that the commentator stresses the late date of 2 Pe
ter when noting that 9t6c; is tised of Jesus: Bigg 235, 248, 25CHi2; Strachan, "2 Peter" 123; *James 10; 
*Moffatt, Epistles 177; Chaine 3&-37; Cranfield, Peter~ude 173; Barnett 169-70; *Schelkle 185;·•J. 
Schneider, Bri~e 102-3; Stager 74; Reicke 150; Spicq. Pierre 208; Lenski, Epistles 252--63; E. M. B. 
Green,2Pefer>.J'ude 68-69; *Kelly,Pete7'-Jude 295, 297-98; *Schrage 125; *Grundmann 57 and TDNT 
9:555 n. 464; *Fuchs and Reymond 42, 44-46; *Bauckharn, Jude-2 Peter 168-69. The only 1111\ior dis
senting voices among the twentieth-century commentators seem to be Mayor (81-82), Wfudisch 
(Bri~e 84), Schlatter (!Jri4e 97-98), and Preisker (84), although at an earlier time there was Alford 
(4:390), Huther (General Epistles 291-412), Plumptre (164), and von Soden (214). 

29. Middleton 432-36; H. J. Rose in Middleton 432 n. 1; Robertson, Gra.mmar 127, 785-86; Rob
ertson, "Article" 184-85, 187; BDR §276 n. 3 (dropping the "cf." of BDF §276.(3) and the expressed 
preference for the textual variant fOU 1rupiou); Zerwick, Greek §185; Zerwick and Grosvenor 717; N. 
Turner, Synta:z: 181 n. 8; N. Turner, I118ights 16; C. F. D. Moule, IclWm. Book 100-10. 

__ 30. BoWISet 314; Warfield, Studies 259-70; Moehlmann 17, 58; Lebreton, Hi.stcry 371; Bultmann, 
Theowwl:l29; cf. Bultmann, Essa.ys 276; Metzger, "Jehovah's Witnesses" 79; Wainwright, 'l'linity 
65 (="Confession" 285); Cullmann, Christowgy 314; Barel~, JBS11.8 32; Bruce, "God" 51; W. Foerster, 
TDNT7:1018n. 70; Brown, R4/lecti0118 22-23 (="Jesus" 560-61); Deichgrllber 181; Sabourin, Na.me.s 
302; Sabourin, Chrl$tology 126, 143-44; R.N. Longenecker, Christology 137-39; Schillebeeckx, JBS11.8 
300; Reymond 288-91. Those who distinguish 9£~ from 'llJ<ro~ Xpun~ in the verse include E. 
Stauffer, TDNT 3:106 n. 268; and Rahner 135 n. 4. 

31. Fomberg 142-43; Danker 78; Reumann 171, 173. Klisemann (Essays 183 n. 2) dissents. 
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OioaJ,~£V o£ on 0 uioc; tOU 9eou f\Ket Kat OEOOOK£V 
TlJllV otci.votav 'iva '}'lVc.00KOJ.l£V 'tOV C:V • .'Tl9tvOV, Kat 
eaJ,W ev 'tcp aA.T19tvcp, ev tcp uici) autoi3 'lllO'OU Xpt
at<Q. 0Ut6c; eanv 0 aAT19tvOc; 9eoc; Kat ~rotl airovtoc;. 

It is a curious fact that in the case of 1 John 5:20, where the central issue 
is simple-what is the antecedent of ou'toc;?-and the Greek straightfor
ward, scholarly opinion is more evenly divided over the question of 
whether eeoc; is predicated of Jesus than is the case with any other verse 
discussed in this book. This ambiguity is reflected in virtually all English 
translations, for if they begin a new sentence at ou'toc;, it begins with either 
"He is" or "This is," where the antecedent of the pronoun is just as uncertain 
as it is at first sight in Greek.1 

Whether 1 John 5:14-21 be called a postscript (Dodd, EpisUes 133-34), 
an appendix (Bultmann, EpisUes 83, 85), or an epilogue (Vellanickal 276 
n. 43), these verses fall into two clear sections:2 verses 14-17 give direc
tions about prayer; verses 18-21 state three reasons for Christian confi
dence, each introduced by oi&ql..ev on, and conclude with an exhortation 
(v. 21).3 These three Christian certainties are (1) the divine protection of 
the believer from sin and from the evil one (v. 18), (2) the divine origin of 
the believer and th~ satanic grip on the world (v. 19), and (3) knowledge of 
and fellowship with the true God through his incarnate Son (v. 20). 

For clarity of reference I shall refer to the six segments of 1 John 5:20 in 
the following manner: 

20a oiSCXJ.!£V Oe oti 0 uioc; 'tOU 6EOU ijlCEt 
20b Kcx\ at&oKE.v Ti!J.tV St<ivotcxv 
20c tVCX "ff.VcOOICOJ.!£V 'tOV af.T)6tVOV 
20d ICCXl ecrj.L£V £v 't6.) &f.T)9tV6.) 

1. The only way a reference to Christ could be made wtambiguous would be to translate • ... 
Jesus Christ who Is •.. • or "Th.e latter Is .•• ." 

2. Bultmann (EpistW 2, 83) believes that 5:14-21 is an appendix composed by an "ecclesiastical 
redactor" and added to a postscript (6: 13) that states the putpose of the episUe. For a contrazy view, 
viz., that 6:13--21 stems from the same author as penned the rest of the epistle, see Nauck 135-46. 
The issues involved in the hotly contested question of the authorship of 1 John and its relation to 
2-3 John and the Gospel of John are carefully discussed by Brown, Epistles 14-35, who holds that 
while the same author (the "Presbyter") wrote the three epistles, he Is in all probability not to be 
identified with the fourth evangelist. I shall be assuming the hypothesis that the Gospel and the three 
epistles were all the work of John the son of Zebedee. 

3. The structure of 6:18-20 is analyzed by Nauck 134--$ and esp. Vellanickal281-M, who finds 
in these three veiSeS "three rhythmic developments marked by o'iScx!!.ev" and •a quasi-concentrlcal 
structure" (283), viz., A 8 C (v. 18) K C' (v. 19) 8' K' (v. 20). 
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20e ev 'tcp '\)ic$ a.u1:ou '111crou Xptcr'tc$ 

20f OU'tO<; ecrnv 0 ciA.'I'lEltvo<; 6£0<; x:a.\ ~wrl a.l.cbvto<; 

A. The Textual Variants 

There is one important textual question m the verse. The object o.f ('iva.) 
'YLVcOcr1COj.I£V4 is fowtd in five fonns. 

1. 1'0V ciA.f18lVOV 

The variant printed in UBS3 and NA26, 'tOV aA.'I19tv6v, has support from 
the two families that have been clearly isolated within the Catholic Epistles 
(Alexandrian: B 81; Byzantine: K 056 0142 Byz Lect) and best accowtts for 
the rise of the other readings. Its starlmess as a substantival adjective used 
as a divine title (only in 1 John 5:20 bis and Rev. 3:7), "the true one", "him 
who is the truth," makes it the most difficult reading, for in the LXX and NT 
aA.'I19tv6c; is generally accompanied by a noun. 

2. -ro &718lv6v 

Supported by~* itr copsa,bo"""', to cXA1)Gw6v relieves the starlmess of the 
titular 'tOV cXA.'I19tv6v and see:ins to be a modification of that reading based 
on John 8:32: x:a.l. -yvcbcrecr6£ -ritv aA.'llSeuxv, !Ca.\ 1\ at..'llGeta. W'UG~:pcbcret 
U!-100; (cf. 1 John 2:21). 

3. 1'0V ciA.flthVOV 8e6v 

Although the third variant is read by the Alexandrian witnesses A 'P 33 
323 1739 1881 and other "mixed type" manuscripts (326 614 630 945 1505 
2495), may conceivably have given rise to the first reading by haplography 
(AAH9INON9N), and is true to the sense of the verse, it is probably sec
ondary since (1) it is a longer reading than either of the variants above; 

4. The variant l'l~ (NA26) has Alexandrian ('I' 1739) and Byzantine (K Byz) support and 
is preferred by most schola:s on the ground that the present indicative after 'i.va: is due to "corruption 
of the text" (thus BDF §369.(6), "of course"; BAGD 377a, "prob[ably]"; Westcott, Epistles 196, fol
lowed by Law 411, speaks of a "corrupt pronunciation" of "ff.VcOOlcCil)l£V; on the textual interchange 
betw~ oand m, especially in the endings -oJtE.V and -<llJtE.V, see Robertson, Grammar 200-201). ·rva: 
followed by the future indicative Is not uncommon (see the references in Brooke 160-51) but the 
present indicative after 'tva is rare-only here and in 1 Cor. 4:6 and Gal. 4:17, according to Robertson, 
Grommar 325, 984. Although, then, many dismiss "ff.Vc00lco)l£V as a secondary reading, probably a 
misspelling arising from the confusion of o and oo (Abbott, Grommar §2114), there are two compel
ling reasons for preferring the Indicative: it is found in proto-Alexandrian (~ 8*), later Alexandrlan 
(A 33 81), and Byzantine (L 049) witnesses; when 'iva: bea:s a consecutive sense ("so that we !mow"), 
the mood denoting reality (the indicative) accords wit;h the reality expressed (Abel §65(a), remark 
m). 
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(2) aATI9tv6~ is adjectival, not substantival, in the Fourth Gospel6 and in 
1 Jolm 2:8 and 5:20f; and (3) Wlder the influence of 6 ciA.118tvo~ Ge6~ in 5:20f 
and 6 )J.OVO~ cXATI9t.vo~ Gs6~ in John 17:3, it removes the ambiguity of 'tov 
cXATI9t.v6v (which, grammatically, could refer either to God or to the Son of 
God; cf. 5:20a), and therefore is a less difficult reading than the first. 6 

4, -rov 9eov -rov d'A.1Jlhvov 
Only minuscule 629 reads -tov eeov -tov M119tv6v, which is a secondary 

variation of the third reading, reflecting the alternative attributive position 
of the adjective seen in Isaiah 65:16 bis (LXX), -tov Geov 'tOV cXATI9tv6v. 

5. Patrem ( = -rov tra'ffpa) 

A variant foWld in Ambrose, patrem, probably represents a scribal effort 
to remove all ambiguity from either -tov cXATI9tv6v or 'tOV M118tv6v 9e6v by 
excluding any possible reference to the Son of God (5:20a). 

We can therefore be confident that iva ytvrocr!ro)l£V 'tOV ciA.118tv6v was 
the original text. 

B. The Identity of 6 aA'f16l.v6c; ( 'tOV aA'f16l.v6v ... 
Ev 'tqlaA'f19tV4)) 

'Ai..119tv6~ is a favorite Johannine word, occurring nine times in the 
Fourth Gospel, four times in 1 Jolm, and ten times in the Apocalypse (there 
are only five other NT uses). Sometimes cXATI9tv6~ does not differ in mean
ing from cXAT19rl~. another common Johannine term, but where a distinction 
obtains, cXATI8tv6~ (Latin veras) "signifies truth of being, verity; while <Xi..TI-
911~ signifies truth of statement, veracity" (Latin verax) (Findlay 428 n. 1). 
R. C. Trench puts it succinctly (28): "The cXATJ9rl~ fulfils the promise of his 
lips, the &A.TI9tv6~ fulfils the wider promise of his name." Accordingly I pre~ 
fer to render 6 MT]9tv6~ as "the True One" (Law 412), "him who is true" 
(REB), or "Him who is real" (Moffatt), rather than "the truthful One" (Mala
testa 319-20) or even ·"He who is the truth" (Smalley 292, 306-7). 

Two considerations lead me to believe (with BDR §263 and n. 1) that 'tov 
&A.TI9tv6v and 'tc{) cXATI6tv<!) refer to the same person, viz., God ('to~ eeo~). 
First, both the sequence of thought and Johannine theology make it improb
able that 'tOV M119tVOV refers to the Son of God. Since Km at.acoKEV follows 

6. John 1:9; 4:23, 37; 6:32; 7:28; 8:16 v.l.; 16:1; 17:3; 19:35. 
6. Among Engllsh versions, 'tOY cXA1\Ih voY ee6v is (apparently) preferred by TCNT, Moffatt, GNB, JB 

(but not NJB), Blld REB. But It is possible that any one of these versions is translating toY cXA1\9lV6Y 
and adds "God" to remove any ambiguity of referent 
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immediately after iiK£t. (whose subject is o ui~ tou 9cou), it is inappropri
ate to make an implied o 9e6~ the subject of aesc01cev (pace Bengel5:154), 
especially since both verbs are perfective in sense ("has come ... and has 
given": the fact and consequences of the coming and the giving remain).7 

The result of the Son's gift of insight or apprehension (~uxvoux)8 is knowl
edge of 6 &A.,ew6~. If "the true one" here .were the Son of God, one would 
have expected o:6t6v or tov uiov in the place of, or standing before, tov 
<it..119tv6v: "so that we know him/the Son of God, the trUe one," or simply 
"so that we know him/the Son of God." And it is more in keeping with 
Johannine theology to say that the Son imparts the understanding that 
brings a knowledge of the Father(cf. John 1:18; 14:7)than to affirm that the 
aim or result of the Son's gift of insight to believers is their knowledge of 
himself. The Son's mission is the revelation of the Father, not of himself. 
That tov <iA.119tv6v in fact refers back to tou 9cou in the phrase o uio~ tou 
9eou is confirmed by three of the secondary textual variants discussed 
above,.viz., tOV <it..119tvov ee6v, 'tOV erov·toV M1191VOV, andpatrem. 

Second, ev tcp &t..,awcp more naturally refers to God than to the Son of 
God. If ev tcp M119tvcp did in fact refer to Christ, (1) John would probably 
have continued either with tcp uicp tou 9eou, '11l<JOU Xpt.crtcp or with 'I11crou 
Xpt.O"tcp uicp 9coU-that is, £v would be omitted before a phrase that was in 
epexegetic apposition,9 and autou would be omitted, as lacking a natural 
antecedent in t<{) <it..119tv<{); and (2} autoil would have to refer back to tov 
M119tv6v (=the Father), but then Jesus would be both 6 w..,etv6~ and the 
Son of o M119tv6~ There can be no doubt that autou finds its most natural 
antecedent in tcp <XA.119tvcp, which would then refer to the Father. 

If, then, the first two uses of at..,ew6~ in this verse refer to God, ev tc'il 
ui<{) amou '11lcro'U Xpt.m<{) will not be in epexegetic apposition to £v t<{) W..11-
8tvcp ("in the one who is true, namely, in his Son, Jesus Christ"), although 
such an understanding of the relation between the two phrases seems to be 
·reflected in the translation "even in his Son Jesus Christ" (Rv, ASV, Moffatt, 
NIV).10 The second £v phrase is either modal or causal. If modal, the meaning 

7. This emphasis on the ongoing results of the act of giving is lost in the reading e&:li~V (A'¥ 049 
33 al). Nor should iiKll~ be treated simply as equivalent to ~a.VEpo\9rt (1:2; 3:5, 8) (as Bonnard 116 
asserts). The gift has become a permanent possession (Abbott, Grammar §2454) and the incarna
tion is irrevel"S!ble. 

8. This assumes that iva is ecbatic (see n. 4 above). But BUitmann (Epistle$ 89 and n. 33) and 
Bonnard {116) construe iva as epexegetic ( = on), introducing the content of the &civota, not the 
result o~ (as for many commentatol"S) the purpose of the Si:limttv. 

9. "Before a noun in apposition the preposition is regularly not repeated" (Winer 421, citing Luke 
23:61; Eph. 1:19; 1 Pet. 2:4). Winer concurs that in 1 Jolul6:20 tcj) uicji is not in apposition to tcji ciA'tl
Eitvqi. 

10. But it is possible that "even" here means not "that ls," but "and what is more." In the latter 
case, however, one would h~ve expected £v tci) cXATJ9W<jl J>gi £v tci) i>t!\) a.'il'l:ou. Cf. 1 Jolml:3, IJ.£'ta 
... ~ea.\ Jl.f:tcl ... , and 2 Jolm3,11Clp(i ... Kai. mxpci. ... 
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of £vis "by our union with" (TeNT), "through" \Goodspeed), or "by being in" 
(Law 412; Zerwick, Analysis 560; Stott 195).1 If causal, ev bears the sense 
"because we are in" (Malatesta. 321; J. Schneider, Briefe 188; similarly NEB, 

NAB1) or "by virtue of our being tn" (Alford 4:514; similarly Haupt 343; 
Brooke 152; Bultmann, Epistles 89-90).12 'Ev 'tcp ui.cp <XU'tOU expresses the 
means by which the eiva1. ev 'tcp &A.TJ9tvcp is effected or states the reason 
why believers can be said to be "in the true one." 

On this view John is affinning that, in addition to eJ\ioying an ever-deep
ening knowledge ( )'1. vrocrKO!l£V. present tense) of God, believers are, ~ very 
truth (Kai), in living fellowship with God13 through being incorporated in 
the person of his Son, Jesus Christ. 

One difficulty needs to be faced. The precise notion of "being in" God is 
unparalleled in the Johannine corpus. The nearest parallels are "being in 
us" (Father and Son; John 17:21) and "abiding in God/the Father" (1 John 
2:24; 4: 15-16). But even in the absence of a precise parallel, one is justified 
in assuming that if John could use the expressions eeov £xew (2 John 9a) 
and 'tov mx'tepa E.xew (1 John 2:23 bis; 2 John 9b) in addition to the phrases 
ev 'liJ.LiV eivm and EV 'tcp eecp ~vew mentioned above, he might equally be 
able to say eiV<Xl ev 'tcp aATJ9tvcp, referring to God. Perhaps this unique turn 
of phrase was used as the antithesis of £v 'tcp 1tOV11Pcil Keicrem (v. 19). 

c .. The Antecedent of omoc; 
Three preliminary points must be established. First, it seems incontest

able that ou'toc; points backward, not forward. If John were defining 0 &A.n
ewoc; 9e6c; as ~cml airoVl.oc;, "this is the true God, namely (Kai) eternal life," 
the Kat would have been omitted before ~cor, airovwc;-atleast if Johannine 
usage of the prospective ou'toc; elsewhere be a guide (1 John 2:22; 5:4, 6; 
Rev. 20:14).14 

Second, it is unnatural to find two separate subjects in 5:20f. Such an 
expedient takes two fonns. Some see the Father as o aATJEnvoc; eeoc; and the 
Son or the knowledge of the true God as ~wtl airovwc;. Findlay (428), for 

11. Stott comments (196): "In this w~ the first two sentences of verse 20 teach the necessity of 
the mediation of Jesus for both the lmowledge of God and communion with God. • 

12. A. Harnack's suggestion (Siudien 110 n. I) that ONT& has been accidentally omitted after 
XpuJteji, owing to the following OTIO:&, is an unnecessa:y col\iecture, although a modal or causal 
iivt£~ correctly represents the sense (see Schnackenburg, Johan:ne&brieje 291 n. 1). 

13. As at 3:1xa\ £aj.tl;v Introduces an Independent statement, unrelated to either oi&aJ!tV on or 
iva. 

14. Often In the Johannine Epistles a prospective outo~ is followed by a defining 'iva. (1 John 3:11, 
23; 5:3; 2 John 6 bis) or on clause (1 John 1:6; 6:9, 11, 14). But such a construction would be inappro
priate In 1 John 6:20, for here It Is not something impersonal such as a "message• or "testimony" or 
"commandment" that is being defined (on the hypothesis of a prospective om~. but a divine person 
who could scarcely be defined by a mere proposition: "This Is the true God, namely that .•• ." 
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. example, renders 5:20f as "this is the true God, and (here, in this knowledge, 
is) eternal life" (similarly Dodd, Epistles 140). And Smalley (292, 307) pro
poses "he is the real God, and this is eternal life" (similarly N.m). But 
whether one reckons on an implied Otl'tO~ after x:o.l., referring to Jesus 
Christ, or on a case of prozeugma, so that a:iit'T\ is implied after x:m, 15 the 
predicate would need to be Ii ~wit airovto<; to indicate the interchangeabil
ity of the concept (the Son/this knowledge/being in the true one is eternal 
life, and vice versa) and to preserve the parallelism of the sentence (cf. 
Otl'tO~ ... Q tit.., ewe<; eeoc;). Stated in another way, the anarthrous state of 
~CJl'li indicates a conceptual conjunction between ~CJl'li and ee6~ so that both 
terms may be predicated of a single subject ( oti"to~. 

The other way two distinct subjects are found in 5:20f is by referring 
Otl't<><; to 6 WwTJ.91V6<; and 'ITJ.GOU<; XptG"t6<; simultaneously. W. E. Vine 
believes that the singular Otl"to<; reflects "the inseparable unity of the Father 
and the Son in the one Godhead" (109): "This (the undivided, .indivisible 
Father and Son) is the true God . ... Christ is the embodiment, as well as 
the source, of the life which springs from God" (109-10). Such diction, how
ever, where a singular pronoun refers to two persons . of the Trinity, is 
unparalleled in the NT, although on occasion two separate subjects (Father 
and Son) are followed by a singularverb.16 If it had been the author's intent 
to predicate 0 &t..,ewoc; eeoc; lC<ll ~cmi o.i.cbvwc; of two persons, he would 
have begun the sentence with omot or oi SUo or oti"tot oi Mo ei.mv (cf. 
1 John 5:8b and the textual variants in 5:7-8). · 

The third preliminary point is this. Although in 5:20c-d there are two sub
stantival uses of the adjective w.,ew6c;, it is unnecessary for the sake of 
consistency to treat 0 w.,ewoc; 9£6<; in 5:20f as a further instance, with eeoc; 
JCa\ ~ootl ai.cbv10<; in epexegetic apposition: "He [Christ] is the truthful One, 
God and Life eternal" (Malatesta 320). In the other two NT cases (viz., John 
4:23; 17:3) where &t..,ewoc; stands between the article and a noun it is 
clearly attrlbutive17 and the onus of proof certainly rests on any exegete 
who would treat &t...,ew6<; as substantival in 5:20f, especially given the 
almost precise parallel in John 17:3: 'tOV J.l.OVOV MTJ.91VOV 9e6v. 

These prolegomena have established that in 5:20f Otl't<><; is retrospective, 
not prospective; that ~ootl airovwc; must be construed with 6 &t...,ewoc; eeoc;, 
not directly with ou-roc; or an implied aU..,; that ou-roc; has a single not a 
dual referent; and that O:t..,etv6c; is adjectival, not substantival. 

15. Winer (162) credits G. C. F. LUcke with holding this latter View, on which he comments "not 
impossible, but in my opinion unnecessary." Several English versions have "This is .•• , (and) this is 
... "(viz., Moffatt, NEB, GNB, JB). 

16. 1 Thess. 3:11; 2 Thess. 2:16-17; cf. Rev. 22:3-4. 
17. 'AJ..1]9tv6~ in fact generally stands in the alternative attributive position in the NT, e.g., ,;6 ~ 

'tO ciA1]9wov, John 1:9 and 1 John 2:8; also John 6:32; 16:1; Heb. 8:2; Rev. 3:14; 6:10. 
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There are no fewer than seven possible antecedents of o.Uto<;. A repre
sentative advocate for each view may be mentioned. 

1. the epistle's teaching about God (Dodd, Epistles 140) 
2. v. 20 in general (Ewald, as cited by Huther, General, Epistles 485) 
3. '11'\<JoU Xpt.at~ (R. N. Longenecker, Ckristology 137) 
4. uicp (Ebrard 34 7) 
5. tcp W..TJEhVcp (Brooke 152) 
6. ai>tou (Robertson, Grammar 703, 707) 
7. to'U 9EOU (v. 19) (Buttmann 104) 

These seven options may be reduced effectively to three: a general concept 
defined by what precedes (options 1 and 2 above), Jesus Christ (3 and 4), 
or God the Father (6-7). 

1. A GeneraJ. Concept D#ifi,ned by What Precedes 

C. H. Dodd avers that outo<; has "a wider and vaguer reference" than to 
the person of Jesus Christ. "The writer is gathering together inhis mind all 
that he has been saying about God-how He is light, and love; how He is 
revealed as the Father through His Son Jesus Christ; how He is faithful and 
just to forgive our sins; how He remains in us-and this, he adds, is the real 
God" (Epistles 140). H. Ewald, on the other hand, focuses more narrowly 
on the first two sentences in verse 20 and especially oi3~XJ.~£v and £a).l£v: 
"This, both these things together, that we know and that we are all this, this 
is the true God and eternal life. nl8 

It is not impossible that the masculine pronoun outo<; should encapsu
late some preceding idea or set ofideas19such as teaching about the knowl
edge of God through Christ, for the to'Uto that one might have expected in. 
such a case is nowhere used in the Johannine corpus without agra.rmilatical 
(as opposed to a conceptual) antecedent (see 1 John 4:3).20 The real diffi
culty with this proposal is twofold: it is arbitrary to prefer an impersonal 
antecedent, such as certain concepts or teaching, when there are two pos
sible personal antecedents, viz., God and Jesus Christ; if outo<; had an 
impersonal antecedent, the word order OOto<; £auv Cti) ~cml airovt.o<; ~ea\ o 
UATJ9tvo<; 9£6<; would be more natural, with "the true God" forming the per-

18. As cited by Huther, General Epistles 486. Westcott appears to endorse such a view when he 
writes that "the pronoun gathers up the revelation indicated in the words which precede" (Epistles 
196; cf. 167, 218). But it is clear that he takes ofrtos in a personal sense when he continues, '"This Be
ing-this One who is true, who is revealed through and in His Son, with whom we are united by His 
Son-Is the true God and life eternal" (J!}pistJes 196). 

19. On the function of omo~ as summing up what precedes, see Abbott, Grammar §2386. 
20. Tai>ta. would be inappropriate with the two singulars following. 
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sonal climax after two impersonal references: "This is etemallife-and the 
true God." 

2. Jesus Christ (either lfluov Xpuntjjor -rtjj vitjj awov) 

a. '111CJOO Xptcr't'~ as the Nearest Antecedent 

Locally, 'I11crou Xptcrtcp is the nearest antecedent of outoc; and there is 
the necessary accord of number and gender. "OUtoc; does, as a rule, refer to 
what is near or last mentioned and brel.voc; to what is remote" (Robertson, 
Grammar 702, who, however, refers outoc; in this verse to God). 

But one should not overlook the deictic use of outoc; (see Buttmann 104; 
Winer 157;N. Turner, Syntax 13, '¥!; Zerwick, Greek §214).21 Just as h:el.voc; 
may have a proximate antecedent which is of secondary import in the con
text (e.g., Matt. 17:27, where e~rel.vov refers to cnO:'!i;pa; Acts 3:13, where 
e~rei.vou refers to DtMtou ), so outoc; may have a remote or "nonimmediate" 
antecedent which is nevertheless dominant in the writer's mind (e.g., Matt. 
3:3, 17; Acts 4: 11; 7: 19; 8:26). There are two notable instances in the Johan
nine Epistles. 

1 John 2:22 Tic; f.crttV 6 \jleUcr't'llc; Ei. J.LiJ 6 apVOUJ.I.eVoc; on "I11crouc; 
OVlC ecrnv 6 Xptcrt6c;; out6c; E.crttV 6 &v-.i.xptcrtoc;~ 

2 John 7 "Ott1toA.I..ot1tA.ci.vot E.!;ijA.6ov eic; -.ov K:ocrf!ov, oi J.Li! OJ.LO
A.oyouvtec; 'ITlcrOUV XptcrtOV EPXOJ.LEVOV ev craplci. out6c; 
ecrttV 6 1tAaVoc; ICI:Xt 0 UV'tlXpt.crtoc;. 

Pointers to what was dominant in John's mind in 1 John 5:20 may be foWld 
in 'tOV M116l.VOV ... ev tcp MT16tv4} .•. (XU'tOU, all three expressions refer
ring to God.22 There is also the significant point that elsewhere in 1 John 
£~rel.voc; is exclusively the demonstrative pronoun that refers to Christ 
(1 John 2:6; 3:3, 5, 7, 16; 4:17).23 

b. Jesus as ~cml 

In two passages in the Fourth Gospel (11:25; 14:6) Jesus is identified as 
"the Life" (i:.yro eiJ.Lt ... it ~COT\). And just as "life" existed in the preexistent 
Logos (John 1:4: EV autcp ~cot1'1iv), "etemallife" resides in and is experi
enced through the incarnate Son of God (1 John 5:11: ~roi]v ai.rovtov ... 

21. Buttmann, Winer, and N. Turner all cite 1 John 5:20 as an example of this delctic 115age. 
22. In the light of this grammatical phenomenon of a deictic out~ and the two instances in the 

Joharuline Epistles, it is improper for Dodd to assert that "in. strict grammar, the word 'this' should 
refer to the last person named" (Epistles 140). 

23. "In the Epistle, it [f.ni:vor;]!s the pronoun used to denote Christ, as being the .Person always 
before the writer's mind as his example" (Abbott, Grammar §2382). 
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O:U't'l'\ Tt ~mit EV 't(9 uicp O:tJ'tO\l EO"'tl.V). In 1 Jolm 1:2 n ~mit Tt o:irovto~ is both 
Jesus himself and the divine life revealed in him. In keeping with such usage 
it would be natural for John to affirm of Jesus out6~ E(j'ttV ... ~mit o:irovto~. 

It is true that the emphasis throughout the Johannine corpus is on the 
Father as the source of the (eternal) life that is in his Son (e.g., Jolm 5:26; 
10:28), rather than on God as himself life or eternal life. But it is only a small 
step from the statement 0 no:-djp £xet ~<mlv ev eo:u-c<P (Jolm 5:26) or the 
characterization of God as o ~rov no:'tl'\p (Jolm 6:57) to the absolute identi
fication ou't6~ E(j'ttV ... ~mit o:irovto~. In any case, whether 1 John 5:20c 
describes the Son or the Father, the statement is unique, for nowhere does 
John assert that either person "is life eternal," using both the present tense 
(ronv) and the adjective (airovto9. 

c. &l.f191.V~ as Applied to Jesus 

On five occasions in the Johannine literature the adjective aATIEhv6~ is 
applied to Jesus. He is the true light (Jolm 1:9; 1 John 2:8), the true bread 
(Jolm 6:32), the true vine (Jolm 15:1), and the true witness (Rev. 3:14). 
Then, since he is called 9e6~ in Jolm 1:1, !J.OVO"t£V'tl~ 9eo~ in Jolm 1:18, 0 8e6~ 
!J.OU in Jolm 20:28, and o &A.Tl9tv6~ in Revelation 3:7, it would seem unobjec
tionable for him to be called 6 W..n9wo~ ee6~ in 1 John 5:20. One could even 
argue that the change in this verse from two substantival uses of ciA.Tl9tv6~ 
to an adjectival use marks a change of referent, from God to Jesus. 

As for John's use of 9e6~ in the Fourth Gospel in reference to the preex
istent Logos (John 1:1), the incarnate Son (John 1:18), and the risen Lord 
(Jolm 20:28), we should not overlook the fact that in the first two cases ee6~ 
is anarthrous and in the third case it is articular simply because a vocatival 
nominative followed by a possessive pronoun is invariably articular.24 

Given this calculated nonuse of the article with ee6~, it would be strange if 
such grammatical precision were compromised by equating Jesus Christ 
with o 8e6~.26 Support for applying o &A.Tl9tvo~ 9e6c; to God may be found 
in the repeated tov 9eov -cov aA.nEhv6v in Isaiah 65:16 (LXX), in the unam
biguous 'tOV jlovov aATl9tvov 6£6v in John 17:3 (where a distinction is 
drawn between "the one true God" and "the one whom you sent, Jesus 
Christ"),26 in the application of c:XA.Tl9tv6~ to God in Jolm 7:28 and Revela-

24. On these three verses, see above chapters II, m, IV. 
25. Similarly Winer and Schmiedel 216. The difficulcy of referring the absolute statement oiit6c; 

wnv o &Xnewoc; Be6c; to Christ Is highlighted by two proponents of this view. Schnackenburg (Jo
hannesbri~e 291) observes that this verse "adrnlttedly has an extraordinary terseness, since without 
any restric11on the fullldent!cy (die voUe Identitiit) (note the article!) of Jesus Christ with 'the true 
one' (God) mentioned earlier Is affirmed." The same sentiment is expressed by Schunack (106) who 
adds that the expression of this "full Identity" In such an abbreviated form is unique, although Johan· 
nine theology paves theway(cf. John 1:1, 18; 20:28; 1 John 1:1-2). 

26. On this verse, see below, chapter xn §B. 
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tion 6:10, and in the twofold use of o MTI9tv6c; in reference to God in 1 Jolm 
5:20c-d. 

d. Christologi.cal Inclusio 

If omoc; =Jesus Christ, then 1 John, like the Fourth Gospel (1:1; 20:28), 
begins and ends with a crucial christological affirmation that points to or 
expresses the deity of Chrtst (1:2; 5:20). 

This is true in a general sense, but there is the difference that whereas in 
the Gospel 8£6<; is appli~d to Jesus at the beginning and end, in the-First 
Epistle it is the concept of Jesus as (i]) ~roT] (i]) aioM.oc;, not an explicit 
statement of his deity, that is the common feature. 

e. OOtO'i Exm.v in 1 John 5:6 

Since ou16c; eonv in 5:20f echoes 5:6 (Malatesta 322 n. 11), the referent 
in 5:20 will be the same as in 5:6, viz., Jesus Christ. A. Skrir\iar (153) goes 
one step further: this "very solemn description" ( o Mll8tvoc; 8£6<;) is intro
duced by om6c; EO"'ti.V, to which there corresponds in the Gospel the chris
tological fonnula ~ Ei!J.t.27 

The parallel with 5:6 is only verbal, for there oUt6<; £crnv is prospective, 
not retrospective as it is in 5:20. ·Nor can any correspondence between ou
t6<; £crnv and E:yro cl.!J.t be pressed, for wher~ the "I am" fonnuJa is fre
quent and is used exclusively of Jesus in the Gospel, ou-r6c; EO':t\V occurs 
only three times in the First Epistle, once clearly referring to Jesus (5:6) and 
once not (2:22). But this is not to doubt that out6c; EO"'ti.V in 5:20, whatever 
its referent, forms an inclusio with a.i>'t'Tl ecr'tiv at the beginning of the epi
logue (5:14) (Malatesta 320 n. 3). 

Convinced by the arguments rehearsed above (viz., §C.2.a-e), a large 
number of scholars refer ou-roc; to Jesus Christ28 and therefore believe that 
the author is unequivocally asserting that "his (God's) Son, Jesus Christ" is 
0 W..Tl9tv6c; ewe;. Those who discuss the matter further express this relation 
between Jesus and "the true God" in various ways. A Corell, for instance, 
speaks only of the "absolute affinity" that always exists between Christ and 

27. Bannard (116) detects a polemical and exclusive tone in this o1Ytoc;: "It is he and no other who 
is truly God and life for mankind." 

28.ArnongthecomrnentatoraareEbrard346-48;Lias421-22;Chaine223-24;J.Scbneider,.Briqe 
188; Scbnackenburg,,Johannesbril!(e 291--92; Bulttnann, Epistles 90; Bruce, EpisUes 128; Haas 129-
30; Houlden, Johann ina EpisUes 14, 138; Balz 204; Marshall, Epistles 254-55; Wengst 224; Bonnard 
116; Sclumack 106; Brown, EpisUes 625-26. Among general writers are Warfield, Studies 272-73; 
Bousset _238--39, 317-18; McGiffert 37-38; R. Bultmann, TDNT 2:865, 870 and n. 322; E. Stauffer, 
TDNT 3:106; Stauffer 114, 283 n. 354; Bonsirven, Theology 381; Corell 140; Cullmann, Christology 
310; E. Schweizer, TDNT6:439; Rahn!!r 135; Slo:lniar 152-53; Brown, ReJ!et;titm.s 19,23 (="Jesus" 
558, 561); Sabourin, Na:rMs 802; J. Schneider, NIDN7T2:82; R.N. Longenecker, Christolcgy 137, 139; 
Mala.t.esta 320, 322 and n. 11; Reymond 310-12; Casey, Prophet 158. On the patristic data, see Plum
mer 128; Chaine 223; R. Bulbnann, TDNT2:866 n. 293; Brown, EpisUes 625. 
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God (140). Both R. Schnackenburg (Johannesbrieje 291) ·and G. Schunack 
(106) use the expression "die voile Identitat," emphasizing (respectively) 
that this total identity is here affirmed "ohne Einschrankung" or "Wlein
geschrlinkt." But, one may ask, identity of what? No one, of course, suggests 
identity of person, since John clearly distinguishes 6 ui.oc; toil 8Eou from 6 
rAT]9w6c; (= 01tct'TJlp) in 5:20a-c. The only other option would seem to be 
identity of nature. Accordingly, H. Balz (204) explains his phrase "selbst 
wirklicher Gott" by "vom Wesen Gottes selbst" and J. Schneider affirms that 
this Johannine confessional formula asserts "the full unity of essence" ("die 
vollkommene Wesenseinheit") of Christ and God (TENT 2:607; similarly 
Briefge 188). The Achilles' heel of such proposals is the presence of the arti
cle. 9 Although he propoWlds an odd solution to the problem, J. H. A. Ebrard 
is correct that "in declaring what any one is, the predicate must have no arti
cle; in declaring who any one is, the predicate must have the article" (34 7). 30 

3. God the Father (either 1:4) &A.1J8lvcpor 
azno'i) or -ro'i) Beoi)) 

In the course of evaluating the case for Jesus Christ as the antecedent of 
outoc;, several arguments in favor of God as the antecedent were mentioned: 

1. oU'tOt; may be deictic, referring back not to the nearest antecedent 
but to the dominant thought in the writer's mind ( cf. the use of 
oU.Coc; in 1 John 2:22; 2 John 7) as seen in the sequence 'tOV rATJ81-
v6v ... £v t<P 0:A.TJ6tv<P ... airtou. 

2. In 1 John the demonstrative pronoWl used to refer to Jesus is 
invariably EK£"ivoc;, not oU.Coc;. 

3. 'AA.TJ6woc; is applied to God in Isaiah 65:16 bis (LXX) ('tov 8eov tov 
0:A.T]6tv6v), John 7:28, and Revelation 6:10. 

4. It is very improbable that John would jettison two explicit and pre
cise distinctions foWld in the Fourth Gospel by speaking of Jesus 
aso eeoc; (cf.John 1:1, 18)31 and as o 0:A.TJ6woc;6E6c; (cf.John 17:3). 

To these arguments four additional points may be added. 

29. Cf. Chaine (223-24): "Le Fils est vrai Dieu comme le P~re." One thinks of the Nicene Creed's 
. eeov aA1)&lv6v. 

30. Ebrard can affirm that John teaches that the Son of God is "identical with the ciA1)9wo~ ElE6~ 
Himself' (347) only because he (Ebrard) believes that "6 aAf16wo~ Seo~ is simply no other than a 
definition of the Divine collective personality In opposition to the creature (and here in opposition 
to false gods); and One Is called b liA'!l8tvo~ ero.;. in such case as His internal trinitarian relation is 
out of view" (348). . 

'31. The use of the article with aroo; Jl.O\l in John 20:28 is grammatically conditioned (cf. above 
chapter IV §A.S) and without spectal theological_signlficance. 
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a. Parallels to 1 John 5:20f 

The closest verbal parallel to 5:20f is found in John 17:3 rather than in 
John 14:6. Now it is true that in the latter case W..f19t.v6<; matches O:il:r\8£to: 
and ~coit o:ioovto<;parallels ~wr]. but in the former 6 W..n8tv0<; 8£6<; recalls 6 
~6vo<; W..118tvo<; 8£6<; and Ccoit o:irovto<; corresponds to it o:i.rovw<; ~CJJTl. And 
it is there, in John 17:3, that the title 6 O:A.n8tv6<; 8£6<; is applied to the Father 
as opposed to the Son, who is depicted as the messenger of "the one true 
God" (ov &x£a't£tA.o:<;).32 Also, wherever the articular nominative 6 8£6<; is 
found in the Gospel (fourteen instances) or elsewhere in 1 John (twelve 
cases), it refers to the Father. This leads me to suggest that if John had 
intended to affirm that God's Son was o W..118tvo<; 8£6<;, John 17:3 indicates 
that he would probably have written something like outo<; 1c:o:\ 1Ct'A.., "He 
(God's Son, Jesus Christ) also is the true God and life eternal." 

b. God as ~em\ 

We have seen that whether the predicate ecmv ... ~onl o:i.rovtO<; applies 
to God or to Christ, it is an unparalleled assertion in precisely this form 
(viz., with the present tense and this adjective). It is therefore Ul\iustified 
for J. Schneider to reject the application of the predicate to God .on the 
ground that John nowhere says of God that he is eternal life (Briefe 188). If 
the lmowledge of the true God is eternal life (John 17:3), and if God "has life 
in himself' (John 5:26) so that he may be termed "the living Father" (John 
6:57), there would be little difficulty in affirming that he "is life eternal." By 
this John means not merely that God is eternally the essence of all life and 
"etemally the Living One" (Law 413) but also that all eternal life granted to 
believers through his Son (John 10:28) stems from him and him alone. It is 
not exactly that he has eternal life and imparts it; rather he is eternal life and 
therefore is its only source. ZcoT, o:irovw<; is anarthrous, I suggest, for two 
reasons: to indicate the intimate link between true deity and eternal life, 
viz., that the true God is eternally and essentially the living one and all those 
who have eternal life derive it from him; and to indicate a nonreciprocating 
proposition, viz., that, while God by nature and as revealed in Christ is eter
nal life, eternal life cannot be precisely equated with God. In any case John 
never writes it ~coit a.irovto<;, only scoTt a.irovto<; (as here) or it o:ioovto<; 1;CJJT1. 

32. The differences between John 17:3 and 1 John 5:20c are twofold. ln the Gospel the object of 
the believer's knowledge Is twofold-the only true God and the one whom he sent, Jesus Christ; in 
the Epistle the object is single ("he who is true") and the means of gaining this lmowledge Is also 
speclfted (" ••. by being in his Son, Jesus Christ"). Also, in John 17:3 eternal life consists in knowing 
God and Jesus Christ, whereas in 1 John 5:20 God (or Christ) is actually identified with eternal life. 
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c. Contextual Support 

The inunediate and wider contexts support a reference to the Father. 
First, 6 aA1'\6tv6~ twice refers to the Father in 5:20c-d, and while a change 
of referent is not impossible one would expect an identity of referent when 
6 W.n9tvo~ eeo~ occurs in the next sentence, even if &A.TJ8tv6~ has become 
a(ijectival. In this case a clear progression is evident within 5:20: o ee6~
o &A.new6~ (bis)-o &A.TJ6tvo~ e£6~, all in reference to the Fathei:.33 Sec
ond, there are two indications that the phrase ev 't6.) uiq> a{>'toU 'Incrou 
Xpuncp is of secondary import:34 word order shows that the main asser
tion is ecrJ.lEv ev 'tq) &A.116tvcp, "we are in union with this (anaphoric -rep) true 
one"; the repeated £v reveals the sense to be not "namely in," but either "by 
being in" or "because we are in" (see §B above) so that the phrase intro
duced by £v is subsidiary or even parenthetical (as Harnack proposes, 
Dogma 110 n. 1) and not essential for the completion of sense. And the 
addition 'ITJcroU Xptcr-ro.> is even less central, for it is in epexegetic apposi
tion to 'tQ'l ui(j) cxmou. If all this be so, the dominant line of thought in 5:20c-f 
will be 'tov &A.new6v ... tv 't(j) &A.TJewq> ... ou'to~ .... Third, if ou'to~ = 
God, this verse provides the final member of a trilogy of affinnations found 
in 1 John: God is $ffi~ (1:5), &yci7t11 (4:8, 16), and l;on1 atoovw~ (cf. 1tV£UJ.la, 
John4:24). 

d. Apparent Tautology 

Defenders of the equation OU'to~ =Jesus Christ frequently draw attention 
to the apparent tautology that results if OU't"O~ refers to the Father. "To 
choose the more distant antecedent-that is, the Father-injects a tautol
ogy, if not an inanity, into the verse, for one does not need to be informed 
that the Father, who admittedly has just been twice identified already as the 
'true One,' is 'the true God"' (Reymond 311). 

To begin with, we should obsexve that there is no simple repetition: "This 
(true one) is the true God." On the one hand, just as the article with aA'll
ew(j) is anaphoric, referring back to what has been said with respect to 'tOV 
&A.118t v6v, so ou'to~ gathers up all that has preceded in the verse. "This true 
one, whom believers now know because of his Son's coming and gift of 
insight and with whom they are now united in fellowship, this one ( o&o~) 

33.In certain respects this happens to be closely parallel to the progression found within the Pro
logue of the Fourth Gospel: 8£6~ (1:1)-JlOvo-,wti~ (1:14)-llOVo')'Evi[~e£6~ (1:18), all in reference to 
the Logos-Son. 

34. With regard to Bousset's suggestion that this phrase is a gloss that introduces the assertion 
of Christ's full deity into the context (238-39; cf. 317-18), Brown aptly observes (Epistles 62&-26, 
without explicitly referring to Bousset) that "the well-attested Johannine pattern of sequential phras
es referring to Father and Son militates against this." For a critique of O'Neill's view (Puzzle 61) that 
all of v. 20 Is a Christian addition to the last (5:13b-2l) of twelve Jewish poetic admonitions that 
make up 1 John, see Smalley 294. 
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is the true God and life eternal. "35 Also, outo~ stresses that it is only the 
Father of Jesus Christ who is the true God. On the other hand, in the pred
icate of verse 20fthere is not simply repetition (liA.TJSwo~) but also expan
sion (Sea~ and ~cml a.i<Ovt.o~). 

Then again, a twofold progression ls represented by verse 20f. There is a 
development within the chapter from "God gave us eternal life" (5:11) to 
God "is eternal life" (5:20), and within verse 20 from 6 9eo£ to 6 liA.TJiihv6~ 
(bis) too liA.TJGl.VO£ Seoc;. 

Finally, the combination 6 liA.TJ9tvo£ 9e6c; is designed to prepare the way 
for verse 21 with its warning against the worship of false gods: "He is the 
real God ... Little children, guard yourselves against false gods" (Smalley's 
rendering, 292). Whether eioro/..a. is llllderstood literally as pagan idols, or 
by metonymy as paganism in general or as false images or heretical concep
tions of God (e.g., 1 John 2:21-23, 26-27; 4:1-6), or as any substitute for the 
worship of the true God, 36 the "true God-false gods" antithesis, so common 
in both Testaments (e.g., Isa. 45:16-22; 1 Cor. 8:4-6; 1 Thess. 1:9-10), is 
clearly present in the transition from verse 20 to verse 21.37 

4. Conclusion 

Although it is certainly possible that ou·tor;; refers back to Jesus Christ, 
several converging lines of evidence point to "the true one," God the Father, 
as the probable antecedent. This position, ou'tO£ = God, is held by many 
commentators, 38 authors of general studies, 39 and, significantly, by those 
grammarians who express an opinion on the matter.40 

35. Cf. the function ofomo~in Jolm 1:2: this M')U~who was 9£c)(; (cf.John 1:1c) "was in the be
ginning with God" (cf. John 1:la-b). 

36. ~ the very thorough canvassing of the options In Brown, BpistJ.es 627-29. 
37. This seems preferable to saying that 6 O:A.T\61vi>l; 6£0<; is contrasted with o xov1'\p6~ (v. 19) in 

whom there IS no O:A.t\9£ta (John 8:44). 
38. Ruther, General EpistJ.es 484-86; Alford 4:514; Haupt 343-46; Westcott, Epf.stJ.es Hl6; Holtz

mann 239; Law 412-13; Brooke 152-53; Dodd, Epistles l40; Preisker 135; Stott Hl5-96; Smalley 
308-9; Gr.t¥ston 147-48. 

39. Findla,y 428; Harnack, Dogma.l!O n.1; Dupont, Christolcgie 223-24; W. F. Howard, John 188 
n. 1; Walnwrlght, Tri.nity 71; V. Taylor, Perscm 126 and n. 1; Segond, "Jean" 361. 

40. W'mer 157; Buttmann 104; Winer and Scluniedel 216; Robertson, Gmmmar 703; N. Turner, 
Syntax 13, 44; Zerwick and Grosvenor 733 ("almost certainly"; but in the esrlier Zerwick, Analysis 
560, a preference was expressed for omot; = Christ). See also BAGD 37a, 340c. 
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In chapters II-XI we have considered the nine major NT texts in which the 
tenn 9£6<; has been thought by many to apply to Jesus. But in three cases
Acts 20:28, Hebrews 1:9, and 1 John 5:20-the evidence was judged to be 
insufficiently strong to warrant any finn conclusion that eeoc; functioned 
there as a christological title. In the present chapter we shall briefly con
sider the other passages which on occasion have been adduced as evidence 
of this use. 1 

A. Matthew 1:23 

'Uioi> it 1to:pe£voc; £v yo:atpi £~£1. JCo:\ te~eto:t ui6v. x:o:i 
x:Wiaoum.v to ovoJlO: o:i>tO'U '.Ej.l.Jlo:vo'l>1\A.. o £crnv J.L£9£p
Jl11V£'l>OJ.l£VOV J.L£0'1\).J.IDv o 9eoc;. 

Matthew 1:23 is the first of Matthew's "fonnula citations" and reflects the 
LXX version of Isaiah 7:14,2 to which the evangelist has added o e<mv nA. 
The issue is whether J.L£6'1\JlroV 6 9£6c; should be translated "God with us"3 

or "God is with us, tt4 that is, whether JlEe''liJ.I.ci>V is attributive and functions 
as an adjective or is predicative and functions as an adverb. It should be 
observed immediately that both of the above translations are feasible, for 
in both Hebrew (GKC §141t) and Greek (N. Turner, Syntax 294-98, 309-10) 
the copula may be omitted. 

That Matthew attaches special significance to the name 'EJ..lJlO:Vo'l>1\A. is 
incontestable: he has included in his citation of Isaiah 7:14 aline (JCo:i x:aM
ao'\XJtv ... 'EJ.i.Jlo:vo'l>l\A.) which was not directly gennane to his purpose of 
showing that the virginal conception and the birth of Jesus were the fulfill-

1. Other verses sometimes alleged to contain a christological application of 6e6o;; include Luke 
1:1~17; 8:39; 9:43; 1 Thess. 4:9 (assuming 9eo8t8alt'tOl = 818alt'toi 9eou (John 6:461 =taught by 
Jesus); 1 Tim. 1:1; 5:21; 2 Tim. 4:1; Titus 1:3; 3:4; Heb. 3:4 (see Bruce, Hebrews 93 n. 14 for this possi
bility); James 1:1; Jude 4. In a brief article in 1966 Oke proposed, largely on the basis of the anar
throus 9e6o;;, that the doxology In 1 Tim. 1:17 was addressed to Chrlst, not God, and should be 
tnulslated as "now to the King of the ages, Immortal, Invisible, alone divine, be honour and glocy for 
ever and ever" (368). Against this novel proposal I would observe that (1) an anarthrous ee6t; may 
refer to the Father (see chapter I § 8.3 .b) and is unlikely to be adjectival in import when it is qualified 
by an acUectlve {)1.6vcp); (2) although Christ is the theme of the preceding paragraph (1 Tim. 1:12-16) 
and the addressee of some NT doxologies (2 Tim. 4:18; 2 Pet. 3:18; Rev. 1:~; 6:13), the remarkable 
similarities between the doxology of 1 Tim. 6:11>-16, in which God the Father Is incontestably the ad
dressee, and that In 1:17 (Jlacn~, )16vo~ Immortality, Invisibility) and the unparalleled use ofthil 
tenns 0 ~acn~ tciiv aicOV(I)V, ~Too;, and aopatoo;; in reference to Chriat, make It certain that 
the doxology ofl Tim. l: 171s addressed to God. 

2. See Gundry, Use 8~91. 
3. RV, Weymouth, Goodspeed, Williams, Berkeley ("God-with-us"), RSV, NASB, NJV. 
4. TCNT, NEB, GHB, JB ("God-Is-with-us"), NAB1, NAJil-, Cassirer, NRSV (but ct. RSV), REB. 
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ment of Scripture; in addition, he has added a translation of the Hebrew 
expression '?l:oli ~J~l' that the LXX had simply transliterated. 

In arguing in favor of the translation "God with us," J. C. Fenton notes 
the inclusio in Matthew 1:23 and Matthew 28:20 (~J.£9' TiJ.L&v 6 9£6~-£'/(0 
Jl£9' UJ.lCOV eiJ.lt) and equates the f:yro of 28:20 with the 6 9eo~ of 1:23: "Mat
thew is saying that Jesus is God" (81). But one may recognize the presence 
ofinclusio without drawing Fenton's conclusion. The Messiah Jesus is now 
always with his obedient disciples (28:20) because God once deigned to 
visit his people in this Messiah (1:23). Is it likely that Matthew, whose favor
ite designation for Jesus is uio~ 9wo, 5 would preface his Gospel with 6 9e6~ 
as a christological title?6 

Fenton also emphasizes that in Matthew IJ,e't<i + the genitive almost 
always means "in the company of" rather than "in favor of' and therefore is 
more readily applicable to the Son than the Father (81).1n the nature of the 
case, most uses of IJ,e't<i in the Gospels denote a literal "being with," but one 
should not overlook its figurative use "of aid or help be with someone, 
stand by, help someone of God's help" (BAGD 509a, citing [with a "cf."] 
Matt. 1:23). Perhaps the closest verbal parallel in the NT to !J.£9 · TiJ.lCOV 6 9eo~ 
is found in 2 Corinthians 13:11: o 9eo~ ••• £cr'tat !J.£9' uJ.l&V. In both texts 
(eivat) IJ,e'tci denotes divine aid and favor. 

Whereas the MT of Isaiah 7:14 reads the third-person singular nl:oli)?1 
(referring to the child's mother) and the LXX the second-person singular 
Ka.Aicra~ (referring to Ahaz), Matthew has the impersonal third-person plu
ralKw.icroumv, "they (=people) Will call him (Immanuel)." If these people 
are the followers of Jesus, "Immanuel" could here be portrayed as the post
Easter christologi.cal confession of the church, comparable to Thomas's 
confession, "My Lord and my God" (John 20:28).7 It is unnecessary, how
ever, to restrict this confession to a post-Easter setting when 9eor; became 
an occasional title of Jesus. For when, during the public ministry of Jesus, 
people glorified God that he had intervened in human history to bring phys
ical or spiritual healing through Jesus, they were in effect giving Jesus the 
name "Immanuel" -in the person of Jesus "God is with us" to save. For 

5. See Matt. 4:3, 6; 8:29; 14:33; 16:16; 26:63; 27:40, 43, 54; and cf. o \ltQ.; Jl.Ou in 2:15; 3:17; 17:5. 
Klngl!bury contends "that 1:23 is Matthew's 'thumbnail definition' of the predication Son of God, and 
that his entire Gospel ma¥ be seen as an attempt to elaborate on the implications of this passage and 
others that are similar to it (cf., e.g., 14:27; 18:20; 28:20)" (63; cf. 163). 

6. It is the Fourth Gospel that moves from El£6<; (1:1) to a vocatival o 6£6c; )tO\l (20:28). 
7. Cf. Gundiy, Matthew 25: "This revision turnS the quotation into a prediction of the church's con

fession. ... 'They' are the church, the people he [Jesus] saves .... He Is with his people to save them· 
from their sins, not m~ly In behalf of God, but as God." If the rendering "God is with us" finds support 
in the dual use of 'i~ 1l0Jl In Isa. 8:8, 10, the translation "God with us"looks to the messianic title ~ ,'Ql in Isa. 9:6 [MT v. 6] (cf. Isa. 10:21) for justification, ·for lflsa. 7:1-9:7 is considered a closely inte
grated unit containing the prophetic message to Judah ( cf. the parallels with the message to Epltraim, 
Isa. 9:8-11:16) (as Motyer [ 122-23] argues), Isa. 7:14 could be lntezpreted in the light of Jsa. 9:6. 
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instance, the crowd at Nain who had witnessed Jesus' raising of the widow's 
son "glorified God" with the words "God has visited his p~ople" (Luke 7: 16), 
which is equivalent to saying "Jesus is Immanuel" ( cf. also Luke 1:68-69). . 

In favor of the translation "God is with us," it is true that the translation 
of'~ UOlJ that Matthew supplies, J.L£9' TJJ.I.OOV 6 9E6~, simply reproduces the 
word order of the Hebrew, but if 6 9E6t; were in fact a title of Jesus, 8 one 
might have expected the translation to be either 6 J.L£9' TJJ.I.OOV 9E6~ or 6 9Eo~ 
J.L£9' i)J.I.rov (or the more correct Greek 6 9Eot; 6 J.L£9' TJJ.I.OOV). That is, word 
order suggests that J.L£9' i)J.I.OOV is predicative rather than attributive, func
tioning as an adverb rather than as an acljective. 

There are only three occurrences of~ UOlJ in the OT, all in Isaiah. Twice 
the LXX translates the expression by J.L£9' iJJ.I.roV (1CUptot;) 6 9£6~ (Isa. 8:8, 
10), and once it transliterates the phrase (lsa. 7:14). Matthew cites the trans
literation found in Isaiah 7:14, but when he chooses to add a translation he 
uses the rendering found in Isaiah 8:8, 10 where, according to BDB 769a, 
'~ UOlJ is a "declaration of trust and confidence, with us is God!" That is, 
the meaning of !l£9' iJJ.I.roV 6 9E6c; seems almost indistinguishable from 6 
9Eot; uri:p i)J.I.OOV (cf. Rom. 8:31). . 

There are therefore strong reasons for believing that in Matthew 1:23 
!l£9' TJJ.I.OOV 6 9E6c; signifies that in Jesus God is present to bring salvation to 
his people rather than that Jesus, as 6 9£6~ is personally present with his 
people. Matthew is not saying, "Someone who is 'God' is now physically 
with us," but "God is acting on our behalf in the person of Jesus." 

B. John 17:3 

Au'tl'J oo ecrnv ,; airoVtot; ~Oll) 'iva '}'lvcbcrx:oxnv ci: tov 
J.I.OVOV &1..116tvov 9EOV x:a\ ov cbteO"'tElAa~ 'l1')crouv 
Xp~O"'t6v. 

Reviving the interpretation of Augustine, W. Bousset has proposed (317) 
that in John 17:3 tov J.I.OVov &A.119tvov 9E6v should be supplied after 'I11crouv 
XptO"'t6v:9 

iva -ylVcOOKCO<nV a£ 'tOV J.l.OVOV a1..T]9lVOV 9£0V 

Kat OV attiG't£~~ 'IT]GOUV Xpten:OV ['tOV J.l.OVOV li1..T]9LVOV 9eovj 

8.lt is clear that 1tJ<roiis, not 'EI1J!avoUI\1, was the actual, personal name by which the promised 
Son was !mown (Matt. 1:26; cf. 1:21), So at moat 'EJ.ll!avout\~ is titular. 

9. Bousset is prompted tO make this proposal by the use of o aATJ9tv~ e~ in 1 John 6:20, which 
he takes to be a description of Christ. But see chapter XI. -
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Such an understanding should not be dismissed as impossible. Neverthe
less it labors under the difficulty that, although with copulated expressions 
(here cre and ov x:tA..) it is perfectly regular for a single word such as a pos
sessive pronoun or an adjective to appear with the first expression and yet 
apply to both, 10 one would expect a longer phrase such as -cov JlOVov W..n
awov ee6v to be repeated with both expressions or else to stand after the 
second expression, rather than standing only with the first (as here). 

As the text reads, there is dear parallelism, with each object of "(LVOO
crtecoow defined by a proper name in epexegetic apposition: 

'iva. "(LVOlcrKCOOtV ere 'tOV JlOVOV ciA.n9wov 8eov 
KilL OV a1t£a't£tA.a.c; ·rnaouv Xptcr't6v11 

The two appositive phrases are not set in opposition, 12 for ov a1t£CJ't£1.A.a.c; 
identifies Jesus Christ as the person whom the one true God sent as his 
revealer ( cf. John 1: 18). Yet the two phrases do distinguish· 'Inao{)c; Xpta"t6<; 
from 6 Jl.OVO<; ciA.118tvoc; 8£6c;, the Son from the Father, as is consistently the 
case throughout the Fourth Gospel. In this regard John 17:3 expresses in 
Johamrlne idiom Paul's distinction between eic; eeoc; o1ta'tiJp and eic; K"6ptoc; 
'Inao{)c; Xptat6c; (1 Cor. 8:6). 

C. Galatians 2:20 

Z<i> a£ ouKi'tl. eyro, ~ii a£ f.v £J.to\. Xptcr'toc;· o a£ vuv ~ro ev 
aapJd, EV .ma't£1 ~cO tfl 'tO{) t>iOU 'tO{) 8£0U ·-co{) ayami-. 
CJCXV'tO<; ll£ Kai. 1tapa.Mv-coc; eat>'tOV un£p EJlO{). 

There are four textual variants to note in Galatians 2:20: 

10. For example,~ 'tliv dijcnv JCai ElcAoyyiv (2 Pet. 1:10); £v ttaqn aoopl~ 1ea\ <ruVEO'El1tV£U· 
~.~aniCfl (Col. 1:9). 

11. This analysis seems much more probable than the suggestion that at is parallel to "l1Joouv as 
object and tbv IJ.6vov•ciA.fl8tvov Ele6v to Xpto-c6v as predicate ("as the one true God ..• as Messiah"): 

i.vn ')"I.VCIXnc:oxnv CJE 'tOV J.LOVOV cXAo1'J9lVOV 9Eov 
Ka\ ov Meatet~ "lflooiiv Xpto-cov 

Against this I would urge that ( 1) a predicative XptatOc; is almost always articular in the Fourth Gos
pel (1:20, 25; 3:28; 4:29; 7:26, 41; 10:24; 11:27; 20:31(9-.22 is the one exceptionD; (2) the combination 
111aoik; Xpto-c<M; occws in John 1:17 and it would be unwananted to separate the two terms when 
both are anarthrous (contrast Col. 2:6: tOV XplG'tOV "IT(O'O\lv 'tOV ICUptov, "the Messiah, Jesus the 
Lord"); and (3) when followed by a direct, personal object;wolcn:Cil Is usually used absolutely rather 
than in a construction such as "know someone to be/as something." 

12. It is, by implication, the false gods of paganism-not Christ-who are contrasted with the one 
true God ( cf. 1 Thess. 1:9-10; 1 John 6:20-21). 
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1. -.ou eeou 

2. tou eeou -.ou uiou 

3. tou 9eou Kc:t\ XpUJ'tOU 

4. 'tOU ui.ou tOU 9eoi3 

Jesus as God 

Byzantine: 330 (twelfth century A.D.) 

Byzantine: 1985 (A.D. 1561) 

proto-Alexandrian: ~p46 B 
Western: D* G itd,e,g Victorinus-Rome 

Pelagius 

proto-Alexandrian: ~ 

later Alexandrian: A C 'f' 33 81104 3261739 
1881 copbo 

Western: it vg Adamantius Ambrosiaster 
Jerome Augustine 

Byzantine: K Byz Lect 

If any one of the first three variants represents the original text, there would 
be or could be a christological use of eeoc;, for the following f:hrase -.ou 
a:yam)oUV'tO<; K'tA. alludes to the self-sacrificing death of Jesus. 3 

Although 'tOU 9eoi3 is both the shortest and the most difficult reading 
(since it is either patripassian or involves an unqualified use of eeoc; in ref
erence to Jesus) and could have prompted the second and third readings, it 
cannot be deemed original, given the slight and late external support. 

With its notion of "God the Son," unparalleled in the Pauline cozpus, 'tou 
9eou tou uiou is undoubtedly difficult, which might have caused a scribe to 
substitute Kat Xpunou for 'tou uiou (to give the next reading) or to trans
pose 'tou eeo'U and -.ou uio'U (to produce the last reading). But again exter
nal support is very meager. Moreover, it is difficult to account for the first 
reading, for an error of eye by which a scribe passed from the first to the 
second 't'o'U would produce tou uiou, not 'tou 9eou. 

There are, then, only two variants worthy of serious consideration. 
In favor of the third reading, 'tOU 9eo'U Ko:\ XptO"tou, one may mention the 

early and strong external testimony (proto-Alexandrian and Western) and 
the parallel expression o eeoc; Ko:\ Xpto'tO<; 'lT}oo'Uc; in the Pastorals (1 Tim. 
5:21; 2 Tim. 4:1). If one translates the phrase "(by faith in) God who is 
Christ" ( epexegetic Ko:i ), there are numerous Pauline parallels for the con
cept of Christ as the oQject offaith (e.g., Gal. 2:16; 3:22; Rom. 3:22, 26; 10:11-
13). Alternatively, if one prefers the more natural sense, "(by faith in) God 
and in Christ," one may appeal to Romans 4:5, 4:24, 1 Thessalonians 1:8, and 
Titus 3:8 as evidence that Paul sometimes also presented God as the object 
of the Christian's faith. 

13. Although tou &yamjcre~vt~ 11.£ could refer to the Father, the col\ioined description (note the 
single article and IIi ... E110U) napaMvt~ f:a"Utov imEp EllOU could refer only to the Son ( cf. Gal. 
2:20a, 21b; 1:4; Titus 2:14), so that both participles must therefore refer to Jesus. 
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The principal difficulty with this reading is the matter of the derivation 
of variants. Why would a scribe forfeit a reference to ~t<n6~ as an object 
of faith when verse 16 has mentioned this three times 4 or change a dual 
object of faith, "God and Christ," into a single object of faith? 

With regard to external evidence, the last reading, 'tOU uiou 'tOU 9eou, 
el\ioys wide geographical distribution as well as strong support from all three 
families of witnesses. The expression 6 ui~ 'tOU 9eou is a characteristically 
Pauline expression16 and C'li) mcrit.~ ... -tou uiou -tou 9eou is paralleled by 
Ephesians4:13. As for the origin of the other variants, B. M.' Metzger plausibly 
suggests that "it is probable that in copying, the eye of the scribe passed 
immediately from the fust to the second 'tou, so that only 'tOU 9eou was writ· 
ten (as in ms. 330); since what followed was now incongruous, copyists 
added either -tou uiou or inserted Ken Xp1.cttou" (Commentary 593).16 

Consideration of both external and internal evidence leads to the conclu
sion that the original reading was -tou uiou 'tOU 9eou, the preference ofNA26 

and of UBS1•2•3 (with a "B" rating). Galatians 2:20 is therefore not a text in 
which Jesus is called eeo~. 

D. Ephesians 5:5 

TOU'tO yap icr-te )'I.VIDCJ!COV'te~. on n;d~ n;opvo~ Tl aJC<i9<Xp
'tO~ ii n:A.eove1m1~. o ecruv eiOo>A.o:Mhpn~. ouK exn ICA.TJ
povo!J.icxv ev 'tfl ~cxmA.et~ 'tou Xptcr-tou 11:cxl. 9eou. 

Because there is no decisive grammatical reason why the final phrase of 
Ephesians 5:5 could not mean "in the kingdom of Christ who is God," with 
Kai being epexegetic, one may concur with N. Turner (Insights 16; cf. Zer
wick, Greek § 185) that such a rendering should be seriously considered. On 
the other hand, there must be weighty reasons why none of the twenty 
major English versions reflects this sense;17 although several notable schol
ars of last century espoused the view.18 These "weighty reasons" may be 
summarized as follows. 

14. Or once, If m<m'O Clllaoii) Xpurtoii means "the faith(fuJness) of Christ" or "the faith which 
comes from Christ." Berkeley and NRSV rng render Gal. 2:20 "by the faith of the Son of God. • 

15. Rom. 1:4; 2 Cor, 1:19; Eph. 4:13; and 6 u'u)~ Clutoii in Rom. 1:3, 9; 5:10; 8:29; 1 Cor. 1:9; Gal. 
1:16; 4:4, 6b; 1 Thess. 1:10. 

16. Since the reading toil9eoil1CC1t XptGtoil is foWld in q:~46 (about A.D. 200), this explanation of 
the derivation of variants assumes that the alteration from toil llioil toii eeoii to the simple toil aeoii 
(as reflected in the twelfth-century minuscule 330) occurred at a very earty date. 

17. Indeed, several English versions exclude this sense by rendering "(in the kingdom) of Christ 
and of God" (Weymouth, RSV, NEB, GNB, NAB1 

1 NIV1 NAB', Cassirer, NRSV, REB). Similarly Berkeley ("of the 
Christ and God") and Barclay ("which is Christ's and God's''). JB and NJB follow the reading of q:~46 
and Tertullian (tail eeoii): "(The kingdom) of God." 

18. For example, Middleton 362-67; Godet, Romans 141; Philippi 72 ("he who is Christ and God"); 
Liddon, Romans 163. 
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Epexegetic Kat is never used to identify two proper names or a proper 
name and a title. If the meaning were "in the kingdom of Christ, who is 
God," one would expect either £v tfl ~aml..et~ tou Xptatou o~ ea-rtv 9eo~ 
(cf. Gal. 3:16; Eph. 1:14) or possibly ev tfl ~amA.et~ tou Xptatou tou /.Eyo
)lEvOU eeou (cf. Col. 4:11). It is true that both 6 Xpt<Tt6~ and 9e6~ could be 
titles, but no one suggests that the sense is "the Messiah who is 'God."' At 
least 6 Xptat6~ here is a proper noWl (and probably also 9£6~). so that my 
point remains valid. 

In any case the true epexegetic Kat ("that is to say, namely") is very rare 
in the NT.19 Also, it is "always used to particularize" (BDF §442.(9)), so that 
if a single word is being defined by what follows Kat, the definition is usu
ally a phrase rather than a single word.20 

The anarthrous state of 9eou is an inconclusive argument either way, for 
as a virtual proper noWl9e6~ is sometimes anarthrous and sometimes artic
ular (cf. Robertson, Grammar 786; N. Turner, Syntax 174) and a compre
hensive pattern of usage is difficult to discern. If the absence of the article 
with 9eou is significant in the present instance, it shows not that Christ and 
9e6~ are in some sense identified but that they are intimately related as joint 
possessors and governors of a single kingdom. 21 As surely as the kingdom 
belongs to the one, it belongs to the other. 22 

It is highly improbable that Paul would introduce a profoWld, unqualified 
doctrinal affirmation (Christ is 9£6~ in an incidental manner, in a context 
where the assertion is not crucial to the flow of argument. In Romans 9:5, 
on the other hand, where also an anarthrous 9£6~ follows 6 Xpun6~, Paul's 
declaratioq of the deity of Christ is integral to the argument and o rov ( == o~ 
ea-rtv) links the two terms (see chapter VI). 

It is true that elsewhere in Paul's letters 1) j3aatA.eta is associated with 
either God23 or Christ,24 but not with both. But Revelation 11:15 at least 
shows that "our Lord and his Anointed" could be jointly associated with the 

19. A careful distinction should be drawn between epexegelic xai (as in Matt. 8:33b; Mark 1: 19c; 
John 1:16; Acts 6:21b), ascensive xai ("and indeed," "even"; John 6:26a; 1 Cor. 2:2), and a(ljWtctive 
xat ("also"; Rom. 13:11), although some authorities treat them in co)\jWtction. 

20. For example, In John 1:16 xap1v avn ;ccipt'tO~ explicates AA'TIPWIJ.«>o<;; in Matt. 8:33 'tlX tciiv 
6ru1J.OVt~ol!£v!Ov explains ncivta. 

21. Cf. the function of the single article In the series in Eph. 3:18 and with the pain; in Eph. 2:20 
and3:12. 

22. Middleton (362) tightly observes that to make It Wtambiguous that separate persons were in· 
tended, tou could have been added before Oeou, but the parallel he cites (Acts 26:30: o (3a~ xa\ 
6 'li')EI.L<Iiv) does not involve proper names. When two prima. facie personal noWlS (such as Xp1at6~ 
and 9e6r;) are joined by xal, one should asswne that Kai Is copulative, not epexegetic. It is precisely 
this point that counts against a christologlcal use of 6£6~ In 1 Tim. 1:1; 6:21; 2 Tim. 4:1; and James 1:1 
(seen. 1). 

23. Rom. 14:17; 1 Cor. 4:20; 6:9-10; 16:60; Gal. 5:21; Col. 4:11; 2Thess.1:5; cf.l '!'hess. 2:12. 
24. Col. 1:13; 2 Tim. 4:1,18; cf. 1 Cor.16:24. Other NT references to the (3a<nA£i.a of Christ include 

Matt. 13:41; 16:28; Luke 1:33; 22:29-30; 23:42; John 18:36; and 2 Pet. 1:11. 
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kingdom in early Christian thought. What makes Ephesians 5:5 distinctive 
is its word order "Christ-God"25 and its clarification that there is only a sin
gle kingdom-Christ's kingdom is God's kingdom-although there is joint 
ownership and governance. One and the same kingdom belonged to and 
was ruled by both Christ and God.26 Such an emphasis serves to intensify 
Paul's·warning that no immoral person will ever gain a place in that holy, 
consummated kingdom. 

E. Colossians 2:2 

"Iva 1tapax:A.11e&mv a\ x:ap~l.at ain&v ouJ..L~t~acreev'tE~ 
£v li'yci1tilx:tx\ Ei~ miv 1tA.ofuo<; 't'ii~ Mtlpocjlopta.<; 't'ii~ 0'\)V

Em;co<;, ei~ bt1:yv<OOtv 'tOU J..l.UO't11PlOU toil aeou. Xpt.O'tOU. 

There are more than fifteen textual variants in Colossians 2:2, eloquent 
testimony to the difficulties that Paul's accumulated genitives created for 
scribes. NA26 and UBS1•2•3 (with a "B" rating) are justified in preferring the 
reading tou eeou, Xptmou,27 for it is supported by two proto-Alexandrian 
texts (~46 and B) and two Western fathers (Hilary and Pelagius; also a 
manuscript of the Vulgate) and best explains the rise of the other variants. 
Scribes sought to cl8.rify the meaning of tou J..l.UO't11Piou tou eeou Xptotou 
by resorting to omission, explanation, or amplification. 

a. Original 
1. 'tOU 9Eou Xptmou 

b. Omission 
2. 'tOU eeou 

3. 'tou XptO'tOU 

c. Explanation 
4. 'tOU eeou o EO'tl.V Xptcr'to<; 

~46 Hilary Pelagius Ps.Jerome 

DbHP69424*436*46218811912 
copsams 

8~ 12411462 1739 (omits toti) 
Euthalius 

D* itar,d,e,x Pelagius Augustine 
Vigilius 

25. This unusual word order is inverted by F G boms Ambrosiaster to give toil eeoii ~ea;\ XplCn:oii, 
perhaps under the influence of 6 9EO~ xu\ Xpuno~ in 1 Tim. 5:21 and 2 Tim. 4:1. Tou Xptotou tou 
eeou ("of God's Messiah"; cf. Ps. 2:2) is read by 1739• vgms. 

26. When Paul declares that at the end Christ will surrender his kingdom to God the Father (1 Cor. 
16:24) he may be indicating how he distinguished the kingdom of Christ from the kingdom of God: in 
the interadvent period the one and oDly kingdom of God may also be called the kingdom of Christ (bu.t 
cf. 2 Tim. 4:18) since Christ himself embodies the kingdom of God, so that to belong to Christ's king
dom here is to inherit God's kingdom hereafter ( cf. 1 Cor. 15:23, 50; Col. 1: 13) and to serve Christ Is 
to work for the kingdom of God ( cf. Col. 4:11-12). 

27. See also the discussions !n WH 2: appendix 125-26; Metzger, Commenta'I"Y 622 and Text~ 
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5. 'tOU 9eou o ecr'tl.V 1tep\ 
Xptcr'tou 

6. 'tOU 9eou 'tOU ev Xptcr'tc9 

7. 'tOU 9eou 'tOU ev Xptcr't~ 
'IT]O"OU 

8. 'tOU 9eou K<lt Xptcr'tou 
d. Amplification 

9. 't'OU 9£0'5 1t<l't'po<; Xptcr'toil 
10. 'tOU 9eoil1ta.'t'poc; 't'OU 

Xptcr'tou 
11. 'tou eeou 1ta.tpoc; x:a\ 'tou 

Xptcr'tou 
12. 'tOil 9eoil1t<l'tpoc; x:a.\ 'tOU 

Xptcr'toil 'IT]crou 
13. -co\) aeou 1ta'tpoc; 1ea.\ -cou 

1CUpl.ou li~v Xptcr't'ou 'IT]crou 
14. 'toil eeou 1ea.\ 1t«'tpoc; 'tou 

Xptcr'toil 
15. 'toil eeou 1ea\ 1ta.'tpoc; 1ea.\ 

toil Xptcr'tou 

Jesus as God 

eth 

33 Clement (omits second tou) 
Ambrosiaster 
arm 

fl09* Cyril-Alexandria 

til* 048 216 440 
A C 4 copbo,sa Ps-Jerome 

0208 4411908 syrP Chrysostom 
Theodore1at 
vgCI copborns 

one Vulgate manuscript 

t~;b '¥ 1962 1984 1985 2127 
zeoa,sogmg syrh 
De K 104 326 Byz Lect Theodoret 
John-Damascus 

Even when the textual question has been resolved in favor of the reading 
'toil 9eou Xptcrtou, grammatical ambiguities remain. There are three 
options.28 

Xptcr'toil could be a possessive genitive: "the mystecy of Christ's God," 
"that open secret of God, the Father of Christ" (Moffatt). Although the 
phrase o eeOc; 't'OU 1CUpl.ou i!J.I.C:'OV 'ITjcrou Xpt.O"'tOU (Eph. 1:17) affords an 
approximate parallel to the expression 6 9eoc; Xptcr't'ou, 29 one would have 
expected 6 eeoc; 'tOU Xptcr'tou30 (on the canon of Apollonius and to avoid 
stark juxtaposition) if the sense were "the God of Christ"; in any case it 
would seem inappropriate for Paul to emphasize the subordination of 
Christ when the teaching he was opposing apparently undermined the sov
ereignty of Christ (cf. Col. 1:18; 2:8, 17, 19). 

Xpt.cr't'ou could be in epexegetic apposition to 'toil 9eou: "the mystecy of 
God, who is Christ." Such a bold, explicit, unqualified identification of 6 
eeoc; with Xpt.O"'t~ would not only negate Paul's general reservation of 6 

28. Although Db H P 436* 1881 copaa .. read simply 'toii &oii ("God's mystecy, in which (tv cj)) 
..• "), Xp~<J'toii should not be dismissed as an. early gloss that found its way into the text. 

29. Cf. Rom.15:6; Col.l:3;see also Mark 15:34;John20:17; Heb.1:9; Rev.1:6. 
30. Note the articular Xp\<J"COU in readings 10-12, 14-ll'i. 
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6€6~ for the Father but also outstrip the milder Xptcrto~ 6 9eoc; TjJ.I.cOV which 
is found in Ignatius (Rom. 6:3) but not in the NT. 

Xptatou could be in epexegetic apposition to toil J.I.UO"trtpio'U: "God's 
mystery, which is Christ" (thus most grammarians, commentators, and 
English versions).31 This sense is supported by Colossians 1:27 (cf. Col. 
1:26; 4:3; Eph. 3:4-6) .and is reflected in a textual variant that has strong 
Western support-'toU 9£oil 8 ecrnv Xptcrt6~ (no. 4 above). Also, verse 3 
may explain why Christ can be called God's mystery, viz., "for (causal ev) 
in him lie hidden all God's treasures of wisdom and lmowledge." 

In this verse, then, Xptcrt6~ is identified as to J.I.'Uo-rtlptov toil erou, not 
as 6 6€6~. 

F. 2 Thessalonians 1:12 

... o~roc; £voo;a.cr9ft 'tO OVOJ.I.a. 'tOU !CtlptO'U liJ.I.cOV 'lflOOU ev 
uJ.1.1.v. 1ea.\ ilJJ.£1.~ ev a.utq>, Ka.ta ti)v xapw 1:ou eeou ilJ.I.wv 
Ka.\ !CUptO'U 'lflO"OU XptO"'tOU. 

There are two possible translations of the last phrase of 2 Thessalonians 
1:12:32 (1) "according to the grace of our God and Lord, namely Jesus 
Christ" or (2) "according to the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus Christ." 

The first rendering has a few supporters, 33 although no English version 
finds a single referent in the verse. 34 Two points may be stated in its favor. 
First, since in 2 Thessalonians 1:10--12 OT formulas that refer to Yahweh 
are applied to Christ,35 it is conceivable that the. divine title 9e6c; is also 
given to Jesus here. Second, it is possible that i) xap~ toil 9£oil 'i\J.i.cOV x:a.\ 
!Ctlptou 'lflOoU Xptcrtoil is a variation of Paul's common formula Tj xaptc; 
toil !Ctlpiou ('i\J.I.cOV) 'lflaou Xptcrtou.36 A further argument is indecisive. In 

31. F~r example, "the mystery of God-namely Chri~t· (NAB1); "God's mystery, that is, Christ him
self' (NIISv). Berkeley has •a knowledge of Christ, the mystery of God." Whereas JB and NJB follow 
textual variant 2, Williams adopts variant 3. 

32. It would be extremely arbitrary to render the phrase •according to the grace of our God and 
the God of the Lord Jesus Christ," where both 1\)lciiv and IC1lplO'\l 'l1lCJOil XptO'toil are possessive gen
itives dependent on -toil &roil (although John 20:17 parallels the concept). If this had been Paul's in
tent, he would have undoubtedly referred to Christ first, since the Christian's sonship is dependent 
on Christ's. 

33. For instance, Cremer 281; Warfield, Studies 68-70; Bultrnann, Theology 1:129; Peake 193; N. 
Turner, !might& 16 (who oddly renders the crucial phrase as "our lord and God Jesus Christ"). It is 
significant that Middleton himself demurs (379-82) at Granville Sharp's defense of the rendering "of 
our God and Lord. • 

34. Most English versions have "of our God and the Lord Jesus Christ." At least four versions even 
more explicitly exclude the possibiliJ;y of a single referent by Inserting "of' before "the Lord Jesus 
Christ" (Weymouth, Berkeley, GNB, NAB1). · 

35. Cf. G. Kittel, TDNT2:254, who cites Ps. 88:8 (LXX [MT89:8]); Isa. 24:15; 69:19 (cf. also 66:5). 
36. Thus R. N. Longenecker, Christology 131H39, who inclines toward seeing ae6<; as a christo

logical title in this verse. 
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Pauline benedictions Christ is the sole source ofxaptc; (eight instances).37 

But this fact must be balanced against the observation that in Pauline salu
tations the Father and Christ are generally mentioned as the joint source of 
xaptc; (nine instances)38 and that 2 Thessalonians 1:12 is neither a saluta
tion nor a benediction. 

Support for the second understanding of the verse comes from six 
directions. 39 

1. The formula eeoc; lC(Xt IC'\)pl.Oc; in reference to one person is not 
found in the NT or LXX and is rare elsewhere,40 whereas the three
fold appellation 1CUptoc; 'IllO'Ouc; Xptcrt6c; is a fixed and common 
formula, 4l occurring some 48 tintes in the Pauline cozpus. 

2. We have already seen that an epexegetic 1ea.t between two personal 
names or between a title and a personal name is highly unlikely 
(see above §D and n. 22). 

3. Elsewhere in Paul's letters, whenever eeoc; and 1CUptoc; 'I11crouc; 
Xpt<n6c; are conjoined or occur in close proximity (viz., within the 
same sentence), two persons are always being referred to (31 
instances). · 

4. Five tintes in the Thessalonian letters (6) eeoc; (Ka.t) 1t<XtTtP TtJ.lcOV 
refers to God as distinct from Christ. 42 Also, there are three pas
sages where no 1t<X't'J\p is COnjoined to 6 eeoc; TtJ.lcOV but the refer
ence is clearly to the Father.43 

5. Earlier in the same sentence 6 9eoc; TtJ.lcOV refers to the Father 
(v. 11) as distinct from 61CUp1.0c; 1\J.LOOV 'I11crouc; (v. 12a).44 

6. The fact that 1CUpiou is anarthrous is insignificant. As virtually a 
proper name, 1C'I)p1.0c;, like eeoc;, sometimes has the article and 
sometintes lacks it (N. Turner, Syntax 174). In the combination 
1CUptac; 'I11crouc; Xp1.cr-c6c; 1n Paul's writings, lCl)ptoc; is articular 34 
times (29 times with 1\J.LcOV attached) but anarthrous 14 tintes (10 
examples being in the salutations). 

37. Rom. 16:20; 1 Cor. 16:23; 2 Cor. 13:13; Gal. 6:18; Phil. 4:23; 11'hess. 5:28; 2 Thess. 3:18; 
Phllem. 25. 

38. Rom. 1:7; 1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor.1:2; Gal. 1:3; Eph. 1:2; Phil. 1:2; 21'hess. 1:2; 1 Tim. 1:2; Phllem. 3. 
39. One cannot leglt:lmat.ely argue that the position ofiJJJ.ciiv serves to distinguish o ee6; from lCUplOt; 

'I11a~Xpt<n0,.(paceE.Stauffer,TDNT3:106n.268),forthereasonsoutlinedaboveinchapterX§A.L 
40. See MM 287; Neufeld 80 n. 5. 
41. These facts are also relevant to the combination eeoii KO.l Xllpiou 'IT'!aoii Xplatoii ooiiA.ot; in 

James 1:1 (cf. 2:1). 
42.11'hess. 1:3; 3:11, 13; 2 Thess. 1:1,2 (cf. 2 'Thess. 2:16: o 9£0<; o ~~atiJp 1iJJ.6iv). 
43. 1 'Thess. 2:2; 3:9; 21'hess. 1:11. 
44. In Titus 2:11-14 (one sentence ln Greek), o ee6~ refers first to the Father {v. 11), then to the 

Son (In the formula ero; IC(X\ crum\p, v. 13) (see chapter VII), but the difference between Titus 2:11-
14 and 2 Thess. 1:11-12 is that in the latter passage a distinction is drawn between o liE~ iuuiiv 
(v. 11) and b lCiiplo~ iJJLciiv ·r,.,aoiit; (v. 12a) be!'ore the second reference to 6 9eo~ iJJLwv {v. 12b). 
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G. 1 Timothy 3:16 

Ka.\ Oj.I.OAO)'O'I.lJlEV<Oc; JJfya. eanv 'tO 't'f\~ e'llcre~el.o:~ j.l.'l.lcr't'Tl
pt.ov· 0~ e$m'epcbart ev aa.plci. .... 

The issue in 1 Timothy3:16 is purely textual, for if the reading eeoc; be 
preferred in the place of o~, this would be an unambiguous use of eeoc; 1n 
reference to Jesus Christ, given the clause that follows ("was manifested in 
the flesh"). The textual data are as .follows (from UBS3 724). 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

oc; 

0 

oc; or 0 
eeoc; 

~*A* C* ~ 33 365 442 2127 t599 syrhm&,pal goth ethPP Ori
genlat Epiphanius Jerome Theodore Eutheriusacc. to Theodoret 
Cyril Cyri.lacc. to Ps-Oecumenius Liberatus 
D* itar,c,d,dern,div,f,g,mon,x,z vg Ambrosiaster Victorinus
Rome Hilary Pelagius Augustine 
syrP,h copsa,bo arm ethro ~phraem? 
~e A2 c2 De K L P '¥ 81 104 181 326 330 436 451 614 629 630 
12411739 1877 18811962 1984 1985 2492 2495 Byz Lect Gre-
gory-Nyssa Didymus Chrysostom Theodoret Euthalius 

The external evidence seems decisively to favor the reading oc;. 
Although the reading 9e6~ can claim the support of later Alexandrian (\f' 
81 104 326 1739 1881), Western (181), and Byzantine (L Byz Lect) wit-

. nesses, o~ is attested by important witnesses that are proto-Alexandrian 
(~*),later Alexandrian (A* C* 33), and Western (GI!I) in text type. In addi
tion, one·may assmne that the variant o arose as a correction of oc; to align 
the relative with the preceding neuter noun J.l.'l.lcr't'Tlpt.ov. If this assmnption 
is correct, the testimony that supports o (Western: D* it vg), as well as the 
witnesses that presuppose either oc; or 0 (syrP,h copsa,bo arm ethro Eph
raem?), afford SUPPOrt for oc;. In fact, all the ancient versions presuppose 
the relative pronoun, whether oc; or o, and the earliest uncial in the original 
hand that reads eeoc; (viz., '¥) dates from the eighth or ninth century. Also, 
the earliest patristic citation of eeoc; dates from the last third of the fourth 
century (WH 2:. appendix 133), 4.5 whereas Origen (d. 254) more than a cen
tury earlier testifies to oc;. 

The situation is not altered when we consider the internal evidence. 
Coming after the neuter noun j.l.\lO'nlPl.OV, the masculine relative pronoun 
oc; is the harder reading and was therefore more prone to scribal correction 
("the removal of an apparent solecism," WH 2: appendix 133). A change 
from OCto ec involved only "two slight touches" (Farrar, "Readings" 383); 
on the other hand, a change in the opposite direction would have created 

45. Either Gregocy of Nyssa (d. 394), Didymus of Alexandria (d. 398), or Chcysostom (d. 407). 
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two grammatical difficulties-the lack of concord with Jl.OO'tl\pt.ov and the 
absence of an explicit antecedent. E>e6~ arose probably because a scribe 
misread OC as the abbreviation e-c or wished to replace a "weak" relative 
pronoun (o~) that lacked an antecedent with a "strong" substantive (e£6~) 
as the subject of the series of six finite verbs that follow.46 

With regard to the author's propensities, an anarthrous e£6~ as subject is 
rare (11 times in the NT, of which 9 are in Paul; never elsewhere in the Pasto
rals), whereas o 6£6~ as subject is found 262 tfmes in the NT (107 in Paul) (see 
chapter I §B.1). "0<;, however, not uncommonly begins a christological hymn 
or affirmation (Phil. 2:6; Col. 1:16; Heb. 1:3). If Christ was recognized as 'tO 
J.LU<m\ptov 'tOU &:ou (Col. 2:2), the transition from 'tO 'til~ £\lcrePeia~ Jl.'l>
.crtt\ptov to o~ becomes explicable, even if awkward: "It is he (God's mystery, 
Christ) who was manifested in the flesh." Alternatively, as WH suggests (2: 
appendix 134), if the verse is part of an early Christian hymn, the antecedent 
of o~ would have occurred in the preceding context that has not been quoted. 

The strength of the external evidence favoring o~. along with consider
ations of transcriptional and intrinsic probability, have prompted textual 
critics virtually Wlanimousll to regard o~ as the original text, a judgment 
reflected in NA26 and UBS1 3 (with a "B" rating). 47 Accordingly, 1 Timothy 
3:16 is not an instance of the christological use of 9e6~. 

H. Conclusion 

The conclusion we have reached about each of the "secondary" passages 
discussed in this chapter is identical-and negative. In every case textual 
or grammatical considerations rule out the possibility that Jesus is called 
8e6~. This, then, leaves seven NT texts in which, with various degrees of 
probability, e£6~ is used as a christological title, viz., John 1:1, 18; 20:28; 
Romans 9:5; Titus 2:13; Hebrews 1:8; and 2 Peter 1:1. To these passages we 
now tum again in the final chapter. 

46. The reading o &E~ foWld In minuscule 88 may have arisen as a conflation of 9£6o; and the am
biguous letter omicron or because 9£~ is generally articular when It Is the subject. 

47. See further WH 2: appendbc 132-34; Elliott 58-69; and esp. Waxd, who summarizes in detail 
all the data (as it stood in 1865) and concluded from his study, which did not seek to defend any one 
readiJ:!g, that "in point of antiquity, the great preponderance [of Greek manuscripts] is for oo;· (10), 
that "the versions m~ confidently be adduced as unanimously supporting O<;" (14), and that "there 
Is no proof on either side ['orthodox' or 'heretic'] of any intentional corruption of the sacred text• 
(60). For a defense of 9£6<; as the original reading, see F1eld. Notes 204-8. 
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A. The Use of 9e6~ in the Pre-Christian Era 

Chapter I discussed the three common Hebrew terms that are rendered 
by 8e6t; in the LXX:~. C'il?~. and i11i1'. All three words are used of the God 
of Israel but only the first two can also refer to a particular pagan deity or, 
as generic appellatives, designate deity as such. inil', however, is exclu
sively a proper noun, denoting Israel's covenant God, never a common 
noun, and therefore, unlike?~ and l:l'il?tll, it never refers to angels or human 
beings. 

In extrabiblicalliterature, 9e6t; has three primary referents. As applied to 
gods, it may refer to a particular god (or even goddess), to the supreme god, 
Zeus, or to deity in general, whether viewed in personal or impersonal 
terms. As applied to human beings, the title aeot; was used to describe 
famous heroes, politicians, philosophers, patriarchs, renowned rulers, self
styled servants of God, or even people as intelligent beings. And Jewish 
writers roughly contemporary with the writing of the NT, such as Philo and 
Josephus, use 9e6t; or 6 8e6t; to refer to the God of Israel. 

For any Jew or Gentile of the first century A.D. who was acquainted with 
the OT in Greek, the term 8e6t; would have seemed rich in content since it 
signified the Deity, the Creator of heaven and earth, and also could render 
the ineffable sacred name, Yahweh, the covenantal God, and yet was capable 
of extremely diverse application, ranging from the images of pagan deities to 
the one true God of Israel, from heroic people to angelic beings. Whether one 
examines the Jewish or the Gentile use of the term 9£~ up to the end of the 
first century A.D., there is an occasional application of the term to human 
beings who perform divine functions or display divine characteristics. 

B. The Use of 9e6~ in the New Testament 

Of the 1,315 uses of ee6t; in the NT, 78.4% are articular and 2U3% are 
anarthrous. No uniform distinction may be drawn between 6 8e6t; and ee6t;, 
since (1) as a nomen rectum 8e6t; is articular or anarthrous generally 
depending on the state of the preceding noun (the canon of Apollonius); 
(2) within single NT books the same preposition is found with both an artic
ular and an: anarthrous 9e6t;, with apparently no difference of meaning; and 
(3) as a virtual proper name, 8e6t; shares the imprecision with regard to 
articular use that characterizes proper names in general. Yet occasionally 6 
9e6~ and 8e6t; are distinguishable, as when the anarthrous 8e6~ emphasizes 
"godhood" (a theological distinction), or when the articular 8e6t; is always 
found with certain words (e.g., evcbmov) or phrases (e.g., K'\)ptot; 6 8e6t;) or 
is generally found with personal pronouns (syntactical distinctions without 
theological import). 
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An analysis of the use of ( 6) 9e6~ as a subject or predicate with the verb 
eivcx.t expressed or unexpressed shows that the NT writers prefer 6 ee6~ ( 45 
examples) over eeo~ (5) as the subject, but ee6~ (16) over 6 ee~ (8) as the 
predicate. Of these 24 predicative uses of (6) 9e6c;, the term is usually qual
ified if it is articular and often qualified if it is anarthrous. Generally, then, 
the NT avoids a statement such as "X is ( 6) ee6~"·unless that ee6~ is further 
defined. 

Each strand of the NT affords clear testimony that customarily ee6<;, 
whether articular or anarthrous, refers to the trinitarian Father. Four con
vergirig lines of evidence support this conclusion: (1) the frequent com
pound appellative eeo~ ncx't'l'\p where the second noun is in epexegetic 
apposition (e.g., Gal. 1:1); (2) the various trinitarian formulations where 6 
eeo~ must denote the Father (e.g., 2 Cor. 13:13); (3) the many places where 
6 9eo<; is distinguished from 'IC\)pto~ 1ncroii~ Xptmo~, as in epistolary salu
tations (e.g., James 1:1); and (4) uses of (o) ee6~ in contexts where refer
ence is made to fathethood, sonship, regeneration, or brotherhood (e.g., 
John 6:32-33). Whenever (6) ee6~ is found in the NT, we are to assume that 
o ncx't'tlp is the referent unless the context makes this sense impossible. 
Nowhere is it appropriate to render 6 ee~ by "the divine Essence" or "the 
Godhead." 

C. The Application of 9£~ to Jesus Christ 

From the detailed exegetical analysis in chapters IT-XII, I conclude that 
it is certain tha:t the term eeo~ is applied to Jesus Christ in John 1:1 and John 
20:28, very probable in Romans 9:5, Titus 2:13, Hebrews 1:8, and 2 Peter 1:1, 
probable in John 1:18, and possible but not likely in Acts 20:28, Hebrews 1:9, 
and 1 John 5:20 (see table 5). Other passages to which appeal is sometimes 
made include Matthew 1:23, John 17:3, Galatians 2:20, Ephesians 5:5, Colos
sians 2:2,2 Thessalonians 1:12, and 1 Timothy 3:16. In none of these latter 
verses is a christological use of eeoc; at all likely. In subsequent discussion 
in this chapter I shall therefore assume that eeoc; is applied to Jesus in seven 
NT passages: John 1:1, John 1:18; John 20:28, Romans 9:5, Titus 2:13, 
Hebrews 1:8, and 2 Peter 1:1. 

No NT writer makes the explicit assertion 6 'IT]croiic; EO''tt.V eeo<; (or 6 
eeoc;). Nevertheless John ha.s the absolute statement eeoc; "Tlv 6 A.O"ffc; (1:1), 
the dramatic collocation IJ.OVo'Y£V'il~ ee6c; (1:18), which in expanded form 
would read IJ.OVO')'£vi!c; u\oc; oc; eO'ttV eeoc;, and the exclamation by which 
Thomas addressed Jesus, _61C\)ptoc; IJ.O'U 1Cilt 6 eeoc; IJ.O'U (20:28), from which 
one may legitimately extrapolate two christological formulas: 6 'IT]crouc; 
eattv 1CUptoc; (cf. the formula lCl)pto~ 'IT]O'Ouc;) and 6 'lT]O'Oii<; ecrttv eeoc; 
(see chapter IV §C.2.a). In Romans 9:5 6 Xptatoc; 6 IDV eeoc; could be 
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extrapolated from 6 Xpt.cr'to<; 'tO KO:'ta oci:pKo:, 6 rov £:n:\ :n:ci:vtrov eeoc; K'tA.. 
The writer to the Hebrews has God address his Son using the vocatival 6 
ae6c; (1:8), which implies 6 '\)ioc; Ecr'tt.V ee6c;. And from Titus 2:13 and 2 Peter 
1:1 one may deduce that '11')croi)c; Xpt.o"t6<; £onv 6 aroc; KO:t cr~p ftj.liDV. 

In spite of the neatness and attractiveness of the view, the evidence does 
not support the frequently repeated thesis that Jesus Christ is eeoc; but not 
6 9e6c;. Given the general NT oscillation between ee6c; and 6 eeoc; when 
referring to the Father, it should occasion no surprise that if eeoc; is used of 
Jesus (as in John 1:1, 18; Rom. 9:5), 6 Boo<; also should occasionally refer to 
him (as in 2 Pet 1:1 and Titus 2:13, not to mention the two uses of the voc
atival6 eeoc; in John 20:28 and Heb. 1:8). As far as the NT is concerned, the 
crucial distinction is not between the meaning of eeoc; with the article and ' 
its meaning without the article, but between predominant usage (where 
both Boo<; and 6 Be6c; denote the Father).and exceptional usage (where 
either Beoc; or 6 eeoc; may denote the Son).1 

When it is applied to Jesus, the title eeoc; is generally qualified-by an 
epithet (!Jfyac;, Titus 2:13) or descriptive clause or phrase (6 rov eic; "tov 
teoA.:n:ov "toil :n:o:tpoc;, John 1:18; ciA.oyr]"to<; eic; "toile; o:irovac;, Rom. 9:5), by an 
accompanying substantive (j.tovo)'EVI\c;, John 1:18; lCilpwc;, John 20:28; 
crom\p, Titus 2:13 and 2 Pet 1:1), or by a possessive pronoun (j.lOU, John 
20:28; ftJliDV, Titus 2:13 and 2 Pet. 1:1). John 1:1 and Hebrews 1:8 are the only 
exceptions. Yet such syntactical qualification is not tantamount to theolog
ical qualification. Jesus is no less B£6<; because he is described as 6 j.l.Eya<; 
eeoc;, as ciA.O')'Il'tO<; eic; toile; airovac;, as 6 eeoc; tea\ cr~p TtJliDV, or is 
addressed as 6 Boo<; JlO'U. The word or words added to eeoc; are not an apol
ogy for an exceptional usage, or a theological modification of a daring lin
guistic innovation, but rather form a description of the status or function of 
Jesus as eeoc;. . 

There is no evidence that the use of Ge6c; as christological appellation 
was restricted to a particular geographical location or theological milieu. It 
occurs in literature that was written in Asia Minor (the Fourth Gospel, 
Titus?), Achaia (Romans), and possibly Judea (Hebrews) and Rome 
(2 Peter), and that was addressed to persons living in Asia Minor (Fourth 
Gospel, 2 Peter?), Rome (Romans, Hebrews?), and Crete (Titus). Second, it 
is evidenced in a Jewish Christian setting (John 1:1, 18; 20:28; Heb. 1:8; 
2 Pet. 1:1) as well as in a Gentile Christian milieu (Rom. 9:5; Titus 2:13). 

1. Nor does (a)~ ever refer to both the Father and the Son together, although such a referent 
has occasionally been suggested in Rom. 9:6 (Heill34 n. 3) or detected in 1 Thess. 3:11 (Hogg and Vine 
103) and 1 John6:20 (Vme 109). Richardson alleges that in the epistles of Ignatius this is the most char
acteristic use of eeOc; (e.g., Tr. 11:1-2), expressing an almost inseparable nexus of will (40, 44). 
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D. Limitations to the Use of 9e6~ 
in Reference to Jesus Christ 

The application to Christ of the title eeoc; is exceedingly rare-only seven 
certain, very probable, or probable instances out of a total of 1,315 NT uses 
of eeoc;. From an analysis of representative scholarly views concerning the 
nine texts discussed in chapters II-VII and IX-XI, it may t?e seen that the 
majority of scholars hold that eeoc; is applied to Jesus no fewer than five 
times and no more than nine times in the NT.2 The same range character
izes the principal modern English translations of the NT ( 1 John 5:20 
apart).3 Reasons for the relative infrequency of eeoc; as a christological title 
are discussed below in §G. 

The very rarity of the designation of Jesus as "God" is evidence that eeOc; 
never becomes a proper name when used of Jesus but remains a descriptive 
title. In accord with this, one never fmds eeoc; applied to Jesus without an 
accompanying identification of the person so titled. In John 1:1 it is theMyoc; 
who is eeoc;; in John 1:18, J.LOVO')'£'Vlic; (ui.6c;); in John 20:28, o.u'toc; = 6 'l'l'\O'Ouc;; 
in Romans 9:5, 6 Xp~crtoc;; in Titus 2:13 and 2 Peter 1:1, ·r,crouc; Xptcr't6c;; and 
in Hebrews 1:8, ui6c;. Unless the context refers explicitly to Jesus as the per
son of whom the title eeoc; is being predicated, this term will refer to the 

2. The following authoill are listed in descending order according to the number of passages where 
they hold that B£6.; refelll to Jesus (note that D'Aragon reckons Heb. 1:8 and 1:9 as one passage): 

10 M. J. Erickson 7 H. W. Attridge 5 H. Alford 
R. N. Longenecker W. Barclay J. Bonsirven 

9 0. Cullmann H. M. Faccio R. Bultmann 
E. Stauffer E. J. Fortman 4 J. Schneider 
B. B. Warfield K. Rahner 3 G. Lindeskog 

8 R. E. Brown A. T. Robertson 2 G. H. Boobyer 
J. L. D'Aragon L. Sabourin G. B. Winer 
A. C. McGiffert A. W. Wainwright 
R. L. Reymond 6 C. Hodge 
N. Turner J. Lebreton 

3. The following figures necessarily ~ude 1 John 5:20, which remains ambiguous in this regard, 
for "he" or "this" (oiito<;) could refer to either God or Jesus Christ: 

8 Montgomery TCNT 

IIASB 6 Cassirer 
lilY GliB 
Williams Goodspeed 

7 Berk_eley NAB1 

JB NAB2 

NRSV NEB 
RV NJB 

REB 
Weymouth 

5 Barclay 
RSV 

4 ASV 
Moffatt 

In these twenty-two English veillions, the eight verses most conunonly translated as having a chris· 
tological use of eta~ are as follows (in descending order of frequency and again excluding 1 John 
!i:20; for a narrower analysis of English versions see Perry, "God") 

22 John 1:1 18 Titus 2:13 Rom. 9:5 
John 20:28 17 Heb. 1:8 10 John 1:18 

20 2 Pet. 1:1 13 ·Acts 20:28 
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Father and be a virtual proper name. Although 6 t:lioc; ,;ou eeou . occurs 
(where 6 eeoc;= the Father), never does one find 6 7ta'Citp 'toil eeou (where 6 
9£oc; =Jesus). No NT wrtter says anything comparable to -to xaeoc; ,;ou eeou 
IJ.O'U (Ignatius, Rom. 6:3) or 6 9£~ 6 tty<xm\oac; ll£ 1Ccit.Mp®oi><; W'U'tOV tmep 
E,.t.ou (the reading of minuscule 330 in Gal. 2:20, in the genitive case). 

In the seven instances in which eeoc; refers to Jesus, the usage is usually 
(Rom. 9:5 being the only exception) accompanied by a statement in the 
immediate context that makes an explicit personal distinction between the 
Son and God the Father. That is, there is a remarkable juxtaposition of 
statements that imply the substantial oneness of Son and Father and state
ments that express a personal distinction between them. Thus one. fmds 6 
A.Oyoc; 'li.v xpoc; 'tOV ee6v immediately before 9£oc; 'li.v 6 A.Oyoc; (John 1:1). In 
John 20 the same Jesus who is addressed as 6 eeoc; IJ.O'U (v. 28) himself 
refers to hiS Father as 6 Seoc; IJ.Ot:l4 (v. 17). The verse that follows 2 Peter 1:1, 
where 'ITJ.CJO'ilc; Xpt.O't6c; is called 9 eeoc; iJIJ.roV !Cal. oo.Yt"tlp, distinguishes 6 
eeoc; from 'lTJ.CJoilc; 6 !CUpwc; iJIJ.roV (2 Pet. 1:2). Similarly, in successive 
verses in Hebrews 1, Jesus is addressed by the words 6 eeoc; (v. 8) and the 
one who anointed him is referred to as o 9£oc; o 9e6c; oou·(v. 9). Immediately 
after John has described the A.&yoc; as IJ.OVO'}'Evi)c; eeoc; (John 1:18) he adds 
6 cilv eic; ,;ov 1COA1tOV 'taU xa,;poc;. Finally, the same sentence that portrays 
'lTJCJOuc; Xpt.o't6c; as 6 !Jiyac; eeoc; lC(Xl. CJOYtftp iJIJ.roV (Titus 2: 13) speaks of i] 
xapt.c; 'tOU 9eou oom\pt.oc; xd.mv !ivepomot.c; (Titus 2:11). And even in 
Romans 9:5 where there is no explicit distinction between Son and Father, 
('tCOV CJ'IY'('{£VcOV IJ.Ot) ... E~ rov) 6 Xpt.CJ't6c; is qualified by 'tO 1C(X'ta ocip1Ca, a 
phrase that could not be predicated of the Father. 

Linked with the preservation of this inviolate distinction between the 
Son and the Father is the fact that although he is 9£oc; Jesus is never called 
either xa'tijp or !CUp we; 6 eeoc; { = C'i1"1:1: i11i1')5 or 6 IJ.Ovoc; ciA.TJ.et.voc; eeoc;. 6 
Never is he termed ee6c; in a place where a reference to(6) 7ta't'l\p is found; 
the Father is never called 6 xa'Citp 'tou eeou. And in binitarian and trinitar
ian passages or formulations, only the Father, never the Son (or Spirit), is 
called 6 ewe; (e.g., binitarian: 1 Cor. 1:3; 8:6; trinitarian: 12:4-6; 2 Cor. 1:21-
22; 13:14). Moreover, while the expressions 6 eeoc; 6 1ta'tijp, 6 eroc; 1ta'tijp, 
6 eeoc; !Cal. 7ta't'l\p, Seoc; 7t<XonlP, and Seoc; x:al. xa'tijp are found, one never 
finds 6 eeoc; 6 ui~. 7 6 eroc; ui6c;, 6 ee<>c; 'K(Xt ui6c;, eeoc; ui~, or eeoc; x:al. t:lioc;. 

4. In this verse 'tov qualifies 9£6v Jl.OU as well as na:repa. )lOu and na.U:pa. U)lcilv. 
5. On the contrary, Jesus refers to his Father as !CUptoc; o 9E6c; by implication in Matt. 4:7, 10. 
6. On o <il'l19tvo~ ee6t; in 1 John 5:20, see chapter XI. 
7. Minuscule 1985 has this reading in Gal. 2:20 (see chapter XII §C). Note also the rendering of 

)lOVO')'EVI\c; 9£6~ by MGod the only Son"ln some English versions (viz., TCNT, NAB'' NJV [1973, 19781). cr. 
also eEOc; Xptat6c;, the reading of IJ) 72 In Jude 5. 
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E. Date of the Emergence of eeoc; 
as a Christological Title 

Jesus as God 

There is a widespread tendency in modem scholarship to regard the 
application of the title eeoc; to Jesus as a late development in Christology, 
dating at the earliest from the late 50s (when Rom. 9:5 was written) and not 
becoming at all frequent until the end of the century. A typical spokesman 
of this prevailing view is J. L. D'Aragon. He finds two clear instances of eeoc; 
applied to Jesus (John 20:28; 2 Pet. 1:1), three very probable (John 1:1; 
1 John 5:20; Heb. 1:8-9), and three probable (John 1:18; Rom. 9:5; Titus 
2:13). Observing that the oldest traditions (viz., the Synoptic Gospels, Acts, 
and the early Pauline Epistles) lack examples of the usage, D'Aragon claims 
that apart from Romans 9:5, which itself is "relatively old (about 56-58)," 
the references to Jesus as ee6t; do not occur until after 80 (Titus 2:13; Heb. 
1:8-9) or 90 (John 1:1, 18; 20:28; 2 Pet. 1:1; 1 John 5:20). He concludes that 
the practice of calling Jesus "God" was a late development, occurring spo
radically in first-century Christianity (201). 

Such a reconstruction of the first-century history of the use of ee6~ as a 
christological title rests on four assumptions, each of which is at least open 
to question. 

First, it is assumed that the date of the first use of eeoc; as a title of Jesus 
may be determined by its fll'St literary occurrence: because e£6t; is first 
applied to Jesus in Romans 9:5, the christological use of the title is thought 
to have begun in the mid-50s. It is axiomatic in all literary study, however, 
that a clear distinction must be drawn between the date of the composition 
of a book and the date of the material contained in it. 8 The point does not 
seem to have been given the attention it warrants, for it implies that no 
definitive terminus a quo may be placed on the christological use of 9t6t; 
solely on the basis of literary occurrence. Certainly, it is no more difficult 
to explain an apparent "gap" in usage between the 30s (if John 20:28 be a 
confession actually uttered by Thomas) and the 50s (Rom. 9:5) than 
between the 50s (Rom. 9:5) and the 80s (on D'Aragon's dating). 

A second assumpti,on commonly made is that Thomas's confession is a 
Johannine creation and therefore not the earliest use of eeoc; in reference 
to Jesus. Considerable attention was given to this matter above (see chap
ter IV §§B-C), where I argued that the probability can be reasonably estab-

8. While Brown aclmowledges the truth of this ("New Testament occurrence does not create a 
usage but testifies to a usage already extant,• ~ction.s 31 n. 54 = "Jesus" 667 n. 54), it does not 
seem to affect his verdict, for he asserts that "quite clearly the use of 'God' for Jesus belongs to the 
second half of the period" (vlz.,30-100) that may be called "New Testament times" (Rej!ec!ion.s 31 
="Jesus" 667). 
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lished that Thomas testified to the deity of Jesus during his encounter with 
the risen Lord. 9 

A third support for the allegedly late occurrence of 8e6~ as a title for 
Jesus is often found in the observation that "time must pass" before the 
emerging consciousness of the deity of Christ on the part of the disciples 
could have come to sufficient maturity to permit any formulation of that 
truth.10 In reply, I observe, first of all, that it is not the passage of tiine in 
itself but dramatic events that effect any deepening or broadening of human 
thought. The fact needs no demonstration that reaction to a brief crisis may 
be more determinative for the maturation of thought than endless exposure 
to undemanding circumstances. The resurrection of Christ is just such an 
unexpected dramatic crisis that catalyzed creative theological· thought. 
Second, there is no need to restrict the development of Thomas's christo
logical thought to the week between Christ's resurrection and his appear
ance to Thomas and the other disciples (John 20:19, 26). This week of con
centrated theological reflection simply formed the climax of a prolonged 
period spent in observing the deeds of Jesus and in meditating on his 
words.11 Third, there is a certain inconsistency on the part of some who 
claim that the christological use of 9€6~ must be a late development (pre
sumably because 8.e6r; is an elevated title not unrelated to ontology) and yet 
insist that the title is purely functional in import. If, as a christological title, 
8£6<; merely denotes "God acting for us," it is not clear why, from a theolog
ical standpoint, the use must be a late development; if it is deemed a neces
sarily late development, this must be ex hypothesi because it represents an 
advance from functional to ontic Christology. 

Last, Titus is often assumed to be non-Pauline and 2 Peter non-Petrine 
and they are dated, along with Hebrews, late in the first century or even 
early in the second century.12 But without a late dating for these three epis
tles the developmental theory regarding the use of 8e6~ would need serious 

9. Wainwright ("Confession" 290) is one of the few scholars who recognize that "the possibility 
cannot be excluded that Thomas accorded full divine honours to Jesus" (his later Trinity [63] has 
"entirely excluded"). 

10. For example, Fitzmyer, Aromean 131. See the preliminary discussion of this issue in chapter 
IV §B.2.c. 

11. C. F. D. Maule traces the various NT estimates of Jesus to "changes only in perception" (Or
igin 3) and observes that "in evolution, the more complex species generally belong to a later stage 
than the more simple; but in development, there is nothing to prevent a profoundly perceptive esti
mate occurring at an early stage, and a more superficial one at a later stage: degrees of perception 
will depend upon individual persons and upon circumstances which it may be impossible to identify 
in any intelligibly chronological sequence" (Maule is not here commenting on John 20:28, however). 

12. Assigning a late date to the Pastorals and 2 Peter (seen as documents contemporary with the 
Ignatian letters), Wainwright proposes that their uninhibited use of o Qe6~ (Titus 2:13; 2 Pet. 1:1) in 
reference to Jesus represents a failure to exercise the "subtle restraint" shown by their predecessors, 
who use either an anarthrous 986~ (John 1:1; 18; Rom 9:5) or an articular 9E6~ as a vocative (John 
20:28; Heb. 1:8) ("ConfessiOn" 297-98). 
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modification, for if the hands of the apostles Paul and Peter are detected in 
Titus and 2 Peter, and if Hebrews is dated before the fall of Jerusalem, this 
provides three instances in the 60s of the christological use of 9e61;. 

The following chronological order may be proposed for the seven 
instances where ee6~ refers to Jesus. 

John20:28 
Romans9:5 
Titus 2:13 
2 Peter 1:1 
Hebrews 1:8 
John 1:1 
John b18 

30 (or33) 
ca. 57 
ca.63 
ca.65 
60s 
90s 
90s 

On this view, the Christian use ofae6~ as a title for Jesus began immediately 
after the resurrection (30 or 33; John 20:28), continued during the 50s (Rom. 
9:5) and 60s (Titus 2:13; Heb. 1:8; 2 Pet. 1:1) and extended into the 90s (John 
1:1, 18). 

F. Origin of the Usage 
Proposals regarding the historical stimulus that gave rise to the applica

tion of the title 9e~ to Jesus are closely connected with the date advocated 
for the first use of the title. For example, if Titus 2:13 is taken to be the ear
liest instance of this usage and if the Pastorals are regarded as the work of 
a Paulinist at the end of the first century, it may be plausibly suggested that 
Jesus was first called ee6~ in opposition to the blasphemous arrogation of 
the title by Domitian in the flourishing imperial cult. On the other hand, if 
John 20:28 has a claim to historical reliability, it is natural to associate the 
origin of the christological use of ee6~ with the resurrection appearances of 
Christ. Any proposal regarding origin, then, is predetermined by two fac
tors: (1) the isolation of the earliest NT instance of the application of 9e6~ 
to Jesus; and (2) the dating given to the document in which the example 
occurs or to the incident that involves the description of Jesus as eeo~. 

Among the proposals that have been made are the following: 

1. Polemic against the emperor cult: Under the stimulus of the pagan 
deification of the emperor and the ascription to him of divine hon
ors and titles, the early Christians applied to Christ similar titles 
(such as 9e6~ they had derived from the LXX.la 

13. Chaine wrttes: "Al'encontre des apotMoses humaines, J~sus-Christestproclaro~ Dieu et Sau
veur• (37, commenting on 2 Pet. 1:1). Deis8mann (342--44) speaks of a "polemical parallelism" be
tween the imperial cult and the cult of Christ. 
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2. The ascription of the title !CUptoc; to Jesus: Once the title !CUptac; 
was applied to Jesus in the postresurrection confession !CUptoc; 
'IT)aouc;, it was inevitable that ultimately the appellative eroc; 
should also be used of him, given the partial interchangeability of 
i11i1' ( = 1CUpto9 and c•n?~ ( = eeoc;) in Jewish usage and the Septu
agintal combination !CUpwc; o ee6c;.14 

3. The worship and liturgy of the early church: That instances of the 
christological use of eeoc; occur in contexts that are doxological 
(Rom. 9:5; Titus 2:13; 2 Pet 1:1), hymnic (John 1:1, 18), liturgical 
(Heb. 1:8), or confessional (John 20:28) points to the liturgical ori
gin of the usage.15 In suppQrt of this theory, the famous statement 
of Pliny the Younger is sometimes cited. Writing about A.D. 112 as 
governor of Pontus-Bithynia, Pliny reports the testimony of certain 
Christians that "they were in the habit or meeting on a fixed day 
before daybreak and reciting an antiphonal hymn to Christ as god 
(God?) (carmenque Christo quasi deo dicere)" (Lette:rs 10:96). 

4. The resurrection appearances of Jesus: Personal confrontation 
with the risen Jesus (John 20:24-29) convinced Thomas that Jesus 
must share God's nature (o 9e6c; J.I.O\)) and sovereignty (o 1CUpt6c; 
J.I.O\) ), for his resurrection in a glorified form demonstrated his 
final conquest of death, and his effusion of the Holy Spirit (John 
20:22) showed his equality with the Father (cf. John 14:16, 26; 
15:26; 16:7). . 

If John 20:24-29 is an historical episode, 16 it marks Thomas's "Damas
cus." .As later with Paul, a personal appearance of the risen Christ caused 
a drastic change of attitude that led to the recognition of the divinity of 
Jesus. In John 2:22 the evangelist notes that the resurrection transformed 
the disciples' spiritual perception; For ~aul, Jesus "was designated Son of 
God in power ... through his resurrection from the dead" (Rom. 1:4); for 
Thomas and John, he was shown to be "God" by his resurrection from the 
dead. But to trace the initial stimulus for the christological use of eeoc; to 
the influence of the resWTection 17 is not to deny that the way was pre-

14. For statements or variations of this view, see Bousset ("the deification of Jesus develops 
gradually and with an inner necessity out of the veneration of the Kyrios in the earliest Christianity. 
The Kyrios becomes the 900<; 'llJOO~ Xp1CTC6;"; 317; cf. 322 n. 309, 330); Cullmann (Christology 237, 
306-7, 311, 314 [the christological designation 9£6~ is a variant of ICUpt~]); R. N. Longenecker 
(ChriswTIJgy 136, 140); Barrett (Jolm 476); Lindars (Jolm 615). 

15. Brown, ~tiuns 34-37 (="Jesus" 570-71); Gospe/,1:24, 2:1047; similarly Stauffer 114. Cf. 
the observation of Coggan (80): "Christolairy preceded Christology." 

16. See chapter IV §B. 
17. It is significant that in none of the four Gospels is a person said to have used 9£6~ of Jesus 

during the period of his preresurrectlon ministzy. However, writing (the Prologue of the Fourth Gos
pel) in the 90s, John can refer to the incarnate Son as ee6~ (John 1:18). 
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pared for the ascription by the Septuagintal cof\junction of IC\)pl.O~ and 
9e6r; in various combinations18 or that subsequently the confession of 
Jesus as "God" found a natural home in the liturgical usage of the early 
church and formed a convenient means of rebutting imperial claims to 
divinity. 

Moreover, several factors in intertestamental Judaism19 may have been 
conducive to the use of 9£6~ as a christological appellation, without neces
sarily providing the conceptual resources or framewor~0 for this remark
able departure from customary Jewish practice: 

1.. Speculation regarding the status and function of the Logos and of 
Wisdom as personifications of God's immanence21 

2. The creation of a hierarchy of angels who act as intermediaries 
between God and humankind or between God and creation, with 
an individual figure such as Michael or Gabriel as the principal 
archangel 

3. The elevation of past heroes of the Jewish people, such as Enoch 
and Elijah, to become God's agents at the final judgment 

18. See above, chapter IV §C.l. 
19. For a detailed treatment of the following data, see Hurtado, One God 17-92; Hurtado, "Shape" 

380-89; and, more briefly, Dunn, "Christianity" 307-33; Casey, Propfu1t 7~4. Casey seeks to account 
for what he regards as the rapid development of Pauline Christology to the point where in the 60s 
Paul "very probably" calls Jesus OeO~ (Rom. 9:5) by appealing to the blossoming in intertestamental 
Judaism of intermediary figures who asswned some of the functions of God and el\joyed an elewted 
status-figures such as the Davidlc king, Abel, Elijah, Michael, Melchizedek, Moses, Enoch, and Wis
dom. But the case of Jesus was unique in that his combined functions surpassed those of any single 
JeWish intermediary and he alone rather than God or the law was the focus of the early Christian 
community's identity ("Chronology"). 

20. Pace Hurtado, One God 21, 50, 93, 115, 123-24. For an evaluation of Hurtado's book, see 
Rainbow. 

21. According to Dunn, in pre-Christian Judaism "the Sophia-Logos imagery is simply a way of 
speaking of God's own actiVity In creation, revelation and salvation" ("Christianity" 322; cf. 318-21, 
329-30). Just as Sophia and Logos were not thought of as heavenly beings distinct from God but 
rather as ways of expressing the one God's presence in the world, so in Christianity Christ as 
Sophia-Logos incarnate was understood not as being distinct from God but as the clearest expres
sion of the presence of God himself (334). "Christ is diVine in no other sense than as God immanent, 
God himself acting to redeem as he did to create" (330): One questions the aptness of MacKinnon's 
description of Dunn's Christology as "this admittedly sophisticated adoptlonism" ("ReView" 363), 
for Dunn holds that the impersonal Sophia-Logos actually became incarnate in the person of Jesus 
of Nazareth ("Christianity" 330-31, 336; Christology 212, 244), and even this type of "incarnation" 
would exclude "adoptionism." Rather it would now (in his article "Christianity") more nearly seem 
to be a diluted form of apotheosis, for, on Dunn's View, the exalted person who is Jesus of Nazareth 
el\joys a continuing "postexistence• without being "any more diVine than the earthly Jesus," but 
whose destined return as SaVior will be "the appearing of the glory of our great God" (Titus 2:13) 
("Christianity" 334-36). 
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4. The use of C'il':lt~~ in reference to Melchizedek and other angelic 
beings in the heavenly court (as in 11 Q Mel, ca. A.D. 50; see chapter 
IXn. 73)22 

The suggestion. is not that these factors in any sense generated or even 
shaped belief in the deity of .Christ but that they contributed to the creation 
of a sympathetic religious envirorunent in which the early Christians occa
sionally applied the title 9Eo~ to Jesus, who was a contemporary figure or a 
figure of the recent past, as opposed to an abstract figure such as Wisdom 
or a figure of the distant past such as Enoch, Moses, or Elijah. 

G. Reasons for the Infrequency of the Usage 

Few scholars find more than nine NT uses of 9e6c; as a title of Jesus (see 
n. 2 above). On no reading of the data could the claim be allowed that the 
early Christians regularly called Jesus 9E6~ or o 9E6c;. It would be specious 
reasoning to argue that since· what is assumed by an author comes to 
expression infrequently'and spasmodically, the usage was in fact far more 
common in the early church than the documents would indicate. On the 
other hand, given the fewness of the instances of the usage and the f~t that 
Paul has at most two examples, Peter one, and the author of Hebrews one; 
there is a danger-that appeal should be so constantly made to the regular 
NT usage of 9eoc; for the Father that it should be thought impossible for any 
writer ever to use 9Eoc; of Jesus. Just as a writer must be pennitted to use 
certain words only once, so on principle a writer must be allowed certain 

, theological hG,pax (or dis or tris) legomena. 
Certain inadequate explanations of the infrequency of the usage may 

now be briefly stated and dismissed. First, the sparse use was not because 
at this point faith was outstripping reason and the early Christians felt 
unable to accommodate the new christological data within the consistent 
theological framework of hereditary Jewish monotheism. The presence of 
any examples of the usage in the early church's documents discounts this 
explanation. If the early church was embarrassed by the ascription of 9e6c; 
to Jesus23 or if the ascription was regarded as heterodox by some elements 

22. On the relation of 11 Q Mel to Jewish monotheism, see Ashton 149-50. It is Fuller's view that 
"shortly before the NT period not sUiprisingly, Hellenistic Jewish thinkers were beglrining to move 
beyond the functional thinking of the OT and traditional Judaism In the direction of ontology, and as 
a result were advancing to a distinction within the deity, between God as he is in himself and God 
going out of himself in revelatory and salvific activity" ("Jesus" 109, citing Hanson and Hanson [ 104 I 
approv!ngly,ll1). In the christological hymns of the NT and in the later stratum of the Fourth Gospel 
is found an incipient ontological Christology, "a christology which identifies the ego of Jesus with an 
aspect of the Being of God" ("Jesus" 116; cf. Fuller and Perkins 131). . 

23. Bousset speaks of "the half-Instinctive, half-traditional reluctance to speak without embar
rassment of the deity of Christ" that Js evident in the NT but abandoned in the Ignatlan epistles (321). 
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in the church, it is strange that four NT writers (John, Paul, the author of 
Hebrews, and Peter) should have examples which represent both a Jewish 
Christian setting (John 1:1, 18; 20:28; Reb. 1:8; 2 Pet. 1:1) and a Gentile 
Christian milieu (Rom. 9:5; Titus 2:13). Second, it cannot be said that the 
infrequency is due to a conviction that eeo~ was too sacred a title to apply 
to Jesus or else was capable of being applied hyperbolically to humans and 
therefore was a demeaning title for Jesus. Both of these criteria, however, 
if valid, would have also excluded the christological use of 1CUptoc;, a title 
which occurs frequently throughout the epistles in reference to Jesus. 
Third, the paucity of examples of the employment of the title eeoc; for Jesus 
cannot be attributed to the belief that cipwc; was itself such an adequate 
title to express the deity of Christ that the use of eeoc; was virtually super
fluous. This suggestion erroneously assumes that ciptO~ and eeo~ are vir
tually indistinguishable in content. Rather, as a christological title 1CUpto~ is 
primarily functional in significance, denoting sovereignty, whereas ee6~ is 
principally ontological, denoting deity.24 . 

What positive reasons may be advanced to account for this phenome
non?26 

First, in all strands of the NT, eeoc; generally signifies the Father (see 
chapter I §B.4). When we fmd the expression eeo~ mx't'l)p we may legiti
mately deduce that 6 eeoc; EO''t\V 01tCX't'l)p. And since 1tCXtt1p refers to a par
ticular person (not an attribute), the identity between o 9Eo~ and o 1tcx't7\p 
as proper names referring to persons must be numerical: "God" is to be 
equated with "the Father." If Jesus were everywhere called eeoc;, so that in 
reference to him the term ceased to be a title and became a proper noun26 

like '1110'0ilc;, linguistic ambiguity would be everywhere present. 

Another reason why ee6~ regularly denotes the Father arid rarely the Son 
is that such usage is suited to protect the personal distinction between Son 
and Father (see above §D)27 which is preserved everywhere in the NT, but 

24. See above, chapter IV §C.2, and below In the present chapter, §J.1. 
26. The rarity with which the NT calls Jesus ee6~ corresponds to the rarity with which prayer was 

addreS8ed to the risen Lord In the early church (see Acts 1:24; 7:59-60; 9:10-17; 22:16, 19; 1 Cor. 1:2; 
16:22; 2 Cor. 12:8; Rev. 22:20). To judge by the NT data, neither practice was conunon In the apostolic 
period. Generally Jesus was called KUplD~ (e.g., 1 Cor. 8:6) and prayer was addressed to God the Fa· 
ther (e.g., Eph. 2:18; 3:14). 

26. It 9e6c; Wtm! a proper name when used of Jesus, no adequate reason could be given for the 
Infrequency of the use and one should expect to find statements such as "I have been crucified with 
God; it is no longer 1 who live, but God who lives In me, and the life I now live in the fiesh I live by 
faith in God who loved me and gave himself for me" (cf. Gal. 2:20). 

27. Simllarly Cotter 284; H. N. Ridderbos, JmJ8 73. In describing the unity that exists between 
God and Christ it is probably wiser to speak of "the complete unity of being" ("die vollkommene We
senseinhelt"; J. Schneider, TBNT2:607) than of"identification" (e.g., Mackintosh 120; Kilng 685), for 
this latter term may easily be misinterpreted to mean either "personal equation" or mere "copartner
ship.• "Short of thoroughgoing Identification of persons, the unity expressed by their col\iuncti.on 
seems to be complete" (Warfield, Studies 64). 
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nowhere more dramatically than where the Father is called "the God of our 
Lord Jesus Christ" (Eph. 1:17)28 or "his God and Father" (Rev. 1:6) and 
where Jesus speaks of "my God" (Matt. 27:46 =Mark 15:34; John 20:17; cf. 
Rev. 3:2, 12), or, in an address to Jesus reference is made to "your God" 
(Reb. 1:9). God was the one to whom Jesus prayed, the one he called his 
Father (e.g., Matt. 11:25). It was 6 MSyot;, not 6 9e6t;, of whom John said 
oap~ e-,.Eve'to (John 1:14).29 

Closely related to this second reason is a third. The element of "subordi
nationism" that finds expression not only in the four authors who use 9e6t; 
as a cluistological appellation30 but also elsewhere in the NT may have 
checked any impulse to 'use ae6~ regularly of Jesus. By customarily reserv
ing the term 9e6~ for the Father, NT writers were highlighting the fact, 
whether consciously or unconsciously, that while the Son is "subordinate" 
to the Father, the Father 1s not "subordinate" to the Son. One finds the 
expression "the Son of God" where God is the Father, but never "the Father 
of God" where God is the Son.31 

A fourth reason that may be suggested for the comparatively rare use of 
9e6~ as a christological ascription was the danger recognized by the early 
church that if 9e6~ were applied to Jesus as regularly as to the Father, Jews 
would have tended to regard Christianity as incurably deuterotheological 
and Gentiles would probably have viewed it as polytheistic. If 9e6~ were the 
personal name of the Father and the Son, Christians would have been hard 
pressed to defend the faith against charges of ditheism, if not polytheism, 
however adamant their insistence on their retention of monotheism. 32 

Fifth, behind the impulse generally to reserve the term 9e6c; for the Father 
lay the need to safeguard the real humanity of Jesus against docetic or mono
physitic sentiment in its embcyonic form,. In the early years of the church 
there was a greater danger that the integrity of the human "nature" of Jesus 
should be denied than that his divinity shqwd be called into question, witness 
the fact that docetism not Arianism was the first chlistological deviation. 

Finally, the relative infrequency of the use of aeot; for Jesus corresponds 
to the relatively infrequent use of ontological categories in NT Christology 
which is functional in emphasis (see §J.1 below). 

28. That the Father is the "God of Jesus" is also a legitimate inference from the expression b eeo~ 
mi. 1uxti)p wu ~rupl.ou i)!Ui)v 1rtaou Xplawu found In 2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 1:3; 1 Pet 1:3; cf. 2 Cor; 11:31. 

29. Cf. D'Aragon 201-2. 
30. For example, (for John) John 6:19, 30; 10:36; 14:28; 17:3; (Paul) 1 Cor. 3:23; 11:3; 15:28; (Auc

tor) Heb. 1:2-3; 6:6, 10; (Peter) 2 Pet. 1:17; and see V. Taylor, Person 67~ (for Paul), 96 (Hebrews), 
104-7 (John); and Barrett, Essays on John 1~6. 

31. Since subordination does not imply inferiority (see Crawford, "Christ"), it does not argue 
against the description of Jesus as 9£6~ (contra Sctuneichel606). 

32. Fortman proposes that Paul preferred KUpl~ over 9£6~ as a title for Jesus because with its 
greater fleXibility in meaning J:Up~o~ would not so easily offend monotheists (19). Cf. Mackintosh 
419-20. 
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H. The Cruciality of the Johannine Testimony 

As one considers the significance of John's three uses of eeoc; in refer
ence to Jesus, it becomes apparent that the witness of the Fourth Gospel is 
of paramount importance.33 Several reasons may be given for this. 

First, in John 1:1 and John 20:28 we have the two incontestable NT 
instances of eeoc; as a christological title, instances that reflect the earliest 
historical application of the title (John 20:28) and the latest literary applica
tion in the NT documents (John 1:1). 

Second, all three Johannine instances of a christological use of eeoc; are 
strategically placed and essential to the flow of thought. The Fourth Gospel 
begins (1:1) as it ends (20:28), the Prologue begins (1:1) as it ends (1:18), 
with an unequivocal assertion of the deity of Christ which is crucial to the 
argument being developed. Unless the Logos was "God by nature" (eeoc;, 
1:1), unless the only Son fully shared the divine nature (eeoc;, 1:18), there 
could not be assurance that the revelation of the Father achieved through 
the Son as Logos was accurate. In the ee6'tTlc; of the Myoc; and the J.I.OVO
'}'EVT\c;, John saw a guarantee of the reliability of God's self-disclosure. And 
in John 20, by placing the climactic confession of Thomas inunediately 
before the last dominical beatitude ("blessed are those who have not seen 
and yet believe," 20:29) and his overall statement of purpose (20:30-31), the 
evangelist indicates that belief in the messiahship and divine sonship of 
Jesus (20:31a) involves recognition of his lordship and deity (20:28) and 
brings divine blessing (20:29b) and eternal life (20:3lb). 

Third, in the deceptively simple assertion eeoc; 'liv 6 A6yoc; (John 1:1c) 
John gives the one undeniably ontological use of eeoc; when the term refers 
to Jesus. 34 Some seem to read this statement as if it were comparable to 
Exodus 7:1. Just as Moses, God's representative to Pharaoh, could be 
depicted as "God" to Pharaoh (i!Di£l? c•mt~~), so Jesus, God's representa
tive to humans, can be described as "God" to believers. What is overlooked 
is that in Exodus 7:1, as also in the similar passage Exodus 4:16 (where 
Moses is said to be as "God" to Aaron, t:l'it?t~~? i?-i1'i1n), it is a case of one 
person's being eeoc; to another. It is precisely the absence of this ingredi
ent-1\J..I.tV, Kae· iJJ.I.ac;, or eic; 1\J..I.iic;-that shows John 1: 1c to be ontological, 
not functional, in import. With ,;v linking subject and predicate and stand
ing without some such qualification as "for us" or "in relation to us," the 
most straightforward interpretation must relate eeoc; to nature, not func
tion. Before time began and before the Father was revealed, the Logos 

33. Indeed, some scholars (e.g., Llndeskog 234-36) believe that the appellation 9£6~ is applied to 
Jesus only In the Fourth Gospel. 

34. That a Jolwlnine title may retain a qualitative sense is illustrated In the use of 'Uio~ civapc.i!tc'U 
in "John 6:27 (see Moloney, Stm of Man 81-82). 
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enjoyed an independent existence in active relation to the Father. But to 
say that 9£6; here has an ontological sense is not, of course, to deny the 
functional overtones of the Logos Christo logy in John 1.35 And even in John 
20:28, where significantly one finds J.LOU not EJ.Lot, the presence of IJ.OU does 
not convert into a functional assertion what otherwise would be an onto
logical affirmation. Thomas is not saying, "To me, you are Lord and God," 
but "Lord and God, I worship you!" The situation is less clear in John 1:18 
where there are not only textual but also translational difficulties. But if the 
reading ).I.OVO"'£VTt~ 9eo~ is preferred and the translation "the only Son, who 
is God" be preferred (see chapter ITI §C.2), once again e£6~ has antic signif
icance.36 Described as eeoc; in John 1:1 and 1:18 and addressed as 6 e£6~ 
!lOU in John 20:28, Jesus the Word is seen to be not only human ( cf. crap~ in 
John 1:14) but also divine, not only subordinate to the Father (e.g., John 
14:28) but also essentially one with him.37 John's perpetual distinction 
between the fully human Son who obeys and the divine Father who directs 
is not incompatible with their unity of being or nature which comes to clear
est expression in John 1:1c.38 

Fourth, the three Johannine verses W\der consideration refer to the 
three successive stages of the "career" of Jesus. Before (John 1:1), during 
(John 1:18), and after (John 20:28) his incarnate life on earth, Jesus was 
eeoc;. What is mor~, the evangelist shows that the deity of Cluist is no phe
nomenon of the past. In John 1:1 John says that in the beginning the Word 
was ee6~; in 1:18 the appositive eeoc; implies that the only Son is 9e6~; and 
in 20:28 John affirms through Thomas that Jesus is 1CUpwc; and 9e6c;. If John 
1:18 is to be W\derstood this way, this will be the only NT text in which the 
incarnate Son is called 9e6c;. He who is fully divine and intimately 

35. Cf. Pannenberg 122. 
36. Cf. the verdict of Casey: "In the author of the Fourth Gospel we meet a Gentile who has al

lowed the deity of Jesus to assume consistently expounded ontological status" ("Chronology" 130; 
similarly in his Prophet 23-24, 167). see also n. 79 below. 

37. Mastin ("Christology" 48-51) also vigorously argues that ln Jo~ 1:1, 18; 20:28 9£6; refers to 
the nature of the Logos or Jesus. But a more "official" sense of 9£6; seems to be implied by Ashton's 
provocative observation that "in the Fourth Gospel the whole heavenly count is encapsulated in the 
person of Jesus; apart from the Father he alone is given the title [6£6c;J (cf. 1:1; 1:18, reading )lOVO· 

'!Ml~ 9£6~ 20:28)" (149). . 
38. 'I1lls dual concept of"distinction ofperson~ommunity of essence• also comes to expression 

in John 10:30, £yti> JCcit 6 IW:t1'1p Ev WJU!Y, which refers neither to personal identity (which would re
quire e'i; EoJU!Y) nor simply to agreement ofw!ll and purpose (since John 10:28b, 29b Implies at least 
an equality of power). The unity is less moral or dynamic than essential or substantial. Son and Fa
ther are one in the sense that the Image conforms to its prototype (cf. Col. 1:16), the reflection to it& 
source (cf. Heb. 1:3) (see further Pollard, "Exegesis"). One m113' agree with Loader's conclusion con· 
ceming Johannine Christology that "the precise character of the Son's being th.eos is not defmed" 
(Christology 229) if he simply means that afonnal defmition is lacking. But a precise, informal def· 
inition is supplied by the immediate contexts of 1:1, 18; 20:28 and by Johannine passages such as 
5:17-18; 10:22-39. Loader himself leans toward a functional interpretation of 9E6;, although he al· 
lows for (unspecified) ontological implications (Ch.ristology 169, 161, 166, 168, 173). 
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acquainted with the Father revealed God the Father during his earthly life 
(including his death and resurrection). The implication is that throughout 
this lifelong act of disclosure,39 the only Son was what he had always been 
and what he was at the time ofwriting-Oe6c;;.40 

Whatever be judged the source of this threefold use of eeoc; in the Fourth 
Gospel, 41 it represents the high point of NT usage of et6c;; as a christological 
appellative and, with regard to frequency, the midpoint between the sparse 
references elsewhere in the NT and the relatively profuse usage in lgnatius.42 

Let us assume that some New Testament author wished to state explic
itly that Jesus fully possessed the divine nature. What linguistic options 
were open to him? There would seem to be four. 

First, he could use ('toi>) eeoi> as an adjectival genitive, meaning "divine," 
and say something like Xptmoc;; Otoi> ecmv. But not only is there no 
instance of this meaning among the 689 NT uses of ('toi>) eeoi>, such a sen
tence would more naturally mean "Christ is God's" or "Christ belongs to 

39. That £2;11"fl1aato Is a constative aorist embracing the whole of Christ's earthly life seems evi· 
dent from the subsequent Johannine Insistence that the words and deeds of Jesus constitute a reve
lation of the Father (e.g., John 5:19, 30, 36-38; 7:16; 8:26, 38; 10:30, 38; 12:49; 14:6-10; 17:4, 6, 8). 

40. To embrace this interpretation of John 1:18 is not to endorse the verdict of Klisemann who 
describes John's "ctuistology of glozy" as "naive docetlsm" (Testament 26), with its picture of"the 
Incarnation as a projec:tlon of the glory of Jesus' pre-existence and the passion as a return to that 
glory which was his before the world began" (20; <:f. 9-10), of the Son of Man as "God, descending 
into the human realm and there manifesting his glory• (13), of"Jesus as God walking on the face of 
the earth" (75). More moderate Is his observation that "not merely from the prologue and from the 
mouth o!Thomas, but from the whole Gospel he (the insightful reader] perceives the confession, 'My 
Lord and my God'" (9; c!. 18). On Kllsemann's view see M. M. Thompson, Hu?114nity; Morris, Jesus 
43-Q7. 

41. Mastin suggests that the source of the evangellst's usage msy be controversy between Jews 
and Christians about the person of Jesus {e.g., John 5:17-18; 8:58-59; 10:30-39) ("Christology" 48, 
50-61), although he (guardedly) maintains his earlier view ("Cult") that John 20:28 may possibly have 
arisen as a counterblast to the state theo~gy of the imperial cult ("Christology" 46). On the other 
hand, Relm (St'Udien 259-60) traces Joh e usage of 9£~ as a christological title to WISdom 
theology In which Wisdom is depicted as aring the life and Imowledge of God (e.g., Wisd. 8:3-4; 
9:9). But writing ten years later (In 1984), 1m conclliS with Mastin In seeing controversy with the 
Jews as the stimulus for the evangellst's · tological use of 9£6~ (so also Matsunaga 136-41) and 
argues that a messianic understanding of Ps. 45 in Johannlne circles prompted the controversy 
("Jesus"). For his part, Radcliffe places John's Gospel and therefore 1:1 and 20:28 after the expulsion 
of the Christians from the synagogues and the emergence of Christianity as a new religion, when an 
exclusive fonn ofmonothel5m had been n:jected bytheJohannine churches (52-58). Fmally, Neyrey 
believes that Thomas's confession was born In controversy but came to maturity as the creed or "for
mal boundary linen (168) that distinguished authenticJohannine Christians from both the synagogue 
and certain apostolic churches. It reflects the value they placed on the heavenly and spiritual spheres 
(as opposed to the earthly and fleshly) and expresses an "Ideology of revolt" ("Divinity" 163,17G-71). 

42. There are at least thirteen uses In the lgnatian letters (Eph. p1'00em.; 1:1 bis; 7:2; 15:3; 18:2; 
·19:8; Rom. prooem., bis; 8:3; 6:3; Sm'!/1'. 1:1; Poly. 8:3), which together are approximately one
twentieth the length of the NT. 
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God" (9£0'u being a possessive genitive), as in fact Xpta'to.; ... 9£0'i> does in 
1 Corinthians 3:23. 

Second, he could call Jesus 9e1o.;. Now while this adjective could be used 
of deity and all that belonged to deity, more often in Classical and Hellenis
tic Greek it was employed in a diluted se.nse-"sent by the gods," "sacred to 
a god," "superhuman," "extraordinary" (see LSJ 788). Accordingly one could 
speak of divine wine, divine physique, or a divine monster. In reference to 
persons, such as heroes or wise men or prophets, the word described some
one who stood in a close relation to the Godhead ("divine," "inspired," 
"extraordinary")43 rather than someone fully sharing divine attributes. The 
substantival fonn of the adjective ('to eaov) denoted "the divine" or "the 
divine being, n without reference to a particular god.44 Although it was often 
used by Philo and Josephus to refer to the one true God (perhaps in their 
effort to accommodate non-Jewish sensibilities),45 it would doubtless have 
struck NT writers as too abstract and philosophical an exPression to apply 
to Jesus, just as the Jews who translated the OT into Greek refrained from 
ever using 'tO 9e1.ov of God. 46 The a<ljective 9e1.oc; occurs only three times in 
the NT: attributively, of MvaiJ.t.; (2 Pet. 1:3) and cpum.; ~ Pet. 1:4), and sub
stantivally, of"t.he divine being" ('to eetov, Acts 17:29).4 

Third, a NT writer could refer to Jesus as Ele6't'llc; or 9£tO'tT\ c;. Both these 
tenns are found once in the New Testament (viz., Col. 2:9 and Rom. 1:20 
respectively), but again, any bald statement equating Jesus with "deity" or 
"divinity" would have sounded as abstruse and impersonal in Greek as it 
does in English.48 What Paul does affinn, however, is that "in him (Christ) 
there dwells in bodily fonn the total plenitude of deity (nciv 'to 7tA:r\pCOIJ.<X 

43. Cf. Holladay 67-58, 1~0, 237. On 9Eio; lnJo.sephus, see pp. 47-67; In Philo, pp. 177-98. MM 
285 Indicates that In the papyri and Inscriptions Beio; commonly beas an "imperial" COIUIOtation. 
For example, in a calendar Inscription from Priene ( ca..9 a. c.) the birthday of Augustus is said to be 
t!lv toii 9t)otl:itou Kaioapo[; "flevtel.lov, "the blrthday of the most divine Caesar." 

44. For example, Herodotus 1:32; Thucydides 6:70; Xenophon, Mem.1:4:18. Also see above, chap· 
ter In. 113. 

45. See E. Stauffer, TDNT3:122-23. 
46. Apart from ~ uses of ~ in the "free Greek" of 2-4 Maccabees (25 Instances in 4 Mac· 

cabees), there are only 6 occurrences of this adjective in the LXX: TtVEiijla Beiov (Exod. 31:3; 36:31; 
Job 27:3; 33:4), lila91\!0l BEta (Prov. 2:17), maa SuryJlmo; 9£\a (Sirach 6:35). . 

47. Note also the textual variant tO Biiov in Acts 17:27 (read by D lren Clem) and in Titus 1:9 (read 
by 460, a thirteenth-<:entw:y minuscule). Seven times in the NT one finds (to) 9eiov [BujliaJJ.a), "the 
divine Incense• =burning sulfur, brimstone. 

48. It is commonly asserted that 9e6tll; Is to B£6<; what BE16tl]; is to 9Eio;: 9E6tll; refers to per· 
sonality or nature, "Deity" or "deity" ( deitas; Gotthelt, das was Gott ist), BE~O't'll<; to attributes or qual· 
itles, •godhood," (divinitas; GOttUchkeit, das wa5 Gottes 1st). Nash has subjected this traditional 
distinction to penetrating analysis and concluded "that the two terms covered a common field, that 
they fought for existence, and that BE6tl]<; triumphed" (26): •·o B£6<;, used as Christians used it, its 
powers Insured against the dissipation of polytheism; was every W3¥ superior to to BEiov; B£6't'll<; 
shared its kinsman's fortunes .... On the ear of the Impassioned Christian feeling for the Personality 
of Gpd. to 9eiov struclc cold and hard; and BElOtljo; shared its emotionallimltations" (27-28). 
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't'fic; 9eO'tTl'toc;)'' (Col. 2:9), meaning that Jesus possesses all the divine 
essence and attributes. 49 

Fourth, he could speak of Jesus as 8e6c;. True, as seen in chapter I, the 
term eeoc; was capable of extremely diverse application in first-century 
usage, being applied to a particular god (or even goddess), to the supreme 
God, or to deity in general, not to mention famous persons who mlght be so 
described with hyperbole or flattery. But in the LXX 8e6c; translates the 
three principal Hebrew terms for God in the OT: ?t~;, C'i1?t~;, and i11i1'. Here, 
then, was the most natural Greek term for any Christian writer to use in 
affirming the godhood of Jesus of Nazareth, in affinning that he participates 
in the divine nature intrinsically and fully and personally. 

Of course, these observations do not in themselves prove that the term 
eeoc; bears this sense when it is applied to Jesus, but at least they establish 
an a priori case in favor of such a meaning. · 

J. The Significance of the Christological Use of 9E6c; 

There are, I would suggest, two main ways in which eeoc; Christology 
makes a unique contribution to NT Christology as a whole. 

1. 8e6, Is a Christo logical Title That Is Primarily 
Ontological in Character 

If there is one christological issue on which a scholarly consensus has 
been reached, it is that NT Christology is functional in emphasis. This was 
one of the principal fmdings of 0. Cullmann in his thorough and influential 
work, Th6 Christology of the New Testament, which appeared in German 
in 1957. In his introduction he states, "When it is asked in the New Testa
ment 'Who is Christ?', the question never means exclusively, or even pri
marily, 'what is his nature?', but first of all, 'what is his function?'" (3-4). 
However, in his conclusion, alongside his acknowledgment that "we can 
neither simply speak of the person apart from the work or [sic] of the work 
apart from the person" (326), one finds the less guarded assertion that 
"functional Christology is the only kind which exists" (326). By this he 
seems to mean that the person of Christ ("i.e., his unique relation to God") 
can be known only in his work (325-26, 330). "All Christology is Heils
geschichte and all Heilsgeschichte is Chrtstology" (326). Accordingly he 
believes that "Jesus Christ was God in so far as God reveals himself to the 
world" (267); "Jesus Christ is God in his self-revelation" (325). The NT des-

49. Col. 2:9 and John 1:1 both assert the deity of Christ, but In complementwy Wll¥8. The former 
affirms that all that God easentlally is, is In Christ; the latter, that all that God essentially was, the 
Logoswas. · 
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ignation of Jesus as 9e6c; bears no relation to later Greek speculation about 
substance and natures (306, 326).50 

All this comes perilously close to denying that any ontological aff:u:rna
tion about Jesus is made in the NT or that eeoc; is ever ontological in sense 
when used of Jesus. Such denial becomes explicit when G. H. Boobyer 
asserts that when NT writers referred to Jesus as 6e6c; "they were not 
assigning Jesus equality of status with God, and certainly did not intend to 
say that ontologically he was truly God. They meant that he was God fW\c
tionally" (260). 

That NT Christology is primarily functional cannot be denied. But sev
eral points should not be overlooked. 

The presupposition of functional Christology is ontological Christology. 
Christ performs divine functions because he is divine. His ability to act 
"divinely" rests on his being divine. 51 Behind Christ pro nobis is Christ in 
se. Temporally, being precedes doing. Logically, doing presupposes 
being. 52 

Behind the conviction that the NT is free of ontological Christology there 
often lies a preference for the dynamic "Hebraic" categories of action, pur
pose, and event over the static "Greek" categories of being and substance.53 

What must not be forgotten, however, is that ontological categories were 
not foreign to biblical thought, a point argued persuasively and at length by 
L. Malevez, 54 who rightly observes that once we concede that th~ Logos 
exists independently of salvation history and independently of the Father, 
Christology cannot be exclusively functional (285-90). 

One of the most significant recent developments in the study of New Tes
tament theology has been the demonstration by religious philosophers that 

50. But Cullmann later somewhat modified his position to allow that the dogma formulated at the 
CoWicil of Chalcedon "corresponds to what the Christology of the New Testament presupposes" 
("Reply" 43). 

51. So also Boismard, Prologue 123 ("the function which Christ fulfils is based on his nature, his 
being"); cf. the review of Cullmann's Chri.stclogy by Pittenger ("Review"). 

52. On this functional-ontological dilemma, see Runia, esp. 95--97. Schillebeeckx (Report 21-27) 
regards function and nature as indistinguishable: "In 1 John 4.8 and 16b God's nature is 'love of man
kind~ (23), so that "the dichotomy between functional christology and substance christology (is] a 
false one" (21). As Temple rightly observes, only someone who is truly.divine can have the value of 
God ( Chri.stus 133n. ). Any value judgment about Jesus implies some Wlder}ylng ontological reality 
(Pittenger, Inca.mate 120, 122). 

58. A corollary of this impatience with ontology often seems to be the repudiation of Christology 
which is done "from above." ButGWiton rightly affums (17-18) that "in Christology, matters ofmeth
od and content are closely related: the way a Christology is approached cannot be separated from 
the kind of Christology that emerges, and a Christology from below is hard put to avoid being a Chris
tology of a divinized man." See further the final chapter entitled "The Neo-Antiochene Solution" in 
Lawton 302-24. To these two classical approaches to Christology ("from above," "from below"), 
Berkhof (267) adds "from behind" (i.e., from the perspective of OT redemptive history) and "from 
before" (i.e., from the perspective of Christian experience and human history). 

54. But see per contm Dix 79-81. 
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the use of concepts such as "substance," "essence," or "nature" is not only 
legitimate and advantageous but also inevitable in describing the person of 
Christ. One thinks, for instance, of D. M. MacKinnon's 1972 essay on '"Sub
stance' in Christology: A Cross-Bench View"66 and his 1982 review of 
J. D. G. Dunn's 1980 monograph, Christology in the Making; E. L. Mascall's 
critique (12Z,..25) of J. Hick's 1966 essay, "Christology at the Cross Roads"; 
T. F. Torrance's 1980 treatment of The Ground and Grammar of Theology 
(esp. 146-75); H. P. Owen's 1984 volume, Christian Theism (27-51); and 
above all G. C. Stead's monumental work, published in ·1977, entitled 
Divine Substance. 

To find in the term eeoc; a reference to the divine nature is not anachro
nistic and does not involve reading the NT in the light ofNicene or Chalce
donian Christology. 

If one acknowledges that NT Christology is primarily functional, this 
does not imply that it is exclusively functional. In safeguarding the primary 
emphasis of NT Christology-which is undoubtedly soteriological not onto
logical-one must beware of denying the presence of secondary or tertiary 
interests. John 1:1 has been shown to be undeniably ontological in import 
(see §H above) and it has been argued that this also is the most natural 
interpretation of John 1:18 and 20:28. What is true of John may not unrea
sonably be thought to apply to the other four NT christological uses of9eoc;. 
The anarthrous 9e6c; in Romans 9:5, following the ontic articular participle 
6 c.Ov, emphasizes Christ's being fully divine. Again, the ontological interest 
of the author of Hebrews is apparent in the immediate context: the Son is 
said to bear "the very stamp of his (God's) nature" (Heb. 1:3). Then it can 
scarcely be denied that a writer who calls Jesus Christ "our God and Savior" 
(2 Pet. 1:1) and then speaks of believers' future participation in the 9£la. 
~cnc; (2 Pet. 1:4) could think in ontological terms when using 9e6c; of some
one other than the Father. This leaves Titus 2:13, which could as readily 
conform to the meaning of 6 9eoc; x:a.l. crom1p in 2 Peter 1:1 as be the one 
exceptional NT usage: behind Jesus' role as crom1p lies his nature as eeoc;. 

The close interrelationship of ontic and functional Christology is well 
illustrated by the fact that when the title eeoc; is ascribed to Jesus, the imme
diate context refers to his role as Creator or Revealer (John 1:1, 18; Heb. 
1:8), Savior (Titus 2:13; 2 Pet. 1:1), or Lord over all (John20:28; Rom. 9:5).56 

55. "If we think or speak of Christ as subordinate to the Father, or ask if he is subordinate, and 
co-equal, or argue whether as a peiSOn-understood in Boethius' terms as individulJ substantia. ra
tionabilis naturae-he Is distinguished from his Father, we are immediately involved willy-nilly in 
the use of and reconstruction of ontological notions" (MacKinnon 288). 

66. This interrelationship Is also illustrated by the fact that some of the words or phrases that 
qualify 9E6~i in a christological application have functional overtones: !CiiplDc; (Johrl 20:28), aam;p 
(Titus 2:13; 2 Pet. l:l), ~(Titus 2:13). 
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The use of eeOc; as a christological title shows not that Jesus is God-in
action or God-in-revelation but rather that he is God-by-nature.57 Not only 
are the deeds and words of Jesus the deeds and words of God. The nature 
of Jesus is the nature of God; what God is, Jesus is. By nature, as well as by 
action, Jesus is God. 

2. 6e6~ Is a Christological Title That Explicitly 
Affirms the Deity of Christ 

The traditional interpretation that understands the deity or divinity of 
Jesus as his possession of the divine nature has been frequently called into 
question in recent christological discussions. 58 "Divinity" has been equated 
by some writers with divine significance, with ultimacy, with developed 
spiritual sensitivity to God, with total permeation by God (€v9eoc;, "filled 
with God"), 59 or with heightened spiritual communion with God. P. Tillich, 
for example, prefers christological concepts that reflect "dynamic relation" 
rather than "static essence." Because God is "beyond essence and exis

. tence," his essential or divine nature being his eternal creativity, there is no 
meaningful way in which Jesus of Nazareth may be said to have a "divine 
nature." He could not have been simultaneously beyond essence and exis
tence and personally involved in the human existential predicament of fin
itude, temptation, and mortality. Talk of a Static unity of two natures must 
give way to the assertion that the eternal and essential unity of God and 
humans became a historical and dynamic reality in Jesus as the Christ.60 In 
Jesus' being, unity between God and humans is reestablished, the New 
Being becomes real (147-50) .. 

57. In my previous exegetical discussion of each of the seven verses just mentioned, I cited nu· 
merous scholars who held that as a cluistological appellation eeoc; bears this sense of "God by na· 
ture," "Gott von Alt. • 

58. For a summary and critique of contempormy approaches to Chr!stology, see Fitzmyer, Scrip· 
ture 3-32, 58-96; and Erickson 89-379. 

59. "It is credibly and conceptually possible to regard Jesus as a wholly God·informed person, 
who retrieved the theistic inputs coded in the chemistry and electricity of brain-process for the scan 
of evecy situation, and for every utterance, verbal and non-verbal" (Bowker 187). Bowker carefully 
distinguishes this use of Information theocy in the service of Christology from Sand~'s proposal 
(169) that the "subliminal consciousness" was the proper locus of the Deity of the incarnate Christ: 
"To talk in infonnational tenns is 110t to talk, as Sanday did, of the insertion of God-items into as· 
pects, or perhaps even into dellmited locations, of brain behaviour. Exactly the reverse, it is to talk 
about the consistency with which the codes of theistic possibility are retrieved in the scan and con
struction of all thought and action; and this is not in any w~ to confine the nature of God in Chrlst 
to intellect or concept alone" {Bowker 188). Thus, one m~ speak simultaneously of •a wholly real 
presence of God" and •a wholly huinan figure, without loss or compromise" (188). 

60. Cf. Bultmann: "The formula 'Christ Is God' is false in evecy sense in which God is understood 
as an entity which can be objectivlzed, whether it is understood in an Arian or Nicene, an Orthodox 
or a Liberal sense. It Is correct, if'God' is understood here as the event of God's acting" (Essays 287; 
cf. 280-81; followed by Austin 273, 275). I 
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But "dynamic" and "static" categories of thought are not mutually exclu
sive but essentially complementary,61 for logically doing presupposes 
being. The Dutch philosopher C. van Peursen may well be right in his anal
ysis of the three fundamental ways in which humans have represented real
ity: the mythological, the ontological, and the functionai.62 However, even 
if it may be said that the hi.stonJ of Christo logy ha.S in general been marked 
by a sequential movement from one category of thought to another-from 
substantives to substances to verbs (J. A. T. Robinson, Face 183)-it seems 
abundantly clear that the christological data of the NT evidence all three 
ways ofthinldng. Within the first chapter of the Fourth Gospel, for example, 
Jesus Christ is A.Oyoc; (1:1, 14), eeoc; (1:1c, 18), and 6 ~o:mtl;rov ev 1tVeUil<X'tt 
ayl.q> (1:33), representing the categories of mythology, ontology, and func
tion as delineated by van Peursen. One's choice, then, is not between 
affirming that Jesus "represents to us the reality of what God isn63 and say
ing that "what God is, Jesus is.·>64 It is only because of his divine nature that 
Jesus can perform exclusively divine functions. He does not become divine 
simply because he represents Deity. The title eeoc; enshrines the truth that 
in relation to other persons Jesus is unique in kind and not merely degree. 
He, and he only among persons who have walked the earth, shares in the 
godhood of the Father. This divinity qualifies him to be the Father's agent 
par excellence. 65 

For all its current popularity, "agency Christology," as defended, for 
example, by G. W. Buchanan ("Christology") or A. E. Harvey (Jesus 161-65; 
"Agent"), does less than full justice to the NT data 66 In the first chapter of 
Hebrews, prophets, angels, and the Son are all divine agents, carrying out 
the will of their Principal. Agency is the highest common denominator. But 
the author is concerned to show a distinction of agency. "In times past" God 
had mediated his revelation through various prophets, but uin these last 

61. Tillich himself seems to recogni1:e this. He prefers his "New Being" Christo logy over Schleier
macher's Ch·biJ.d Christology precisely because of its ontological nature. Whereas "essential God
manhood" has an ontological chat·acter, the notion of the superior God-consciousness of Jesus is an
thropological. Again, the New Being participates in and conquers human existence, while the UTbild 
expresses the transcendence of true hwnanity over human existence (150). 

62. Cited by J. A. T. Robinson, Face 33; cf. 182-85; Exploraticn 40. 
63. J. A. T. Robinson, Face 100; cf. 113-14 (Jesus "is a man who in all that he says and does as 

·man is the personal representative of God: he stands In God's place, he is God to us and for us"), 
180-211. 

64. Buuenvorth Is right in recognizing (in his article review of J. A. T. Robinson's Human Face 
of God) that "traditional christological statements which use the concept of divinity may well have 
an abiding value irreplaceable by other non-ontological ways o! speaking" (81). 

65. On the notion of agency, see §J.2 above. 
66. A colorful depiction of "agency Christology" may be found in Cupitt's description (30} of 

Paul's view of the relation between God the Father and Jesus Christ as "something like that between 
lGng and ambassador, employer and omnicompetent secretal)l, or Sultan and Grand Vizier. Christ is 
God's right hand man: all God does, he does thi'Ough Ch1ist, and all approach to God is thmugh 
Christ. All traffic, both ways, between God and the wol'ld is routed through Christ." 
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days," he embodied his revelation in his Son: "prophethood" is contrasted 
with sonship (ev u\4), 1:2). Angels continue to be God's instruments as they 
assume a variety of forms (1:7), but the Son's nature is divine and his sov
ereignty is eternal (1:8). The focus of attention is not the parity of status 
between prophets, angels, and the Son as God's agents, but the incompara
ble superiority of the Son. Jesus is the Father's agent par excellence pre
cisely because he is his Son per essentiam. An agent may intermittently act 
on God's behalf and therefore be "God to us" without actually sharing God's 
nature. But an agent who everywhere and always and unerringly is God 
functionally must also be God essentially. If it is always true that ubi Chris
tus ibi Deus, then Christ must be totus deus. Christ is God's fully accredited 
agent-and more. 

To recognize that the godhood of the Son is indistinguishable from the 
godhood of the Father is not, of course, to jeopardize the personal distinc
tion between Son and Father. Jesus is totus deus but not to tum dei. He is 
all that God is without being all there is of God. There is a numerical unity 
of essence but not a numerical identity of person. Although Jesus shares the 
divine essence fully and personally, he does not exhaust the category of 
Deity of the being of God.To use the distinction made in the Johannine Pro
logue, 6 AO)'O<; Was eeoc; (l:lc) but 0 eeoc; was not 6 AOyo<; (cf. l:lb). 

While other christological titles such as rip to<; and u\oc; eeou imply the 
divinity of Jesus, 67 the appellation eeoc; makes that implication ~xplicit. 68 

For example, in the first recorded use of 8e6c; in reference to Jesu8 (viz., 
John 20:28), eeoc; is associated with and follows !CUptoc;. Once !CUpto<; was 
applied to Jesus in his postresurrection state, it was natural to use 8Eo<; 
also, not merely as a variant of ciptoc;, but as making explicit the implica
tion of clptoc;. To designate Jesus as 8e6<; or o eeoc; is to affirm his deity 
expressis verbis. Certainly the NT doctrine of the deity of Christ does not 
stand or fall depending on the number of times Jesus is called eeoc;. Even 
if the title were never used of Jesus, his deity is apparent, for example, in 
his being the object of human and angelic worship and of saving faith; the 
exerciser of exclusively divine functions such as agency in creation, the 
forgiveness of sins, and the final judgment; the addressee in petitionary 
prayer; the possessor of all divine attributes; the bearer of numerous titles 
used of Yahweh in the OT; and the coauthor of divine blessing (see appen-

67. On cipt~, see Cullmann, Christology 234-.'37, 306-7; and V. T~lor, Names 51 ("implicit in 
the recognition of the lordship of Jesus is the acknowledgment of his essential divinity"); on ui<x; 
9Eoii see E. Schweizer, TDNT 8:387 (who has doubt that for Jolm ui.o~ 9Eou presupposes a "unity of 
essence"); MIII'Shall, "Development.• 

68. Applying his "developmental" approach to NT Christology to the NT use of9E6~ in reference 
to Jesus, C. F. D. Moule comments that "it is far from clear that this designation is alien to the im
plication$ of what is demonstrably 'there' at an early date or that it is incompatible with authentic 
evidence about what Jesus was" (Origin 137; cf. 4). 
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dix 1!).69 Faith in the deity of Jestis does not reston the existence or valid
ity of a series of "proof texts" in which Jesus may receive the title eeoc; but 
on the general and unambiguous testimony of the NT corroborated at the 
bar of personal experience. 70 With this said, the significance of eeoc; as a 
christological ascription must not be minimized. The use of &6c; in refer
ence to Jesus makes explicit what other christological titles imply and 
confirms what may be established on other grounds, viz., the deity of 
Jesus Christ 

If, then, ee~ is a christological title that is primarily ontological in 
nature, unequivocally affirming the deity of Christ, and if its use 1n early 
Christian worship and theology, however infrequent, may be dated from the 
resurrection of Jesus, then we cannot maintain that an ontological concern 
in Christology is restricted to the later strata of the NT. 71 There is no linear 
development from an early functional Christology to a later ontic Christol
ogy.72 Consequently, although the development of Christology after NT 
times may be legitimately viewed as having (inevitably) reversed NT chris
tological emphases by highlighting the ontological over the functional, it 
should not be regarded as having imported into the discussion an element 
foreign to NT christological thought. 

Did the four NT writers who applied the title ee~ to Jesus regard this 
dramatic departure from Jewish custom a compromise or an abandonment 
of their hereditary monotheism?73 Apart from Paul's eic; eeoc; Ka\ 1ta'ti)p 
1tUV'tCOV in Ephesians 4:6, written subsequently to Romans 9:5, there is no 
explicit use of the eic; eeoc; formula by these writers after they had used eeoc; 
as a christological ascription. But perhaps 1 Corinthians 8:4-6 indicates 
how Paul and other NT authors reformulated their monotheism to accom
modate their belief in the deity of Christ. 

The LXX version of the beginning of the Shemac (Deut. 6:4) reads 1CUptoc; 
0 eeoc; 1\J.LcOV 1CUpwc; eic; EO''tl.V. Paul concurs with the Corinthians in this 
basic afflrmation (oi8(XJJ.£V ... O'tl. ou8el.c; eeoc; ei J.LTJ eic;, 1 Cor. 8:4) but pro-

69. See also Argyle, God. 91-97; "Evidence." 
70. Cf. Temple, Ch.ri.s!w; 112, 113 and n. 2. 
71. See per conlm Styler, esp. 399-400, 403. 
72. But France argues ("Uniqueness" 211-12) for a progression from functional to ontological 

thinking and language: "Worship preceded Christological formulaUon, Cluistians found themselves 
led to think and speak of Jesus in divine terms, or at least in terms which Implied divinity, and to pray 
to him and worship him, and Ur.e~Vore, as a result of this 'functional' approach, were obliged to think 
out and express In ever more 'ontological' terms what was his relationship with the Father" (211). 
Ontological formulation "'s the proper, indeed the Inevitable, outcome of the more functional think
Ing of the earlier period" (212). 

73. On monotheism In the OT, see Vriezen 23-25, 176-80; Labuschagne, esp. 142-49 and the liter
ature cited on 142 n. 3; and Sawyer with the response by Clements. On monotheism In modem Jud&. 
ism, see M. H. Vogel in EJ 12:2.6~ (where the three ingredients of monotheism are depleted as, 
first, the "personal·ness" (theos), then the arithmetical oneness and ontological uniqueness (mono·) 
of ultlmate being); Lapide In Lapide and Moltrnann 26-44. 
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ceeds to restate the undifferentiated generic Ei<; eeoc; of the Shema>in a 
binitarian formulation, ei<; eeoc; ona't'l'jp ... Kcx\ ei.<; 1CUp1.0<; 'l11crouc; Xpt.cr-t6<; 
(8:6), which indicates that in Paul's view 6 na't'f\p + 'I11crouc; Xpta't6<; = ei<; 
ee6c;.74 That is, Paul did not regard ei.c; 1CUpto<; as an addition to the Shema> 
but as a constituent part of a christianized Shema:}5 Eic; eEo<; in 8:6 is not 
contrasted with eic; IC'I)pwc;, as if they were generically distinct, but with 
9eo1. noA.A.o\ (E.v oupav@ in 8:5, just as eic; lC'\)jnoc; is opposed to IC'I)pwt noA.
A.o\ (bit. rfi<;). Apparently, then, the solution Paul proposed to the theologi
cal problem created by the Christ event was to use the expression eic; 9e6c; 
only of the Father (cf. Eph. 4:6), never of Jesus, although 9£6<; could occa
sionally be used of Jesus, while the expression Ei<; IC'I)pto~ was applied 
exclusively to Jesus (cf. Eph. 4:5), never to the Father, although 1CUpt.oc;was 
often applied to the Father.76 It would seem that Paul never relinquished his 
inherited Jewish monotheism77 but reformulated it so as to Include Christ 
within the Godhead.78 In light of other monotheistic statements scattered 
throughout the NT, it is safe to assmne that no NT writer regarded the sur
render of monotheism as the corollary of belief in the essential deity of 
Christ.79 

74. ·o :rmn\p is in epexegetic apposition to eic; eeoc;, and '11100~ Xp\ot6c; to e'ic; !CUp\O<;. 
75. Reference may be made to tl1ree articles that usefully discuss 1 Cor. 8:4-6: J. M. Robinson; 

Giblin 529-37; and de Lacey. 
76. According to R. D. Wilson ("Names• 393), there are 120 examples in the NT of clpmc; = God 

and 368 instances of clp\oc; = Chrlst. It 1s generally true that in Paulo 'IC\Ip\oc; refers to Jesus Christ, 
and IC1ipux; to Yahweh (cf. Zerwick, Greek §169), but grammatical principle5 sometimes affect the 
articular state of the noun (see appendix 1). 

77. Rom. 9-U.affords a striking illustration of this. I have argued .(in chapter VI) that Rom. 9:5b 
conta1ns a doxology to Christ as 9e6~; yet the cllmact1c doxology at the end of these three chapters 
Is ascribed to God the Father (Rom. 11:36). That is, a theological and monotheistic framework is re. 
tained (note ~ a\ko\i .•. li~ · a'imni ... et~ a1h:6v •.. au<tqi) in spite of a dramatic christologlcal af. 
firmation. The Jewish scholar Laplde points to the subordinationist passages in Paul (he cite51 Cor. 
3:22-23; 8:6; 11:3; 12:6; Eph. 4:6) as evidence that Paul retained his monotheism (in Lapide and Molt
mann 39). A. F. Segal has argued that controversy over "two powers in heaven" -the usual rabbinic 
terminology for any heresy that threatened strict monotheism-was one of the central issues that 
led to the separation of Christianity from Judaism. "The basic heresy involved interpreting scripture 
to say that a principal angelic or hypostatic manifestation in h£a111m was equivalent to God" (x). 
The earliest "two powers" heretics (in the view of the rabbis) were those first-century Christians who 
claimed there were two complementary powers in heaven (vi2., God and Christ), while Gnostics 
were the later heretics of this variety with their postulation of two opposing powers in heaven (see 
e5p.IX-xii, 147-65,205-19, 260-07). The basic concept that developed into heresy was the idea of a 
complementary figure in heaven, "God's principal assistant" who bore the divine name (xi, 218-19, 
262). 

78. Cf. Hagner, "Ch:ristology• 34-36. Hurtado prefers to speak of a "mutation" (One God 93-128; 
"Shape" 379, 390) or ':functWnal re-definition" ("Shape" 379) of monotheism. However, with his 
streBS on the influence of primitive Christian eXPerience in the development of Christology, he also 
can speak of the Jewish Christians' "redefinition" of their devotion to God so as to include the ven
eration of Jesus (One God 11). 

79. For monotheistic statements involving eic;. see Mark 12:29, 32; Rom. 3:30; Gal 3:20b; Eph. 4:6; 
1 Tim. 2:5a; James 2:19. Statements with).l6vo9 John 17:3; Rom. 16:27; 1 Tim. 1:17; cf. 1 Tim. 6:15-
16. See further Mauser. But according to Casey, the elevation of Jesus to the ontological status of 
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K. "Jesus Is God" as a Theological Formulation 
in English 

Nowhere in the NT do we read that o 'lllO'OU~ EO''tl.V 6e6~ (or 6 9e6c;).so 
The nearest comparable affinnation is found in John 1:1 (9eo~ 'liv 6 A.Oyoc;). 
But before "Jesus is God" may be inferred from "the Word was 'God,'" one 
must assume or establish that in the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel the 
Word is Jesus (see chapter 11 §D.2) and that an ontological statement about 
a divine person is a timeless affinnation. That is, the theological proposition 
"Jesus is God" introduces an element of systematization which, although 
true to NT thought, goes beyond actual NT diction. CertainlY, if we use this 
proposition frequently and without qualification, we are negating the gen
eral NT reservation of the tenn 9e6~ as a virtual proper name referring to 
the Father. 

When the appellation ee~ is applied to Jesus in the NT, there is always 
the wider linguistic and theological context in which o 'lf1croi3~ is distin
guished from 6 9e6~ (see §D and §G above) or is depicted as subordinate to 
o 9e6~ (see §G above and n. 21). If the formulation ~Jesus is God" is used 
without qualification, it fails to do justice to the whole truth about 
Jesus81-that he was the incarnate Son, a man among human beings, and 
that in his "postexistence" he retains his humanity, albeit in glorified 
form82-and therefore tends toward docetism (with its denial of the real 
humanity of Jesus), monophysitism (with its denial of the two natures of 
Jesus), or Sabellianism (with its claim that Jesus as Son was a temponuy 
mode of the Divine Monad, exhausting the categocy of Deity). There are 
two ways in which this danger of misrepresentation may be avoided. The 
first is to prefer an assertion that incorporates both aspects of the truth
Christ's divinity and his humanity. Jesus is the God-man (9e<iv9pomo~ a 
term coined by Origen),83 God and man,84 God Incamate,85 God in his self-

"God" occurred after 70 when Jews in the Johannine community were expelled from the synagogue 
and were therefore forced to make their "identity decision. • They took on Gentile self-identification, 
removed the restraint of Jewish monotheism, and declared the deity and incarnation of Jesus. In this 
WBif, a "Jewish prophet" became a "Gentile God" (Prophet 23-88, 97-98, 166-09, 169, 176). 

80. But see above §C. 
81. 'This, presumably, is what Pittenger means when he cites (with approval) the remark of J. F. 

BethWie-Baker (no reference given) that responsible theology has never called Jesus God absolutely 
("Words• 210). 

82. SeeM. J. Harris 413-15. 
83. Prine. 2:6:6. 
84. Cf. the title of Pannenberg's book Jesus-God and Man; Sturch 337 (who proposes "God in 

kenosis"). 
85. Ferr6 67 ("Jesus Christ is God Incarnate, not God in Himself"); Morris, Cross 372; Owen 27. 
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revelation,86 God Manifest. 57 The second way is to qualify the affirmation 
"Jesus is God" by observing that this is a nonreciprocating proposition.88 

While Jesus is God, it is not true that God is Jesus. There are others of 
whom the predicate "God" may be rightfully used. The person we call Jesus 
does not exhaust the category of Deity. 

Another possible difficulty about the unqualified assertion "Jesus is 
God" is linguistic. Probably under the influence of biblical usage, the word. 
God in English is used principally as a proper noun identifying a person, not 
as a common no\Ul designating a class.89 Evidence of this may be seen in 
the fact that we cannot speak of "a God" or of "Gods," only of "a god" and 
of "gods. "90 The "person" identified is generally the God of the Judea-Chris
tian monotheistic tradition, or God the Father of Jesus and of the Christian, 
or the Godhead (as traditionally llilderstood in Christian theology to refer 
to three persons subsisting in one essence).91 Since, then, the word God 
may be used only to identify, not to describe, it cannot be used predicatively 
without suggesting equivalence or numerical identity. 92 But Jesus is neither 

86. Cullmann, Christclogy 325-26; cf. 265-67. 
87. Knight 42; Balz 204 (Christ is "der offenbare Gott," and "Wer Gott unter Umgehung Christi 

haben will, hat nicht den wirklichen Gott"). The expression "God as man" tends to be docetic, "God 
in man" adoptionist, and "God with man" inunanentallst or synergistic. 

88. See the discussion of this matter in chapter II §D.3.a.( 4}. 
89. Similarly Denney, in a letter cited in Darlow 363; Pieper 62; Sturch 327-31. Cf. COED 1:1168 

s. v. "God" §I.1.a: "The use of God as a proper name has throughout the literary period of English been 
the predominant one." 

90. Cr. Baillie 80, 119. As a proper name in Greek, &6~ may be articular or anarthrous. As a prop
er name in English, "God" is anarthrous, except when it is qualified (e.g., "the God and Father of our 
Lord Jesus Chl;ist"), although even this is not invariable (e.g., "God the Father"). 

91. Mueller (257) has the curious comment that "the term God, when used in its proper sense, is 
never a generic tenn, but always a proper noun, since it always designates the divine Essence which 
exists but as one (una numero essentia. divina )." 

92. Hick 155-57 (cf. Caird, Language 9-10, 100-101} distinguishes four principal uses or the cop
ula "is": the "is" (1) of predication (e.g., "Jesus Christ is divine"), (2) of class membership ("Jesus 
Christ Is human"), (3) of definition ("a quadrilatetal is a four-sided plane figure"), and ( 4) of identifi
cation ("Jesus Christ is God"), which ma,y refer to qualitative identity or numerical identity. nus lat
ter categozy ma,y be subdivided ("Christology" 161) into self-identity (X Is identical with Itself), 
identity through time (X at time t1 is identical with X at timet~, and identity by continuity or inclu
sion (the pseudopodium of an amoeba is one, or continuous, with the amoeba as a whole). A varia
tion of this third type of numerical identity is a continuity of event, rather than a continuity of entity 
or substance. It is in this sense of"continuous identity of action• that one may speak of the numerical 
~dentity of the agapei11{1 of Jesus with the divine Agapeing (161-62). The "one continuous event in 
virtue of which we can say that Jesus was God's attitude to mankind incarnate" involves "a qualita
tive identity between Jesus' agape and the divine Agape• ("an identii;Y ... ofmotal pattern," 163} and 
"a direct causal connection between Jesus' attitudes to his fellow human beings and God's attitudes 
to them" (164).1n the place of the homoousia one should proclaim the homoagape, since to the mod
ern mind the continuity-of-Ggape£11{1 formulation ma,y be more Intelligible than the oneness-of
substance Cannulation ( 16€Hi6).1n a similar vein Montefiore affinns that "in Jesus the divine activity 
was fully present so far as is possible in human personality. Because the early fathers held that sub
stance was the regulative concept of Chrlstology, they could not but credalize as they did. But if ac
tivity replaces substance, there is metabasis eis allo genos. By saying that the divine activity was 
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the Father nor the Trinity. Unlike Greek (which has the articular and anar
throus states of the noun), English has no way of modifying a noun so that 
inherent qualities are emphasized; this is the difficulty with translating Oro~ 
~v 6 A.Oyor; in John 1:1 by "the Word was God." On the other hand, there is 
no consistency in disallowing in theological English a usage that is compa
rable with what is actually found in the religious Greek of the NT, viz., an 
exceptional use of 0£or; in which it is a generic title applied to Jesus. Indeed, 
living on the other side of the trinitarian controversies and centuries of 
theological usage, the modem speaker of English probably has less diffi
culty with an exceptional use of the term God than the first-century Jew had 
with a special use of 9£6~ 

Whenever the generic title 9£6~ is applied to Jesus it may be appropri
ately rendered by "God." The formulation "Jesus is God" may be said to 
systematize NT teaching, but without the context afforded by the text of 
the NT it is wise to qualify the assertion by incorporating a reference to 
the humanity, sonship, or incarnation of Christ or by noting that the prop
osition is nonreciprocating. And it is necessary to recognize that the mean
ing attached to "God" in this case, viz., "one who is by nature divine," is 
exceptional. 

L. General Conclusion 

The general conclusion of this investigation may be stated in the follow
ing way. While the NT customarily reserves the term 6e6r; for the Father, 
occasionally it is applied to Jesus in his preincarnate, incarnate, or postres
urrection state. As used of the Father, &6~ is virtually a proper name. As 
used of Jesus, 9£6~ is a generic title, being·an appellation descriptive of his 
genius as one who inherently belongs to the category of Deity. 93 In this 
usage 6E6r; points not to Christ's function or office but to his nature. 94 When 
this title is anarthrous (John 1:1, 18; Rom. 9:5), the generic element is 
emphasized. When it is articular (John 20:28; Titus 2:13; Heb. 1:8; 2 Pet. 1:1), 
the titular aspect is prominent. 

fully present in Jesus of Nazareth, we are exactly translating the essence of Chalcedon into a differ
ent thoughtrfonn" ("Chrlstology" 171). But on the approptiateness of "substance• tenninology, see 
Stead, esp. 267-76, and §J.l above. 

93. The word generic needs careful definition. As used here, it does not refer to a class that in
CO!llorates many divine beings, but to a category involving a single entity ("God"), a category which 
nevertheless is distinguishable from other categories. It is the same use of genus as when one de
sctibes God as sui generts. 

94. In the sentence "Winston Churchill was a Britisher and a prime minister," "Winston Church!ll" 
Is a proper noun, "Britisher" a generic title, and "prime minister" an official title. A parallel sentence 
would be "Jesus Is God and Klng. • 
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In the christological use of ae6<; we find both the basis and the zenith of 
NT Christology: the basis, since 9£6<; is a christological title that is primartly 
ontological in character and because the presupposition of the predomi
nantly functional Christology of the NT is ontological Christology; the 
zenith, because ae6<; is a christological title that explicitly and unequivo
cally asserts the deity of Christ. 
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In several of the verses that are discussed in this book, the presence or 
absence of the article with 9£6~ is a matter of considerable importance. 
Rather than have the discussion of various aspects of the syntax of the 
Greek article scattered throughout the book, it was thought preferable to 
provide a systematic though brief treatment of this issue in one place to 
which reference could be made at the appropriate junctures. 

A. General Principles 

1. Originally Greek had no article, 6 it 't'O being a demonstrative pro
noun.1 Strictly speaking, therefore, the Greek article is a pronoun, while the 
noun to which it is attached is in apposition.2 How this pronoun became an 
article is clearly seen in Homeric usage, such as o a· £ppa.x£ XWvKEO~ w ApTt~ 
(Riad 6:869), "but he, brazen Ares, shouted," which easily becomes "but 
brazen Ares ( 6 w ApTtc;) shouted "3 

Unlike English, which restricts the use of the article to substantives, 
Greek employs the article freely, with participles, infinitives, adjectives, 
adverbs, phrases, clauses, and sentences, as well as with nouns-even 
articular nouns.4 Not without reason has the article been described as a dis
tinctive Greek contribution to Indo-European languages ( cf. Robertson, 
Grammar 754, 756). 

2. Since originally the article was a demonstrative pronoun, 5 it is not 
surprising that the basic function of the article is deictic, to add precision 
to thought by emphasizing individuality or identity. The article is the index 
finger of the Greek language, drawing special attention to a particular per-

1. Jannaris, Grammar §§236, ~9, 1195--98. Middleton, however, prefers to speak of the arti
cle as originally a relative prono\U\ that referred to some object already present to the mind of the 
speaker (6 n. 1). 

2. Middleton (4, 13-14) refers to the article as the subject, and the acljiUlctannexed to the article 
as the predicate, of an assumptive proposition in which the "participle of existence" is expressed or 
(as is usual) understood. Thus in the phrase 'PIIic:m~ o uiOc; ~ta\ d.t)povciJL~ toii u9vr)K6to~ o is 
the subject, -uiOc; m\ d.'IPOVOJ.I~ forms the predicate, with wv being "Wlderstood": "He (Roscius) 
being both son and heir or the deceased" (60). 

3. This example Is cited by R. W. Moore 61-62. Citing Stummer's research, Milden notes (8) that 
"in the Diad 6, ,;, tols used as aprono\U\ 3,000 times, as an article 218 times,Le.,in the ratio of 14:1; 
in the Odyssey It Is found as a pronoun 2,178 times, as an article 171 times, i.e., in the ratio of 13:1." 

4. For example, oi 'toii Xpunoii, 1 Cor. 15:23; 'tel 'toii 9Eoii, Matt. 22:21; 1ci~ o tou ZEjkSaiou, 
Matt. 10:2. 

6. There are several traces or this Homeric usage (which is not IU\common in the papyri-MM 
436 §1) in the NT: 6 JJ£v ••. o liE, "the one ... the other" (e.g., Acts 17:32); 6lit ("but he"), i! SE, oi lit 
(e.g., John 4:32); Acts 16:12 (on which see C. F. D. Moule, Ictiom Book 111); and the quotation from 
Aratus (Phaen. 6) in Acts 17:28 ('toii [= toU'tou] itP m\ ')tvoo; E<rjltv). See further BDF §§249-61. 
Whereas In Homer (and, to a lesser degree, in the papyri) the pronominal use of o,; 1:6 predominates 
over the articular, the reverse Is true In both Classical and Hellenistic Greek (cr. Moulton, Prolego· 
mena81). 
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son, object, fact, or idea 6 Even without the article a noun may b~defi
nite, 7 but the presence of the article as "the existing symbol of definite
ness" (Winer 139) guarantees this specificity (thus it ~i~A.oc;, "the book in 
question") and often introduces an additional element of particularity 
("this book" -and not that, where it = CLU'tll iJ) or ·exclusiveness ("this 
book" -and no other). 

3. Correspondingly, the absence of the article before a noun often indi
cates that the speaker or writer is thinking less of a particular person or 
thing as distinctive from others than of the quality or nature of that person 
or thing. 8 Attention is being drawn to the distinctive content of a term. For 
example, when, in Hebrews 1:1-2, the author declares that God has in the 
last days spoken £v ui6.} ("in a Son"), he is highlighting the contrast between 
two modes of divine speech (I..W.:r\crac; •.. EMI..TJcrev)-the prophetic (ev 
'tO~ rcpo~'tatc;, where the article is generic) ~d the filial. 

The principal distinctives of articular and anarthrous nouns may be sum
marized as follows. 

4. An articular noun may be: 

a Anaphoric, alluding to someone or something previously men
tioned h ="the aforesaid")9 or familiar to the author (and his audi-
ence).l . 

b. Generic, speci.fyil:lg (in the singular) a class or species as repre
sented by an individual11 or (in the plural) a class as such and not 
as an aggregate of individuals. 12 

6. Significantly, when the article is used in Horner as a pronoun, it often marks a contrast; e.g., 
tl'!v !I' eyw ou A.'OOCII (RUui 1:29), "but her I wiU not let go" (cited by R. W. Moore 61). 

7. Although Modem Greek has an Indefinite article (ev~,j.Lt<X, Eva), this was not the case in Clas
sical or Hellenistic Greek where the absence of the definite article .often denoted indefiniteness. 
Sometimes, however, the function of the indefinite article was performed in Attic Greek by the in· 
definite pronoun~ and in HeUenistic Greek by-n~ (e.g., civ9pC&llt6~ -n~. Luke 10:30) and the cardinal 
numeral Et; (e.g., E\c; ')'pcqJ.J.LafeU~ Matt. 8:19). Cf. Jannarls, Gra.mma.r §237. 

8. Cf. Moulton, Prolegomena 8~; Zerwick, Gra.mmar §§171, 176. No commentator has shown 
himself more aware of this prlnclple than E. D. Burton in his massive commentary on Galatians (see, 
e.g., 21, 89, 225, 228, 282), although on occasion he does not seem to make sufficient allowance for 
the operation of ApoUonius's canon or for the influence of stylistic variation in explaining why a par· 
ticular noun is anarthrous. · 

9. For example, John 4:43 (cf. 4:40); 2 Cor. 3:17 (d. 3:16); 5:4 (d. 5:1); Gal. 3:23 (d. 3:22); James 
2:14b (cf. 2:14a). 

10. Cf. MM 437 §9, citing P Oxy 1:117line 17 (2d-{3d cent. A.D.): tl'!v ~v licma~ou tea\ tl'!v 
Kvp!Uav, "greet your sister and Cyrilla. • Milden summarizes (9) Apollonius's classification of the 
principal uses of the ar1icle thus: "(1) teaf' Sl;oxJiv, par exceUence, e.g., 6 ~;Olll'l'l\c; =Homer; (2) team 
j.Lovalluci!v JCriiow, e.g., 0 ~acnA£\Jc; cruv 't(\i O'tpCI.tEUJ.Liltl.---aur possessive use; (3) Kat' amo J.L6VOV 
arO.ijv civa4lopciv. The last is the commonest of all, and In It, as ApoUonius saw, is to be found the 
essential characteristic of the Greek article, viz., civa4lopci.." 

11. For example, Oll.tCJ&<at6~ = h!rellngs (Jolm 10:12); 61CU1m1~ =thieves (John 10:10). But this 
usage may also be represented in English by "a hireling" or "the hireling: 

12. For example, oi VE1Cpo\ tv XptO'teji (1 '!bess. 4:16). 
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c. An abstract noun concretely applied.13 In general, articular 
abstract nouns and anarthrous concrete nouns call for special exe
getical attention.14 

d. Possessive in meaniny• where the article functions as a possessive 
pronoun or adjective. 5 

e. An indication of a reciprocating proposition, if the subject also is 
articular.16 

5. An anarthrous noun may be: 

a Indefinite, lacking any special stress upon individual identity.17 

b. Definite, since (1) some words (such as proper names) are by 
nature always definite;18 (2) definiteness is not expressed only by 
the article but may also be indicated by an accompanying genitive 
or possessive pronoun; (3) two nouns in regimen19 may be both 
anarthrous and yet definite;20 ( 4) Biblical Greek sometimes 
reflects the Semitic idiom in which the noun in the construct state, 
even if definite, is anarthrous (see MH 430); and (5) there is a ten
dency for nouns to be anarthrous that are used in familiar or ste
reotyped expressions that may date from the prearticular age of 
Greek-expressions such as idiomatic prepositional phrases. 21 

Similarly, nouns that appear in headings, lists, or proverbs tend to 
lack the article. 22 

13. Zerwlck, Greek § 176. For example, while ;tcipl'tl in Eph. 2:5 denotes grace as a divine qlW.lity 
that effects human salvation, tfi ;tcXp\'n in Eph. 2:8 probably refers to that particular act of divine 
grace by which salvation was procured (although the article may be simply anaphoric) (so also N. 
Turner, Syntaz 176). But Gildersleeve and Miller (2:269 §567) find in the easy passage from the ar
tJcular to the anarthrous form in Classical Greek evidence that there was there "no vital difference" 
between articular and anarthrous abstract nouns (citing Plato, MBIW 99A [1) cip£-tJiJ and 99E [apet'l\); 
also 100B [1) cip£'rll ... apet'l\l). 

14. Zerwick, Greek §179 (citing ui6(i and na'tljp in Heb.12:7.as examples of anarthrous concrete 
DOWIS used qualitatively), 

16. For example, 'Avavia(i ... bt16e't~ e~~:· C1.1i1:ov 1:a~ ;tt:ip~ JCtA. (Acts 9:17). 
16. The reciprocity involved ma,y point to an actual identity or to a conceptual identity. 
17. For example, John 1:6: i:ytvE'to dv9p(J)Ilo~, anrotai..iJEVO(i ~tapa aeo\i. 
18. Seethe analyses of Nevius, Mark and Gospels; Funk 1~ Fee, • Article." On classical usage, 

see Gildersleeve. 
19. That Is, where one noun is "governing" (nomen regens) and the other noun is "governed" 

(nomen rectum). For example, in the phrase 6 Myo~ tou 9£ou the word 6 Myoc; is nomen regens 
and the word toil Seoii Is nomen rectum. 

20. See the discussion of the canon of Apollonius below, §B.l. 
21. There Is a. certain similarity between Greek and English at this point: note the classical £i(i 

6m'IJ ("to town"), the Ka1:cl lt6AlV ("in town") Of the papyri, and the phrase Ev oitdc;t ("at home") in 
Luke 8:27. See MM 436 §6. 

22. For example, 1 Pet. 1:1 (heading and list); 4:1b, Sb (proverbs). 
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c. Qualitative, emphasizing the intrinsic qualities of the particular 
person or thing signified.23 Whereas articular nouns identify, anar
throus nouns may describe. 

d. An indication of the predicate in the sentence (where the subject is 
articular),24 since a predicate further defines an individual person 
or thing already specified. 

e. An indication of a nonreciprocatlng proposition if the subject is 
articular.25 

Against this background we may better understand the operation of 
three special principles regarding the use of the article that are of particular 
relevance to some of the verses discussed in the body of this bo~k. · 

B. Three Specific Principles 

1. The Canon of Apollonius 

Apollonius Dyscolus, a native of Alexandria who lived in the second cen
tury A.D., is the principal source for the history of Greek grammar from the 
second century B.c.·down to his own day. He was acclaimed by Priscian, the 
famous Latin grammarian of the sixth century A.D., as "a most distinguish~d 
model of the art ofgranunar (maximus auctorartis grammaticae)."26 To 
him we owe the formulation ofthe grammatical principle that nouns in reg
imen generally either both have the article or both lack it.27 Thus, one must 
say either AeOV'tO~ (J'IC\)~vtov or 'tO 'tOU t.koV'tO<; (J'ICI)~Viov. Both mean "the 
cub of the lion." Commenting on the impossibility of 'tO <JlCI)IJ.VLOV AeOV'tO<;, 
T. F. Middleton observes that "the accuracy of a philosophical language 
denies, that of A.eov'to<;, which is indefinite, there ·can be any definite <JlCI)· 
~vtov. Exactly as the insertion ofthe Article before the governed Noun ... 
is made necessary by its insertion before the Noun which governs, so the 
indefiniteness of the governed will cause the governing Noun to assume the 
indefinite fonn" ( 48). 

23. See Moulton, Prolegomena sa: "For exegesis, there are few of the finer points of Greek which 
need more constant attention than this omission of the article when the writer would lay stress on 
the quality or character of the object. • 

24. For example, John8:42 (si o 6£0~ ltatirp U).lt:iiv "Tiv ... ); Rom.l:9a; Phil. 1:21 bis. On occasion, 
however, the subject may be anarthrous and the predicate articular-as when the subject is a proper 
name (e.g., 1 John 4:15). 

25. For example, 1 John 4:8: 6 &o<; a"((X~tT~ £anv. 
26. Cited by P. B. R. Forbes, "Apollonius (15),n in OCD 72. 
27. "H .. -lilt~t£pa xcop\<; iipElpou, M.ovto<; OKVJ!.viov £5pa1-1sv· ii all~chEpa cruvsvsx61ia£tal, to 

toii M:ovto<; 011:\l)J.Viov Upa)!ev (De SynUui seu Co'IIStnu:tione Orationis, ed. F. Portus and F. Syl
burgius !Frankfurt: Wechelus, 1590), p. 90 §1:42). 
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New Testament usage accords with this canon. So one finds, for exam
ple, ev tel> 1tV£u~a:tt. tou 9eou in 1 Corinthians 6:11 but £v 1tV£Uila:tt. 9e.ou in 
1 Corinthians 12:3. A notable instance, again involving ( tou) 6eo'O as nomen 
rectu.m,28 occurs in 1 Corinthians 15:10: ~ & 9eoi> Eillt o Eillt, 1ea\ 1i 
:x;aptr; ain:OU 'Ji £ic; eJ,L£ OU 1C£V'i] EyeVJ\Eh'\, tlUa m:ptO"O"OtEpOV aUtcOV Jtci.V't(I)V 
eJComooa, OUlC £-yci> & WJ..O. n X~ 'tOU 9e.ou 1i c:ruv EllOl. 

Apparent exceptions to the canon29 may often be accounted for by ref
erence to other grammatical principles, viz.: 

a. That predicative noW\S are not infrequently anarthrous,30 espe
cially when they precede the verb,31 for example, Acts 16:17: outot 
oi av9p(J)Jt0t 8ou/..ot tou 9eou tou i>ljli.crto'l> eimv.32 

b. That Biblical Greek sometimes reflects the Hebrew idiom33 in 
which a noun in the construct state or a noun to which a pronomi
nal suffix is attached is anarthrous. For example, when 'l'O•? of 
Psalm 110:1 appears in NT citations or allusions, one finds ev &~t~ 
tou 9eo'O (Rom. 8:34; Col. 3:1; Heb. 10:12; 1 Pet 3:22 v.L) or eJC ~t
rov toil 9£0'\) (Acts 7:55-56).34 

c. That a noun is generally articular when a personal pronoun or an 
attributive a<ijective accompanies it Thus 2 Peter 1:1: Ev 8t1Cato
o-Uvn toil eeou 'Jillrov xa\ crcotfjpoc; 'IT\crou Xptcrtou.35 

d. That the absence of the article before the second of two nouns 
joined by· Kat indicates that the writer views the nouns as a concep
tual unit. 36 For instance, Paul describes Timothy as tov a&Ac~~ov 
'JillcOV Kat O"'I>V£pyOV 'tOU 9EOU (1 Thess. 3:2).37 

e. That the vocative is never articular, for example, Mark 5:7 ( = Matt 
8:29; Luke 8:28): 'l>i£ toil 9eou. 

28. All the following examples cited in the text under §B.l involve (o) ~as either nomen re
gens or nomen rectum. 

29. Apollonlus himself recognized (De Synla:l:i 90) that proper names do not always confonn to 
his general canon. 

30. This Is because the article Is a marker of what Is already known, while a predicate generally 
Introduces some new fact about the subject (Gildersleeve and Miller 2:324). 

31. See the discussion of "Colwell's rules" below, §B.a. 
32. Thus also (involving (o) 9£6c;) Matt. 4:3, 6; 5:34; 27:40; Luke 4:3, 9; Acts 17:29; Rom. 9:8; 1 Cor. 

16:15a; 2 Cor. 4:4b; Eph. 2:19; 6:1; Col. 1:16; 3:12 (?); 1 Thess. 4:3; Jame:~ 4:4 bi&; 1 Pel 6:12; Rev. 20:6. 
33. But see GKC §§127-28 for apparent exceptions. 
34. Also Acts 10:3; 27:23 (?);Rom. 1:1 (si vem lectio); 2:6; 16:7; 2 Cor. 1:12b; Eph. 2:22; Rev. 16:2. 
36. Also Rom. 16:26; 2 Pet. 1:2; and possibly Titus 1:3. 
36. See the more detailed discussion below, §B.2. 
37. Also Acts 2:23; Eph. 6:6. 
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f. That indeclinable proper names are generally anarthrous in the 
genitive case. Thus Matthew 22:32 ( = Mark 12:26): f:yro eif,l.t 6 9eoc; 
'Appaa!J. x:a.l. 6 9Eo~ 'Icra.cl.x: x:a.l. 6 8Eo<; 'Ia.x:rop. 

g. That m'i<; is anarthrous when it means "every" (seeN. Turner, Syn
tax 144-200)-thus Colossians 4:12: ev 1ta.vit 9ef..:l\!J.a.n toi> 9E0'5, 
"in every part of God's will. "38 

When (tou) 9Eoi> is nomen rectum, the word order is generally AABB 
(e.g., 6 va.o<; -cou 8Eoi>); this is always the case in the Gospels. However, an 
ABBA order (e.g., o -cou eeou va6~ is sometimes fol.md outside the Gos
pels.39 OnJy relatively rarely does 9Eou precede the anarthrous noun on 
which it depends. 40 

2. The Article with Copulated Nouns 

In his controversial book Remarks on the Uses of the Definitive Article 
in the G-reek Text of the New Testament; Containing Many New Proofs of 
the Divinity of Christ, from Passages, Which Are Wrongly Translated in 
the Common English Version, first published in 1798 (second edition, 1802; 
third edition, 1803), Granville Sharp formulated and applied to the NT a rule 
regarding the repetition or nonrepetition of the article with copulated sub
stantives: 

When the copulative x:al connects two nouns of the same case [viz:, nouns (ei
ther substantive, or adjective, or participles) of personal description respect
ing office, dignity, affinity, or connection, and attributes, properties or 
qualities good or ill] if the article 6, or any of it's [sic] cases preceeds [sic} the 
first of the said nouns or participles, and is not repeated before the second 
noun or participle, the latter always relates to the same person that is ex
pressed or described by the first noun or participle; i.e. it denotes a further de
scription of the first named person· ( 4-5, rule I). 

FollowingM. Zerwick'slead (Greek §184; cf. N. Turner, Syntax 181), one 
may simplify and extend the rule as follows: With two (or more) coordi
nated nouns, the repetition of the article distinguishes, while a single article 

38. There are only two exceptions (involving the word 8e<)Q to the canon of Apollonius that are · 
not accounted for by the seven categ9ries of exception listed above-Matt. 22:32 ( oinc e<mv o 9£~ 
vexpmv &.lla ~<Ov'tCtlV, B L r 11/133 pc), where there is textual uncertainty and where the Marean 
parallel (12:27) reads~ vu:pmv; and Eph. 2:8 (1Ca\ 'toii'to o'LiJC ~ Ujlmv, 8toii to Ociipov), where ei
ther the desire to highlight the juxtaposition of the contrasted~ ~mv and 9Eoil or the inverted word 
order (cf. the more usual to &ilpov ('toii) 8eou) accounts for the anarthrous 9tou. 

39. Viz., Acts 13:36; Rom. 10:3a ( cf. 10:3b ); 2 Cor. 1:19; 11:7; 2 Tim. 3:17; 1 Pet. 3:20; 4:14 v.l., 17b; 
2 Pet. 3:5, 12; Jude 4. 

40. VJZ., Matt. 14:33; Acts 12:22; Rom. 3:5a; 13:4 /lis; 1 Cor. 1:24 bis; 2:7a; 3:9 ter, 2 Cor 6:4; Titus 
1:7; Heb. 6:5; 1 Pet. 2:16. On 9eoii 'tO &ilpov in Eph. 2:8, see above n. 38. 
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associates the notions in a conceptual unity41 (or sometimes an identity). 
This restatement goes beyond Sharp's formulation in two regards-it 
applies the rule to more than persons and singulars and it explains the sig
nificance of the repeated article (not simply the significance of the nonrepe
tition).42 Several NT examples43 illustrate the principle. 

a. The Repetition of the Article 

(1) Acts 26:30: 'AVEO''t'Tl 'te 6 ~o.mA.eil~ !Cet.\ 6 rryep.rov Tl 'te J)£pv1:K''1· The 
three articles make it clear that three different persons rose up. Had Luke 
written 6 ~o.mA.ei>~ Ket.t ft"fEp.rov he would have implied that King Herod 
Agrippa II was also governor of Judea (which was not the case). 

(2) Alluding to himself and Apollos, Paul comments (1 Cor. 3:8) 6 
$U'te'Urov ... Ket.\ 6 ttonl;rov Ev ei.mv. By repeating the article Paul implies 
that the roles of planter and waterer should not be confused or identified; 
distinct tasks and separate individuals are indicated. 

b. The Nonrepetition of the Article 

(1) In Ephesians 4:11 (1Cet.t et.'ll'to~ eOroKev) 'tOil~ ~v arcoO"toA.ouc;, -coil~ of. 
ttpo$TJ'tet.<;, 'toile; a£ cio.Yf'E).ta'ta~ is followed by the phrase 'toile; a£ rcot~vo.c; 
1Cet.\ otoao~~:W..o~. The absence of the article before otoao~~:aA.ouc;, particu
larly after the thrice-repeated 'toile; &, 44 could imply that Paul is thinking of 
only four (not five) types of persons, the last being the pastor-teacher ("pas
tors who are, by virtue of their function, also teachers"), that there are no 
pastors who are not teachers. But an equally possible explanation of the 
anarthrous St8aaJCaA.ouc; is that, while Paul distinguished the role of the 
pastor from that of the teacher, here he associates them (presumably 

41. Another way that Greek can express close conceptual association is through disagreement in 
number between subjects and their verb. In John 1:17, for example, it ;capt<;ll:a\ 1\ ciA.t\9£ta ... f:yive
'tO (not ¥voV'to) shows that John so naturally thought of truth when he thought of grace, and grace 
when he thought of truth, that the two formed a single theological unit of thought. Note also the re
markable Instances In 1 'lbess. 3:11 and 2 Thess. 2:16-17, 

42. Wallace bas shown that ShiU'P recognized that his first rule did not apply to proper names, 
plurals, or impersonal constructions (63-66). Wallace hilll6elf examines the 71 NT examples of the 
article-noun-11:al-noun plural construction and classifies 60 of these Instances into one of five se
mantic categories: (1) two entirely distinct groups, though Wlited. (2) two overlapping groups, 
(3) the first group as a subset of the second group, ( 4) the second group as a subset of the first group, 
and (6) two identical groups (67-79). 

43. Regarding classical usage, Gildersleeve and Miller observe (2:277 §603) that although (1) the
oretically the repetition of the article demands separate consideration of the no was involved and the 
absence of the article suggests unity, (2) in practice the distinction Is not alw~s observed. The ex
amples cited are, for the first group, oi. G1Pttnl')'Ol 11:m oi. A.oxa')'Oi (Xenophon, An. 3:5:14), "the gen
erals and the captains" (as distinct classes of officers), but 01 <npa'tll')'Oi ~e;a\ AoXa')'Oi (An. 1:7:2), "the 
generals and captains" (officers as distinct from privates); for the second group, 10 OllOlOV ICm 'fO 
aVOj10\0V ll:ai 'tO 'ta\nov xa\ EUpOV (Plato, Theat. 186A), "the like and the unlike and the identical 
and differenL • 

44. If It were simply a case of stylistic variation, ICa't to~ 6t&x<llCW.o1l'O might have been expected. 
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because of their similar functions as ruling and teaching elders) in a single 
category (viz., pastors-and-teachers) over against the other three groups 
(viz., apostles, prophets, evangelists). In one case, there are four types of 
persons and four conceptual categories; in the other, five types and four 
categories. From the viewpoint of grammar alone, a verdict of non liquet 
must be passed. 45 

(2) The formula 6 ec:o~ Ka\ rta'ti\p (i)~oov), so common in Pauline greet
ings,46 affords an example of this rule in which theological considerations 
show that it is not a matter of unity in concept (ee6~ and rtat1lp actually 
referring to two persons) but of actual identification (ee6~ is no other than 
rtat1lp). In this regard it is instructive to compare (arto) eeou 1ta1po~ 
Cli!!&v) in 2 Corinthians 1:2, Ephesians 1:2, and 1 Peter 1:247 with 6 eeo<; Kat 
7t<X'ti\p (tou IC\)ptou 1\llffiV 'l'J1CJOU Xptcr-cou) in the following verse in each 
case. Moreover in 2 Corinthians 1:3 one finds both 6 eeoc; Kat mx'rll p and 6 
rta'ti\p (-c&v obrnp~oov) Koo eeoc; (mi<Jilc; rtapadr\aecoc;). 

c. The Repetition and Nonrepetition of the Article 

(1) Particularly interesting is the comparison of Ev 'tfl MaKeoovi~ lC<Xt ev 
'tfl 'Axat~ in 1 Thessalonians 1:7 with ev 'tfl MaKeoovi~ Kat 'Axat~ in 
1 Thessalonians 1:8.48 in the former case, the two provinces are themselves 
distinguished; in the latter, they are considered a unit and distinguished 
from ev 1t(XVTt 't01t(t> ("in every place, everywhere"). 49 

(2) Acts.15:23: oi art6crtoA.ot Kelt oi rtpea~'lhepot a&Aqlo\ 'tote; K<X'ta 'ti\v 
'Avnoxaw KOO I:upiav Kat KtA.tKiav WieAqlol.c; tote; e~ eevoov xaipetv. In 
the first phrase ("the brethren, both the apostles and the elders," Rsv) the 
repeated article before rtpea~v'tepot (as in Acts 15:4, 6, 22) indicates that 
within the Jerusalem church the elders were distinguishable from the apos
tles as holders of a separate office. Yet the two groups could also be 
regarded (from an Antiochene perspective?) as a single administrative unit 
representing the whole Jerusalem church, as is clear from Acts 15:2 (Paul, 
Barnabas, ·and some others from Antioch were appointed to go up rtpoc; 
1ouc; artoa16A.ouc; Kcit rtpea~u'tepouc; eic; 'IepouaaA.r\1!) and 16:4 (Paul and 
Silas promulgate the decisions reached U1tO 'tOOV a1t0at6A.cov K:<Xt rtpeac 
~U'te pcov t&v ev 'IepoaoA.U~otc;). 

45. On the basis of his analysis of article-noun-xcxt-noun plural constructions (seen. 42 above), 
Wallace argues that the "pastors" fonned a subset of the·"teachers": • All pastors are to be teachers, 
though not all teacheiS are to be pastors• (83). 

46. See above, chapter I §B.4.d. 
47. Appositives that follow an anarthrous 9£6!; may themselves be anarthrous in stereotyped ex

pressions such as epistolary intloductions (BDF §268,(2)). 
48. However~ CD F G 'P read 1ecx\ ev 'tji'Axcxtq. in 1:8. 
49. Cf. i) 'lou&xiet 1Cet\ IcliLCXPEiCl in Acts 1:8; 8:1. 
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In Acts 15:23 the absence of an article before :r:op\av50 and Ktl..uci.av sug
gests that the apostolic letter was intended primarily for the Gentiles of the 
Antioch-Syria-Cilicia region. The placement of the whole phrase m-ra ... 
KtA.t!d.av between 'tote; and &&/..qlo\c; tends to confinn this point. M. Zer
wick, however, goes one step further, declaring that "the letter of the coun
cil of Jerusalem, by joining under the same article the three regions to 
which it was addressed (Acts 15,23) may perhaps be said rather to discour
age a wider promulgation of its contents" (Greek §184). 

d. Summary 

Thus it mey be seen that a repeated article shows unambiguously that 
nouns are separate items. Its nonrepetition indicates that the nouns 
involved are to be considered not separately but corporately or as having a 
single referent. 

3. Colwell's ''Rules" 

a. The Origin and Statement of the Rules 

As a result of his investigation of C. C. Torrey's theory of the Aramaic ori
gin of the Gospel of John (esp. 323-24) and in particular Torrey's claim that 
some nouns stand without the article in Greek because of the underlying 
Semitic anarthrous construct state, in 1933 E. C. Colwell was led to study 
three passages in John (viz., 1:49; 5:27; 9:5) that had been cited by Torrey as 
examples. It was the interesting variation in word order in these verses, 
especially John 1:49 (cru ei. o ui.Oc; -rO'U Seou, cru ~o:mA.£~ ei. 'toi> lapaT\1..), 
that first suggested to Colwell that the variable quantum was not definite
ness but word order.51 

Colwell tabulated his results after analyzing all the definite predicate 
nouns in the NT with regard to their articular status and their position in 
relation to the verb ("Rule" 17): 

1. Definite predicate nouns with the article 
a. After the verb 
b. Before the verb 

2. Definite predicate nouns without the article 
a. After the verb · 
b. Before the verb 

60.1J)46 reads t!)v l:upia.v. 
61. Colwell, "Rule." 

244 
229 (94%) 

15 (6%) 
123 
26 (21%) 
97 (79%) 
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Colwell observes that the close relation between word order and the use 
of the article in these cases can be shown by a different grouping of the 
same figures: 

1. Definite predicate nouns after the verb 
a. With the article 
b. Without the article 

2. Definite predicate nouns before the verb 
a. With the article 
b. Without the article 

255 
229 (90%) 
26 (10%) 

112 
15 (13%) 
97 (87%) 

On the basis of these and other findings, Colwell claims that certain rules 
may be "tentatively formulated to describe the use of the article with de:fi~ 
nite predicate nouns in sentences in which the verb occurs. (1) Definite 
predicate nouns here regularly take the article. (2) The exceptions are for 
the most part due to a change in word~rder: (a) Definite predicate nouns 
which follow the verb (this is the usual order) usually take the article; 
(b) Definite predicate nouns which precede the verb usually lack the arti~ 
cle; (c) Proper names regularly lack the article in the predicate; (d) Predi
cate nominatives in relative clauses regularly follow the verb whether or 
not they have the article" ("Rule" 20). 

b. Evaluation of the Rules 
(1) There can be no doubt that the formulation of these rules that cover 

NT usage represented a sigroficant advance on the three general observa
tions concerning the use of the article with predicate nouns that are found 
in the older NT grammars (e.g., Robertson, GTam7'1UJ,r 767-68), viz., (a) that 
predicate nouns tend to be anarthrous; (b) that predicate nouns that are 
generic are anarthrous}2 and (c) that predicate nouns in convertible prop
ositions are articular.5;;~ 

With this said, . one should not overlook the definite limitations of the 
rules. · 

(2) Colwell himself notes ("RuleD 16-17, 17 n. 12) that the rules do not 
apply to constructions where there is an ellipsis of the copula or to qualita
tive nouns. And it is clear from the last two rules that proper names (2c) and 
predicate nominatives in relative clauses (2d) are themselves exceptions to 
the principal exceptions (viz., 2a and 2b ). Examples that fitted any of these 
four categories were not included in Colwell's statistical analysis. 

(3) It must remain uncertain whether the inference Colwell drew from 
his study may stand, viz., that a predicate noun which precedes the copula 

62. For example, Luke 17:16: Kai a.i>toc; -ijv l:a)lapitllc;. 
63. For example, Matt. 13:38: o & O:rP~ e<rnv 6 KOCIJL~ 
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"is indefinite in this position only when the context demands it" ("Rule" 
21). In fact the reverse would seem to be the case, as Colwell himself first 
stated it: "A predicate nominative which precedes the verb cannot be trans
lated as an indefinite or a 'quaiitative' noun solely because of the absence 
of the article; if the context suggests that the predicate is definite, it should 
be translated as a definite noun in spite of the absence of the article" 
("Rule" 20). The difficulty is simply this. How can one determine the defi
niteness of a noun which is anarthrous? For example, is 1tpCXI>n'tll~ definite 
or indefinite in Mark 11:32 and Jolm 4:19? The only indisputable datum 
about an anarthrous noun is that it lacks the article. Particularly in the 
application of rule 2b--often referred to as "Colwell's rule" -a consider
able element of subjectivity comes into playM and there is the constant dan
ger of arguing in a circle by assuming from the context that a particular 
anarthrous predicate noun is definite and then finding in its placement 
before the copula the confmnation of its definiteness. Whether in the sub
ject or predicate, an articular noun is definite with regard to what is signi
fied. An anarthrous noun in the subject or predicate, on the other hand, may 
be either indefinite or definite, but the presumption ought to be that it is 
either (1) iruleyinite65 (since Greek has, in the article, a means of making 
definiteness unambiguous), until it has been shown to be definite from the 
context (both immediate and general),56 or (2) quaJ,itative,57 whatever be 
its state of definiteness. 58 This leads me to affirm that one may not infer (as 
is often done) from rule 2b that anarthrous predicate nouns which precede 
the verb are usually definite. Indeed, such nouns will usually be qualitative 
in emphasis. 

On this latter point, the primary finding of P. B. Harner in his analysis of 
predicate nouns in Mark and the Fourth Gospel was that "anarthrous pred
icate nouns preceding the verb may be primarily qualitative in force yet may 

54. For instance, Nelson (72) finds in four verses in Mark (viz., 2:28; 3:35; 12:35; 15:39) definite 
predicate no\UIS that are anarthrous since they precede the verb ( = Colwell's rule 2b ), whereas Ham
er (77-81) adduces the same examples (along with four others In Mark: 6:49; 11:17, 32i 14:70) as in
stances where the definiteness or lndefmiteness of the predicate noun is less prominent than Its 
qualitative force. 

55. For example, as subject (John 1:4), as predicate (Mark 6:49). 
56. Thus, it seems, the ambiguous cV..119<iil; o\rtoc; o civ9pl)lltoc; 1)\i:u; eeoii Jiv of Mark 15:39 should 

be rendered as "truly this man was the Son of God" in accordance with Mark'11 intention in the p3lr 
sion nanatlve and In his whole Gospel. See Bratcher. 

57. For example, Mark 14:70. 
68. From this viewpoint, two more recent statements of the principle behind rule 2b are prefer

able. Nelson writes: "An anarthrous predicate nominative before the verb can be, and indeed should 
be where the context lndicate5, translated as defmite and certainlY not qualitative" (64; compare, 
however, his statements on 44, 60-61). Then there is Greenlee(" Article" 164): "With the verbs 'to be' 
and 'to become,' a predicate noun regularlY does not have the article if it is written preceding the 
verb, regardless of whether it is defmite or not, and the context must be the deciding factor in its 
interpretation" (5imllarly his Grammar 23). 
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also have some connotation of definiteness. The categories of qualitative
ness and definiteness, that is, are not mutually exclusive, and frequently it 
is a delicate exegetical issue for the interpreter to decide which emphasis a 
Greek writer had in mind" (87). In Mark the anarthrous predicate nouns in 
all 8 instances in which they precede the verb (viz., 2:28; 3:35; 6:49; 11:17, 
32; 12:35; 14:70; 15:39) were found to be qualitative in force (76-81). Of the 
53 examples in the Fourth Gospel of an anarthrous predicate expression 
preceding the verb, Harner judged (82-83) that (1) in 41 cases59 the qualita
tive force of the predicate substantive is more prominent than its definite
ness or indefiniteness; (2) in 26 cases60 the predicate could not be definite; 
and (3) in 11 instances6l the predicate may be definite, but clear indications 
of definiteness are lacking. 

( 4) It seems a priori unlikely that the largely mechanical·and external 
factor of word order should itself account for the presence or absence of 
the article. 62 This becomes evident when one alters the word order of a par
ticular statement and then adds or omits the article in accordance with the 
rules, for the result may be theologically inadmissible. For instance, if one 
found in John l:lc o A.6yo~ 'liv o 6e6~ instead of eeo<; 'liv o A.Oyo<;, a serious 
ambiguity if not contradiction would be present, for the previous clause ( o 
A.Oyo<; nv 1tpo~ 'tOV 6e6v) distinguishes the person of the Logos from the per
son of the Father ( o 9£6<;). Therefore the absence of the article before 9£6<; 
in John 1: 1c must be· accounted for on grounds other than mere word 
order.63 

The other factors (in addition to word order) that may account for the 
presence or absence of the article in any given case have been dealt with in 
the foregoing discUssion. 

59. Viz., John 1:12, 14; 2:9; 3:4,6 bis, 29; 4:9; 6:63, 70; 7:12; 8:31,33,34, 37, 39, 42,44 bis, 48; 9:17, 
24, 25, 27, 28, 31; 10:1, 2, 8, 13, 33, 34, 36; 12:6, 36, 50; 13:35i 16:14; 17:17; 18:35 (cited by Hamer on 
p. 83 n. 20), to which may be added John 1:1 (84-87), giving the total of 41 cases. 

60. Viz., John 1:14; 2:9; 3:4, 6 bis; 4:9; 6:63; 7:12; 8:31, 44 bis, 48; 9:8, 24, 25, 27, 28, 31; 10:1, 8, 33, 
34; 12:6, 36; 18:26, 36 (Hamer 83 n. 21). · 

61. VJZ., John 1:12; 6:70; 8:33,34, 37, 39; 9:17; 12:50; 13:36; 15:14; 17:17 (Hamer 83 n. 21). 
62. Similarly Zerwick, G-reek §175. But see per contro Colwell, "Rule" 15-16, and Nelson 30-32, 

58-59 (both of whom cite examples where a textual variant that adds or omits the article also chang
es word order). 

63. See above, chapter II §D.3.a.(3). 





Appendix II 

An Outline of the New Testament 
Testimony to the Deity of Christ 

T ~ outline does not purport to be in any sense an exhaustive analysis 
of the NT witness to Christ's deity. Rather it is a sketch of one approaeh-'
a rather traditional approach-to this theme. Other complementary or sup
plementary approaches abound, such as the creative treatment of Jesus' 
implicit claim to deity in his parables by P. B. Payne orR. T. France's doc
umentation from the Synoptic Gospels of Jesus' assumption of the role of 
Yahweh (Jesus 150--59). For a brief discussion of the NT verses that seem, 
at first sight, to call Jesus' divinity into question, see R. E. Brown, Reflec
tions &-10 ( = "Jesus" 548-51). 

A. Implicit Christology 
1. Divine functions performed by Jesus 

a. In relation to the universe 
(1) Creator (John 1:3; Col. 1:16; Heb. 1:2) 
(2) Sustainer (1 Cor. 8:6; Co11:17; Heb. 1:3) 
(3) Author of life (John 1:4; Acts 3:15) 
(4) Ruler (Mati. 28:18; Rom. 14:9; Rev. 1:5) 

b. In relation to human beings 
(1) Healing the sick (Mark 1:32-34; Acts 3:6; 10:38) 
(2) Teaching authoritatively (Mark 1:21-22; 13:31) 
(3) Forgiving sins (Mark 2:1-12; Luke 24:47; Acts 5:31; Col. 3:13) 
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( 4) Granting salvation or imparting eternal life (Acts 4: 12; Rom. 
10:12-14) 

(5) Dispensing the Spirit (Matt. 3:11; Acts 2:17, 33) 
(6) Raising the dead (Luke 7:11-17; John 5:21; 6:40) 
(7) Exercising judgment (Matt. 25:31-46; John 5:19-29; Acts 

10:42; 1 Cor. 4:4-5) 
2. Divine status claimed by or accorded to Jesus 

a. In relation to his Father 
(1) Possessor of divine attributes (John 1:4; 10:30; 21:17; Eph. 

4:10; Col. 1:19; 2:9) 
(2) Eternally existent (John 1:1; 8:58; 12:41; 17:5; 1 Cor. 10:4; 

Phil. 2:6; Heb. 11:26; 13:8; Jude 5) 
(3) Equal in dignity (Matt. 28:19; John 5:23; 2 Cor. 13:14; Rev. 

22:13; cf. 21:6) 
(4) Perfect revealer (John 1:18; 14:9; Col. 1:15; He b. 1:1-3) 
(5) Embodiment of truth (John 1:9, 14; 6:32; 14:6; Rev. 3:7, 14) 
(6) Joint possessor of the kingdom (Eph. 5:5; Rev. 11:15), 

churches (Rom. 16:16), Spirit (Rom. 8:9; Phil. 1:19), temple 
(Rev. 21:22), divine name (Matt 28:19; cf. Rev. 14:1), and 
throne (Rev. 22:1, 3) 

b. In relation to hwnan beings 
(1) Recipient of praise (Matt. 21:15-16; Eph. 5:19; 1 Tim. 1:12; 

Rev. 5:S-14) 
(2) Recipient of prayer (Acts 1:24; 7:59-60; 9:10-17, 21; 22:16, 19; 

1 Cor. 1:2; 16:22; 2 Cor. 12:8) 
(3) Object of saving faith (John 14:1; Acts 10:43; 16:31; Rom. 

10:8-13) 
(4) Object of worship (Matt. 14:33; 28:9, 17; John 5:23; 20:28; 

Phil. 2:10-11; Heb. 1:6; Rev. 5:8-12) 
(5) Joint source of blessing (1 Cor. 1:3; 2 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:3; 

1 Thess. 3:11; 2 Thess. 2:16) 
(6) Object of doxologies (2 Tim. 4:18; 2 Pet. 3:18; Rev. 1:5b-6; 

5:13) 
B. Explicit Christology 

1. Old Testament passages referring to Yahweh applied to Jesus 
a Character of Yahweh (Exod. 3:14 and !sa 43:11 alluded·to in 

John 8:58; Ps. 101:27-28 LXX [MT 102:28-29] quoted in Heb. 
1:11-12; Isa. 44:6 alluded to in Rev. 1:17) 

b. Holiness of Yahweh (lsa 8:12-13 [cf. 29:23) quoted in 1 Pet. 
3:14-15) 
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c. Descriptions of Yahweh (Ezek. 43:2 and Dan. 10:5-6 alluded to 
in Rev. 1:13-16) 

d. Worship of Yahweh (Isa. 45:23 alluded to in Phil. 2:10-11; Deut. 
32:43 LXX and Ps. 96:7 LXX [MT 97:7] quoted in Heb. 1:6) 

e. Work of Yahweh in creation (Ps. 101:26 LXX [MT 102:27) quoted 
in He b. 1: 10) 

f. Salvation of Yahweh (Joel2:32 [MT 3:5) quoted in Rom. 10:13; d. 
Acts 2:21; Isa 40:3 quoted in Matt. 3:3) 

g. Trustworthiness of Yahweh (Isa 28:16 quoted in Rom. 9:33; 
10:11; 1 Pet. 2:6) 

h. JudginentofYahweh (Isa. 6:10 alluded to in John 12:41; Isa 8:14 
quoted in Rom. 9:33 and 1 Pet. 2:8) 

i. Triumph of Yahweh (Ps. 68:18 [MT v. 19) quoted in Eph. 4:8) 
2. Divine titles claimed by or applied to Jesus 

a Son of Man (Matt. 16:28; 24:30; Mark 8:38; 14:62-64; Acts 7:56) 
b. Son of God (Matt. 11:27; Mark 15:39i John 1:18; Rom.1:4; Gal. 4:4; 

Heb.1:2) 
c. Messiah (Matt. 16:16; Mark 14:61; John 20:31) 
d Lord (Mark 12:35-37; John 20:28; Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 8:5-6; 12:3; 

16:22; Phil. 2:11; 1 Pet. 2:3; 3:15) 
e. Alpha and Omega (Rev. 22: 13; cf. 1:8; 21:6, of the Lord God) 
f. God (John 1:1, 18; 20:28; Rom. 9:5; Titus 2: 13; He b. 1:8; 2 Pet. 1: 1) 
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